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ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat  
To End War on Earth

 
Please send cash or check to  
Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306  
 
Cell 303 548 9904  
 
Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar web fixed up nicely...  
 
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss

Mp3 just recoreded of the "Breast Cancer Memorial" in the Boss directory above, it's Hot!  
 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

 
 
New ---Cop with burnt face looking at his baby and wife... 100's of thousands of cops - kids- parents have faces 
burned in gasoline from fiery car wrecks for more oil money. This is what the Worlds Leaders toast to... Let them 
eat cake, let them burn in gasoline, We're addicted to oil money... click here see the picture of the cop!  
 
 
 
 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Greg Buell inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar is Alive 
and Well in Boulder, Colorado!
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM Avalanche of Oil Money Bribes $.
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  And you will die in “A Colorado Avalanche” of Oil 
Money Bribes $$$ More people have been killed by those taking oil 
genocide bribes than any other Genocide or Holocaust in history and the center 
of this Universe is Boulder, Colorado. You better watch Leno on Monday 5 
Jan. 2009!
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies is the End War News 
for this update. I knew I would write something about the Iraqi who hurled 
his shoes at Bush. Wanted to write this in the days the story was making 
news but Observers stopped me from writing for the longest time in years, 
no telling what‛s going on behind the hidden cameras in this Orwellian 
Society. Dad at 85 wrote today that he saw Tom Cruise movie on Christmas 
Day and it had a sad ending. I hope the cops with gasoline burns on their 
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faces and bodies don‛t have a sad ending for 2009 like they had for 2008, 
unable to pull off a successful Coup d'état on Bush and the Pentagon 
Generals!  Troops burned in Iraq are in almost the same place as the NYPD 
and California Highway Patrol cops burned in the USA. Between a rock and a 
hard place with even the Pope taking bribes from Texas and Saudi Oil men 
for the Vatican Banks Christmas presents of 2008 $$$.  I‛ve been rewriting 
this End War news since I first published it at 2 am this morning and it‛s 
getting better every hour. This time next year we‛ll know if I succeeded 
in starting a Revolution that stopped the Orwellian President of the USA, and 
the Pentagon Generals from hurling gasoline bombs at SUV‛s driving down 
the streets of the USA and letting troops in Iraq burn in vain instead of 
using the ElectricWindmillcar to win the War Overnight… Caesar was killed by 
his own Palace Guards. So far the FBI has let 1 million Americans be burned 
and burned to death by the Orwellian Presidents of the USA who 
are reincarnated Caesar‛s financing their War Games with Oil Genocide 
Revenue. Lenin in 2009 going up against Putin with $9 Trillion dollars in cash 
from Oil and Gas revenue would fail to pull off the Russian Revolution. Caesar 
is not our only option, but the quickest one! You can call a cop, but not the FBI!
 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Greg Buell inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar and 
future inventor of the Rx of Penicillin Cure for Breast Cancer is Alive and Well 
in Boulder, Colorado. No thanks to the fraud by the City of Boulder in my 
working as a real Inventor, I will bribe the ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders 
at the NYPD to taster more than just Boulder's lesbian dykes. Who 
stifle inventors by their killing inventive husbands... grin. Its been so 
long...... since the last update of End War News.  I just wanted to publish 
this on my web page before its been rewritten!  Now its been rewritten a 
few times its 1/4/2009 9:20 am now.  I now have for 2009 a student copy 
of Office 2003 it this 2009? What year is it at Microsoft? Bill Gates is going 
to Hell... I tried Office 2007 at FedEx Kinkos and wasted my time looking 
for copy and paste ha... never even found save as... I like Office 2003 
and Word 2003. ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders will give us a free copy 
of Office 2009 with a on line grammar and spell checker on a Server, if they 
pull off a successful Coup this year. Bill Gates protection by Bush is wearing 
thin as Windows 7.  Windows 7 will have the same greed mentality Bill Gates 
is known for. Texas and Saudi Oil men Toast with Bill Gates$.  I just wrote 
this End War News update after working 8 hours at the Avalanche 
Beacon Factory here in Boulder, Colorado from 7 to 3 pm today so enjoy it 
and invent something in 2009!  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  009 waiting for Sony to release the “Quantum of Solace,” 
on DVD and ready to help Sony write the next Bond Movie! E-mail all your 
ideas for the next 007 to Sony, they will read them all, and use any good 
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ideas. Sony is not Microsoft!!! 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  I told the engineers at the Avalanche Beacon Factory I 
have a new years resolution for all of you. Write out that you will 
invent something to make your first million dollars in 2009... Then give it to 
your wife along with a cattle taster to get you started, grin. I got a better 
joke than Leno will have about New Year‛s resolutions when he comes back 
on Monday.  
 
My new years resolution is to pull off a Coup that Ends War on Earth and gives 
us real inventors who want to get the Rx miracle cure of a Penicillin Rx for 
Breast Cancer as 40k more women just in the USA in 2009 will be killed by 
Bush-Obama and the Pentagon Generals playing War Games instead of working 
on a Penicillin Rx for Breast Cancer.  
 
 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies.  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies.  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 pm  And the Jews invaded Gaza instead of starting work on 
a Penicillin Rx to cure cancer with one Rx. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies.  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Iraqi Shoe-Hurler Raises Up Iraq's Reputation.  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God is spit on by Jews, every Jew on Earth! 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Jews would not be spitting on God if not backed up by 
the Pentagon!  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Bill Gates spit on Several Billion Inventors worldwide for 
8 years. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Microsoft would not be spitting on Inventors if not backed 
by Bush!  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Madonna: Time is waiting. 
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1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Justin: We only got 4 minutes to save the world. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Madonna: No hesitating. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Madonna: Generals wives should cut off the Generals tits!
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Madonna: Generals wives should cut off the Generals tits!
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Madonna: Generals wives should cut off the Generals tits! 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Madonna: 2009 Concert Tour End War On Earth. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Expose Bush-Obama hurling gasoline bombs at cop cars 
and SUV's.  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Light Years away from Star Travels to Alpha Centauri. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  NASA Top Brass took more bribes from Saudi Oil men 
than the Pope.  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Pope only got a billion dollars to let 100's of thousand burn 
in gasoline. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Hell is burning gasoline in a distant galaxy.  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Traffic-related deaths, with 71 officers killed this 
year, compared to 83 in 2007. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  DC office reporting this suppressed how many were burned 
in gasoline.  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Coup d'état by the NYPD hurling $1.1 Billion 
dollars compensation for burnt cops. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Windfall for widows not oil men! 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Hurling $1.1 Billion dollars compensation for "Every 
One" every burnt cop.  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Spin off compensation for Humanity will "Kill Bill". 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Bill Gates and Caroline Kennedy will be the first casualties.  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Casualties in Iraq - 2009 Dec 31, 2008 ... Daily 
DoD Casualty Release. 
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1/3/2009 7:25 PM  320,000 Vets Have Brain Injuries.  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  320,000 gasoline bombs hurled by Bush-Obama. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Pentagon Generals are letting them kill their own troops!  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Pope is letting them Kill! 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Jews would Kill God!
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  they have Killed God in every Jew on Earth! 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Every Jew on Earth profited from the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar!
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies.  
 
Madonna: Time is waiting. Gravity is a Element, will be when discovered! 
 
Justin: We only got 4 minutes to save the world. 
 
Madonna: No hesitating. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Madonna: Generals wives should cut off the Generals tits!  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Madonna: Generals wives should cut off the Generals tits! 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Madonna: Generals wives should cut off the Generals tits!  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Madonna: Generals wives should cut off the Generals tits!  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  40k killed every year for the last 8 years via breast cancer! 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Caroline Kennedy spit on Katie Couric when she reported 
the 40K  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Madonna: beat goes on  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Don't sit there like some silly girl 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  If you wait too long you'll be too late  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  I'm not telling you something new 
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1/3/2009 7:25 PM  There ain't no time to lose (No time to lose) 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Madonna: Gravity control invention was lost by MIT grads. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Madonna's mother died from breast cancer. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  That would have been cured if we would have used 
Vietnam's $$$.  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Vietnam will hang its current President and top 
Leaders because they let Vietnamese burn and burn to death in exchange for 
oil bribes from the President of the USA!  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Coup d'état will have a domino effect.
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Swiss Bankers who took Hitler's money.  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Will finally hang for taking Oil Genocide money from 
Texas and Saudi Arabia! 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Cops in Italy will hang the Pope!  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Coup d'état at the Yale New Haven Medical School. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Will give us a windfall of Medical Schools build over 
every Football Stadium!  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  CU students asked to vote on new campus buildings built 
by Illogical Philosophers. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Philosophers who drink gasoline money to build “Buildings” 
that are harmful as gasoline exhaust to students adult inventions to cure 
disease and gram stain trillions of galaxies. The futuristic gram stain is not 
dead, just not in the current editions of Philosophy text books sold by 
CU Bookstore. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  CU students are ripped off by CU Alumni and Landlords! 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Fraud ok'ed by the City of Boulder, Colorado.  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  People on every Ocean need a "Tracker"
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies.
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies. 
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1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies.  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  And you will die in a Colorado Avalanche of Oil Money Bribes 
$$$.  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  I will use the ElectricWindmillCar money to bribe people too…
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies.  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Madonna: Ray of light speeding faster than the speed 
of light. 900 Super Shuttles docked together in orbit like a Train ready to 
blast off for Alpha Centauri. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Madonna: Coup d'état at the Yale New Haven Medical School.  
 
Then we can go faster than the speed of light 
 
Getting the Over night Penicillin cure for breast cancer is past due!  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  CU football stadium 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  CU Alumni are building new buildings on CU today for 
football fans not inventors after the Penicillin for Breast Cancer!  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  President Gee's wife died of breast cancer at the 
University Med School in Denver 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  In 1984 four years after the ElectricWindmillCar Invention 
in Boulder, Colorado  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  She died knowing about its suppression 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  She didn't know its suppression also suppressed her Rx 
for Breast Cancer Penicillin  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies.
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies. 
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1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies.
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Bush ducked out of the way of two Galaxies.
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Several Trillion Galaxies are mind-blowing, so 12 million 
will be diagnosed with some form of cancer in 2009. And the Jews today 
invaded Gaza instead of starting work on a Penicillin Rx to cure cancer with 
one Rx.
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  7.6 million people will die from cancer in 2009.
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Madonna‛s Sticky and Sweet Tour at age 50. Madonna 
in 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented in Boulder, Colorado. 
Tacky and Unattractive thoughts of all those who crashed in burned in a 
fiery wrecks between 1980 to 2009. Needlessly and killed, burned in vain 
just like the troops in Iraq and by the same Mad Men running the USA!
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Madonna: so energetic, missed one beat, to expose 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar at her concert in Denver… Why?
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Madonna: the tireless architect of the gravity controlled 
car, futuristic inventions we know will be here in 2009. Madonna:  Hurling 
insults at Bush, being a New York Pussy, Madonna: is waiting for the NYPD 
to arrest Bush. I Love New York… 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Pope Benedict said Galaxies, trillions of Galaxies 
hurling through the Universe can stimulate understanding and appreciation of 
God! Catholic Church condemned Galileo in the 17th century for 
supporting Nicholas Copernicus' discovery that the Earth revolved around the 
sun; church teaching at the time placed Earth at the center of the universe. 
In 1992, Pope John Paul II apologized, saying that the denunciation was a 
tragic error. In 2009 the tragic error of Pope Benedict is in taking $$$ billions 
in Oil Bribes from Texas and Saudi Oil men. This is a tragic error more so 
than the condemning of Galileo. My invention project to End War on Earth is 
a gram stain invention to observe Aliens in the Universe. Same telescope 
Galileo used 400 years ago to observe our right place in the Universe. Tragic 
is Oil Money and Microsoft greed. All are linked in our Era; one would not 
happen without the others. Avalanche!
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1/3/2009 7:25 PM  “MIT researchers have found that the pigments 
responsible for the blue-green stain of the mucus that clogs the lungs of 
cystic fibrosis patients are primarily signaling molecules that allow large 
clusters of the opportunistic infection agent, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, to 
organize themselves into structured communities. For decades, these 
pigments, called phenazines, have been wrongly regarded as antibiotics, 
generated by P. aeruginosa to kill off the microbe's bacterial competitors in 
the lungs. This new insight about the leading cause of death of people with 
CF suggests that the phenazine-processing machinery could become a 
potential target for drugs to treat P. aeruginosa infections in CF patients” 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM   Physician Autonomy to spread staph infections from 
patient to patient then cutting off limbs to save the patients. Protected by 
the Orwellian President of the USA! This protection is wearing thin as Bill 
Gates protection. John Lennon would sing the song… Imagine! – “No 
Physician Autonomy”, “No Bill Gates greed $$$”.  Let‛s start a 
Revolution! Chairman Mao lost, 1 billion in China their ElectricWindmillCar Era 
and the 1 Trillion spin off inventions and inventors from the 
ElectricWindmillCar Invention. Yoko lives at the same address at the Dakota 
were John Lennon was shot in 1980 the same year the ElectricWindmillCar 
was invented in Boulder Colorado. Paul McCartney was found out! He has 
had teeth with decay all his life, this, not Yoko broke up the Beatles!  When 
I‛m 65... was played at Paul McCartney‛s divorce to Heather Mills. 
Paul McCartney never wrote a song for Linda McCartney when she died of 
breast cancer, Paul McCartney never exposed me, Greg Buell, my 
suppression from working on a cure for breast cancer. That the USA 
government has an order signed by a President of the USA, Ok‛ed by 
Queen Elizabeth to stifle me from getting a cure for breast cancer. 
Paul McCartney was Knighted by the Queen and on the same day 100‛s burned 
in gasoline‛s fiery crashes world wide, thousands of women died from 
breast cancer on the day Paul McCartney was Knighted by the Queen of 
England. Yoko was right all along!
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM    Physician Independence to sell Organs to Saudi Princes 
while Americans waiting for the same organs died. This is our USA medical 
system in 2009. Do you think they quit selling organs to Saudi Princes 
just because I wrote it up on my web page? Fiery car wrecks, this very minute 
a spark will ignite gasoline! In Saudi Arabia health care is free. In Saudi 
Arabia the University is free. Imagine this all free in the USA. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  John Needham, discharged from the Army, was charged 
in the fatal beating of his girlfriend, Jacqwelyn Villagomez. Nine current 
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or former members of Fort Carson‛s Fourth Brigade Combat Team have 
killed someone or were charged with killings in the last three years 
after returning from Iraq. Five of the slayings took place last year alone. 
In addition, charges of domestic violence, rape and sexual assault have 
risen sharply. Prodded by Senator Ken Salazar, Democrat of Colorado, the 
base commander began an investigation of the soldiers accused of homicide. 
An Army task force is reviewing their recruitment, medical and service 
records, as well as their personal histories, to determine if the military 
could have done something to prevent the violence. The inquiry was 
recently expanded to include other serious violent crimes. Now the secretary 
of the Army, Pete Geren, says he is considering conducting an Army-wide 
review of all soldiers “involved in violent crimes since returning” from Iraq 
and Afghanistan
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM Determine if the Pentagon could have done something 
to prevent the domestic violence.
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  The New York Times published articles examining the 
cases of veterans of the wars in Iraq or Afghanistan charged with homicide 
after their return. At the time, it counted at least 121 such cases.
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  The New York Times publishes its stories, while they 
moved into a new 55 story building they got as a bribe for going along with 
the Oil Genocide Era. I will build the first 55 story building in Boulder 
Colorado and name it the New New York Times Building. This is like New 
England. New Solar Systems and New Galaxies hurling through our Universe 
have passed us by because of Texas and Saudi Oil men passing out bribes 
like they were “Hard Candy” no these words are not in the lyrics to 
Madonna‛s “Hard Candy” song. God is hurling Several Trillion Galaxies. 
President of the USA has successfully ducked 2 of the Galaxies but does 
not stand a chance in Hell of not being hit hard and often by trillions of 
Galaxies being hurled at him.  MIT gram stain for CF, my gram stain 
for Observing Aliens in the Universe. Its been so long… since the last update 
of End War News. 1,001 Invention Projects on this web page are a long time 
in coming! Like all my wives I will marry when freed to work as a real 
Inventor. Goddesses of Inspiration, playing the role model to inspire the 
Penicillin Rx for Breast Cancer! Before another 40k women in the USA die of it 
in 2009! Invent something for the New Year 2009. Call a Cop, you can‛t call 
on the FBI, sorry!
 
Madonna: Time is waiting. Gravity is an Element, will be when discovered! 
 
Justin: We only got 4 minutes to save the world. 
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Madonna: No hesitating.
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Madonna: Generals wives should cut off the Generals tits!  
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM  Madonna: Generals wives should cut off the Generals tits!
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM AM God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM AM God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM AM God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies. 
 
1/3/2009 7:25 PM AM God hurling Several Trillion Galaxies. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat  
To End War on Earth

 
Please send cash or check to  
Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306  
 
Cell 303 548 9904  
 
Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar web fixed up nicely...  
 
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss

Mp3 just recoreded of the "Breast Cancer Memorial" in the Boss directory above, it's Hot!  
 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

 
 
New ---Cop with burnt face looking at his baby and wife... 100's of thousands of cops - kids- parents have faces 
burned in gasoline from fiery car wrecks for more oil money. This is what the Worlds Leaders toast to... Let them 
eat cake, let them burn in gasoline, We're addicted to oil money... click here see the picture of the cop!  
 
 
 
21 Nov 2008 Sony 007 James Bond movie — “Quantum of Solace,”  
 
21 Nov 2008 Sony should have titled it… “ Bond‛s Hydrogen As Hydrogen Dynamite” 007 Sony movie the next Bond Movie 
with Hydrogen Dynamite with a Hydrogen Dynamite "Blasting Cap" Cap for your can of nonexplosive Hydrogen that you will use to 
fuel your furnace, generate your electricity and get your clean H2O with your cans of Oxygen... Xcel here in Boulder, Colorado 
will try to kill Bond before he shows this Nobel Invention of Hydrogen Dynamite. Coal Era in Boulder, Colorado no matter what 
the Daily Camera News Reporters say...  
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21 Nov 2008 Sony 007 James Bond movie — “Quantum of Solace,”  
 
21 Nov 2008 Sony should have titled it… “Bond‛s Hydrogen As Dynamite”  
 
21 Nov 2008 “Quantum of Solace,” is an Orwellian 007 Movie with Bourne actions scenes cloned, jumping into windows and 
balcony‛s. Hydrogen and Water will replace all the Worlds Oil Men… Hydrogen in Nobel‛s workshop will be safe to take the 
canister from your ElectricWindmillCar into your home, plug it into your furnace, and use it to generate your electricity. A 
personal note about the Electric Company here in Boulder Colorado, they are called Xcel and came out and check the furnace in 
the house I rent a room in. They found out the Landlord and his sister knew the furnace was giving off carbon monoxide for the 
last 2 winters. That‛s why the hall was 35F all winter… Light Year run to the shower… grin. So Bruce and Ruth and their grandkids 
in the office retaliated… kicked me and my bike out in the snow. I went to the cops… as 777,000 have burned in fiery cop car 
wrecks since I invented the ElectricWindmillCar here in Boulder Colorado in 1980. Well I would guess the Landlords see more cop 
cars on the streets of Boulder than they have ever seen! Landlords have been like Oil Men for decades, its time to jail them all 
as Bruce Jones and his sister Ruth Tilsley 12115 W 61 St Ave Arvada 303 918 9087 + 303 442 4908 are typical Landlords who 
let your furnace give off carbon monoxide keep the window open all winter to freeze you in the hall then whey you call the City 
of Boulder Environmental cops they evict you and make up rules that your bikes must go out in the snow because we need the 
inside space for green recycle binds from the City of Boulder Colorado, and the Observers in this Orwellian Society watch on 
hidden cameras and do nothing... but remember a cop will burn in gasoline today and the same Observers at City Hall 
Boulder Colorado watch this cop burn in a fiery car wreck and do nothing to prevent the cop who will burn in gasoline 
tomorrow... President Orwell in DC is behind this genocide the City Hall Observers in Boulder Colorado are just following orders.  
 
17 Nov 2008 “Bond‛s ReInvented Hydrogen As Hydrogen Dynamite”  
 
17 Nov 2008 The opening song, performed by Jack White and Alicia Keys will remind you of the Rap Music Lyrics that the 
“White Cops” asked President Orwell to stop as they caused the deaths of Street Cops!  
 
17 Nov 2008 Sony‛s didn‛t put Alfred Nobel‛s Dynamite invention in the new 007 Bond movie “Quantum of Solace” which Sony 
should have titled “ Bond‛s Hydrogen As Hydrogen Dynamite” Alfred Nobel worked hard to improve nitroglycerine as an explosive 
that could be used in blasting rock and in mining. He made one of his most important discoveries when he found that by 
mixing nitroglycerine, an oily fluid, with kieselguhr, the mixture could be turned into a paste. This material could be kneaded 
and shaped into rods suitable for insertion into drilling holes. He called his paste dynamite and went on to develop a blasting 
cap, which could be used to detonate dynamite under controlled conditions. “ Bond‛s Hydrogen As Hydrogen Dynamite”  
 
17 Nov 2008 The 1 Billionth ElectricWindmillCar coming off the Toyota assembly line on John Lennon‛s BDay this year would all 
have the electrolysis accessory that automatically converts Hydrogen and Oxygen to Hydrogen Dynamite and Oxygen Dynamite, 
which are light years from today‛s mentality and the nitroglycerine invention by Nobel in 1867.  
 
17 Nov 2008 66 Nigers caught fire in Burkina Faso today. Africa!  
 
17 Nov 2008 BOROMO, Burkina Faso Africa! 66 Nigers caught fire in Burkina Faso when a bus and a truck collided, AP and even 
the New York Times will report this.  
 
17 Nov 2008 World Wide… 777,000,000 “white cops” burned in gasoline since 1980  
 
17 Nov 2008 AP and even the New York Times will never report this crime by the Orwellian President of the USA  
 
17 Nov 2008 Racial epithets scrawled on cars… The Niger Obama profited from 777,000 white cops burned in gasoline since 
1980, mostly in their cop cars!  
 
17 Nov 2008 Sony 007 James Bond movie — “Quantum of Solace,”  
 
17 Nov 2008 Sony should have titled it… “Bond‛s Hydrogen And Dynamite”  
 
17 Nov 2008 “Bond‛s ReInvented Hydrogen And Dynamite”  
 
17 Nov 2008 The opening song, performed by Jack White and Alicia Keys will remind you of the Rap Music Lyrics that the 
“White Cops” asked President Orwell to stop as they caused the deaths of Street Cops!  
 
17 Nov 2008 Consideration of the deeper meanings of “Quantum of Solace” and Sony in Japan. Sony in Japan supported giving 
Iran $1 Trillion dollars in gasoline revenues to build missiles and nukes. Sony Guys did this consciously. And at the Same time 
Sony Guys in Japan suppressed from the Japan Times all the 777,000 cops burned in gasoline since 1980.  
 
17 Nov 2008 The Sony Bond Universe is Orwellian  
 
17 Nov 2008 USA space shuttle Endeavour –NASA Guys lost $1 Trillion for New Shuttles…  
 
17 Nov 2008 NASA Guys lost another $1 Trillion for New Manned Space Telescopes.  
 
17 Nov 2008 The planet with Aliens orbiting the star Fomalhaut, only 25 light-years from Earth was Nuked by NASA Guys who 
took Saudi Bribes and deposited them in Secret Swiss Bank Accounts.  
 
17 Nov 2008 Sony spent $1 Trillion on gasoline instead of 700 New Shuttles that can be docked in Earth Orbit to be blasted off 
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into a reinvented Universe, not Sony‛s Bond‛s Universe in this new movie.  
 
17 Nov 2008 Bourne actions is now Bond‛s action scenes, clone action jumping into the windows, jumping onto a balcony etc.  
 
17 Nov 2008 $1.1 Billion dollars for every window of every burnt cop!  
 
17 Nov 2008 New York Times is reporting that White Cops Kids Chanting "Assassinate Obama” are Incidents of Hating a Niger 
who profited from White Dads burning and burning to death in fiery car wrecks around the country. New York Times is referring 
that no one had burned in gasoline so Nigers can profit… Orwellian kids know different, the current President Orwell of the USA 
has sentenced President-elect Barack Obama to death… Bush and Kennedy are this stupid. Remember Bush and Kennedy Toast… 
Let them eat cake, let them burn in gasoline; we‛re addicted to oil money. Bush and Kennedy are the only ones sad about 
the dampening of the postelection glow of racial progress and harmony, highlighting the stubborn racism that remains in 
America because Nigers profited from White Cops burning in fiery car wrecks since 1980.  
 
17 Nov 2008 Carter, Kennedy, Reagan, Bush, Clinton, and Bush "Once said racism is like cancer," "It's never totally wiped out, it's 
in remission." Because Carter, Kennedy, Reagan, Bush, Clinton, and Bush made a deal with Yale MD‛s and AMA MD‛s to treat 
cancer and make as much money as the Texas and Saudi Oil men, we don‛t need a “Miracle Overnight Cure for Cancer” is on 
the stationary of all MD‛s at the White House in DC.  
 
17 Nov 2008 Associated Press writers Errin Haines, Jerry Harkavy, Jay Reeves, Johnny Taylor and researcher Rhonda Shafner 
and everyone at the New York Times knows of the 777,000,000 whites burned and burned to death in gasoline since 1980.  
 
17 Nov 2008 Sony 007 James Bond movie — “Quantum of Solace,”  
 
17 Nov 2008 Sony should have titled it… “Bond‛s Hydrogen As Hydrogen Dynamite”  
 
17 Nov 2008 “Bond‛s ReInvented Hydrogen As Hydrogen Dynamite”  
 
17 Nov 2008 The opening song, performed by Jack White and Alicia Keys will remind you of the Rap Music Lyrics that the 
“White Cops” asked President Orwell to stop as they caused the deaths of Street Cops!  
 
17 Nov 2008 Sony‛s didn‛t put Alfred Nobel‛s Dynamite invention in the new 007 Bond movie “Quantum of Solace” which Sony 
should have titled “ Bond‛s Hydrogen And Dynamite”  
 
17 Nov 2008 And the Bond women Judi Dench, returning as Grandma M — one Gemma Arterton a doomed casual plaything, the 
other a more serious dramatic foil and potential romantic interest. That one, called Camille, is played by Olga Kurylenko… 
Saudi Women are not Japanese Women yet Sony guys must vacation in Saudi Arabia to often. Sony Guys and Saudi Guys and 
Texas Oil Men, and of course British Oil men all visit the 13 year old prostitutes in Thailand.  
 
17 Nov 2008 13 year old prostitutes in Thailand  
 
17 Nov 2008 New York Times people visit the 13-year-old prostitutes in Thailand too.  
 
17 Nov 2008 Dominic Greene, a ruthless economic predator disguised as an ecological do-gooder is given a quart of oil to drink in 
the end. Greene drinks the oil M tells Bond. M if she lives in London has toasted the Let them eat cake, let them burn in 
gasoline; we‛re addicted to oil money toast of the British CIA.  
 
17 Nov 2008 M needs dentures almost as much as Greg Buell need dentures. She would not be fuckable, to men even if she 
had dentures. Sony‛s taste in women is better with the 13-year-old prostitutes they visit in Thailand I bet ya!  
 
17 Nov 2008 Dominic Greene, a sex predator…  
 
17 Nov 2008 Saudi Women are Light Years from Japanese Women!  
 
17 Nov 2008 White House Women know Bush killed 40k women every year via not letting Greg Buell work on a Miracle Windmill 
Cure, a Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer after I invented the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980.  
 
17 Nov 2008 Jews killed 40k Christian women a year… since 1980  
 
17 Nov 2008 Even the Pope‛s killed 40k women a year… and took the King of Saudi Arabia into the Vatican so he could deposit 
$100 Billion in the Vatican Bank.  
 
17 Nov 2008 Dominic Greene, a ruthless economic predator… who is not shown spending his money on 13 year old prostitutes 
in Thailand, this is how Sony, Saudi and Texas Oil men spend their money.  
 
17 Nov 2008 On October 21, 1833 Alfred Nobel was born in Stockholm, Sweden. His family moved to St. Petersburg in Russia 
when he was nine years old. Nobel prided himself on the many countries he lived in during his lifetime and considered himself a 
world citizen. In 1864, Albert Nobel founded Nitroglycerin AB in Stockholm, Sweden. In 1865, he built the Alfred Nobel & 
Co. Factory in Krümmel Near Hamburg, Germany. In 1866, he established the United States Blasting Oil Company in the U.S. 
In 1870, he established the Société général pour la fabrication de la dynamite in Paris, France.  
 
17 Nov 2008 “Bond the Inventor” would have found safe Hydrogen and free from your suppressed ElectricWindmillCar for the 
1980‛s in the USA. Saving the lives of 777,000,000 worldwide who were burned and burned to death in gasoline between 1980 
and 2008.  
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17 Nov 2008 And the Bond women Judi Dench, returning as Grandma M — one Gemma Arterton a doomed casual plaything, the 
other a more serious dramatic foil and potential romantic interest. That one, called Camille, is played by Olga Kurylenko… 
Saudi Women are not Japanese Women yet Sony guys must vacation in Saudi Arabia to often. Sony Guys and Saudi Guys and 
Texas Oil Men, and of course British Oil men all visit the 13 year old prostitutes in Thailand.  
 
17 Nov 2008 And the Bond women Judi Dench, returning as Grandma M 17 Nov 2008 And the Bond women Judi Dench, returning 
as Grandma M 17 Nov 2008 And the Bond women Judi Dench, returning as Grandma M  
 
17 Nov 2008 The Living Daylights… Bond Girl  
 
17 Nov 2008 Die Another Day… Bond Niger Girl… was a payoff to Oil Men  
 
Amazon link to buy the Bond Girls DVD or read about the Bond Girls  
 
17 Nov 2008 The Women of Bond... In this documentary Maryam D'Abo sits down for one-on-one interviews with Ursula 
Andress, Honor Blackman, Luciana Paluzzi, Jill St. John, Lois Chile, Maude Adams, Carey Lowell, Halle Berry and Rosamund Pike. 
The discussions center on the changing role of the Bond girl through the series.  
 
17 Nov 2008 Bond Women are the catalysts for inventors, their Oxygen and Hydrogen from the Sea's of the Universe light 
years from Sony in Japan  
 
17 Nov 2008 Sony took the “Man with the Golden Gun” and painted the Bond Woman in “Quantum of Solace” in Oil, same image 
of the Bond Woman painted in gold laying in the bed naked… Today Sony Painted this Bond Woman in thick Black Oil, and M told 
Bond they make her drink the Black oil as well.  
 
17 Nov 2008 Bond Women are the catalysts for inventors, their Oxygen and Hydrogen from the Sea's of the Universe light 
years from Sony in Japan  
 
17 Nov 2008 Barbara Bach (born August 27, 1947) Bond girl from the James Bond movie The Spy Who Loved Me (1977). She 
is married to musician Ringo Starr, former drummer of The Beatles.  
 
17 Nov 2008 Bond Women are the catalysts for inventors, their Oxygen and Hydrogen from the Sea's of the Universe light 
years from Sony in Japan  
 
17 Nov 2008 Yoko in Japan waiting for Toyota to assemble the 1 Billionth ElectricWindmillCar on John Lennon‛s BDay.  
 
17 Nov 2008 Bond women Judi Dench, returning as Grandma M, dentures would not have make her fuckable to men. When I 
get dentures I will be a lot more fuckable to “Bond Women in the Real World”  
 
17 Nov 2008 Dr Holly Goodhead (Lois Chiles) Moonraker… In Sony‛s new Universe the Bond Women are light years from 
being inspirational Dr. Women MD/PHD  
 
17 Nov 2008 Polygamists Bond 007 brainstorming with several women MD and PhD women… instead of several talks with Grandma M 
in “Quantum of Solace”.  
 
17 Nov 2008 Dr Holly Goodhead (Lois Chiles) Moonraker…  
 
17 Nov 2008 Today NASA could have had a fleet of 700 New Super Shuttles surpassing Endeavour --- Endeavour lost by NASA 
--- Endeavor lost by Madonna in Denver on Nov. 11th and 12th. Mix 100 CBS talk radio in Denver Tessa one of Dom and 
Jane‛s women reported that Madonna was Amazing and Awesome and the crowd in Denver was waiting for Madonna to say 
something Orwellian to the audience… Tessa was disappointed with everyone else in Denver, as Madonna did not want to be the 
Golden Girl. Painted in Oil left dead and naked on the bed by the Texas and Saudi observers, so I told the gang at work at 
the Avalanche Beacon Factory I was still waiting for Madonna to call me about her Breast Cancer Cure Tour and CD I‛m willing 
and able to write with the Super Star Madonna to inspire the Miracle Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer! Then I went back 
to soldering wires on the Avalanche Beacons Printed Circuit Board.  
 
17 Nov 2008 Dr Holly Goodhead (Lois Chiles) Moonraker…  
 
17 Nov 2008 Dr Holly Goodhead (Lois Chiles) Moonraker…  
 
17 Nov 2008 Endeavour 700 Endeavours blasting off Today could have been a reality if we didn‛t elect a Niger…  
 
17 Nov 2008 Sony 007 James Bond movie — “Quantum of Solace,”  
 
17 Nov 2008 Sony should have titled it… “Bond‛s Hydrogen And Dynamite”  
 
17 Nov 2008 “Bond‛s ReInvented Hydrogen And Dynamite”  
 
17 Nov 2008 The opening song, performed by Jack White and Alicia Keys will remind you of the Rap Music Lyrics that the 
“White Cops” asked President Orwell to stop as they caused the deaths of Street Cops!  
 
17 Nov 2008 Sony‛s didn‛t put Alfred Nobel‛s invention in the new 007 Bond movie “Quantum of Solace” which Sony should have 
titled “ Bond‛s Hydrogen As Dynamite” Alfred Nobel worked hard to improve nitroglycerine as an explosive that could be used 
in blasting rock and in mining. He made one of his most important discoveries when he found that by mixing nitroglycerine, an 
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oily fluid, with kieselguhr, the mixture could be turned into a paste. This material could be kneaded and shaped into rods suitable 
for insertion into drilling holes. He called his paste dynamite and went on to develop a blasting cap which could be used to 
detonate dynamite under controlled conditions.  
 
17 Nov 2008 The 1 Billionth ElectricWindmillCar coming off the Toyota assembly line on John Lennon‛s BDay this year would all 
have the electrolysis accessory that automatically converts Hydrogen and Oxygen to Hydrogen Dynamite and Oxygen Dynamite, 
which are light years from today‛s mentality and the nitroglycerine invention by Nobel in 1867.  
 
17 Nov 2008 66 Nigers caught fire in Burkina Faso today. Africa!  
 
17 Nov 2008 BOROMO, Burkina Faso Africa! 66 Nigers caught fire in Burkina Faso when a bus and a truck collided, AP and even 
the New York Times will report this.  
 
17 Nov 2008 World Wide… 777,000,000 “white cops” burned in gasoline since 1980  
 
17 Nov 2008 AP and even the New York Times will never report this crime by the Orwellian President of the USA  
 
17 Nov 2008 World Wide… 777,000,000 “white cops” burned in gasoline since 1980  
 
17 Nov 2008 AP and even the New York Times will never report this crime by the Orwellian President of the USA  
 
17 Nov 2008 Sony 007 James Bond movie — “Quantum of Solace,”  
 
17 Nov 2008 Sony should have titled it… “Bond‛s Hydrogen And Dynamite”  
 
17 Nov 2008 “Quantum of Solace,” is an Orwellian 007 Movie with Bourne actions scenes cloned, jumping into windows and 
balcony‛s. Hydrogen and Water will replace all the Worlds Oil Men… Hydrogen in Nobel‛s workshop will be safe to take the 
canister from your ElectricWindmillCar into your home, plug it into your furnace, and use it to generate your electricity. A 
personal note about the Electric Company here in Boulder Colorado, they are called Xcel and came out and check the furnace in 
the house I rent a room in. They found out the Landlord and his sister knew the furnace was giving off carbon monoxide for the 
last 2 winters. That‛s why the hall was 35F all winter… Light Year run to the shower… grin. So Bruce and Ruth and their grandkids 
in the office retaliated… kicked me and my bike out in the snow. I went to the cops… as 777,000 have burned in fiery cop car 
wrecks since I invented the ElectricWindmillCar here in Boulder Colorado in 1980. Well I would guess the Landlords see more cop 
cars on the streets of Boulder than they have ever seen! Landlords have been like Oil Men for decades, its time to jail them all 
as Bruce Jones and his sister Ruth Tilsley 12115 W 61 St Ave Arvada 303 918 9087 + 303 442 4908 are typical Landlords who 
let your furnace give off carbon monoxide keep the window open all winter to freeze you in the hall then whey you call the City 
of Boulder Environmental cops they evict you and make up rules that your bikes must go out in the snow because we need the 
inside space for green recycle binds from the City of Boulder Colorado, and the Observers in this Orwellian Society watch on 
hidden cameras and do nothing... but remember a cop will burn in gasoline today and the same Observers at City Hall 
Boulder Colorado watch this cop burn in a fiery car wreck and do nothing to prevent the cop who will burn in gasoline 
tomorrow... President Orwell in DC is behind this genocide the City Hall Observers in Boulder Colorado are just following orders.  
 
17 Nov 2008 White Orwellian children and widows chant "Assassinate Obama. 
 
17 Nov 2008 White Orwellian children and widows chant "Assassinate Obama. 
 
17 Nov 2008 White Orwellian children and widows chant "Assassinate Obama. 
 
17 Nov 2008 White Orwellian children and widows chant "Assassinate Obama. 
 
17 Nov 2008 White Orwellian children and widows chant "Assassinate Obama.  
 
17 Nov 2008 BOROMO, Burkina Faso Africa! 66 Nigers caught fire in Burkina Faso when a bus and a truck collided, AP and even 
the New York Times will report this.  
 
17 Nov 2008 World Wide… 777,000,000 “white cops” burned in gasoline since 1980  
 
17 Nov 2008 AP and even the New York Times will never report this crime by the Orwellian President of the USA  
 
17 Nov 2008 Sony 007 James Bond movie — “Quantum of Solace,”  
 
17 Nov 2008 Sony should have titled it… “Bond‛s Hydrogen And Dynamite”  
 
17 Nov 2008 “Quantum of Solace,” is an Orwellian 007 Movie with Bourne actions scenes cloned, jumping into windows and 
balcony‛s. Hydrogen and Water will replace all the Worlds Oil Men… Hydrogen in Nobel‛s workshop will be safe to take the 
canister from your ElectricWindmillCar into your home, plug it into your furnace, and use it to generate your electricity.  
 
 
 
 

ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat  
To End War on Earth
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Please send cash or check to  
Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306  
 
Cell 303 548 9904  
 
Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar web fixed up nicely...  
 
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss

Mp3 just recoreded of the "Breast Cancer Memorial" in the Boss directory above, it's Hot!  
 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

 
 
New ---Cop with burnt face looking at his baby and wife... 100's of thousands of cops - kids- parents have faces 
burned in gasoline from fiery car wrecks for more oil money. This is what the Worlds Leaders toast to... Let them 
eat cake, let them burn in gasoline, We're addicted to oil money... click here see the picture of the cop!  
 
 
1 Nov 2008 You Bet Ya ---- as Sara would say  
 
1 Nov 2008 Sarah Palin let 100‛s of kids die in hot cars last summer.  
 
1 Nov 2008 Carter, Kennedy, Reagan, Bush, Clinton, and Bush voted, McCain Obama will vote the same as they all did…  
 
1 Nov 2008 You Voted to burn American Citizens in gasoline for more oil money 
 
1 Nov 2008 You Voted to Invade Iraq and stifle the ElectricWindmillCar 
 
1 Nov 2008 You Voted for the NYC Politicians who could have prevented 9-11 
 
1 Nov 2008 You Voted for Kennedy who drove off a bridge drunk killing a girl. 
 
1 Nov 2008 You Voted not to give Widows $1.1 Billion each from Saudi Oil money 
 
1 Nov 2008 You Voted in free Universities in Saudi Arabia not the USA 
 
1 Nov 2008 You Voted for NASA‛s decision not to travel 4.3 Light Years 
 
1 Nov 2008 Your Vote burned 100‛s of thousands in gasoline for more oil money  
 
1 Nov 2008 GE and MSNBC have profited from the worst genocide, holocaust in the history of humanity.  
 
1 Nov 2008 Sarah Palin indicated Wednesday that she will not disappear from the national politics but will let kids die in hot 
cars again next summer, mostly in Florida by suppressing the climate control accessory on your ElectricWindmillCar.  
 
1 Nov 2008 100‛s of times, Obama‛s picture was on the front pages of the New York Times 
 
1 Nov 2008 MIT “Inventors” were paid $1 Trillion dollars to “Invent” War Toys!  
 
1 Nov 2008 100‛s of thousands of “Officer Jason‛s” “White Cops”, their faces burned in gasoline never made the front pages of 
the New York Times  
 
1 Nov 2008 John McCain says racism will play virtually no role when voters head to the polls next Tuesday because it will be 
trumped by Texas and Saudi Oil Men!  
 
1 Nov 2008 The London Times, The Moscow Times, WW III firebombing of cop cars by all the World Leaders!  
 
1 Nov 2008 MIT “Inventors” were paid $1 Trillion dollars to “Invent” War Toys! 1 Nov 2008 MD‛s at Yale passed Staph from 
Patient to Patient-killing thousands!  
 
Add 1,001 lost inventions and 1,001 lost invention projects on this web page… 1 Nov 2008 Free cans hydrogen produced 
via electrolysis from the gallon of water in your ElectricWindmillCar will heat your home and generate your electricity, keep your 
hot car climate controlled 24/7 so kids never again die in hot cars. (Or freeze in cold cars in Alaska and Moscow) Super Air Bags 
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on the outside of your ElectricWindmillCar will save your life. GPS tracking in your license plate will keep the criminals off the 
road. On Star wifi and satellite cams will give you one upmanship on George Orwell who is a Big Brother who is watching but 
not watching out for your health and well being.  
 
1 Nov 2008 New York Times added insult to injury printing Obama‛s picture on the front pages of the New York Times when 
widows of 9-11 did not get $1.1 Billion in compensation from Texas and Saudi Oil Men. Tens of thousands of Black Obama‛s 
profited from tens of thousands of white cops burning and burning to death in gasoline, this is a hate crime by those who profit and 
a hate crime by Carter, Kennedy, Reagan, Bush, Clinton, and Bush who Promote Blacks on the Front Pages of the New York Times 
at the expense of Whites who are majority burned and burned to death in fiery car crashes. Whites burned in gasoline are 
not Promoted, but suppressed by the New York Times!  
 
1 Nov 2008 Carter, Kennedy, Reagan, Bush, Clinton, and Bush voted to suppress the electrolysis accessory on 
your ElectricWindmillCar thus letting 1 Billion people on Earth get sick as Hell from drinking dirty water. MD‛s at WHO at the 
UN went along with this and observed 1 Billion people get sick as hell from drinking polluted water and die… this is your UN 
today, these are your MD‛s! WHO tomorrow the UN will be the UA… Universe Alliance. Tomorrow MD‛s will be free like they are 
in Saudi Arabia today. Ps Bush sold organs to Saudi Princes and let Americans who needed these organs die! Ps MD 
transplant surgeons made a huge profit from Saudi Princes too.  
 
1 Nov 2008 You Voted to burn American Citizens in gasoline for more oil money 
 
1 Nov 2008 You Voted to Invade Iraq and stifle the ElectricWindmillCar 
 
1 Nov 2008 You Voted for the NYC Politicians who could have prevented 9-11 
 
1 Nov 2008 You Voted for Kennedy who drove off a bridge drunk killing a girl. 
 
1 Nov 2008 You Voted not to give Widows $1.1 Billion each from Saudi Oil money 
 
1 Nov 2008 You Voted in free Universities in Saudi Arabia not the USA 
 
1 Nov 2008 You Voted for NASA‛s decision not to travel 4.3 Light Years 
 
1 Nov 2008 Your Vote burned 100‛s of thousands in gasoline for more oil money 
 
1 Nov 2008 GE and MSNBC have profited from the worst genocide, holocaust in the history of humanity.  
 
1 Nov 2008 Sarah Palin indicated Wednesday that she will not disappear from the national politics that will let kids die in hot 
cars next summer, mostly in Florida, not Alaska and let McCain or who ever is President Orwell firebomb SUV's with gasoline 
tanker trucks driven by Mexicans.  
 
1 Nov 2008 Madonna living out this American Dream 
 
1 Nov 2008 Marines rape and kill women with breast cancer… by being in Iraq. 
 
1 Nov 2008 Marines raped and kill women and 14-year-old girls in Iraq today. 
 
1 Nov 2008 Bill Gates has killed more “Inventors” than all the Pentagon Generals! 
 
1 Nov 2008 MIT “Inventors” were paid $1 Trillion dollars to “Invent” War Toys! 
 
1 Nov 2008 MD‛s at Yale passed Staph from Patient to Patient-killing thousands! 
 
1 Nov 2008 Madonna living out this American Dream, without any lyrics about the ElectricWindmillCar. 
 
1 Nov 2008 in 1980 the ElectricWindmillCar was invented in Boulder, Colorado  
 
1 Nov 2008 There is a Law School in Boulder, Colorado adding insult to burn victims of fiery car crashes. CU Football Stadium will 
be remodeled to a State of the Arts Medical and Dental School.  
 
1 Nov 2008 Saudi luxury car sales are strong despite the crisis of cops and kids burning and burning to death in fiery (cop) 
car wrecks Because this crisis is suppressed from the Headlines of the New York Times via Texas and Saudi Oil Men‛s bribes. 
New York Times got a 55 Story Building for letting cops and kids burn and burn to death in fiery car wrecks since 1980!  
 
1 Nov 2008 Christian von Koenigsegg, head of Sweden's Koenigsegg Automotive, was in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia to sell cars not 
cops burned and burned to death in gasoline‛s fiery car wrecks.  
 
1 Nov 2008 Gasoline cars keep coming off the assembly line keep exploding in gasoline firebombs, Presidents of every Nation on 
Earth are hideous criminals, 100‛s of thousands of fiery car wreck victims world wide.  
 
1 Nov 2008 2009 Model - ElectricWindmillCar has successfully been suppressed! 
 
1 Nov 2008 2009 Model - ElectricWindmillCar has successfully been suppressed! 
 
1 Nov 2008 2009 Model - ElectricWindmillCar has successfully been suppressed!  
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1 Nov 2008 2009 Model - ElectricWindmillCar has successfully been suppressed! 
 
1 Nov 2008 ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat has failed! 
 
1 Nov 2008 ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat has failed! 
 
1 Nov 2008 ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat has failed!  
 
1 Nov 2008 ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat has failed! 
 
1 Nov 2008 Microsoft Windows Vista has failed, but was not recalled like lead pained toys and tainted milk from China, but 
it‛s responsible for more deaths!  
 
1 Nov 2008 Microsoft's next operating system, dubbed Windows 7 previewed at their annual Professional Developers 
Conference, Developers of what?  
 
1 Nov 2008 What could Microsoft and Bill Gate Develop in an Era in which Bill Gates toast… Let them Eat Cake, Let them burn 
in Gasoline, We‛re addicted to oil money… develop what?  
 
1 Nov 2008 Today - ALBANY, NY - Nearly 40,000 electric utility customers remain without power in eastern New York after 
more than a foot of snow fell on some areas.  
 
1 Nov 2008 Free cans hydrogen produced via electrolysis from the gallon of water in your ElectricWindmillCar will heat your home 
and generate your electricity, keep your hot car climate controlled 24/7 so kids never again die in hot cars or cold cars in Alaska 
and Moscow.  
 
1 Nov 2008 State of the Union speech by every President of the USA since 1980. Carter lied like Clinton… this lie let 9-11 
happen. No lie and 9-11 would never have happened with the 1 Billionth ElectricWindmillCar coming off the Toyota assembly line 
on John Lennon‛s BDay.  
 
1 Nov 2008 Gasoline cars keep coming off the assembly line keep exploding in gasoline firebombs, Presidents of every Nation on 
Earth are unsympathic by the situation, of 100‛s of thousands of fiery car wreck victims world wide.  
 
1 Nov 2008 2009 Model - ElectricWindmillCar has successfully been suppressed! 
 
1 Nov 2008 2009 Model - ElectricWindmillCar has successfully been suppressed! 
 
1 Nov 2008 2009 Model - ElectricWindmillCar has successfully been suppressed!  
 
1 Nov 2008 2009 Model - ElectricWindmillCar has successfully been suppressed! 
 
1 Nov 2008 ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat has failed! 
 
1 Nov 2008 ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat has failed! 
 
1 Nov 2008 ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat has failed!  
 
1 Nov 2008 ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat has failed! 
 
1 Nov 2008 If the ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat would have been successful CBS Katie Couric would be moving to NBC to 
replace Jay Leno on the Tonight Show. Katie would give an inspirational monolog to inspire Inventors, who need a woman‛s 
inspiration! No video clips that suck like the comic Jay Leno who is burnt out, from to many jokes about people burned in 
gasoline. Leno‛s most famous Orwellian Joke about people burned and burned to death in gasoline is the one about your flesh 
sizzling in a fiery gasoline fire. From Jay Leno‛s 1st monolog to his last the ElectricWindmillCar was suppressed while thousands 
in Lenos audience were burned and burned to death in gasoline for more oil money. The Leno years when the Tonight Shows 
audience burned and burned to death in fiery car wrecks. and only joked about in Jay Lenos Orwellian Jokes.  
 
1 Nov 2008 Sarah Palin let 100‛s of kids die in hot cars last summer. Mostly in Florida. And when Bush‛s brother was Governor 
of Florida his state led in the numbers of kids left in hot cars that died. Sarah and Bush‛s brother, what else has Big Brother 
done over the decade that deserves Hell? You do the math. Our government and its Soccer Mom Politicians in every State 
committed crimes, like letting kids left in hot cars die, over and over again and again because CBS Katie Couric and the New 
York Times would not report these criminals who were only following orders from Texas and Saudi Oil men.  
 
1 Nov 2008 Unknown looms after breast cancer diagnosis  
 
1 Nov 2008 We know Bush spent $1 Trillion on MIT War Toy Inventors while 40k women a year died of breast cancer every 
year Bush was President of the USA  
 
1 Nov 2008 Unknown looms at Alpha Centauri, 4.3 light years from Earth  
 
1 Nov 2008 Unknown Aliens looms at the Nearest Stars to Earth  
 
1 Nov 2008 NASA‛s Top Brass knows they killed a “Love Sick Woman Astronaut” who only wanted to marry Aliens.  
 
1 Nov 2008 Everything is fine one minute and the next, all hell is breaking loose!  
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1 Nov 2008 Cops catch criminals…  
 
1 Nov 2008 Carter, Kennedy, Reagan, Bush, Clinton, and Bush voted, McCain Obama and Sara are cold-blooded killers! 
Kennedy proved that Elite First Class Criminals are untouchable when he drove off the Bridge drunk leaving his girlfriend to 
drown. Carter, Kennedy, Reagan, Bush, Clinton, and Bush voted, McCain Obama and Sara followed Kennedy‛s lead by letting kids die 
in hot cars, toasting in secret, Let them Eat Cake, Let them burn in gasoline, we‛re addicted to oil money.  
 
1 Nov 2008 Cops catch criminals…  
 
1 Nov 2008 Carter, Kennedy, Reagan, Bush, Clinton, and Bush, McCain, Obama and Sara are cold-blooded killers in their 
own Universe driving gasoline engine cars, gravity engine Super Shuttles and ElectricWindmillCars will never ever be voted for 
by these Elite Drivers.  
 
1 Nov 2008 Cops catch criminals… NYPD would hang Sara before Obama if some Florida cop lost his son or daughter from dying in 
a hot car!  
 
1 Nov 2008 Jay Leno‛s Orwellian Jokes about “Sizzling Flesh burning in gasoline” will be exposed as gruesome, hideous, horrid side 
of life behind the hidden cameras in our George Orwell Society. George Orwell Humor.  
 
1 Nov 2008 Cops catch criminals…  
 
1 Nov 2008 Cops catch criminals… would someone please call the cops before the mad dash on Election Day and more hideous 
“Your Flesh Sizzling in Gasoline” jokes are told by Jay Leno on Election Night.  
 
1 Nov 2008 Cops watch these Elite Criminals get elected… not arrested!  
 
1 Nov 2008 You Bet Ya ---- as Sara would say, Women Cops arresting Bill Gates will taster him over and over, again and again 
for killing the “Inventors” who would have gotten the “Miracle Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer”…  
 
1 Nov 2008 You Bet Ya ---- as Sara would say Cops will get their revenge on the criminals you Voted for and are about to 
elect again!  
 
 
 

ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat  
To End War on Earth
 
Please send cash or check to  
Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306  
 
Cell 303 548 9904  
 
Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar web fixed up nicely...  
 
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss

Mp3 just recoreded of the "Breast Cancer Memorial" in the Boss directory above, it's Hot!  
 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

 
 
 
 
18 Oct 2008 Gravity of our situation in the Universe is thought provoking!  
 
18 Oct 2008 Gravity on the Chart of the Elements as the Newest Element – Invent Something! Work on 1,001 Invention 
Projects. Yes you can go faster than the speed of light! You can invent a way to expand the Verizon Cell Tower range 10 times.  
 
18 Oct 2008 Eight out of 10 women do not know the Gravity of our Situation in the Universe. Or their increase risk of getting 
breast cancer by drinking.  
 
18 Oct 2008 Here on Earth Women are the catalysts for inventors, their Oxygen! 
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18 Oct 2008 Here on Earth Women are the catalysts for inventors, their Oxygen! 
 
18 Oct 2008 Here on Earth Women are the catalysts for inventors, their Oxygen! 
 
18 Oct 2008 Lesbian Dykes at work should be sent to prison as they constantly harass the women who are willing to play the 
“Role Model of Goddess of Inspiration” to their husbands who will discover the Element Gravity, and build a gravity engine for 
NASA‛s 700 car Shuttle Train to Alpha Centauri.  
 
18 Oct 2008 Crazy NASA women in diapers are love sick crazy for Light Year Travels to Alpha Centauri, but were sold out by 
the Top Brass at NASA. Who have secret Swiss Bank Accounts opened by Texas and Saudi oilmen.  
 
18 Oct 2008 Gravity of our situation in the Universe is thought provoking, as Gravity will be the newest Element on the Chart of 
the Elements after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat Ends War on Earth  
 
18 Oct 2008 After the ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat Ends War on Earth a University education will be mandatory and 
free, Vaccinations listed below will be mandatory and free… Hepatitis A  
 
Hepatitis B  
 
Influenza 
 
Japanese Encephalitis  
 
Twinrix (Adult Hep A & B)  
 
MMR (Measles, Mumps, Rubella)  
 
Meningitis Vaccine (Menomume or Menactra)  
 
Polio  
 
Pneumococcal  
 
Rabies (pre/post exposure)  
 
Tetanus - Diphtheria - Pertussis (Whooping Cough)  
 
Typhoid (Live Oral & Injectable)  
 
Varicella (Chicken Pox)  
 
Yellow Fever  
 
Zostavax (Shingles)  
 
Gardasil (HPV)  
 
18 Oct 2008 Gravity of our situation will be realized when Katie Couric and Jay Leno joke unenthusiastically about the 
worst Genocide, Holocaust in the History of Humanity that they both watched tens of thousands civilian drivers in the 
USA firebombed by the Presidents of the USA from Carter to Bush, with Kennedy lighting the match that burned and burned 
to death 100‛s of thousands of cops and kids since 1980 just to keep the oil revenues flowing.  
 
18 Oct 2008 NYPD, Moscow Cops, Tokyo Cops, Italian Cops… will hang General Petraeus for his 9-11 neglect of duty, to expose 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980, thus 9-11 would never have happened. Baghdad would never have happened like 
it did under Bush.  
 
18 Oct 2008 West Point, I sent them email few years ago urging future Generals to expose the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar before Texas Oil Men start WW III to kept the oil revenues flowing into Texas.  
 
18 Oct 2008 General Petraeus will be willing to hang Bill Gates to save his own life; I would make this deal as Bill Gates killed 
more Inventors than all the Pentagon Generals combined.  
 
18 Oct 2008 Windows Vista will be recalled, Microsoft will become a part of the Department of Education. Department of 
Education will become the Department of Inventors and Inventions. Student loans will be part of our genocide history.  
 
18 Oct 2008 Women are the catalysts for inventors yet Sony, CBS, and their executive producers of Movies and TV shows are 
killing off the women, CSI, LOST, NCIS, Stargate Atlantis, are killing off women who are the catalysts for aspiring inventors.  
 
18 Oct 2008 U S Marine Colorado license plate # 267OHO, driver was stalking me on CU Campus at 8 am on a Sunday morning 
not satisfied with his Marines killing and raping 10‛s of thousands of women in Baghdad. So in our George Orwell Society he goes 
out of his way on Sunday morning at 8 am to spit on me, Greg Buell for working on the cure for Breast Cancer that his Boss 
Bush decided was not as important as killing Saddam in Baghdad. Dead are 40k breast Cancer women each year Bush was President 
of the USA buying war toy and brain washing Marines into killing and raping women in Baghdad to win the War, when 
the ElectricWindmillCar would have won the War in Baghdad overnight like the Miracle Breast Cancer cure will Cure Breast 
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Cancer Overnight, Just pick up the Rx at your Target Pharmacy… Breast Cancer Cure Colorado License Plate # 402OGX, is one 
of Gen. Orwell‛s women in Boulder Colorado who is brainwashed by our Local General Orwell‛s in Boulder, Colorado into also spitting 
on me, getting the Miracle Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer, she plays the Colorado Lotto and sleeps with Orwellian Generals 
who sell her on Wine that caused breast cancer.  
 
18 Oct 2008 Pope Benedict XVI on Thursday said that Pope Pius XII, had worked “secretly and silently” to save Jews during 
World War II, and he said he hoped that Pius‛s beatification would “proceed happily.” Some Jews have opposed the beatification; 
the last step to sainthood, saying Pius did not act aggressively enough during the Holocaust --- Jews have profited from USA 
cops burning and burning to death in gasoline since 1980.  
 
18 Oct 2008 NYPD, Moscow Cops, Tokyo Cops, Italian Cops… will try to get Pope Benedict XVI hanged by the Italian Cops who 
want revenge for all their Police Officers burned and burned to death since 1980 while the Popes took $ Billions from Texas 
and Saudi Oil Men.  
 
18 Oct 2008 Gravity of our situation in the Universe, Even the Pope‛s follow orders from Mad Men with $ Trillions in oil money.  
 
18 Oct 2008 Women are the catalysts for inventors, and their Oxygen!  
 
18 Oct 2008 Women are the catalysts for inventors this is one reason Pope Benedict took Texas and Saudi Oil money to let Cops 
burn and burn to death in gasoline, Pope‛s don‛t have any women catalysts for inspiration, just God, and the Kennedy‛s, Bush‛s 
are feared by the Popes like Hitler was by Pius more than the Pope‛s fear God.  
 
18 Oct 2008 Strategy for Pakistan were the New Presidents Wife was assimilated should be to get the ElectricWindmillCar to 
the masses ASAP, let women drive, show the women in Saudi Arabia they can drive a ElectricWindmillCar and talk about 
Invention Projects that will spin off from the ElectricWindmillCar.  
 
18 Oct 2008 Boulder Colorado Mayor Shaun McGrath and his wife, Becca Heaton, have moved on to another sister city: Lhasa, 
Tibet. I will try to solve the crime of the Ramsey Girl‛s murder not far from were I‛m at at this moment… I think a guy from 
Tibet killed the Ramsey girl on Christmas Eve because the Tibet Population in Boulder Colorado hates Christmas in Boulder… so 
the Ramsey Killing was a spur of the moment crime, on Christmas Eve by a guy from Tibet living in Boulder, Colorado.  
 
18 Oct 2008 Lesbian Dykes at work should be sent to prison as they constantly harass the women who are willing to play the 
“Role Model of Goddess of Inspiration” to their husbands who will discover the Element Gravity, and build a gravity engine for 
NASA‛s 700 car Shuttle Train to Alpha Centauri.  
 
18 Oct 2008 Gravity of our situation in the Universe demands we kill all the Lesbian Dykes before they destroy Earth. Our 
one chance in life to move out into the Universe.  
 
18 Oct 2008 Women are the catalysts for inventors, not Lesbian Dykes at work, not 3 year old living Goddesses in Nepal, Not 
women in Tibet, not women in Saudi Arabia, not women at the Vatican, Not the Wives of Texas Oil men who profited almost as 
much as Obama and the Niger Condoleezza Rice from White cops burning and burning to death for more oil money $  
 
18 Oct 2008 Russian Czar with $5 Trillion dollars in cash like Putin has from the sale of Oil, Lenin would never have happened. 9-
11 would never have happened if the Pentagon Generals didn‛t get bribed by $1 Trillion dollars worth of war toys.  
 
18 Oct 2008 Women are the catalysts for inventors, and their Oxygen!  
 
18 Oct 2008 Strategy to free the women who are willing to play the Role Model of Goddess of Inspiration to their husbands. This 
is my proposal of marriage, a marriage that will let future Madonna‛s not have their mom‛s die of breast cancer, and the future 
Paul McCartney‛s not have their wife Linda die of breast cancer. Sir Paul McCartney toasted with the Queen of England 
decades after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar invention of 1980 toasted… Let them eat cake, Let them burn in 
gasoline; We‛re addicted to oil money. Eight out of 10 women do not know that alcohol is a cause of breast cancer and are 
seduced by Generals in Boulder Colorado into loving wine, despite the link between alcohol consumption and breast cancer having 
been well established for a number of years. CIA disinformation had killed 10's of millions of women with breast cancer. 
CIA disinformation about not to use ant microbial soap… Today millions believe this disinformation and will get staph. staph 
cross-infections can be passed on. HIBICLENS® the ant microbial, antiseptic skin cleanser can be part of an effective defense 
for preventing the spread of MRSA. Its active ingredient1 works in a unique way - it kills germs on contact and bonds with the 
skin to keep killing microorganisms even after washing.2 this same ingredient with alcohol is available in convenient towelettes 
called HIBISTAT. Staph has killed millions of patients, even at Yale University School of Medicine Hospital were I was born. MD‛s 
at Yale killed 10‛s of thousands by passing Staph from patient to patient and not one MD has been arrested for this crime! Gravity 
of our situation in our George Orwell Era, we are living in the mist of the worst Genocide, Holocaust in the history of humanity, 
the Queen of England is toasting with Bush, McCain, Obama, Let them eat cake, Let them burn in gasoline, We‛re addicted to 
oil money. Gravity of our situation in this George Orwell Era brought down NASA, made a Love Crazy Women willing to play the 
Role Model of Goddess of Inspiration a Jay Leno Joke for weeks. Joke is on Jay Leno and Katie Couric, or will be Gravity of 
our situation Gravity of our situation in the Universe is thought provoking, as Gravity will be the newest Element on the Chart of 
the Elements after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat Ends War on Earth. After the ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat Ends War 
on Earth a University education will be mandatory and free, Vaccinations listed below will be mandatory and free… Hepatitis 
A Hepatitis B  
 
Influenza 
 
Japanese Encephalitis  
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Twinrix (Adult Hep A & B)  
 
MMR (Measles, Mumps, Rubella)  
 
Meningitis Vaccine (Menomume or Menactra)  
 
Polio  
 
Pneumococcal  
 
Rabies (pre/post exposure)  
 
Tetanus - Diphtheria - Pertussis (Whooping Cough)  
 
Typhoid (Live Oral & Injectable)  
 
Varicella (Chicken Pox)  
 
Yellow Fever  
 
Zostavax (Shingles)  
 
Gardasil (HPV)  
 
18 Oct 2008 Corona transplants will take place before we go blind... today the MD will let you go blind if you don't have the 
money to pay for the eye surgery.  
 
 
18 Oct 2008 Lesbian Dykes at work should be sent to prison as they constantly harass the women who are willing to play the 
“Role Model of Goddess of Inspiration” to their husbands who will discover the Element Gravity, and build a gravity engine for 
NASA‛s 700 car Shuttle Train to Alpha Centauri.  
 
18 Oct 2008 Gravity of our situation in the Universe, should be more thought provoking than Jay Leno‛s Monolog, Leno is burned 
out about doing a Monolog so he now plays video clips that take up half the Monologs time. Leno said he is just killing time until 
NBC GE replaces him. A woman Jay Leno with an inspirational Monolog will dock 10‛s of thousands of Super Shuttles together like 
a train in Orbit, ready to blast off into a profound Universe we know nothing about. She will inspire men to invent, go faster than 
the speed of light! Women are the Goddess of Inspiration!  
 
 
 
 

ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat  
To End War on Earth
 
Please send cash or check to  
Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306  
 
Cell 303 548 9904  
 
Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar web fixed up nicely...  
 
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss

Mp3 just recoreded of the "Breast Cancer Memorial" in the Boss directory above, it's Hot!  
 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

 
 
 
 
 
4 Oct 2008 Do you want to start a Revolution… the song by John Lennon; It‛s not to Late…to start a Revolution inspired by John 
and Yoko…  
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4 Oct 2008 Milky Way Galaxy, And Aliens at home at Alpha Centauri  
 
4 Oct 2008 Seagate's 500GB Laptop Hard Drive to hit Dell Notebooks Very soon, you'd find Dell laptops with Momentous 
500GB Hard Drive from Seagate.  
 
4 Oct 2008 500 Milky Way Galaxies is what you will not find marketed by the Top Brass any time soon, there is nothing in 
the planning stage the Orwellian Engineer will tell you. You will never, ever in this lifetime put information about 500 Milky 
Way Galaxies on your 500GB Seagate Hard Drive, you will put mp3 music and Microsoft games on your 500GB HD in your new Dell.  
 
4 Oct 2008 1,001 Invention Projects by Greg Buell has been suppressed from every Dell (and every Seagate HD) sold for the last 
10 years losing Humanity 500 million inventions!  
 
4 Oct 2008 $700 Billion Dollar bailout for Wall Street Stars  
 
4 Oct 2008 Did they find a cure for Breast Cancer, and forget to tell us?  
 
4 Oct 2008 George Orwell USA will hang for Treason just like Saddam!  
 
4 Oct 2008 Do you want to start a Revolution the song by John Lennon, It‛s not to Late…to start a Revolution inspired by John 
and Yoko… forget Paul McCartney, he betrayed Linda, after she died of breast cancer by not helping me, Greg Buell the inventor 
or the ElectricWindmillCar get a Miracle overnight cure for Breast Cancer, a present to Linda McCartney he didn‛t buy her. 
Instead Paul McCartney spent his money and time on Heather Mills. Sir Paul McCartney new song lyrics say Heather Mills 
betrayed everyone, in reality Sir Paul McCartney betrayed everyone on Earth, and Linda McCartney in Heaven's Galaxy… Sir 
Paul McCartney first song on his new album Electric Arguments is being interpreted as a direct attack on Heather Mills The lyrics 
for Nothing Too Much, Just Out Of Sight include: "The last thing you do was to try and betray me/ In new morning light/ I'll 
never forget it/ And that's just outta sight." "I remember you well/ Oh woman betrayed you/ I couldn't resist you/ When I 
made you." "And you have money/ And no manners" Since the court battle, Sir Paul has been traveling with his new 
girlfriend American heiress Nancy Shevell. The couple has just traveled to the Middle East. Miss Shevell is an old family friend 
of Sir Paul and his first wife, Linda, who died 10 years ago. She is the vice-president of her family's transport firm, a 
conglomerate worth £250 million, and is separated from her husband, lawyer Bruce Blakeman  
 
4 Oct 2008 NYPD, Lt. Pigottwent, Thursday 2 Oct 08 at 8 AM, fatally shot himself over a “mental shock wave of guilt” he was 
not guilty of. Guilty are the George Orwell Cops, the one‛s who know about the ElectricWindmillCar Suppression and the 10‛s 
of thousands of cops burned and burned to death in fiery cop car wrecks. Who didn‛t tell NYPD‛s Lt. Pigottwent at Police 
HQ Thursday 2 Oct 08 at 8 AM, before he fatally shot himself in the head over a Order he gave to taster a Mentally ill guy 
who died, scenario that would have not have happened like 9-11 would never have happened if 1 Billion ElectricWindmillCars were 
on the streets of Manhattan in 1980.  
 
4 Oct 2008 NYPD has the $ 1.1 Billion dollar Incentive to start a Revolution, as this cops widow will get $1.1 Billion from Texas 
and Saudi Oil Men if the NYPD Coup D‛Etat leaders are successful.  
 
4 Oct 2008 “GPS Tracker” can track all your Wives, girlfriends, friends, co-workers, Vacation guest, ski and Sail group etc. 
Years and years ago this could have been introduced before the iPhone; Now Nokia launched its first touch-screen phone 
5800 Xpressmusic to rival Apple's popular iphone. GPS Tracker can save lives and prevent falls, yet its not being launched by Kokia 
or Apple or Sony, or BackCountryAccess in Boulder, Colorado… plane and simple it‛s being suppressed by the Top Brass of the 
USA! The same Treasonous George Orwell Generals who let 9-11 happen instead of letting you track your Wives driving the 
new 1980‛s to 2008 new Model ElectricWindmillCar you bought them new every year. Pentagon Generals won‛t let you buy a 
GPS Tracker from the Avalanche Beacon Factory in 2008 because the Pentagon Generals will not let them bring “GPS Trackers” to 
the mass market, they even got Jay Leno to do a Boo joke about tracking Grandma in the toilet, Jay Leno said why do I need 
to track Grandma in the Toilet, he was paid a bonus by the Pentagon to say this. 10‛s of thousands of other Grandma‛s do need to 
be tracked by the futuristic “GPS tracker” with built in Verizon voice capabilities so Grandma or the Grandkids can avoid being 
killed by Texas and Saudi Oil men.  
 
4 Oct 2008 Sony lost Blu-ray DVD disc long term mass marketing to SSD Solid State Hard drives, Which would be mass 
marketed Today, if the Treasonous Generals and Politicians didn‛t stifle this idea of selling HD movies on SSD‛s!  
 
4 Oct 2008 Sanyo Electric Co said Friday it has developed a blue-violet semiconductor laser diode that can deliver the world‛s 
highest optical output for Blu-ray disc products. The company plans to start mass production of the 450-milliwatt laser diode in 
two or three years… as this scam is in place.  
 
4 Oct 2008 Thanks to Sally Field, we've all heard plenty about osteoporosis. Not as familiar is sarcopenia, the age-related decline 
in muscle mass and function. As a rule, muscle mass declines with age, starting in the 40s and picking up speed after about age 
50. Then the typical rate of muscle loss really begins to outpace the rate of muscle gain, so that there's an increasing net deficit. 
I just joined 24 Hour Fitness to build muscle mass at 61. No Thanks to Sally Field not all have heard about the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar, which Sally Field knows about. In my Sony Autobiographical Movie I will put in Sally Field, when and how 
she learned abut the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar.  
 
4 Oct 2008 Do you want to start a Revolution the song by John Lennon; It‛s not to Late…to start a Revolution inspired by John 
and Yoko…  
 
4 Oct 2008 NYPD has the $ 1.1 Billion dollar Incentive to start a Revolution, as cops widows from 9-11 and the 10‛s of thousands 
of cops burned and burned to death in fiery car wrecks the Presidents of the USA have been tossing gasoline bombs at since 
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the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in October of 1980, will get $1.1 Billion from Texas and Saudi Oil Men if the NYPD 
Coup D‛Etat leaders are successful.  
 
4 Oct 2008 A Successful Revolution is not easy, the President of France just killed every University Student in every University 
in Paris on orders from President Bush!  
 
4 Oct 2008 Putin has $5 Trillion dollars in cash from selling oil!  
 
4 Oct 2008 Do you want to start a Revolution the song by John Lennon; It‛s not to Late…to start a Revolution inspired by John 
and Yoko…  
 
4 Oct 2008 France, Russia, China… This Revolution will be started by the NYPD in revenge for 9-11 and for compensation from 
Texas and Saudi Oil Men who paid the all the Presidents of the USA from Carter, to Bush to toss gasoline bombs at cop cars 
and SUV‛s driving down the streets of the USA!  
 
4 Oct 2008 500 Milky Way Galaxies  
 
4 Oct 2008 Even NASA sold out for Texas and Saudi Oil Money, not for a 500 Car Shuttle Train in orbit ready to blast off 
for Alpha Centauri, but for cash they all put in a Secret Swiss Bank Account…  
 
4 Oct 2008 Paul McCartney Betrayed Linda McCartney and every woman on Earth who will die from Breast Cancer in 2008!  
 
4 Oct 2008 Do you want to start a Revolution inspired by John and Yoko…  
 
4 Oct 2008 Do you want to start a Revolution inspired by John and Yoko…  
 
4 Oct 2008 Do you want to start a Revolution inspired by John and Yoko…  
 
 

ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat  
To End War on Earth
 
Please send cash or check to  
Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306  
 
Cell 303 548 9904  
 
Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar web fixed up nicely...  
 
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss

Mp3 just recoreded of the "Breast Cancer Memorial" in the Boss directory above, it's Hot!  
 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

 
 
 
 
 
27 Sept 2008 Yale-New Haven Hospital, I was born here on 27 Sept 1947  
 
27 Sept 2008 Age of the Universe is 13-14 billion years old, this is thought provoking!  
 
27 Sept 2008 Alien‛s 1st BDay will finally provoke the Pentagon into Ending War On Earth.  
 
27 Sept 2008 Then the 1 Billionth Shuttle will come off the assembly line on its way to Alpha Centauri, buy a ticket for this 
train today.  
 
27 Sept 2008 ElectricWindmillCar‛s BDay is October 1980, this is the day Carter and Kennedy lead the USA into the worst 
Genocide – Holocaust which burned 10‛s of thousands of cops in their cop cars, writing a ticket. Revenge for all these cops killed 
by all the Carter‛s, Kennedy‛s Bush‛s will be a Coup D‛Etat  
 
27 Sept 2008 Mandatory Organ Donation, who in this Orwellian Society obstructed Justice for all, needing an Organ Transplant, 
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a kidney. Old women are to old to qualify for a kidney, our General Orwell lets millions of old women die rather than make 
Organ Donation Mandatory… this is the reality of our George Orwell Era.  
 
27 Sept 2008 Yale gave birth to Bush‛s Oil Holocaust + celebrates by getting expensive gifts from Texas and Saudi Oil men. NYPD, 
+ cops burnt in gasoline on 9-11 and their widows should have gotten Yale‛s $ Billions. Yale and every University in the USA 
would have be free like the Universities in Saudi Arabia if it weren‛t for Bush bribing all of Yale‛s Presidents since the birth of 
the ElectricWindmillCar in October of 1980. Possibly even on John Lennon‛s BDay October 9th!  
 
27 Sept 2008 John Lennon was born on October 9th. Yoko Ono has read this End War On Earth web page on John Lennon‛s 
BDay year after year hoping for this BDay John Lennon will get the 1 billionth Toyota ElectricWindmillCar coming off the 
assembly line in Japan.  
 
27 Sept 2008 1 billionth Toyota ElectricWindmillCar would have stopped 9-11, is Japan also libel like Texas and Saudi Oil men are 
– Yes!  
 
27 Sept 2008 Gravitational wave research, gravity engine for the Shuttle, gravity control for humans.  
 
27 Sept 2008 Xeon Workstation Notebooks Inventor, 6 core cpu, Trillion inventions from Yale and CU Students from 1980 – 2008, 
all lost by our George Orwell Era.  
 
27 Sept 2008 Yale and CU Students from 1980 – 2008 lost the ElectricWindmillCar BDay‛s! + its presents of spin off inventors 
and inventions!  
 
27 Sept 2008 Yale and CU Students from 1980 – 2008 lost the ElectricWindmillCar BDay‛s! its presents of spin off inventors 
and inventions!  
 
27 Sept 2008 Yale and CU Students from 1980 – 2008 lost the ElectricWindmillCar BDay‛s! its presents of spin off inventors 
and inventions!  
 
27 Sept 2008 ElectricWindmillCar‛s Inventors BDay is 27 Sept 2008 at Yale, A Yale University that went along with the 
worst genocide, Holocaust in the History of Humanity. Carter and Kennedy, Bush lead the USA into the worst Genocide – 
Holocaust which burned 10‛s of thousands of cops in their cop cars, writing a ticket. Revenge for all these cops killed by all 
the Carter‛s, Kennedy‛s Bush‛s will be a Coup D‛Etat – If it‛s a successful BDay party everyone burned in gasoline (and all the 9-
11 victims and widows) from 1980 – 2008 will get a windfall of $1 Billion dollars tax free from Texas and Saudi Mad Men! 
$1.1 Billion, as Japan should pay for the crime of going along with the worst genocide in the history of Humanity!  
 
27 Sept 2008  
 
27 Sept 2008  
 
27 Sept 2008  
 
27 Sept 2008  
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Mp3 just recoreded of the "Breast Cancer Memorial" in the Boss directory above, it's Hot!  
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1 Sept 2008 Standup2cancer.org ABC CBS, + NBC owned by GE Sept. 5th 8 pm EDT  
 
1 Sept 2008 "The Girlfriend‛s Guide to Breast Cancer” ABC News October 11th.  
 
1 Sept 2008 Senator John McCain introduced Gov. Sarah Palin of Alaska  
 
1 Sept 2008 Senator John McCain introduced Gov. Sarah Palin of Alaska; both are part of the worst genocide, holocaust in 
the history of Humanity. Both will not expose the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, and the Discovery of the “Penicillin 
Cure for Breast Cancer. To Hell with treating Breast Cancer, this is a scam by MD‛s to make as much money as Oil Men. 
McCain could have ended the Iraq war in 1 day with the ElectricWindmillCar, he didn‛t! He killed 4k Marines, he alone could 
have saved by driving the ElectricWindmillCar on to the NBC GE stage as Jay Leno gives his monolog.  
 
1 Sept 2008 The Discovery of the “Penicillin” for Breast Cancer!  
 
1 Sept 2008 Standup2cancer.org ABC CBS, + NBC owned by GE  
 
1 Sept 2008 GE stifles the “Penicillin” for Breast Cancer + “gasoline Cars”  
 
1 Sept 2008 Penicillin in the 1940s, opened up the Era of Antibiotics!  
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1 Sept 2008 ElectricWindmillCar in the 1980‛s opened up a GE Holocaust  
 
1 Sept 2008 GE murderers back in 1980 killed off the Era that could have Ended War on Earth, and cured cancer in 1981 from 
the Euphoria of spin off Inventors and Inventions the days after the ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980.  
 
1 Sept 2008 Kennedy and Carter did this to Humanity in 1980, GE profited $  
 
1 Sept 2008 Only in a “1984” society could Kennedy and Carter start the worst genocide, holocaust in the history of Earth. 
Add losing the cure for cancer, Kennedy and Carter should be burned at the stake, not just hanged like Saddam.  
 
1 Sept 2008 Curriculum for the discovery of “Penicillin” for breast cancer doesn‛t exist at the University here in Boulder, 
Colorado because “Oil Men are cold blooded killers with immunity, like Saudi Arabia has immunity from 9-11”  
 
1 Sept 2008 Saudi Arabia has a free Universities since 1980. CU students lost a free University via Texas and Saudi Oil men 
plotting against students in the USA.  
 
1 Sept 2008 Steering CU Freshmen Away From High Risk Alcohol Use, In an era that should be the ElectricWindmillcar Era. 
CU students wouldn‛t have any thoughts about drinking alcohol driving in their ElectricWindmillcar in an Era of Euphoria that 
turns students into Inventors.  
 
1 Sept 2008 Christina Applegate calls a double mastectomy tough. When Christian finds out Mad Men from Carter to Bush spent 
$5 Trillion dollars on War Toys she will call them mass murderers of their wives and girlfriends, via breast cancer. I think 
this started when Kennedy got away with the murder of his girlfriend, when he drove off the bridge drunk leaving her to drown.  
 
1 Sept 2008 Texas and Saudi Oil Men have spread their “Oil Genocide” to the cure for cancer by selling all the Presidents MD‛s 
that they can make more money off treatments for cancer than the “Discovery of the “Penicillin” for Breast Cancer”  
 
1 Sept 2008 Standup2cancer.org ABC CBS, + NBC owned by GE Sept. 5th 8 pm EDT Discovery of new "Therapies", not 
The Discovery of the “Penicillin” for Breast Cancer!  
 
1 Sept 2008 GE and the ElectricWindmillCar Era; 1980 – 2008! GE stifled fueling every jet engine they make with free 
hydrogen from the electrolysis accessory they could be making and selling for the ElectricWindmillcar Era.  
 
1 Sept 2008 Euphoria of the Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 would have given Humanity the cure for Breast Cancer 
in 1981 by its inventor, Greg Buell  
 
1 Sept 2008 Worst loss than this by GE is the 1 billion people from 1980 to 2008 who drank dirty water, got sick as Hell and 
died because GE didn‛t make the electrolysis accessory on you ElectricWindmillCar. Everyone on Earth would have had access to 
free clean drinking water from H and O  
 
1 Sept 2008 On Sept. 5th Katie Couric will report on potentially life-saving research, speaking to scientists. Katie Couric will 
never, ever speak to the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar. Give the interview about brainstorming “The Discovery of “Penicillin” 
for Breast Cancer.  
 
1 Sept 2008 Discovery of new "Therapies", not the Discovery of the “Penicillin” for Breast Cancer!  
 
1 Sept 2008 Stand Up To Cancer's approach to research is to enable the best and brightest investigators from leading 
institutions across the country and internationally to work together. These collaborative "Dream Teams" will pursue the most 
promising research, accelerating the discovery of new therapies for patients. ---- Quote is “therapies” - Magic bullet: A 
theoretical substance that can kill breast cancer is "Penicillin!"  
 
1 Sept 2008 Katie Couric will never report on the Women Suicide Bombers with Breast Cancer waiting outside CBS in 
Manhattan. Waiting for the NYPD to do a Coup... for all the cops burned and burned to death in gasoline, since 
the ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980.  
 
1 Sept 2008 10‛s of thousands of Cops have burned in gasoline since 1980!  
 
1 Sept 2008 Spin off of this Coup will be The Discovery of the “Penicillin” for Breast Cancer! "Manhattan Project" for "Penicillin 
for Breast Cancer". 1st Manhattan Project got the A-Bombs, then they were dropped on Japan, today Japan is giving Iran $ 
2 trillion dollars for gasoline, and Iran is using Japanese money to build Nukes. Japan is guilty of being a criminal Nation again.  
 
1 Sept 2008 "The Girlfriend‛s Guide to Breast Cancer” - Brought to you by the Women of ABC News" will be broadcast exclusively 
on ABC News Now on Thursday, October 11.  
 
1 Sept 2008 ABC Women Suicide Bombers with Breast Cancer waiting in Manhattan for the NYPD to do a Coup  
 
1 Sept 2008 "The Girlfriend's Guide to the NYPD Coup”  
 
1 Sept 2008 Girlfriend's learn the secrets of our “1984” society.  
 
1 Sept 2008 GE is responsible for the deaths of 1 billion people from 1980 to 2008  
 
1 Sept 2008 Kennedy with Brain Cancer has been Brain Dead since 1980 when he observed me on hidden cameras brainstorming 
the ElectricWindmillCar. Kennedy then went to Carter to get it suppressed for oil money.  
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1 Sept 2008 Kennedy with Brain Cancer. He has been Brain Dead since 1980!  
 
1 Sept 2008 Kennedy, Brain Dead... poured gasoline over cop cars and cops since 1980!  
 
1 Sept 2008 10‛s of thousands of Cops have burned in gasoline since 1980!  
 
1 Sept 2008 Kennedy Brain Dead to Rap Lyrics that cops tried to stop  
 
1 Sept 2008 Kennedy Brain Dead to Rap Lyrics that cops tried to stop  
 
1 Sept 2008 Kennedy Brain Dead to Rap Lyrics that cops tried to stop, remember when the cops were in the news trying to stop 
Rap Lyrics in 1980! Kennedy, Kerry and the other elite white Niger‛s hidden behind hidden cameras let Rap Lyrics lead millions to 
a life of crime, alcoholism, drug addiction, and lost humanity a cure for breast cancer and 1 billion social inventions.  
 
1 Sept 2008 NYPD will arrest Kennedy for this when the 2nd Circuit Court in Manhattan reverses itself saying Saudi Arabia is libel 
to 9-11 widows and those burned and burned to death in gasoline since 1980.  
 
1 Sept 2008 Then all the Supreme Court rulings protecting Microsoft will be reversed in favor of Student Inventors on a course 
to get Miracle cures for Breast Cancer and Bill Gates pet Malaria Cure which he never ever expected to get a cure for, but it 
made good news.  
 
1 Sept 2008 Bush bribed the Russians; Bush gave Putin $5 Trillion from oil sales!  
 
1 Sept 2008 Bush bribed the Russians; Bush gave Putin $5 Trillion from oil sales!  
 
1 Sept 2008 10‛s of thousands of Cops have burned in gasoline since 1980!  
 
1 Sept 2008 Moscow and Saint Petersburg cops have burn in fiery car wrecks!  
 
1 Sept 2008 Tokyo Cops will arrest the Emperor of Japan for killing Cops in 10's of thousands of fiery cop car wrecks!  
 
1 Sept 2008 Today Bush stabbed Putin in the back!  
 
1 Sept 2008 worst Bush killed 40k women a year each year he was President via Breast Cancer.  
 
1 Sept 2008 Bush ordered the Discovery of new "therapies", not The Discovery of the “Penicillin” for Breast Cancer! So MD‛s 
could have their own money making Genocide like the Texas and Saudi Oil Men.  
 
1 Sept 2008 Women Suicide Bombers with Breast Cancer are waiting in Manhattan for the NYPD to do a Coup…  
 
1 Sept 2008 NYPD Coup leaders will start up a “Manhattan Project” for The Discovery of the “Penicillin” for Breast Cancer!  
 
1 Sept 2008 Women Suicide Bombers with Breast Cancer will take over the New 55 story New York Times building and will 
start writing Front Page News about The Discovery of the “Penicillin” for Breast Cancer!  
 
1 Sept 2008 The New Intel Xeon X7460 will sell for $2,729. This is just for the CPU in your new Xeon Notebook Workstation. 
25 Million Inventors will need this Intel 6 core Xeon 7460 Notebook after the Coup. With Pirated Microsoft xp pro 64 bit software.  
 
1 Sept 2008 I‛m waiting for the Manhattan Women with Breast Cancer to seduce the Coup leaders, hopefully the NYPD. As 
the State Dept, and Rice have profited from "White Cops" burning and burning to death in fiery cop car wrecks from 1980 to 
2008. Rice will be arrested for a "Hate Crime" CIA is Lost In Space or Just Lost, no direction home... they just follow orders in 
an American Made Oil Genocide Era! After women with Breast Cancer seduce the NYPD Coup Leaders, then I will set up a 
Laptop assemble line in NYC to build 25 million Xeon Notebooks with Win XP Pro 64 bit modified to crunch Excel like spread 
sheets that will be looking for the “Windmills” + ”Penicillins” in 1,001 Invention Projects that come preinstalled as high tech 
"Inventor Software" on your new “Inventor” Laptop… this will not be a Dell with a million trail software programs that don‛t fully 
work but just stife aspiring inventors who bought a Dell before the Coup. Madonna‛s "Sticky and Sweet" tour will be over by 
this time, Madonna will be starting her “Breast Cancer” tour and you will be able to crunch all of Madonna‛s lyrics + every book 
ever written + every Medical Jorunal + every Scientific Journal you can not even read for free today, with your new Xeon laptop 
for several Miracle “Penicillin‛s” that students who don‛t listen to Rap Lyrics will be working to invent. A Texas Court ruling like 
the one that said Saudi Arabia has immunity from 9-11 ruled cops will be able to track students with a history of skipping 
school under a new program requiring them to wear ankle bracelets with GPS monitoring. These kids who are skipping school are 
Brain Dead like Kennedy from Rap Lyrics, would someone please get the Coup started so a “Penicillin” oriented Supreme Court can 
rule Rap Lyrics kill people! GPS Inventions 101 will start at CU here in Boulder Colorado for Fall Semester 2020, grin. 
Course leadership people here are still sailing in Battleships not 700 Shuttles docked together like a train. Powered by a GE 
Gravity Engine that runs on free gravity sucked in by a Satellite Dish, sent through a gravity engine to create propulshion. CU has 
a Oil Genocide Man for President of the University, cops will arrest him, pour gasoline over him, set him on fire, for the 10‛s 
of thousands of cops burned and burn to death from 1980 to 2008. Today‛s headlines, NY Times is trying to sell you Hydrogen 
for $5 a gallon when it would have been free since 1980 from the GE electrolysis accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar. 
Japanese girls on the Pearl Street Mall will not be getting interviewed for a job serving food and alcohol after the Coup, they will 
be working on their new Xeon laptop crunching "Excel for Penicillin" spread sheets. Invention based spreadsheets. NASA sold its 
soul to the "devil" Texas and Saudi Oil Men! Losing 5 billion inventors the chance of a lifetime... working on Star Travel to 
Alpha Centuri 4.3 Light years down range. Kennedy bought NASA these drinks and caviar that kill the trip to Alpha Centuri 
by NASA. Breast cancer in Israeli women, highest in the world! War Toys in Israel, is highest "Penicillin" for University 
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Engineers. Breast cancer in Israeli women, highest in the world! MOSCOW - Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin accused the 
United States on Thursday of pushing Georgia toward war and said he suspects a connection to Bush and Chaney wanting to make 
this news like the 007 movie that started wars to make the news a profit. Bush, Chaney, Israeli Generals, and yes-even 
MIT, motivation is War and War Toys, paid for from the profits + bribes from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. MIT 
infected Harvard Medical School students with the war virus. Harvard MD‛s in Iraq own their windfall profits to MIT 
students motivated by War and War Toy inventions. Breast cancer in Israeli women, highest in the world! War Toys in Israel, is 
the highest "Penicillin" for University Engineers. Breast cancer in Israeli women, highest in the world! Cell phone GPS could be used 
by everyone to pinpoint where someone is today….A livesaving Invention that the Top Brass suppress! Verizon Navigation Map 
opens and shows where they are at. Cell phone GPS could give cops another powerful tool to track criminals. But the top Criminals 
are the Top Brass who stifle this GPS invention and 1,001 Invention Projects that will be on this web page (for those who don't get 
1 of the 25 million Xeon Inventor Laptops) to get you started inventing something! After the Manhattan Court reverses itself we 
will get a windfall of a $ Trillion dollars in Saudi Oil money to build 100 Million Xeon Inventor Laptops! Coup by the NYPD is the 
only powerful tool to track down and hang these World Leaders for being as brain dead as Kennedy to women with Breast 
Cancer. Ultimatum… Let the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar, Greg Buell get the invention of the “Penicillin” for Breast 
Cancer started, come out from behind the hidden camers in this Orwellian Society! Inventor, Greg Buell will be the USA'S 1st 
legal polygamist, with wives who play the role model of the Goddess of Inspiration, to inspire, brainstorm a “Penicillin” for 
Breast cancer CURE. Yoke will get her Bday present for John Lennon at the same time, the 1 billionth ElectricWindmillCar coming 
off the Toyota assemble line on John Lennon‛s 70th Bday. "Sometimes, you know, I cry and sometimes I scream and I get 
really angry and I get really like, you know, into wallowing in self-pity sometimes," Christina said. "And I think that's — it's all 
part of healing, and anyone who's going through breast cancer out there, it's OK to cry. It's OK to fall on the ground and 
just scream if you want to."Penicillin" in the 1940s, which opened up the era of antibiotics, GE suppressed the “Penicillin Era in 
the 1980‛s” going along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Egyptians had the practice of applying a poultice of 
moldy bread to infected wounds. Penicillin, it was based upon historical records that had originated as early as 1500 B.C. There 
were already records describing the use of molds and fermented materials in the treatment of diseases. Because such 
treatments were carried out without an understanding on the nature of the cure or an understanding of cellular and 
biochemical processes of the human body. Pasteur was an inventor, The French President in 2008 killed, murdered all 
aspiring Pasteur‛s in every University in Paris on Orders from Bush! The first real test for the Florey lab came when 
Albert Alexander, a 48-year-old London policeman had nicked himself while shaving. It was only a minor cut and was ignored 
for several days, but this would have a major impact on medical history. After a time, Alexander's face became swollen and 
infected and developed a temperature that rose to 105F. The minor cut had developed septicemia. When he was rushed to 
Radcliffe Hospital, sulfa drugs were administered without success. When the doctors believed that the policeman only had 
several more hours of life remaining, Florey and Chain requested that they be given permission to treat this patient with 
their "purified" penicillin. This would be their first human subject to which penicillin was applied. Florey and Chain took charge of 
the case personally and injections of penicillin were begun. After five days, the impossible had happened, the patient was 
recovering. Unfortunately, because penicillin was in such short supply, that small amounts had to be extracted from the 
patient's urine. after five days, the supply of penicillin that was produced for experimentation had been used up. There was no 
more penicillin available, and the policeman had a relapse and died five days later. Magic bullet: A theoretical substance that 
could kill disease, without harming the infected organ. Steering CU Freshmen Away From High Risk Alcohol Use... to working on 
1,001 Invention Projects spelled out on their "Inventor Laptops". Paris Universities are not Boulder, Colorado Universities – 
The students in every University in Paris have been killed, murdered in the 1st week of classes! By the President of France! Do 
you think the CU students here in Boulder, Colorado have a chance in Hell of getting the “Penicillin” for Breast Cancer ----- Hell No!  
 
 
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss

Mp3 just recoreded of the "Breast Cancer Memorial" in the Boss directory above, it's Hot!  
 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

 
 
9 Aug 2008 Socialite Paris Hilton is not one of the Women Suicide bombers with breast cancer. Electricwindmillcar and a windmill 
cure for breast cancer are married to the success of the Women Suicide bombers with breast cancer. 9 Aug 2008 “Penicillin 
for Breast Cancer” I want to be the one who gets this Miracle Cure, after working 24/7 with my MD/PhD wife‛s, brainstorming 24/7.  
 
9 Aug 2008 License Plate for “Purple Heart” connotations are now the winners killed women by rape and murder of 
their ElectricWindmillCar Era. The Pentagon Generals stifled the glory of a breast cancer cure for the glory of war, which could 
have been won by using the ElectricWindmillCar as a weapon to end the Iraq war and get the cure for breast cancer at the 
same time. 9-11 would never have happened with the ElectricWindmillCar on the streets of Manhattan in 1980.  
 
9 Aug 2008 Glory of War In Afghanistan for 3 sisters all pilots Kelly Smith, A Smith, Lacy Smith flying a black hawk, flying 
high who made the end story on ABC news, no ABC did not put on a lead story about the 3,000 women who died of breast 
cancer today. Who crashed and burned. Adding insult to injury ABC snubbed the 3k women who died of Breast Cancer today. I 
am Woman song…proud members of the USA military. And yes their Mother sunbathes in the Euphoria of winning the war. Women 
at war are not working as Inventors on a cure for breast cancer.  
 
9 Aug 2008 John Edwards confessed to an affair with a hot young skinny blond when his fat old wife was diagnosis with 
breast cancer. Yes he stayed at the Hilton with his mistress.  
 
9 Aug 2008 Hiroshima + Nagasaki, A pacifist Japan suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar Era killing 140 million in every city around 
the world. Killing 1 billion inventions for peace. Only 140,000 died at Hiroshima, not 140 million.  
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9 Aug 2008 Japan is guilty of on going War Crimes, of letting Bush kill 140 million people around the world, suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar, its electrolysis accessory, to give you free cans of hydrogen to generate your own electricity in your 
home, its GPS, its super airbags on the outside, and up most Japan is guilty of losing the cure for Breast Cancer.  
 
9 Aug 2008 Women suicide bombers with breast cancer wait for to question Yoko about John Lennon‛s revolution to end war on 
Earth in 1980. 1 billionth ElectricWindmillCar coming off the Toyota assembly line on his Bday. When?  
 
9 Aug 2008 Women suicide bombers with breast cancer wait outside the White House, and Beijing Olympics, Electricwindmillcar and 
a windmill cure for breast cancer are married to their success. Chinese President Hu is a mass murderer of 140 million people 
around the world and the Olympics Committed and UN know this.  
 
26 July 2008 Japanese and Bush will be hanged, like Saddam but this time by a bunch of bitches with breast cancer as their 
Judge, Jury and Hangman!  
 
9 Aug 2008 Japan spent a $ Trillion dollars on Gasoline, 90% of the money went for war toys by Moslems. Iraq is a Moslem 
War, War for more oil money by Bush.  
 
9 Aug 2008 Delivering a speech at the memorial, Hiroshima mayor Tadatoshi Akiba has no thoughts of being hanged like Saddam by 
a bunch of bitches with breast cancer, Hiroshima mayor Tadatoshi Akiba spit on the 140,000 USA women who died of breast 
cancer while Bush was President of the USA.  
 
9 Aug 2008 Toyota “Hiroshima-BreastCancer” 2009 model car. Lets the world know more women died from Breast Cancer in 1 
year than those killed at Hiroshima.  
 
9 Aug 2008 Goti and Japan, criminal behavior by a gangster and the Nation of Japan. Neither expected to be arrested and 
hanged for murder and mass murder.  
 
9 Aug 2008 Survivors are those burned in their Toyota‛s fiery crash. With a face burned in gasoline.  
 
9 Aug 2008 Toyota “Hiroshima-Fiery Car Wrecks”, 2009 Model car.  
 
9 Aug 2008 140k burned in a Toyota fiery car wreck Bush tossing gasoline bombs.  
 
9 Aug 2008 140k burned in Hiroshima.  
 
9 Aug 2008 140k women died from Breast Cancer at 40k a year just in the USA  
 
9 Aug 2008 Black males raped and killed 140k women.  
 
9 Aug 2008 Queen Elisabeth was not at Hiroshima, she was toasting with Bush, Let them eat cake, let them burn in gasoline, 
were addicted to oil money.  
 
9 Aug 2008 IBM has sold the Pentagon $140 Billion in computers, none for use in getting the Penicillin cure for Breast Cancer  
 
9 Aug 2008 Boeing has sold the Pentagon $140 billion in planes, Oil tanker refueling fleet of 600 747 planes, no fleets of 600 
planes for forest fighting.  
 
9 Aug 2008 Toyota CEO is a War Criminal – WW III we must stop the Japanese from selling gasoline. Toyota‛s that will crash 
and burn 140 million people around the world before the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar is exposed by Yoko.  
 
9 Aug 2008140k cops were burned in gasoline sitting in their cop cars, in Paris, Moscow, etc  
 
9 Aug 2008 Coors has killed more than the 140k who died at Hiroshima; Yes all governments suppress my drunk driving accessories 
on the ElectricWindmillCar.  
 
9 Aug 2008 140 kids like the twins Nancy Grace just had, Lucy and John were left in hot cars in the Summer of 2008 and 
died, when the electrolysis accessory will keep the ElectricWindmillCar climate controlled 24/7  
 
9 Aug 2008 Kennedy a drunk drove off a bridge leaving his girlfriend to drown. Sony will make a biography of Kennedy saying he 
alone is responsible for killing 1 billion people by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar.  
 
9 Aug 2008 Socialite Paris Hilton is not one of the Women Suicide bombers with breast cancer. Paris Hilton is a mass murderer 
of women with breast cancer by not exposing the suppression.  
 
9 Aug 2008 Socialite Paris Hilton deprived 5 billion people on Earth a life driving a “hot” ElectricWindmillCars, and getting high on 
the snub to Moslems who have oil and no one to sell it to.  
 
9 Aug 2008 Google has a pizza-sized box that holds a self-contained search system for managing an organization's electronic 
files, can store up to 10 million documents in a single box. Mountain View, based Google has this elite enterprise software and 
search services aimed at corporate users. Google deprived 5 billion people on Earth a life as an Inventor. I visited Bill at 
Boulder Community Hospital this week; he has Brain Cancer from Smoking. We talked about the “Windmill” in “Animal Farm” and 
the ElectricWindmillCar. I told him if the Observers behind the hidden cameras in our Orwellian Society come out soon, I 
would search for other “Windmills” to get a Windmill Cure for Cancer. Google deprived me of this search by not putting this 
elite corporate search service on their web page. I will certainly purchase it from Google when General Orwell lets me work as 
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an Inventor not a temp at the Avalanche Beacon factory in Boulder, Colorado. (One of our bosses here does not believe 
smoking caused cancer) This is were Bill worked too but as a temp for years he has no health insurance. The women at the 
temp agency are criminals in our Temp Society. Killing every Bill with no health insurance after years and decades working as a 
Temp. Skimming $5,000 off every Temps yearly income. This Temp Era only survives because the ElectricWindmillCar is suppressed. 
I will certainly try to get Prison for these Temp Employment employees and owners to retire to when the ElectricWindmillCar is 
no longer suppressed. 1980 –2008 everyone would have quit smoking if the ElectricWindmillCar was not suppressed, as the 
Tobacco Senators would have been hanged a long time ago. Coors has killed more than the 140k who died at Hiroshima. Toyota 
will come out with a Coors-DUI model car for 2009. Kennedy too has brain cancer, but Kennedy has been brain dead since he 
drove off the bridge and let his girlfriend drown. CU student drowned in Katmandu, Nepal, where she was spending the summer with 
a study-abroad program called the Passage Project. Keenan Fernandez, 19, was swimming in the Sundarijal reservoir, 15 
kilometers northeast of Katmandu, when a current swept away her friend, Kesang Rajyal, 28, a Tibetan national. “She has 
been pretty busy — living with a host family and learning the Nepalese language,” Her heroism in death is reminiscent of another 
CU student who died this year while trying to protect his mother from would-be robbers in Mexico. Junior David Parrish, 21, 
died March 26 from a gunshot wound to the stomach. CU spokesman Bronson Hilliard said the school has been sending CU 
students around the World since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented in Boulder, Colorado. CU would be hosting a 
Summer School for CU student inventors if the ElectricWindmillCar Era was not suppressed. 1980 –2008 All CU students missed 
out on CU hosting a Summer School for student inventors. Socialite Paris Hilton deprived 5 billion people on Earth a life driving 
“hot” ElectricWindmillCars, and working as “Inventors” Invention is not a major at CU because of the Hiltons, Kennedy‛s, Bush‛s. 
5 Billion social inventions have been lost. Worst than this loss is they were replaced by 5 billion Pentagon Inventions. We 
lost Inventors to war. Humanity will never recover from this Holocaust by Socialites like Paris Hilton and her Mother. My Mom too 
at 85 lives in the Euphoria of winning the War against Japan. Mom sent me a letter 3 weeks ago after I sent her the last End 
War News below this one, saying I do not want you to send me any more End War On Earth News you write. I don‛t want to 
Travel to Alpha Centauri or any of the 1,001 Nearest Stars. Sony in Japan will not have any mercy on my Mother making 
my Autobiographical Movie. At 85 my Mom is still Euphoric about winning the war in Japan. My mom belongs to the "Veterans 
of Foreign Wars" these are the cards she sends me knowing I'm trying to End War On Earth, and this is her Alpha Centauri and 
to Hell with Aliens in the Universe, she has no use for them. CU students would be winning the Light Year Conquest War, traveling 
to Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light Years down range. If Paris Hiltons Mother was not a mass murderer. Yes Paris Hilton and her Mother 
are mass murderers of everyone who died in a fiery car crash, and died of cancer since 1980. As the Euphoria of 
the ElectricWindmillCar would have spun off a cure for cancer. When the NYPD pulls off the coup, I want the new 55 story New 
York Times building, and I will use the New York Times, to document the crimes from 1980-2008. Day after I wrote this 
sentence above the NY Times headlines called it “delusions” from those seeking justice from the New York Times suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar and stifling the miracle overnight cure for breast cancer. “Penicillin for Cancer” will be invented, 
women suicide bombers waiting outside the White House want to let the socialites like Paris Hilton they want the “Penicillin for 
Breast Cancer” without a Rx and they want it in 2008. No women with breast cancer have “delusions” of talking over the New 
55 story New York Times building; they will take control of the New York Times and write the front page. They will call on 
cops, burnt in gasoline, friends of cops burnt in gasoline. Cops whose wife and daughters and Mothers died from breast cancer 
since 1980 when the current owners of the new 55 story New York Times building suppressed the cure for breast cancer along 
with the ElectricWindmillCar. Euphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar invention at the height of the Oil Embargo in 1980 with long lines 
at every gas station in the USA… would have let me Greg Buell get the cure for breast cancer and make the University mandatory 
and free. Carter and Kennedy are mass murderers over and over again for their crime suppressing all this from 5 billion people 
on Earth. Socialites like Paris Hilton and her Mother deprived 5 billion people on Earth a life driving a “hot” ElectricWindmillCars, 
and getting high on the snub to Moslems who have oil and no one to sell it to. Socialite‛s like Paris Hilton and her Mother 
deprived everyone in the USA of a Free University, State of the Arts Medical School built over every football stadium on 
every campus in the USA, this goes on and on. NY Times headlines calls this “delusions” from those seeking justice from the 
New York Times suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and stifling the miracle overnight cure for breast cancer. “Penicillin 
for Cancer” New York Times was “delusional” in 1980 thinking they could escape from women suicide bombers with breast cancer 
after stifling their cure from 1980 – 2008. “Delusions” at the New York Times bought them a 55-story building from profits 
from their crimes. Oil money bribes from Saudi and Texas Oil Men. Criminals are not allowed to keep profits from their crimes, 
this is why the New 55 story building will be remodeled into a State of the Arts Medical School publishing the New York Times will 
be women suicide bomber with breast cancer, working with me Greg Buell 24/7 until we get the “Penicillin for Breast Cancer” 
without a Rx and they want it in 2008. No women with breast cancer have “delusions” of talking over the New 55 story New 
York Times building, and rewriting the front page. There is nothing “delusional” about women with breast cancer wanting an 
overnight cure. “Delusional” are the Owners of the New York Times who write the front page today. Their secret Swiss bank 
account will be as public as John Edwards cheating on his wife the day she was diagnosised with breast cancer. Paris Hilton 
diagnsised with breast cancer, from alcohol, smoking, drugs, exhaust, salt, feminine products, what is the cause of breast 
cancer? “Penicillin for Breast Cancer” I want to be the one who gets this Miracle Cure, after working 24/7 with my MD/PhD 
wife‛s, brainstorming in front of the Hidden Cameras, better TV show than Kendra, and Holly with Hefner at the Playboy Mansion. 
As we have no “delusions” We will get the “Penicillin for Breast Cancer” and you will be watching us brainstorming on live HD TV. 
Greg Buell and his wives!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss
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26 July 2008 Women suicide bombers with breast cancer wait outside the White House, and Beijing Olympics, Electricwindmillcar 
and a windmill cure for breast cancer are married to their success.  
 
26 July 2008 Bush has no thoughts of being hanged like Saddam by a bunch of bitches with breast cancer  
 
26 July 2008 Bush has no thoughts of… A Pinwheel galaxy 27 million light-years away in the constellation Ursa Major that has one 
of the highest known gradients of metals, elements heavier than helium of all nearby galaxies in our universe.  
 
26 July 2008 Bush has no thoughts of being hanged like Saddam by a bunch of bitches with breast cancer  
 
26 July 2008 Bush spent a $ Trillion dollars on War Toys for the Pentagon Generals  
 
26 July 2008 Bush killed 40k women every year by spending their money on War Toys  
 
26 July 2008 Vietnam Memorial Wall was trucked into Boulder Colorado  
 
26 July 2008 Exhaust from this caused cancer, 3 in 100,000  
 
26 July 2008 Exhaust in Beijing caused cancer in 3k in every 100k wow!  
 
26 July 2008 Exhaust from delivering the Vietnam Memorial Wall to Boulder Colorado caused a few cancer per 100k people. None 
of the male reporters at the Daily Camera Newspaper writing up this story mentioned or even though about…  
 
26 July 2008 Women Suicide bombers with breast cancer. Who first lost the cure for breast cancer because of the Vietnam 
War Cost.  
 
26 July 2008 Now They will have a Memorial for Breast Cancer deaths 100 times more dead woman from breast cancer than all 
the names at the Vietnam Wall.  
 
26 July 2008 And all killed by USA males, Madmen into War. Reporters who wrote up the Vietnam Wall visiting Boulder Colorado 
left out  
 
26 July 2008 the breast cancer memorial which will never be built by any of the War Mongers who still live in the Vietnam Era 
and polluted the air… here and in Beijing Olympics– same Era today but the  
 
26 July 2008 Women are being massacred in Boulder Colorado today not Vietnam, and have no breast cancer Memorial Wall 
No Manhattan Project for a breast cancer cure. No Greg Buell working 24/7 on a windmill cure for breast cancer.  
 
26 July 2008 Women suicide bombers with breast cancer want a “War Toys Design for their Breast Cancer Memorial”,  
 
26 July 2008 think of a good design for a Breast Cancer Memorial and put under it a replica of the Vietnam Wall saying to 
these guys who designed and built this Vietnam Wall you also massacred women in Boulder Colorado who died of breast cancer 
by going to Vietnam… Hell no we will not go!  
 
26 July 2008 Beijing women suicide bombers with breast cancer wait for Hu.  
 
26 July 2008 Bush has no thoughts of being hanged like Saddam by a bunch of bitches with breast cancer.  
 
26 July 2008 Bush will retire to Texas with a clear conscience void of the 40k women he killed every year he was President of 
the USA.  
 
26 July 2008 Texas will pay compensation for all these breast cancer murderers by Bush and his family.  
 
26 July 2008 $1 billion in confiscated Pentagon Money to every women with breast cancer… who lost the cure via War Toys.  
 
26 July 2008 Help the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar guide the Killer T cells to the target, an overnight “Windmill” cure 
for breast cancer – the cure for breast cancer was killed by Bush and his wife and his 2 daughters because of the Vietnam War.  
 
26 July 2008 99.9% of women are apprehensive…about breast cancer.  
 
26 July 2008 99.9% of women are confident… an overnight “Windmill” cure for breast cancer will be their “Windfall Profit” from 
the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar Greg Buell, when he is allowed to work as an Inventor not a Temp assembling 
Avalanche beacons in Boulder, Colorado.  
 
26 July 2008 Bush let Kodak sell x-ray results to 100 Million women for a profit, knowing x-rays are old technology like the 
gasoline car the Bush family drives.  
 
26 July 2008 Kodak CEO is a Bill Gates, a clone of Bill Gates, The one and only Bill Gates who killed the students who would 
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have invented something better than x-ray film for breast cancer detection, Bill Gates killed 100 million student inventors from 
ever inventing anything to save a few of the 40k deaths every year. Bill Gates with his Microsoft policies of Greed killed a 
few breast cancer women or 1k a month out of the 40k dead a year. Use Microsoft software to calculate the percent of 
breast cancer women every year since 1980 Bill Gates and his greed infected CEO clones killed for x-ray film profits.  
 
26 July 2008 Women suicide bombers with breast cancer wait outside Microsoft for Bill Gates  
 
26 July 2008 Women, who son‛s and daughters died from depression, missed out on an Era of mandatory and free University. 
This Era would have driven them into a different Universe with 1,001 Invention Projects you can work on software from Microsoft.  
 
26 July 2008 Breast self-exam is worthless ABC reported today  
 
26 July 2008 IBM Supercomputers are worth too much to be used by a Manhattan Project for a breast cancer cure.  
 
26 July 2008 windmill cure, a overnight cure like the electricwindmillcar ended the oil embargo in 1980 – Billion of spin off 
inventions and miracle cures were lost by Carter and Kennedy from 1980 - 2008 from this crime against humanity just for more 
oil money.  
 
26 July 2008 Clinton‛s adultery, Clinton perjured himself in front of 100 million people  
 
26 July 2008 Bill and Hillary have no conscience. Clinton with Gore, both tossing gasoline bombs at SUV‛s driving down the streets 
of the USA bursting into fiery car wrecks while Clinton and Gore suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
26 July 2008 Suppress the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar, stifling him from working as an Inventor on the cure for 
breast cancer.  
 
26 July 2008 Clinton had sex at the White House while 40k women died of breast cancer.  
 
26 July 2008 Clinton and Hillary have no conscience. They killed women with breast cancer by stifling the electricwindmillcar and 
Greg Buell was not allowed to get a windmill cure for Breast Cancer… Hillary and Bill did this, killed all these women while having 
sex in the White House.  
 
26 July 2008 Women suicide bombers with breast cancer wait for Clinton and Gore to hang - for their crimes against women, 
then lying about it in an “1984” Orwellian Society.  
 
26 July 2008 should Bush hang alone or with all the Presidents of Yale who went along and profited from several of Bush 
genocides going on simultaneously?  
 
26 July 2008 Yale Medical School  
 
26 July 2008 Yale Medical School will do a self-exam… and the test results will reveal they failed to save the lives of 40k 
women Bush killed every year he was President of the USA  
 
26 July 2008 self-esteem, breast cancer, intellect burning with the desire to get a cure for breast cancer, stopped dead by 
Bush and the Pentagon.  
 
26 July 2008 not letting Greg Buell work on a windmill cure for breast cancer,  
 
26 July 2008 Teen on a skate board spit at me today  
 
26 July 2008 via General Orwell in Boulder Colorado. Teens on skateboards invent nothing under our current Gen. Orwell in 
Boulder, Colorado. They spit at the inventor of the electricwindmillcar, because some Generals sitting behind hidden cameras ---
not knowing women suicide bombers with breast cancer are asking the Generals wife for an invitation to the Generals next party.  
 
26 July 2008 Beijing trying to reduce pollution before Olympics.  
 
26 July 2008 Beijing pollution of the ruling class, massacred 1 billion Chinese by going along with the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillcar, causing fiery crashes that burned 100 million Chinese women over most of their body.  
 
26 July 2008 Hu and the other Presidents of China never felt the pain of being burned in gasoline  
 
26 July 2008 Chinese women suicide bombers with breast cancer lay in wait, for the next Chinese Revolution.  
 
26 July 2008 women with breast cancer who want a windmill cure will bring down Hu and the others who massacred 1 billion 
Chinese for Texas Oil Men.  
 
26 July 2008 a windmill cure that should have driven into her life in 1980 day after the long lines at gas stations ended the 
oil embargo.  
 
26 July 2008 Beijing Olympics of 1980 took a bribe from Texas Oil Men  
 
26 July 2008 Beijing masses would never have sucked off Texas Oil Men for perks like Hu did.  
 
26 July 2008 Knowing 1 billion Chinese will experience the pain of being burned in gasoline over most of his or her body, and 
the Chinese kids burning in gasoline.  
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26 July 2008 Beijing trying to reduce pollution before Olympics. Pollution of the cure for cancer by Beijing leaders, all male 
of course. Bribed Hu, Bush, Carter, and Kennedy, Clinton well one women Hillary. So a woman can buy War Toys  
 
26 July 2008 Hillary just finished sucking off Obama, her part in a scam in this Orwellian Society.  
 
26 July 2008 OJ really killed his white ex-wife and Clinton and Hillary gave him a Presidential Pardon  
 
26 July 2008 10‛s of thousands of white women who befriended Niger Males were killed by them. Or just had the shit beat out 
of them several times!  
 
26 July 2008 Pit Bulls are for Niger‛s to make money and Euphoria with at dogfights in their back yards.  
 
26 July 2008 Niger Males are not going to buy a Xeon Workstation and brainstorm the cure for cancer instead of staging a pit 
bull dog fights. It‛s not in their genetic or social make up. TB rates are the highest among Africans and African Americans who 
also have no conscience in giving you and your kids TB.  
 
Today a Niger Male with the White women teen jumped out in front of me, Greg Buell at Ben and Jerry‛s on the Pearl Street 
Mall, spit at me because I write that Niger‛s are Pit Bulls willing to bite any white person who befriends them, give the 
white girlfriend a knife job like OJ or just AIDS or Hepatitis etc. Video of this on the Pearl Street Mall exists behind the 
hidden cameras, I can track down this White girl when the Observers come out from behind the hidden cameras and show her 
video of Niger‛s, killing, raping and beating the shit out of white women every day, scenes of blood worst than the front door 
and sidewalk at OJ‛s murder of his ex-wife. Yes Clinton and Hillary gave OJ a Presidential Pardon after observing this 
bloody murder… why, because we live in an Orwellian Society that lets a black and white couple lay in wait for me on the Pearl 
Street Mall, same Generals behind the hidden cameras called the Niger Male and White women teen and told them I was coming 
down the Pearl Street Mall, lay in wait for Greg Buell and spit at him. Generals give the orders for all kinds of harassment 
hidden behind hidden cameras. In “1984” you could break the mirror and find the hidden camera, not today. TB given to Whites 
who befriend Niger‛s does not stop the Generals behind hidden cameras. Big Brother is watching but not watching out for you. In 
fact the Orwellian Generals give you the White Guy, Gal, TB, Hepatitis, AIDS, Staf, STD knowing the statistics on who the 
Niger Males give what to in our Society. The Generals are brainwashed like in “1984” War is Good. Teens on skateboards should 
be working on Intel Xeon workstations; Generals spent this money on War Toys. When you walk down the Pearl Street Mall and 
see and black and white couples you now know some Generals hidden behind hidden cameras in an Orwellian Society sent them. War 
is stopping the spread of TB, Syphilis, HIV, and STD, all off the Excel Charts in the Black population. In this social War 
the Generals side with the diseased Niger‛s not telling you they will infect you. Exhaust from gasoline cars has given the 
Orwellian Generals brain cancer like Kennedy‛s. Kennedy has had a hang over since 1980, since he drove off the bridge and left 
his girlfriend to drown. Then Kennedy ran for President, after leaving his girlfriend to drown. Because all the Presidents from 
Carter to Bush have let 40k women a year die of breast cancer without starting a Manhattan Project for a breast cancer 
cure. Saddam was more important to Bush than 40k women. Why, because Bush - Bush has no thoughts of being hanged like 
Saddam by a bunch of bitches with breast cancer. Carters Mother sucked off the Chinese Leaders. Good enough to make Hu and 
the others kill (burn in gasoline) 1 billion Chinese for the riches and perks an American President and his wife can give China. Bush 
has no thoughts of being hanged like Saddam by a bunch of bitches with breast cancer. Our environment might look like Chinese 
rush hour traffic with no exhaust from the ElectricWindmillCar if Carter, Reagan, Bush, Clinton, Bush, and Kennedy didn‛t 
toss gasoline bombs at SUV‛s on the streets of the USA after suppressing Greg Buell from working as a Inventor, not a temp 
building Avalanche Beacons in Boulder Colorado. What the environment of China might look like if Hu and the others from the 
Chinese Ruling Class didn‛t burn and burn to death 1 billion Chinese for the Perks an American President gave them. China would 
have 1 billion spin off inventions from the ElectricWindmillCar. Women suicide with breast cancer and women suicide bombers 
who‛s sons, daughters, and cop husbands burn and burned to death in fiery car wrecks wait outside the Olympics for Hu. Geneva 
is about to smash Quarks; Top Quarks around the world have the same hangover Bush has. Delusions that bitches with breast 
cancer will never hang them like Saddam was hanged. Geneva is looking for new Quarks. Society is looking at the next 
Revolution. Beijing Olympics, little does Hu know women suicide bombers with “breast cancer” are waiting for him outside the Olympics!  
 
Ps…Ruth Tilsley and her brother Bruce Jones, my Orwellian landlords from Hell can‛t see well enough to drive at 70 years old. I 
was going to turn them in to the Colorado driver‛s license people. So ABC puts on a story that 30% of semi truck drivers have 
the same poor vision as these old farts I have as landlords. Then a GM story about a futuristic windshield that will let old farts 
keep driving safer with Jet Fighters data displayed on the car windshield. In the mean time a story about old farts like Ruth 
Tilsley and her brother Bruce Jones, hitting a pedestrian in Denver. Driving through a red light crashing into another victim of 
letting old farts drive way past their 70‛s because the Top Quarks do not enforce the vision laws. Beep, Beep, Beep backing 
up sounds, and no sounds for running a red light. Well this only got started because the landlords Ruth Tilsley and her brother 
Bruce Jones started harassing me every day, about my bike parking spot. They want to put 20 recycle bins from the City of 
Boulder Colorado in my bike spot in the basement and wrote me a letter telling me to park my bike and groceries on the bike, etc 
out in the thunders showers and snow in the winter time. This is crazy, recycling bins in the basement bike parking spots. It 
was planned harassment by the landlords. Once they put my dirty dishes I left in the sink in the clean dish rack with the 
clean dishes, maybe twice as it took me a while to catch on. What happened to my dirty dishes I left in the sink? I might 
have gotten sick as Hell before I figured out what the landlords were doing. I just hope our Orwellian Society has a hidden 
camera above the sink in the basement to see if I used any of the dirty dishes and got sick as Hell. Oh yes the guy across the 
hall is blinder than the landlords and his MD said no driving for Cecil, Ruth Tilsley said to me Cecil only lives to drive to Longmont 
30 miles every morning for coffee with his friends. Ruth told me she would not stop him from driving or turn him in to the 
Colorado driver‛s license people. This goes on so much I would say 30 % just like the semi truck drivers crash and burn into 
victims who would not be crashed into or hit by a car or truck if the Top Brass enforced the vision laws on the books. CBS and 
ABC and NBC will do another story about truck drivers with poor vision and old farts like Cecil, Ruth Tilsley and her brother 
Bruce Jones with poor vision who should not be driving. If I get a note from Ruth Tilsley and her brother Bruce Jones I will write 
a note to the Colorado Drivers License people turning them in for poor vision, I can not do this until I lose my bike parking spot in 
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the basement to city of Boulder recycling bins as this will be a fight to the death… over a parking spot… is Boulder Colorado 
becoming like NYC already? 1 Billion ElectricWindmillCars would have prevented 9-11 now the news reporters are writing up 
Hells Canyon –outside Boulder, Colorado. Hell gets more likely every time I write up 1,001 nearest stars. After humanity visits 
1,001 nearest stars and meets there Aliens reporters in Boulder Colorado will rewrite the stories about “Hells Canyon” giving it 
a afterlife especially for those who took oil money for suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 – Little did they know this 
bribe would send them to Hell for 9-11, not just taking a bribe from Texas and Saudi Oil men.  
 
Hells Canyon, Colorado and in the Universe!  
 
 
 
 
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss

 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos,

 
 
 
 
 
 
12 July 2008 1,001 Nearest Stars are never on the front Page of the New York Times  
 
12 July 2008 Galapagos Islands  
 
12 July 2008 Galapagos Islands after you visit 1,001 nearest stars…  
 
12 July 2008 Good place to take several of your wives for an Invention Vacation  
 
12 July 2008 New York Times new 52-story building, I would climb it to publicize the terrorist organization is the New York 
Times, they could have prevented 9-11 all the NYPD deaths, now they have take a 52-story bribe from Texas and Saudi Oil men  
 
12 July 2008 1,001 Nearest Stars are never on the front Page of the New York Times  
 
12 July 2008 War Crimes Trails in Tokyo - again! Texas and Saudi Oil Men also bribed Japanese.  
 
12 July 2008 Toyota killed more people from taking an oil bribe than in Toyota car wrecks from 1980. - 2008  
 
12 July 2008 Japan's Toyota suppressed super air bags on the outside of Toyotas  
 
12 July 2008 Japan's Toyota suppressed the electrolysis accessory on the Toyota  
 
12 July 2008 AMA took bribes from Texas and Saudi Oil Men, and sold Organs to Saudi Princes.  
 
12 July 2008 1,001 Nearest Stars are never on the front Page of the New York Times 
12 July 2008 1,001 Nearest Stars are never on the front Page of the New York Times  
 
12 July 2008 9-11 could have been prevented by the New York Times, AMA, Japan! Carter and of course Kennedy who is really 
brain dead to owning up to he alone could have prevented 9-11 with the ElectricWindmillCar Invention in 1980.  
 
12 July 2008 Japan Prime Minister Yasuo Fukuda ruled out any immediate Coup to save a 100 kids in the USA who will die, 
after being left in a hot car, and 10's of thousands who will be burned and burn to death in gasoline in the summer of 
2008 worldwide.  
 
12 July 2008 Toshiba chose death rather than build a DVD with no moving parts.  
 
12 July 2008 Tokyo University chooses intellectual death for all Japanese inventors and Tokyo University students from 1980 to 2008  
 
12 July 2008 Yoko in Boulder, Colorado never stopped by my place. 
12 July 2008 Yoko and Lennon, Give Peace a Chance, shot down like Lennon 
12 July 2008 MIT can't Idiot Proof Japan so here we go again with War Crimes 
Trails in Tokyo - again! MIT engineers work for the Pentagon! So they can't Idiot Proof Japan.  
 
12 July 2008 Labeling for heparin is too confusing, nurses mixed the high dose package with the low dose package because both 
are too similar to tell the difference, MD's are also addicted to money and free hospital drugs.  
 
12 July 2008 MIT engineers work to "Idiot Proof" Boston Hospitals - No, all MIT engineers work for the Pentagon!  
 
12 July 2008 Front page of the New York Times will be Idiot Proofed after the Coup d'état that Ends War on Earth.  
 
12 July 2008 Katie Couric knows the types of cancer everyone died from.  
 
12 July 2008 Manhattan Project for a Breast Cancer cure was killed by the invented stories by war toy makers who own the 
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front page of the New York Times!  
 
12 July 2008 Carter the Georgia Peanut farmer in 1980 who suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar, but used it to end the long lines 
at the gas stations is today fighting with Key West over no insurance for Habitat for Humanity Home Builders.  
 
12 July 2008 Cans of free Hydrogen to heat, cool and generate electricity in Carters Habitat for Humanity Homes have 
been suppressed by the Bush's.  
 
12 July 2008 1,001 linemen have been electrocuted needlessly - Using a can of free hydrogen produced from 
your ElectricWindmillCar you can recycle all the power lines.  
 
12 July 2008 4,001 Marines have been killed by Pentagon Generals, giving the orders to let the CIA expose the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar.  
 
12 July 2008 1,001 Nearest Stars are never the lead story by Katie Couric at CBS  
 
12 July 2008 CBS talk radio in Denver with Dom and Jane discusses buying your dream house that is next to your Boss, Junior is 
the Boss at CBS radio in Denver and is a typical Idiot Boss for not jumping on Jane's putting windmills on Jet planes comment.  
 
12 July 2008 One comment leads to another and Jane is screwed, hopefully not killed by Texas or Saudi Oil men when she 
exposes the suppression of the ElectricWindmillcar since 1980. Jane could document its 1980 invention and suppression goings on 
to 2008 in 3 minutes flat. Another moron at CBS radio screens callers to make sure no one "Would Could" expose the suppression 
of the ElectricWindmillCar, though not in 3 mins flat like Jane could - grin.  
 
12 July 2008 All this time I'm listening to Dom and Jane I'm not working as Boss of the Manhattan Project for a Breast Cancer 
but assembling Avalanche Beacons in Boulder, Colorado as a temp.  
 
12 July 2008 GPS accessory for Avalanche Beacons is a hard sell as the electrolysis accessory for your ElectricWindmillCar.  
 
12 July 2008 Just keeping my bike parking spot in the basement from my Landlord who what's to put me and my bike out in the 
snow, and T-Showers so they can keep the City of Boulder happy with 20 recycling bins, out of the rain is going to cause me to 
take a week off from the Manhattan Project to put my landlady in jail. My Landlord pays employees cash… forward this to the 
IRS ASAP!  
 
12 July 2008 Building owners don't want you climbing it, even though they got the building as a bribe from Texas and Saudi Oil men.  
 
12 July 2008 Landlords got their buildings from a Godsend, thought their willing to let 100 kids die in hot cars in the summer 
of 2008 rather than help the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar get the 24/7 climate control accessory through Congress, but 
only after the current 100 Senators are charged with treason and hanged.  
 
12 July 2008 Brain dead Kennedy was on CBS, ABC, and NBC returning to the Senate before he dies of brain cancer. No 
Senator mentioned the Manhattan Project for a Breast Cancer cure.  
 
12 July 2008 Madonna issued a statement saying that she has "nothing to do with this state of marriage or what spiritual path 
you may choose to study," apparently referring to reports that the she had introduced her married ballplayer lover to Kabbalah, 
a form of Jewish mysticism. Which in a million years will never give women a cure for breast cancer. What transformation will be 
in store for Madonna if she gets breast cancer? Will she help me start the Manhattan Project for a breast cancer cure? 
Will Madonna's breast cancer reinvent her again - Absolutely!  
 
12 July 2008 MIT is light years from Idiot Proofing Boston hospitals from Black MD's  
 
12 July 2008 AMA is light years from apologizing to 1,001 white cops burned and burned to death in gasoline for not exposing 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and for adding insult to injury by causing the white cops pain after leaving the burn 
center by billing them. AMA is addicted to MD drug abuse at work and Oil bribes from Texas and Saudi Oil Men. Some white cop 
who needed a kidney transplant for his mom or dad will learn at the AMA Genocide trials the AMA Niger's sold the kidney to a 
Saudi Prince.  
 
12 July 2008 Galapagos Islands  
 
12 July 2008 Galapagos Islands after you visit 1,001 nearest stars…  
 
12 July 2008 Good place to take several of your wives for an Invention Vacation  
 
12 July 2008 Jane at CBS radio in Denver will coin the term Invention Vacation tomorrow when I turn her on. Though Jane has 
never ever mentioned if she would ever consider being a wife of a Polygamist. All the Texas Polygamist's Kids missed out on 
the Invention Camp. ALL Presidents of the USA since Carter killed the Invention Camps 1,001 nearest stars, all could be 
habitable for Humans. Galapagos Islands in a different perspective after Humans have visited all 1,001 Nearest Stars 
and documented their Aliens. All Presidents of the USA since Cater blew up 700 New Model 2008 Super Shuttles long before 
they were even delivered to NASA. All Pentagon Generals since 1980 killed their own Marines instead of using the 
ElectricWindmillCar to win the war. Pentagon Generals and their War Toy makers invented 1,001 false inventions for the front 
page of the New York Times. Goings-on since 1980 caused the Newspaper Reporters in Boulder, Colorado at the Daily Camera to 
walk across the street and tear down posters of Officer Jason burn in gasoline while sitting in his cop car. Yesterday on CBS 
Nightly News Katie Couric interviewed one of the top oilmen in Texas about windmills to generate electricity over power lines. 
Next day on CBS Nightly News Katie Couric said this is not a good idea as the electricity would need millions of more miles of 
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power lines built. What happen to the can of free hydrogen from your ElectricWindmillCar electrolysis accessory, it was 
suppressed. Every student on Earth from 1980 - 2008 was suppressed by the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Yoko came 
to Boulder, Colorado and didn't stop by my place. Now Toyota is trying its best to race ahead of any trials in Tokyo for 
genocide, holocaust, and crimes against humanity. MIT engineers have no thoughts about being arrested by the FBI. MIT 
engineers are all working on War Toys for the Pentagon. Bill Gates is apprehensive, so he distanced himself from Microsoft. 
Distance humanity has to travel to reach the 1,001 nearest stars and their Aliens has been made a longer harder trip because of 
Bill Gates policies of greed at Microsoft. Gravity engine that sucks in gravity waves via gravity satellite to use for propulsion in 
a gravity engine. Bill Gates could live long enough to observe the gravity engine in a shuttle if he is not hanged. Defense 
Secretary Gates took the job know Bush has several dozen genocides going on simultaneously. Gates went along with the killing of 
his own Marines, rather than use the ElectricWindmillCar to win the war in Iraq. Bill Gates went along with Toyota suppressing 
super air bags on the outside, and 24/7 climate control. 1,001 futuristic car accessories lost by Humanity from these 2 
madmen named Gates. Lovestar, I will change my name to Greg Lovestar, get some women willing to work on the Manhattan 
Project cure for breast cancer. Make Polygamy legal in the USA. Yoko in Boulder, Colorado never stopped by my place. Yoko 
and Lennon, Give Peace a Chance, shot down like Lennon's imagine the 1 billionth ElectricWindmillCar coming off the Toyota 
assemble line on John Lennon's 58th Bday. Shot down by just about everyone who is anyone in the USA and Japan. Paul 
McCarty married and divorced Heather Mills in just a few short years. Consider 1980 - 2008, 1 billion ElectricWindmillCars 
could have come off the Toyota assembly line on John Lennon's 50th Bday. Yoko in Boulder, Colorado never stopped by my place 
to talk about what if… how can we End War on Earth. The new 2009 Toyota will disappoint its buyers. Lacking all the 1,001 
futuristic accessories the 2009 ElectricWindmillCar would have. Katie Couric reported on melanoma tonight. At Target 
Neutrogena SPF 85 will cost you about $1,000 a gallon. $10 for 3 oz. CDOT Colorado Dept of Transportation doubled the fine 
for speeders in a construction area, yet more flaggers and construction workers will die from Melanoma than getting hit by a 
Toyota. Hard hats fall off and have no visors on the front, back or sides. I could reinvent the hard had in 3 minutes flat. One 
of our engineers at the Avalanche Beacon job had his last day today; he got a job with Valley Labs. They make medical 
equipment. Which I could have reinvented for the better of humanity 10 years ago if the temp agency would have let me work 
there. Jane at CBS radio in Denver. I should hire her to document what I could have reinvented at Valley Labs, Boulder 
Community Hospital, Good Sam Nursing Home, IBM Boulder, in 3 minutes flat. She would be worth hiring. I would have been 
worth hiring at the places above. Just for the Habitat for Humanity inventions. Carter as a mass murderer, no one thinks of 
Carter as a mass murderer. Jane at CBS radio in Denver could document Carters crimes that make him a mass murderer in 3 
minutes flat. Melanoma deaths are rising into epidemic numbers while the AMA apologizes to Niger's for an invented story someone 
in our Orwellian society made up. Drunks are epidemic. Breast Cancer is an epidemic; you will never ever hear anyone from 
our Orwellian Society say. Because they have been told not to use the world epidemic with Breast Cancer… like in the book 
"1984". FBI came to the Avalanche Beacon job today, just a guy wearing an FBI t-shirt. In 3 minutes flat Jane at CBS radio 
in Denver could document the FBI goings-on from 1980 - 2008. FBI has never arrested one MD for killing a patient by passing on 
a staf infection, which killed them and 1,001 other patients. I just summarized the FBI and our infected Orwellian Society 
precisely, several dozen genocides going on at the same time. AMA is the worst one morally! Don't shake hands with your MD, 
ever again!  
 
 
PS The New 52 story New York Times building will be a state of the arts Medical School enrolling the masses of humanity after 
the Coup D'Etat. And no tuition.  
 
 
 
4 July 2008 Independence Day from England is a Scam...  
 
4 July 2008 Independence Day from England is a Scam as NASA will not build 700 Super Shuttles until England is defeated, in 
its suppression of the ElectricWindmillcar and the Queen is hanged for burning 1,001 people in gasoline for more oil money. The 
100 year war is now 100 light years war, Orwellian Observers, Pentagons Top Brass want to put off star travel to Alpha Centauri 
for 100 years, to profit from the oil genocide, holocaust, even the Jews and Pope profit from as serfs + cops burn in gasoline.  
 
 
28 June 2008 Thoughts of Revenge by 1,001 "White Cops" burnt in gasoline!  
 
28 June 2008 Thoughts of Revenge by 1,001 "White Cops" burnt in gasoline!  
 
28 June 2008 Thoughts of Revenge by 1,001 "White Cops" burnt in gasoline!  
 
28 June 2008 Thoughts of Revenge by 1,001 "White Cops" burnt in gasoline (while sitting in their cop cars writing a ticket, 
most likely for a DUI) Revenge thoughts of 1,001 "White Cops" burnt in gasoline, the world will know theses thoughts as they will 
be carved in stone at the entrance to the Supreme Court if Cops are the Coup Leaders  
 
Theses thoughts of Revenge will be carved in stone at the entrance to the Supreme Court if Cops are the Coup Leaders  
 
Theses thoughts of Revenge will be carved in stone at the entrance to the Supreme Court if Cops are the Coup Leaders  
 
28 June 2008 "a very important shift in our priorities," said Lt. Gen. Stephen Speakes, the army's deputy chief of staff - 
Only when the World knows the Pentagon Generals killed 4k of their own Marines in Iraq instead of using the ElectricWindmillCar 
to win the war in Iraq.  
 
28 June 2008 Revenge thoughts from this Inventor, Greg Buell are when Bush and the Top Brass at the Pentagon finally decide to 
let me work as an Inventor my best Revenge will be getting a overnight cure for breast cancer after Bush killed 40k women a 
year every year he was "President"!  
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28 June 2008 Thoughts of Revenge by 1,001 "White Cops" burnt in gasoline while sitting in their cop cars writing a ticket (most 
likely for a DUI). the world will know theses thoughts were "Lets Outlaw Coors Forever!" after the coup!  
 
28 June 2008 Revenge by 1,001 cops burnt in gasoline "a very important shift in our priorities," from the current priorities of 
the Texas and Saudi Oil men. $100 dollar can of Coors!  
 
28 June 2008 Best Revenge will be getting $$$$$$$$$$ 1 Billion for every 9-11 Widow, and $$$$$$$$$$ 1 Billion for 
every "White Cop" burned in gasoline since the invention and suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980.  
 
28 June 2008 Best Revenge will be When the Leaders of the ElectricWindmillCar Coup Nuke Mecca !  
 
28 June 2008 Best Revenge will be When we confiscate all the oil money in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, UAE, in every Secret Swiss 
Bank Account in NYC + USA.  
 
28 June 2008 The World Is Not Enough 007 Bond Movie about a Oil Pipeline, Revenge on All Oil men, "a very important shift in 
our priorities" Moscow will hang Putin but more Oil Men will hang in Canada!  
 
28 June 2008 1,001 "white cops" in the USA, Moscow, England, have thoughts of revenge on the Top Brass who profited from 
so many for so long burning in gasoline. 1980-2008  
 
28 June 2008 Revenge Thoughts by NYPD, cops who know about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and cops who don't 
but will eventually find out. That the Mayor of NYC and even the Chief of Police in NYC could have prevented 9-11 and all the 
NYPD deaths by not taking $ Billion dollar bribes from Texas and Saudi Oil Men decades before 9-11. NYC Mayors started taking 
Oil Bribes in 1980.  
 
28 June 2008 World Revenge on the Saudi Oil men, "a very important shift in our priorities," Coup Leaders will Nuke Mecca!!!!!  
 
28 June 2008 "white cops" Mad as Hell at the Chief for sucking off Bush, Texas and Saudi Oil men. Revenge thoughts when 
Bush addressed the Chiefs of Police, Bush didn't even mentioning the 1,001 "white cops" burned and burned to death in a fiery 
cop car wreck. Mad as Hell at the Chief for sucking off Bush!  
 
28 June 2008 Revenge thoughts can see the abolishment of the Supreme Court for its rulings dealing with the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar. Adding a Universe of insult to 1,001 "white cops" burned in gasoline with the Exxon Oil Spill at Price 
William Sound ruling by the Supreme Court.  
 
28 June 2008 Revenge thoughts that Exxon got out of paying $5 Billion for Exxon Oil spill, and $1 Billion to each to every 
dead "white cops" widow from 9-11 decades after the invention and suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar.  
 
9-11 those burned and burned to death in Jet Fuel when Boeing Jets should have been flying burning Hydrogen and the 17 guys 
from Saudi Arabia would have been living in poverty in Saudi Arabia if the Niger's like Kennedy and Carter didn't suppress 
the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980.  
 
28 June 2008 Thoughts of Revenge for Obama's $35 Million a month in donations in the New York Times Headlines, Every Day, 
while there are no donations for 1,001 "white cops" burnt in gasoline every year since 1980.  
 
28 June 2008 Revenge thoughts about Obama and Niger's on the CBS Nightly News when 1,001 cops and 1,001 million of 
other "Whites" burnt in gasoline are not the lead or ending story on CBS Nightly News because Bush signed an Executive 
Order ordering CBS not to cover 1,001 "White Cops" burnt in gasoline, 28 June 2008 Obama was a Niger by going along with 
the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since he started running for "President"  
 
28 June 2008 The Niger Obama will let "White Cops" burn in gasoline today!  
 
28 June 2008 The Niger Obama will let "White Cops" burn in gasoline today!  
 
28 June 2008 The Niger Obama will let "White Cops" burn in gasoline today!  
 
28 June 2008 The Niger Obama will let "White Cops" burn in gasoline today!  
 
28 June 2008 The Niger Obama will let "White Cops" burn in gasoline today!  
 
 
 
 
28 June 2008 Wife of the The Niger Obama will promote and then let Niger Fags 
 
28 June 2008 Wife of the The Niger Obama will promote and then let Niger Fags  
 
28 June 2008 Wife of the The Niger Obama will promote and then let Niger Fags  
 
28 June 2008 Wife of the The Niger Obama will promote and then let Niger Fags  
 
28 June 2008 Wife of the The Niger Obama will promote and then let Niger Fags with HIV/AIDS/STD/Hepatitis C give 1,001 
stupid white kids these Niger Fag diseases as these white kids don't know you should not befriend Niger's at all!  
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28 June 2008 Revenge thoughts for Obama and Niger's on the CBS Nightly News when 1,001 cops and 1,001 million of 
other "Whites" burnt in gasoline are not the lead or ending story on CBS Nightly News because Bush signed an Executive 
Order ordering CBS not to cover 1,001 "White Cops" burnt in gasoline,  
 
28 June 2008 Revenge thoughts about Bush issued an Executive order for the Media not to cover those with a burnt face from 
a fiery wreck, yet "sizzling flesh" is a famous Jay Leno Joke about "white cops" burning in a fireball crash.  
 
28 June 2008 Thoughts of Revenge for Jay Leno when Leno has a video clip in the monolog showing someone's flesh burning in 
flames. And Leno laughing at his own video clip in the monolog, when the cameras return to Leno. Leno jokes about 1,001 million 
who have been burned in gasoline in his Orwellian Society.  
 
28 June 2008 Revenge on Jay Leno's monologs video clips, "a very important shift in our priorities,"  
 
28 June 2008 "a very important shift in our priorities," will be a Jay Leno monolog with "1,001 Invention Project jokes" Starting 
with a million women observing Greg Buell brainstorming a cure for breast cancer that works overnight… observing me 24/7 working 
in an Orwellian Society in front of the hidden cameras, grin.  
 
28 June 2008 Revenge thoughts are not only by "white cops" but also by "White Parents" whose kid was given hepatitis C by 
40 million dirty Mexicans. Mostly at daycare.  
 
28 June 2008 Revenge thoughts, Hepatitis C was given to an infant by a Mexican working at Taco Bell here in Colorado. This is 
just one of 1,001 infants and gringo kids given Hepatitis C by dirty Mexicans.  
 
28 June 2008 Revenge thoughts about MD's complications from major surgery as half are preventable in 2008 and 99% would 
have been prevented if the White House MD's did not stifle students getting into Medical School in order to keep the MD status 
Quo $$$ $$$ $$$.  
 
28 June 2008 Revenge thoughts about Saudi Princes - especially Saudi Princes walking around with a "white Persons Organ 
donation". Given to the Prince by Bush.  
 
28 June 2008 Revenge thoughts about Kuwait, when Kuwait should have sold its last barrel of oil in 1980 when 
the ElectricWindmillCar was invented in the USA.  
 
28 June 2008 There is no reinvented General anesthetic for those burned in a fiery car crash, postoperative pain and painful 
cleaning of the gasoline burn for 1,001 maybe even a million and one people since the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar by 
Carter and Kennedy in 1980. Stifled spin off inventions.  
 
28 June 2008 Revenge thoughts about Pentagon Generals getting paid extra with War Toy" bribes. from Oil and gasoline.  
 
28 June 2008 "These Pentagon Generals even killed 4k Marines in Iraq instead of using the ElectricWindmillCar to win the Iraq War.  
 
28 June 2008 Gates, no not Bill Gates the other one the Militaries Gates just got $160 billion and spent it all on speeding 
advanced rockets, robots and ultra-light drones to its infantry in Iraq and Afghanistan as part of a reshaped $160 
billion modernization program.  
 
28 June 2008 Gates killed 4k Marines in Iraq instead of using the ElectricWindmillCar to win the Iraq War.  
 
28 June 2008 Congress, our Orwellian Roman Senate just approved another $160 Billion for another year of war in Iraq after Bush 
is no longer President. Are the Pentagon Generals being forced to continue the Iraq War, and kill their own Marines instead of 
using the ElectricWindmillCar to end the Iraq War?  
 
28 June 2008 "a very important shift in our priorities," said Lt. Gen. Stephen Speakes, the army's deputy chief of staff - 
Only when the World knows the Pentagon Generals killed 4k of their own Marines in Iraq instead of using the ElectricWindmillCar 
to win the war in Iraq.  
 
28 June 2008 Bill Gates when along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 then used this to kill off generation 
after generation of HS Inventors with his $ greed. Bill Gates is not insane, he knows he kill off generations of HS Inventors and 
lost humanity 100 Billion Inventions these HS kids would have gotten if they could have afforded Office, C++, AutoCAD etc.  
 
28 June 2008 Best Revenge to Bill Gates and Microsoft will be the Nationalization of Microsoft with the confiscation of 
Microsoft Money and Bill Gates Money, which was only made because the ElectricWindmillCar was suppressed.  
 
28 June 2008 Revenge thoughts at IBM and MD's as Doctors Aren't Using Electronic Health Records because they know IBM has 
a program that can detect misdiagnosis and MD negligence.  
 
28 June 2008 IBM and Dell, if you are an inventor after the miracle overnight cures for breast cancer or a woman with 
breast cancer you are Mad as Hell at IBM and Dell for stifle software and hardware and saturating the market with games.  
 
28 June 2008 Bill Gates at Microsoft gave us Microsoft Golf when 40k USA women died from Breast Cancer every year Bill 
Gates published his Golf game. Revenge thoughts about this are directed at our FEMA Government leaders who lost every HS 
kid since 1980 the right to be an Inventor.  
 
28 June 2008 World Revenge on the Saudi Oil men, "a very important shift in our priorities,"  
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28 June 2008 Revenge thoughts from this Inventor, Greg Buell is when Bush and the Top Brass at the Pentagon finally decide to 
let me work as a Inventor I will get a miracle cure that works overnight to cure breast cancer while a million women observers 
behind the hidden cameras watch Greg Buell and his many wives brainstorm 24/7 for weeks, months, years… until we get a 
miracle cure that works overnight to cure breast cancer. Kodak still using x-ray film, because the governments lets them. 
Government banned ephedra and 1 million got diabetes in the last year from being fat. Now Ephedra is in Zyrtec-D, Zyrtec-
D consists of 5 milligrams of cetirizine HCl, an antihistamine, and 120 milligrams of the decongestant 
pseudoephedrine. Pseudoephedrine is one of the two active ingredients with ephedra. Zyrtec-D is distributed by McNeil 
Consumer Healthcare, which also markets Tylenol and Motrin. Love sick women at NASA, have thoughts of revenge at the Director 
of NASA for taking Oil Bribes and Oil Perks instead of exposing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar which would have 
gotten NASA 700 Super Shuttles built and in Orbit long before 2008. Revenge for the fag sex (and Leno Gay Jokes) that is 
the largest HIV transmission category in the US, and the only one associated with an increasing number of HIV/AIDS/STD/
Hepatitis C diagnoses, according to a report from Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. # 1 are Niger males, #2 is 
Mexican Males. Don't fail this street-smart test or you will get HIV/AIDS/STD/Hepatitis C from 1 Niger or 1 Mexican 
you befriend. F Grade! "A very important shift in our priorities," said Lt. Gen. Stephen Speakes, the army's deputy chief of staff 
- Only when the World knows the Pentagon Generals killed 4k of their own Marines in Iraq instead of using the ElectricWindmillCar 
to win the war in Iraq. Intel's decision not to use Vista on any of the entire companies PC, Intel will use XP Pro. FEMA at the 
US Government will never recall Vista and make Microsoft give a refund because the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and 
Bill Gates going alone with it are linked to Vista never being recalled by our FEMA Government. Coors will never be libel for the 
DUI deaths and injuries either. This is from when Kennedy drove off Chapaquadick Bridge drunk on Coors and left his girlfriend 
to drown. Kennedy then lived a life of a drunkard in the Roman Senate. Kennedy gave us drug-resistant staf and 
tuberculosis. Kennedy gave us HIV/AIDS/STD/Hepatitis C by promoting fags, Kerry and his wife are guilty too and those who 
got HIV/AIDS/STD/Hepatitis C from Boston fags will sue her. Revenge on all the Mexican Cop Killers, I'm certain a year or 
two after 1 Billion ElectricWindmillCars are on the streets NYC the cops will track down all the Mexican Cop killers living in 
Mexico. Personally I will ask a friendly cop to arrest Dr Foley my dental Oral Surgeon and his Mexican Receptionists/mistress 
on stifling my not getting dentures when I needed them in 2002 the first time I asked Dr Foley for Dentures. So much for 
thoughts of Revenge. Many millions of copies of Vista are in use, with Microsoft saying that more than 140 million copies are 
installed on PCs around the globe. I will then say Humanity lost 140 million inventions by having 140 million copies of Vista forced 
on them, same as forcing them to drive gasoline cars, when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. Revenge on Bill Gates 
will be ruthless by Parents who wanted their kids to "invent something" not play computer games all their teen years. Revenge from 
all the "Students" who grew up and got married all while the ElectricWindmillCar was suppressed. Worst than this is the fate of 
so many cops and kids burned and burned to death in fiery car wrecks, only because of money - Kennedy wanted more money from 
Oil and the Senate went along with Kennedy. Carter was a Georgia peanut farmer in 1980 not a "President" Carters book about 
his Mother, never told us what she said about the ending of the Oil Embargo with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar and if 
Mom approved of the suppression of the ElectricWindmillcar. You would think Caters Mother could have exposed the suppression 
of the ElectricWindmillCar before she died. Kennedy will die a slow death from brain cancer, not as painful as being burned to 
death in gasoline though. Knockin on Heavens Door by Dylan, even Dylan knew about the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. Kennedy 
is knockin on Hells door and soon it will be opened for him for eternity. Hell is a distant Galaxy NASA will never travel to 
because Bush spent all NASA's 700 Super Shuttles Money on the Iraq War and War Toys to bribe the Pentagon Generals. 
Boston's MIT students and grads were fully employed during the suppression years 1980 - 2008 by the Pentagon instead of 
at Toyota, Ford, and GM adding new accessories to the ElectricWindmillCar. Humanity will never make up all these lost inventions, 
I hope the coup leaders can think up more ways to get Revenge on the Texas and Saudi Oil men than I can. PS On those who have 
a Swiss Bank Accounts full of Oil Money too! $$$!  
 
 
 
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss

 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos,

 
 
 
 
 
21 June 2008 First full day of summer  
 
21 June 2008 In 1980, the year the Electricwindmillcar was invented - it would have made the University Free and mandatory 
for everyone in the USA. Free textbooks too!  
 
21 June 2008 Criminals rule the Governments of Japan, India, Russia, USA, Italy!  
 
21 June 2008 The Popes God is the Vatican Bank with $100 Billion in Oil bribes.  
 
21 June 2008 First full day of summer 21 June 2008 Summer of 2008 and 100 kids left in hot cars will die this summer, just in 
the USA.  
 
21 June 2008 Summer of 1980 and 100 kids left in hot cars died. 1,001 were burned in gasoline too.  
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21 June 2008 Every Summer since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 100 kids were left in hot cars died, mostly 
in Florida. World wide statistics are top secret as those responsible for the suppression of the climate controlled 
ElectricWindmillCar don't want you to know their crimes.  
 
21 June 2008 Japan hanged 3 people today.  
 
21 June 2008 Criminals have ruled the Government of Japan for 100 years.  
 
21 June 2008 Is Yoko Ono the conscience of Japan? Could Yoko Ono summon the courage of John Lennon and get Bush hanged 
for crimes against Humanity?  
 
21 June 2008 Japan government has led a life of crimes. It's time for the Japanese to make restitution to Humanity and bring 
this suppression of the Electricwindmillcar to a climax?  
 
21 June 2008 Toyota CEO will hang in Tokyo when the ElectricWindmillCar wins  
 
21 June 2008 Japan hanged 3 people today. Toyota CEO, GE CEO, Emperor of Japan  
 
21 June 2008 Every summer since 1980 100 kids left in hot cars died.  
 
21 June 2008 You could be 1 of the thousands burned to death in gasoline in the summer of 2008  
 
21 June 2008 Japan hanged 3 people today.  
 
21 June 2008 Japan hanged 3 people today, none for suppression of the ElectricWindmillcar.  
 
21 June 2008 Japan hanged 3 people today.  
 
21 June 2008 None for suppressing the ElectricWindmillcar  
 
21 June 2008 Criminals have ruled the Government of Japan for 100 years.  
 
21 June 2008 Today 21 June 2008 the government of Japan goes along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, with 
its climate control accessory, with its electrolysis accessory that lets you get Hydrogen and Oxygen from a gallon of water. 
Hydrogen will give your home electricity for heat and air conditioning.  
 
21 June 2008 Japan will hang 3,000 people in one day for profiting from the suppression of the Electricwindmillcar. When 
Oil genocide criminals with Swiss Bank accounts no longer run the government of Japan.  
 
21 June 2008 Treasonous Criminals rule the Air Force today; same old farts that burned kids in Vietnam in Napalm burn kids 
around the world in fiery car wrecks for more oil money. Let Bush and Putin toss gasoline bombs at SUV's.  
 
21 June 2008 Air Force Research Laboratory engineers have invented 24/7 temperature control for satellites, while suppressing 
24/7 climate control for hot cars. Treasonous AF Generals know 100 kids will die when left in hot cars in the summer of 2008.  
 
21 June 2008 Criminals run CNN, Nancy Grace on CNN has a new baby girl named Lucy. Lucy will be one of the kids who will not 
be burnt in gasoline or left in a hot car in the summer of 2008.  
 
21 June 2008 Nancy Grace on CNN knows this but can't do a Nancy Grace Show about the 100 kids who will be left in hot cars 
in the summer of 2008 to die. And to add insult to injury Nancy Grace has a new baby girl named Lucy. One of the kids who will 
not be left in a hot car in the summer of 2008  
 
21 June 2008 Japan hanged 3 people today.  
 
21 June 2008 Japan hanged 3 people today, none for crimes against humanity.  
 
21 June 2008 Japan hanged 3 people today.  
 
21 June 2008 None for stifling climate control accessory on the Electricwindmillcar  
 
21 June 2008 Japan hanged 3 people today.  
 
21 June 2008 1,001 Cops around the world will be burned to death in gasoline in the summer of 2008. While sitting in their cop 
car writing a ticket for dunk driving. Another drunk will ram into the back of the cop car with its flashing lights on causing a 
fireball like the ones pictured on my web pages.  
 
21 June 2008 FoxFire the other Internet Explorer got its name inspired from those who have burned and burned to death in 
fiery car wrecks since 1980. Observers add insult to those burned in fiery car wrecks. Even Jay Leno has a famous joke about 
your flesh sizzling in gasoline.  
 
21 June 2008 Japan hanged 3 people today. 21 June 2008 Japan hanged 3 people today. 21 June 2008 Japan hanged 3 
people today.  
 
21 June 2008 Fiery rear end car wrecks by drunk Niger's and Mexicans with no drivers license plowing into the back of a 
stopped (cop) car. Coors is criminal and Mr Coors will hang after the ElectricWindmillCar is on the streets of the 
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USA. ElectricWindmillCar will not let those who drank a Coors start the car. GPS will be built into ever ElectricWindmillCar. 
Along with super air bags on the inside and outside.  
 
21 June 2008 Japan hanged 3 people today  
 
21 June 2008 Japan will hang 3,000 people in one day for profiting from the suppression of the Electricwindmillcar. When 
Oil genocide criminals with Swiss Bank accounts no longer run the government of Japan.  
 
21 June 2008 India develops ballistic missiles, fighter jets, and goes along with the suppression of the Electricwindmillcar for a few 
$ Billion dollars in bribes from Bush.  
 
21 June 2008 India's Brahman Caste helped suppress 1 Trillion inventions by the masses of the lower castes.  
 
21 June 2008 Brahman, Kshatria, Vaisia and Sudra caste system developed ballistic missiles and fighter jets during the suppress 
of the Electricwindmillcar from 1980 - 2008  
 
21 June 2008 Brahman Caste from 1980 - 2008 are the germs, antigens building ballistic missiles and fighter jets, now they 
are stimulating a revolution of helper T cells that will kill them all so Society will be cancer free. War Toys Free.  
 
21 June 2008 Japan hanged 3 people today  
 
21 June 2008 draw blood from a person, locate the helper T cells, and grow more of them in the laboratory, then infused roughly 
5 billion of the cells back into the person for "Total Immunity" invention.  
 
21 June 2008 High School kids in 1980, the year the Electricwindmillcar would have made the University Free and mandatory 
for everyone in the USA.  
 
21 June 2008 What would India have done in 1980 to celebrate the invention of the Electricwindmillcar?  
 
21 June 2008 Brahman Caste built ballistic missiles and fighter jets, from the suppression of the Electricwindmillcar. How will 
India celebrate the invention of the Electricwindmillcar?  
 
21 June 2008 "Total Immunity" invention… LOST by the Highest Caste! From the masses enrolled in a University that is free 
and mandatory for HS kids.  
 
21 June 2008 Japan hanged 3 people today, none for leaving 100 kids in a hot car to die, none for burning kids in gasoline, none 
for profiting from the suppression of the Electricwindmillcar, Swiss bank accounts will no longer be secret after the Japanese 
hang 3,000 Swiss Bankers in one day. And hang those who raised tuition at the University every year since 1980 when the 
University should be free to celebrate the Electricwindmillcar invention. In 1980 Esoteric Killer T Cells are in the immune system 
can be grown in a lab dish then put in mass back in the body to kill antigens. News of this would have been in 1980 not 2008. 
In society Bush Musharraf Ahmadinejad, Hu, Putin and the rest of the World Leaders stifled every High School kid on Earth 
from 1980 - 2008 by not providing a free and mandatory University education. Pay back from this Student Loan would have been 
1 Trillion inventions from all these kids. To add insult to injury to society these madmen, with Bush leading the world's leaders 
killed 100 Kids every summer just in the USA who were left in hot cars. Bush arrested mom and Grandma for this crime of 
leaving the kid in a hot car too. Japan Police raided Tanimoto Seikei hospital in Iga, Mie Prefecture, on suspicion of 
professional negligence after a woman died and 18 other patients became sick after being administered with intravenous drips at 
the hospital. Police in Boulder Colorado or NYC could have raided their local Hospitals for professional negligence after women 
die from breast cancer. Our criminal government lets MD's Scam by treating breast cancer not getting an overnight cure. 
Professional negligence crimes by MD's in Boulder, Colorado is they stifle me, Greg Buell from working 24/7 on a cure for 
breast cancer. With many wives to Inspire me and brainstorm with me. Nancy Grace would be HOT MAD on her CNN TV show if 
I win the right from our Orwellian Leaders to work on a cure for breast cancer with several wives, a legal Polygamist in an 
Orwellian Society. Jay Leno would keep his job at NBC with a monolog full of invention jokes. In an Electricwindmillcar Era. GE 
does own NBC; you would never know this from the suppression of the Electricwindmillcar. CNN's Nancy Grace Burned in a fiery 
car wreck. Or baby Lucy her newborn baby girl dies in a hot car in the summer of 2008. We have to win the right from our 
Orwellian Leaders to stop these crimes that will happen in the summer of 2008. Will Japan ever come to the USA and hang 
our Orwellian Leaders, save newborn Lucy from a fiery car wreck or death being left in a hot car. Putin, Hu and the Highest 
Castes in India are all in on these horrifying crimes. Crimes from Japan on Aug 18, 1945, three days after Japan's surrender - 
this document may well be the first seemingly official text to indicate that the sex slaves were made to work as nurses after 
the war. Earlier, witness accounts by former Japanese troops and a publication by an Australian journalist showed that 
Japanese forces had made the women work as nurses. A separate instruction, issued on Aug 20 that year to ''all civil 
administration heads'' from the 8th Communication Station, says ''You will have Japanese women in all localities assigned to 
their local hospital (branches of Hospital No. 102 or Civil Administration Hospitals) in the capacity of nurses. Surabaya 
and Jogjakarta (Yogyakarta), however, will act in accordance with special orders. "Burn this dispatch when thoroughly understood,'' 
it says. Japan government has led a life of crimes. It is time for the Japanese to make restitution to Humanity and bring 
this suppression of the Electricwindmillcar to a climax? The Emperor of Japan escaped the hangman at the end of WW II when 
100's of Japanese Generals were hanged. Will the CEO of Toyota escape the hangman at the end of the suppression of 
the Electricwindmillcar? Japanese Generals provided 200,000 women for sex with Japanese soldiers before and during the war. 
Every General in Japan Today knows about the suppression of the Electricwindmillcar. Japan government has led a life of crimes. 
- Japan government has led a life of crimes. - Japan government has led a life of crimes. 21 June 2008 Japan hanged 3 
people today. Who would never have committed their horrifying crimes. Japan didn't save these women from the 3 criminals 
hanged. Japan government knows 100's will burn in a fiery car wreck in the summer of 2008, 100's of new born babies like 
Nancy Grace's baby Lucy will be left in a hot car to die in the summer of 2008. Pope is Bush's conscience. Oil Money in the 
Vatican Bank is the Popes God! Things are different in Japan, just asks Yoko Ono. Is Yoko Ono the conscience of Japan? Could 
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Yoko Ono summon the courage of John Lennon and get Bush hanged for crimes against Humanity? 40k USA women have died 
every year Bush has been President via Breast Cancer and not one woman can get me, Greg Buell permission from the 
Orwellian Leaders of the USA to work on a cure for breast cancer. The 2009 Corvette ZR1 has a top speed of 205 mph, making 
it the fastest Corvette ever produced. Criminals run GM, Ford, and Toyota today. 2008 ElectricWindmillCar will never go faster 
than the 2009 Corvette ZR1, which runs on gasoline. Criminals have run the government of Japan for the last 100 years. Sex 
slaves instead of Polygamy to inspire inventors and world leaders to blast off into the Universe. Criminals even run NASA as 
they know all about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and the burning of 1,001 people in gasoline for more oil money. 
Is Yoke Ono the only one who is not a criminal? Is Yoko Ono the conscience of Japan? Could Yoko Ono summon the courage of 
John Lennon and get Bush hanged for crimes against Humanity? Japan government has led a life of crimes. It is time for 
the Japanese to make restitution to Humanity and bring this suppression of the Electricwindmillcar to a climax? Japanese have 
to fight to get into Tokyo University when the University would be free and mandatory to celebrate the invention of 
the ElectricWindmillCar. Medicaid fraud and patient neglect by MD's and Dentists are alive and well in Boulder, Colorado. Dr Foley 
in Boulder, Colorado is a criminal in our Orwellian Society for his conspiracy to keep dental rates high and clinics out of Boulder 
and the USA in general. Dr. Foleys Mexican receptionists/mistress kicked me out of his office when I told her Dental Aid in 
Boulder, Colorado will not take Gringos, only Mexicans. Every job site you drive by is 100% Mexicans. The only way our 
criminal leaders know how to govern is by overkill, being Nukes or Oil Money or Mexicans on the jobs in the USA. Cops will burn 
in fiery cop car wrecks in the summer of 2008. Baby Lucy will be left in a hot car and die. Students write your Orwellian paper 
about the summer of 2008 - then rewrite it to flash back to 1980 when the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar would have given 
us free and mandatory Universities. Is Yoko Ono the conscience of Japan? Could Yoko Ono summon the courage of John Lennon 
and get Bush hanged for crimes against Humanity? 1 billionth ElectricWindmillCar coming off the Toyota assembly line on 
John Lennon's Bday 2008. Yoke is late for our date!  
 
 
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss

 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos,

 
 
 
 
 

  

 
10k galaxies and the Pentagon Generals see no Stars to travel to besides the one's on their uniform. This is a crime against 
humanity in an ElectricWindmillCar Genocide Era by the Joint Chiefs of Staff who let Bush, McCain, Kennedy toss gasoline bombs 
at SUV's on the streets of the USA burning people in gasoline. This is Torture by the CIA right here in the USA just for more 
oil money $$$$ CIA tortures American civilians by pouring gasoline over them and letting Bush, McCain, Kennedy light the flames 
in fiery car wrecks!  
 
 
14 June 2008 1,000 trillion calculations per second  
 
14 June 2008 1,000 trillion calculations per second  
 
14 June 2008 1,000 trillion calculations per second  
 
14 June 2008 1,000 trillion calculations per second  
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14 June 2008 1,000 trillion calculations per second not 1 by NASA working on Star Travels to Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light Years 
from Earth  
 
14 June 2008 1,000 trillion calculations per second, expenditures by the Pentagon Generals paid to IBM for the next generation 
of Nukes in their arsenal.  
 
14 June 2008 Psychotic Madmen at IBM.  
 
14 June 2008 Psychotic Madmen at IBM.  
 
14 June 2008 Psychotic Madmen at IBM.  
 
14 June 2008 1,000 trillion calculations per second not 1 by NASA  
 
14 June 2008 1,000 trillion calculations per second not 1 by NASA  
 
14 June 2008 1,000 trillion calculations per second not 1 by NASA  
 
14 June 2008 NASA working on Star Travels to Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light Years from Earth, NASA working on Star Travels to 
Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light Years from Earth  
 
14 June 2008 CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Researchers at MIT  
 
14 June 2008 CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Researchers at MIT  
 
14 June 2008 CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Researchers at MIT believes they've discovered a new weapon in the battle against "War 
On Earth" by Psychotic Madmen at IBM.  
 
14 June 2008 Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years from Earth 
 
 
14 June 2008 Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years from Earth 
 
 
14 June 2008 Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years from Earth 
 
 
14 June 2008 Psychotic Madmen at IBM. 14 June 2008 CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Researchers at MIT have a cure for War Crazy 
IBM men.  
 
14 June 2008 1,000 trillion calculations per second Computer is being shipped by IBM to Los Alamos unless - NASA blast off a 
Coup for Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years down range, out of site and out of the minds of IBM who only hires temps from 
Manpower Today, another swindle by IBM against humanity… IBM will hang for this.  
 
14 June 2008 Food for thought… Food that never spoils invention -not at IBM, not in the 1,000 trillion calculations per 
second, expenditures by Pentagon Generals.  
 
14 June 2008NASA launched the high-tech GLAST telescope into orbit Wednesday  
 
14 June 2008 4.3 ton GLAST is outfitted with equipment to monitor gamma rays  
 
14 June 2008 NASA launched the high-tech GLAST telescope into orbit Wednesday  
 
14 June 2008 4.3 Light-years, NASA better launch a Revolution for Star Travels  
 
14 June 2008 GLAST Gamma Ray Large Area Space Telescope  
 
14 June 2008 4.3 Light Years Alpha Centauri  
 
14 June 2008 Baghdad Iraq "fuels the Psychotic Generals Universe with "War"  
 
14 June 2008 Gravity control, Gravity Engine isn't in the Pentagons Universe  
 
14 June 2008 MIT can't even work on an invention to preserve food with the newest IBM 1,000 trillion calculations per 
second, supercomputer.  
 
14 June 2008 IBM's fastest Supercomputer in the News is going to Los Alamos  
 
14 June 2008 Los Alamos does not work on the next generation of food preservatives. 5 Billion people LOST by IBM's 
management swindle of the Pentagon  
 
14 June 2008 Food for thought… not at IBM. At IBM they SCAM the Pentagon. Not with Oil in Iraq but with a $100 Million 
dollar supercomputer they will ship free to Lost Alamos not to the Health Department or to the Agriculture Department, this 
invention will be better than any crop yield invention in history as no food will ever spoil and the health Department will get a spin 
off invention of fewer food poisonings - why not use this IBM computer to solve the problem of food poisoning? Because 
IBM Managers are Psychotic Madman scamming the Pentagon is Easy.  
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14 June 2008 Computer is a speed demon. It will allow IBM to solve tremendous problems," said Thomas D'Agostino, head of 
the National Nuclear Security Administration, which oversees nuclear weapons research and maintains the warhead stockpile. 
But officials said the computer also could have a wide range of other applications in civilian engineering, medicine and science, 
from developing biofuels and designing more fuel-efficient cars to finding drug therapies and providing services to the 
financial industry.  
 
14 June 2008 Computer's speed in perspective, it has roughly the computing power of 100,000 of today's most powerful laptops  
 
14 June 2008 100k Laptops given to student inventors will get more Food inventions for humanity than this War Toy from IBM, 
MIT, and the Psychotic Pentagon.  
 
14 June 2008 According to IBM. Or, if each of the world's 6 billion people worked on hand-held computers for 24 hours a day, 
it would take them 43 years to do what the Roadrunner computer can do in a single day  
 
14 June 2008 6 billion people would not work on building better nukes, they have more sense than the top scientists at IBM; 
you don't have to be rocket scientists to figure this out.  
 
14 June 2008 David Turek, vice president of IBM's supercomputing programs. In some ways, he said, it's "a very souped-up 
Sony PlayStation 3. This reminds me to tell IBM every football stadium on every University Campus will be converted to a state 
of the arts Medical School when the ElectricWindmillCar is no longer suppressed.  
 
14 June 2008 ABC Nightly News had a Prom for teens with cancer confined to one of the nearby NYC hospitals for its ending 
story, I hope we can bring an end to IBM and the Pentagon wasting this supercomputer being shipped to Los Alamos. The 
Revolution NASA will ignite blasting off for Alpha Centauri with 1 Trillion Super Shuttles docked together in orbit will bankrupt 
the Pentagon and IBM war mongers mentality. 1,000 trillion calculations per second - NASA Revolution for Star Travels IBM's 
new Computer consists of 6,948 dual-core computer chips and 12,960 cell engines, and it has 80 terabytes of memory housed in 
288 connected refrigerator-sized racks. The cost: $100 million. David Turek, vice president of IBM's supercomputing programs 
said the computer in a two-hour test on May 25 achieved a "petaflop" speed of sustained performance, something no other 
computer had ever done. It did so again in several real applications involving classified nuclear weapons work this past 
weekend Michael Anastasio, director of the Los Alamos lab, said that for the first six months the computer would be used 
in unclassified work including activities not related to the weapons program. After that, about three-fourths of the work will 
involve weapons and other classified government activities. Anastasio said the computer, in its unclassified applications, is expected 
to be used not only by Los Alamos scientists but others as well. He said there could be broad applications such as helping to develop 
a vaccine for the HIV virus, examine the chemistry in the production of cellulosic ethanol, or to understand the origins of 
the universe. Computer - and more so the technology that it represents - marks a future of Space Travel to Alpha Centauri only 
if NASA does a coup, failure of NASA's Rocket Scientists to blast off with this supercomputer leaves the troops in Iraq for 
longer than troops have been in Korea. Can NASA's aspiring Astronauts wait this long for Star Travel - Hell No! Alpha Centauri 
4.3 light years down range. War is the only game in town for IBM, GE, Lockheed-Martin Mad men Executives, NASA is having a 
hard time getting the best of IBM, GE, Lockheed=Martin. NASA is having a hard time getting the best of the Pentagon Generals 
who wasted 5 years on Iraq War when NASA could have built 5,000 Super Shuttles and docked then together in orbit… How 
could the Pentagon Generals kill off 5,000 Super Shuttles? This is Treason by the Generals! Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years 
from Earth. NASA working on Star Travels to Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light Years from Earth - No the Pentagon killed everyone 
at NASA. For the Iraq War. Psychotic Madmen at IBM swindled the Pentagon Generals. Los Alamos nuke scientists were never 
invited to a NASA Shuttle launch or a ride to the Space Station, Why? Is NASA out of touch with winning the war of Star Travels 
- Yes! 1,000 trillion calculations per second, and NASA never visited Los Alamos to win over some nuke scientists. 1,000 trillion 
stars with Aliens. 1,000 trillion stars with Aliens. 1,000 trillion stars with Aliens. 1,000 trillion stars with Aliens. Catastrophe 
looms under oil money spent on war toys when Moslems should be bankrupt from the ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980. 
Apologizes for insufficient health care is a lie by MD's who killed 1,000 a year with staf infections from going from patient 
to patient spreading disease. Every time I bike by the University football stadium Observers lay in wait and spit at me because 
they know I will build a state of the arts Medical School over the CU Campus Football Stadium soon as the ElectricWindmillCar is 
no longer suppressed by mad men! Tobacco will end up like gasoline after the ElectricWindmillCar is on Campus. Parking will be a 
spin off invention of the ElectricWindmillCar, as everyone will get a free parking spot on every Campus in the USA for 
their ElectricWindmillCar! Inappropriateness in treatment of Breast cancer women will be addressed long before the state of the 
arts Medical School is built over the Football Stadium. Manhattan Project with Nuke $ money will treat every woman with 
breast cancer like kidney dialysis patients are covered today. IBM has scammed the Pentagon out of its last $100 Billion 
dollars! Women with Breast Cancer will get IBM's money. 9.2 million people worldwide were diagnosed with tuberculosis and 1.7 
million died. These TB patients will get a windfall from the spin off invention fever of MIT and what's left of IBM working on 
a Manhattan Project cure and treatment for Breast Cancer. Clip broke off Discovery's rudder. For today's landing. More than a 
clip broke off NASA. NASA was defeated by IBM selling to Los Alamos. The White House MD's who limited the number of 
students getting into Yale Medical School since 1980 defeated Medical Schools. 40k women died every year since 1980 while 
the White House MD's limited the numbers of students getting into Yale Medical School so to keep the status quo… are these 
White House MD's "Mad Men" - just ask a woman with breast cancer. Football players will fight like hell to keep their stadiums 
from being built over by a state of the arts Medical School. IBM and Los Alamos will fight like Hell to keep the shipping date of 
the 1,000 trillion calculations per second computer to Los Alamos. NASA will analyze the data about 4.3 Light Years 
before attempting a Coup.  
 
 
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss
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7 June 2008 CBS Katie Couric, lead story from Katie Couric is your breast cancer can be cured by tomorrow morning. Greg Buell 
the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar during the Oil Embargo of 1980 just invented a "Windmill" cure for breast cancer, this is 
the formula, and you can pick it up at any Target Pharmacists.  
 
7 June 2008 MD's at Massachusetts General Hospital LOST this cure for breast cancer.  
 
7 June 2008 Kennedy and Kerry, Senators from Massachusetts LOST this cure for breast cancer.  
 
7 June 2008 Bush and his wife LOST this cure for breast cancer.  
 
7 June 2008 Women who are five times more likely to die of breast cancer don't know if their in this group of statistic because 
the MD suppress these statistics.  
 
7 June 2008 Lots of Statistics are suppressed by Government Policy Makers who also hide themselves behind hidden cameras in 
our Orwellian Society.  
 
7 June 2008 Gasoline exhaust is a cause of breast cancer. Coors is a cause of breast cancer.  
 
7 June 2008 NYC Jews will be hanged at the World Trade Center site for not exposing the suppression of the electricwindmillcar 
- Holocaust Trials in NYC.  
 
7 June 2008 NYC Jews bought enough gasoline to pay of all the 100 Nukes Iran is building to use on the Jews… ironic is not 
the correct word, word is money.  
 
7 June 2008 New York Times just moved into a new skyscraper that was a bribe from Bush and the Texas and Saudi Oil 
Men… everyone at the New York Times will hang! At the World Trade Center site for not exposing the suppression of 
the electricwindmillcar. Windmills will be installed on top of this skyscraper too.  
 
7 June 2008 New York Times new skyscraper will be a New Medical School after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup. Newspaper 
reporters here in Boulder, Colorado at the Daily Camera tore down and tore up pictures, posters of Officer Jason burned in his 
cop car when it was rear-ended making a traffic stop.  
 
7 June 2008 MD's at Massachusetts General Hospital will be put on trail for the 40k breast cancer deaths every year since 
1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented and suppressed by Kennedy. Kennedy then stifling Greg Buell from working on 
a miracle overnight cure for breast cancer. Windmill Cure!  
 
7 June 2008 Kennedy will be in History for driving off a bridge drunk on Coors, leaving his girlfriend behind to drown, then living 
the rest of his life a drunkard killing 40k women a year by stifling Greg Buell from working on a miracle overnight cure for 
breast cancer. Windmill Cure!  
 
7 June 2008 UN chief Ban Ki-moon took a $ bribe from Bush and failed humanity. UN chief Ban Ki-moon needs one invention, 
like "Total Recall" " Total Preservatives", no food ever goes bad again, this is not your $ Trillion dollar war toys research project 
at MIT, paid for by Psychotic Pentagon Generals is it!!!!!  
 
7 June 2008 when the North Carolina Surgeons were removing the cancerous parts of Kennedy's brain, Massachusetts 
General Hospital counted the lost business from Kennedy flying off to an Alien University Hospital. And asked why did Kennedy do 
this to us?  
 
7 June 2008 Why did Kennedy stifle the overnight cure for breast cancer?  
 
7 June 2008 Why did Kennedy suppress the ElectricWindmillCar for more oil money?  
 
7 June 2008 Why did the Terrorist from Saudi Arabia pick Boston for their flight to NYC? --- Kennedy!  
 
7 June 2008 Saudi Princes know well Massachusetts General Hospital from buying Organs for transplant there.  
 
7 June 2008 WHO at the UN will never report that Massachusetts General Hospital sold organ transplants to Saudi Princes, 
killing Americans.  
 
7 June 2008 UN will be replaced by the Universe Alliance, the UA will help Cuba build an ElectricWindmillCar factory so Cubans 
in Florida can go home.  
 
7 June 2008 White House MD sets the policy that lets Americans die waiting for an organ transplant a Saudi Prince.  
 
7 June 2008 World-renowned liver surgeon Dr. Ronald W. Busuttil, executive chairman of UCLA's surgery department, took a 
bribe, let Americans die.  
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7 June 2008 Japan's Mr. Goto a criminal in Japan got a liver transplant, when 186 patients who needed new livers died while 
waiting for the same operation in LA. Under US Law this is legal as the constitution was changed behind hidden cameras in our 
Secret Orwellian Society.  
 
7 June 2008 UN when it's the UA Universe Alliance and the World is ruled by the ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders. They will 
urge every woman on Earth to avoid Niger Males, the "Black Male" will be on an Official ElectricWindmillCar governments and 
UA Warning List. And a list of all the side effect printed up just like tobacco warning.  
 
7 June 2008 A gasoline tanker truck overturned and exploded about 4 p.m. today on Interstate 75 near U.S. 301, shutting down 
the highway in both directions.  
 
7 June 2008 186 patients who needed new livers died just in LA in one week.  
 
7 June 2008 1 million drivers, kids in the back safety seat died in a fiery wreck.  
 
7 June 2008 Under US Law this is legal as the constitution was changed behind hidden cameras in our Secret Orwellian Society. 
For more oil money.  
 
7 June 2008 Texas Oil Men spent $ Billions on DC Madams and Thailand Sex.  
 
7 June 2008 $1 million in buckle your seat belt ads by the government are disinformation, when 1 million drivers died in a 
fiery wreck. Their SUV crashed and exploded.  
 
7 June 2008 Repealing America's blue laws not only decreased church attendance, donations and spending, but it also led to a rise 
in alcohol and drug use among people who had been religious, according to a new study by economists Jonathan Gruber of MIT 
and Daniel Hungerman of the University of Notre Dame.  
 
7 June 2008 Coors does not care to wear a condom or refrain from drinking and driving. Criminal behavior from Coors, 
drunken business owners don't care about food Preservative inventions of the futuristic kind. Coors will care about a Billion dollar 
ad complain by the ElectricWindmillCar government leaders promoting a newly invented abstinence for alcoholics.  
 
7 June 2008 A tanker truck carrying gasoline burned, rolled over on I-91 in Chicopee. The truck exploded at impact sending 
a fireball 60 feet in the air. The trucker was identified as Aaron Staelens of Richmond, N.H. the 43-year-old truck driver died 
at about 8 p.m. on Friday night at the Massachusetts General Hospital, according to hospital spokesperson Jennifer Gundersen.  
 
7 June 2008 MD's at Massachusetts General Hospital, profit from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar.  
 
7 June 2008 MD's have given 1 million patients a stap, Staphylococcus aureus infection from not washing their hands 
between patients. Massachusetts General Hospital MD's let 40k women die every year since 1980 via breast cancer. Policy 
making MD's at Harvard Medical school are designing the New Doctors work load so malpractice and mistakes can not be tracked 
back to any one MD. New York Times new skyscraper will be a New Medical School after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup. 
Newspaper reporters here in Boulder, Colorado at the Daily Camera tore down and tore up pictures posters of Officer Jason 
burned in his cop car when it was rear-ended making a traffic stop. The Roman Senate along with the Senators in DC have made 
this legal, fiery car wreck. As the US Congress decided to go with more oil money instead of the ElectricWindmillCar. A tanker 
truck carrying gasoline burned, rolled over on I-91 in Chicopee. The truck exploded at impact sending a fireball 60 feet in the 
air. ElectricWindmillCar will be climate controlled, have super airbags on the outside and inside. Have built in GPS. Have web 
wifi cams on the inside and outside. Have an electrolysis accessory to convert a gallon of water to cans of O and H to generate 
your electricity in your home. Besides being a perpetual motion machine when you realize this you know Bush lied about the War 
and everything else for 8 years. Clinton had a woman under his desk giving him some good head. Bush hooked up with Rice giving 
him STD's. Bush hooked up with Mexican Oil Men giving us 40 million dirty illegal Aliens. Aliens from Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light 
Years from Earth were LOST by every NASA chief since the invention of the ElectricWindmillcar in 1980. In 2008 there would 
be 700 Super Shuttles docked together in Earth Orbit. LOST is this Island Earth in a Universe were even the Pope sold out for 
$100 Billion in Oil Money bribes deposited in the Vatican Bank. Coors caused breast cancer literally and figuratively. Cocaine 
causes breast cancer literally and figuratively. Business owners like Susan Polis Schutz of Blue Mountain Arts Greet Cards she set 
out sugar bowels of cocaine every week since before 1980. Feeding the Columbian Drug Dealers more USD $ than employee 
payroll since 1980. This is not the Tatum O'Neal story of one actress. So why did the NYPD arrest Tatum O'Neal and not 
Susan Schultz? Thoughts of Love: by Susan Polis Schutz Blue Mountain Arts. Mostly Mexicans pick the greeting cards for shipping 
at her factory, and not 1 Mexican buys her cards, in fact horseplay is making fun of the super sentimental collection of cards 
and books they pack for shipping. If Susan ever got the transcripts of the Mexican Card Pickers who work for her she would fire 
all of them, as they are sicker than Susan's super sentimental greeting cards and books. Back to the cocaine. The Bill Gates 
of cocaine buyers is not arrested. Tatum O'Neal is arrested. Tatum O'Neal has not spent $50 million on cocaine since before 
1980. Texas Oil Men and Saudi Oil Men have to be the biggest buyers of cocaine. This is sort of like the Jews buying gasoline 
from Iran, and then Iran used the money from the Jews to build nukes to use on the Jews. Meanwhile the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar goes on, like the endless war in Iraq. Which would end overnight with the end of the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar. End of Breast Cancer overnight… with the "Windmill" Cure for Breast Cancer all women with breast 
cancer would turn on Katie Couric, lead story from Katie Couric is your breast cancer can be cured by tomorrow morning. Greg 
Buell the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar during the Oil Embargo of 1980 just invented a "Windmill" cure for breast cancer, 
this is the formula, and you can pick it up at any Target Pharmacists.  
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1 June 2008 LOST – nearest island Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light Years  
 
1 June 2008 “Three Days of the Condor” NY Times is a CIA unit!  
 
1 June 2008 Amnesty International is also a CIA Unit.  
 
1 June 2008 UN peacekeepers enjoy an endemic of rape on the job.  
 
1 June 2008 African U.N. peacekeepers were identified as the child rapists.  
 
1 June 2008 Texas Child Protective attorney Gary Banks says Africa is not Texas  
 
1 June 2008 Texas Oil Men have oil money for the DC Madam and Thailand Sex  
 
1 June 2008 Save the Children  
 
1 June 2008 Save the Children - said there were significant levels of child rape all of it unreported and unless the silence 
ended, attempts to stamp out exploitation would be the same as reporting of the ElectricWindmillcar and the 100‛s of kids burned 
in gasoline everyday for more oil money.  
 
1 June 2008 All of it unreported…  
 
1 June 2008 Yale NEW HAVEN Connecticut.  
 
1 June 2008 Yale NEW HAVEN Connecticut Paul McCartney can now add one more honor to the numerous awards, accolades and 
the knighthood an honorary Doctor of Music degree from Yale University, with no lyrics to inspire a breast cancer cure!  
 
1 June 2008 When I visit New Haven, I will meet with all the Woman MD‛s in New Haven, brainstorming with them all 24/7 for 
one week just to get started getting the overnight miracle cure for breast cancer.  
 
1 June 2008 Most of the people at Yale Today will hang with Bush.  
 
1 June 2008 Yale and the New York Times = all of it goes unreported.  
 
1 June 2008 Abolish the Monarchies! And Yale‛s who failed to report the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, and failed to 
report child rape by UN Peacekeepers.  
 
1 June 2008 Emperor of Japan let Toyota build Hybrid Cars instead of ElectricWindmillCars.  
 
1 June 2008 Yes the World Court will hang Paul McCartney????????  
 
1 June 2008 Syphilis cases climbed for the seventh straight year and increases in the disease among gay men and blacks 
largely contributed, government researchers reported Wednesday. City of Boulder will not tell the HS girls I see with blacks this 
life alternating disease white women catch in bulk from Niger‛s they befriend who turn out to be a Bill Clinton sticking their penis 
in anyone, anywhere!  
 
1 June 2008 Paul McCartney fails to warn his women fans who befriend Niger‛s they have a high risk of getting syphilis, STD‛s 
and end up like OJ‛s murdered wife.  
 
1 June 2008 President Bush half hearted warning, avoid sex just say No did not convince any white HS girls because the warning 
was half hearted Bush should have told the HS girls Niger Males have the highest rate of Syphilis in the World because they 
fuck each other in the ass when not trying to seduce white HS girls.  
 
1 June 2008 Save the Children unreported Syphilis risk by white HS girls.  
 
1 June 2008 100‛s of white HS girls had a life alternating experience with Niger‛s.  
 
1 June 2008 Bush warned them all 500k of your will get Syphilis this year.  
 
1 June 2008 Bush did not name names – say Niger‛s and Mexicans.  
 
1 June 2008 Niger‛s – OJ did kill his white ex-wife!  
 
1 June 2008 100‛s of recent white HS girls have been murdered by Niger‛s, this goes unreported too.  
 
1 June 2008 Save the Children said there were significant levels of child rape all of it unreported and unless the silence 
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ended, attempts to stamp out exploitation would be the same as reporting of the ElectricWindmillcar and the 100‛s of kids burned 
in gasoline everyday for more oil money.  
 
1 June 2008 HS kids spitting at me at RTD bus station.  
 
1 June 2008 HS kids spitting at me at RTD bus station because they are not getting paid this summer to work on 1,001 
Invention projects on their new Dell Notebook, their BOSS lost them their ElectricWindmillCar Era.  
 
1 June 2008 100 million white HS kids grew up without ElectricWindmillCars.  
 
1 June 2008 Bush imported 40 million diseased Mexicans with Mexican Oil.  
 
1 June 2008 Amnesty International does not report nasty sickening Niger Males.  
 
1 June 2008 More than a few, several on going genocides, holocausts by Bush  
 
1 June 2008 Amnesty International is in on several on going genocides, holocausts.  
 
1 June 2008 Amnesty International a CIA Unit.  
 
1 June 2008 Katie Couric will raise money on the Today show for a cancer cure, not $5 Trillion $ though the Pentagon just spent 
on War Toys.  
 
1 June 2008 Katie Couric can‛t even mention on the CBS Nightly News the $5 Trillion the Pentagon just spent on War Toys  
 
1 June 2008 Katie Couric can‛t mention Bush hand in hand with the Saudi King and Saudi Sex Slaves and DC Madam‛s windfall 
profits from Saudi Princes.  
 
1 June 2008 Katie Couric can‛t mention U. N. Peacekeepers who rape kids everyday!  
 
1 June 2008 U. N. Peacekeepers in Haiti, Liberia, Ivory Coast, Congo, all Niger‛s  
 
1 June 2008 UN is about to go out of business and become the UA Universe Alliance  
 
1 June 2008 UN peacekeepers enjoy an endemic of rape protected by the Oil Genocide Era of Bush  
 
1 June 2008 UN Niger‛s and we get Obama, who most likely has had syphilis, who is also a child rapists, who has had anal sex 
with no condom, yet no one will report this and we live in an Orwellian Society, yet everyone covering the election knows this, just 
like they know the UN Peacekeepers rape kids every day. Boys and Girls.  
 
1 June 2008 Save the Children said there were significant levels of child rape all of it unreported and unless the silence 
ended, attempts to stamp out exploitation would be the same as reporting of the ElectricWindmillcar and the 100‛s of kids burned 
in gasoline everyday for more oil money.  
 
1 June 2008 The Niger Obama knows about the ElectricWindmillCar the hate lyrics from black rap music aimed at white cops!  
 
1 June 2008 Laura Bush observing Chaney‛s lesbian daughter with a 12-year-old girl, did not report this rape. Laura Bush knows 
Save the Children said there were significant levels of child rape all of it unreported and unless the silence ended, attempts to 
stamp out exploitation would be the same as reporting of the ElectricWindmillcar and the 100‛s of kids burned in gasoline 
everyday for more oil money.  
 
1 June 2008 African U.N. peacekeepers were identified as the child rapists, just like the lesbian rapists here in the USA yet all 
of it goes unreported because of the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar.  
 
1 June 2008 Three Days of the Condor with a young Fay Dunaway, today we have a older Fay Dunaway with new teeth I envy, I 
want as soon as the observers come out from behind the hidden cameras in my living room.  
 
1 June 2008 Ellen Degenerate is guilt of child rape by a lesbian yet no one who knows this and has watch the video will report it 
until the ElectricWindmillCar is on the streets of DC and NYC. A unit of the CIA, the New York Times will not report child rape 
it knows about.  
 
1 June 2008 Is Ellen Degenerate TV show a unit of the CIA…  
 
1 June 2008 Nancy Grace can‛t mention the Lesbian child rapes she knows from her days at Court TV.  
 
1 June 2008 1 June 2008 Syphilis cases climbed for the seventh straight year and increases in the disease among gay men and 
blacks largely contributed, government researchers reported Wednesday. City of Boulder will not warn the white HS girls I see 
with blacks about this life alternating disease white women catch in bulk from Niger‛s they befriend who turn out to be a Bill 
Clinton sticking their penis in anyone, anywhere! Save the Children from getting syphilis from a Niger male! Niger‛s – OJ did kill 
his white ex-wife! Today this is all unreported by the New York Times, a Unit of the CIA. Today with an older Fay Dunnaway with 
a face lift, lippo suction, and new breast and the best set of new teeth in the world and are pictured on my www.
electricwindmillcar.com web page. Same old New York Times, Redford taking his invasion of Baghdad to the New York Times 
not knowing the New York Times is a Unit of the CIA. Better movie than the Pelican Briefs about killing the Supreme Court 
Judges over oil. Not a very good plot for an Oil Genocide Orwellian Society. 9 Supreme Court Judges, all 9 will hang for 
burning 1,000,000 in gasoline for more oil money. 90k white kids died from Staphylococcus aureus, Clostridium difficile, these 9 
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on the Supreme Court watched these toddlers in day care get sick as hell and die to keep Bush happy about importing dirty 
Mexicans to work in white day care centers, Mexicans and Mexican Oil, neither one needed in an ElectricWindmillCar Era. More 
than a few… several on going genocides, holocausts by Bush. The woman who died last week when the power went off, Bush 
suppresses cans of free Hydrogen from your ElectricWindmillCar to generate your electricity. Kids who will die in hot cars in 
the summer of 2008, Bush suppresses Electricwindmillcar with climate control 24/7. HS kids spitting at me at RTD bus 
station because they are not getting paid this summer to work on 1,001 Invention projects on their new Dell Notebook with 
my Invention OS not Windows 7 or Vista. Hospital generated infections. Yale Medical School was to occupied with passing Niger 
MD‛s who really didn‛t pass Medical School to clean up the hospital generated infections, and the MD‛s were happy with 
Medicare paying the padded medical bills. Kennedy was making a whole class of MD‛s almost as rich as Bill Gates with 
hospital generated infections, falls and painful bedsores. Same time Bill Gates killed 1 million HS Inventors with his Microsoft 
Greed compounded by losing humanity 1 million inventions. More than a few… several on going genocides, holocausts by Bush. 
Pneumonia vaccination will be mandatory under the ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders. Many more vaccinations for babies, kids, 
dirty Mexicans, and seniors will be mandatory too. 99,000 people died from these hospital-associated infections. 99,000 people 
died from dirty Mexicans Bush imported with Mexican Oil we don‛t need in an ElectricWindmillCar Era. Abolish the 
Monarchies; Emperor of Japan should hang with his family for letting Toyota build Hybrid Cars instead of ElectricWindmillCars. 
All the drunks who walked out of the bar in Moscow or Breckenridge and frozen to death in a snow bank are caualisities of 
selling more and more alcohol with no one responsible for the 100 students a semester who die of alcohol poisoning, add in 
the Mothers against Drunk Drivers who were just spit on by the Governor of Colorado. He wanted to sell Coors on Sunday, 7 days 
a week, if this goes on like the several other genocides and holocaust by Bush Coors will be sold 24/7 and no students will be asked 
to work 24/7 on 1,001 invention projects. Amnesty International in the news all these Niger's will hang, Massachusetts 
General Hospital in Boston all the MD‛s will hang, well 99% of them as we can track down who killed who with unwashed hands via 
the hospital video. More than a few, several on going genocides, holocausts by Bush all okayed by the White House MD. 99k killed 
by dirty Mexicans; the White House MD Oked this! Manhattan Project for breast cancer – Not started yet, women will start 
the Manhattan Project for Breast Cancer the day after the Electricwindmillcar coup happens. White House MD will also hang on 
this day. Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston will be overwhelmed treading all the women with breast cancer the first day 
the Manhattan Breast Cancer Project gets going as this is a Pentagon battle to save as many as possible until I can get the 
miracle overnight cure. Not really a Pentagon Battle as the Pentagon Generals sold their women to Saudi Princes. Who will rescue 
the USA women kept as sex slaves in Saudi Arabia today? Greg Buell will! Three Days of the Condor Redford reads books, all he 
does is read books to get an idea to win the war for the Pentagon. ElectricWindmillCar won the end to the Oil Embargo in 1980. 
Then Kennedy bullied Carter and now Bush has more than a few genocides and Holocausts going on at the same time. 
Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston has more than a few genocides, holocausts going on at the same time. NEW 
HAVEN Connecticut Paul McCartney can now add one more honor to the numerous awards, accolades and the knighthood an 
honorary Doctor of Music degree from Yale University. McCartney on Sunday toured a downtown art gallery and dined with 
Yale dignitaries. Did not write any lyrics to inspire you to work on a cure for breast cancer or invent anything. Paul McCartney 
is dead, long live John Lennon. Madonna will write a Breast Cancer CD and do a world Tour for Breast Cancer only after she 
gets Breast Cancer. American Idol judges and lyrics are regulated by the government like the New York Times. Katie Couric going 
on a fund raising tour for Breast Cancer can create some spin off inventions like a song from Madonna! Haiti, Liberia, Ivory Coast 
and the Congo, Madonna‛s visited all these places without saving a single pre-teen girl from being raped by UN Peacekeepers, in 
a hard hitting lyrics. All these Niger's will hang we have the names of all the UN Peacekeepers. More than a few, several on 
going genocides, holocausts by Bush. 99,000 people died from Bush importing dirty Mexicans, most were little kids at day care 
who got sick as hell then died. Like the 100 kids left in hot cars in the summer of 2007. Bush has more than a few 
genocides, holocausts going on at the same time. McCartney on Sunday toured a downtown art gallery and dined with Yale 
dignitaries. I will be the one working 24/7 when I visit New Haven, meeting with all the Woman MD‛s in New Haven, 
brainstorming with them all 24/7 for one week just to get started getting the overnight miracle cure for breast cancer. Picasso 
with women MD‛s, painting the pictures of antigen-antibodies going faster than the speed of light. Running one antigen-antibody 
video after another until most of the women MD‛s pass out from over work. McCartney visited a downtown art gallery with no 
pictures of antigen-antibodies. Why? He just got an honorary degree from Yale. Most of the people in charge at Yale Today will 
hang with Bush. 99,000 people died from Bush importing dirty Mexicans, most were little kids at day care who got sick as hell 
then died. Like the 100 kids left in hot cars in the summer of 2007. No one at Yale exposed this child abuse by Bush. Laura 
Bush wants you to read books, but not the Confession books by and Rousseau and Tolstoy. Kennedy who paid out bribes that 
burned and burn to death 1 million whites driving down the road in their SUV and BANG Bush tossed a gasoline bomb at them 
for more oil money. Kennedy is thinking about writing his Confessions Book. LOST Kennedy lost humanity Alpha Centauri 4.3 
light years from Earth. Collateral Damage is Alpha Centauri the nearest star to Earth. Kennedy killed 700 Super Shuttles going 
along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Collateral Damage Kennedy killed 40k women a year since 1980 by driving 
off the Senate bridge drunk on Coors leaving his girls to die of breast cancer. http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/
photos/tolstoyconfessions.txt Kennedy writing his confessions like Tolstoy. Russia 1882 Boulder Colorado 1980 invention of 
the ElectricWindmillCar, Russian leaders since 1980 killed their own people same as the Presidents of the USA did all for more 
oil money, Collateral Damage they lost humanity the cure for cancer and 1 billion other inventions. This is the Worst Holocaust 
in History and even the Jews took the Oil Money Bribes from Kennedy and ran to the Swiss Bank. http://www.electricwindmillcar.
com/photos/rousseauconfess.txt This confession was written in 1782 in France. Today the President of France has $1.5 Billion in 
oil money bribes in a Secret Swiss Bank Account. A Confession by Lev Nikolayevich Tolstoy. Vladimir Milyutin (long since dead), 
visited us one Sunday and announced as the latest novelty a discovery made at his school. This discovery was that there is no God 
and that all we are taught about Him is a mere invention. Kennedy in his A Confession will write there is no invention to 
Gravity, Gravity created itself and if I didn‛t suppression the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 its inventor Greg Buell would have 
invented Gravity Control, a Gravity Satellite Dish that sucks in gravity and a gravity engine for propulsion to Alpha Centauri. 
THE CONFESSIONS OF JEAN-JACQUES ROUSSEAU by Jean-Jacques Rousseau I have studied mankind and know my heart; I 
am not made like any one I have been acquainted with, perhaps like no one in existence; Kennedy again writing his 
Confessions. Kennedy is like no one in existence, he got away with driving off a bridge drunk on Coors leaving his girlfriend to 
drown. Then got the entire Senate drunk as Hell on Coors. Leaving 5 billion people on Earth to grown up since 1980 without 
the ElectricWindmillCar. A Confession and Confessions are not required reading at CU here in Boulder, for any class on campus. 
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In face the 2 Confession books have never been sold at the CU Bookstore, ever! Carter just published a book about his Mother 
Peace Corps Volunteers travel the world. Carter was bullied by Kennedy to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. Before 
Carters Mother died she learned about the ElectricWindmillCar and its suppression, what did Carters Mother say to him. This 
was unreported in Caters new book about his Mother but we will find out when there are 1 billion ElectricWindmillCars driving 
around Carters Peanut Plantation. A Peanut Farmer from Georgia could not be trusted to be brave enough to just say no to 
Kennedy when Kennedy bullied President Carter into suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. After 1980 when Kennedy failed to 
bully someone Kennedy had to use money for a bribe. In Kennedy‛s Confession books he will tell all of all the bribes he ever 
passed under the table. Collateral Damage at NASA is 700 Super Shuttles lost by the diseased USA government that gave the 
whole world its diseases for more oil money. Collateral Damage at the Day Care Center is the deaths of 99k gringo kids by 
dirty Mexicans. Collateral Damage for White House women is the 40k dead every year since Carter of Breast Cancer. And even 
this had to go unreported to not make tidal waves for the President. Kennedy was almost a President who drowns 1 billion people 
in gasoline while instigating the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. Kennedy would have created far, far worst 
Holocausts than Bush. Brain Cancer will be in history books with the Plague. When all the worlds Monarchies are Abolish. Emperor 
of Japan let Toyota build hybrid cars instead of ElectricWindmillCars. Queen of England toasted, Let them eat cake, let them burn 
in gasoline, were addicted to oil money. All this went unreported. All this and much much more went unreported since 1980 when 
the ElectricWindmillCar was invented in Boulder, Colorado just down the street from NCAR. NASA lost 700 Super Shuttles in 
the years since 1980, I hope Rocket Scientists can recover from this mental illness and become the ElectricWindmillCar Coup 
D'Etat leaders! Before Kennedy dies of Brain Cancer, so I can work 24/7 on Breast Cancer while Kennedy watches me like he 
watches me in my living room today!  
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
10k galaxies and the Pentagon Generals see no Stars to travel to besides the one's on their uniform. This is a crime against 
humanity in an ElectricWindmillCar Genocide Era by the Joint Chiefs of Staff who let Bush, McCain, Kennedy toss gasoline bombs 
at SUV's on the streets of the USA burning people in gasoline. This is Torture by the CIA right here in the USA just for more 
oil money $$$$ CIA tortures American civilians by pouring gasoline over them and letting Bush, McCain, Kennedy light the flames 
in fiery car wrecks!  
 
 
24 May 2008 Kennedy - Brain cancer with no cure - Knocking on Hells Door!  
 
24 May 2008 Kennedy has $475 million in the Bank he should have spent it on finding a cure for cancer. Harvard has $20 Billion 
in the Bank it should have spent it on finding a cure for cancer.  
 
24 May 2008 Kennedy will Observe me, Greg Buell brainstorming a overnight miracle cure for breast cancer on his monitor while 
he dies of brain cancer. If the observers come out from behind the hidden cameras that are in my living room and let me work on 
a cure for breast cancer before Kennedy dies. As I meet Kennedy in 1979 and the years since have been Hell for getting the 
cure for cancer because of Kennedy!  
 
24 May 2008 Winds of Hell, Kennedy will spit in the face of God before the Winds of Hell catch Kennedy in their windmill blades, 
for suppressing the ElectricWindmillcar and stifling the miracle overnight cure for breast cancer I would have gotten with 
another "Windmill" same as I got in 1980 during the Oil Embargo. Boston Hospital were Kennedy was, has billed those burned 
in gasoline, during the Oil Genocide Era started by Kennedy and Carter.  
 
24 May 2008 Kennedy, I meet Kennedy in 1979 In Kiwot Colorado  
 
24 May 2008 Kennedy watched me on hidden cameras get the Electricwindmillcar in 1980  
 
24 May 2008 Kennedy then bullied Carter to suppress the Electricwindmillcar  
 
24 May 2008 Kennedy and Carter are responsible for the worst Holocaust in history  
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24 May 2008 Boston - 15 guys from Saudi Arabia got on the planes that flew into the World Trade Center building in 
Boston, Kennedy was in Boston at the same time.  
 
24 May 2008 Boston - 1 billion ElectricWindmillCars on the streets of Boston would have prevented 9-11, Kennedy is the one who 
did the most to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar.  
 
24 May 2008 Kennedy then went out of his way to stop me, Greg Buell from finding the "windmill" for a miracle overnight cure 
for cancer, in 1980.  
 
24 May 2008 Kennedy will spit in Gods face when he dies, as Kennedy and Carter and the Bush Family all spit on God, as they do 
not believe the ElectricWindmillcar is a Godsend.  
 
24 May 2008 Kennedy on MSNBC Nightly News making an Orwellian comment about the Winds… Kennedy has had brain cancer 
since 1980 and will spit in Gods face no matter how many comments he makes about the Winds… sailing on the Wind of 
the ElectricWindmillcar. Kennedy reflecting on his suppressing it since 1980.  
 
24 May 2008 MSNBC Nightly News ended with Ann Curie, about her father's death from cancer, Ann Curie is responsible for 
the worst Holocaust in history and she too will spit in God's face, in death as all the Observers spit on God in life.  
 
24 May 2008 40k women died of breast cancer every year since 1980  
 
24 May 2008 Kennedy and Carter are responsible for this, as they stifled breast cancer deaths on the Nightly News.  
 
24 May 2008 Kennedy will die a slow death from brain cancer thinking about me, Greg Buell getting the cure for cancer same as I 
got the Electricwindmillcar during the Oil Embargo Era.  
 
24 May 2008 Kennedy's Era killed 1,000,000  
 
24 May 2008 Kennedy's MD are all accomplices of the Electricwindmillcar suppression.  
 
24 May 2008 Kennedy will meet God, God who created the Universe and gave humanity the Electricwindmillcar invention in 1980.  
 
24 May 2008 Kennedy will reflect at Key West as they pump gasoline at $4 a gallon  
 
24 May 2008 The Pentagon Generals who spent $ 5 Trillion dollars on war toys also lost the War against cancer. War against 
cancer has been lost by the Pentagon Generals who will not let me work on a miracle overnight cure for cancer.because of 
the Vietnam War which was a crime against Humanity. Kennedy's Era killed 1,000,000 The "Windmill" cure for cancer - same as 
the one I found in the book "Animal Farm" in 1980 during the Oil Embargo Era has been stifled by Kennedy. Pentagon now goes 
along with the Niger Era, but not the Cancer Cure Era. Boston Hospital were Kennedy was, billed those burned in gasoline, during 
the Oil Genocide Era 1980 - 2008. This is official Pentagon business, stifling Greg Buell from working on a miracle cure for 
breast cancer. A cure that will cure all women with breast cancer overnight. False and misleading Wars and statistics continue 
from the Top Brass at the Pentagon about what is a threat. Oil Genocide Era. Pentagon Generals moved into FEMA trailers, 
Medical Students moved into the Pentagon Building. ElectricWindmillcar Coup leaders must evict the Generals from the Pentagon. 
1.5 million women died from breast cancer every year the Generals have occupied the Pentagon Building. Long time to let this 
cancer go uncured. Generals will let it go on for another 50 years if no one puts a stop to the Pentagon Generals crimes 
against women. Rape in war is in textbooks. Breast Cancer is not. Era of the Breast Cancer Holocaust caused by Generals buying 
War Toys. Kennedy bullied Carter to suppress the Electricwindmillcar; no one had to bully the Pentagon to let Bush toss 
gasoline bombs at SUV's on the streets of the USA. Pentagon Lawyers couldn't have gotten into a Medical School on 
Psychiatric issues. Vietnam War, where we were told that we won every battle and that we killed many more of the enemy in 
every engagement. And yet the war was a failure and in the end we admitted it, stopped deceiving the public, and moved on to 
a different approach to stop the needless loss of lives. Today it appears that the war with Iraq will ultimately end the same 
way. Kennedy's Era killed 1,000,000. Bush Era killed 1 million American women because Bush spent his time and money 
tossing gasoline bombs at SUV's on the streets of the USA. Bush's wife and daughter Jenna on Leno last night talking about 
reading books not mentioning Greg Buell reading "Animal Farm" finding the windmill for the ElectricWindmillCar. This is a crime 
against Humanity as if they talked up looking for the "Windmill" for the cure for breast cancer today right now everyone reading 
a book would be looking for the "Windmill" in the book they are reading. No one reading a book today is looking for the cure 
for breast cancer in the book because Bush's wife and daughter Jenna did not mention this on Leno last night. Kennedy's Era 
killed 1,000,000. Boston Hospital were Kennedy was, billed those burned in gasoline. Kennedy suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar 
in 1980. In 2008 his Boston Hospital bills those burned in fiery car wrecks in Boston. Kennedy knows this is wrong, he never 
ever thinks this is painful for those burned in gasoline. Kennedy is the kind of Roman Senator who thinks he will spit in the face 
of God and go to Hell. Statistics are suppressed. CIA keeps track of the daily count of those burned and burned to death in 
gasoline, not the daily count of American women who die from Breast Cancer. To the CIA women are sold to Saudi Princes for 
sex… War is Hell. Boston's Massachusetts General Hospital treats Saudi Princes under the table too. MIT has a campus in 
Saudi Arabia; MIT did not care about the 1.5 million women who will die in 2008 of breast cancer. MIT was thinking about the 
$1.5 billion Saudi Arabia will deposit in a Swiss Bank account for MIT. War is hell. Kennedy was taking both blood 
pressure medication and statin drugs to lower cholesterol, some link to brain cancer exist from taking statin drugs. So did the 
famous MD's at Boston's Massachusetts General Hospital give Kennedy the brain cancer - Yes, most likely Yes! State of the 
art Medical Schools will change all this for the next generation of patients. Boston's Massachusetts General Hospital has 
no supercomputers for patient treatment decisions. MD who wrote the Rx for statin drugs for Kennedy did not ask anyone for 
a second opinion as he thought he was smart enough… wrong! Blood pressure medication typically reduces the flow of nutrition 
and oxygen to your brain promoting brain cancer. Kennedy's MD didn't give this a second thought as he thought he was right 
writing the Rx for blood pressure medication. MD's at Boston's Massachusetts General Hospital do the same thinking in 
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treating Breast Cancer women… and the women die at 100's a day just from the MD's at Boston's Massachusetts General 
Hospital. Cindy McCain heiress beer distributorship made $6 million in 2007, Hell Beer killed more than 6 million people world 
wide mostly by drunk men killing their wife or like Kennedy drunk on Coors drove off a bridge and left his girlfriend to drown. 
So much for a Beer Wife of McCain. Society and women need to suppress Coors and Coors will have brain cancer when 
the ElectricWindmillCar is suppressed by McCain and his rich wife. Three-time melanoma survivor McCain appears cancer-free. 
There is no way in Hell McCain will remain cancer free until 2012. I just bought SPF 85 Ultra Sheer from Neutrogena just to 
get through the summer of 2008. I will certainly work on reinventing SPF 85-sun screen when the Observers come out from 
behind the hidden cameras in my living room. July 3, 1992 Victoria Reggie married Ted Kennedy in a small, private ceremony 
in Kennedy's home in McLean, Virginia. In 1992 40k women in the USA died of breast cancer and 40k cops and kids in the USA 
were burned and burned to death in gasoline bombs tossed by Clinton. Mrs. Kennedy is the President and co-founder of Common 
Sense about Kids and Guns, which focused awareness to gun deaths and injuries. 40k kids did not die from Guns; 40k kids 
were burned to death in gasoline since 1980 when her husband Mr. Kennedy suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar. Kennedy's 
- malignant glioma is the worst kinds of brain cancer malignant gliomas strike almost 9,000 Americans a year. Survival statistics 
are grim - half die within a year. 4k Marines died in 4 years in Iraq. Pentagon Generals must be evicted from the Pentagon 
building ASAP - State of the Arts Medical School and Invention University will serve the USA better than the Pentagon Generals 
did. The cancer digs tentacle-like roots into normal brain tissue. Pentagon Generals are also a cancer that digs tentacles into 
the brain. Hell no we won't go… we want a cure for cancer, the flu and 100's of other diseases that have plagued humanity for 
the last 100 years. End to War on Earth will give humanity Total Immunity invention, not to mention 700 Super Shuttles that can 
be docked in orbit like a train. Every Nation on Earth can have a crew on several Super Shuttles. Deaths due to 
cancer, cardiovascular diseases and traffic accidents can all be cured with the End to War on Earth. Kennedy drove off a 
bridge drunk on Coors leaving his girlfriend to drown, Mrs. Kennedy must not care about her husband leaving women to die, or 
she must not think Mr. Kennedy stifles the cure for breast cancer. If so Mrs. Kennedy has brain cancer too. The Roman 
Senate would have outlawed Smoking and alcohol consumption if they knew what we know today. USA Senate took bribes, small 
ones compared to the gasoline bribes, from tobacco and Coors. Does everyone have brain cancer? GENEVA, Swiss Banks have $ 
5 Trillion dollars in Swiss Bank Accounts from bribes. The ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders will confiscate this money for a New 
GI Bill that will make the University and yes even Medical School free for all. Windfall profit from the ElectricWindmillCar. 
Marines in Iraq shooting guns at the Quran. Mecca will be nuked by 100's of Nukes if all the gasoline money since 1980 is 
not returned. Then Mecca might still be nuked for burning 1,000,000 cops and kids in gasoline for more oil money. The cancer, 
which digs tentacle-like roots into normal brain tissue - Oil money burned tentacle roots into the brains of every President of 
the USA since 1980. Every Senator, every Governor, every Police Chief in the USA knows Kennedy suppressed 
the ElectricWindmillCar. Does everyone have brain cancer? Reckless decisions, risk-taking behavior, and grandiose Oil Bribes $. 
Bill Gates took advantage of this and killed 1,000,000 HS inventors via Microsoft Greed. Losing humanity 1 million inventions. I 
will document what inventions were lost and try to make up most of these lost inventions by building a State of the Arts 
Medical School over every University Football Stadium in the USA. With a free OS a spin off of xp 64 bit called "Inventor" 
OS. Going faster than the speed of light will be possible, mostly all textbooks will be rewritten to let students know inventing a 
way to go faster than the speed of light is ok and giving them ideas how to invent this. The Gravity satellite sucking in gravity 
waves while the gravity engines uses gravity for propulsions. Department of Education went along with Bill Gates killing 1 million 
HS students, and the government workers all GS 20 killed another 1 million students from their idea of Student Loans instead 
of Exposing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 which would have given all students a free 
University Education with a real Department of Education. Kennedy and his wife at Cape Cod on his sail boat, Kennedy 
making Orwellian comments about the Wind. Referring to the ElectricWindmillCar, these 2 husband and wife since 1992 lost 
humanity and Mr. Kennedy a cure for cancer. I Greg Buell would have gotten a cure for cancer in 1981 on the Winds of 
Euphoria from the ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980. I would have become a Polygamist in 1980 brainstorming 1,001 
inventions with my wives. Flown by helicopter to Massachusetts General Hospital in a Gasoline engine helicopter. Hell in 2008 
there should not be any gasoline engine helicopters in use, as even the Roman Senate would have outlawed gasoline Helicopters in 
an ElectricWindmillCar Era. Peasants in the rice patties all over the world would be flying 4 rotor ElectricWindmillHelicopters 
planting and harvesting rice, never getting their feet wet and muddy ever again. Arnold Schwarzenegger and his wife, Maria 
Shriver, Kennedy's niece both have brain cancer… they let 100's a day burn and burn to death on California freeways in an Era 
that should be free of gasoline engine cars. Statistics are top secret. I bet California has the highest number of cops and 
kids burned and burned to death in fiery car wrecks, 100 a day? Only after the Coup will we finally learn the correct 
Statistics. Sen. John Kerry of Massachusetts and his $ billionaire wife did not need $ another billion from the King of Saudi 
Arabia. But who can turn down a $1 Billion dollar bribe? Windmills of Hell, Kennedy will spit in the face of God. 5 Billion people 
on Earth missed out growing up with an ElectricWindmillCar since 1980, because Kennedy bullied Carter into suppressing it. 
Kennedy did not think. Kennedy had brain cancer way back in 1980. Oil Embargo was ended by Greg Buell's reading "Animal 
Farm" getting the windmill from reading a book. Leno should be shot during the monolog for not writing this into his talk with 
Bush's wife and daughter Jenna. Reading a book, Bush's wife and daughter Jenna on Leno promoting reading a book and they 
didn't mention "Animal Farm" and its famous windmill. Next time you read or read a book don't just read between the lines, but 
look for the windmill cure for breast cancer. Read to find an invention. When the observers come out from behind the hidden 
cameras in my living room I will write up 1,001 invention projects you can keep in mind as you are reading. And you will be able 
to send Bill Gates to Hell with Kennedy as Microsoft will be dead too. Inventor OS, yes faster than the speed of light is 
possible. Start rewriting the textbooks now, as even the textbooks will be free in the ElectricWindmillCar Era. Kennedy in 
1980, Kennedy in 2008. Kennedy spent $5 Trillion on War Toys instead of a cure for cancer. Kennedy, the Bush Family, they all 
spit in God's face, as they don't believe the ElectricWindmillcar was a Godsend. Kennedy - with Brain cancer with no cure and 
it's his own fault there is no cure and no ElectricWindmillCar Era today! If 1 billion ElectricWindmillCars were on the streets 
of Boston Today there would also be a cure for cancer and 700 Super Shuttles in Orbit docked like a train. Kennedy has been 
drunk on Coors since he drove off the bridge and left his girl to drown. Kennedy left 5 billion people to drown while he had 
another beer. Even the Roman Senate would have outlawed Bars and Smoking. Read a book, be a detective when reading, look for 
the "Windmill" in "Animal Farm", work on 1,001 invention projects as you read, work, brainstorm with your 4 wives! Grin. 1 
billion ElectricWindmillCars on the streets of Boston - after Kennedy is dead.  
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17 May 2008 President Bush's daughter Jenna was married by a Niger Minister while 1,000,000 whites burned in gasoline.  
 
17 May 2008 1k people worldwide burned in gasoline on her Wedding Day… Jenna knew this on her wedding night and still had 
an organism.  
 
17 May 2008 Inventors want Niger's as Pets of the Idle Rich Class stopped.  
 
17 May 2008 Inventors want Jenna Bush divorced from killing white people via gasoline genocide era while promoting blacks.  
 
17 May 2008 Inventors want Jenna Bush divorced from stifling a miracle overnight breast cancer cure that killed 40k women 
every year Bush was President of the USA while his daughter spent her time looking for a Niger Minister! At the expense of 
white women with breast cancer. 40k dead in 2008 because Jenna Bush got married by a Niger Minister! And devoted no time 
looking for a breast cancer cure.  
 
17 May 2008 Air Force One 747 is only for Bush - You and your house burn in a California forest fire no Air Force 747's will 
be used to save you, this is another Holocaust years old by the Bush Family and the Pentagon Generals. Boeing is building 434 
new 747's for refueling Jet Fighters not any for fighting forest fires. Another holocaust by the Bush Family.  
 
17 May 2008 Jenna Bush killed even more Whites, by her meddling in Yale's pass fail system, she used her influence and bully 
powers to let Black MD's that did not pass Yale Medical School pass. IBM has misdiagnosis software that will put 100% of 
Black MD's in prison and in civil court being sued for malpractice. Whites who were misdiagnosed and harmed, killed by these 
Niger MD's are causalities of another Holocaust By the Bush Family.  
 
17 May 2008 Inventors want the Presidents daughter to be married by a white Minister Want her to be an inspiration to 
white inventors not run of the mill Niger's who will never in a million years get the cure for breast cancer for white women!  
 
17 May 2008 Inventors want Niger's expelled from the classroom too, as Niger's are disruptive, distracting 1,000,000 
white inventors from getting 1,000,000 inventions.  
 
17 May 2008 TV Observers in an Orwellian "1984" society made the Niger Oprah famous in an Oil Holocaust Era 1980 -2008 In 
her new book "The Age of Oprah: Cultural Icon for the Neoliberal Era," University of Colorado at Boulder journalism Professor 
Janice Peck charts the rise of Oprah Winfrey from highly rated TV "trash talk" host to one of the most influential cultural icons 
of our times. CU Professor left out 1,000,000 Whites who burn in gasoline during the Oprah Neoliberal Era This Niger Oprah let 
so many millions of white people burn and burn to death in gasoline over so many decades - Oprah observed whites burning in 
gasoline! Oprah was made famous because she signed an agreement to go along with suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. This 
is another Holocaust against White People by the Bush Family.  
 
17 May 2008 Inventors can't invent with Rap Music Lyrics killing white cops + 100 + 1k people world wide burn in gasoline every 
day and all we get from Rap Music is kill the white cops Lyrics!  
 
17 May 2008 Inventors want Microsoft expelled for annoying society $ with greed 17 May 2008 Inventors want Microsoft 
expelled for annoying society $ with greed 17 May 2008 Inventors want Microsoft expelled for annoying society $ with greed  
 
17 May 2008 Inventors want a Department of Invention, + Inventors! I will write a new OS called "Inventor" it will be a spin off 
of xp pro 64 bit and will only run on a Intel Xeon quad core cpu. Department of Invention, + Inventors will train 100 million 
white Americans to invent using this Quad-Core Intel Xeon on high performance software better than Microsoft Excel, software 
Bill Gates never wrote and never will write, software that will crunch inventions like Excel crunches spread sheets.  
 
17 May 2008 Inventors want the Department of Education deported to Hell  
 
17 May 2008 You don't see the Pentagon frantic on TV asking for money for the kids who will die in hot cars in the summer of 
2008, another Holocaust by the Bush Family.  
 
17 May 2008 You do see the Pentagon frantic for Hummer Tanks to protect troops from IUD's but the same Generals let kids 
get crushed to death in Smartcars the size of a can of Coors with no Super Airbags on the outside. This is treason by all 
Pentagon Generals and another Holocaust by the Bush Family.  
 
17 May 2008 Inventors want Microsoft Nationalized, free for all Inventors  
 
17 May 2008 Inventors want the University free and mandatory for HS students.  
 
17 May 2008 Inventors want mandatory Vaccinations, free and in a public database.  
 
17 May 2008 Inventors want to be Polygamists, marry many Wives, and Get the Goddesses of Inspiration to work 24/7 on 
1,001 Invention Projects.  
 
17 May 2008 Inventors want the Minister to be White, not a Niger profiting from the Oil Holocaust Era at the expense of 
whites burning in gasoline.  
 
17 May 2008 Illegal Aliens working everywhere you drive or walk, Aliens make up 100% of every construction and concrete crew 
you pass on the street. This is another Holocaust by the Bush Family. And not getting vaccinated and getting gringo's kids sick 
and sick for life with Hepatitis B. This is another Holocaust by the Bush Family. Aliens Not working on getting NASA 700 New 
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model 2008 Super Shuttles that can dock in orbit like a train, giving the Post Oil Holocaust Era Society a chance to make up for 9 
or 10 the worst Genocide's on Earth by the Bush Family. Cops burned in gasoline over most of their body will be the Coup 
leaders, who like in the French Revolution will hang all the Bush's. http://www.smartusa.com Model 2008 Smart micro car 
without Super Airbags on the outside, these car makers not only went along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar 
they crushed kids in cans of Coors on wheels. Bush Holocaust Era got worst towards the end of 2008. Breast Cancer cure for 
little girls is now exercise, while I Greg Buell wait for the Observers to come out from behind the hidden cameras in my living room 
to let me work brainstorming 24/7 a overnight miracle cure for the 40k women who will die in Model Year 2008 from breast 
cancer. Burma, also known as Myanmar, cyclone victims are stalked by disease and starvation, but the military junta that has 
ruled since 1962 is more concerned about its own survival. The Nightly News reporters screaming about the Military Junta in 
Burma are enlisted in the USA Oil Holocaust that lets Bush toss gasoline bombs at SUV's driving down the streets of the 
USA. Military Junta at the Pentagon these Generals killed 4k of their own Marines instead of exposing the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar, and killed 40k women with breast cancer. By spending their money for a cure on war toys. No Super 
Air Bags on SUV's killed many times more than the IUD's in Baghdad yet the Pentagon Generals sold out civilians stole their 
money for more armor for Hummers, which failed the test after wasting billions. Small Tanks are the New Hummers in Baghdad 
and cars on the streets of the USA didn't get fitted with Super Air Bags on the outside. This is another Holocaust by the 
Bush Family. Kids left in Hot cars are another Bush Pentagon Holocaust for the Summer of 2008 you don't see the Pentagon 
frantic on TV asking for money for the kids who will die in hot cars in the summer of 2008 this is Treason by the Pentagon 
Generals. This is an Orwellian Society; veiled Saudi women cannot drive a car or make news about heir husbands and sons using 
the USA Prostitutes of the DC Madams. In 1633 the astronomer Galileo's persecution was tried as a heretic and forced to recant 
his theory that the Earth revolved around the sun. In 2008 the Pope lost the 2008 Model Super Shuttles NASA needs to make 
the Light Year Jump for society. $100 Billion in Oil Holocaust money ended up in the Vatican Bank not on NASA's 700 Super 
Shuttle assemble line. This is another Genocide the Catholic Church will have to live with in History, hopefully the Pope gets 
Hanged and the Catholic Church is bankrupt from Earth as this is the 100th crime by the Catholic Church in History. Funes 
said science, especially astronomy, does not contradict religion, touching on a theme of Pope Benedict XVI, who has made 
exploring the Universe a OK long as NASA does not get any of the Oil Money in the Vatican Bank $$$ Saudi Oil Bribes to the 
Pope and the faith God will kill the Pope when the coup starts! Then when the Pope is hanged he will go to Hell for going along 
with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillcar and helping stifle the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar from working as a 
inventor instead of a prisoner hidden away behind hidden cameras, isolated by a psychotic Bush from working on a cure for 
breast cancer and 1,001 other invention projects. A key aspect of the Popes papacy is the oil money, $100 billion for the church 
8 or 10 holocaust by the Bush family - Pope knows Black MD's will lose every malpractice suite and the one thing the Pope did not 
go along with is Passing Black MD's at the Vatican's Medical Schools when they really failed. Marriage of Jenna Bush might 
just inspire the Pope to let Priest Marry to clean up marriage, after Bush let his daughter marry pet Niger's who can only write 
Rap Lyrics about killing white cops and white society. No lyrics about kids left to die in hot cars. Lyrics by Niger's kill white cops 
and this is a OK by Bush because he needs more oil money and blacks to go along with this Oil Holocaust Era In history this will 
be the same Era as Rap Music Lyrics that kill white cops and white society just another holocaust by the Bush Family. Holocaust 
that put smart cars the size of a can of Coors on the road to crush kids to death… burn them in gasoline cars or crush them to 
death in the smallest cars on the road. With no Super Air Bags on the outside. Black MD's who never passed Yale Medical School 
or any other one. Warning Label on Rap Music Niger's, OJ's ex-wife would be alive if she knew the true nature of Niger's. 
Official government warning labels on people will be a reality in an ElectricWindmillCar Society. Men murder million wives and 
ex-girlfriends worldwide every year; Government should have issued a warning label years ago. 9-11 would never have happened if 
1 billion ElectricWindmillCars were on the streets of Manhattan on Lennon's 50th Bday. Holocaust of Swiss Bankers with trillions 
in Oil Money in the Bank, this is worst than Paul McCartney gave Heather Mills more money than he will ever give to breast 
cancer research. Pentagons list of Holocaust for 2008 goes on and on, we must add Cerebral Palsy, Autism, Hepatitis B plague 
by dirty Mexicans. Failure of any government official to make vaccinations mandatory for everyone. Mandatory University would 
have been since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented. Instead the University is worst than Bill Gates on steroids 
of greed. Yale President should hang for creating a President of the USA like Bush. Yale failed society, Vatican failed society 
and will be bulldozed for an ElectricWindmillCar assembly plant. Coup leaders will punish Yale severely for the 8 or 10 
plus simultaneous Holocaust. Last but not least Inventors want MIT out of the Pentagon War Toy Business. 700 Super Shuttles 
that can be docked like a train in orbit will be plenty to tax MIT minds. Add in the Gravity Engine, and Gravity Satellite Dish 
and Gravity Control here on Earth MIT does not need Pentagon War Toys work. Kennedy and Kerry have run MIT while 
1,000,000 burned in gasoline. Upgrades to Oak Ridge National Laboratory's Jaguar supercomputer have more than doubled 
its performance, more than double the number of U.S. Navy's next-generation destroyers, DDG 1000, and cruisers while 
1,000,000 burned in gasoline. Admiral who is today the Joint Chief of Staff the top 5 Star General at the Pentagon was 
treasonous since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented and suppressed by Carter and Kennedy. Pentagon building will 
be converted to a state of the arts Medical School and University after the Coup. Quad-Core Intel Xeon workstations at 
the Pentagon, millions of them will be installed with the "Inventor" OS and given to Medical Students to work on a list of 
1,001 disease that plague humanity. Given the Pentagons $ Trillion dollars for war toys Measles will be History along with 
breast cancer. Pentagon Generals are treasonous and have been since 1980 - Holocausts by the Bush Family and the 
Pentagon Generals number 8 or 10. At the same time, the USA government has 8 or 10 of the worst Holocaust in History 
running, killing 1,000,000 people. This is the Era Jenna Bush got married in and had an organism in.  
 
 
 
 
10 May 2008 Beatles - Revolution Lyrics with the ElectricWindmillCar.  
 
10 May 2008 Rap Music Lyrics 1980 - 2008 They Hate Kill "White Cops" Lyrics.  
 
10 May 2008 Beatles Give Peace A Chance Lyrics.  
 
10 May 2008 We need the Pentagons $ Trillions for Linda McCartney's breast cancer cure. Paul gave Heather Mills more millions 
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than he gave to breast cancer research.  
 
10 May 2008 Generals at the Pentagon killed 4k of their own Marines instead of ending the Iraq war with the ElectricWindmillCar.  
 
10 May 2008 Beatles - Let me tell you now Revolution is 700 Shuttles docked in Orbit.  
 
10 May 2008 Beatles - Carrying pictures of Chairman Mao You ain't going to make it.  
 
10 May 2008 Black Rap Lyrics makes it with Rice and Obama hating "White Cops" and getting away with it, because we live in an 
Oil Holocaust Era.  
 
10 May 2008 Blacks killing cops in their Lyrics is a trade off ok'ed by Bush and the Texas Oil men for Blacks going along with the 
Oil Holocaust Era that burns white cops in fiery rear end cop car wrecks.  
 
10 May 2008 Sun Yat-sen, China's revolutionary hero his Lyrics in an Oil Genocide Era that burns 100 Chinese Peasants a day 
in gasoline.  
 
10 May 2008 Now today Chairman Hu burns the masses in gasoline, fiery crashes another seduction by Bush and the Texas Oil 
men responsible for 100's a day in China burning in gasoline, does Hu care about these Chinese peasants burning in gasoline, no!  
 
10 May 2008 United Nations, Ev'rybody's talking about John and Yoko in Bed.  
 
10 May 2008 Universe Alliance. Ev'rybody's talking about UN's Gasoline Holocaust.  
 
10 May 2008 Hu arrives in Japan on a visit of worries about Revolution - Gasoline Holocaust Revolution, Madonna will not write 
these Lyrics, on her visit to Colorado.  
 
10 May 2008 Hu will meet with Prime Minister Yasuo Fukuda for an informal dinner Tuesday at a Tokyo restaurant known for its 
links with Sun Yat-sen, China's revolutionary hero. Hu will meet Emperor Akihito and Empress Michiko on Wednesday, all they will 
talk about is the Gasoline Holocaust Era.  
 
10 May 2008 Today Chairman Hu burns the masses in gasoline, 100 Chinese a day burn in gasoline, remember Jay Leno's 
famous gasoline joke about your flesh sizzling - Leno wrote this joke for real people around the world who will burn in gasoline 
today. It's a joke to Jay Leno and his guests donate nothing to the world's burn centers.  
 
10 May 2008 More than 200 million children worldwide under age 5 do not get basic health care, leading to nearly 10 million 
deaths annually from treatable ailments, and Bush gives Dr DeBakey a Medal of Honor he does not deserve. I will build a state 
of the arts Medical School with unlimited numbers of Medical Students over every University Football Stadium in the USA.  
 
10 May 2008 Hu, Fukuda, Emperor Akihito, Empress Michiko will all Hang!  
 
10 May 2008 Chairman Hu burns the masses in gasoline, fiery crashes.  
 
10 May 2008 Outbreak of enterovirus is another headache for the communist government as it prepares for the Beijing 
Olympics already tarnished by an uprising among Tibetans. Bush protects Hu from Tibet in a secret treaty covering the suppression 
of the ElectricWindmillCar. United Nations, every UN Member Nation has signed a secret treaty agreement that burns 100's 
of thousands in gasoline every day for more oil money. And 100,000 people burning in gasoline never make the front page of the 
New York Times LOST the TV show with the rich old guy Mr. Witmore who financed the fake Oceanic plane wreckage, Bush is 
the one suppressing the daily count of fiery SUV and cop car wrecks. New York Times goes along with this fiery suppression 
order from the President of the USA too. Chairman Hu now burns the masses in gasoline, fiery crashes. Olympics Committee and 
the Nobel Prize Committee know about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. President Carter was on Jay Leno talking 
about Bush ordering a 43 car fiery pileup in Gaza Peace Talks, thus deleting 700 Super Shuttles from NASA 
inventory. ElectricWindmillCar suppression is the cause of not having a Miracle Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer, as Bush is 
addicted to oil money not finding a cure for breast cancer. Rice and Obama hate "White Cops" this is in their Rap Music 
Lyrics. Beatles - Revolution Lyrics with the ElectricWindmillCar. Beatles Give Peace A Chance we need the Pentagons $ Trillions. 
Sun Yat-sen, China's revolutionary hero has been replaced with a fake Mr Hu who lets 100's of Chinese burn to death every day 
in fiery car wrecks for more oil money. Chairman Mao Observing this from a distant Galaxy can't believe Hu was seduced by 
the USA. Dead DC Madam and her prostitutes had a wind fall profits era from Bush and the Saudi King walking hand in hand. 
Texas Oil Men are behind the taking away of 434 kids from Polygamists moms. Only in an Oil Genocide Era could his happen to 
434 kids. Only in an Oil Genocide Era could another 434 kids in the back seat of an SUV burn to death and not make the front 
page of the New York Times. These 434 kids were suppressed from the front page of the New York Times. Yes the guys who 
write the New York Times know the exact number of Mom's and kids burned and burn to death in fiery car wrecks 100 a day - 1k 
a day --- and total burned to death since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. Beatles - Revolution Lyrics with 
the ElectricWindmillCar, French Revolution was sparked with Let them Eat Cake, USA's Revolution is sparked with Jay Leno's 
jokes about your flesh sizzling in gasoline, and Bush toasting with the Saudi King, Let them burn in gasoline, We are addicted to 
oil money. DC Prostitutes enjoy an era of Windfall Profits from Saudi Arabia. 100's of thousand other people burn in Saudi 
gasoline without making the front page of the New York Times. Generals at the Pentagon killed 4k of their own Marines instead 
of ending the Iraq war with the ElectricWindmillCar. Beatles - Revolution Lyrics with the ElectricWindmillCar. Rap Lyrics that 
hate White Cops are the reason the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar lasted from 1980 - 2008. Rice and Obama hate 
White Cops, Bush and his elite Yale collogues were helped in their Oil Holocaust by every Niger in the USA who Bush paid off 
with hate crime Rap Lyrics in public while White Cops have to sit back and listen to these lyrics. White Cops sat back in their 
cop cars writing a ticket and were rear ended in a fiery wreck. Bush addressed the Chiefs of Police several times and was 
never molested. Generals at the Pentagon killed 4k of their own Marines instead of exposing the suppression of 
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the ElectricWindmillCar. Chiefs of Police let 100,000 cops burn in fiery rear end car wrecks instead of exposing the suppression 
of the ElectricWindmillCar. French Revolution was sparked by a lot less than this, were is the lighting strike that will take out 
the leaders of the Oil Holocaust Era? The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) has taken delivery of a new 
IBM supercomputer that will advance research into severe weather and the future of Earth's climate. The supercomputer, known as 
a Power 575 Hydro-Cluster, is the first in a highly energy-efficient class of machines to be shipped anywhere in the world. 
Nowhere in the world can I Greg Buell (in Boulder, Colorado) the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 during the Oil 
Embargo work as a real inventor on the cure for breast cancer or even on cloud to cloud lightning rods to keep lighting from 
striking anywhere on Earth. Only in an Oil Genocide Era could this happen to an inventor. Add in the 100 million students 
who graduated today in a car less society. When the 1 billionth ElectricWindmillCar should have come off the Toyota assembly line 
on John Lennon's Bday 2008. Beatles - Revolution Lyrics with the ElectricWindmillCar. Memory pill would let Bush and the 
Pentagon Generals remember if 1 billion ElectricWindmillCars were on the streets of Manhattan on 9-11 - 9-11 would never 
have happened. Only in an Oil Genocide Era could 434 kids burn in gasoline and not make the front page of the New York Times.  
 
 
 
3 May 2008 “Mission Accomplished” is the “Gasoline Holocaust”.  
 
3 May 2008 “Mission Accomplished” is the “Breast Cancer Holocaust”.  
 
 
 

  

 
10k galaxies and the Pentagon Generals see no Stars to travel to besides the one's on their uniform. This is a crime against 
humanity in an ElectricWindmillCar Genocide Era by the Joint Chiefs of Staff who let Bush, McCain, Kennedy toss gasoline bombs 
at SUV's on the streets of the USA burning people in gasoline. This is Torture by the CIA right here in the USA just for more 
oil money $$$$ CIA tortures American civilians by pouring gasoline over them and letting Bush, McCain, Kennedy light the flames 
in fiery car wrecks!  
 
 

 
Cell      303 548 9904 
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Nancy Grace, who has a daughter, Lucy... like the baby above 
 

Psychotic Bush and his father, USS George H. W. Bush Nimitz class aircraft carrier. Mission Accomplished US President George 
W. Bush addressing the nation aboard the nuclear aircraft carrier USS Abraham Lincoln, 1 May 2003. Psychotic Bush, 

McCain, Kennedy killed 4k Marines and burned 400k in the USA in gasoline for more oil money, even Katie Couric and Nancy 
Grace, who has a daughter, Lucy... like the baby above have gone along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillcar, which 

if exposed would have saved all these people being burnt in gasoline and would have bankrupt the Pentagons and Pope's Moslem war 
in Iraq when the first Psychotic Bush went into Iraq. Pentagon had 50k ElectricWindmillCars already assembled, but everyone, 

Bush, McCain, Kennedy, even Jay Leno voted for Desert Storm. This is a Holocaust even the Jews are profiting with $ Trillions of 
Oil Genocide bribes in Swiss Bank Accounts. ps the Swiss profit from the Oil Holocaust too  

 
 
 
 

3 May 2008  
 

In the Boss directory below I just uploaded 3 poetry readings in mp3 format  
 

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss

 
 
 
 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos, ---- CU BStore as an acrobat file here as they stifled me from working 
a Overnight Miracle cure for breast cancer.

 
 
 
 
Link to the Classic ElectricWindmillCar web fixed up nicely  
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3 May 2008 “Mission Accomplished” is the “Gasoline Holocaust”.  
 
3 May 2008 “Mission Accomplished” is the “Breast Cancer Holocaust”.  
 
3 May 2008 “Mission Accomplished” is the “Mexican Hepatitis B Holocaust”.  
 
3 April 2008 “Mission Accomplished” is the “Kids left in hot cars to die Holocaust”.  
 
3 May 2008 Psychotic Bush “Mission Accomplished” his “700 New Shuttles Holocaust”.  
 
3 May 2008 Israel; Jews celebrate The Holocaust, profit from The Gasoline Holocaust  
 
3 May 2008 CBS Nightly News with Katie Couric; she is stifling The Coup d'état. 3 May 2008 Psychotic Bush killed 4k Marines 
for nothing, burned 400k in gasoline.  
 
3 May 2008 Wives of Bush, McCain, Schwarzenggger, and Clinton. Watch people burn in gasoline every day in their 
Orwellian Universe.  
 
3 May 2008 400k Americans burned to death in fiery car wrecks for oil money.  
 
3 May 2008 “Mission Accomplished” is the “Gasoline Holocaust”.  
 
3 May 2008 “Gasoline Holocaust”. Is an Israel Jewish Holocaust of 2008  
 
3 May 2008 Hospital ship Aircraft Carrier and the ElectricWindmillCar would End War on Earth. 700 New model 2008 Super 
Shuttles that can be docked together like a train will propel Humanity into Light Year Travel. This will put an End to War 
Toy Aircraft Carriers bought by the Pentagon while the Presidents of the USA are tossing gasoline bombs at SUV‛s on the streets 
of the USA for more oil money. USS George H. W. Bush Nimitz class aircraft carrier and the famous Mission Accomplished banner 
on the USS Abraham Lincoln. Pentagon was light years from the Universe they should have been living in. Rice and Obama 
hate “White Cops” I would say the Pentagon would hate “NASA” if NASA had 700 New 2008 model Super Shuttles, as the 
Pentagon would be bankrupt as a war machine. Hospital Ship Aircraft Carriers would be the fatal conversion to kill off the 
Pentagon from Earth. Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years from Earth. “Mission Accomplished” his “Gasoline Holocaust”. 
“Mission Accomplished” should be the windfall profits and spin off inventions from the ElectricWindmillCar. Psychotic Bush killed 
off the ElectricWindmillCar Mission Accomplished banner for his Mission Accomplished banner on the USS Abraham Lincoln 
aircraft carrier. Pentagon talks about the mental health of troops coming back from Iraq after killing people in cold blood. Killing 
of the ElectricWindmillCar by a Psychotic Bush created a Holocaust more merciless than the WW II Holocaust of gassing Jews 
in concentration camps. More merciless than the WW II Holocaust of gassing the Jews because today Israel and the Jews are 
also tossing gasoline bombs at SUV‛s on the streets of the USA and all around the world. The government of Israel is 
fully participating in the worst Holocaust in History, the Oil Holocaust. Bill Gates killed millions of HS inventors; Jews killed 1 
billion people who would have been inventing something from 1980 to 2008. The Oil Holocaust Era. Gravity and Memory inventions 
have only been theorized by elite MIT professors from 1980 – 2008 instead of given to the masses of High School and 
University students because of this Gasoline Holocaust Worldwide. UN debated Israel in public while in private the UN 
Observers watched 1 billion people drink dirty water, get sick as hell and die while they suppressed clean water from the 
free electrolysis accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar. This is the one invention we know, there are millions of other inventions 
the UN member nations lost for humanity while profiting from the Gasoline Holocaust. 25 Million dirty Mexicans not only got into 
the USA because of Mexican Oil but got sick Little kids like the one in the picture above in Day Care got Hepatitis and Measles, 
etc from dirty Mexicans. Then these 25 million Mexicans killed cops, raped women, will total immunity from the Bush 
government. Statistics were suppressed from the Front Page of the New York Times if they were ever published gringos would 
have burnt down the White House. Sick is what Bush is. Bush burned Americans in gasoline, gave them Mexican nannies to get 
their kids sick, sick for life with Hepatitis B. All this knowing the statistics, and the one thing besides the fiery car wrecks you 
don‛t see any more on Nightly News. The statistics from importing 25 dirty Mexicans into the USA, hell this would be covered 
in Elementary Schools in the USA if the Mission Accomplished was an Hospital Ship Aircraft Carrier not War Toy Aircraft 
carriers for Pentagon Generals to play war games with. Universe is off limits long as we have the Pentagon. Newspapers had 
covered Germany's persecution of Jews in the 1930s, and stories about mass executions of Hungarian Jews appeared in 1944. 
New York Times has known about the Gasoline Holocaust from 1980 – 2008. Newspaper reporters in Boulder, Colorado tore up 
the poster of the cop burnt in gasoline pictured above. Hitler's regime didn‛t have hidden cameras in your living room; 
Bush government has hidden cameras in your living room, in my living room. Bush government can stifle statistics of those burned 
and burned to death in fiery car wrecks, from the front pages of the New York Times while ordering the New York Times to 
publish false stories. Worldwide statistic of those burned in gasoline, given Hepatitis B, Measles, TB when world leaders could 
have prevented this instead they caused these diseases and violent criminals, because they are psychotic from the Gasoline 
Holocaust Era. U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum is being celebrated in the Nightly News and Internet News while some cop and 
kids flesh are sizzling in a fiery SUV crash. U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum was conceived and built and propaganda written 
white Bush was tossing gasoline bombs at SUV‛s driving down the streets of the USA. Henry Greenbaum, 76, survived Auschwitz 
– gave a speech yesterday about Auschwitz did not mention the ElectricWindmillCar being suppressed from 1980 – 2008, the 
millions around the world burned in gasoline, the $ 1 Trillion Israel and the Jews have made from Oil between 1980 – 2008. 
Sick Jews, Sick Mexicans, then we have Rice and Obama who hate “White Cops”… Obama‛s minister would give you a sermon why 
Rice and Obama hate “White Cops”. Mexicans hate “Gringos” Holocaust Memorial news was written By Rosalind S. 
Helderman Washington Post Staff Writer. DC madam committed suicide yesterday. Bush in hand and hand with the Saudi King, 
did both these guys buy prostitutes from the DC madam? The King of Saudi and all the Princes in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and 
United Arab Emirates certainly bought millions of American women into prostitution during the Gasoline Holocaust Era from 1980 
– 2008. Bush walking hand in hand with the King of Saudi Arabia knew the DC Madam, what he didn‛t know is she would hang 
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herself. Now what all of us don‛t know is who will hang Bush and the King of Saudi Arabia for creating the Gasoline Holocaust. I 
hope its NASA rocket scientist who these 2 guys screwed out of 700 New Model 2008 Super Shuttles that can be docked in 
orbit like a train. Or White House women who watched 40k women die of breast cancer every year Bush was President who want 
to hang the decadent Yale Graduate who failed to rescue women and the World from cancer so he could invade Iraq. Bush spent 
the $5 Trillion dollars for a miracle overnight breast cancer cure on the Iraq War. Can Yale take away Bush‛s degree for this 
failure in life? Breast Cancer Holocaust. Grandma leaves three kids in hot locked car in KEY WEST, they die Grandma is arrested 
not Bush and Yale colleagues who suppress the Climate Control accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar. Kennedy drove off a 
bridge drunk on Coors, left his girlfriend in the water to drown. Kennedy has $435 million dollars. Maybe she was just a 
prostitute from a DC Madam. Kennedy failed to rescue women too. If Kennedy and Bush would have become Polygamists I think 
they never would have gone along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, and its Gasoline Holocaust that mushroomed 
into the worst Genocide in the History of the World. I will become a Polygamist, work on getting a cure for breast cancer that 
works overnight, so MD‛s at Yale Medical School have no chance in Hell of suppressing it with another President of the USA 
who graduated from Yale. The ElectricWindmillCar was invented between NCAR and CU Campus and this year‛s graduation May 
8th the graduation speaker is going to be an ex-boss of Wal-Mart. You would think CU could have gotten one of NASA 
Rocket Scientists to give an Orwellian read between the lines graduation speech for the students who will find out they were 
tortured for the last 4 years, by Bush walking hand in hand with the King of Saudi Arabia not caring about a DC Madam 
hanging herself while they enjoyed the mist of the worst Holocaust in History. Breast Cancer Holocaust and the “Gasoline 
Holocaust” by Bush and the King of Saudi Arabia. While you spent the last 4 years in classes, taking test. Inventing 
no ElectricWindmillCar spin off inventions. Learning no statistic about dirty Mexicans with Hepatitis B and murder in mind. While 
you spent the last 4 years in classes, learning nothing about the New Holocausts by New Psychotic Madmen… Bush, Kennedy, McCain!  
 
 
 
26 April 2008 40k Women with breast cancer in 2008 - all Dead!  
 
26 April 2008 Pentagon converted to a State of the Arts Medical School  
 
26 April 2009 40k Women with breast cancer in 2008 - all Dead!  
 
26 April 2008 Lost their life to Black Males out ranking their cure  
 
26 April 2009 40k Women with breast cancer in 2008 - all Dead!  
 
26 April 2008 Lost their life to Clinton's sex life and wife Hillary  
 
26 April 2009 40k Women with breast cancer in 2008 - all Dead!  
 
26 April 2009 Because the US Army is wooing Black Males  
 
26 April 2008 www.technologynewsdaily.com $ Trillions spent on War Toys  
 
26 April 2009 40k Women with breast cancer in 2008 - all Dead!  
 
26 April 2008 At age 99 Dr. DeBakey, a former Army surgeon who conceived of the mobile surgical unit MASH got a Medal 
from Psychotic Bush.  
 
26 April 2008 Dr DeBakey limited the number of students admitted to Med Schools  
 
26 April 2008 Pentagon converted to a State of the Arts Medical School  
 
26 April 2008 Dr DeBakey limited the number of students admitted to Med Schools  
 
26 April 2008 MD's would be more generous than Generals  
 
26 April 2008 Dr DeBakey limited the number of students admitted to Med Schools  
 
26 April 2009 While 40k Women with breast cancer every year he was a MD - this is a crime by Every MD in the USA 
against Women with breast cancer.  
 
26 April 2009 US Dept. Of Energy just spent $50 Billion on our Electrical Grid  
 
26 April 2009 US Gov. keeps suppressing your can of Hydrogen for Electricity  
 
26 April 2009 ABC Nightly News reporting on NASA's Galaxy pictures, Billions  
 
26 April 2009 ABC news said by the time they find out about the Oil Genocide Era  
 
26 April 2009 We'll all be dead and gone like the Galaxy Collisions in Space  
 
26 April 2009 Israel's UN ambassador Gillerman calls Jimmy Carter idiotic  
 
26 April 2009 Jews and Blacks killed 40k USA women via breast cancer in 2008  
 
26 April 2009 Jewish UN Ambassadors finally defeated by the ElectricWindmillCar Coup Leaders will by hanged by the NYPD at 
the UN for letting a Psychotic Bush toss gasoline bombs at cop cars since 1980. Never mind Bush spending $ Trillions on Israel 
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when 40k American women a year died from breast cancer. Did the Jews complain about so many women dying from cancer, no! 
Rev. Sharpton and Obama's Reverend never complain about 40k white women dying every year since Cater was President from 
breast cancer. At age 99 Dr. DeBakey; a former Army surgeon who conceived of the mobile surgical unit MASH got a Medal 
from Psychotic Bush. Every year Dr. DeBakey worked as a MD 40k women died of breast caner. 70 years time 40k and Dr 
DeBakey kept the status Quo by limiting the number of students getting into Medical School. Pentagon converted to a State of 
the Arts Medical School is the only way for women to get their revenge! Revenge by all those burned in gasoline will be to give 
them Katie Courics job, let them report the Nightly News about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 
2008. Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Adm. Mike Mullen accused Iran on Friday of spending its oil money to train an Army 
and to buy Nukes. Adm. Mike Mullen at a Pentagon news conference didn't accuse anyone in the US Government of killing 40k 
women with breast cancer. 4K Marines do not add up to 40k Women. Yet 100's of Generals and Admirals think nothing of killing 
them all by spending the $5 Trillion dollars for a Manhattan Project to find a breast cancer cure on war toys and promoting 
Black Males to join the Army. Pentagon converted to a State of the Arts Medial School is the way it will be after women get 
their revenge on the Generals. Gang Rape by Football Players at CU and every University revenge for women will be a new State 
of the Arts Medical School built over the University Football Stadium! For killing so many women year after year after year. 
SAN ANGELO, Texas - Dozens of mothers from a polygamist retreat of the Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints Mormon sect 
were bused away from their 434 children Thursday, The church's leader, Warren Jeffs, was convicted and in police custody 
was tortured. Now the same State of Texas employees who live in Our Oil Genocide Era, who have $ millions of dollars extra to 
live on because some cop in LA burns in a firey car wreck today have put 434 kids in danger in foster homes. (Schwarzenggger was 
on the Jay Leno show last night talking about hydrogen cars seeing Leno has one on loan to drive around LA and parks it at 
his Beverly Hills home. Leno did not do his famous joke about your flesh sizzling in gasoline flames in your fiery car wreck on the 
LA freeways!) The FBI Observer in this Orwellian Society know the statistics on how many boys will be raped in foster homes, 
how many girls will be raped in foster homes. Yet the FBI will not protect these 434 kids. This is a crime by the FBI in a 
hidden camera society. Yes even the FBI gets more money $ to live on in an Oil Genocide Society as a perk from Texas and Saudi 
Oil men to go along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. I would order the FBI to but hidden cameras in every one of 
the Foster Homes and let the FBI employees watch the monitors 24/7. Some psychotic government worker in Texas has forgotten 
the ElectricWindmillCars suppression is the only reason why Texas can take 434 kids away from mom. These Polygamists wife's 
should be the Goddess of Inspiration for the kids and their Husbands. Hell the Pentagon, and the Texas government employees 
have let 40k women die from breast cancer every year since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented its about time 
the Polygamists were given a change to get a overnight miracle cure for breast cancer. I think these Texas State Employees 
are spending their extra Oil Genocide Era money on vacations in never, never land instead of working on 1,001 invention 
projects. Polio cases have nearly doubled this year in the West African nation of Nigeria, because Nigeria's Niger's take a 
vacation in never, never land USA with their Oil Genocide Era Money. They gave up on "inventing something" because they 
have enough oil money. State Lottery is a lot easier than "inventing something". And the State of Texas and Colorado hires some 
huge NYC PR firm to make the most dramatic Lottery Commercials ever. So why work on "inventing something". Feds in Key 
West close a sand bar created from the last hurricane instead of naming the Sandbar Invent Something Sandbar. Besides 
spending $5 Trillion of our Wives Manhattan Breast Cancer Project the Feds have no sense of "inventing something". This is the 
same mentality of Dr DeBakey, limiting the numbers of students admitted to every Medical School in the USA to keep the status 
quo of MD's. Pentagon converted to a State of the Arts Medical School, hang 100's of Generals and Admirals for crimes 
against women with breast cancer. Then put the Generals on trial for Treason, for not exposing the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar by a Psychotic Bush! Who has spent the last 8 years tossing gasoline bombs at SUV's on LA Freeways 
and stifling me Greg Buell from getting a miracle cure that cures breast cancer overnight, like the ElectricWindmillCar did in 1980 
to the Oil Embargo when Carter was President of the USA.  
 
 
 
23 April 2008 Pope Benedict XVI  
 
 
 
23 April 2008 Pope Benedict XVI 81st Bday celebrated same as he did his 18th as a 'Hitler Youth' member in a Nazi Society. 
Our Orwellian Hidden Camera Society is our 2008 "Nazi Oil Genocide Society". Pope is a member of the 'Nazi Oil Genocide 
Society' and has taken $100 Billion in Oil money bribes for his Church.  
 
23 April 2008 Pope Benedict XVI 81st Bday celebrated in NYC in an Oil Genocide Era run by the USA Government.  
 
23 April 2008 Pope Benedict XVI could have prevented 9-11 by exposing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar.  
 
23 April 2008 Pope Benedict XVI How can live with knowing he could have prevented 9-11 but didn't?  
 
23 April 2008 Pope Benedict XVI has spoken out about growing up under the "monster" of Nazism.  
 
23 April 2008 Pope Benedict XVI tormenter torturer of millions burnt in gasoline since 1980  
 
23 April 2008 Pope Benedict XVI 100's of kids left in hot cars, Pope kill then all left in hot cars.  
 
23 April 2008 Pope Benedict XVI lost Humanity getting the cure for cancer in 1981  
 
23 April 2008 Pope Benedict XVI hepatitis B from dirty Mexicans infected a million gringo kids.  
 
23 April 2008 Pope Benedict XVI has not spoken out about Mexicans killing 1 million Gringos, but on the other hand the Pope 
makes NY Times headlines for 1 Bishop killed in Iraq.  
 
23 April 2008 Pope Benedict XVI has not spoken out about the "Oil Genocide Nazis" The Texas and Saudi Oil Men  
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23 April 2008 Pope said his teenage years had been "marred by a sinister regime".  
 
23 April 2008 Gasoline Regime that has infiltrated the Vatican, given $100 Billion to the Vatican Bank.  
 
23 April 2008 Saudi Sex slaves are paid "peanuts" compared to what the Pope got.  
 
23 April 2008 Pope knows about the Saudi and Texas Oil men's sex slaves and prostitutes and has not spoken out.  
 
23 April 2008 Pope didn't say his 81st BDay was marred by a Psychotic Bush suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar!  
 
23 April 2008 Pope was a Hitler Youth member as a teen, USA teens are "Orwellian's" far worse as they torture and torment 
you hidden behind hidden cameras.  
 
23 April 2008 Pope Benedict XVI in his Hitler Youth Era with Hidden Camera would have tortured anyone who was against 
Hitler's War… Today Youth in our USA society torments anyone against the Pentagons war and war toys spending, even when 
their parents die of cancer that gets "peanuts" compared to the Pentagons $5 Trillion dollars for war and war toys. MIT leads 
the way in profiting from the Pentagon's war toys.  
 
23 April 2008 Teens in Boulder Colorado were at the Farmers Market on Saturday laying in wait for me, to harass me for 
not massacring women + kids in Vietnam. Mexicans and some white HS girls.  
 
23 April 2008 CIA brainwashed MIT and at the same time suppressed the cure for cancer and even the statistics of cancer 
during the 8 years of Bush.  
 
23 April 2008 Pope condemned pedophile Catholic priests.  
 
23 April 2008 City of Boulder sucks up to Pedophile's fags who are protected and promoted by the City of Boulder, Colorado.  
 
23 April 2008 No Priests in Boulder Colorado ever confessed, and I would guess they are still molesting boys today.  
 
23 April 2008 Pope deserted the German army towards the end of the war and was briefly held as a prisoner of war by the Allies 
in 1945.  
 
23 April 2008 Nazis "As their influence grew, infiltrating schools and civic bodies, as well as politics and even religion, before it 
was fully realized for the monster it was," he said. "It banished God and thus became impervious to anything true and good.  
 
23 April 2008 Our Orwellian Society is a clone of Nazism. Nazism with hidden cameras and Orwellian Youth willing to torment 
anyone who wants to travel to Alpha Centauri 4.3 Lt. Yrs. Away.  
 
23 April 2008 Texas oilmen wined and dinned NASA's Top Brass and they sold out NASA for a bribe and some personal perks. 
NASA lost 700 New Super Shuttles since 1980 by their bosses at NASA sucking off Texas and Saudi oilmen.  
 
23 April 2008 Gas, Nazism used gas on people, 100's of Pentagon Generals let Bush toss Gasoline Bombs at SUV's driving down 
the street then the Nightly News suppress this interview in favor of the one were the 1 in a million the cancer person with 1 in 
a millionth chance gets cancer free. No mention of the 40k who died this month from cancer. The counter is broken, the CIA 
broke the cancer counter, and it's only allowed for burgers in this society.  
 
23 April 2008 9-11 would have been prevented by the Pope, if he would have exposed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar!  
 
23 April 2008 100's of Pentagon Generals could have won the Iraq war by exposing the ElectricWindmillCar! 4,000 Marines died 
for nothing in Iraq, as the ElectricWindmillCar will bring home the troops overnight.  
 
23 April 2008 Warner Bros Japan will hold the Japan premiere for "Speed Racer", using the world's largest screen, at Tokyo 
Dome on June 29. Warner Bros said the massive screen will be 7.45 meters tall and 37 meters wide.  
 
23 April 2008 "Speed Racer", is me Greg Buell getting an overnight miracle cure for breast cancer.  
 
23 April 2008 Fired by the CU Bookstore, they stifled the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar. Nazism has infiltrated City Hall 
and CU Bookstore, these Observers have hidden cameras to hide behind, can you imagine. Pope as a teen Nazi watching others 
on hidden cameras, he would have to live with the memories of torturing people while hidden behind hidden cameras as he would 
have tortured me, Greg Buell same as the HS kids at the Boulder, Farmers Market. Marines in Iraq have raped and killed 100k 
14-year-old girls. Rape as a weapon of War is a book in the CU Bookstore.  
 
23 April 2008 CIA Torture is pouring gasoline on a family of 4 in their SUV.  
 
23 April 2008 Bush orders the CIA and Generals to set them on fire, in their SUV  
 
23 April 2008 Can you imagine the CIA and Pentagon Generals on Court TV defending their letting so many millions burn and burn 
to death in gasoline, obeying a Psychotic Bush!  
 
23 April 2008 Pope Benedict XVI has known about the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar since its invention in 1980, When 
he addressed the UN he complained but didn't expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar publicly. Pope knows 1 billion 
people will get sick as Hell from drinking dirty water in 2008; many will die when they could have clean water from the 
"Electrolysis" accessory on the ElectricWindmillCar. Pope knows the ElectricWindmillCar will be climate controlled so no kids left in 
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hot cars will die. Pope grew up as a teen under the Nazis without hidden cameras in his living room, I Greg Buell have had 
hidden cameras in my living room since 1979, and Oil Genocide Observers stalking me, spitting on me, stifling me from getting 
a overnight breast cancer cure since 1980 and in 2008 it's worst. I have 100's of cell phone pictures of Observers and 1k 
license plate numbers. All just from Observers behind the cameras in Boulder, Colorado harassing me in this Oil Genocide 
Nazi Society. Dirty Mexicans with Hepatitis have infected more Gringos than Marines killed in Iraq, yet there is no memorial. 
There is no Memorial for the 40k women a year who Bush killed by starting a war with Iraq instead of starting a Manhattan 
Project for Breast Cancer. $5 Trillion for Breast Cancer will only happen in this Orwellian Society when the Pentagon is converted 
to a Medical School. All the University football stadiums will also be converted to state of the arts Medical Schools. No Black MD 
will ever be allowed to pass when he really failed at these New Medical Schools. 4.3 Light year travels are over the head of 100's 
of Pentagon Generals. West Point taken over by NASA will produce top of the line Rocket Scientists, who will work on 
Gravity Rockets. West Point never gave society a Rocket Scientists; society was never able to appreciate Rocket 
Scientists. ElectricWindmillCar is only the 1st Perpetual Motion Machine. The Gravity Engine will be the second, the 3 is out 
there too. Among the 10's of thousands of Galaxies suppressed by a Psychotic Bush!  
 
 
 
 
19 April 2008 CBS Katie Couric lives in an Oil Genocide Era  
 
19 April 2008 Where Katie can write stories about gas prices  
 
19 April 2008 That omits the 400 a week who burn in gasoline  
 
19 April 2008 Lucy and John, Nancy Graces twins, burnt in gas  
 
19 April 2008 Katie Couric‛s 2 girls burnt in gasoline  
 
19 April 2008 400 kids burned in gasoline by Texas Oil Men  
 
19 April 2008 Authorities do not protect These 400 kids  
 
19 April 2008 400 kids from Polygamists women are protected  
 
19 April 2008 CBS Moonves and CBS President Sean McManus  
 
19 April 2008 Need protection from a post oil genocide era  
 
19 April 2008 Texas will be sued for “all” burnt in gasoline  
 
19 April 2008 Texas will be sued for the Polygamists kids  
 
19 April 2008 Katie and her Bosses thrive in a oil genocide era  
 
19 April 2008 CBS viewers are stifled in this oil genocide era. You should be watching Katie Couric interviewing people about 
their brainstorming a cure for breast cancer, gravity control, total recall memory pill, 1,001 other invention projects. In a Post 
oil genocide era there will be a CBS anchor women with these interviews. Stifled – you have been stifled out of everything by 
Katie Couric and her Bosses. Even the hard drive with no moving parts has been stifled by Seagate‛s Top Brass for the last 10 
years so they can sell you old technology. Now in a bold move Seagate is suing the makers of the new solid state hard drives with 
no moving parts. Even Toshiba could have sold you a HD DVD with no moving parts but the Top Brass at Toshiba did not want to 
make a DVD with no moving parts. Bill Gates not only stifled HS kids he killed millions of HS inventors for money. This is just the 
tip of the iceberg. Dr. Catherine D. DeAngelis, editor of the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA). This week 
said, articles in JAMA say Merck not only conducted its own studies on the pain pill Vioxx, it also hired a company to 
ghostwrite reports for medical journals which were stated as being written by scientists, but weren‛t the Medical Journal 
articles were made up stories. The Icebergs is MD‛s who fail medical schools, mostly Black MD‛s aren‛t written up by Dr. 
Catherine D. DeAngelis, editor of the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) for killing and harming millions of 
their patients since 1980 because of government control of everything in this Oil Genocide Era! IBM has had software for years 
that can crunch malpractice in your treatment and diagnosis yet the governments top brass stifle IBM from selling this software 
to the FBI or Justice Department. FBI and the Justice Department also live in an Oil Genocide Era. They have broken the law 
of Genocide since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented and suppressed by Carter, Kennedy, Reagan, Bush, Clinton, 
and Bush. Day 4 of the Pope‛s visit to the USA he told the UN the Oil Genocide Era will get them all hanged and get the UN put 
out of business. The next UN will be the Universe Alliance, UA. Post Oil Genocide Era for the UN will be the UA. 9-11 visit by 
the Pope – Yes the Pope could have prevented 9-11 by exposing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. The Pope should hang, 
but what really counts for the Pope who lives in a Oil Genocide Era is Hell. Hell is full of burning gasoline and the Pope will burn 
in Hells gasoline forever. God will torture the Popes brain waves, his consciousness for the Pope for letting all the kids burn 
in gasoline. A Galaxy Named Hell exists! This is worst than the Priests molesting kids; this is Priest, and Popes letting some 
little Lucy or John David not Nancy Graces but some other woman‛s Lucy and John David‛s burn in gasoline today. For more oil 
money for Texas. Katie Couric‛s 2 little girls have burned to death in gasoline many times since the invention of 
the ElectricWindmillCar.in 1980. No one from Texas is protecting these kids. In fact the Texas State Employees that 
are prosecuting the Polygamists Kids are getting perks from our Oil Genocide Era. Polygamists Women should play the role Model 
of Goddess of Inspiration + Inventions for their Husband and Kids. Not tortured by State Government Workers who live in an 
Oil Genocide Era who stifle even the cure for breast cancer. Iraqi Commanders know the ElectricWindmillCar would bring all 
the troops home overnight. Just like the overnight miracle cure for Breast Cancer. Same Top Brass gave you Black MD‛s who 
never passed Medical School. Ephedra is the best Appetite Suppressant, yet the government took it out of Vitamin Cottage 
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without giving us another diet pill that works. Millions burn in gasoline yet the oil genocide era is not taken off the market. 
Millions get and die from diabetics from gaining weight. This government of the USA is the worst genocidal government in 
History. Our current Oil Genocide Era Government is responsible for millions of deaths. This is far worst than the Jewish 
Holocaust and to add insult to injury Israel is profiting from Oil. Going along with letting everyone burn and burn to death in 
gasoline. Lucy and John David Nancy Graces new twins, Katie Couric‛s 2 daughters. This kids were burn and burn to death by 
the Jews going along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. 400 kids at the Polygamists compound, compound this by 
millions and this is how many have been burned and burned to death in our Oil Genocide Era that Katie Couric lives in!  
 
 
 
 
 
12 April 2008 Gen. David Petraeus task, burning cops in gasoline  
 
12 April 2008 Following orders from, A Psychotic Bush  
 
12 April 2008 Kuwait, Bahrain, Arab Emirates, Saudi‛s profit $$$  
 
12 April 2008 China, India masses lose, a ElectricWindmillCar  
 
12 April 2008 India women without a ElectricWindmillCar  
 
12 April 2008 Dell, IBM help desk jobs were given to India  
 
12 April 2008 Dalai Lama murders cops in the USA via gasoline  
 
12 April 2008 China is outraged – Tibet belongs to China via oil  
 
12 April 2008 5 Billion civilians lost to Bush‛s Oil Genocide Era  
 
12 April 2008 Gen. Petraeus task, is to let kids burn in gasoline  
 
12 April 2008 Psychotic Bush ordering Generals to Kill Americans  
 
12 April 2008 Petraeus, all Pentagon Generals following Orders!  
 
12 April 2008 100‛s of the top Pentagon Generals are following Orders from a Psychotic Bush to let cops and kids burn in fiery 
car wrecks for more oil money for Texas and Saudi Oil Men. At their trial in DC the Pentagon Generals will plead Guilty. Hang 
for the worst Oil Holocaust in History! 4k Marines killed in Iraq by Gen. Petraeus have died for nothing; this will be on Gen 
Petraeus tombstone. 58k Names carved in stone for Vietnam will be destroyed, replaced by the names of millions of cops and 
kids killed by crazy Pentagon Generals following orders from a Psychotic Bush. Carter plans to visit Israel, to tell the Jews 
the Gasoline Holocaust will destroy the state of Israel, so prepare for the end of Israel when the ElectricWindmillCar‛s coup 
takes place. Carter was the President of the USA in 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented, Carter was seduced 
by Kennedy to suppress it and let millions of Americans burn and burn to death in fiery car wrecks. Carter does not watch the 
fiery car wrecks, none of us do as Bush told Katie Couric and the rest of the Nightly News staff to not report the fiery car 
wrecks. This is documented in our Orwellian Society in a Presidential Order hidden behind the hidden cameras. Carter, won the 
Nobel Peace Prize in 2002, Sweden has taken $100‛s of Billions in oil bribes to let cops + kids burn and burn to death in fiery 
car wrecks. Nobel is a scam even given to CU here in Boulder, Colorado as a perk for letting people burn in gasoline. China is mad 
as Hell about the Tibet protesters, because as a perk for China‛s going along with the worst oil genocide in History it got Tibet, 
via Bush. This is also documented in our Orwellian Society. Behind the hidden cameras. Guns were used in nearly half of the 
slayings of violent deaths, 75% of those killed by men were women. Little, no progress has been made in the last 8 years of Bush, 
as he is too psychotic to even care to save the lives of these women. 40k women died every year for the last 8 years of Bush 
via Breast Cancer, the White House MD made more than some Texas Oil men treating Breast Cancer, as this is a scam to 
treat breast cancer not cure it. This is the one reason I‛m held in isolation in Boulder, Colorado not allowed to brainstorm 
an overnight miracle cure for Breast Caner, find the “windmill” like I did in 1980 during the oil embargo. Hell even the CU 
Bookstore fired me via orders from Observers just so I didn‛t get any inventions! Conference on World Affairs is here in 
Boulder, Colorado again for the 29th time since I invented the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. Bush, Chaney, McCain, Kennedy all 
killed millions of Americans since 1980 and even in just the last 8 years. Generals and the CIA know full well they live in the 
worst genocide in History! Profits for the Generals were the perk of the Iraq war when the ElectricWindmillCar would have 
Bankrupt all Moslems. Iran is using its Oil Money to build Nukes; it would have been bankrupt in 1980, along with Texas Oil men. 
This was the trade off. Sickest Orwellian Society ever and its protected by Pentagon Generals. CIA interrogation methods 
tortured Iraqi‛s to death; 14-year-old girls were raped and murdered by Marines as the CIA used rape as a weapon of war. 
British troops hit one Iraqi 93 times before he died of torture, you can imagine 93 or 930 others were also tortured to death by 
the British troops in Iraq. British Petroleum – BP – Conoco burned and burned to death many more Americans driving down the 
streets of the USA so the Queen of England can toast with Bush – “Let them eat cake, Let them burn in gasoline, were addicted 
to oil money” This is a actual toast behind the hidden cameras in our Orwellian Society. The Non-Orwellian Kennedy lambasted 
what he described as “yet another astonishing disclosure about the Bush administration and its use of torture.” Who would 
have thought that in the United States of America in the 21st century, the top officials of the executive branch would 
routinely gather in the White House to approve torture?” Kennedy said in a statement. “Long after President Bush has left 
office, our country will continue to pay the price for his administration‛s renegade repudiation of the rule of law and 
fundamental human rights.” Kennedy has been tossing gasoline bombs at SUV‛s on the streets of the USA since 1980 as I meet him 
in 1979 and he started using hidden cameras to watch me in my living room, this is how he happened to video tape me 
brainstorming and getting the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. Instead of giving it to the public during the Oil Embargo he made 
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deals that lead to millions burning and burning to death in fiery car wrecks and now we have the worst genocide in History via 
Kennedy and Carter. Dalai Lama is just one of millions who have gone alone with letting so many burn and burn to death in fiery 
car wrecks, I will ask the ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders to hang the Dalai Lama. Buddhist in Boulder Colorado are really 
terrorists as they aid the Texas and Saudi Oil men and profit form going along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar 
and stifling me Greg Buell from brainstorming the overnight miracle cure for Breast Cancer here in Boulder, Colorado. 
Kuwait, Bahrain, United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia have spent $25 Trillions dollars on their citizens while Bush and the 
Pentagon have been tossing gasoline bombs at American Citizens. White House MD‛s have killed as many Patients as fiery car 
wrecks have. Interest from all this oil money has infected everyone. Coors will start selling its Beer on Sundays in Boulder 
Colorado as part of its perk to go along with the worst oil genocide in History. The Gov of Colorado will sign the bill allowing Coors 
to sell its Beer on Sundays next week. Kennedy drove off a bridge drunk leaving his girlfriend to drown, this is how the oil 
genocide started, as if he was not a Kennedy, Kennedy would have been convicted of manslaughter and gone to prison. In 
Our Orwellian Society Kennedy‛s get away with Murder and Rape, the other Kennedy who raped a girl is now a MD… grin. Goes 
alone with the White House MD‛s scam of treating breast cancer while at the same time preventing me Greg Buell from 
brainstorming an overnight miracle cure for Breast Cancer. Imagine the 1 Billionth ElectricWindmillCars coming off the 
Toyota assembly line on John Lennon‛s B-Day. 2008 – This and a Universe of 10k galaxies pictured above has been lost by 
Pentagon Generals obeying orders from a Psychotic Commander in Chief, a CIA that pours gasoline over prisoners (American 
Citizens driving down the road) and sets them on fire for a Psychotic Bush! CSI NY will have a whole season of NYPD and 9-11 as 
a documentary of our Oil Genocide. Two NY Governors spent their oil genocide bribes on highflying Call Girls. Texas 
government workers have taken away 400 kids from a polygamists compound when Texas Oil men gave birth to the worst genocide 
in History. Elton John and Ellen Degenerate both molest kids yet Hillary Clinton will not expose this. Hillary a person of trust will 
not turn in Orwellian child molesters. Instead she sucks up to Elton John and Ellen Degenerate on TV. CSI another CSI, I think 
it‛s called Law and Order Special Unit, will document Hillary Clintons knowledge of fags molesting kids, as she will only admit it 
when impeached like her husband. Jay Leno jokes about fags molesting kids could cover many more than just Michael Jackson. 
24/7 web cam on the next President of the USA. 24/7 I will be working with many wives when the Observers come out from 
behind the hidden cameras and let me finally get the long awaited overnight miracle cure for Breast Cancer! May the Generals 
wife‛s put off getting breast cancer until I‛m freed – grin!  
 
 
 
 
5 April 2008 ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will recall Vista  
 
5 April 2008 Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar will write a new OS  
 
5 April 2008 1,001 invention projects will be included with the OS  
 
5 April 2008 OS will be named "Inventors" to promote inventing  
 
5 April 2008 Breast Cancer Cure will be #1 of 1,001 invention projects  
 
5 April 2008 Bill Gates has the Breast Cancer Cure last, Why?  
 
5 April 2008 Bill Gates is infected with Texas Oil Men's Greed!  
 
5 April 2008 Old, very old Barbara Walters is infected too  
 
5 April 2008 1980 Barbara Walters hid the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
5 April 2008 "View" TV show, 40k women killed by Breast Cancer  
 
5 April 2008 "Windmill" for the cancer cure stifled by "View" TV  
 
5 April 2008 ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will recall Vista, recall the years 1980 - 2008 the "Oil Genocide Era" brought to 
you by Carter, Reagan, Bush, Clinton, Bush and 1 million "Observers" like Katie Couric, Barbara Walters, Regis and Kelly, Jay 
Leno… etc. Jay Leno jokes about the "View" TV show, its 5 women screaming all at the same time non-stop. Well Barbara 
Walters spit in someone's face. Literally and figuratively she is only one woman but acted as a "Pride" of women Lionesses 
obeying the "Male" Gen. Orwell or President Orwell who ever is "Top Gun" in the USA's Orwellian Society. This behavior caused 
the worst "Oil Genocide" which now is the worst "Genocide" in History! "View" TV show and "Vista" OS both and a million others 
will be held libel for the worst Genocide in History when the ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders successfully expose the suppression 
of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. Super model mad as Hell spitting at those trying to calm her down. Not the same thing as 
the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar spitting in the face of those who have suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 and 
to make this an even worst Genocide than the worst one in History I could have gotten a Cure for Cancer in 1981. OS, 
Operating System like Vista should have been recalled back in 1980. Bill Gates sucked off Texas and Saudi Oil men in 1980 when 
he found out they could successfully suppress the newly invented ElectricWindmillCar. Breast Cancer Cure for 1981 was not one of 
Bill Gates invention projects, he wanted to be as rich as the Texas Oil men, and could only pull this off with the 
successful suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and its inventor. As I would have had the power to write a free OS and of 
course name the OS "Inventors" even way back in 1980. Other invention projects of mine, Drug Discoveries like Total Recall 
were even stifled by Roche of Switzerland 20 years after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Switzerland is part of the 
worst Genocide in History. Hang every UN Ambassador since 1980, anything might happen. French Revolution was over "Let them 
Eat Cake", today the gasoline revolution will be over the President of the USA toasting "Let them Eat Cake, Let them Burn to 
death in gasoline, We are addicted to Oil Money $$$". Pope and the Pentagon were both bribed with Oil Money and perks to 
let millions around the Globe burn and burn to death in fiery car wrecks. Clintons made $100 Million since 2000. $100 Trillion 
has been made off "Oil" since the invention and suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Clinton's and a million other 
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Governors, Mayors, etc have Swiss Bank accounts that hold their bribes. Billions in Oil Money has been spent on women 
Prostitutes. No one chased after a cure for breast cancer. Chase Bank were I bank, everyone knows about the 
ElectricWindmillCar. Polygamist lifestyle has been excluded from the acceptable lifestyles in the USA. Yet millions of women 
have been murdered by their husbands and lovers. With no end in sight to these murders. Nance Grace has job security for the 
next 50 years, as no one is Chasing after a cure to stop these murders. I would promote a polygamist lifestyle; count the 
dead wife's after 10 years. Compare the statistics to the current statistics of husband wife killings. Better than not chasing after 
a cure. Better than most of the current acceptable lifestyles in the USA now. Millions of Men who earned their windfall profits 
from Oil or Software spend it on millions of Prostitutes. This is not a lifestyle that helps women. Playing a Goddess of Invention 
would be a role model that benefits women. CEO's of Boeing, Intel, IBM don't Chase after any social invention that will stop the 
wife from being murdered. GM CEO in the news wants Hydrogen gas stations, when you can get free hydrogen from the 
electrolysis accessory in your ElectricWindmillCar. Our Orwellian government deposited something in his Swiss Bank account for him 
to say this in the news. $100 Trillion in oil money can buy a lot of bribes, and the Swiss will accept all the Oil Genocide Bribe 
money with no questions asked. Britain admits its troops abused Iraqi prisoners, hitting one 93 times before he died from 
being tortured. CIA does not torture Iraq men and women by pouring gasoline over them and setting them on fire. But the 
Directors of the CIA and FBI in DC know Americans will burn and burn to death in fiery car wrecks every day of 2008, for more 
oil money. 4,000 dead Marines in Iraq for nothing. ElectricWindmillCar will end the war and bankrupt Moslems overnight. 
Chasing after the cure for Breast Cancer that will cure a woman overnight is my #1 invention project. Bush or McCain will be the 
1st President to Hang… ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders will probably hang more people than the Leaders of the French 
Revolution did. Bill Gates does not have a chance in Hell of keeping his illegal profits from Microsoft. 1,001 Invention Projects 
given to University students will cost more than the Pentagon's Budget. $ Budget for 1,001 Invention Projects will be $1 Trillion 
the 1st year. Start up cost will be just the beginning as we have a Universe to travel to and Old Psychotic Presidents of the 
USA vetoed travel to Alpha Centauri. Gravity satellite dish sucks in gravity to the gravity engine, pull and propulsion at the 
same time. One of 1,001 inventions we'll get out of University Students. MIT will no longer be a subsidiary of the 
Pentagon. Japanese protest the criminal behavior of US Sailors. Never again, as they will be drafted as "Inventors" and given a 
free Dell loaded with "Inventors" OS and 1,001 invention projects to get them started inventing. "View" TV Show and Jay Leno 
will be "Invention" orientation. We cannot coexist with war, with lifestyles that kill more than the 4.000 Marines killed in Iraq. 
40k will be killed by breast cancer in 2008. Yet the Observers will not let me Chase after an Overnight Cure, long, as Bush 
is President of the USA. Long Time we wait for the ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders to hang them all! For the worst genocide 
in History!  
 
 
 
1 April 2008 Next Cuba will be Puerto Vallarta, Mexico  
 
1 April 2008 CU Students will be in their dorms on Spring Breaks working on 1,001 Invention Projects!  
 
1 April 2008 Puerto Vallarta, Mexico, a CU student murdered in a robbery  
 
1 April 2008 Next generation of students will be Inventors  
 
1 April 2008 Not going to Mexico on Spring Break with the Herd  
 
1 April 2008 Economic slowdown with 1 billion ElectricWindmillCars  
 
1 April 2008 Wall Street and the Super Rich Oil Genocide Observers  
 
1 April 2008 Men with $500 million pay a prostitute $5k occasionally  
 
1 April 2008 I will make a list of these men and post it here ASAP  
 
1 April 2008 Maria Shriver the American Idealists Wife knows them all  
 
1 April 2008 Puerto Vallarta, Mexico, a CU student murdered in a robbery  
 
1 April 2008 New York Governors were in the news for 2 weeks, not CU students!  
 
1 April 2008 Daily Camera Newspaper was told not on the front page!  
 
1 April 2008 CU student murdered by a Mexican is a Oil Holocaust killing by the ruling class promoting Mexico spring break instead 
of Inventors on campus  
 
1 April 2008 4k Marines killed in Iraq, 40k gringos kill by Mexicans  
 
1 April 2008 40k gringos killed by Mexicans, 4 million gringo kids got sick as Hell from dirty Mexicans in the USA. Hepatitis C will 
be a life long trial for thousands of gringo babies on the short end of the Super Rich Oil Genocide Observers. Who are these 
men… Bush, McCain, Kennedy, the ex-Governor of New York who has $500 million in his checking account. Even after getting 
caught with a prostitute. Super Rich Oil Genocide Observers hide behind hidden cameras publishing 15 minutes of news about a 
CU student murdered in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico, during a robbery. Everone interviewed said this is just a quark, when it's 
not. Statistics are suppressed just like 1 billion ElectricWindmillCars. Those who will burn in a fiery car wreck are stifled even 
more than CU students killed on Spring Break in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. 4,000 Marines have been killed in Iraq; Many times 
more Americans have been killed, murdered by Mexicans in the same time span. Super Rich Oil Genocide Observers know the 
facts and figures and suppress all statistics that would expose this Killing Fields supported by Super Rich Oil Genocide 
Observers! 4,000 Marines their widows got $100k from the government the 40k Americans killed, murdered by Mexicans got 
nothing. But will when the Oil Genocide Oil Holocaust Era is exposed. Mexican Oil Men and the Mexican Government Oil industry 
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will be held libel by a New ElectricWindmillCar American Government that is not killing its own citizens in Iraq and the USA via 
illegal Mexicans and fiery car wrecks. Super Air Bags on the outside of all cars and trucks will be for those killed by Mexicans 
and the Bush government. Our Super Rich Oil Genocide Observers are murderers just like the Mexican robber of the CU 
student except these guys have $500 million and $5 billion in their bank accounts. $5.6 trillion to $9.3 trillion is what Bush did 
to the Federal deficit since he took office, and this is in an Oil Genocide Era that took in $25 Trillion dollars selling you 
gasoline. ISLAMABAD Pakistani 4 FBI agents wounded in a bombing. 100's in Pakistan are now Super Rich Observers buying 14 
year old prostitutes thanks to the American government. This is sick, the Governor of New York buys prostitutes but the 
same Governor in Pakistan with his newfound wealth via the USA government buys 14 year old prostitutes in Pakistan. White 
House women are mad as Hell, they would pour gasoline over Bush and set him on fire if they could. And will if 
the ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders let them. Statistics behind the hidden cameras are not suppressed. ElectricWindmillCars 
are. Bush, McCain, and Kennedy suppresses 1 billion of them. If these guys can do this they can kill us all without batting an eye 
or a conscience. McCain is in the news promoting his military heritage. Pentagon will be bankrupt; West Point will be closed as 
a University when 1 billion ElectricWindmillCars are on the streets of Manhattan. Bankrupt homeowners are caught by guys who 
have $500 million and $5 billion who are more interested in buying prostitutes than what happens to someone in a fiery car 
wreck. Hell even the top brass at the YMCA sold their soul to the Super Rich Oil Genocide Observers. Pope sold his soul to the 
Super Rich Oil Genocide Observers who talked him into a Holy War against the Moslems. So hidden behind the hidden camera 
society we call our Orwellian Society the Pope is spending his time plotting War against the Moslems. This is out of the Middle 
Ages when the Kings and Queens did the same thing to the Popes mentality. Now they all can hide behind hidden cameras, give 
the New York Times and Katie Couric false stories with immunity. ISLAMABAD Pakistani 4 FBI agents wounded in a bombing. 
Many times more FBI agents have been burned and burned to death in a fiery car wreck since the start of the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. CIA behind the hidden cameras in our Orwellian Society are mad as Hell about Bush, 
McCain, Kennedy burning people in gasoline for more oil money. While the CIA has to protect these Super Rich Oil 
Genocide murderers. Britain admits its troops tortured Iraqi prisoners, hitting one 93 times before he died being tortured. 
Queen Elizabeth will not admit British Petroleum lets cops and kids all over the World burn in BP Conoco gasoline for more oil 
money. This is almost as bad as Bill Gates wanting more money from win98 and Office 2000 killing millions of Student 
Inventors. Super Rich Oil Genocide Observers are also Super Rich Software Observers. Those in Pakistan and Africa Bill Gates 
made rich are spending their new found wealth on 14 year old prostitutes. This is sick! The 1 million babies sickened by Mexicans 
with Hepatitis C will die of the disease eventually. The Bill Gates and Kennedy's could have promoted 1 Billion Student Inventors, 
who would never have visited Puerto Vallarta, Mexico, on Spring Break. They would have worked on 1,001 Invention Project in the 
CU dorms instead of going to Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. What the Super Rich Oil Genocide Observers promote is dictictated by 
their mentality. Right now their minds are on prostitutes. Millions of these guys with $500 million dollar in the bank are addicted 
to buying prostitutes. They have no aspirations to find a cure for Hepatitis C, Malaria, breast cancer etc. Trillions of dollars 
have been wasted by Pentagon Generals on Iraq. When stars in the Universe are traveling at 3 million miles an hour. This type 
of behavior is criminal. McCain will charged with treason and Oil genocide by the ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders. This type 
of behavior belongs to Mexican Murders who rob CU students on Spring Break in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. Next generation of 
CU students will make Puerto Vallarta, Mexico, the next Cuba. Not by USA government laws but because the CU Students will be 
in their dorms on Spring Breaks working on 1,001 Invention Projects!  
 
 
 
 
27 March 2008 4,000 dead in Iraq, Medal of Honor war stories by Bush  
 
27 March 2008 40k dead breast cancer, Bush suppressing this War News  
 
27 March 2008 A hero of the bridge collapse given a medal by Gen. Powell  
 
27 March 2008 A sunrise ceremony at Arlington National Cemetery  
 
27 March 2008 4 million cops, kids dead from Bush tossing gasoline bombs  
 
27 March 2008 Gen. Powell given a Swiss Bank Account by Oil Men  
 
27 March 2008 All the Pentagon Generals given $ Billions in Oil Money  
 
27 March 2008 Tomb Of The Unknowns is Breast Cancer + Burnt Cops  
 
27 March 2008 700 Super Shuttles Blasting off if it weren‛t for Iraq  
 
27 March 2008 Gen. War Stories without the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
27 March 2008 Hero General with the Congressional Medal of Honor is not a true, war story, he killed 40k women with breast 
cancer by spending $4 Trillion on Iraq and War Toys in one year. He filled gasoline bombs and gave them to President Bush to toss 
at SUV‛s on the highways of the USA killing American civilians for more oil money. This is how Gen. Powell earned his Medal 
of Honor, rest of the Pentagon Generals are in bed with Gen. Powell. New York Governor has $500 million dollars and spends $5k 
on prostitutes. His replacement New York Governor has group sex affairs with his wife and both use cocaine with sex. Hillary has 
not had sex with Bill Clinton since he got a blowjob under his White House desk. Leno was shocked at the Governors 
replacement. Leno can joke about your HMO but the terrible horrible deaths are from Black MD‛s who unlike the New Governor 
of New York works as a MD misdiagnosing diseases and treatment plans. Black and Blind Governor is a token Black just like 
Gen. Powell and Rice. Powell and Rice profited from Bush tossing gasoline bombs at SUV‛s full of white people. This is a hate crime 
by Powell and Rice, as they both hate white cops. Quest for water was lost by Powell and Rice for 1 Billion in Africa as they got 
$1 Billion in a Swiss Bank to let 1 Billion in Africa die from dirty water when they would have been drinking the cleanest 
water possible from Hydrogen and Oxygen produced by the electrolysis accessory on your ElectricWindmillCar. Medal of Honor 
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War Stories by Gen Powell and the rest of the Pentagon Generals are like Hillary‛s war story about dodging sniper bullets in 
Bosnia. True story about Bosnia Niger‛s are they are working at Boulder Community Hospital in surgery serialization when I should 
be working there and working on medical inventions. I got screwed out of this job by local MD‛s who fear I will invent an 
overnight miracle cure for Breast Cancer and Cancer in General. This would kill millions of MD‛s around the country who scam 
cancer patients and Medicare out of $450 Billion dollars in 2008. No MD in Boulder Colorado could live with me, Greg Buell 
getting the overnight miracle cure for cancer like I got the ElectricWindmillCar during the Oil Embargo of 1980. Hepatitis 
infections are tied to illegal Mexicans cooking and washing dishes at CU Campus dorms. I was blacklisted from the freshman dorms 
by the Food Service Supervisor for filing a complaint about the Mexicans taking a shit and not washing their hands, the 
Colorado Daily the local campus paper puts all kinds of crazy stories on in the campus press, but will not touch with one with a 
stick, grin. A diamond ring is a component in a device for producing and detecting single photons. Japanese astronaut Takao 
Doi experimented with a boomerang's performance in the absence of gravity and confirmed that it flies back much like on 
Earth. Emperor of Japan escaped hanging for WW II there is no way he and his family will escape the hangman for going along 
with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980 to 2008. Hiroshima was a giant fireball, Bush tossing gasoline bombs 
at SUV‛s on the highways around the world added up to a greater A Bomb than Hiroshima, and no one in Japan protested. 
Thousands of Japanese attended a protest rally in Okinawa against crimes by US soldiers. How about Oil Genocide and Oil 
Holocaust crimes by US Presidents. I will do a skit about this on my Jay Leno monolog when I start a monolog video. Like this 
End War News I will have a Jay Leno monolog in a video clip on this web page when the ElectricWindmillCar is on the streets of 
the USA and Japan. Doctors struggle to eradicate polio but run into parents who fail to vaccinate their children. Here in 
Boulder Colorado Leanin Tree Greeting Cards their CEO, owner lets the Mexicans refuse free flu shots; lets Mexicans get others 
sick as hell. Observers watching all this on hidden cameras are trying to get vaccinations mandatory, 1980 to 2008 is the time 
line for the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, if the same Observers who watched Bush toss gasoline bombs at American 
civilians are the ones trying to get vaccinations mandatory Hell will freeze over first. MD‛s don‛t want anything to do with 
mandatory vaccinations for the entire civilian population of the USA as they have already gotten out their Excel spreadsheets 
and know exactly how many $ Billions they will lose over a life time. Texas and Saudi Oil men will have to pay back the $12 
Trillion dollars they stole from American civilians. Cops and kids burned in gasoline will push to Nuke Mecca for their pain from 
being burned in gasoline so they could get more American dollars. Swiss bankers will probably run into a real sniper Hillary 
Clinton made up. French Revolution beheaded millions who toasted… Let them Eat Cake, Let them Burn in Gasoline, We‛re addicted 
to Oil Money. McCain in the News Today said we have a moral responsibility in Iraq, he didn‛t mention the 
ElectricWindmillCar suppression or his Swiss Bank account of $1.5 Billion, and yes torture is burning in gasoline. North Vietnam 
never burned any POW in gasoline. Yet McCain went along with burning civilians in gasoline. Torture has to be being burned to death 
in gasoline. In your expensive SUV adds insult to injury. The cars that went off the bridge collapse the government are 
discussing how much the widows will get. The cops widow will get a new grave at Arlington and $1 Billion, to get even with 
McCain, Bush, Kennedy and all the Pentagon Generals. All the husbands who lost their wife to breast cancer by the neglect of 
Bush and the White House MD‛s will have to suck it in, take it like a man. Cheer like hell when Bush and the Pentagon Generals 
Hang for their crimes against American civilians!!!!! Endeavor will land just in time to learn the Pentagon is buying NASA 700 
new Super Shuttles – grin. Train to Alpha Centauri buy your ticket now. 4,000 dead in Iraq for nothing killed by the same 
Generals, McCain‛s, Kennedy‛s, Bush‛s, as those in the USA who Bush tossed gasoline bombs at successfully. 4,000 dead in Iraq 
for nothing! 9-11 with 1 billion ElectricWindmillCars in Manhattan, Hillary could have prevented 9-11 but the sniper got in her 
way. Bill jumped out of the way bumping the snipers shot of Hillary. Ha! The government employed sniper killed 
the ElectricWindmillCar on 9-11  
 
 
 
21 March 2008 I will visit CIA HQ with 100‛s of cops + kids burnt in gasoline  
 
21 March 2005 CIA missed the mark on torture by not burning people in gasoline  
 
21 March 2008 We pledge not to repeat the waste of war - A scam from Tokyo  
 
21 March 2008 Flame throwers used on enemy bunkers  
 
21 March 2008 CIA let the King of the USA pour gasoline on American civilians  
 
21 March 2008 To our King enemy bunkers are now SUV‛s on the streets of the USA  
 
21 March 2008 Today 50k tanker trucks will leave the refinery‛s filled with gasoline  
 
21 March 2008 CIA is the top partner in crime, oil holocaust with their Boss  
 
21 March 2008 Boss is psychotic, completely insane suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
21 March 2008 Schwarzenegger lets kids die in hot cars suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
21 March 2008 Colorado lic plate # 711PHD 685KIJ 188HSP 326JZN Observers, some are psychotic as the Boss, stalk me, lay 
in wait to zoom toward me in their car, harass me for not massacring women and children in Vietnam. Me Lai was in the news 
couple weeks ago 502 civilians killed by troops in Vietnam in one hour. 711PHD woman observer from behind the hidden cameras 
in yellow knows she lets other Mom‛s kids burn and burn to death in gasoline. She worships King Orwell, the Boss of our 
Orwellian Society. Sick, she is sick as all the other troops who followed a mass murderers in WW II. As her Boss is tossing 
gasoline bombs at SUV‛s in the USA in front of the CIA and FBI. No one can stop this criminal behavior. Cops will protest 
outside CIA HQ some burnt over most of their body in the cop cars fiery rearend crash. Holding signs at CIA agents entering 
the parking lot… “You let civilians in the USA burn and burn to death in gasoline… Why?” There is little or nothing the run-of-the-
mill CIA Agent can do but realize the President of the USA will hang someday. 711PHD woman observer in yellow will be arrested 
only after a President of the USA is hanged at the White House, so she doesn‛t have to lose to much sleep over this. PhD‛s at 
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the University know they live in Oil Genocide, Oil Holocaust Society that not only burns its civilians in fiery car wrecks but also 
lets kids die in hot cars. Spring was a couple days ago summer will be here with the first of the kids left in hot cars, to die. 
Parents will be arrested not the Boss who suppresses ElectricWindmillCar‛s and its climate controlled accessory. CIA will not 
testify for the Parents and against their Boss. So the Parents will hang for the President of the USA‛s suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar. The first ship in its class, the agile, 377-foot Freedom was designed and built by a Lockheed Martin. 
Class of madmen at Lockheed Martin, what name can we give to the men at Lockheed Martin. They know even better than PhD‛s 
on CU Campus, MIT Campus that our Orwellian Society is suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. CIA Campus. Boeing, which aims 
to build some 2,000 Dream liners over the next two decades, maintains that it will consume 20 percent less fuel; free hydrogen 
fuel would have put Xcel out of business two decades ago with the electrolysis accessory on your ElectricWindmillCar. Boeing is 
like the woman observer 711PHD who lets some other Mom‛s kids burn in gasoline, left in hot cars. How can so many people in 
the USA from all classes. From the CIA to the idiot woman Observer in Boulder, Colorado let so many burn in 
gasoline? Disinformation on the front pages of the New York Times has not stopped… launch of France's fourth nuclear-
armed submarine, the "Terrible" (Fearsome), Sarkozy said his nation had to face new security threats, including Iran, and needed 
to be able to strike back forcefully if attacked. Iran would have been bankrupt in 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented 
in Boulder, Colorado. The President of France spit in the face of American women with breast cancer building its fourth 
nuclear submarine, the “Terrible”. It‛s beyond Terrible what the President of France and the USA Presidents did to those dying 
of cancer. To add insult to injury they make up false stories of hope for those dying of cancer and even Katie Couric reports 
stories she knows is only false hope. Beyond Terrible is our Boss, your boss of this Orwellian Society. McCartney, still grieving 
the loss of his first wife Linda, wore the wedding ring she gave him throughout the early years of his romance with Mills and 
only removed it when he married Mills. Terrible is Paul McCartney‛s behavior in this Orwellian Society, as he knows the Boss goes 
out of his way to stop me from inventing an overnight Miracle cure for Breast Cancer. Passion enough to expose 
the ElectricWindmillCar suppression and the way the Top Brass stifles me, Greg Buell from getting the overnight miracle cure 
for breast cancer. No not even from a guy who lost his beloved wife Linda McCartney! No not even CIA Agents can stop the 
Boss from his Oil Genocide for more oil money. The New York Times will report on the 5th French Nuclear Submarine next year, 
and will never mention Iran would be bankrupt with the 1 Billionth ElectricWindmillCars coming off the Toyota assemble line on 
John Lennon‛s BDAy 2008. I will visit CIA HQ with 100‛s of cops + kids burnt in gasoline. 
 
 
 
16 March 2005 CIA missed the mark on torture by not burning people in gasoline  
 
16 March 2005 Beijing Exhaust should cancel the Olympics  
 
16 March 2005 China's Gasoline Holocaust should cancel the Olympics  
 
16 March 2005 The Free Tibet organization cited 30 killed not 30 million burned  
 
16 March 2005 Hu killed 30 million Chinese by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
16 March 2005 Hu has a secret… Swiss Bank Account with $ 1.5 Billion USD  
 
16 March 2005 Tibet's exiled spiritual leader, the Dalai Lama lied, killed millions  
 
16 March 2005 Beijing traffic increase is related to the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
16 March 2005 Bribe taken, the side effects are now realized as Exhaust, burns!  
 
16 March 2005 Additional side effects are a Billion lost spin off inventions  
 
16 March 2005 Mass of Humanity has only limited success ie French Revolution  
 
16 March 2005 President of France has $ 1.5 Billion dollars in a secret Swiss Bank Account. Bribe from Texas and Saudi Oil Men 
to gas people with Exhaust, and let them burn in fiery car wrecks. ElectricWindmillCar on the streets of Paris was lost by 
the Presidents of France. A Capital Crime of course, this is what started the French Revolution. Tibet monitoring organizations 
are criminal as they stifle the ElectricWindmillCar. Embarrass China with pictures of Exhaust. Dishonorable discharge of duties 
by the Communist Party of China. They were bribed by Texas and Saudi Oil men. Mao with $ 1.5 Billion dollars in a secret 
Swiss Bank Account. When Hu and the other mass murderers in the Ruling Class are exposed Chinese's auto makers will build 1 
billion ElectricWindmillCars. 1 billion new inventions will trickle down from the ElectricWindmillCar. Tibet's exiled spiritual leader, 
the Dalai Lama will lose his head with the rest of those who stifled the ElectricWindmillCar. Japanese astronaut Takao Doi 
entered the Space Station looking lost, wondering why Tokyo sold out to the USA for 1 Japanese astronaut. 
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The government's debt limit would be raised to $10.2 trillion under a budget plan for next year 
approved by Congress. Texas and Saudi Oil men will lose $10.2 trillion for burning millions in fiery car wrecks for more oil 
money. Mecca could be Nuked by the ElectricWindmillCar 's Revolutionary Leaders especially if most are cops burnt in gasoline. 
CIA torture missed its mark by not burning people in gasoline. Dell deletes your message on their forums, sure you will post this 
on you web, and if President of the USA you will kick Dell out of the USA for hiring Jerks in India. But if your are burned 
in gasoline over most of your body so the Ruling Class can make more money from oil you might just Nuke Mecca to get even. 
After you have confiscated $10.2 trillion from Saudi Arabia. Endeavour docks at space station same day the Japanese 
take possession of the 7,750-ton Ashigara built by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd at the Nagasaki Shipyard. Japan's 
sixth destroyer equipped with the advanced Aegis radar. You do the math, how could the Ruling Class add this so wrong? 
Because they don't believe in the Universe. 4.3 Light Years can not be comprehended by the Pentagon Generals so they annihilate 
the Universe. Breast cancer deaths proliferate while the Pentagon Generals use Rocket Scientists to invent more War Toys. 
According to the American Cancer Society, about 1.3 million women worldwide are diagnosed each year with breast cancer, and 
nearly half-a-million succumb to the disease. Pentagon spent $5 Trillion dollars on the Iraq War while half a million women a 
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year died of breast cancer. 5 years into the Iraq War and McCain, Kennedy, Bush would let it go on for 50 year like the 
Korean War. When a Wife Gets Cheated On, Survival Mode Kicks In. White House women would pour gasoline over Bush and set 
him on fire if they are there for the Revolution. Gov. Eliot Spitzer's liaisons with high-priced prostitutes, the question on 
many women's minds was: How could she? How could the Harvard Law-educated Silda Wall Spitzer stand beside him at the 
podium. He has $500 million dollars in the bank, Kennedy has $480 million dollars in the bank. White House women know about 
the ElectricWindmillCar's suppression and the $10 billion in oil money mostly spent on War Toys while Bush let 40k USA women die 
of breast cancer every year he has been President. How can they stand and watch Bush at the podium? King of Saudi Arabia 
walked Bush hand in hand through his Harem. White House women have a drivers license and expensive cars. Hillary Clinton, 
Gennifer Flowers, Monica Lewinsky, they all know about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and the Ruling Class toast, 
Let them eat cake, let them burn in gasoline, we are addicted to oil money. Katie Couric will lose her job to someone who was 
burned in gasoline over most of their body. Today show Ann Curie will lose her job to someone who was burned in gasoline over 
most of their body. CIA missed the mark on torture by not burning people in gasoline. Toshiba owns US nuclear plant 
maker Westinghouse, Japan has built 58 nuke power plants over an earthquake zone. Can of hydrogen, free from the 
electrolysis accessory built into your ElectricWindmillCar will put Toshiba out of business. Put Dell out of business; just kick them 
out of the USA for hiring Jerks in India who delete your messages, the day after you got your new Dell delivered to the UPS 
Store. Which the same Jerk in India screwed up. If anyone in Boulder Colorado knows the password Key for the wifi BIH 
or Walkabout please email it to me as I'm home alone with a new Dell Vostro 1400 and no wifi as I don't have any password keys 
to login. Thanks. CIA missed the mark on torture by not burning people in gasoline.  
 
 
 
12 March 2008 We pledge not to repeat the waste of war - A scam from Tokyo  
 
March 10, 1945, 300 U.S. B-29 bombers dropped incendiary bombs on Tokyo  
 
12 March 2008 Japan has invested $6.7 billion in Space  
 
12 March 2008 $5 Trillion for Iraq War consent to by Tokyo, Toyota CEO  
 
12 March 2008 Toyota, Japan Emperor consent to the ElectricWindmillCar suppression  
 
12 March 2008 Madonna, Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, 1980 - 2008 ElectricWindmillCar  
 
12 March 2008 Flames from million fiery car wrecks and not one Madonna song, Why?  
 
12 March 2008 Newspaper reporters in Boulder, CO tore up gasoline burnt cop posters  
 
12 March 2008 Endeavour blasts off for Alpha Centauri 4.3 Lt. Years down range  
 
12 March 2008 $5 Trillion for Iraq War We pledge not to repeat the waste of war  
 
12 March 2008 Endeavour blasts off for Alpha Centauri 4.3 Lt. Years down range  
 
12 March 2008 Invention Shuttle, Endeavour Shuttle; We pledge not to repeat the waste of war - A scam from Tokyo. Flames 
from millions of fiery car wrecks and not one Madonna song, Why? Madonna scam from 1980 - 2008, the ElectricWindmillCar 
Era. Paul McCartney toasted with Queen Elizabeth, let them burn in gasoline; we're addicted to oil money. Breast Cancer killed 
Linda McCartney. Paul's accomplishments are light years from John Lennon's! Paul will give Heather Mills more money than he gave 
to finding a cure for Breast Cancer. If you die from Breast Cancer what will your Husband do with his money, if he's a rich 
man? You better ask him! Queen Elizabeth let millions burn in gasoline for more oil money, you know she had Princes Di murdered, 
and this is a no Brainard. Like the King of Cocaine drug dealers selling to the owners of Blue Mountain Arts since 1980, you 
tower above the laws of the mass of Humanity you think you are Henry the VIII. Flames from millions of fiery car wrecks and 
not one Madonna song, Why? Jews are guilty as Hell of tossing gasoline bombs at SUV's on the streets of the USA. Jews will 
plead guilty at the gasoline Holocaust Trials. Jews tower above the laws of the mass of Humanity so they think in their minds 
there is nothing cops in the USA burned in gasoline can do to the Jewish Nation. We pledge not to repeat the waste of war - A 
scam from Tokyo as the Japanese are promoting the wastes of war in Israel and Iraq by not exposing the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar. 22-year-old Eve Marie Carson was killed by a shot from a handgun to her right temple. 18-year-old 
Lauren Burk, Auburn University student who was found shot to death, a black just back from the Iraq War confessed. In a 
normal society we could sue the Pentagon for financial compensation. We live in a Psychotic Orwellian Society run by the 
Pentagon Generals + Bush. Texas and Saudi Oil men warped time and space of our Universe via $5 Trillion dollars in oil revenue 
in 2008. CU President Benson is an oilman who knows in his subconscious awareness someone in the USA will be involved in a fiery 
car wreck today, 12 March 2008. CU President Benson knows there will not be any students with posters on fire outside of his 
Office of the President. As he lives in a very sick Orwellian Society. Jews tower above the laws of the mass of Humanity so 
they think in their minds there is nothing cops in the USA burned in gasoline can do to the Jewish Nation. CU President Benson 
knows there will not be any students with posters on fire outside of his Office of the President. Newspaper reporters in Boulder, 
CO tore up posters of Officer Jason burned in his cop car! NEW YORK (Reuters) - A 31-year-old software programmer has the 
title of having the best memory in the United States. "Total Recall" is not just an old movie. It would be a New invention project 
at CU Campus if Benson was history. 1,001 Invention Projects will be financed by the ElectricWindmillCar and its Euphoria. We 
pledge not to repeat the waste of war - A scam from Tokyo. Tokyo University is not working on any Post ElectricWindmillCar 
Era invention projects. Tokyo is repeating the waste of war today 12 March 2008. DVD with no moving parts is only an idea on a 
post card I mailed to Toshiba. Dell loaded with 1,001 Invention Projects by Greg Buell will have faster than the speed of light 
moving parts. A gravity satellite dish that fuels a gravity engine that goes faster than the speed of light in your new Dell. 
Bizarre Foods With Andrew Zimmer I have to comment on Andrew, as all Observers know red meat is the cause of colon cancer 
and the test for polyps has been in the news all week. This guy has to have millions of polyps in his colon, yet no one will tell him. 
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In Nebraska feedlots Cattle, are given ear implants that provide a slow release of trenbolone, and anabolic steroid. Trenbolone 
and millions of other drugs are now in the news for being in all the water we drink. Remember the Breast Cancer researchers 
finding high out breaks of breast cancer in some cities of the USA, well they better check the water in these cities 
for pharmaceutical drugs Rx drugs. Better yet just ask the drug makers which of these drugs in our drinking water caused 
breast cancer. 1 in 4 teen girls has sexual disease. When I was a teen back in 1960 the Roche and U.S. partner Genentech 
Inc, Merck & Co, Amgen etc were going to give us more miracles like the Polio shot. I saw a girl in an iron lung when I was 13. In 
our Sick Orwellian Society Roche from Switzerland is just a much a scam as Swiss Bankers with Oil Genocide money. Holocaust 
money of WW II ended up in Swiss Banks. The Swiss never said "We pledge not to repeat the waste of war" From what I observe 
as the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 the Swiss both the Bankers and the Roche drug Scientists tower above the laws 
of the mass of Humanity so they think in their minds there is nothing cops in the USA burned in gasoline can do to Switzerland. 
Not that many people are burned to death in gasoline in Switzerland. Waste of the Iraq war has nothing to do with Switzerland. 
The Universe has been here forever and always will be. Shuttle travels to Alpha Centauri and other stars have to wait for a 
healthier Orwellian Society. 9-11 would have been prevented if the Swiss in Geneva at the UN HQ there had exposed the 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. That's history. We pledge not to repeat the waste of war - A scam from Tokyo.  
 
 
 
8 March 2008 Aliens and illegal Aliens, why did Bush suck off illegal Aliens?  
 
8 March 2008 Texas and Mexican Oil Men pay for this in Thailand, Worldwide  
 
8 March 2008 60 Minutes and Dateline know some of these Oil Men by Name  
 
8 March 2008 CU President Benson a Oil Man will be libel for alcohol poisoned students  
 
8 March 2008 Aliens and illegal Aliens, why did Bush suck off illegal Aliens?  
 
8 March 2008 Illegal is the key as suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar is illegal  
 
8 March 2008 Illegal. Bush's brother let 100's of kids die in hot cars in Florida  
 
8 March 2008 Illegal. Bush and his father and mother could have prevented 9-11  
 
8 March 2008 Death Penalty - UN employees will hang for Bush's Capital Crimes  
 
8 March 2008 VATICAN CITY, March 8 (UPI) Vatican to establish a Catholic-Muslim Forum. Catholic Gasoline Holocaust 
Genocide Forum is not on the Popes agenda for 8 March 2008. The Pope is tossing gasoline bombs at SUV's on the streets of 
the USA and the Vatican. UN employees know this - this is why all UN employees face the death penalty. Universe Alliance, the 
next UN for humanity will try to prove there are Aliens around every Star in the Universe. There are Humans in this Solar 
System therefore there are Aliens in every Solar System. Well most of them anyway. Lot better than the Pentagons Universe 
that killed off 100's of Trillions of Aliens. GENEVA (Reuters) - U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights Louise Arbour, to 
speak out against abuses worldwide despite political pressures. $100's of Trillions in Oil Genocide money is in Swiss Banks today, 
8 March 2008. UN employees have oil genocide bribes in Swiss Banks. No one on Earth is speaking out about those tossing 
gasoline bombs at SUV's on the streets of the USA. Pentagon Generals with Swiss Bank accounts… profiting from Americans 
burning in gasoline. Seventh year at war, in Afghanistan and Iraq. Waste all a waste, total waste by the Pentagon. Plus 7 more 
years of Americans burning in gasoline at home driving down the street of the USA in their SUV's. Worst Gasoline 
Holocaust Genocide is from the Pentagon. Death Penalty - UN employees will be the first to hang for suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillCar. WHO at the UN all of them for letting 1 billion people drink polluted water, get sick as hell and die. 
MD's working for the UN did this to 1 billion people. You know the MD's at WHO have a lot of money in Swiss Bank 
accounts. Microsoft says its new Singularity OS is like a concept car and that it is giving the prototype to researchers in hopes 
that they will develop new a new society that will not suppress another ElectricWindmillCar and more importantly cannot suppress 
the next ElectricWindmillCar. Bill Gates and his wife could have prevented 9-11 by exposing the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar. Why did the richest man in the world suck off what was illegal? Because he though he would never get 
the death penalty. Bill Gates and his wife could have helped me get the overnight miracle cure for Breast Cancer but didn't. 
Gasoline exhaust didn't kill as many Americans as fiery car wrecks. Vaccinations save lives but not as many as clean pure 
drinking water for 5 billion people would have from the electrolysis accessory in the ElectricWindmillCar. Mandatory vaccinations 
will be part of the Pentagon Generals mentality in the new UN, Universe Alliance will incorporate. 5 billion people getting 
mandatory vaccinations. Alcohol poisoning of students will die with the new CU President Benson. American Literature and 
World Literature failed to influence CU President Benson. He is a real live oilman who has been tossing gasoline bombs at SUV's 
on the streets of the USA. Fall of the all the Worlds Governments is imminent. In the cards is Universe Alliance and travel to 
Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years. WHO MD's deserve the death penalty. Most of the MD's in the USA also deserve the death 
penalty for billing Medicare for $450 billion more for bed sores and falls they could have prevented, instead these MD's arranged 
for patients to fall and break a hip. Daylight Saving time is this weekend to save energy. 100 Senators face the death penalty 
for tossing gasoline bombs at SUV's on the streets of the USA. Senator McCain could be the first President of the USA hanged 
at the White House, unless those burned in gasoline and those mad as Hell at the Bush's and Kennedy's for burning Americans 
in gasoline for more Texas and Saudi Oil money arrest, convict and hang them first. Aliens and illegal Aliens, why did Bush suck 
off illegal Aliens? Bush is Psychotic; he infected all the Worlds Leaders with gasoline money. Putin has $5 Trillion dollars in cash 
from selling gasoline. Saudi Arabia has spent $5 Trillion on arms and Iran is building Nukes with its illegal gasoline profits. Jews 
did not learn a thing from the Holocaust as they put their illegal gasoline money in the Same Swiss Banks who took WW II 
Holocaust money. Aliens and illegal Aliens, why did Bush suck off illegal Aliens? Eve Carson shot in the head, by a Mexican? 
Mexican men have shot in the head 100's of gringos since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar, all a product of Bush sucking 
off illegal Aliens. So why did Bush burn Americans in gasoline, let them be raped and killed by illegal Mexicans, let 40k 
American women die of breast cancer every year he was President of the USA without creating a Manhattan Project, because 
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he wanted to hang Saddam more than he wanted to get the cure for Breast Cancer. Bush is Psychotic; he will be the first 
President of the USA to hang in the White House. I hope! But I will settle for McCain, as he carries a gas can were ever he goes.  
 
 
 
5 March 2008 Teens in every City around the World, crash and burn, murdered  
 
5 March 2008 Murdered by GM, Ford and Toyota CEO's  
 
5 March 2008 Model 2008 cars with super air bags on the outsides - suppressed  
 
5 March 2008 Texas A&M Oil Men murder their wives and daughters  
 
5 March 2008 CEO of Exxon, Conoco, Shell, murdered of wives and daughter  
 
5 March 2008 Leno's joke your flesh is sizzling in gasoline, we're addicted to oil money  
 
5 March 2008 Teens crash and burn in their new car without outside super airbags  
 
5 March 2008 Katie Couric reported the crash test and is now an accomplice to murder  
 
5 March 2008 Yoko's lawyers will help sue Toyota, Tokyo Cops will bankrupt Toyota  
 
5 March 2008 Toyota passed the fake safety test on CBS News with Katie Couric  
 
5 March 2008 Falling asleep at the wheel, Toyota failed to invent anything  
 
5 March 2008 $5 Trillion dollars in the Banks from Oil Money. Another $3 Trillion dollars in the Banks from University Gifts. GM 
and Ford hidden secret offering "Buy Outs" in order to hire temps at $10 an hour to build you 1 billion ElectricWindmillCars. 
Same CEO's at GM, Ford, Toyota will be "double" mass murderers if they are not arrested and hanged today. They will build 
unsafe ElectricWindmillCars. You don't have to be a rocket scientist or Psychiatrists to know these guys are psychotic killers 
of everyone who buys their cars in 2008 as they suppressed super airbags on the outside of all 2008 Model Cars. Space 
shuttle Endeavour cleared for March 11 launch to deliver a huge Japanese research complex to the International Space Station. 
700 Shuttles were Lost by the Japanese Government going along with the worst USA genocide Holocaust in History. Oil, 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. 5 Trillion car and medical inventions lost by this American Genocide, 
Holocaust. Jews going along with this USA Holocaust in order to kill women and kids in Gaza. Like the Marines tossing puppies off 
a cliff in Iraq, all the Jews in Israeli want to kill all the kids in Gaza; the Jews are as Psychotic as "Gasoline Ali Bush". UN lost 
5 Billion people clean water by suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar so WHO at the UN knows about Genocide Trials. UN 
Ambassadors, they're not stupid criminals. Look up the USA Ambassador to the UN. He is responsible for the deaths of millions 
of civilians. Rice our Sec. of State will be convicted of "Road Rage" that killed 100 million people during the Bush 
Administration. Adm. William Fallon said he expects Gen. David Petraeus will suggest to him that, "it's prudent to make 
an assessment of where we are." Lost in the Universe. Alpha Centauri is 4.3 light years from Earth. Yet no one wants to buy stock 
in the Light Year Conquest Corporation. Well I should say they are bullied by Bush, McCain, and Kennedy. Knowing the risks can 
help you keep from burning in gasoline and in Hell. Bush, McCain, Kennedy will keep the nearest 10 stars suppressed. Aliens could 
be on every one of the nearest 10 stars. This is why Bush, McCain and Kennedy want star travels suppressed. Crazy drunkard 
driving off a bridge drowning his girlfriend, Kennedy was not jailed, hanged but will be when finally when arrested 50 years after 
this poor girls murder. RFK and JFK will pay for their little brother murderous life. Burnt out cop cars with an eternal flame will be 
a memorial added to the graves of RFK and JFK. Memorial to the girl Kennedy drown driving of the bridge will finally be 
built. Harvard Medical School and Harvard University kept $19 Billion in the Bank while 40k women a year died from Breast 
Cancer. Sure Safeway collects a few dollars for Breast Cancer, but what Harvard did by keeping $19 billion in the bank is a 
crime they will hang for when Kennedy is finally submerged in the gasoline genocide, holocaust he created in 1980 when he 
instigated the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Teens in every City around the World, crash and burn, murdered by the 
CEO of GM, Ford, Toyota. Adm. William Fallon said he expects Gen. David Petraeus will suggest, "it's prudent to make an 
assessment of where we are." West Point will be as bankrupt as Toyota. We are in the middle of a Universe, and will never travel 
to our Nearest Star as long as people like Bush, McCain and Kennedy drive off of bridges leaving their girlfriends to drown. Jay 
Leno is off this week after taking 3 months off for the writers strike. 1,001 invention jokes will replace Leno after NBC and 
GE retire him. Invention Channel, 1,001 Things You can Invent. Already invented is the super airbag on the outside of 2008 
Model cars and trucks. All the carmakers are guilty of mass murder of teens in every city around the world. Infected by Texas 
Oil men they let teens crash and die, when all 2008 Model cars could have been built with super airbags on the outside. As 
Nancy Grace would say the car makers are guilt of premeditated murder of teen drivers. Texas and Saudi Oil men let teens 
crash and burn since 1980. Adm. William Fallon said he expects Gen. David Petraeus will suggest, "it's prudent to make 
an assessment of where we are." Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice is to tell Israel to ease the humanitarian suffering in Gaza 
and avoid attacks that might kill civilians. No I don't think so. Condoleezza Rice is a slave to Texas Oil men who have no 
humanitarian concern for teens in Texas who crash and burn in cars. People in a position of Power and Trust are killing everyone 
they can. GAZA (Reuters) - Israeli troops pulled out of the Gaza Strip after killed more than 150 Palestinians in cold blood, 
savoring the killings like madmen. 150 crash and burn teen's will happen around the World next weekend. Audi CEO and the 
other carmakers CEO's know what is going on, suppressing super airbags on the outside of 2008 Model Cars. Suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillCar. At their trial they will say they were bullied by Bush and the Texas Oil men. Grin. Hang them all the 
Judge will say! Recall of Toyota ElectricWindmillCars, as they will be unsafe if built by today's Toyota CEO. Recall of Vista, as 
it stifles everyone who buys a Dell. Adm. William Fallon said he expects Gen. David Petraeus will suggest, "it's prudent to make 
an assessment of where we are." --- in the Universe! Knowing the risks can help teens invent a better Vista that invents more than 
it locks up the Dell. Lock up Bill Gates and the other CEO's who let teen drivers and student crash and burn. 150 every 
weekend. Killers and the Military Madmen savor their kills…  
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1 March 2008 BI Incorporated, Behavioral Interventions 6400 Lookout Road  
 
1 March 2008 Cops own BI in an Oil Genocide Era HQ'ed in Boulder Colorado  
 
1 March 2008 Internet behavior of these BI Cops in Boulder CO burns us to a crisp  
 
1 March 2008 Innocent kids in every City around the World, burn in gasoline  
 
1 March 2008 BI Cops sells rehabilitation solutions to governments in a Gas Holocaust  
 
1 March 2008 Gasoline Holocaust relations at BI on Lookout Road, Boulder CO Pays Off  
 
1 March 2008 3.7 million alcohol related crimes are committed each year via Coors  
 
1 March 2008 Like selling Colorado State Lottery tickets to alcoholics, it pays off  
 
1 March 2008 Sobrietor at BI breath tester is 1k times bigger than a cell phone  
 
1 March 2008 Samsung could make a Verizon Iphone Sobrietor with ignition pin #  
 
1 March 2008 BI Cop owners living in a Government sponsored Gasoline Holocaust burns to a crisp any Behavioral Interventions to 
stop Bush, McCain, Kennedy and the local Denver and Boulder Mayors from profiting from some innocent little kid who will burn to 
a crisp in gasoline today. Sick Orwellian Society that has cop owners of BI building out of date Sobrietor breath testers 
when gasoline burns more people to a crisp than drunk drivers. 3.9 million. Bush put more people in Jail in the last 8 years than 
any other nation on Earth. Bush is the criminal responsible for burning more people to a crisp in gasoline than any other head of 
state in any other Nation on Earth. Chemical Ali will hang. Gasoline Ali is Bush, McCain, and Kennedy. Breast Cancer Ali is 
Bush, McCain and Kennedy. Several genocides besides gasoline, and stifling a breast cancer cure are part of the USA 
Government Today. Mexicans with Staph, Hepatitis, and even the flu kill more Americans than DUI drivers yet BI cops who 
knows how to sell the government Sobrietor breath testers. AURORA - The new University of Colorado Hospital has valet 
parking, yet the placement of its helipad puts patient care at risk. When critically injured patients are flown by medical 
helicopters to most hospitals, they can be wheeled on stretchers from the helipads directly into emergency rooms. However, at 
the University of Colorado Hospital - Anschutz Medical Campus in Aurora, the trip to the ER isn't over after the helicopter 
touches down. Since the helipad is across the street from the hospital, flight medics have to load the patient into an ambulance 
and then drive to the hospital. Medics then unload the patient from the ambulance and roll them on the stretcher into the 
emergency room. Medical Director Bruce Evans interviewed on NBC is an arrogant fag MD who made this decision and sticks to it 
in the NBC News interview. CBS Nightly News just reported last week the MD's are letting people fall and get bed sores to 
get another $1k to $100k out of Medicare illegally. BI cops have no Sobrietor monitor for MD criminals yet they kill more 
patients than DUI drivers. On Friday, gunmen kidnapped Chaldean Catholic Archbishop Paulos Faraj Rahho as he left Mass, 
Pope Benedict XVI called for Rahho's release, saying the kidnapping was an "abominable" attack. Pope knows the Bush 
government burns 3.9 million kids to a crisp in gasoline yet he called the kidnapping of one Archbishop in Iraq an abominable 
attack, what the hell is burning kids to a crisp in gasoline? Pope Ali is more like it, I really think the Pope this one or the next 
one could be hanged at the Vatican for going along with Gasoline Ali Bush. Accurate alcohol content measurements using fuel 
cell technology, I worked on these Sobrietor's at BI and they are not accurate. I will testify to this when the observers come 
out from behind the hidden cameras. Samsung and Verizon can build a state of the arts Sobriety Tester with blue tooth linking it 
to the drunk's ignition via pin number and alcoholic content, and picture of the drunk blowing into his Samsung Cell phone. 
Medical Director Bruce Evans should be in prison today not at the new Denver Medical Center running day-to-day goings-on. 
MD behavior in our Oil Genocide Society has caught the worst disease to hit humanity, Texas Oil mans greed. This is a disease, 
a psychological disease. Millions of HS teachers will rejoice when Bill Gates is hanged next to Chemical Ali. Bill Gates killed 
more American HS kids than Chemical Ali gassed Kurds in Iraq too. Halabja, a city near the Iranian border. Boulder, Colorado 
Denver Colorado, Newest State of the Arts Hospital here and for the third time a burn victim was flown to the hospital heliport 
and the ambulance was not ready and waiting to drive over to the Newest State of the Arts Hospital. This is criminal behavior 
from Medical Director Bruce Evans and 100's of Observers in this Orwellian Society that let this crime go on without reporting it 
to the cops. LONDON (Reuters) - Britain's Prince Harry had been secretly fighting on the front lines for 10 weeks. Killing kids 
while at home at the New Scotland Yard the cop observers in an Orwellian London know more kids have been burned to a crisp 
in British Petroleum gasoline than Di son killed on the front lines. Shouldn't Price Harry be working on a cure for Breast Cancer, 
or some other plague infection England today? No the Queen sent him to war for the glory, to hell with the Breast Cancer 
women. English Observers are sick, psychotic to let this go on in an Orwellian Society. This week in Wired, the Air Force 
is eliminating access for its troops to virtually any site that uses the term "blog." The AF eliminated any Internet web that seeks 
a missile to cure breast cancer and other wars that are non-military. Breaking News --- WASHINGTON - Northrop Grumman 
Corp. and the maker of Airbus planes won a multibillion-dollar Air Force contract to build 179 jet fuel tankers used to refuel 
military aircraft mid-flight, 600 more will be built for the AF in an Era that should be for the ElectricWindmillCar. Major blow 
to Boeing Co. Major blow to Humanity, to Yoko who hoped to get 1 billion ElectricWindmillCars on the streets of Manhattan for 
John Lennon's 68th Bday this year. Front page of the New York Times this week another story about Ford and GM buy outs so 
they can hire temps at $10 a hour to build 1 billion ElectricWindmillCars next year. Miss Congeniality is Dr. Emily Senay were 
at Mount Sinai School of Medicine where she continues to pursue preventive medicine and public health. Cops who own BI pursue 
the drunk drivers with out of date technology except for the ability to pursue the Bush government to jail more people than any 
other nation on Earth, while Bush is the Gasoline Ali of the world burning more babies in gasoline than the Jews in Gaza. A 
burn victim was flown to the hospital and the ambulance was not ready and waiting when the helicopter landed at the Newest state 
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of the arts Hospital in Denver. At a time when no helicopters should be landing in Iraq. AF is still using bombs to win the war in 
Iraq, when the ElectricWindmillCar would have bankrupted Texas and Saudi and Iraq oil in 1980 when it was invented. BI in 
1980, the local cops in Boulder, Colorado learned about the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. Yet there were no 
whistle blowers. Should the cop owners of BI be arrested and sent to prison for not preventing kids around the world from burning 
to a crisp in gasoline. Yes! They are the real criminals not the millions Gasoline Ali Bush put in jail. ExpressCard technology for 
Dell notebooks is ripe for inventors; Samsung cell phones can be the state of the arts alcohol breath tester with Verizon, 
Bluetooth and the carmakers support. Drunks will never drive again. Navy Pilots could just bomb Coors out of existence after 
the coup. As the Navy knows more about drunk Sailors than the AF. Gasoline Ali Bush is still driving Observers to drink. 
Mandatory flu shot idea came from the Observers watching the Mexicans at Leanin Tree Greeting Cards here in Boulder. 
The Mexicans refused to get the free flu shots, got gringos kids sick and got away with a crime! Now the top MD will get 
mandatory flu shots, and eventually mandatory Hepatitis shots. Mexicans at Leanin Tree Greeting Card Co got this going, if I 
would have never have written them up in End War News millions of gringo kids would have gotten flu and Hepatitis. Shows you 
the Observer are still alive and well in Boulder, Colorado!… Chemical Ali Bush is alive and well in DC, sorry to say. Kids will burn 
in gasoline today and tomorrow because Bush is not in Jail. Even an Orwellian Society needs to be protected from a 
psychotic President of the USA - Gasoline Ali Bush!  
 
 
25 Feb 2008 United Nations treachery obliterated clean pure H2O for 5 billion people  
 
25 Feb 2008 Alliance with the Bush administration will get everyone at the UN hanged  
 
25 Feb 2008 French Revolution at the UN  
 
25 Feb 2008 UN's Clean Water Genocide  
 
25 Feb 2008 UN will be renamed Universe Alliance UA  
 
25 Feb 2008 Intellectually awe-inspiring, universe instead of Nukes in Orbit  
 
25 Feb 2008 A neutron star is racing out of the Milky Way Galaxy at 3 million mph  
 
25 Feb 2008 Murder for hire Blacks and Mexicans firebombed SUV's and Minivans  
 
25 Feb 2008 Burning people in gasoline for profit, hired by Bush, McCain, Kennedy  
 
25 Feb 2008 UN's Clean Water Genocide killed more than 1 billion people since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 
1980. Perpetual motion machine and much, much more. United Nations treachery firebombed 700 new 2008 Model 
Shuttles. Intellectually awe-inspiring, Universe Alliance UA instead of the UN = UN Cop Killers tossing gasoline bombs at SUV's 
in Moscow, Beijing, and every Capital of every Nation on Earth. Sony's Casino Royal will be Invention Royal. God save the Queen 
from a Hell of burning gasoline, I hope not! UN's Clean Water Genocide was lead by the Bush administration. McCain and Kennedy 
are part of the Bush administration. Drunkards making policy about giving 5 billion people clean water via electrolysis in 
the ElectricWindmillCar spin off invention or letting them drink polluted water, all 3 of these drunkards treachery let a billion 
people drink polluted water, get sick as hell and die. WHO at the UN made up of MD's was bribed to go along with this 
genocide. Coors has also been associated with traffic crashes; suicides, crimes, violence, unemployment, absenteeism and now 
UN's Clean Water Genocide lead by the Bush administration. Saudi Arabia Religious Police arrested 100's on Valentines Day 
for flirting. Pope at the Vatican is in bed with the UN's Clean Water Genocide. Mental Health of the Pope has to be called 
into question, is the Pope a Psychotic Madman like Bush, Yes! Men's treachery gave the world the UN's Clean Water Genocide. 
One woman, Hillary is also a Psychotic Madman, as she could have prevented 9-11 by exposing the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar. Leno had a clip of Kennedy singing in Spanish with a group of Mexicans, drunk as Hell without a though 
about anything but getting off on the music. Alcoholic Madmen are famous in Moscow. Putin has a war chest of $5 Trillion 
dollars from selling gasoline, this would get anyone drunk! NYC bartender to the top celebrities was in the news for having Hepatitis 
A - Mexicans cooking at Farrand Hall, one of the freshman dorms here on CU Campus has Hepatitis, A, B, C and the state 
of Colorado Health Dept get an F - grin. There must have been a million bartenders in the USA with Hepatitis A before the 
New York Times published this one story, really. Google --- Benson Mineral Group, Inc. Benson is the new President of CU. He is 
an Oil and Gas Madman. Some at CU, whose climate researchers shared a Nobel Prize with former Vice President Al Gore, 
were nervous about all these Madmen being exposed on End War On Earth News. CU should have started construction of a State 
of the Arts Medical School over the football Stadium years ago. I can get a miracle overnight cure for Breast Cancer soon as 
I'm free of this Orwellian Societies Madmen stifling me. But there are still 1,001 other invention projects least you forget 
total recall, and total immunity. Pentagon successfully shot down another galaxy just like the Milky Way Galaxy. These Madmen 
at the Pentagon want perpetual war, not more Perpetual Motion Machines like the ElectricWindmillCar. Israel scam on the world 
is letting Iran sell its oil to build nukes when the Jews could have bankrupt Iran in 1980 by exposing the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar. Universe Alliance UA will scrutinize Microsoft's Bill Gates murder of student inventors in its first 
session. Bush administration no longer protecting Bill Gates, Sony will make millions on this documentary. Microsoft student 
inventors Genocide. Teachers testifying in front of Bill Gates will be mad as hell screaming like they were screaming at a serial 
killer of HS girls. Marine Lance Cpl. Maria Lauterbach who was burned in the fire pit with her 8-month-old fetus is not 
forgotten. Marines forgot to invade Mexico to capture her Marine killer though. Aruba will be put off limits of Americans in the 
first session of the Universe Alliance UA, This will get Natalee Holloway's murders arrested and tried. Nancy Grace would 
certainly say they will be convicted in a trial. Bars in Aruba and around the world will be on the agenda of the Universe Alliance 
UA. Kennedy drunk, singing in Spanish with Mexicans as Rome Burns, as Americans burn in gasoline for more oil money. UN will 
be renamed Universe Alliance UA, everyone at the UN will be taken out and hanged, just like the French Revolution. UN's 
Clean Water Genocide and the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, will give birth to a new star… the Universe Alliance UA,  
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21 Feb 2008 Burning people in gasoline is CIA Torture via Bush, McCain, Kennedy  
 
21 Feb 2008 $50 Trillion from Oil since the ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980  
 
21 Feb 2008 Bush is building a memorial to the genocide in Darfur, not his in the USA  
 
21 Feb 2008 Bush tossing gasoline bombs at SUV's in the USA needs to End  
 
21 Feb 2008 559,312 people in the USA will died from cancer in 2008, 40k breast Cancer  
 
21 Feb 2008 Stifling me, from getting the overnight miracle cure for cancer must End  
 
21 Feb 2008 This Era of Bush + Oil, Manhattan Projects are only for "A Bombs"  
 
21 Feb 2008 Genocide by those at the Univ. of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Center  
 
21 Feb 2008 Texas Oil Men pour gasoline over Americans and set them on fire  
 
21 Feb 2008 In this Inferno Bush, McCain, Kennedy are the genuine mass murderers  
 
21 Feb 2008 Genuine Microsoft Vista, XP Pro 64x Bill Gates is a mass murderer too  
 
21 Feb 2008 1,001 Invention Projects from Microsoft and Bill Gates will come when Microsoft is part of the Dept of Education 
and Bill Gates is hanged for his part in the Oil Genocide 1980 - 2008. Manhattan project for a Malaria Cure, will spin off 
Total Immunity, Total Recall. Medicare's do-not-pay list for MD's not washing their hands and spreading Staph is only the tip of 
the MD Genocide, MD's are in the same class as Texas Oil Men. I applied for an CNA job at Good Samaritan, I told the RN I 
would end falls and bed sores for her if she hired me, little did I know the MD's at all Good Samaritan Hospitals programs falls 
and bed sores to make $10k to $100k more off Medicare. Here in Boulder Colorado Bush signed a Pardon for all MD's for 
Medicare Fraud as a perk for stifling me getting a Miracle Overnight Cure for Breast Cancer. Beginning Oct. 1, Medicare no 
longer will pay those extra-care costs for injuries from falls, I will sue Good Samaritan Hospitals for all falls from 1980 to 2008 
as they caused the old woman to fall and break her hip to get the extra Medicare money. CU Law School here must cover this 
in more than one Law School Class. Sterilize Techs at Boulder Community Hospital are all from Bosnia, I worked with them at 
Exabyte then applied to Boulder Community Hospital for the Sterilization Tech job and did not get hired, few months later I 
found out the woman who interviewed me hired 4 people from Bosnia via State Dept. Politics not merit, now we know they killed 
100's via drug resistant Staph infections. Medical Journals have 100's of articles were this Staph hides in surgical 
instruments. Babies are given Hepatitis C via dirty Mexicans who the Hospital also hired over me via Oil Genocide Politics. Grin. 
1,001 Hospital Inventions were lost by Bill Gates and Microsoft to give us Genuine Microsoft Vista, XP Pro 64x. Bush is Psychotic, 
Bill Gates is Psychotic, and this proves it. Addicted to killing anyone and everyone who makes a 2nd copy of Vista or XP Pro 
and getting the FBI to enforce this while at the same time Hospitals lost 1,001 medical inventions. Don't drink the water in 
Mexico, ElectricWindmillCar spun off electrolysis of water to give the world clean H2O yet even the UN has suppressed this spin 
off invention from the ElectricWindmillCar, shall I call this the UN's clean water genocide? U.S. Forces in Japan will designate 
Feb 22 2008 as a "Day of Reflection" for all U.S. military facilities in Japan, setting up a "Sexual Assault Prevention and 
Response Task Force" in an effort to prevent rape of 14-year-old Japanese girls. "Day of Reflection" for Bush, McCain, Kennedy 
will come when they hang for several of the worst Genocides ever to hit Humanity in an Orwellian Society. Presidents of Canada 
and Mexico are participating in several Genocides, the worst Genocides Humanity has ever seen, and it's all done in an 
Orwellian Society. MIT's top 10 list of technologies that are most likely to alter industries, fields of research, and even the way 
we live - MIT has gone along with the many Genocides of Bush, McCain and Kennedy. God only knows why as they are smart 
enough at MIT to know they will hang with Kennedy. "Day of Reflection" from the Generals in Japan. Reflecting on the Universe, 
Air Force has destroyed Our Universe. For everyone who expected to have 700 Shuttles in orbit in 2008. This is also a crime 
against Humanity by the Pentagon, but it will be the hardest one to get the Pentagon Generals hanged for! Genuine Microsoft 
Vista, XP Pro 64x… Bear in mind that Dell notebooks are shipped from Malaysia. Lazy Moslems in Malaysia do not update any 
BIO's or drivers on your new Dell Notebook, you have to do this before you start. Dell techs tell me I have to reinstall the OS 
and everything!!! I have been searching Dell scratch and dent, refurbished computers as my 2 Pentium 3 desktops are rebooting 
and freezing every day. 15 reboots one day writing End War On Earth News. Yes Pentium 3 with pirated win 98se… Dell is like 
Yahoo and Toshiba, I mailed Toshiba a postcard, sent it to NYC telling Toshiba if they want to do a Coup on Sony invent a DVD 
Blue Ray with no moving parts. MIT students could have invented this for their final exam but didn't. UN could have given 5 
Billion people clean water but didn't. These are both crimes against Humanity, really. I doubt if Toshiba in NYC ever calls me 
about my idea for a Blue Ray DVD with no moving parts, I will invent this when the Observers come out from Behind the 
Hidden Cameras, and put 1,001 Invention Projects on the first one in mass production. People burned in gasoline by Bush, 
McCain, Kennedy should be given Katie Couric's job, and the jobs of those we watch on Today Show etc. Sterilization Techs 
from Bosnia at the Boulder Community Hospital, got my job, bought a new Dell Notebook years ago, invented nothing. "Day 
of Reflection" about our Orwellian Society leaves us in an Inferno, Stars burning, burning desire to travel light years in our life 
time shot down by the worst Madmen to be Presidents of the USA, Carter 1980, Reagan, Bush, Clinton, Bush. 
ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. $50 Trillion dollars was made by illegal oil money. Compounded by a genuinely psychotic 
Bill Gates. IBM fired 75k Americans in order to hire and train 75k in India to make $1 Billion in profits ever 3 months. Loss 
to Humanity by IBM is the Universe, to say the least. Dell notebooks are shipped from Malaysia. Lazy Crazy Managers do not 
update any bios or drivers on your brand new Dell or your scratch and dent Dell Notebook. So I will be spending more time 
updating my scratch and dent Dell than writing End War On Earth News, when I get my tax refund deposit… End to the Era of 
my Pentium 3 running a Pirated copy of win 98se. Grin. End to Americans burning in gasoline… CIA will not end this type of 
torture until they're out of gasoline. Sorry the CIA is psychotic as Bush, McCain Kennedy and Bill Gates. Anti-Psychotic pills for 
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the CIA agents pouring gasoline on Americans, setting them on fire. This is illegal torture!  
 
 
 
Obama is profiting from "White Cops" who will burn in gasoline on 16 Feb 2008  
 
16 Feb 2008 Inventive women will discover a lobotomy gas for rapists-murderers  
 
Obama sued by NYPD for profiting from "White Cops" burning in gasoline.  
 
16 Feb 2008 Barack Obama is a black rapists running for President of the USA  
 
16 Feb 2008 Iraqi men and USA women will get revenge on the Marine rapists  
 
Condoleezza Rice sued by the NYPD for profiting from "White Cops" burning in gasoline  
 
16 Feb 2008 Woman, raped by U.S. sailor off the USS Kitty Hawk, In Japan  
 
Oprah Winfrey sued by the NYPD for profiting from "White Cops" burning in gasoline  
 
16 Feb 2008 Bush left for Africa without a Lobotomy gas invention for black rapists  
 
16 Feb 2008 ElectricWindmillCar - 1 Billionth coming off the Ford assembly line  
 
16 Feb 2008 UN report on black rapists hit home for the Oprah Winfrey girls in Africa  
 
16 Feb 2008 Iraqi Men know Marines raped 100'000 of their women, wait for revenge  
 
16 Feb 2008 Marine General in Iraq uses rape as a weapon  
 
16 Feb 2008 CU Football players used gang-rape as a sport Ok'ed by the head Coach  
 
16 Feb 2008 Word Is Out Lesbian Book store, Dykes rape young girl too  
 
16 Feb 2008 Rape of a 14 year old schoolgirl on the southern island of Okinawa  
 
16 Feb 2008 Chaney's lesbian daughters is the seducer of 14 year old girls too  
 
16 Feb 2008 Rape of a 14 year old schoolgirl on the southern island of Okinawa  
 
16 Feb 2008 Degenerate and Porsche rape 14 year old girl together  
 
16 Feb 2008 TOKYO (Reuters) - 16 Feb 2008 ElectricWindmillCar - 1 Billionth coming off the Toyota assembly line. Four U.
S. Marines based in southwest Japan have been charged with raping a Japanese woman last October, a U.S. military spokesman 
said on Friday, days after the arrest of another Marine for suspected rape of a 14 year old schoolgirl on the southern island 
of Okinawa. Mexican Marine rapists-murderer who burned Mom and charred the 8-month baby inside her is still in Mexico. 
Marine Camp Lejeune Commander has never been interviewed by Nancy Grace, Why? Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice 
said Wednesday she will appoint a special envoy for energy issues to deal with the use of oil and gas for political means, 
mean spirited Condoleezza Rice will be sued by the NYPD for profiting from "White Cops" burning in gasoline. Barack Obama will 
be sued by the NYPD for profiting from "White Cops" burning in gasoline. Oprah Winfrey will be sued by the NYPD for profiting 
from "White Cops" burning in gasoline. The Marine, 38-year-old Tyrone Hadnott, has denied raping the 14-year-old schoolgirl 
but acknowledged forcing her to kiss him. 16 Feb 2008 ElectricWindmillCar - 1 Billion coming off the Ford assembly line today. 
One-Billionth ElectricWindmillCar coming off the assembly line on Lennon's BDay in 2008. With this in your mind and current 
news about GM and Ford offering assembly line workers buy outs in order to hire temps at $10 an hour. What the Hell is going 
on? How in the Hell could this be happening in our Orwellian Society? IBM fired 75k Americans in order to hire 75k in India for 
petty cash. Dell presales and sales email is signed by someone in India. Fiery Car wrecks in India are not on the mind of 
the President of India any more than its on Bush's mind as he flies to Africa. Leno has the writers back so we'll get some more 
jokes about Fiery car wrecks and your flesh sizzling in gasoline. A Joke to everyone running for President, even McCain. McCain 
has personally burned people in gasoline, napalm. So you see it does not matter to the Air Force Jet Fighter Pilots who burns 
in gasoline. Freeways of California or the naked Vietnamese girl on fire on the front page of the New York Times. Pentagon 
Generals came on TV with we will hang the 9-11 Terrorists in a Military Trial. One Billion ElectricWindmillCars should have been 
on the streets of Manhattan on 9-11, this Pentagon General knows this. MEXICO CITY (Reuters) - Mexico City has started a 
women-only bus service to protect female passengers. Pentagon needs to start a Military Only Society. End War On Earth is 
light years from bankrupting the Pentagon General who wants to hang the 9-11 Terrorists but not the Texas and Saudi Oil men 
who suppressed Manhattan from getting the one billionth ElectricWindmillCar on or before 9-11 happened. This is not Dell 
shipping your SPX 1210 notebook from its scratch and dent leftovers. Pentagon said it would try to shoot down a spy satellite 
loaded with hydrogen. Same can of hydrogen you should have forgotten to pick up on your way home tonight from Safeway or 
Kroger with the cans of Coke. Free Hydrogen from the gallon of water in your ElectricWindmillCar with the electrolysis 
accessory. Katie Couric on the CBS Nightly news just announced we now know the name of the shooter at the University. Katie 
Couric will announce we now know the names of the Pentagon Generals who could have prevented 9-11 by exposing the suppression 
of the ElectricWindmillCar. Graduate Sociology student was the shooter. Sociology Today is a failure because Texas and Saudi 
Oil men are the top rapist-murderers, and pay Bush to toss gasoline bombs at SUV's on the streets of the USA. Forget the 
Genocide in Africa this is here on American Soil at Camp Lejeune, a Mexican raped, killed and burned in a fire pit an 
American Marine Woman and is eating tacos and drinking Coors in Mexico Today. Reason being Mexican Oil - same as Texas Oil 
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and Saudi Oil, now I must say same as Texas Oil Men and Saudi Oil Men. Oil Runs the World. When the ElectricWindmillCar 
and electrolysis of water to get hydrogen and oxygen should be running the world. Japan is mad as hell about the sailor rapists of 
14-year-old girls, well Japan has 58 Nuke Power Plants over an Earthquake Zone. Sooner or later they will be destroyed by 
an Earthquake. Japan has known about getting free cans of hydrogen to shut down all its 58 Nuke Power Plants since 1980. 
Lawsuit and Trail for not converting to free hydrogen will hang the Emperor of Japan! Let alone the sailor rapists of 14-year-
old Japanese girls. You can see these are light years apart. Like Humanity is light years from NASA having 700 Shuttles 
docked together in Orbit. No the Pentagon is getting ready to shoot down a spy satellite filled with 1,000 lbs of Hydrogen that is 
its fuel. Gravity Engine fueled by the Gravity Satellite is a futuristic invention. One that will come after the lobotomy gas for 
rapists-murderers. A preventive gas, that will prevent the Mexican Marine at Camp Lejeune from raping a marine on base 
or anywhere else on Earth. The University shooter was a sociology graduate student more frustrated than lovesick NASA 
women, bored to death without any chance in hell of getting 7 new Shuttles out of Bush and the Pentagon Generals let alone 
getting 700 New Shuttles for less money than Bush spent on the Iraq War. Frustrated lesbian dykes rape 14-year-old girls, just 
like the Marines do. Yet people like Cheney likes to watch the sex, Jodie Foster in Panic Room with the 14-year-old girl. In a 
Panic! Panic at the Pentagon right now, as all the Observers in our Hidden Camera Orwellian Society know the 
ElectricWindmillCar would have prevented 9-11. Soon the Public will know this! Panic at the Pentagon Today, 16 Feb 2008 Obama 
will be sued by the NYPD for profiting from "White Cops" burning in gasoline. Condoleezza Rice will be sued by the NYPD for 
profiting from "White Cops" burning in gasoline. Oprah Winfrey will be sued by the NYPD for profiting from "White Cops" burning 
in gasoline. Panic Room 2 Movies. Sony will show how 58 Nuke Power Plants shut down for years will still destroy most of Japan… 
to little to late from the Japanese. (Except for Yoko, grin I need the Peace Prize Money)  
 
 
 
10 Feb 2008 Inventive Women can and will arrest and prosecute the Worlds Madmen  
 
10 Feb 2008 Burned out cop cars with a eternal flame in front of every Court House  
 
10 Feb 2008 Everything is fair in Love and War!  
 
10 Feb 2008 Harem of Saudi Arabia's King Abdullah, Nuked by Inventive Women  
 
10 Feb 2008 Bush walked arm-in-arm with Abdullah through this Harem  
 
10 Feb 2008 Harem of Inventive Women waits for the ElectricWindmillCar Era  
 
10 Feb 2008 Bush's Harem of White House women will testify against him - ha!  
 
10 Feb 2008 He tossed gasoline bombs at women + kids for 8 years, unrestrained  
 
10 Feb 2008 Restraining Orders under his administration got a million women killed  
 
10 Feb 2008 40k women a year times 8 years = all dead from Breast Cancer  
 
10 Feb 2008 Marines have not lost this many men in all Wars ever fought  
 
10 Feb 2008 Katie Couric lost her 2 daughters 8 years of growing up in an era of ElectricWindmillCar Euphoria. Ecstasy light 
years from any ancient Greek or Italian Renaissance Era. Newton had no chance in Hell of dissecting gravity let along building 
a Gravity Engine, Gravity Satellite dish, and of course a Gravity Control device. All this could have been homework for Katie 
Couric's daughters. Mom picked the wrong guys at NBC and CBS to get seduced by. New England Journal of Medicine and the 
other entire Medical and Science Journal have remained esoteric, for a few elite rich subscribers for the last 8 years. This would 
be the complete opposite if this had been the ElectricWindmillCar Euphoria Era. Every University campus football stadium would 
have already been rebuild with State of the Arts Medical Schools, University Football would have been history for the last 8 
years. Flowers were placed in front of the shiny granite walls of the New Medical School with the names of millions of women 
killed by men via murder or like Bill Gates the men who stifled getting the overnight miracle cure for Breast Cancer. Bill 
Gates mosquito borne Malaria virus never recruited any women inventors, so it's still on the agenda for the women inventors of 
the ElectricWindmillCar Euphoria Era. 1,001 Invention Projects Software not written and not restricted by Bill Gates and 
Microsoft will propel love sick NASA women to bury Bill Gates in a grave so deep little girls growing up associate Greed with Bill 
Gates on any and every free association test. Women inventors of gravity control, gravity engine, total recall, total immunity 
will publicly name Bill Gates as the worst Pedophile of little girls inventors from 1980 to 2008. Software and hardware never 
caught up to the gravity of our Universe. MIT students sold out to the Pentagon for a few dollars. Saving Trillions of Solar 
Systems for another class of MIT grads. $50 Trillion dollars in oil money since 1980 and the Swiss Bankers taking the bribes 
have only meet men who think they can keep this genocide money hidden from their wife's and the women who will be Judges at 
the Oil Holocaust Trials in Geneva, Paris, NYC, DC. Burned out cop cars with an eternal flame will be outside every Court 
House. There will be no time to deliberated their guilt, just who will tie them to the stake and pour the gasoline, light the 
match. Women were burned at the stake for years for adultery. Now in a world of Texas and Saudi Oil Men unrestrained by the 
CIA or Katie Couric at CBS have tossed gasoline bombs at cop cars and SUV's in the USA and every Nation on Earth since 1980 
for more oil money. British Oil Men will blame Queen Elizabeth. English Queens are famous for picking the wrong guy, grin. 
Mosquito-borne disease needs a Woman Bill Gates to actually get the cure. In the last 8 years 5k women a year have been killed 
by King Cobras in India, no men working in a garage or at the University of India have invented a better Cobra trap. Los Alamos 
in India has built better H Bombs in the last 8 years. No you cant Nuke King Cobras, King of Saudi Arabia, yes if you are a 
Woman President of the USA. Men at Los Alamos who will retire this year ponder the inventions of gravity control, gravity 
engine, total recall, total immunity, and overnight miracle cure for breast cancer. These guys at Los Alamos are so brainwashed 
from building a better Nuke all their working life they could not possibly have any regrets about not inventing… gravity 
control, gravity engine, total recall, total immunity, overnight miracle cure for breast cancer. Inventive Women will invent 
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gravity control, gravity engine, total recall, total immunity and help inspire me, Greg Buell to get the overnight miracle cure 
for Breast Cancer. Inventive Women can and will catch up with Bill Gates, tie him and the Texas and Saudi Oil men to a stake, 
make them more famous than all the women in history who were burned at the stake for adultery, not mass murder of women 
drivers in out-of-date gasoline fueled cars.  
 
 
 
6 Feb 2008 CIA admits to torture, to the millions burned in gasoline  
 
6 Feb 2008 Bill Gates and others stifling innovation + burning people in gasoline  
 
6 Feb 2008 Israeli threats to assassinate Texas and Saudi Oil Men  
 
6 Feb 2008 Israeli army said it was responding to fiery car wrecks, daily in every city  
 
6 Feb 2008 Israeli army responding to the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
6 Feb 2008 Israeli forces killed nine Hamas militants in the Gaza Strip  
 
6 Feb 2008 Fire engulfs gasoline driven cars, mom tosses the kid from the 4th floor  
 
6 Feb 2008 House fires and car fires  
 
6 Feb 2008 Bill Gates started the house fire and gasoline fire by stifling innovation  
 
6 Feb 2008 Saudi and Texas oil men have killed 100's of thousands in gasoline fires  
 
6 Feb 2008 Mom tosses the kids from the 5th floor of the burning building. Three kids in the back seat of the SUV burst 
into flames from the rearend collision. Parents escape. Bill Gates fuels both fires by stifling innovation and by not exposing 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Bill Gates killed more "student inventors" than any businessman in World History. 
Natalee Holloway --- hidden camera video tape, same tapes are public at the CIA watching Bush toast drinks with world leaders, 
let them eat cake, let them burn in gasoline, we are addicted to oil money. CIA admits to torture, 1 million cops and kids burned 
in fiery car wrecks, can someone get the CIA to take the blame for this - not exposing the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar? Van Der Sloot on video talking about Natalee drinking, tossing her body in the ocean. Bush, Kennedy, Hu, King 
of France tossing gasoline bombs at SUV's for more oil money. Derogatory terms from Bush, Kennedy, CIA, towards the bitch 
with breast cancer wanting $900 Billion they spend on war and war toys in 2007, The bitch with breast cancer wants the $900 
Billion they will spend on war and war toys in 2008. Writers strike has no occupied foreign land on the filth coming out of the 
mouth of Pentagon Generals about the bitch with breast cancer in the USA wanting their $900 Billion for a Manhattan Project for 
a Breast Cancer Cure. No Texas or Saudi Oil men were shot dead by Israeli soldiers for today's fiery car wrecks in every major 
city in Israel. NASA announced a $17 billion dollar budget for fiscal year 2009. Another $900 Billion take away from war and 
war toys would give every nation on Earth their own Shuttle Fleet. War Toys cost $900 Billion. PARIS - French President 
Nicolas Sarkozy married former model Carla Bruni on Saturday at the Elysee Palace. On their wedding day some poor French 
peasant was burned to death in a fiery car wreck not far from the Elysee Palace. Let them eat cake in 2008, French President 
need the gasoline money for his new wife. SAN FRANCISCO - Google Inc. raised the specter of Microsoft Corp. using its 
proposed $42 billion acquisition of Yahoo Inc. to gain illegal control over the Internet. Google replied to email from me, Greg 
Buell, and they read my ElectricWindmillCar web page, yet continue to help the government in the illegal suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar. "Microsoft's hostile bid for Yahoo raises troubling questions," David Drummond, Google's chief legal 
officer, wrote. "This is about more than simply a financial transaction, one company taking over another. It's about preserving 
the underlying principles of the Internet: openness and innovation." $900 Billion for war and war toys is the status quo principles 
of the USA and all world leaders. $900 Billion taken away from the Pentagon would mean war! PARIS A trial opens in Paris 
Today involving a vast money laundering scam between France and Israel. Criminals in the Oil and Gas Corporations will face 
a Genocide and Holocaust Trial in PARIS when the masses find out they have been burnt in gasoline fires and burnt financially 
by OPEC and every ExxonMobil Conoco gas station on every street corner since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented 
and immediately suppressed by Kennedy. The drunkard who drove off a bridge and left his girlfriend to drown in the ocean. 
Kennedy never made it up to the poor woman; in fact Kennedy added insult to the injury of leaving her to drown by not 
giving American women $900 Billion from his war toys bills for a Manhattan Project to find a cure for Breast Cancer. Kennedy is 
in the same class as Van Der Sloot on video talking about Natalee drinking, tossing her body in the ocean. Kennedy on hidden 
camera video would look and say the same derogatory comments about women with breast cancer wanting his $900 Billion bill for 
war toys as Van Der Sloot's derogatory comments about Natalee Holloway. Nancy Grace is probably the only one on Earth besides 
the CIA who knows how many women men kill. Yes Kennedy killed the woman he just bought his way out of it like a King or Prince 
in Saudi Arabia. Now Nancy Grace's statistics just ran over the top of the charts with the news about Mexico City and the 
Women Only buses. Denver Colorado will have to start RTD ride with women only buses for the Mexicans in Denver, as I imagine 
the same murder, sex harassment statistics in Mexico City will apply to the Mexican Men in Denver Colorado. CIA will never give 
up these statistics willingly like the Mexican women who's President can only invent a women's only bus to cure the plague of 
sex crimes and murders caused by Mexican Men. Google Inc. raised the specter of Microsoft Corp. using its proposed $42 
billion acquisition of Yahoo Inc. to gain illegal control over the Internet. It's illegal immoral to spend $42 Billion on this when 
40k women in the USA will die of breast cancer in 2008 and there is no Manhattan Project with $42 Billion or $900 Billion 
windfall from ending the Iraq War with the ElectricWindmillCar. Bush and Kennedy spent $900 Billion on Iraq in 2008. This is 
really illegal and immoral when you know about the ElectricWindmillCar. Invented in 1980. Mexican President can only invent 
a woman's only bus, Bush and Kennedy's inventive ways burned Americans in gasoline's fires in many ways! Worst being the Iraq 
War that will kill 40k women in 2008 via Breast Cancer. 40k Marines will love them and then leave them to die of breast cancer 
on the battlefield of money. Money for women or money for the Iraq War. 40k Marines will not die in Iraq, 40k women will die in 
the USA of breast cancer killed by Kennedy and his Class.  
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3 Feb 2008 Israel: No apology for the Gasoline Holocaust  
 
3 Feb 2008 Condoleezza Rice no apology for the 40k breast cancer deaths in 2008  
 
3 Feb 2008 "Manhattan Project" for "BreastCancer"  
 
3 Feb 2008 Funeral for Marine Maria Lauterbach drew a crowd to stop Mexican killers  
 
3 Feb 2008 Mexico City Women's Only Buses - now all the Mexican killers in the USA  
 
3 Feb 2008 Obama no apology for the Black Rapists, the 15 year old girls were willing  
 
3 Feb 2008 Feb. 1, 2003, Columbia disintegrated above Texas  
 
3 Feb 2008 The Kennedy Space Center, Kennedy's brother Ted killed these Astronauts via the Gasoline Holocaust. Money for 
700 new model Shuttles was suppressed by JFK's brother, as he is a drunkard, probably even before he drove off the bridge 
leaving his girlfriend to drown. $50 Trillion in Oil Money in 2008, Feb. 1, 2003, Columbia, $40 Trillion in Top Secret 
Gasoline Holocaust money was in the Bank. Harvard sued for not buying a new Shuttle with its $19 Billion in the Bank, no but 
the Coup d'etat leaders will arrest them for Genocide and Crimes against Humanity which they are guilty as Hell. One Jew 
astronaut Ilan Ramon went to Hell on the Columbia Shuttle because of Israel: No apology for the Gasoline Holocaust. Coup 
d'etat leaders will arrest them Jews for Genocide and Crimes against Humanity, which they are guilty as Hell, Jews caught 
red handed with Gasoline Holocaust money in Swiss Banks. "Manhattan Project" for "BreastCancer" was killed by the Jews for 
more War Toys from Boeing and Lockheed Martin. 40k women, all the women who will die of breast cancer in 2008. Now Bush and 
the Pentagon want to spend the "Manhattan Project" for "BreastCancer" $$$ on resupplying the National Guard, more false 
stories from the New York Times, just so the Pentagon can spend $100 Billion on war toys for the National Guard instead 
of "Manhattan Project" for "BreastCancer". And to add insult to injury the New York Times is in Manhattan. Israel: No apology 
for the Gasoline Holocaust, or for not exposing the false stories in the New York Times so Military Men can spend the 
women's Breast Cancer cure money in the $100's of Billions of dollars. Coup d'etat leaders will arrest them all Generals, Jews 
and Reporters for Genocide and Crimes against Humanity, which they are guilty as Hell Astronaut Ilan Ramon is in hell for his part 
in the Gasoline Holocaust. NASA Memorial with astronaut Ilan Ramon name carved in granite, while 40k USA women died 
being tortured by breast cancer in 2003, another 40k in 2008 and another 40k in 2009 as the Jews will never stop the torture 
of USA women with breast cancer. Gasoline Holocaust burns cops and kids, they will have their memorial at the Kennedy Space 
Center and at the grave of JFK, a burnt out cop car with an eternal flame memorial, one in front of the New York Times and 
the NYPD will be sure the cop killer reporters at the New York Times use this entrance coming and going. "Manhattan Project" 
for "BreastCancer", not in 2008. Not in 2009 if you believe the stories in the New York Times. NEW YORK (AFP) - 
ExxonMobil reported Friday 1 Feb 2008 the largest US corporate annual profit in history at $40.6 billion dollars, benefiting no 
one burned in gasoline. The center of gravity is Iraq almost five years after invasion; MIT lost working on the dissection of 
gravity because Pentagon Generals do not realize the gravity of the Universe. West Point has failed to expose the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar and the Gasoline Holocaust burns cops and kids every day and on the day West Point Cadets graduate 
and become Generals. Giant shiny granite marker bearing the names of all killed in the line of duty - cops in cop cars burned 
in gasoline will have a Memorial of a burned out cop car with an eternal flame in front of the mess hall at West Point. If West 
Point is not bankrupted by the coup d'etat leaders. West Point rebuilt as a State of the Arts Medical School after a 
successful ElectricWindmillCar Coup. Pentagon converted to a University, generals moved out to the barracks. NASA with a fleet 
of 700 Shuttles, Women with a Manhattan Project for a Breast Cancer cure. Los Alamos nuke scientists transferred to 
dissect gravity at MIT for the Gravity Engine that will propel 7,000 Shuttles while a Gravity Satellite locks on to the Gravity 
of Alpha Centauri and pulls Humanity towards Star Travels. "The center of gravity" is Iraq almost five years after invasion. 
1980 invention of the ElectricWindmillCar here in Boulder CO and the University President is still employed suppressing the 
Free University the ElectricWindmillCar would have given CU Students. No apology from CU. Coup d'etat leaders will 
scrutinize Microsoft, move it to the Dept of Education. 1,001 invention projects for students will be on this web page. Search 
Google for the Gravity Control invention project and you will land on this page. "The center of gravity" is the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar and the Breast Cancer Holocaust by War and War Toy Madmen who are addicted to oil money, not 
"Women and Wives"!  
 
 
 
30 Jan 2008 Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years State of the Union Transcript  
 
30 Jan 2008 CU Graduation speaker on the ambitious change from War and War Toys  
 
30 Jan 2008 Lectures about light year travel to Sirius  
 
30 Jan 2008 Israel: No apology for the Gasoline Holocaust and loss of 700 Shuttles  
 
30 Jan 2008 Kennedy: No apology for 9-11 and suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
30 Jan 2008 Boston terrorist board the plane, Exxon, Shell, and Conoco Terrorists  
 
30 Jan 2008 Caroline Kennedy doesn't worry about revenge from cops burnt in gasoline  
 
30 Jan 2008 JFK's daughter saw Officer Jason's burnt face picture and knows there have been 10's of thousands of cops and 
kids burned and burned to death in gasoline since Uncle Ted Kennedy started the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in 
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1980. JFK's daughter on 9-11 knew it was her Uncles biggest mistake to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar and not have used it 
to bankrupt the Saudi and Shell Oil Terrorists. Addicted to oil money. JFK's daughter lived her life with addicts addicted to 
oil money, they steal and murder to keep the oil flowing, suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. Condoleezza Rice and 
Obama knowledgeable about cops and kids burning in gasoline on the streets of the USA for more oil money profit. Kennedy 
pours gasoline over a SUV with a family of 4 whites inside, Obama and Condoleezza Rice profit for not calling the cops. Kennedy 
and Kerry in Boston with millions of hidden cameras in this Orwellian Society never called the cops about Priest. Suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillCar suppressed MIT from dissecting gravity too. Black and White, Oil and Water, electrolysis to give us a 
free can of hydrogen, cut the electric wires and bankrupt our Local Electric Company. All these things came into JFK's 
daughter's conversations over and over again and again since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 when Uncle Ted 
Kennedy suppressed it. New treatment can clear brain clots. Harvard Medical School living in an ElectricWindmillCar Ear since 
1980 would have invented millions, billions of New Treatments, which all have been lost by the Kennedy Clan. Everyone on Earth 
with "Total Recall" is a realistic invention; Everyone on Earth with "Total Immunity" is an invention project. Not only are 
the Kennedy's, and Condoleezza Rice with Obama tossing gasoline bombs at cars driving up and down the streets, they are 
stopping invention projects like these from getting to the students at MIT and Harvard Medical School. JFK's daughter --- We 
had hopes of her stopping them before they caused permanent harm to American Society and Earth was false hope. Katie Couric 
on CBS Nightly News gave out false hope to 40k women, all the women who will die of breast cancer in 2008. Katie did 
this knowledgeable about Bush refusing to start a Manhattan Project for a breast cancer cure. A Bomb will be the only 
Manhattan Project coming from an American Male President. Hillary would never ever start a Manhattan Project for a cure for 
breast cancer, so you have to pick the right women. Stroke, the nation's No. 3 killer yet SALT is in everything. Kroger and 
Safeway took low sodium Trisket's off the shelf same time the news reports about SALT killing you. Saudi Arabia spent a $ 
Trillion dollars on desaltation plants and with the ElectricWindmillCar with the electrolysis accessory to give you hydrogen and 
oxygen from a gallon of salt water the Saudi's wasted a $ Trillion dollars on desaltatiion plants. Wasted lives at NASA from 
not having 700 models 2008 Shuttles. GENEVA (Reuters) - WHO MD's want you to know Coors is creating more drunkards for 
society than Universities are creating inventors. GENEVA (Reuters) -Swiss Bankers have $50 Trillion in Oil Money bribes deposited 
by everyone Texas and Saudi Oil Men bribed to go along with this Gasoline Holocaust. Mandatory University does not mean 
everyone graduates. I think you are thinking about Kennedy's policy at Harvard Medical School were every Black MD passed 
even though they failed the medical school courses. ElectricWindmillCar Era will give us the Mandatory University and it will be 
free, even free textbooks. Not everyone will pass every course. Denver radio talk shows this morning thought everyone 
would graduate… they failed to think this Mandatory University thing through. Or they were thinking about the Black MD's who 
pass but really failed every course, grin. Condoleezza Rice deserves to be the Sec Of State during the worst Holocaust by the 
USA in history - The Gasoline Holocaust even the Jews profited from and didn't try to stop this Gasoline Holocaust. JFK's 
daughter and Katie Couric gave us false hope that someone would stop the Gasoline Holocaust and the loss of millions of Miracle 
Cures - No women Presidents of the USA to behold in awe yet!  
 
 
 
27 Jan 2008 ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat To End War on Earth  
 
27 Jan 2008 CU President Hank Brown failed to grasp the concept, End War On Earth  
 
27 Jan 2008 Yale University President failed to impeach Bush for a Gasoline Holocaust  
 
27 Jan 2008 Holocaust of the Jews failed to stop the Gasoline Holocaust via $  
 
27 Jan 2008 Expanding the University Presidents views of the Universe fail  
 
27 Jan 2008 4.3 light year travel is not a course at the University on Purpose!  
 
27 Jan 2008 4k Jets over the USA at this moment use gas not free hydrogen  
 
27 Jan 2008 SuperAirBags on the outside of Semis and SUV's have been suppressed  
 
27 Jan 2008 Numerous future advances in Ending War on Earth were barely conceivable in 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar 
was invented in Boulder CO. CU and City employees blew their one chance in a trillion to End War on Earth via 
ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat in 1980. Now they face standing trial for Genocide and Crimes against Humanity. I will 
certainly testify against all of them! Multi Solar System travels starts with 4.3 light years, add a few more light years to this. 
8 light years and we meet and greet Aliens from a few nearest Solar Systems. A major advance lost by our current top brass. 
A major advance in organ transplants has been lost while Bush sold organs to Saudi Princes, mandatory organ donation! Failure of 
the Nations Top Brass in so many piece of writing, publish or parish at the University is the same as Bush giving the New York 
Times a million false stories to invade Iraq. 10% of MIT are working on gasoline, when gasoline should have been history in 1980. 
Jay Leno has 500 classic cars all running on gasoline, Leno was seen drinking gasoline out of the pump in a joke about Leno is 
a gasoline guzzler. Burning people to a crisp, this is what the leaders of the University did to the mass of Humanity since 1980 
while raising tuition. Mandatory organ donation and mandatory vaccinations concept failed to be grasp by any University 
President. SuperAirBags on the outside of Semis and SUV's have been suppressed outright by 100 Senators. A reality that 
could have been incorporated in the 2008 Model year without any advances in engineering. So what the Hell are all the 
Engineering Majors doing, failing Social Inventions is what they are doing. Can the lawyers after a successful ElectricWindmillCar 
Coup D'Etat get them to pay for some of the car dents that SuperAirBags on the outside of Semis and SUV's would have 
prevented? GPS advances to protect wives and kids are suppressed by the same 100 Senators and the Pentagons Top Brass who 
do not want to share GPS advances with civilians. Mom looking for her lost husband at the strip club bar has no way to find him on 
a Google search locating someone's cell phone. GPS is only for the Top Brass not the masses. Reality Check, the Marine 
Marie murdered by a Mexican Marine could have been located by GPS if only by the Commander of Camp LaJune. Meet me 
on Campus, I can watch your approach on my Verizon Cell Phone, if only the Top Brass would let more trickle down to the 
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masses. Having breast cancer is more deadly then being a Marine in Iraq yet Bush wasted $5 Trillion on Iraq while 40k women die 
in 2008. All of the men in the Pentagon willingly went along with wasting $5 trillion on Iraq while 40k women died of breast cancer 
in 2008. There will be no military retreat from wasting $1 Trillion in Iraq in 2008 to save 40k women who will die of breast cancer 
in 2008. Pentagon could not move that fast unless 40k Marines were killed. Crazy the Generals still get to fuck their wives 
after killing 40k other women. Long-neglected wives. Majority of the General have actually killed a woman. Not just let them die 
of Breast Cancer while wasting the money for a cure on War Toys. Rank has its Privilege. Honor among murderers. Drunk driving 
or just a drunkard like Kennedy. Burned out cop cars with an eternal flame memorial at JFK's grave site will let everyone 
know Kennedy was the one who burned up so many cops, he alone could have not started the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar 
in 1980. I'm sure Kennedy will hang in Boston Square; rest of the Kennedy Clan will be putting GPS chips into the license plates 
they make in prison. How many cops burned and burned to death just in cop cars since Kennedy suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar 
in 1980 - 10's of thousands. Kennedy as the worst mass murderer in history. The Terminator Movies and a reality check for 
the "Total Recall" movie when I was brainstorming a Total Recall pill for students, and myself, grin. Since 1980 California has 
had the most fiery car wrecks of any state. No Governor of any State, including Colorado can feel them burning in 
gasoline. ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat To End War on Earth then students can achieve what the Presidents of all the 
Universities failed to grasp… A High society, A utopia advanced by social inventions costing more than $5 Trillion that was wasted 
on Iraq.  
 
 
 
24 Jan 2008 Bush wants to give you $500 cash back on your Federal Income Taxes  
 
24 Jan 2008 CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) Harvard University has $19 Billion in the Bank  
 
24 Jan 2008 CU Foundation Boulder CO has $4 Billion in the Bank  
 
24 Jan 2008 CU Students haven't profited from the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
24 Jan 2008 CU Student let $ Trillions of dollars go to…  
 
24 Jan 2008 New CU Alumni drive gasoline cars in an ElectricWindmillCar Era  
 
24 Jan 2008 City of Boulder CO employees have $5 Billion in Swiss Banks  
 
24 Jan 2008 State of Colorado's top brass have $19 Billion in Swiss Banks  
 
24 Jan 2008 Ordered by the Pentagon at a cost of more than $12 billion…  
 
24 Jan 2008 $5 Trillion wasted on Iraq and War Toys in less than 5 years  
 
24 Jan 2008 Toyota builds its 1 Billionth ElectricWindmillCar in 2008  
 
24 Jan 2008 Era of $ 50 Trillion dollar windfall profits from Oil yet this was the start of the Era of Temp Agencies. And 
higher Tuition for University Students every year since 1980 year of the Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar 1980 . Era of $ 
50 Trillion dollar windfall profits from Oil so little has trickled down to the masses Bush wants to give every taxpayer $500 cash 
back from the low wages he instigated. CU hires temps, mostly Mexican. Valley Labs maker of live saving medical equipment has 
Kelly Services Temp Agency with an on site office. Temps made your life saving medical equipment while Kelly Services made 
the windfall profits. Same scenario at all Fortune 500 companies and every Federal and State building. NCAR NIST Dept 
of Commerce all call Temps and treat them like slaves, broken EEOC Laws are every day for CU and everyone who hires Temps. 
So Bush wants to give every taxpayer $500 cash back because the Temp Agencies took $5,000 off the top of every Temps taxes 
last year. Temp Agencies will stand trail on Federal Charges one of these days. Federal Prison for the girls in the Temp 
Agency sending you out to be treated likes a slave to the regular employees. Era of $ 50 Trillion dollar windfall profits from Oil 
yet this was the start of the Era of Temp Agencies. Swiss Bankers never stood trail for Genocide after WW II. Swiss 
University students never profited from the Swiss Bankers Windfall profits from WW II. Era of $ 50 Trillion dollar windfall 
profits from Oil started the Era of Temp Agencies. EEOC employees will end up in a Federal Prison for going along with slave 
labor. $5,000 from every Temp in the USA goes to the Temp Agency every year. Temps do your monogram your blood test. The 
long-term consequences of Temps is being felt by Bush, giving us cash back $500 from our income Taxes this year. IBM can 
write software that can tell us how many lives Valley Labs lost by using temps to build life saving medical equipment. 
"We're drastically underestimating the burden on society that food borne illnesses represent," WASHINGTON - It's a dirty 
little secret of food poisoning: E. coli and certain other food borne illnesses can sometimes trigger serious health problems months 
or years after patients survived that initial bout. Kidney damage, even full kidney failure striking 10 to 20 years later in people 
who survived severe E. coli infection. Temp workers are responsible for a lot of this food poisoning. IBM can write software that 
will tell us exactly what percent of food poisoning Temps caused. Dr. Robert Tauxe of the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention knows and has know for 10 years the Temp Workforce is responsible for a lot of this food poisoning the Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention reports every week. Most adults have trouble even naming diseases that they could prevent with 
a simple vaccination. Vaccine for food bore illnesses, food poisoning. CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) Harvard University has $19 Billion 
in the Bank. Billion dollars taken out of the bank for vaccinations, Manhattan Project in Boston, Mass that lets Student Inventors 
in the door. Add in inventions for Temps on the job… space suit if you ask me, is what I would want the Cooks and dishwashers 
at Farrand Hall on CU Campus to wear instead of the germ infested clothes they come to work in. The shingles vaccine, Merck 
& Co.'s Zostavax, cost $275 at Passport Health here in Boulder CO. I will get this ASAP if I ever get a $275 windfall profit. 
But dentures come first. Whooping cough can cause weeks of misery. Worse, Temps can easily spread the illness to not-
yet-vaccinated infants, who can die from the bacterial infection, also called pertussis. White House MD already knows all this, 
and lets kids die from diseases Mexican Temps cooking and washing dishes. Daycare for kids can be deadly if the Mexican 
Temps there have Whooping cough and they do. Bush lets 100 kids die in hot cars while suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar which 
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is climate controlled 24/7. You see Bush and Laura with the No Kids Left Behind in the Classroom… this should be called No kids 
killed by Temps with Whooping cough will be prosecuted by the Feds. CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) Harvard University these 
University Presidents know all this about Temps, and Mexican Child Care workers killing kids with Whooping cough and giving 
babies Hepatitis. 100 babies given Hepatitis by Temps. IBM can write the software that will give us the exact numbers. 
The pertussis booster was added to another long-recommended shot, a booster against tetanus and diphtheria that adults should 
get every 10 years. The new triple combo is called "Tdap." Sanofi-Aventis's Adacel brand is for ages 11 to 64. There also is 
a version for 10- to 18-year-olds, GlaxoSmithKline's Boostrix. Bush wants to give every taxpayer $500 cash back from the 
low wages he instigated. No Temps taking care of kids at Daycare or Temps cooking and washing dishes at Farrand Hall CU 
Campus could afford any Pertussis Vaccination let alone want to get one so the kids don't catch Whooping Cough, as they don't 
even know about Whooping Cough. DU Medial School in Denver would only care if they were held libel $ Mexican Temps at Leanin 
Tree Greeting Cards here in Boulder CO all refused to get free flu shots. No one is libel for those who they will get sick. EEOC 
top brass will retire to a Federal Prison along with the White House MD. $50 Trillion from the Oil Men will be confiscated, 
Harvard University with $19 Billion in the Bank when the Students have $50 Trillion in cash to spend on invention projects. We 
will get even with the Bankers $ ps Bankers kids are in daycare with temps with Whooping Cough - last laugh is sick I know.  
 
 
 
21 Jan 2007 There's evidence of a shortage of Student Inventors  
 
21 Jan 2007 1,001 Invention Projects from IBM Supercomputer HQ  
 
21 Jan 2007 List clean burning coal as the #1 invention project for IBM'ers  
 
21 Jan 2007 "American Idealist" head in the stars, waiting for "Star Travel"  
 
21 Jan 2007 IBM'er with all the supercomputers are working on a cleaner burning coal  
 
21 Jan 2007 There's evidence Kennedy, Kerry, Bush are Madmen, + mass murderers  
 
21 Jan 2007 Coal kills 3 people per 100k and Xcel loves this, as they are not libel  
 
21 Jan 2007 Bush has accused Tehran of supplying Shi'ite militias with sophisticated weapons, including deadly armor-piercing 
bombs. Bush and the New York Times have never mentioned Iran is fueled by oil money, mostly from Japan. There's strong 
evidence Kennedy, Kerry, Bush are Madmen, + mass murderers. Their rhetoric towards the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar 
is same as their rhetoric towards Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years down range - nothingness! Condoleezza Rice said al Qaeda 
militants killed 3,870 civilians and wounded more than 17,000, in 4,500 attacks, she said the statistics for Americans burned 
and burned to death in the USA via Bush, Kennedy, Kerry tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars and SUV's on the streets of the USA 
is Top Secret. New York Times has never mentioned the statistics on fiery car wrecks via orders from Bush, Kennedy and Kerry 
to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar. NASA has a potentially dangerous coup to pull off in order to get 700 Shuttles built. And to 
get IBM'ers with all the supercomputers working on Shuttle design to dock together in Orbit and for Blasting Off in Orbit 
docked together in combinations of a few Shuttles to several hundred docked blasting off. IBM has to make the transition 
mentally from finding a cleaner burning coal to Blasting off several hundred Shuttles docked together in Orbit. Plus IBM will lose 
its entire top Executives at the Oil Genocide Trial. If the CU Bookstore lost all its Top Women to the Oil Genocide Trials there 
would be no consequences at all in building or blasting off 700 Shuttles in Orbit - grin! Yes I will make the time to testify 
against Linda Smith, Susie, Kim and Ms Mills at the Genocide Trails in Boulder, CO. As they did stifle getting the cure for 
Breast Cancer, which will kill 40k women in 2008, this is way to many per day, and stifling me from getting the miracle cure 
Windmill for breast cancer is a crime! To significantly reduce the rate of death from Breast Cancer in 2008 from 40k Bush, 
Kennedy, and Kerry must be exposed as mass murderers. Nightly News would help vibrate these women and those who will burn 
in fiery car wreck overnight. IBM could delete all its coal from its hundreds of Supercomputers overnight. Breast cancer just on 
the IBM supercomputers running on Coal Today will significantly reduced the rate of death with weekly supercomputer 
results targeting treatment for individual women with breast cancer, like having your own IBM supercomputer MD. Condoleezza Rice 
is a mass murderer, if she ever reported the 40k women who will die of breast cancer in 2008 people would say if Condoleezza 
Rice reported 40k Marines would die in Iraq in 2008 this would cause a Coup at the Pentagon. So 40k women are causalities of war 
- the politics of war. Condoleezza Rice helps spent the $5 Trillion on Iraq and War Toys and never mentions the 40k women. This 
is a crime against women by the State Department, and the Pentagon! Wasting $5 Trillion on War Toys. Nancy Grace will be hot 
when she is allowed to talk about breast cancer deaths in 2008, $5 Trillion for War Toys at in the same show. A clean burning 
coal is the #1 invention project for IBM'ers supercomputers. Mosquito borne diseases are never ever run on the 100's of 
IBM Supercomputers. This is the politics of war. Mexican temps at CU campus cooking and washing dishes creates a breeding 
ground for often deadly disease. This is politics of war too. If the University is not libel like Xcel is not libel for the 3 coal 
deaths per 100k then CU will keep getting students sick, and 3 students a year will eventually die from diseased Mexican 
temps cooking and washing dishes. CU will not be held libel. Truth About Diseases is not taught at CU just like 1,001 
Inventions Projects is not posted on the CU computer network. Students and the public are not being taught that there are 
special health risks associated with Mexicans and fags. Nancy Grace would be hot screaming at you about what the TV Censors 
will not let her do a show about, things that are killing Tens of Thousands of Americans are prohibited to being exposed by 
Kennedy, Kerry, and Bush. OTTAWA (Reuters) - Canada said it would remove the United States and Israel from a watch list 
of countries where prisoners risk being tortured. IBM's hundreds of supercomputers crunching out a cleaner burning coal are doing 
it for Ottawa, Canada - grin. "American Idealist" head in the stars, waiting for "Star Travel" Canada and Mexico must be put in 
a map of the Universe, light years from were their coal and disease don't kill any more Americans before we can even start to 
Travel light years. Yes I will make the time to testify against Linda Smith, Susie, Kim and Ms Mills at the Genocide Trails in 
Boulder, CO. As they did stifle getting the cure for Breast Cancer, which will kill 40k women in 2008, this is way to many per 
day, and stifling me from getting the miracle cure "Windmill" for breast cancer is a crime! To significantly reduce the rate of 
death from Breast Cancer in 2008 from 40k Bush, Kennedy, and Kerry must be exposed as mass murderers. Nightly News would 
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help vibrate these women and those who will burn in fiery car wreck overnight. IBM could delete all its coal from its hundreds 
of Supercomputers overnight. Breast cancer just on the IBM supercomputers running on Coal Today will significantly reduced the 
rate of death with weekly supercomputer results targeting treatment for individual women with breast cancer, like having your 
own IBM supercomputer MD. Condoleezza Rice is a mass murderer, of the 40k women who will die of breast cancer in 2008. 
And guilty of torturing me, Greg Buell.  
 
 
 
19 Jan 2008 Scientists discovered a way of speeding up production of Inventors  
 
19 Jan 2008 Student Inventors don't have to wait 4 years to start Inventing Something  
 
19 Jan 2008 Degree in Invention  
 
19 Jan 2008 Major in Invention  
 
19 Jan 2008 President of the University has failed  
 
19 Jan 2008 President Bush is a Pimp and has sold organs + women to Saudi Princes  
 
19 Jan 2008 President Bush wasted $ 5 Trillion dollars on Iraq and War Toys  
 
19 Jan 2008 President of Yale failed  
 
19 Jan 2008 President of Yale failed to expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. CIA failed to prevent 9-11 
by using the ElectricWindmillCar to bankrupt Oil in 1980. Textbook Publishers failed to put all textbooks on the Internet, and 
on Library Computers. Student Protesters have fail to Protest ---- gasoline money going to Saudi Arabia to finance more sex 
slaves than a football team could play with. President of Yale Medical School failed to build a New State of the Arts Medical 
School over every Football Stadium on every Campus of ever University in the USA. Kennedy, Kerry, Bush threatened every 
President of every Medical School in the USA to pass Black and Mexican MD's who really failed. Sick Orwellian Society, 
George Orwell could never have written a book titled "Let them Eat Cake, Let them Burn in Gasoline, We are Addicted to Oil 
Money" Tomorrow this will be the title of a Sony Movie. Today we have a French King who has burned and burned to death 
more Frenchmen than the French King who lost his head. UN oil for food program ended up putting money into Swiss Bank 
accounts for all UN employees. GE Chairman and Chief Executive Jeff Immelt will go on trail for his life, for his crime of going 
along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. MSNBC poured gasoline over you and set you on fire. Jay Leno's 
famous Orwellian Joke, "flesh sizzling in gasoline's flames". Joke is our Presidents of the USA and University Presidents who failed 
to build 1 Billion ElectricWindmillCars since 1980, failed to build a free and mandatory University System from the profits of 1 
Billion ElectricWindmillCars. Bill Gates came along 3 years after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980, to be 
the worst mass murderer of "Student Inventors" in the History of Business men. Rocket Scientists idle from $5 Trillion dollars 
going to War Toys and covert CIA missions in Iran are working on a plan to confiscate all the oil money from Saudi Arabia, 
Kuwait, etc, and all the Swiss Bank Accounts to build 700 Shuttles that can be docked together in Orbit. Light Year mission to 
Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years down range will not cost as much as Bush wasted on the Iraq War. IBM and GE CEO's have failed 
to buy this, failed to sell this to the public. IBM PC Supercomputer was a press release in 1980, (same year the 
ElectricWindmillCar was invented). IBM never delivered an IBM PC Supercomputer, not because they were unable to build one 
but because of politics that they decided "Students" didn't need an IBM PB Supercomputer. At the same time MD's at the 
White House decided not to get a cure for Cancer but to drill as much money from the treatment of Cancer as possible. Like 
using Coal here in Boulder Colorado when Xcel knows a can of Hydrogen produced in your ElectricWindmillCar driving around town 
with the electrolysis accessory turned on could of replaced Coal shortly after 1980. China's Hu is into mass murder of Coal 
Miners when Coal is obsolete. Confronting Bush with 40k women who will die in 2008 of breast cancer, Bush's reaction is to 
be confrontational with Iran, while at the same time supporting Iran with Oil Money when the ElectricWindmillCar would 
bankrupt Iran. Bush was driven crazy with 9-11 because he alone could have prevented 9-11 his first day as President of the 
USA by exposing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Instead Bush came to Colorado, visited the YMCA in Estes Park to 
pay the YMCA a bribe in person, to go along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and to keep me, Greg Buell in 
poverty and away from getting any more inventions like the ElectricWindmillCar. YMCA took the money from Bush and 2 weeks later 
9-11 proved this was the worst mistake the leaders of the YMCA ever made in taking money. CU has take money to keep me, 
Greg Buell in poverty and away from getting any more inventions like the ElectricWindmillCar too. New Law School buildings, 
New Business School buildings, New Football stadium addition. CU only kept its "Students" from becoming Invention Majors taking 
all these bribes to go along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Student Inventors don't have to wait 4 years to 
start Inventing Something. Invent 101 would get you started working on 1,001 Invention Projects. I will post on this web page 
1,001 Invention Projects to help you get started inventing soon as the Observers come out from behind the hidden cameras. I 
will give every student inventor at CU an IBM PC Supercomputer with pirated Bill Gates software (grin) too. Scientists discovered 
a way of speeding up production of Inventors. You don't have to be a rocket scientists to do this, but we do need all the 
Rocket Scientists at NASA to stop the CIA's covert wars in Iran Afghan etc to bring all this $ Trillions of dollars back to the 
USA for a Mission to Alpha Centauri, get some Alien women for wives… grin!  
 
 
 
16 Jan 2008 Sex slaves on Bush's visit to Saudi Arabia Yesterday - Yes!  
 
16 Jan 2008 Bush snubbed + killed women in Saudi Arabia on his visit there  
 
16 Jan 2008 Bush visited sex slaves in Saudi Arabia - watched on security cameras  
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16 Jan 2008 Sex with sex slaves, Bush watching the dramatic sex abuse with slaves  
 
16 Jan 2008 Sex playground were the Royals live, this is were Bush spent the night  
 
16 Jan 2008 Bush and King Abdullah were the Arabian stallions with sex slaves  
 
16 Jan 2008 Bush praised the Saudis for battling al Qaeda, having women sex slaves  
 
16 Jan 2008 Bush sold organs to Saudi Princes did Bush also become a Pimp and sell American Women to Saudi Princes? Drive into 
the future when the ElectricWindmillCar has bankrupt King Abdullah, and Bush is on trial for tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars 
and SUV's in the USA. Nancy Grace will be the one to get this visit to Saudi Arabia and Bush's viewing of Saudi Sex Slaves into 
a Genocide Trial for tossing gasoline bombs in the USA. Nancy Grace will be hot playing the same sex slave videos as Bush 
just watched live Yesterday! King Abdullah is going letting women drive SUV's when the ElectricWindmillCar is bought by women 
who managed to get some money from being sex slaves in Saudi Arabia. Israeli Observers would attack Saudi Arabia already, if 
any Jewish Women were in Saudi Arabia as sex slaves. Send in the US Marines, No Way! Top Brass of the Marines and the guys 
at the Joint Chief of Staff know American women and no Jewish Women are sex slaves in Saudi Arabia. King Abdullah was not 
stupid enough to take any Jewish women as sex slaves, he knew the Israeli Marines would attack Saudi Arabia, King Abdullah 
was smart enough to know Bush would visit Saudi Arabia and not say a word about American women being tortured sex slaves. 
White House women can only get mad about the 40k women who will die of breast cancer in 2008, while Bush waste $5 Trillion 
dollars on war toys. Katie Couric and the staff at 60 Minutes, and Dateline catching a few guys, lets send them all to Saudi 
Arabia to catch the Saudi Prince. No this will not work as they all (Katie Couric and the staff at 60 Minutes, and Dateline) 
have observer's status and can watch the sex videos of sex slaves with Bush live. Israel will get better "smart bombs" than those 
it plans to sell Saudi Arabia, better and Best Smart Bomb for the USA and for Israel would be the ElectricWindmillCar to 
bankrupt oil and inspire 5 billion inventions from American Women who have been stifled by Bush as much as Greg Buell. Bill 
Gates wife will have to confront Bill about Saudi Sex Slaves and the ElectricWindmillCar Bill Gates would not expose. Can we get 
the new congress, post ElectricWindmillCar after all the current 100 Senators are hanged to pass a law that its against the law 
for people like Bill Gates not to expose sex slaves in Saudi Arabia? Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert's government dropped 
all objections to Saudi Sex Slaves as long as no Jewish women were in Saudi Arabia. Send in the US Marines, for all the 
American Women Sex Slaves in Saudi Arabia - No Way! The top brass will never do this. I will save all the American Women in 
Saudi Arabia with the ElectricWindmillCar, when it bankrupts oil. White House women are as stupid and illiterate as the women at 
CU Bookstore are. Little kids charred in gasoline, with the little fingers sticking out of the charred arm, Sheriff Brown is not 
a Terminator Robot from Terminator V, as Sony makes movies but not movies documenting a live genocide by Bush. Guys in 
Tokyo have their own problems from Sex Slaves and the Rape of China by Japanese Troops… Top Brass in Tokyo will never 
ever expose the sex slaves in Saudi Arabia today. In 50 years Saudi Arabia will want to change the textbooks to say there were 
no American Sex Slaves during the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era. And the world will not let them change the 
textbooks, just like Japan today. New York Times on the front page, true story about Saudi Sex Slaves, only after the US 
Marines rescue all the women - which will be never! Realistically the Marines should be bankrupt with oil for not rescuing the 
Sex Slaves in Saudi Arabia - Sheriff Brown holding the charred arm with the little fingers, and Nancy Grace would… Realistically 
kids have been charred in gasoline since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented, and oil should have been bankrupt 
and banned from any cars on the road. US Marine Generals have not sent in the Marines to save little kids from getting burned 
to death in gasoline, they never will. I will have to save them all with the ElectricWindmillCar Exposed!  
 
 
 
14 Jan 2008 "Windmill" in a book at the CU Bookstore to cure breast cancer  
 
14 Jan 2008 Today is the 1st day of classes at the University  
 
14 Jan 2008 CU Students learn, CU Bookstore Boss stifles a breast cancer cure  
 
14 Jan 2008 At the CU Bookstore there is a "Windmill" in a book to cure cancer  
 
14 Jan 2008 Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar is in a pit bull dogfight  
 
14 Jan 2008 Linda Smith, Susie, Kim, Ms Mills in a violent and stupid attack on Greg  
 
14 Jan 2008 Linda, Susie never read a book to find a cure for breast cancer!  
 
14 Jan 2008 "Windmill" at the CU Bookstore a cure for breast cancer found by reading a textbook, and all these women bosses 
at the CU Bookstore will never be held libel for stifling me, Greg Buell from getting the cure for breast cancer, right? Susie 
the supervisor of the Cashiers bought a Mexican pit bull named Hector. Hector is not house trained as oil and gasoline from 
Mexican sent Hector to the CU Bookstore for the purpose of harassing, attacking the gringo inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar 
when ever he enters the CU Bookstore to find another "Windmill" in a book like Animal Farm to cure the plague that will kill 
40k women in 2008. Linda Smith, Susie, Kim, Ms Mills in a violent and stupid attack on Greg Buell took a bribe $ and took perks 
from Bush. Bush stifles my reading the textbook with the "Windmill" for a miracle breast cancer cure, 40k dead women ever 
year Bush has been President. CU Students will not Protest. Sorority women will not Protest outside the bookstore, maybe 
next semester you will see the leftovers from 40k mastectomies when 40K CU Women protest at the CU Bookstore. Linda 
Smith, Susie, Kim, Ms Mills in a violent and stupid attack on Greg Buell the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar, in 1980. Long 
time for no CU Students to protest this suppression. Sheriff Brown just talked about the murdered Marine Maria, finding her 
baby she had in her belly for 8.5 months in a grill charred, holding her arm, looking at the little fingers. Hank Brown CU 
President poured gasoline over other Marie's and set them on fire in fiery car wrecks by going along with Bush to suppress Greg 
Buell and the ElectricWindmillCar. Send in the Marines to save these women from being murdered by Hank Brown. Not until we 
run out of gasoline. 121 Marine Murders on the front page of the New York Times on Sunday, one was stabbed and set afire 
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by fellow Marines a day after they all returned from Iraq. I imagine they were all drunk on Coors, fighting over a woman. Hector 
the Mexican Pit Bull Susie owns, will kill a gringo for talking to his girlfriend, it's just his behavior to kill anyone who talks to 
his girlfriend. It's a Mexican Pit Bull thing. "The remains of a Maria and her unborn child were found in a fire pit in the 
corporal's back yard, buried under about a foot of dirt and ash". CU Bookstore at the UMC, University Memorial Center Building 
will have burnt out cop cars with an eternal flame by the Fountain Area for a Memorial when the ElectricWindmillCar starts 
coming off the Ford Assembly line. Hector will be caged up and sent back to Mexico, finally no more Mexican Pit Bulls 
violent attacking gringos, working on 1,001 Invention Projects. It's hard to read a book when a Mexican Pit Bull is attacking 
you. Greg Buell is not working at the CU Bookstore today, skimming through textbooks on my break because the CU 
Bookstore Women, Linda Smith, Susie, Kim, Ms Mills bought a Mexican Pit Bull and named him Hector. Bush cut all red tape in 
hiring Hector from Mexico and gave Hector a Pardon from rape, murder, assalting gringo's who talk to his girlfriend. And killing 
cops in Denver. New York Times will put the statistics for Mexican cop killers in next Sunday's paper. CU President Hank Brown 
is libel for CU Bookstore goings on. Brown is also libel for fiery car wrecks when he takes bribes $ and perks from Bush for 
going along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Camp Lejeune Marines need the ElectricWindmillCar driven by 
CU Students. "Windmill" at the CU Bookstore to cure breast cancer. This is a violent Pit Bull attack with Mexican Pit Bulls at the 
CU Bookstore. This attack by Linda Smith, Susie, Kim, Ms Mills is brainless from illiterate women who never read a book looking 
for the "Windmill" in Animal Farm to cure breast cancer overnight. I'm looking for a job, if you have a job offer give me a 
call. Thanks 303 548 9904  
 
 
 
13 Jan 2008 "The Marines did not protect her, and now she's dead."  
 
13 Jan 2008 "The CU Alumni did not protect her, and now she's charred in gasoline"  
 
13 Jan 2008 Sheriff Brown on TV held the charred little hand mad as hell  
 
13 Jan 2008 Sheriff was talking about Maria's baby and babies charred in gasoline  
 
13 Jan 2008 Rape of Marine Maria Lauterbach, same as Football gang rapes at CU  
 
13 Jan 2008 CU's Hank Brown as a Marine General at Camp Lajune, keys their cars  
 
13 Jan 2008 ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 mile from CU, at Table Mesa  
 
13 Jan 2008 Charred body of an 8 ½ month baby in the grill Sheriff Brown holding the babies hand looking at the tiny 
fingers. Getting mad as hell, at this murder of a Marine who was raped, and at all the babies charred in gasoline by Bush 
tossing gasoline bombs at SUV's on the streets of the USA, for more oil money. CU's Hank Brown as a Marine General at 
Camp Lejeune or President of CU, he did not protect them. Charred in gasoline for more oil money "The CU Alumni did not 
protect her, and now she's charred in gasoline" ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980 mile from CU, bribes and perks from going 
along with suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and now we find charred bodies at the UMC fountain with tiny fingers sticking up. 
Hank Brown the President of the University has his Swiss Bank account, if the gasoline flames come to close he can always flee 
to Saudi Arabia with Bush. Sheriff Brown would be in hot pursuit. Mad as hell still holding the little kids charred arm with the 
tiny fingers. Sheriff Brown will be getting madder as they find more charred remains at the UMC. CU Bookstore in the UMC 
building added injury to insult to all those burned in gasoline since 1980 by replacing me Greg Buell with Mexican cashiers for rush 
to buy textbooks. Last semester Susie the Cashier supervisor let Hector spit at me at my Cash Register, while Hector screwed up 
the students receipts, and every other Cashiers cash draw as he gave us a break, and of course he only reported to Susie the 
gringos came back late from break, all the Mexican Cashiers got away with murder and mistakes Susie would of fired a gringo for 
on the spot. Send in the Marines is now send in the Mexicans. Only reason the Mexicans are dominate employees at CU Bookstore 
is related to the charred kids bodies buried at the UMC fountain outside CU Bookstore. Gasoline we don't need with 
the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980. CU Bookstore has been cashing in from this suppression for a long time, now they 
are viciously biting the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar, ran him out of the CU Bookstore with Mexican Pit Bulls being petted 
by Susie the supervisor of the Cashiers. I would call the Boulder Humane Society but they got a $5 million dollar dog shelter 
from some little kids charred body… no she did not leave the Boulder Humane Society money, they got the money by going along 
with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Camp Lejeune Marine Generals know about rape, murder, and genocide. Textbooks 
at the CU Bookstore document rape, murder, and genocide. Few CU students think they can get away with stealing a textbook 
in front of 1k cameras in the bookstore, Hank Brown thinks he can out run Sheriff Brown, even when Sheriff Brown is holding 
a charred hand with little fingers. What we read in the textbooks and what is going on at CU Bookstore with me Greg Buell 
the inventor of the suppressed ElectricWindmillCar… I will add another crime for Sheriff Brown to come to the CU Bookstore 
for, looking for the "Windmill" in a book at the CU Bookstore to cure breast cancer. Susie will not let me past the Mexican Pit 
Bulls tomorrow, the first day of Classes at CU. I will still find the "Windmill" that will cure breast cancer then call Sheriff Brown 
to arrest Susie for all the women who die of breast cancer before I got to the right textbook and found the "windmill" in 
Animal Farm in another Campus Bookstore that did not have Susie with Mexican Pit Bulls stopping me from reading textbooks. Ps 
I still need a job, call me if you have one 303 548 9904  
 
 
 
12 Jan 2008 I need to get the cure for breast cancer, as I need wives for 2008  
 
12 Jan 2008 OJ Simpson is not the only one who got away with killing his ex-wife  
 
12 Jan 2008 MD's from the White House stifle me from working on a cancer cure  
 
12 Jan 2008 Bush in Israel talking up the Holocaust not 40k dead women from Cancer  
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12 Jan 2008 I need a women with dual mastectomies to drive my mind to think harder  
 
12 Jan 2008 I got the ElectricWindmillCar invention during the Oil Embargos gas lines  
 
12 Jan 2008 I need to get a overnight cure for breast cancer, zap it's cured for good  
 
12 Jan 2008 I find this Orwellian Society is a violent universe built of hidden fags like Kennedy and Kerry trying to influence you 
to murder a Universe that has Aliens and other Perpetual motion machines, drunkards like Kennedy and Kerry could never see. 
False stories by Katie Couric who knows red meat killed her husband yet refused to expose this on CBS Nightly News. I 
would certainly marry a widow who lost her husband in a fiery wreck. And I will look for women burned in gasoline who are 
home alone. Marian Jones lied about steroids for a decade and everyone at the Olympics knew she lied. Hank Brown the 
new President of CU here in Boulder, CO will always lie about gang rape by football players. I find this Orwellian Society is a 
violent universe built of hidden Holocaust with only the Jews allowed to go public. CIA covert operations killed more people than 
any Holocaust of WW II. Bush tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars and SUV's on the streets of the USA too. Nancy Grace 
just reported a burned skeleton the remains of the pregnant woman Marine have been found. Statistics of Military women is 
top secret. Search Google for statistics and you will get the fewest hits of any Google search, as the government does not want 
you to know statistics. Comcast is in the news about the futuristic cable tv; it does not include an Anatomy and Physiology 
Cable Channel. IBM stifled the IBM PC Supercomputer from humanity on purpose. Bill Gates killed millions of HS inventors since 
1980 and everyone watched, and let Bill run to the President of the USA to get protection from intellectual murder, 
protecting Microsoft's intellectual property. Courts in the USA are just as unfair as today in the news the SS Norway a cruise 
ship register in the USA the judge sent the law suits to Philippines for 18 people burned when the boiler blew up so they would 
not get much less money. 8 died burned to death, widows will get very little money. Widows of cops burned in their cop cars will 
get $1 Billion each. Widows of 9-11 will get $1 billion each after the coup the new leaders will confiscated all the oil money in 
every Swiss Bank and all Saudi Oil money for this Billion dollar pay out of Widows who's husbands and kids were burned in gasoline, 
so Bush could have more oil money. I find this Orwellian Society is a violent universe built of hidden Holocaust. CIA covert 
operations are the worst genocide in the history of Earth, and cause the loss of 5 Billion Social Inventions. UN oil for food 
program really is Oil for a Swiss Bank account by everyone at the UN who took a bribe from Bush. Cedars-Sinai Medical 
Centers, Jewish Hospital in Denver Colorado, meet behind hidden cameras in this Orwell Society and said they don't want the 
inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar working on a cure for Breast Cancer. This is documented by the CIA. A synthetic version of 
a protein found in the venom of the Giant Israeli scorpion may one day offer real hope to patients suffering from a deadly form 
of brain cancer. Disinformation by Jews in control of CBS Nightly News. When I get my wives and IBM PC Supercomputer 
scorpion venom will not be in my database of breast cancer research. Jay Leno made the joke last night… Now they say 
Scorpion venom will cure cancer someday, what will they say next… that pit bull dog's adrenalin will cure cancer - exhausted Jay 
Leno waits for the audience to think about this cancer cure disinformation by the government. Earth in 40 million years will be in 
a fiery rearend collision, with a Galaxy traveling toward us at 150 miles a second. You cannot comprehend 150 miles a second yet 
you let Kennedy and Kerry influence you with a drunkards lifestyle. MIT students were not killed in as great as numbers as Bill 
Gates killed HS students but the loss to humanity will be documented in a Sony Utopia Movie. Top Brass could have saved tens 
of millions instead of killing tens of millions. Everyone at the UN profited from oil for a Swiss Bank Account. Our Orwellian Society 
is a violent universe, CU Bookstore bosses all women stifled my looking through 100's of textbooks next week by not giving me a 
job. All these women bosses at CU Bookstore have no idea I could of hit on the miracle cure just like reading Animal Farm and 
finding the windmill for the ElectricWindillCar. These CU Bookstore women bosses will be in my autobiography; I will give their 
names, husband's jobs, etc. Everyone wants to name the boss who fired you, caused you to not open the book with the windmill for 
a breast cancer. CU Bookstore women, and they are all employees of the State of Colorado making $89k a year. They hire 30 
temps a semester for 3 weeks at $9 a hour. I will visit the CU Bookstore Monday 14 Jan the first day of classes at the 
University too see if 29 of the temps are Mexicans who do not open any textbooks, let alone open 100 in one week like I would 
be doing next week, looking for the windmill for the breast cancer cure. So if you have a job offer call me, 303 548 9904  
 
 
 
11 Jan 2008 NASA's love sick women's war, covert operation to get 700 Shuttles  
 
11 Jan 2008 At age 77, John Glenn lost the covert war to get 700 Shuttles  
 
11 Jan 2008 Tom Hanks, Julia Roberts War movie documents the loss of 700 Shuttles  
 
11 Jan 2008 CIA covert operations in Afghan and Iran cost more than 700 Shuttles  
 
11 Jan 2008 NASA "Rocket Scientists" have a covert operation, to get 700 Shuttles  
 
11 Jan 2008 Kennedy, Kerry, 100 Senators sabotaged 700 Shuttles for the Iraq War  
 
11 Jan 2008 Boeing, Lockheed sabotages 700 Shuttles for Tankers for refueling jets  
 
11 Jan 2008 Glenn became the first person to orbit Earth on Feb. 20, 1962. Then took a Shuttle for a joy ride. Giving nothing 
back to NASA. In fact Glenn sabotaged 700 New Model 2008 Shuttles by supporting the Iraq War. Sir Edmund Hillary 
conquered Mount Everest out of something relating to our Love Sick NASA Women aliment. Idea to climb 4.3 light years is in 
the realm, class of Rocket Scientists, not fighter pilots like John Glenn. John Glenn showed his true colors by sending Senate 
dollars in the $Trillions to Iraq instead of using it for 700 Shuttles. Kennedy and Kerry are two fags in bed with social agendas 
that are 10 Billion light years from what students at MIT should be love sick about. Kerry coming out voting for Black MD's who 
are mass murderers via misdiagnosis, yes we can prove this with IBM's misdiagnosis software! Kerry telling us we should vote 
for Black MD's who fail at Harvard Medical School but that's ok. Kerry and Kennedy both visited Boulder, Colorado and know on 
CU Campus at Farrand Hall 40-60% of the cooks, kitchen worker don't wash their hands after taking a shit. (99% are Mexicans) 
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I was black listed by the Farrand Hall Kitchen Supervisor for even mentioning some were not washing their hands. This is an 
Orwellian Society, 100 Observers were behind the hidden cameras taking notes. Not for Class as there is no class in this kind 
of personal hygiene. Jay Leno's hand washing joke was 40% didn't wash their hands 40% did and 20% punched out the guy doing 
the statistics. This is a poor white trash comedians joke; a sophisticated Jay Leno would name names like the rats at the 
NYC Kentucky Fried Chicken store he made several jokes about. Essays about hand washing will not be any final exam at CU, 
Boulder CO - audience laughs! 11 Jan 2008 Kennedy, Kerry, 100 Senators sabotaged 700 Shuttles for the Iraq War Kennedy 
and Kerry spend more time in Boston than Boulder. Their influence on students at MIT and Harvard has lost America 700 
Shuttles for the Iraq War. This is as real as Alpha Centauri is sitting here 4.3 light years away in space. Love Sick people are 
the ones who climb Everest and Mts that are 4.3 light years high. New Year seemed like a good time to do a coup on CIA 
covert operations in the Afghan Mts, as the CIA will waste $1 Trillion dollars in 2008 if there is no whistle blower. And I 
need several wives for 2008, love sick NASA women are hot… so a gift of 700 Shuttles should get me a new wife from NASA. 
Here in Boulder, CO I'm still out of a job, CU Bookstore bosses must have blacklisted me for my End War on Earth Web - 
audience laughs. So if you have a job for me, give me a call 303 548 9904 thanks  
 
 
 
10 Jan 2008 100 kids left in hot cars, buried at Arlington to Punish the Pentagon  
 
10 Jan 2008 Pentagon Generals left 100 kids in hot cars and they all died  
 
10 Jan 2008 Nancy Grace the Iron Woman of those Murdered can't arrest Generals  
 
10 Jan 2008 Nance Grace, new mom of twins can't arrest a murder of kids  
 
10 Jan 2008 Murderers, Hilton, Pentagon, Shell, Exxon, Mobil, Conoco, Black MD's  
 
10 Jan 2008 Utopia Society, Then Criminal Minds don't murder anyone  
 
10 Jan 2008 CU Bookstore bosses do not want to help End War On Earth  
 
10 Jan 2008 CU Bookstore, criminals are students stealing books that should be free  
 
10 Jan 2008 Gary Michael Hilton, 61, showed investigators the spot where Meredith Emerson's body lay dead. Nancy Grace is so 
hot about men killing women, few times a week. Really it's a few hundred times a week. But the FBI doesn't make these 
statistics public. Philip Agee, a former CIA spy who exposed its undercover operations in Latin America in a 1975 book. Agee 
was alive in 2000 and did not expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, I wonder why? His widow, German ballet 
dancer Giselle Roberge, said he died; he did not survive surgery for perforated ulcers. Agee worked for the Central 
Intelligence Agency for 12 years in Washington, Ecuador, Uruguay and Mexico. He resigned in 1968 in disagreement with U.
S. support for military dictatorships in Latin America and became one of the first to blow the whistle on the CIA's activities 
around the world. His book "Inside the Company: CIA Diary" revealed mass murder by the USA. Bush, Kennedy, Kissinger are 
mass murderer of those 100 kids who died in hot cars, and all cops and kids in SUV's Bush tossed gasoline bombs at on the 
streets of the USA. Kissinger might have killed more people than anyone in History; we'll know when the FBI gives us 
these statistics. Barbara Bush, the wife of former U.S. president George Bush, who was CIA director in 1976, blamed Agee in 
her memoirs for the murder of the Athens station chief, Richard Welsh, in 1975. Agee denied any connection and sued her for 
$4 million, forcing her to revise the book to settle the libel case. No one is libel for the 100 kids left in hot cars to 
die. ElectricWindmillCar with its climate control accessory would have prevented these 100 tragic deaths every year since 1980. 
100 kids left in hot cars, buried at Arlington to Punish the Pentagon Generals. Nancy Grace cannot arrest all the Pentagon 
Generals for mass murder of 100 kids in hot cars. Bury all these little kids at Arlington National Cemetery will be the only revenge 
all these parents will ever get on our Nations Generals, maybe this will start to tarnish all the Stars at West Point. I hope they 
get the Point of being libel for these little kids tortured deaths, maybe this is why the Pentagon generals did not send in the 
Marines to rescue 100 little kids in hot cars, they are conditioned to torture and murder anyone. Criminal Minds reinvented with 
the IBM PC Supercomputer could IBM be held libel for not selling this computer? Utopia Movies from Sony have been replaced 
by games. Sony is libel for this undersupplied Utopia Movies of social progress? Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Uruguay, 
Paraguay, Guatemala, El Salvador, Mexico, USA, they were military dictatorships with death squads, all criminal minds. 700 
Shuttles one for each of these Nations would have helped limit the murder rate but inventors working with IBM PC 
Supercomputer would be needed to reinvent the criminal mind, society. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base Outreach Office 
brings together 9 to 14 year-olds kids to demonstrate their engineering and problem-solving skills, critical thinking, 
teamwork, sportsmanship, and sense of community. Then they grow up to be a McCain who napalms kids in Vietnam. Utopia 
Movie from Sony would show the same Air Force in Tokyo led to WW II. This Sony Movie reinvents criminal minds enlisted by the 
Air Forces around the world to toss gasoline bombs at SUV's. Now with out F-35 jetfighters Bush tosses gasoline bombs at SUV's 
on the streets of the USA for more oil money. Inventors and Sony Utopia Movies to inspire young people's interest in science 
and technology to solve real-world engineering problems or murder and mass murder by people like Hilton, who killed the 24 year 
old woman hiker to Bush, Kennedy, Kissinger who is a mass murderer, including the 100 little kids lift in hot cars to die, Kissinger 
is libel along with Bush, and Kennedy, and Bush's Mom and dad. Pentagon generals did not send in the Marines to rescue 100 
little kids in hot cars. Marine Generals who graduated from West Point read this end war news and do nothing to rescue kids from 
hot cars or gasoline bombs tossed by Bush. 100 kids left in hot cars, buried at Arlington to Punish the Marine Generals, the 
only revenge these parents will ever get. Green Beret and former CIA agent engineered the clandestine arming of the Afghan 
rebels who drove the Soviet Union out of the country in 1984 what was the largest covert action in the spy agency's history. In 
1984 everyone at the CIA knew about the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980, from using it as a weapon of war to end the 
Oil Embargo. 700 Shuttles engineered to drive Humanity to Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years down range. NASA rocket scientists 
must learn covert operations or lose another 700 Model 2009 Shuttle to CIA covert operations in Afghan again. 101,000 
murderers by the CIA in 2008 all covert will lose NASA 700 New Shuttles. Rocket Scientists must learn covert operations 
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ASAP. Nancy Grace the Iron Woman of those Murdered, needs some help from Rocket Scientists. Kissinger is the Mother of all 
mass murderers and he is the perfect example of a criminal mind. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base Outreach Office brings 
together 9 to 14 year-olds kids to demonstrate their engineering and problem-solving skills, critical thinking, 
teamwork, sportsmanship, and sense of community. Jay Leno had a 9-year-old girl inventor on with her invention for reading in a 
car and not getting sick. This young inventor being a 9-year-old girl knows some of life's dangers, but I doubt if she knows 
about being left in a hot car. This invention is the climate controlled ElectricWindmillCar. Jay Leno joke about 1 in 4 will donate 
a kidney, 1 in a million will let you merge into traffic, grin. Bush sold organs to Saudi Prince and Mexican Oil men while the 
CIA watched. No one in the government will make organ donation mandatory, Why? End this crime by Bush! Criminals are 
students stealing textbooks that should be free. IBM PC Supercomputer, it's a social crime not getting this product to 
market. Rocket Scientists at NASA failed to do a coup on the CIA covert operations and lost us 700 New Shuttles. Sony fail 
to make any Utopia Movies inspiring kids to reinvent the criminal minds. Bush fail Yale, Bush got into Yale via his rich Dad then 
fail Yale and became a mass murderer. Bush will never help me End War on Earth. CU Bookstore bosses will not help me End War 
on Earth, well maybe, not working at the bookstore I have more time to write - grin. ps I'm looking for a job in Boulder, CO call 
me if you have one 303 548 9904 thanks.  
 
 
 
9 Jan 2008 Steroids for inventors is the suppressed ElectricWindmillCar  
 
9 Jan 2008 I will sue IBM for not giving me a pc supercomputer - stifled!  
 
9 Jan 2008 Taking a break from reading Animal Farm at George Reynolds library  
 
9 Jan 2008 Oct 1980 windy day cars on Table Mesa, smoke few blocks away  
 
9 Jan 2008 I put Animal Farms windmill on cars driving by, got the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
9 Jan 2008 Oil Embargo ended 10 days later, the Worst Genocide in History began  
 
9 Jan 2008 - 1980 long time to let gasoline suppress the ElectricWindmillCar for more oil money. Steroids for inventors was 
invented in Oct 1980 - the ElectricWindmillCar. Euphoria of this invention would of made CU the University here in Boulder, CO 
free of tuition and free textbooks. Invention Center of the World not just the yearly Conference on World Affairs. Instead the 
cost of textbooks has gone up 500% along with tuition. Done by the guys behind the hidden cameras who also took bribes and 
perks from the White House to go along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. I worked 6 semesters at the CU 
Bookstore, classes start the 14th and it looks like I got replaced by an Army of Mexican Temps, I will write more about this 
the first day of class. Steroids for inventors were promised by IBM remember in 1980 IBM said we would all have 
supercomputers. Well IBM gave us false home and went along with the worst genocide in history. So IBM will be put on trial 
for helping to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar and I will question IBM about stifling the pc supercomputer. This is a social crime 
by IBM CEO's from 1980 to 2008. No telling how many more decades before IBM and Intel decide to give American Inventors 
a better pc for social inventions. Pentagon has 500 supercomputers and 5 billion servers, none used for any social inventions. 
Since 1980 and the end of the Oil Embargo the Pentagon has spent $5 to $10 Trillion dollars on War Toys. While millions 
of Americans are a casualty of Texas and Saudi Oil men burned and burned to death in gasoline for more oil money. 
Pentagon Generals will be put on trail for this Capital Crime of tossing gasoline bombs at civilians on the highways of the USA. 
Blood Diamonds the trial is going on now. Same trial will have the Pentagon Generals having to listen to Officer Jason with his 
face burned in gasoline. 100 kids left in hot cars to die when the ElectricWindmillCar would have been climate controlled 24/7. 
WW III talk by our Psychotic Bush with the Pentagon armed to the teeth with $5 Trillion dollars in War Toys. NASA lost 700 
Model 2008 Shuttles, fire bombed by the Pentagon Generals who wanted War Toys. Love Sick women are driven to say this 
Orwellian Society is sick. Leno joke, are you ready for a Black MD… this is funny as Black MD's failed Yale just like Bush failed 
Yale. Both are allowed to practice and only Bush kills and burns more to death only because he is the President. Both misdiagnosis 
as many diseases afflicting humanity. IBM lawyers do not contest that atrocities took place in suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar, but dispute inventors on steroids were mislead by IBM about the pc supercomputer. IBM is also on trial for 
IBM software that can pick out misdiagnosised patients that it keeps from the public today. UN made news on the front page 
about Blood Diamonds, and here we have IBM with software that can expose every MD in the world in a few minutes using IBM's 
#1 supercomputer. IBM's #1 supercomputer this supercomputer is #1 out of 500 supercomputers and its used by the Pentagon 
and Oil Men. No one will ever use it to find patients misdiagnosised until after the Oil genocide Trial. This is a crime by IBM. 
Leno ask are you ready for a Black MD - Hell No we will not go - Yale Medical School was forced by Bush to pass Black MD's 
that failed. 100% of those behind the hidden cameras know this. Hilton, 61, showed cops the spot where Meredith Emerson's 
body laid dead, Nancy Grace is back on CNN. Another man killed a woman. She was from Longmont just 20 miles from my living 
room here in Boulder; CO. News that pills given to violent men don't work is no surprise. Steroids for inventors would have gotten 
this Lobotomy Pill or Gas for violent men. I sent Nancy Grace email about helping me to invent this as she gets so Hot every time 
a man murders a women and this is a few times a week just on the Nancy Grace Show. IBM could be held libel for all the 
murdered women from 1980 to 2008 for stifling the pc supercomputer to make money off the Pentagon. Lawyers prosecuting IBM 
will make a strong case. NCAR gets the newest IBM supercomputer all the time, I imagine they have upgraded IBM 
supercomputers 100 times since 1980, and the George Reynolds Branch Library is less than a mile from NCAR, and its on the 
same street. And it's the invention home of the ElectricWindmillCar yet NCAR got 100 IBM supercomputers since 1980 and I 
the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar got zero IBM supercomputers, I even applied for a job out at IBM and they knew I 
invented the ElectricWindmillCar and I never even got a interview for any IBM job pushing tapes into servers. I was dating 
Nancy Gibbs when Kennedy got me evicted from my apt at 1440 Folsom. The Sheriff took several hundred Happy Birthday cards 
I was selling by the dozen to shops around Boulder. I had them printed looking like a wedding invitation, just in black that is why 
I painted the gold paint around the borders, Great Bday card to give anyone, I should have been able to sell millions of them but 
was put out of business by Kennedy. Nancy Gibbs introduced me to Kennedy at an auction in Niwot. First person to tell me about 
the hidden cameras in my living room was a FBI woman who was Nancy Gibbs girlfriend. I had sex with Nancy Gibbs several times 
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but not with the FBI woman. Grin. After I found out about the hidden camera watching me at 1440 Folsom I got mad as hell 
but could not do anything, but it explained why I was not selling millions of greeting cards, instead of just a few dozen a week. 
Not enough to pay the rent. I just got a huge carnation plant to bloom with 30 flower when I got evicted from 1440 Folsom apt 
too. I think I missed this carnation more than all the Bday Cards they took. I came home from the Library and found the door 
lock changed. I climbed up the balcony by standing on a grocery cart and got onto the 2nd floor porch. Looked in the window of 
my apt and nothing was there. Completely Empty I didn't even have 1 Bday card to make more copies. I got one from another 
FBI agent, a couple who was friends with Nancy Gibbs. So this started by homeless era for 4 or 5 years. Got the 
ElectricWindmillCar invention at the George Reynolds Branch Library on Table Mesa Drive ended the oil embargo. Now 2008 
40k women will die of breast cancer this year because IBM and the Pentagon would not share 1 supercomputer with me or any 
pc inventor. I might not even have a temp job at CU Bookstore next week, the first week of classes because of the Observers. 
I started writing this End War News when I was behind a cash register at CU Bookstore in Sept. and everyone found out about 
this web page. I also make up 5k bookmarks that said End War On Earth and gave this web page. I think the boss at CU 
Bookstore disapproved of me ending war on Earth - Grin! I will write more about this next week.  
 
 
 
8 Jan 2008 FBI Reports of violent crime rates are down, but ElectricWindmillCars  
 
8 Jan 2008 Super AirBags on the outside of all vehicles was suppressed by Tokyo  
 
8 Jan 2008 TOKYO Deaths from traffic accidents totaled 5,743 in 2007  
 
8 Jan 2008 FBI, but ElectricWindmillCar suppression, and spin off inventions stifled  
 
8 Jan 2008 No FBI Reports on Genocide by Bush, Ford, GM, GE, Shell, Exxon, Conoco  
 
8 Jan 2008 Climate Controlled vehicles, OnStar with web cams, wifi drivers lic + ins  
 
8 Jan 2008 Just getting the Mexicans off the road will save 1,000 lives a month  
 
8 Jan 2008 FBI Reports of violent crime rates are down today, but the FBI suppressed any and all statistics about 
the ElectricWindmillCar. Mexicans in the USA spit on gringos from behind hidden cameras; this is a violent crime the FBI should 
be arresting the Mexicans for. But for one thing, White House is giving the orders. FBI Lets the Mexicans spit on the Inventor 
of the ElectricWindmillCar. FBI Lets the Mexican spit on gringo Temps. White House is giving this order. Crazy from suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. The White House waves its victory in Baghdad, we have captured Baghdad for American, and 
it will be the 52nd State after Mexico. Crazy from suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. The White House is under intense 
pressure for letting 100 kids die in hot cars, and for letting 40k women die of breast cancer in 2008. Forget Jay Leno making 
his Orwellian comment about your flesh sizzling in gasoline flames. You are a casualty of oil wars. Black ice you skid into traffic 
head on. You and I both miss the spin off invention from the ElectricWindmillCar that will prevent head on collisions from black 
ice, no one has invented this yet but I'm sure there is an invention the White House is suppressing that will work on Black Ice. 
White House has protected Bill Gates since 1983; the ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980 but suppressed. Bill Gates should 
not even be alive. As the ElectricWindmillCar would of given the world its Windows for free and there would be no re-booting. 
Crazy things Bill Gates does to Vista and Office 2007, he hid everything you need to write, publish to the web, and fax and FTP 
are only included in Vista Ultimate. Crazy to let Black MD's misdiagnose patients on their test at Yale Medical School and pass 
the course. White House gives more crazy orders than all the Caesars and Henry VIII. Nancy Grace is back with her new twins 
and Britney Spears and a hiker at the foot of Blood Mountain, Hilton killed her hiking on 1 Jan. cops found her blood stained 
clothes Meredith's. Now for the twins Lucy and John Davis Nov 4th Twins Miracles - Now Nancy Grace will expose the suppression 
of the ElectricWindmillCar before any Lucy's or John's are left in hot cars that are not climate controlled 
ElectricWindmillCars Nancy Graces mom broke both arms on an icy fall. Another invention is needed here! 100 kids will burn and 
burn to death in gasoline today. Crazy suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar by the White House. WW III about bringing the 
kids to the TV Studio at CNN. John and Lucy will live to drive an ElectricWindmillCar bought for them by Nancy Grace. 
Ashley Kennedy was one of Nancy's nurses. Were the Hell is Kennedy, the one person responsible for the worst Genocide in 
history? Kennedy watched me on hidden cameras invent the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 then ran to Carter to get it 
suppressed. Crazy Kennedy would do this, knowing gasoline is flammable. But Kennedy is a drunkard who let his girlfriend drown 
when he drove off a bridge. I was going to George Reynolds branch library here in Boulder, Colorado. I was homeless as Kennedy 
got me evicted for non-payment of rent. My Greeting Card Company was suppressed. I sent gold painted Happy Birthday Cards 
to everyone at the Boston Globe too. Well I was working out of the George Reynolds Branch Library but it was really the 
George Orwell Branch Library as there were hidden cameras in the library watching me. Well after 6 months and the Oil Embargo 
in the News I was reading Animal Farm by Orwell and got to the Windmill in the book. Took a Break from reading in front of 
the Library on the concrete wall. It's on Table Mesa Drive, the cars were going by about 40 mph, it was a little windy, and 
smoke was in the distance about 200 yards up the road… this is the road to get to NCAR here in Boulder, Colorado. Well I put 
the Animal Farm windmill on the cars coming down Table Mesa from the wind and blowing smoke. And got the ElectricWindmillCar, 
I rushed into the library and got in front of the Mirror with the camera behind it and told the observers watching this story. The 
Oil Embargo ended in less than 10 days. Crazy why Kennedy, Carter and the other Top Brass would just use the 
ElectricWindmillCar to end the Oil Embargo. There were 1,001 Orwellian comments about the ElectricWindmillCar invention in all 
the news media, if you were an Observer you could read between the lines. Dan Rather made 1,001 comments about the 
Perpetual Motion Machine referring to the ElectricWindmillCar. So today is 2008. Millions have burned and burned to death in 
gasoline cars needlessly. 9-11 should have been stopped like the Oil Embargo was stopped by the ElectricWindmillCar. We could 
of won the war in Iraq with the ElectricWindmillCar by bankrupting oil to 10 cents a barrel. Today oil is $100 a barrel. Crazy 
goings on at the White House. Now the FBI is a criminal organization suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. FBI will let kids burn 
in gasoline so Bush can get more oil money. Just getting the Mexicans off the road will save 1,000 lives a month. FBI could do 
this without exposing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Anything from the FBI would help save the lives of 100 gringos 
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a day.  
 
 
 
7 Jan 2008 Mexican assaults on American tourists appear to be police as the bandits  
 
7 Jan 2008 They're indignant about Electricwindmillcar bribes and payouts, who gets $  
 
7 Jan 2008 Shakedowns, Mexican police mad about oil money bribes they didn't get  
 
7 Jan 2008 Carignan, Baja's tourists director we're indignant about who gets bribed $  
 
7 Jan 2008 Indignant about Electricwindmillcar bribes they attack with immunity  
 
7 Jan 2008 Mexican President can't arrest those who didn't get a big enough bribe  
 
7 Jan 2008 $100 Oil -- Mexican President got $1.5 Billion in a Swiss Bank account  
 
7 Jan 2008 Indignant about Mexico's President getting $1.5 Billion in bribes to go along with the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillcar Mexican Police know they cannot be arrested, as they will bitch about the ElectricWindmillCar even more 
than they do today. Charles Smith, spokesman for the U.S. consulate in Tijuana, said the U.S. government has found oil 
money wealth and bribes are as visible in Mexico as they are in the USA. . Bush bought his father a Nuclear Aircraft 
Carrier. Everyone in town knows who got a bribe from Bush or Mexican Oil men. Rice at the State Department with $1.5 Billion in 
a Swiss Bank account. In an Orwellian society you would have to be a stupid _____ to do something like this. CIA could give me 
the list of everyone with $1.5 Billion or more in a Swiss Bank within minutes of deciding to do this. Why would the CIA make 
this public, they are indignant as everyone else in this Orwellian Society. Misguided money from Mexican Oil most ending up 
in someone's Swiss Bank account while social spending is nothing, because 30 million Mexicans were sent to the USA in a deal 
with Bush. Mexicans acknowledge this is a Genocide, the worst Genocide in the history of Earth. 1k people a day burn and burn 
to death in gasoline just in Mexico. MD's in Mexico make as much money as they can get out of those burned in gasoline. Jay 
Leno's first shows after two months off because of the strike, phone sex with teachers and Priests stalking late night TV host 
helped Leno dominant ratings a win over Mr. Letterman. This was considered a coup for Mr. Leno even without any Mexican jokes 
the first week back, but you can bet Jay Leno will get back to the Mexican jokes next week. Hillary said she would shoot Leno in 
the balls if he makes any more sex jokes about her instead of Bill. But Hillary as a nutcracker got by the censors Hillary 
has observing. Someone else is making sure the Mexican jokes by Jay Leno don't make Americans more indignant and resentful 
about fiery car wrecks on the LA Freeways. Jay Leno has joked about your flesh sizzling in gasoline flames, but there was no 
punch line by Leno linking Mexican Oil, just inference of the suppressed ElectricWindmillCar. In considered a when and were a 
coup will occur I would pick the NYPD as the ElectricWindmillCar would of prevented 9-11. This is a crime the NYPD they could 
not take a bribe to forget. I would also think the CIA will be getting more worried every day that they are the fall guys who 
get blamed by Bush. WHO at the UN will lose their medical license for not exposing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. 
So the MD's who work for WHO at the UN are hoping for a coup that over looks the UN in the worst Genocide in History. Grin… 
this will not happen. The UN is History, there will be total demolishing of all UN buildings in NYC and Geneva, maybe burned out 
cop cars with eternal flames will be parked there for years. The leap in technology to make up for the lost inventions from 1980 
to 2008 the years the ElectricWindmillCar was suppressed, will have to be taken from the War Toy Makers. Bush bought his father 
a Nuclear Aircraft Carrier while 100 people a day were burned and burned to death in gasoline just in the USA. The War Toy 
Maker who built Bush's Father his Aircraft Carrier knew 100 people a day would burn and burn to death in gasoline while he was 
using oil money to build an Aircraft Carrier for Bush's father. Indignant about Bush wasting $5 Trillion dollars. Losing 5 
billion inventions from HS kids who Bush left behind for his addiction to oil money. Bush bought his father a Nuclear Aircraft 
Carrier while 100 people a day were burned and burned to death in gasoline just in the USA. U.S. consulate in Tijuana, said the U.
S. government has found oil money wealth and bribes are as visible in Mexico as they are in the USA. Mexican Presidents 
have bought their fathers Nuclear Aircraft Carriers; this is why everyone is so indignant about the Electricwindmillcar.  
 
 
 
6 Jan 2008 Kids will invent a Blu-ray DVD player with no moving parts  
 
6 Jan 2008 12 Diseases That Altered History and now kids charred in fiery car wrecks  
 
6 Jan 2008 Kids left in hot cars die, adults in Estes Park were here at the inception  
 
6 Jan 2008 Schwarzenegger let kids die not knowing the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
6 Jan 2008 Two weeks before 9-11 adults at the YMCA in Estes Park meet with Bush  
 
6 Jan 2008 YMCA knowing about the ElectricWindmillCar went along with its suppression  
 
6 Jan 2008 Not knowing Saudi Arabia citizens were deploying to attack on 9-11  
 
6 Jan 2008 YMCA made the worst decision in History, to go along with Bush's suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar 2 weeks 
before 9-11. Same YMCA people learned about the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1981, I think they were harassing 
Bush, this is why in came to Estes Park. I guess Bush managed to Bribe the leaders of the YMCA 2 weeks before 9-11. YMCA 
made the worst decision in History. Estes Park Trail Gazette, wrote an article for the New Year 2008. I would say this 
newspaper reporter is having a hard time sleeping knowing kids are being charred in fiery car wrecks and left in hot cars, 
since Bush's visit 2 weeks before 9-11. Estes Park Trail Gazette reporter writes --- "Look into the faces of children and 
think about the future they will inherit. Will it be a safe environment with clean air to breath and water to drink? Does the 
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industrial age of the past serve their future? These children have an idea of what they want their future to look like, but they 
need a little help from the community of Estes Park. www.eptrail.com " Estes Park Police Dept is part of the community of Estes 
Park and from what this reporter has written in the Estes Park Trail Gazette they have been bribed by Bush with SUV's and 
other expensive Toys to let clean air, fill with gasoline fumes every 4 th of July in Estes Park instead of renaming the Stanley 
Hotel the ElectricWindmillCar Hotel. "Looking into the faces of children and think about the past hell they lived through since 9-
11 because of these people in Estes Park". "Looking into the faces of children and think about the future." $5 Trillion dollars 
the Saudi's have to buy War Toys, some of this money from the sale of gasoline on the 4th of July in Estes Park. Needlessly as 
the ElectricWindmillCar was invented in October of 1980 just down the road from Estes Park, in Boulder, 
Colorado. ElectricWindmillCar was the leap in technology to eradicate gasoline and Saudi Arabia. Bush when he visited Estes Park 
was selling organs to Saudi Princes 2 weeks before 9-11. YMCA and reporters at the Estes Park Trail Gazette should of done 
better background check on Bush before selling generations of kids out for a White House bribe and some perks for Estes Park. 
"Look into the faces of children and think about the future they will inherit. All these kids in Estes are being forced to 
learn Spanish, they have no idea there are 1,001 things they can invent because the reporters at the Estes Park Trail Gazette 
didn't write this up for the New Year 2008. YMCA is indoctrinating the next generation of kids into Spanish instead of 1,001 
things they can invent. I will try my best to get these Estes Park adults arrested for Genocide when the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar is on the front page of The New York Times. YMCA in Estes Park must make up what these kids lost 
since 1980 by investing $ billions on YMCA computers for the leap in technology to make up for killing all these kids inventions 
since 1980. Spanish must be exposed for what it is… its part of Mexican Oil we don't need filling the clean air in Estes Park on 
the 4th of July. Bush must secretly be selling organs to Mexican Oil men too. While Americans waiting for the same organs 
die. Someone should have run a better background on Bush before they took bribes and White House perks. Intel got out of 
the $100 computer deal for kids; this was a bad deal for kids from the start. Bill Gates wants $5k from every kid who will log on 
to a YMCA computer. Just for the software needed to work on 1,001 invention projects. Kill Bill the movie was someone else's plan 
to get kids working on 1,001 invention projects. Was the Galaxy built from dwarf galaxies that fell in the orbit of the Milky 
Way Galaxy? One think these adults in Estes Park lost all the kids since 1980 was 700 new model 2008 Shuttles. I hope Hell is 
a distant Galaxy were they have a special place for all the adults from Estes Park who took bribes and perks from Bush 2 
weeks before 9-11. 12 People That Altered History… 2 weeks before 9-11 were living in Estes Park at the Time. Sony Movie on 
Blu-ray high-def DVD format, some kids from Estes Park will invent a Blu-ray DVD player with no moving parts by the time 
Sony makes this Estes Park Movie about the worst decision the YMCA ever made 2 weeks before 9-11. Writers are on strike so 
we don't know what Bush told the YMCA adults about the kids future if they sold out to Texas and Saudi and Mexican Oil men 
and went along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Alternate ending of this Sony Movie will be the YMCA turn 
down Bush's oil money and exposed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar just 2 weeks before 9-11. Sony can have the 
Saudi Terrorists getting caught in Boston, drunk bitching about Americans new ElectricWindmillCar.  
 
 
 
5 Jan 2008 Quantum leap in technology to eradicate breast cancer and all cancer  
 
5 Jan 2008 Katie Couric on CBS is campaigning for Iraq, Immigration, The Economy  
 
5 Jan 2008 Nightly News reporting job market is down, You Observer all the Mexicans  
 
5 Jan 2008 CBS ad for Katie Couric, she is on her way to the New Hampshire run off  
 
5 Jan 2008 No Quantum leap in technology to eradicate breast cancer and all cancer  
 
5 Jan 2008 Katie Couric CBS campaigning for hidden Observers who hide the Universe  
 
5 Jan 2008 Webb Space Telescope in 2013 will troll the universe for hydrogen  
 
5 Jan 2008 This will be able to prove that their theory of the formation of the universe is correct, just by finding 
hydrogen. Without ever meeting any Aliens, without ever traveling to a neighbor solar system 4.3 light years away or any of 
the nearest 100 solar systems. Mysterious gravitational pull is null and void on all Pentagon Generals. Addicted to War Toys 
the Generals have no desire to find the orgins of gravity or even dissect gravity, killing people has no consquences long as 
the Generals dont know what the gravity is. Conquer Aliens, they're to far away. Quantum leap in technology to eradicate 
breast cancer and all cancer has not been assigned to the Pentagon. And they don't want the mission. General's wife and 
daughter's social life and beliefs are Top Secret. Katie Couric on CBS is campaigning for Iraq, to spend $1 Trillion more in 2008 
on Iraq, her secret someone is at the Pentagon. Emails Katie, tells her the Iraq War is going good, we have solar street lights, 
water towers, and everyone is employed. This is Alien to Katie Courics neighbors in Manhattan who have breast cancer. Alien and 
out of this world, Pentagon is giving Katie stories about Iraq when 40k women will die in 2008 of breast cancer. No the 
Generals wives and daughters will not take your calls. Quantum leap in technology to eradicate breast cancer and all cancer will 
not come from GE, MIT, IBM, as they are the top makers of War Toys. $1 Trillion in 2008. Origin of the Universe will never 
stop the Pentagon from ordering worthless War Toys. Aliens talking to the Pentagon Generals will. Aliens in the Universe will 
dominate Jay Leon's jokes when Aliens become visible as hydrogen and gravity are visible sort of. Can anyone see gravity? 
Everyone at MIT will tell you gravity created itself. No one outside of MIT believes this. This is were the "hidden observers" 
come into play, they call Katie Couric and she makes up a story that 99% of Americans believe gravity created itself. 88% 
believe illegal Mexicans do not take jobs from gringo Temps, and Mexicans at IBM, would never get all the gringos fired. 12 
Diseases That Altered History. 12 Inventions that Altered History. 12 stories made up by some rich fag, drunkard like 
Kennedy Altered History and stifled Humanity from A Quantum leap in technology to elucidate breast cancer and all cancer. 
12 stories made up by some rich fag, drunkard like Kennedy Altered History and stifled Humanity from A Quantum leap in 
technology to elucidate War Toys at the Pentagon. Kennedy Altered History and stifled Humanity from A Quantum leap in 
technology to make the University Free and mandatory for all HS kids (in Boulder, Colorado.) I meet Kennedy in 1979 one 
year before I invented the ElectricWindmillCar. In the years since 1980 Kennedy altered history for the worst -- if you consider 
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the University here, CU, should be free and mandatory. If Kennedy didn't get the Electric WindmillCar suppressed in October 
of 1980 I would have gotten the 100 Senators to make the University Free to celebrate the ElectricWindmillCar invention. 
Kennedy and the other Senators killed a Free University in 1980. 100 Senators that altered history suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillCar. 12 Diseases That Altered History will never catch up to the Genocide Kennedy made by being drunk 
on Coors. Coors would not exist in my Universe as I quit drinking and smoking in 1982. Kennedy is the Senator, one of 100 who 
made the worst Genocide in history, far, far worst than any of the 12 Diseases That Altered History. NYPD reading today's 
End War News would want to use the SWAT team to eradicate 100 Senators out of our Universe. Hillary is a Senator in bed 
with Kennedy, Bill and Monica will make a 4 some that fucked you out of a very different life, one that would have made 
the University Free, Textbooks free and all Software free in 1980. Furthest thing from every Senator is the Quantum leap 
in technology and computer software to eradicate breast cancer and all cancer and the idea to kick out illegal Mexican aliens to 
let gringos think in English to invent new technology. GE, and IBM are into War Toys, they're not into you getting married to 
an (Alien) Goddess of Inspiration. GE and IBM have been suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. GE and IBM have 
invested everything into War Toys. GE and IBM don't want to eradicate breast cancer and all cancer, to say the least of what 
GE and IBM don't want. They certainly don't want your kids enrolling in a Free University, with free textbooks, and free 
software. GE and IBM sent Katie Couric email telling her to report that 84% of Americans don't think the University will ever 
be free. ElectricWindmillCar will get you a unpaid holiday if GE and IBM executives are not hanged at the Oil Genocide Trial.  
 
 
 
4 Jan 2008 CU Campus New Law library was bought via kids charred bodies in gasoline  
 
4 Jan 2008 Katie Couric reporting from the Law Library in Iowa, not Boulder, CO  
 
4 Jan 2008 $1 Trillion in oil bribes from Texas and Saudi Oil men in Boulder, CO  
 
4 Jan 2008 Katie Couric not reporting on her 2 kids charred in a gasoline fire  
 
4 Jan 2008 Come here to ski not knowing Conoco, Shell are not libel for charred kids  
 
4 Jan 2008 Black ice skidding into oncoming traffic, a fiery collision, you can't sue  
 
4 Jan 2008 Vote for a Manhattan Project to get a gravity control machine  
 
4 Jan 2008 privacyinternational.org cautions about video surveillance but had to leave out of a 1,100-acrobat file video surveillance 
in your living room by the USA government. RN's and LPN's who didn't like the government video surveillance of me, Greg Buell 
at the nursing home I worked as a CNA because the government caught their medication mistakes. Modern Marvels TV freight train 
is on again. I can't get the Modern Marvel TV show to do a Monorail with 2 rails 50 yards apart and the Modern Marvel train 
that runs on these 2 tracks is 55 Yards wide. Ha, A train engine built by GE that is 55 Yards wide --- lot wider than any train 
you see on the tracks today, even the high speed Bullet Train in Japan could not compete with this train that is 55 yards wide 
and runs on Monorail Tracks that the train can never ever derail even if Nuked! History Department at the CU Campus here is full 
of stories about the RR Barron's stopping the next generation of Modern Trains for decades. CU Campus New Law library was 
bought via kids charred bodies in gasoline. Katie Couric not reporting on her 2 kids charred in a gasoline fire, this is 4.3 light 
years from Katie Couric reporting on Hillary in Iowa. Bill is shacked up with another Monica tonight, not worth the time to 
report this. Grin. Bill has not had sex with Hillary since Monica. Do you really want Katie Couric to report this kind of news - 
Yes! Not reporting on her 2 kids charred in a fiery head on collision heading back from Vail, Aspen. No you will not get this news 
on CBS Nightly News Tonight. All you will get is Voters in Iowa. This is not reality, like CBS will not report on Gravity Control. 
Or even end the Nightly News with how gravity is created, Did God create Gravity or did gravity create itself? No Katie Couric 
will not report this or kids charred bodies in a head on collision. privacyinternational.org cautions about video, but out of 1,100 
pages about government surveillance in almost every Nation on Earth they left out as much news as Katie Couric leaves out of 
CBS Nightly News. Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years from Earth I wonder if Katie told her 2 little girls about this? Private schools 
in Manhattan teach Creation or Evolution whichever one the Owner of the School is promoting so the Parents can pick what they 
want the kids taught. NASA should have moved to the Dept of Education when they realized Bush was not going to buy them 700 
New Model 2008 Shuttles. Bush as a War Monger Psychotic can hurt NASA's drive into the Universe but can't kill what NASA 
can get into textbooks and the classrooms. While IBM's chairman and chief executive, Sam Palmisano, has been talking 
about "lowering the center of gravity of the company," that has been "mainly rhetoric" until now. Gravity Control is one of the 
spin off invention projects from the ElectricWindmillCar that has been lost to the Oil Genocide Era and the Psychotic Bush. 
Gravity Control or Baghdad, well all the Pentagon Generals voted for Baghdad, NASA was not allowed to vote for Gravity 
Control, some illegal maneuverings by top government managers I guess. New York sued IBM Corp. for more than $100 
million Thursday saying pollution from the company's former microelectronics plant in Endicott caused cancer. NYPD will sue IBM, 
FBI, CIA for all the kids charred bodies from fiery head on and rearend car wrecks while the ElectricWindmillCar was 
being suppressed by a Psychotic Bush. NYPD will visit Katic Couric and question her as to why kids charred bodes in fiery car 
wrecks was never on the CBS Nightly News - grin! Katie will tell them she was reporting on Hillary and not on Bill in Iowa. Ha! This 
is funny as a Jay Leno joke without writers. The lighting guy looks like a heart attack patient. And this is supposed to be a Jay 
Leno joke without any writers. This is no joking matter. I was hopping for Jay Leno to make a joke about your kids sizzling 
flesh burning in gasoline as this is classic Jay Leno during the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era… 1980 to 2008. Jay 
Leno spin off jokes written by Jay, he jokes about the ElectricWindmillCar's euphoria will cause NBC and GE to cancel all their 
junk tv shows and start a new season of all 1,001 Things You Can Invent TV Shows. Jay's monolog must have 1 invention project 
you can think about, maybe not laugh at though. As a "sophisticated scientific business entity," IBM had the scientific expertise 
to know that the chemicals it used and discarded would endanger residents. GE MSNBC As a "sophisticated scientific business 
entity," should never have reported gravity created itself, before I invented A Gravity Control device! Katie Couric will be the 
center of gravity, when moms storm CBS Nightly news with pictures of all their kids that were charred in gasoline, who's 
flesh sizzled in gasoline while Katie Couric was sitting in a Law Library in Iowa reporting on Hillary, not the suppression of 
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the ElectricWindmillCar Era. 1980 -2008  
 
 
 
3 Jan 2008 IBM has acquired XIV, based in Tel Aviv, Israel  
 
3 Jan 2008 IBM, XIV can self-tune - WHAT --- for optimum performance?  
 
3 Jan 2008 IBM automatically optimize resource utilization of "Inventors"  
 
3 Jan 2008 IBM can suppress the ElectricWindmillCar spin off inventions now  
 
3 Jan 2008 IBM does not want free hydrogen inventors to dominate the market  
 
3 Jan 2008 Pick up a can of hydrogen like a can of "Coke" or "Pepsi", not at IBM  
 
3 Jan 2008 IBM chose XIV and its NEXTRA™ architecture for its ability to scale dynamically, heal itself in the event of failure, 
and self-tune for optimum performance, all while eliminating the significant management burden typically associated with rapid 
growth environments. ElectricWindmillCar spin off inventions have been suppressed by IBM executives since the invention of 
the ElectricWindmillCar in October of 1980. Rapid growth environment of the ElectricWindmillCar's spin off inventions and euphoria 
of "Inventing Something" The architecture also is designed to automatically optimize resource utilization of all the components 
within the system, which can allow for easier management and configuration and improvement. IBM and Jews in an 
optimized suppression era run by the USA can earn a $Trillion dollars each for their management of the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar and 1 billion spin off inventions inventors worldwide would have gotten by today. IBM and XIV have been 
using NEXTRA architecture in production for more than two years, with more than four petabytes of capacity being used 
by customers today. Customers must be the Pentagon and spin off War Toy makers, not anyone wanting to sell cans of hydrogen 
or any customers who want to pick up a six pack of hydrogen with the coke and Pepsi. Jews have gone along with this genocide 
of letting people burn and burn to death in gasoline since 1980. IBM has done the same. Now IBM and the Jews address the 
new requirements associated with next generation of burning people in gasoline, helping the Pentagon and War Toy customers keep 
the status quo while driving deeper into genocide. IBM and the Jews have a significant management burden typically associated with 
a genocide that has been going on since 1980. 2008 brings more complaints by the troops. 40k women in the USA are tired of 
dying of breast cancer every year IBM and the Jews get more money and inventors than Breast cancer research does, and I 
exposed the White House MD does not even want a cure for breast cancer. The White House MD wants to earn as much money 
as possible treating breast cancer. This is why I, Greg Buell did not work on a breast cancer cure today. This is signed and sealed 
by Bush. I cannot work on a cure for Breast Cancer as long as Bush is President of the USA; every Observer in the World 
knows this. Improved performance from whom, the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar or IBM and the Jew who are the 
management of this genocide? Genocide of letting people burn and burn to death in gasoline since 1980. IBM acquired this Genocide 
in 1980 knowing full well it was a Genocide that will be burning 100 people a day in gasoline. What IBM executives did not count 
on was the climate controlled ElectricWindmillCar accessory that will save the lives of 100 kids a year that are left to die in 
hot cars. Genocide Trial with mom screaming at IBM executives showing them pictures of her dead baby left in a hot car that 
should have been a climate controlled ElectricWindmillCar. IBM executives will be hanged the same day. IBM HQ in Amonk NY 
will never recover from backing up the data and stifling 5 Billion inventors from 1980 to 2008 with no end date to stop this 
Genocide. Financial terms of the acquisition are not being disclosed. Perks from the Texas and Saudi Oil men will be disclosed at 
the Trial. Mom screaming at IBM executives showing them pictures of her dead baby left in a hot car that should have been 
a climate controlled ElectricWindmillCar. Mom showing IBM executive's pictures of her kid's charred bodies burned in gasoline. I 
can see how the Jews when along with a Genocide that burned people in gasoline, as the Jews are worst War Mongers than 
the Pentagon Generals and a Psychotic Bush. IBM executives shouldn't have gone along with burning and burning to death 100's 
of people a day in gasoline, just for more oil money. Easier way to make a living would be spin off invention ideas from 
the ElectricWindmillCar. Pick up a can of hydrogen like a can of "Coke" or "Pepsi" next time you stop at Safeway or Kroger, 
King Soopers in Boulder, Colorado. Ps only after IBM is broken up by a new administration - grin.  
 
 
 
1 Jan 2008 Organism, MD women were distracted by Bush tossing gasoline bombs  
 
1 Jan 2008 Climax, best moment for 2008, Model 2008 ElectricWindmillCar + Wives  
 
1 Jan 2008 Eight wives for 2008, all a role Model for the Goddess of Inspiration  
 
1 Jan 2008 Why do I need 8 wives, to get a overnight miracle cure for Breast Cancer  
 
1 Jan 2008 40k women start the counter today; they will die in 2008 of Breast Cancer  
 
1 Jan 2008 Love sick NASA Women with no money for a trip to Alpha Centauri  
 
1 Jan 2008 Best moments for 2008, designing a new Model 2008 Shuttles that can be docked together in orbit. Getting 700 
Shuttles built and blasted off from the Cape. At the same time build a State of the Arts Medical School over every 
University Football Stadium in the USA. The 1 Billionth ElectricWindmillCar should be coming off the Ford Assembly line on 
Lennon's BDAy 2008 if Yoko tells Emperor Akihito and Empress Michiko they can escape being put on trail for not exposing 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar if they are the one's who let the world know Bush is suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar. Women were distracted by Bush tossing gasoline bombs at SUV's for more oil money. Barrel of oil is 
$100. Today 100 people will burn and burn to death in gasoline worldwide. Yoko, Emperor Akihito, Empress Michiko, Kennedy, 
Carter, and a million others know the reality of an Orwellian Society that will let Toyota build 9 million gasoline engine cars this 
year, send $1 Trillion dollars to Saudi Arabia for gasoline. Stifle 100 million people who would be working on 1,001 Invention 
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Projects in Japan, USA and Worldwide. Bush led the Pentagon Generals to stifle a breast cancer cure, and 5 Billion other 
medical, social inventions. In exchange for War Toys inventions by MIT scientists. Everyone else gets to watch Football while 
40k women die of breast cancer. This has to change if we are going to let Love Sick NASA women drive us to Alpha Centauri, 
4.3 light years from Earth. VATICAN CITY (Reuters) - Pope Benedict ushered in the third New Year of his pontificate on 
Tuesday with a call for the protection of the traditional family, which he said was vital for world peace. The Pontiff, in an 
apparent swipe at gay marriage, criticized policies that undermine the traditional family unit based on a union between a man and 
a woman. "I wanted to shed light on the direct relationship that exists between the family and peace in the world," the Pope said, 
in his first public address of 2008. Today 100 people will burn and burn to death in gasoline worldwide. Police in Italy will arrest 
the Pope, in 2008 or when the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar is exposed. Pentagon Generals will pack up and move out 
of Baghdad the day the ElectricWindmillCar is exposed as Iraq oil will be worthless and Bush will not have any Saudi and Texas 
Oil money to spend on War Toys. End to War, at least in Baghdad as the Pentagon Generals will be arrested by NYPD for 
tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars, not preventing 9-11 with by using the ElectricWindmillCar as a weapon to bankrupt oil. 
Officer Jason and 10's of thousands burned in gasoline will sue the Pentagon and CIA. This should make for an interesting year 
on Court TV with Nancy Grace. Among the most heart-rending deaths Missi Holderman, 27, was asleep in the back seat of a 
co-worker's car when the vehicle was stolen at gunpoint at a Florida City gas station. Police gave chase and the thief fled south 
onto the Stretch before crashing head-on into a tractor-trailer bursting into flames. Three teens are charged with first-
degree murder in Holderman's death. Bill Gates policies at Microsoft killed the lives of millions of teens that would be working 
on 1,001 Invention Projects if Bill Gates didn't want more money than Texas and Saudi Oil men. Department of Education will 
take over Microsoft the day after the ElectricWindmillCar is exposed Bill Gates lost Humanity 5 Billion inventions to get $50 Billion 
in wealth. This is a classic story for the textbooks. Abolish the monarchy world wide would of saved the live of Prince Di as 
Queen Elizabeth would not have ordered her killed because she was going to marry a Moslem. Abolishing the Monarchy did not get 
us anything in France. The President of France put his $1.5 Billion dollars oil bribe in a Swiss Bank and when to Iraq to promote 
war when he knew about the ElectricWindmillCar. This is sick, the French worked so hard after the Revolution to prevent a King, 
A President from mass murder of Frenchmen then in 2008 they end up with a divorced President of France who is a mass murderer 
of Frenchmen. "Let them eat Cake, let them Burn in Gasoline, we are addicted to Oil Money" Per capita income in the 
Dominican Republic is $2,850; in Haiti it is $480, in Pakistan it is $780. ElectricWindmillCar would bring the Per capita 
income worldwide to $12.800 what I made last year. $1.5 Billion dollars oil bribe in a Swiss Bank, even the Mayors of Denver 
and Boulder Colorado put $1.5 Billion dollars in a Swiss Bank last year. $1 Trillion of Texas and Saudi Oil money is just for bribes 
to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar. $5 Trillion in Texas and Saudi Oil money is for War Toys. Moscow alone will sell $5 
Trillion dollars worth of oil and gasoline money on War Toys. Antibodies and antigens. The antigen-antibody reaction needs its 
own cable channel on Comcast or at least needs to dominate the Invention Channel on Comcast. Microsoft Golf and violent games 
lost Humanity the Universe. We can travel to another Universe, were the per capital worldwide is $12,800 in 2008. In our 
current Universe --- MOSCOW - is using its oil money to build new intercontinental ballistic missile capable of carrying 
multiple nuclear warheads - a weapon intended to replace aging Soviet-era missiles. MOSCOW will run over our Love Sick 
NASA women with a Russian Space Station armed with multiple nuclear warheads to protect themselves from our Pentagon 
Generals and a Psychotic Bush. Is this the Universe we want to drive to in 2008 - No Way! NAGOYA, Japan (AP) - Toyota plans 
to sell 9.85 million ElectricWindmillCars worldwide in 2008. This is the real Universe. After my wives inspire the miracle 
overnight cure for breast cancer we will have to invent a Lobotomy Gas for the rest of the worlds Madmen who have enough oil 
money to blow up the world several times over. So if you want to role-play a Goddess of Inspiration give me a call and we can 
get married in 2008 and change the world. Happy New Year!  
 
 
 
31 Dec 2007 Last Day of the Year  
 
31 Dec 2007 Best revenge will be the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
31 Dec 2007 Arrest all those at ChildrensHospital.org as they left kids in hot cars  
 
31 Dec 2007 ElectricWindmillCar will be climate controlled 24/7 like your house  
 
31 Dec 2007 Arrest Observers who stifled, stopped me from a breast cancer cure  
 
31 Dec 2007 Best revenge will be getting the breast cancer cure before Bush Hangs  
 
31 Dec 2007 Bush will be hanged for suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar + End to War  
 
31 Dec 2007 Bush's Wife, Mom, Dad, Twin Daughters tossed gasoline bombs at SUV's  
 
31 Dec 2007 Best revenge for 2008 will be the ElectricWindmillCar. Getting the cure for Breast Cancer before the Bush's 
are hanged by the NYPD for not preventing the 9-11 attack with the ElectricWindmillCar, which would of bankrupt Saudi Arabia 
were all the 9-11 terrorists were born. Bush got Saddam hanged for crimes against humanity on December 30, 2006. Today 
is December 31, 2007 and Bush killed 899 Marines in Iraq in 2007, senselessly. ElectricWindmillCar would have made more sense 
but Bush showed his wife and the world he is Psychotic. Court TV Trial reporters would mock Bush if he used being Psychotic as 
a defense, grin. Court TV founder Steven Brill, Court TV 1991-2007 - 1980-2007 ElectricWindmillCar was knowingly suppressed 
by Brill and other executives all Lawyers, lawmen. Now Court TV is TruTV is owned by Time Warner, the same executives who 
just made The Compass Movie with Kidman trying to eliminate God from an Orwellian society that burned 10's of thousands in 
fiery car wrecks in 2007 for more gas money. Did Kidman take $1.5 Billion to a Swiss Bank like the President of France did? If 
she did I can reason why she wants to eliminate the belief in God. Hells fires are fueled by Texas and Saudi gasoline. Ha. Asif 
Ali Zardari, 54, who comes from a feudal family, shot to fame after his arranged marriage to Bhutto, he was accused that he 
tried to extort several million dollars from a British Oilman by attaching a bomb to his leg. British Oil Men are worst than Texas 
and Saudi Oil men in suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. $1 Trillion in bribes to Musharraf, Bhutto, Kidman, Mayors of Denver 
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and Boulder, Colorado President of France, you can understand why someone would put a bomb on the leg of a British Oilman to 
get his share of the oil bribes, grin. Bilawal spoke only in English, raising questions about his facility with Pakistan's national 
language. Bhutto herself spent much of her youth abroad and initially struggled with Urdu in her early years in politics. English will 
be the language of 5 Billion Inventions. Mayors of Denver and Boulder, Colorado were not satisfied with their $1.5 Billion dollars in 
oil bribes they also killed off 5 Billion inventors, inventions by making Spanish the official language of Colorado. If you don't 
know Spanish at work in Colorado the Mexicans have the right to spit on you gringo. Grin. This is a pet perk Bush wanted to get 
for Colorado because I live in Boulder, Colorado. Best revenge will be the ElectricWindmillCar with car insurance as Colorado does 
not require Mexicans to have a drivers license or car insurance, ha. "Killer, Killer, Mexican drivers in the USA," Best revenge will 
be getting all these drivers off the road, in jail. Wang Xiaofeng, deputy director of the Three Gorges Dam, was quoted as 
saying China risked disaster. Can of Hydrogen from the gallon of water in your ElectricWindmillCar will fuel your furnace and 
generate your electricity. Xcel here in Colorado killed 2,500 linemen in 2007 from high voltage lines, needlessly. Like Bush's arms 
and legs under the 2007 Christmas Tree. Arrest of all the MD's in Boulder, Colorado who stifled, stopped me from a breast 
cancer cure in 2007 will be a payment for what this sick Orwellian Society did in 2007. Bill Gates killed 5 Billion inventions in 2007 
by killing millions of HS kids by his Microsoft policies. Best revenge for 2008 will be getting several wives, all a Goddess 
of inspiration… get that overnight miracle cure for breast cancer. Before Bush gets hanged in 2008 31 Dec 2007 Last Day of 
the Year  
 
 
 
30 Dec 2007 Oil Men, Texas and Saudi Oil Men assassinated Bhutto!  
 
30 Dec 2007 Per capita income in Pakistan should be $12,850, what I made in 2007  
 
30 Dec 2007 Overwhelmingly poor people get molested from no ElectricWindmillCar  
 
30 Dec 2007 Shocked citizens blame Musharraf and his rich USA upper classes  
 
30 Dec 2007 Saudi Princes overwhelm the poor in Pakistan with USA support of abuse  
 
30 Dec 2007 Musharraf and his rich USA upper class, Courts always rule for Saudi's  
 
30 Dec 2007 Hiring Temps from Pakistan, they're worst off than Temps in Colorado  
 
30 Dec 2007 Overwhelmingly poor people in Pakistan get abused via Bush upper class  
 
30 Dec 2007 Oil Men, Texas and Saudi Oil Men assassinated Bhutto! Shocked citizens blame Musharraf and his rich USA 
upper classes for keeping 99% of Pakistani's in poverty, needlessly. Like Bush has arms and legs under the White House 
Christmas Tree needlessly. The suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in Pakistan kills more Pakistan Citizens than the suppression 
of the ElectricWindmillCar in the USA. Pakistani's and American citizens both burn and burn to death in fiery gasoline car wreck, 
the statistics will be of great interest at the Oil Genocide Trials of Bush and Musharraf. At the end of WW II all the Generals 
were put on trial at the same time, same thing will happen to Bush and Musharraf. Swiss Bankers will hang before the Generals 
and Presidents in these Genocide Trials. UN can kick Geneva out of the UN. WHO at the UN is nervous about being a MD in the 
Era of Oil Men's Rape and Murder of the World's Overwhelmingly poor people for more oil money. Bush, Musharraf, Hu, President 
of India all raped and murdered the overwhelmingly poorest people in the world for more oil money. This crime is 
overwhelming. Remember the French Revolution, Let them eat cake, Let them burn in gasoline, we are addicted to oil money. All 
the upper class people in the USA are in a conspiracy, all the Kennedy's even Caroline Kennedy and Schwarzenegger's wife and 5 
kids. Per capita income in Pakistan should be $12,850, what I made in 2007. ISLAMABAD, Pakistan - The assassination of 
Bhutto has put Pakistan's Overwhelmingly poor, as the new rich at $12,850, Per capita income with the windfall of 
the ElectricWindmillCar. Kids who are left in hot cars will be the one's who get the best windfall profit, their life to live when 
mom and dad leave them in a hot ElectricWindmillCar they will not die. Bush, Musharraf, Hu, President of India, Caroline 
Kennedy, Schwarzenegger his wife and 5 kids --- all left kids in hot cars died. This is sick, our Orwellian Society is sick. In need 
of some MD's who will turn in the Upper Class criminals who left the kids in hot cars to die. Memorial for all these kids will have 
to be at every Jewish Children's Hospital in Denver, Colorado, and in the USA. Jews were not content with just filling their 
Swiss Bank accounts with oil money they had to leave kids in hot cars. Genocide is a Crime even for MD's at the Jewish Hospital 
in Denver, Colorado. This crime is overwhelming. Income in Pakistan should be $12,850, what I made in 2007. Musharraf' s 
alliance with Bush. Texas and Saudi Oil men and of course the Kennedy's will have every Governor and Mayor of Pakistan along 
with the Mayors of Denver and Boulder Colorado taking their $1.5 Billion dollar oil bribe to their Swiss Banker. All this money 
in Swiss banks is worthless. To the Overwhelmingly poor in Pakistan, India, China and of course the Temps in the USA who 
are screwed out of health care, dental, and earn $12,850, in 2007 and don't forget gringo Temps at work under Bush can be spit 
at by Mexicans. Bush wanted this perk. Grin. Abolish the monarchy, the French President took his $1.5 Billion dollar bribe to a 
Swiss Bank. Bhutto put her $1.5 Billion dollars to a Swiss Bank too, this got her assassinated. Bhutto should of given 
the Overwhelmingly poor in Pakistan, and India an ElectricWindmillCar windfall that would give them $12,850 in 2007. Upper 
class Americans killed and raped all these poor people in Pakistan for more oil money. Is there a Doctor in the house? No! Oil 
Men, Texas and Saudi Oil Men assassinated Bhutto!  
 
 
 
29 Dec 2007 "Killer, Killer, Musharraf, Bush"  
 
29 Dec 2007 To die in hot cars, Bush influence on internal affairs of the heart  
 
29 Dec 2007 Kids die in hot cars, Cops are in fiery wrecks, Families in SUV's burned  
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29 Dec 2007 Even the smallest invention of air bags on the outside, for winter driving  
 
29 Dec 2007 Bush is killing 100's of American Civilians every day he remains free  
 
29 Dec 2007 Bush is killing 100's of Iraq Civilians every day he remains free  
 
29 Dec 2007 Nightly News continues to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar news, Nightly News Media is even worst, as they gave 
false home to the 40k women who died of breast cancer in 2007. Even Katie Couric knew she was giving false hope in her news 
story. Yet Katie would not expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and its inventor, me, Greg Buell from working on a 
cure for cancer in 2007 via Bush internal hatred of me. Bush killed 40k women in 2007 rather than let me work on a cure for 
breast cancer. All this while I live with hidden cameras in my living room. Mexicans kill 100 American Civilians every day. This is 
what Americans get for Mexican Oil, which we don't need… grin. Kennedy and Carter who started the government on this road 
to Genocide in 1980 remain tight-lipped. To die in hot cars, Kennedy Center Awards on TV, off limits were the little kids who died 
in hot cars. Caroline Kennedy left kids to die in hot cars, the daughter of JFK left a kid to die in a hot car. Bush influence 
on internal affairs of the heart gives Caroline Kennedy, Carter, Ted Kennedy the authorization to pour gasoline over your car and 
set you on fire for more oil money. False story we hear on the Nightly News, how hard it will be to find a partner the United 
States fully trusts. Ordinary civilians can't even trust the Swiss Banker not to take $1.5 Billion dollar deposit from the Mayors 
of Denver and Boulder Colorado without even asking them were they got the money. Bhutto deposited $1.5 Billion dollars into a 
Swiss Bank account. This Banker could of saved her life but didn't. Pakistan is a very dangerous and violent place. To die in hot 
cars, in Key West. To be murdered in Denver by Mexicans. More American civilians are killed by Bush. "Killer, Killer, 
Musharraf, Bush" Dr. Anthony L. Zietman, a radiation oncologist at Harvard and Massachusetts General Hospital, which operates 
a proton center. "This is the dark side of American medicine." MD's at Harvard, Yale know the official Bush policy is to make 
as much money as possible treating cancer, and suppress anyone who wants to get a over night miracle cure for cancer. Bush 
is psychotic in his Iraq war policy. As the ElectricWindmillCar would of won the Iraq War without any arms and legs under the 
Bush White House Christmas Tree. Insane Bush let all those arms and legs get blown off, got a lot of heros for Nightly news 
to report at the end of every broadcast. ElectricWindmillCar would of won the Iraq War without any arms and legs under the 
Bush White House Christmas Tree. Bush influence on internal affairs of the heart, to die left in a hot car. Fiery car 
wrecks. Gasoline Tanker trucks, can drive from Mexico City to deliver your gasoline as Bush wanted this perk. Confiscating all the 
oil money in Swiss Banks. Saudi Prince who got your kidney transplant thinks Bush can protect his illegal oil money 
forever. Misconceptions by foreign powers. Time made Putin person of the year 2007 because Putin will be the first to get $5 
Trillion dollars from oil money in the bank first. Caroline Kennedy daughter of JFK let kids die in hot cars so the rich and famous 
can have Trillions not just Billions from oil. Laura Bush let someone else's twin daughters die in a hot car or in a SUV that burst 
into flames. "Killer, Killer, Musharraf, Bush"  
 
 
 
28 Dec 2007 Bush assassinated Bhutto with the ElectricWindmillCar suppression  
 
28 Dec 2007 Swiss Bankers assassinated Bhutto taking her $1.5 Billion dollars  
 
28 Dec 2007 Bhutto's supporters chanted, "Killer, Killer, Musharraf!"  
 
28 Dec 2007 Bush already put out false stories who kill her on CNN and Fox  
 
28 Dec 2007 CNN Barbara Starr gave us disinformation about the assassination  
 
28 Dec 2007 Richard Perry/The New York Times forgot the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
28 Dec 2007 Richard Perry/The New York Times, Haitians cross a bridge linking their country and the Dominican Republic, 
where many Haitians buy necessities and seek work. They have leaky roofs and dirt floors, with no lights or running water. 
But hundreds of Haitian migrants have risked their lives to come here and work the surrounding fields, and they are part of a 
global trend: migrants who move to poor countries from even poorer ones. 28 Dec 2007 Bush assassinated Bhutto with 
the ElectricWindmillCar suppression. Bush assassinated 1 Billion people with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Bush let a 
few hundred other Presidents and World Leaders put $5 Trillion dollars in oil money in Swiss Banks. Jews have Swiss Bank 
accounts next to Saudi Oil men in the same Swiss Bank, all that counts is Money. Per capita income in the Dominican Republic 
is $2,850; in Haiti it is $480 in Pakistan it is $280 with the ElectricWindmillCar it would be $12,800. Bush is the assassin of 
1 Billion people worldwide. Barbara Starr reporting from the Pentagon on CNN knows this is the true story not disinformation on 
the End War On Earth news. Pakistan is fueled by Oil Money that only goes for War Toys. ElectricWindmillCar would fuel the 
people with the lowest Per capital income on Earth, these are the one's who Bush has assassinated by suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillCar. Those in Pakistan with cars do leave kids in hot cars to die, just like Key West. The ElectricWindmillCar 
will be climate controlled 24/7 just like your home. So Bush really is guilty of assassinating kids left in hot cars by suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillCar. Condoleezza Rice described a planned U.S. arm sales of Boeing War Toys to Saudi Arabia, the United 
Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain and Oman as a counter to "the negative influences" of al Qaeda and Hezbollah as well as 
the countries Syria and Iran. Condoleezza Rice hates "white cops" this is why she got the job, and "white cops" like Officer 
Jason who burned to death in his cop car on my Electricwindmillcar web is the typical person who pays for the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCars in the USA. The report counted the deaths of 186 officers as of Dec. 26, 2007 up from 145 last 
year. Eighty-one died in traffic incidents, which the report said surpassed their record of 78 set in 2000. Bush does not report 
on CNN or let Katie Couric on CBS report how many cops are burned in fiery cop car wrecks. How many families in SUV's are 
hit head on by a gasoline tanker trucks like the one on the ElectricWindmillcar web, on 7 Mile Bridge in the Keys. Barbara Starr 
at the Pentagon knows how many American Citizens Bush assassinated with the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, burned 
to death in gasoline fires, yet she will only give out disinformation about Bhutto's assassination on CNN. "The surgeons confirmed 
that she has been martyred," Bhutto's lawyer Babar Awan said. Officer Jason was murdered and martyred by Bush. In an 
Orwellian Society that knows this is the true story. Someday the cops and kids supporters will explode in anger, smashing the 
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glass doors at the White House and arrest Bush for assassinating cops and leaving kids in hot cars to die. Some at the hospital 
began chanting, "Killer, Killer, Musharraf," Chaos in Pakistan, what is going to happen in the USA when Barbara Starr at 
the Pentagon reports all the details about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and all those who burned and burned to death 
in fiery car wrecks so Bush, the Saudi's and Texas Oil men could put $5 Trillion dollars into Swiss Bank Accounts? Some at 
the hospital began chanting, "Killer, Killer, Musharraf," MD's at the hospital begin to worry about their Swiss Bank accounts they 
got from Bush to go along with the assassinations of cops and kids in fiery car wrecks. Bush government refused to provide kids 
with a climate controlled ElectricWindmillCars; Laura Bush let kids, twin daughters left in a hot car die. This is sick! This 
is assassinating kids left in hot cars so you can put $5 Trillion not $5 Billion in your Swiss Bank account. And Yes the Swiss 
Bankers know this is genocide money, yet they take it to the Bank. Barbara Starr at the Pentagon needs to aim her Nukes at 
the Swiss Banks, not Peasants making $150 a year, who would not be living in poverty if the ElectricWindmillCar was not 
suppressed by Bush. Some at the hospital began chanting, "Killer, Killer, Musharraf," Bhutto a graduate of Harvard and Oxford, 
Ms. Bhutto brought the backing of Washington and London, where she impressed with her political lineage and her considerable 
charm. Queen Elizabeth toasted at the White House with Bush… Let them Eat Cake, Let them Burn In Gasoline, We are addicted 
to oil money. $5 Trillion dollars has warped the minds of all the World Leaders, and all the Barbara Starr's at the Pentagon. 
$5 Trillion dollars would ----- Per capita income in the Dominican Republic is $2,850; in Haiti it is $480 in Pakistan it is $280 
with the ElectricWindmillCar it would be $12,800. Bush is the assassin of 1 Billion people worldwide. Barbara Starr reporting 
from the Pentagon on CNN knows this is the true story not disinformation on the End War On Earth news. Some at the 
hospital began chanting, "Killer, Killer, Musharraf," Bush! Someone at the hospital has to take care of the kids left in hot cars in 
Key West.  
 
 
 
27 Dec 2007 Saudi Arabia and the "Midnight Mass" at World Trade Center  
 
27 Dec 2007 CNN news today said Saudi Arabia was not involved in 9-11 attack  
 
27 Dec 2007 Bush is giving false stories to CNN and the New York Times  
 
27 Dec 2007 Bush is a Madman who will be arrested for Genocide in 2008  
 
27 Dec 2007 $100 Million dollar cancer zapper in the New York Times  
 
27 Dec 2007 $500 Million yes 5 cancer zappers have been built in secret  
 
27 Dec 2007 Because "Total Immunity" is a better invention, antigen-antibody reaction  
 
27 Dec 2007 New York Times reported on the front page a $100 Million dollar atom collision atomic particles collide and need 
walls 18 feet thick to house the particle acceleratory that will be aimed at cancer tumors and fired. This is a Madman's invention; 
I will bet it came from Bush. I have been writing up the idea of "Total Immunity" for the last 20 years and the observers who 
are medical researchers at Yale, MIT, Mayo, have been ordered not to peruse this idea. One vaccination that immunizes you 
against cancer, flu, and everything in between. When the Observers come out from behind the hidden cameras in my living room 
and Gen. Orwell lets me work on a cure for cancer this is what I will be working on my first day free. So if I have any 
potential "Wives-Goddesses of Inspiration" reading this get the research material ready for a long brainstorming day, and thanks 
in advance. Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, and BAE Systems are working on the F-35, mostly software. This will be useful 
in brainstorming "Total Immunity". VATICAN CITY (Reuters) - Pope Benedict said on Wednesday that Christians faced 
persecution, torture and death in some parts of the world and continued to be made martyrs for their faith. Pope Benedict said 
on Wednesday didn't mention Officer Jason who's burned face from a fiery rearend car wreck is on my web… I mailed by the 
Post Office an 8X11 Post Card to the Pope at the Vatican yet he can not reply about the 10's of thousands burned in gasoline 
for more oil money while the ElectricWindmillCar is being suppressed. This is a Cardinal Sin by the Pope. In a message to pilgrims 
on the day after Christmas -- the feast day of St. Stephen, considered the first Christian martyr -- the Pope said Christians 
who die for their faith --- didn't die in a fiery car wreck when gasoline should have been replaced with ElectricWindmillCar in 
1980. This is a Cardinal Sin by the Pope. t. Stephen was stoned to death by a mob in Jerusalem at a time when Christianity 
was first starting to spread. The Pope said such martyrdoms continued to this day. Pope did not say the Jews in Jerusalem 
have $Billions in Oil Genocide money in Swiss Banks given to them by Texas and Saudi Oil men to not expose the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar and the tens of thousands who will burn in gasoline, in fiery car wrecks. This is a Cardinal Sin that is also 
a Genocide. Cops are not Martyrs for gasoline burning then in cop cars. The Pope is crazy as Bush and the Oil Men. LAGOS, 
Nigeria - A ruptured gasoline pipeline exploded in flames, killing at least 84 people near Nigeria's main city of Lagos as they tried 
to scoop fuel from the gushing leak, police said Wednesday The explosion Tuesday morning at Agbogbo, a village near the coastal 
city of Lagos, occurred on a stretch of pipeline in remote swamp waters, and news of it did not filter out until Wednesday 
morning. More than 800 people died in two similar pipeline explosions observed by Laura Bush on hidden camera, and Laura goes 
along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, this is a Cardinal Sin and Genocide by Bush's Wife. 1,000 people a day 
are burned and burned to death in gasoline and Laura and the Pope will not expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. 
Pope will not bless these people who burn in gasoline as martyrs. So if I have any potential "Wives-Goddesses of Inspiration" 
reading this please ask the cops in Italy to get ready to arrest the Pope for a Genocide that has nothing to do with 
harassing Christians. And Everything to with taking $Billions in oil money bribes from Texas and Saudi Oil men to go along with 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar.  
 
 
 
25 Dec 2007 VATICAN CITY (AFP) - Pope Benedict XVI Distorted Christmas  
 
25 Dec 2007 Pope helps Texas + Saudi oil men's selfishness and degradation of the environment for $ Billions of dollars Pope puts 
in the Vatican Bank  
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25 Dec 2007 Toyota plans to sell 9.85 million vehicles worldwide in 2008  
 
25 Dec 2007 Iran will build 9.85 million missiles with their Japanese gasoline money  
 
25 Dec 2007 Iran will build 19 atomic power plants with their Japanese gasoline money  
 
25 Dec 2007 VATICAN CITY (AFP) - Pope Benedict XVI Misused Christmas to speak out against selfishness and degradation of 
the environment as he celebrated midnight mass at Saint Peter's Basilica.  
 
25 Dec 2007 Japan has 50 Nuclear Power Plants over an Earthquake area  
 
25 Dec 2007 Japan need to convert its Electric Power Generation to Free Hydrogen  
 
25 Dec 2007 VATICAN CITY (AFP) - Pope Benedict XVI Misused Christmas by not exposing the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar, and Gen. Orwell's stifling me, Greg Buell from working on a cure for cancer on this Christmas Day 
(with several wives to help inspire me, Greg Buell). $ Billions of dollars Pope put in the Vatican Bank, $ Billions more from Texas 
and Saudi Oil men are in Swiss Banks on Christmas Day. GE NBC Nightly News on Christmas Day everyone should be arrested 
for Genocide, they probably will be. GE by not exposing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar on its NBC Nightly News 
misused its status in society. People sitting around with their face burned in gasoline, owe this to GE and their Nightly 
News Reporters. GE made more $ Billions than the Pope, not by selling ads on Nightly News but from bribes from Texas and 
Saudi Oil men. Pope spoke to the world's 1.1 billion Catholics, he spoke in Italian as thousands listened in the vast basilica. 
100 million have cancer and the Pope could have exposed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillcar and said its inventor me, 
Greg Buell was being stifled by Gen. Orwell USA from working on a cure for cancer. He, Greg Buell could have already gotten in 
1981 a year after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. VATICAN CITY (AFP) - Pope Benedict XVI Misused Christmas by 
not addressing the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar. Bishop Gregory of Nyssa, who lamented a "universe torn and disfigured 
by sin," Pope Benedict spoke of Gregory but not Greg Buell. Close but this will not get the Pope into Heaven. Grin. John Paul II is 
in Hell on this Christmas Day. God would have no choice but-to-put John Paul II in Hell for not Exposing the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. John Paul II sent his Vatican people to Boulder, Colorado to St. Thomas Aquinas Church to 
check me, Greg Buell out. I can remember them, I can remember reading their minds as they told me they were from the 
Vatican. John Paul II is in Hell Today. VATICAN CITY (AFP) - Pope Benedict XVI fears Gen Orwell of the USA more than he 
fears God. I can understand this. Gen. Orwell has hidden cameras in your living room and an Army of Observers who are willing 
to spit on anyone on Christmas Day. ORANJESTAD, Aruba - Natalee Holloway is one of millions, wives, girlfriends, dates 
murdered by men around the world. Gen. Orwell will let another 40k women die of breast cancer in 2008 and will let more 
Natalee Holloway and wives go missing. GPS and radio frequency tags, stickers must monitory men and women to save a million 
from being murdered. Oil and Iraq, take up all the Generals time and inventiveness. Moslem War is just what the General wanted 
for his Christmas Present. Christmas Star, Alpha Centauri and the 700 new model 2008 Shuttle will have to wait for 
another Christmas Day, one in which the Pope exposes the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Bush's revenge on me, Greg 
Buell… is so awesome Bush will let 40k more women die of Breast Cancer in 2008 rather than let me, Greg Buell work on a cure 
for breast cancer. Bush deserves the arms and legs under the White House Christmas Tree today, Marines who got them blown 
off do not deserver it or a Madman like Bush for their President. Merry Christmas  
 
 
 
24 Dec 2007 Pope is using Oil Bribes to build new Catholic Churches in Iraq  
 
24 Dec 2007 Catholic women will pray when dying of breast cancer in Church  
 
24 Dec 2007 Million Catholic women will die of breast cancer while Churches are built  
 
24 Dec 2007 In Iraq, Pope said God wants new Church buildings in Iraq  
 
24 Dec 2007 God gave the Pope the Oil Money in the form of a Bribe to suppress  
 
24 Dec 2007 The ElectricWindmillCar Godsend  
 
24 Dec 2007 Christmas Eve service at the Vatican. Pope just got off his computer; he was erecting new Catholic Church buildings 
in every city in Iraq. Billions of dollars in bribes from Texas and Saudi Oil men made Christmas busy for the Pope. He has to get 
as many Catholic Churches going up in Iraq as humanly possible. No the Pope does not know women are dying from Breast Cancer. 
This does not concern the Pope. Women are not the Popes Goddess of Inspiration. Church buildings in Boulder Colorado since 
the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar here in 1980 are the most luxurious and extravagant the Preacher could ever ask God for. 
I would say the Devil gave the Churches in Boulder Colorado the oil money bribes to renovate. Grin. Many Churches here in 
Boulder Colorado have been renovated again and again looking more like the biggest Church buildings at the Vatican. Same time 
women have been dying of Breast Cancer at 40k a year. Since 1980 and I could have gotten a cure for breast cancer in 1981 if 
Gen. Orwell gave the orders to ok this. Preachers stifled me, Greg Buell from working on any kind of cure for cancer while at 
the same time they took oil bribes from Observers. This is typical Church behavior in every city in the USA since the invention of 
the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. New hospital buildings in Boulder Colorado were paid for by oil bribes, and the MD's planned to 
treat cancer not get a cure. Getting a cure for cancer would put the MD out of business. I will post audio mp3 of the MD's 
in Boulder Colorado talking about stifling me Greg Buell from getting a cure for cancer when the observers come out from behind 
the hidden cameras. God will pour gasoline over the Pope in Hell. Building Catholic Churches with oil money bribes will not save 
the Pope from Hells Fires. We should save the 40k women who will die from Breast Cancer in 2008. There is a miracle cure, just 
like the ElectricWindmillCar invented during the Oil Embargo. Same madmen, Kennedy and his friends will suppress this like they 
did the ElectricWindmillCar. If they don't, we'll get a cure for breast cancer in 2008. Then I will spent the confiscated oil 
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money from Swiss Banks on Building a State of the Arts Medical School over every Football Stadium on every University Campus 
in the USA. The Catholic Churches the Pope gets built in Baghdad will house Iraqi troops when the Marines come home, and sign up 
to be MD's. Christmas in Baghdad and Christmas with Breast Cancer. War is Hell and this war in Iraq stifles getting a miracle 
cure for Breast Cancer. MD's in Boulder Colorado stifled me, Greg Buell from working on a cure for Breast Cancer this year. All 
I want for Christmas is my 2 front teeth, and some dentures. Wives so they can be my Goddess of Inspiration to get the cure 
for Breast Cancer and Cancer. We can build a Medical School over every Football Stadium on every University Campus for 
Christmas in the USA not Baghdad. Observers watch us on hidden cameras. We will observer the Pope burning in Hells fires. 
Building Catholic Churches in Baghdad will not get the Pope into Heaven! Merry Christmas will be getting an overnight cure for all 
the women with Breast Cancer. Merry Christmas!  
 
 
23 Dec 2007 Texas and Saudi Oil men were strong enough to overpower the World  
 
23 Dec 2007 And take control of every department at the UN.  
 
23 Dec 2007 Chaos by the Chiefs of Police in the USA  
 
23 Dec 2007 Bush addressed them, picture of Officer Jason's face burned in gasoline  
 
23 Dec 2007 Tens of thousands, their face burned in gasoline while Bush was President  
 
23 Dec 2007 Chiefs of Police let mom dad and the 2 kids in the SUV burst into flames  
 
23 Dec 2007 Scale of the Chaos will not be know until The Chief is fired and hanged  
 
23 Dec 2007 UN Human Rights commission must have something to do with this Chaos  
 
23 Dec 2007 WHO at the UN is on edge about the NYPD taking revenge on the UN  
 
23 Dec 2007 Texas and Saudi Oil men were strong enough to overpower every Chief of Police in the USA, and take control of 
every department at the UN. Wow! Generals and Major Generals who graduated from West Point were overpowered by Texas 
and Saudi Oil men who tossed gasoline bombs at their leisure at cars on the highways of the USA and every Nation on Earth. 
Bad news for any woman diagnosed with breast cancer. MD's work for the Ruling Class thus they can get away with murder like 
the Ruling Class. Chaos in health insurance because some Saudi Prince told Bush let them pay for it themselves. Something like 
than anyhow. We'll learn the story some time after Mecca is Nuked. Grin. The least aggressive women and the most 
aggressive women when looking for a purpose in life. NASA women knew were they wanted to go they just timed it badly with 
some Saudi Prince telling Bush why should we build Moon Bases it's a vast desert up there. So Bush cancelled 700 New Shuttles 
and 700 Moon Bases. Women in the French Revolution missed killing the current French President. He just visited Iraq 
and Afghanistan to promote War. Saudi King won over the French President who probably didn't read Reausouu. Let them Ear 
Cake from the French Revolution is now Let them burn in Gasoline, we are Addicted to Oil Money. Sick Chaos. The rest of 
the "Women of the World" Yoko and Cher and Kidman have their own story they will tell us about how they found out about 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. I remember telling Shelly at the Boulder Café, her eyes lit up like an organism… 
grin. Wow really and the government is suppressing it. Yes! Those addicted to oil money and Microsoft Money collide with tens 
of thousands fiery car wrecks with tens of thousands of people burning in gasoline so they can profit. Chaos of making money 
drove off a cliff without gravity control being invented yet. MD's were set free of any restraints on their conscience and 
they became mass murderers. Would you torture the subjects hiding behind a hidden camera? Millions of government workers 
do. Chaos of 9-11 would have been prevented if the CIA or Pentagon would of assassinated the Saudi King eliminating the 
lavishness the Saudi Men who flew the planes into the World Trade Center Building had in their minds. Chaos in Saudi Arabia would 
of prevented 9-11 and let the Texas Oil men still cash in on the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Would you torture 
the subjects hiding behind a hidden camera? Millions of government workers do. CIA and Pentagon Generals watch Saudi Princes 
from behind hidden cameras, watch all that spending of oil money on women and war toys. Their only invention was to overpower 
the World Leaders, get them addicted to oil money so they would kill anyone and everyone to earn more oil money. Chaos in the 
world of earning money from oil. Government rehab programs allow tens of thousands of MD's to keep their drug addictions 
hidden from their patients. Government workers watching from behind a hidden camera observe botched operations and patients 
die, type up a report and let the MD go on to the next patient. Chaos in the government of the USA. White House women are 
mad as hell and want to take revenge on Bush for the 40k breast cancer deaths in 2007. They are out of luck. Wife of the 
French President could only divorce him not kill him for suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and stifling a cure for breast cancer 
with his war toys and promotion of war in Iraq. Pope was seduced with a Catholic Church in every city in Iraq. I will try to 
seduce Shelly with I can get a cure for breast cancer with you as one of my wives. I will seduce NASA women with 700 new 
2008 Model Shuttles that can be docked in orbit and blasted off to Alpha Centauri. If I don't seduce these women this year 
2007. Chaos will kill tens of thousands in 2008 for oil money. Merry Christmas.  
 
 
 
22 Dec 2007 Bill Gates will lose $100 Billion Dollars in One Day.  
 
22 Dec 2007 GE will lose $100 Billion Dollars in One Day  
 
22 Dec 2007 Because Bill went along with suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar on 9-11  
 
22 Dec 2007 Earth and the Universe - Undermined by Texas and Saudi Oil Money  
 
22 Dec 2007 Scenarios that piloted the USA up to multiple Genocides run by Bush  
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22 Dec 2007 To further global dominance with Oil Money Bribes and A Bill Gates  
 
22 Dec 2007 Microsoft intelligent pointing devices pointed Presidents to fiery wrecks  
 
22 Dec 2007 Bill Gates sick with greed that kills more people than MD's greed  
 
22 Dec 2007 Bush cant ignored Moscow's attempt to earn $5 Trillion dollars from oil  
 
22 Dec 2007 9-11 scenario only because everyone on Earth went along with suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 
October of 1980. Now Bush faces arrest for Genocide, and several dozen $Billion dollar lawsuits the government will willingly pay 
out under an ElectricWindmillCar Era. Bill Gates will lose $100 Billion Dollars in One Day. Because Bill was helping to suppress 
the ElectricWindmillCar on and before 9-11. GE will lose $100 Billion Dollars in One Day because GE was helping to suppress 
the ElectricWindmillCar on and before 9-11. Who in the world could influence Bill Gates and GE enough to gamble with $100 
Billion dollars each? Bush at his news conference said the same thing 100 times before. One thing I would like to point out is 
Bush said No kid left behind more than 100 times and at the same time kids were left behind in hot cars to die because Bush 
was suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar which is climate controlled all the time. Cigna was in the news for failing to ok payment for 
a transplanted liver before the patient died. Katie Couric will not mention my idea of mandatory organ donation for everyone who 
dies. Why? Mother of all Mistakes. Several Mother of all Mistakes since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. The 
loss of 100 Billion inventions Americans didn't get because the ElectricWindmillCar was suppressed will earn the highest interest 
after the ElectricWindmillCar hits the road. Bush killed 40k women in 2007 and another 40k in 2008 by being insane about stem 
cell research to cure breast cancer. I think this was crazy, but even more crazy put causing fewer deaths is Bush when he 
leaves kids in hot cars to die. Microsoft intelligent pointing devices pointed Presidents to fiery wrecks that burned 10k in 
gasoline needlessly except for those who get the oil money. Bush is reminiscing about his wasted time as President of the 
USA. Several dozen $Billion dollar lawsuits the government will willingly pay out under an ElectricWindmillCar Era. Era that will 
go faster than the speed of light released from Oil Madmen. Era that will travel 4.3 light years across the Universe. Grin. It 
will seem like 4.3 light years is half way across the Universe because of the Madmen Era. Memorial for all the kids Bush left in 
hot cars to die. This Memorial Design will include a car. Key West tourists must be reminded on their Key West vacations Bush 
and his Brother left kids to die in hot cars in Florida. Merry Christmas  
 
 
 
21 Dec 2007 Bush 8 am Press Conference, Invent-ory, Gregory took the silverware  
 
21 Dec 2007 Invent something to End War On Earth, = = = ElectricWindmillCar  
 
21 Dec 2007 Take the money and run, Bush; Putin took the Oil Money to Swiss Banks  
 
21 Dec 2007 Bush 8 am Press Conference, Billion dollar law suit's burned in gasoline  
 
21 Dec 2007 Bush 8 am, Billion dollar law suit 9-11's 10 cent a barrel oil, No 9-11  
 
21 Dec 2007 Bush got the Pope to take Oil Money bribes and declare war on Moslems  
 
21 Dec 2007 Nichol Kidman's The Compass. Kidman spit on God The Universe and Aliens  
 
21 Dec 2007 In Kidman's movie there aren't 5 billion invention projects for Sony to make 100's of movies. Kidman tries to 
eliminate God. Time Warner Inc, CEO who made this movie killed his wife and married a man in real life. Grin. No wonder why 
he wants to eliminate God in Kidman's The Compass movie. Clinton's neighbor was arrested yesterday for killing his wife. Peggy 
Perez-Olivo, 55, was shot in the head as she and her husband were driving from Manhattan toward their home just three doors 
from the Clintons in Chappaqua. The teacher's assistant at a Chappaqua school died two days later. In Kidman's movie there aren't 
5 billion invention projects, Tom didn't kill Kidman, they divorced. 1 of these 5 million inventions will prevent all wives from 
being murdered by their husband during a divorce. One of the $Billion dollar law suits Bush mentioned will be against the 
Jewish Hospitals were the uninsured die 50% more than the insured… you do the math. Grin. NYC Jews will have several Genocide 
Law Suits besides not exposing the ElectricWindmillCar and preventing 9-11 in NYC. Katie Couric doesn't have a $Billion dollars, 
GE has $100 Billion dollars it will lose every dollar when 9-11 widows sue GE for not exposing the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar before 9-11. Every wonder how Bill Gates will lose $100 Billion dollars in 1 day, widows from 9-11 
and widows of cops burned and burned to death in gasoline will do this to Bill Gates. The widow will be deserving of the 
$Billion dollars and Bill Gates deserves to lose $100 Billion for helping, and profiting in money and government protection 
of Microsoft's policy to kill millions of High School inventors hope, for a better life. Killed by Bill Gates. The Supercharged V-8, 
620 Horsepower gasoline engine is, indeed, the ultimate engine for the 2008 Corvette. The engine is assembled by hand at 
GM's Performance Build Center, a unique, small-volume engine production facility in Wixom, Mich., that also builds the 
Corvette Z06's LS7 engine and other high-performance GM production engines. GM is targeting these engines to sell a few 
more Corvettes in March 2008. GM goes along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Bush 8 am Press Conference, 
Billion-dollar lawsuit's for those burned in gasoline in GM cars with gasoline engines and gas tanks. Hang them all and let God sort 
it out… Grin. GM is condemning thousands of people to a fiery death in 2008. Bush at his 8 am Pres Conference wasn't asked 
one question about this, Katie Couric has a rosy glow introducing Bush then later in the day on CBS Nightly News. Katie reported 
a 1981 model car in a crash at 15 mph the bumper got $84 in damage, today the Toyota or Honda or GM in a 15 mph crash 
the bumper cost was $2k to $4k in damage. Katie didn't mention the air bags on the outside of bumpers invention. Grin. Katie 
didn't mention the arms and legs gifts under the Bush White House Christmas Tree. Lite Coors for Katie, maybe she was drinking 
not kissing before the Press Conference at 8 am. I would certainly get off if I got a gift of a few wives under my Christmas 
Tree next week. I would make them blush every day of 2008 with a new invention or new invention project you could work on, 
when you log on here to read the End War News. Merry Christmas!  
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20 Dec 2007 Time person of the year Putin, $5 Trillion from oil not the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
20 Dec 2007 Yi Cui reinvented the Li-ion not in the Era of Free Hydrogen ruthlessness  
 
20 Dec 2007 Yi Cui, Stanford researchers stifled the ElectricWindmillCar from 1980-2008  
 
20 Dec 2007 MIT Ruthlessly stifled every spin off invention from the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
20 Dec 2007 Yi Cui reinvented your notebook battery from 2 hours to 20 hours not 20 days!  
 
20 Dec 2007 MIT Textbooks in 2008 still preach there are no Perpetual Motion Machines  
 
20 Dec 2007 There are 20 Perpetual Motion Machines, the ElectricWindmillCar is just the first. $5 Trillion from oil not 
the ElectricWindmillCar. Zero spin off inventions from oil, 5 billion inventions lost from the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar. Time picked Putin for pulling off the Mother of all Scams, but one that left 10,s of thousands burned 
and burned to death in gasoline. Lenin the reinvented Lenin will be the Time person of the year 1 year from Today if he gets 
Putin hanged. Flames, smoke, White House called the Fire Department. If Putin Hangs for making $5 Trillion dollars from oil the 
rest of the White House Universe will be burned to the ground. Bush's White House runs on Oil Revenue. Stone Executive 
Office building next to the White House. Lenin's Office in St. Petersburg is an Office for the Russian National Oil Company 
Today. How could someone who studied Lenin in High School burn Moscow cops in fiery gasoline fires? For Oil Money? History 
will make Putin more frantically than Lenin. $5 Trillion dollars in Oil Money for Moscow. Yi Cui reinvented your notebook battery 
from 2 hours to 20 hours not 20 days! Think of every star in the Universe as an invention you can get when the 
ElectricWindmillCar enlist you in a new Army that will travel 4.3 light years to the nearest Star Alpha Centauri. Pentagons Army 
will only travel to Iraq. So who's Army will you join? Invention project for you to get started on is the DVD burner with no 
moving parts. You cannot travel 4.3 light years with a Sony DVD burner, blue-ray or not. Ha. So start inventing a DVD burner 
with no moving parts before MIT makes the news tomorrow about the same invention project. Ruthless situation at Stanford, 
MIT with all their Yi Cui's. Truth is 99% of their work is for the Pentagon, not getting 18 hours more for your notebook battery. 
I want a notebook that lets you take off the LCD screen. I want a notebook that comes on like a TV. I want a notebook with 
an alarm clock and beep 2 mins before the hour so I can turn on the TV and not miss the start of Katic Couric. I want Putin to 
be Hanged by a reinvented Lenin who does not work for the Russian National Oil Company. Addicted to oil money. This has 
been printed in the New York Times. Bush and Putin are addicted to Oil Money. MD are addicted to drugs, 10% blotched a surgery 
or a diagnosis and are in government treatment programs forever. No you cannot find out if your MD is in a treatment program, 
the government does not want you to know this. Confidential and Top Secret has always been used to protect dangerous Doctors. 
MD and PhDs. ElectricWindmillCar enlist you in a new Army that will travel 4.3 light years to the nearest Star, Alpha 
Centauri. Pentagons Army will only travel to Iraq. So who's Army will you join? Pentagon news, they want to add 99k troops to 
the Army in 2008. I want an Army of 3 Billion people working to get to Alpha Centauri. And get 5 billion inventions Putin and 
Bush lost for Humanity. Time person of the year Putin, $5 Trillion from oil for a Space Station for Russian Nukes. Next year 
Putin will get Time person of the year if the Russians build a Space Station for Nukes. If Putin gets Hanged in 2008 it might still 
get Time's person of the year next year.  
 
 
19 Dec 2007 Castro, Texas and Saudi Oil men will never give up their time in power willingly  
 
19 Dec 2007 Cubans who swam ashore in Florida were run over by the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
19 Dec 2007 Bush driving a ElectricWindmillCar drove over Cubans swimming ashore in FL  
 
19 Dec 2007 Florida citizens and Cubans left kids in hot cars to die, unnecessarily  
 
19 Dec 2007 Today everyone in Florida knows the ElectricWindmillCar is climate controlled  
 
19 Dec 2007 Natalee Holloway was murdered leaving a bar, everyone knows who kill her  
 
19 Dec 2007 ORANJESTAD, Aruba we don't have evidence to charge anyone  
 
19 Dec 2007 Evidence in Pakistan is the same as Evidence in the USA. Evidence Texas and Saudi Oil men suppress 
the ElectricWindmillCar is obvious. It's Evident the Top Brass, Top Quarks, plan on letting kids die in hot cars and let us burn 
to death in fiery car wrecks. Mexicans in the USA know they cause the deaths of Americans, and it's evident they want to 
ignore this. Mexicans who killed cops in cold blood should never have been let into the USA. Top Brass, Top Quarks in their 
meetings knew the statistics, the murders the Mexicans would commit. So who is the bigger murderer, the Mexicans killing cops 
in cold blood or the Top Brass, and Top Quarks who let the Mexicans into the USA. CIA will certainly be asked, ordered by Bush 
to destroy the videotapes. These Top Brass and Top Quark murderers warrant more aggressive CSI analysis. Coup D'Etat with 
the ElectricWindmillCar cannot run over Texas and Saudi Oil men suppress the ElectricWindmillCar. Bill Gates is helping the Texas 
and Saudi Oil men. This warrants more aggressive CSI analysis. Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Queen of England visits 
the White House and toast, let them eat cake, let them burn in gasoline; we are addicted to oil money. And does not get arrested 
by the White House cops. This certainly warrants more aggressive CSI analysis. Leno is due back with his joke; your flesh is 
sizzling in gasoline, and gets laughs from it. Castro must know about the suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar and does not use 
this Intel to get even with Bush. Moscow is saving hard to get $5 Trillion dollars in oil revenue before the ElectricWindmillCar 
comes off the Ford Assembly line. Yoko cannot help John Lennon expose this suppression. Triple-negative, lose-lose-lose situation 
in trying to get the Oil Men hanged. Even a windfall for organ transplant people who are waiting gets us no closer to getting 
them hanged. Act of senseless violence caught on videotape in the planning stage at White House Meetings and in real life in fiery 
car wrecks and Mexican cop killers. Just like in ORANJESTAD, Aruba we don't have evidence to charge anyone. In Pakistan 
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they were going to Charge President Pervez Musharraf with murder and Genocide, so he replaced the Supreme Court. Bush did 
the same thing in the USA. The Supreme Court Justices of the USA ruled the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and the 
murder of cops by Mexicans is legal under the emergency rule of the Texas Oil Men and Bush's. A fleet of 700 Shuttles all 
model 2008 was killed by the Top Brass and Top Quarks. Evidence who is doing this has not been reported by Katie Couric at 
CBS. Leno will be back at NBC with new versions of his sizzling flesh in gasoline jokes before I get a few love crazy NASA 
women together for inventing a better Universe on Earth. Christmas 2007 is less than a week from today. Even the Pope is to 
busy counting all his oil money bribes. Hells fires do not influence the Pope. Fiery car wrecks with families inside are not spoken of 
in any sermon by any Priest. Mexicans in the USA know they cause the deaths of Americans, and it's evident they want to 
ignore this. In Pakistan they were going to Charge President Pervez Musharraf with murder and Genocide, so he replaced the 
Supreme Court. Bush's replaced the Supreme Court Justices in 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented. In Aruba we 
don't have evidence to charge anyone for the murder of Natalee Holloway leaving a bar with 3 guys. You know they killed her in 
cold blood! Coup D'Etat and Revolutions even with an ElectricWindmillCar are still Mission Impossible IV Movies. Remember Bush is 
the one who left all those kids in hot cars to die; he was distracted driving, shopping for arms and legs for the White 
House Christmas Tree.  
 
 
18 Dec 2007 In China 350 million smoked a cigarette today  
 
18 Dec 2007 Worldwide 100+ burned to death in gasoline today  
 
18 Dec 2007 Cosmic violence, which people have never witnessed before  
 
18 Dec 2007 President Bush, President Hu killing their own civilians for money  
 
18 Dec 2007 Cosmic violence, which people have never witnessed before  
 
18 Dec 2007 Black hole galaxy blasting a neighboring galaxy, extraordinary act of violence  
 
18 Dec 2007 Kennedy drove off a bridge drunk drowning his girlfriend, a drunkard's life  
 
18 Dec 2007 A drunkard's extraordinary violence pours gasoline over you and lite the match, this is Kennedy and the other 
100 Senators since 1980 when they voted to go along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Coors is a deadly 
infection. WHO made the news with 12 million die from cancer in 2007. Coors customer service got to WHO as the number of 
deaths from Coors was not reported. Drunkards like Kennedy got Hu to lite the cigarettes of 350 million Chinese when at the 
same time the Senate was putting out smoking in the USA. The two galaxies are only 24,000 light-years apart and are in a 
slow merging process. Alpha Centauri is only 4.3 light years from Earth but much to far for the Pentagon to attack it - grin. 
Jay Leno will return to late-night TV on Jan. 2, 2008. NBC's Web site makes it abundantly clear No Jokes from you. GE and 
NBC will never survive the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Then you can send in your Invention Project Ideas to GE and 
NBC, as I will be working 24/7 on invention projects to make up for the suppression of 5 billion inventions from 1980 to 
2008. Blockbuster movie 1,001 things you can invent. GE and NBC would say no to this movie if they were still alive and in 
power. Crazy people at GE and NBC would destroy the Earth like this distant galaxy is doing to its neighbor. Hadron Particle 
Collider atom smashed, the largest scientific instrument ever built, is scheduled to be commissioned in 2008. Leno jokes 
about smashing atoms would be smashed to hell by the writers who are on strike today. Particles of atoms jokes are to 
enlightening, for GE. You might get an invention from one of Leno jokes then GE and NBC would want money from you. B 
mesons, which contain b quarks. The Top Quarks on Earth served the bottom quarks red meat to make a few dollars. Then the 
Top Quarks on Earth tossed gasoline bombs at cop cars and SUV's. The Top Quark is the most violent Quark in the know 
Universe. Leno could rewrite this Top Quark joke but he will not stand up in court and lie about making jokes about people burning 
in gasoline their sizzling flesh. When he knew the Top Quarks on Earth were tossing gasoline bombs at drivers in LA. The 
standard model must eventually give way to some more complete structure. For starters, at least two classes of phenomena show 
that it cannot be a complete theory. The first is gravitation. That is, Albert Einstein's general theory of relativity cannot be 
grafted onto the standard model without leading to serious difficulties. Getting the Gravity Control invention was stifled by GE 
and NBC between 1980 and 2008. Our world: photons, gluons, W and Z bosons, Higgs particles, and multiple generations of 
quarks and leptons. GE and NBC failures suggest a new Network is needed if we are going to invent Gravity Control, get a cure 
for cancer. GE and NBC when out of their way at great cost to stifle anyone submitting jokes, TV shows that would stimulate 
ideas for gravity control invention. Electricity was invented by those who did not know what Electricity was, same can be said for 
the Gravity Control invention. GE with all its jet engines on the assembly like knows about the free Hydrogen from the gallon of 
water in your ElectricWindmillCar yet has no plans to build jet engines that run on free Hydrogen. So don't send any jokes to 
Leno. Leno is a Joke. GE and NBC will be the joke of 5 billion inventors hopefully in 2008. Arc welding machines use searing-
hot plasmas to cut and weld metals, and plasmas play a key role in nuclear fusion. But cold plasmas also have their applications. 
They are used in flat-screen plasma TVs, in the processing of plastics, and for the application of coatings in materials 
processing. Because they generate free electrons that react easily with other atoms, plasmas can be used to etch metals, 
to fabricate electronic circuits in the semiconductor industry, and to burn off organic contaminants via chemical reactions 
during wafer manufacturing. Google cold plasma and get ahead of Leno and GE. Someone will replace Leno, and it could be me, 
Greg Buell giving 30 min monolog-brainstorming things you can invent. I would need an Army of writers to brainstorm a 30-
minute monolog 7 nights a week. UK has left behind murder, gang rape and chaos, says Basra police chief. Blunt assessment 
delivered as British hand over security to Iraqis. Queen Elizabeth ordered Princes Di killed because she was going to marry a 
Moslem. Blunt assessment about the Queen of England. Let them eat cake, Let them burn in gasoline, we are addicted to oil 
money. This assessment is 100% true. Both assessments are 100% truth. In the Universe we live in the Top Quarks have not 
made any progress since Henry VIII. French Revolution gave us the current French President who tosses gasoline bombs at French 
cop cars for more oil money. Queen Elizabeth is brutal enough to pour gasoline over your car with you and your wife and kids 
inside and set you on fire, for more oil money. At the Queens trial she will say she was infected with Greed from Bill Gates. One 
last local note about Boulder Colorado High School, 3 Mexicans teens from the HS were out in back by the bike path spitting 
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at people biking by or jogging by today. There are hidden cameras there so the Observers were watching or the Observers told 
them to Spit on everyone biking by or jogging by. What ever, but I will certainly discriminate, I would never give any Mexican Kids 
at Boulder High a ElectricWindmillCar gift or a University Education, paid for my the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar.  
 
 
17 Dec 2007 NASA low mission cost of $40 million was achieved because Iraq + Iran  
 
17 Dec 2007 Olmert rebuked Dichter for criticizing the U.S. report as a "delusions"  
 
17 Dec 2007 Israel delusions to attack the nuclear facilities in Iran in an Oil Genocide Era  
 
17 Dec 2007 NASA mission two compelling investigations, Extrasolar Planet Surveillance  
 
17 Dec 2007 NASA is looking for new solar systems while the Jews have delusions of war  
 
17 Dec 2007 Something went wrong in the American aim analyzing the Iranian nuclear threat  
 
17 Dec 2007 This something is the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, ElectricWindmillCar. Jews analyzing, and then getting 
off on every attack that kills someone. Olmert and Dichter completely forgot the Americans are suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar. Jews today 17 Dec 2007 are mad, as hell they cannot attack the nuclear sites in Iran. NASA low mission 
cost of $40 million was achieved because this is all the Pentagon and Bush would give NASA. Jews spend more than $40 million in 
one day. MEXICO CITY - Oil workers have capped a damaged oil platform in the Gulf of Mexico that spilled crude and natural 
gas for almost two months after a deadly high-seas collision, Mexico's state-owned oil company Petroleos Mexicanos announced 
on Sunday. At least 21 employees were killed in the Oct. 23 collision with a drilling rig during a storm. Roughly 420 barrels of oil 
per day spilled from the damaged platform since late October. Pemex said Something went wrong in the American aim 
analyzing Mexicans and who benefits from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Inventions, which lies four generations 
ahead, have been lost to humanity by this American aim for more Oil Money from Mexico. Bill Gates started a plague of greed 
that has infected all of Mexico's leaders. More oil money is spent on Cocaine and war toys than dentist. Yet more Mexicans 
are missing their 2 front teeth like me, than are Jews. Observe several previously discovered planetary systems outside our 
solar system. Observe Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years from Earth. Observe the delusions of the Jews who are mad as hell today, 
17 Dec 2007. Olmert and Dichter completely forgot the Americans are suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. BOSTON - Motorists 
slid off roads Sunday across the Great Lakes states and into New England as a storm cut visibility and iced over highways with 
a wind-blown brew of snow, sleet and freezing rain. Inventions, which lies four generations ahead in driving in ice, in a blizzard, 
were lost to the Jews and Iraq War. Today we are driving gasoline cars without the inventions the ElectricWindmillCar would have 
for driving in a storm. The Jews, Pentagon, and other Warmongers lost Four generations of inventions, which I like to say is 5 
billion inventions, since 1980. Planets around other stars hold no delusions of grandeur for Israel the spacecraft looking for 
planets was built for NASA by Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corp., Boulder, Colorado. Today 17 Dec 2007 I went out biking 
in Boulder, Colorado and an Observer from this Orwellian Society spit at me at McGuckins Hardware next to Brewing Market 
on Folsom Street. Several more Observers from behind the hidden cameras were also harassing me. This is overkill for the 
Observers in Boulder, Colorado but it's a week before Christmas and Gen. Orwell always goes crazy with overkill…. I know he 
will order someone to spit at me on Christmas day in Boulder, Colorado, as this has been the standing order since 1980. So 
The spacecraft that is looking for planets built for NASA by Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corp., Boulder, Colo..10 blocks from 
were I run my daily errands in Boulder. Small World! One reason Gen. Orwell is so crazy is I will get Four generations of 
inventions, which I like to say is 5 billion inventions. When they come out from behind the hidden cameras. This will be as 
devastating to the Observers in Boulder Colorado as not attacking Iran is to the Jews Today, 17 Dec 2007  
 
 
16 Dec 2007 McCain's image of Warmonger damages the image of the USA in the world.  
 
16 Dec 2007 Israel warned NASA threatens the Jewish state with Light Year Shuttles  
 
16 Dec 2007 Palestinian Shuttle 1 of 700 Shuttles will be shot down by the Jews - Grin  
 
16 Dec 2007 Israel will have to wait 100 years as Punishment for ElectricWindmillCar killing  
 
16 Dec 2007 Tel Aviv Banks full of oil genocide dollars from Americans burning in gasoline  
 
16 Dec 2007 ElectricWindmillCar is liable to lead Israel to Nuke Iran first  
 
16 Dec 2007 Unless ElectricWindmillCar suppression causes Jews to lose the state of Israel  
 
16 Dec 2007 Scenarios by McCain the Warmonger are fighter pilots who will never ever be picked to fly a 2008 Model Shuttle 
to Alpha Centauri. McCain, Jews, and the Pope have all been filling their war chest with dollars from Oil bribes to go along with 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Pope believing Bush will help him erect Catholic Churches in every city in Iraq 
declared war on the Moslems two weeks ago at the Vatican. Pope should not believe anything Bush puts out; Bush even gave false 
hope to the 40k women who died from breast cancer in 2007. Bush will give false hope to another 40k women in 2008 via Katie 
Couric and Dr. Nancy Spyderman. This is having a worst conscience than planting the false stories at the New York Times. 
McCain, Jews, Pope, and Bush didn't elaborate on the potential scenario of being hanged at the Oil Genocide trials in DC, NYC, 
Tel Aviv, at the Vatican for tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars and SUV's in the USA since 1980. Genocide by McCain, Jews, 
Pope, and Bush. ISLAMABAD, Pakistan - President Pervez Musharraf lifted a state of emergency. Bush will try to declare a state 
of emergency when Americans find out how many were burned and burned to death in gasoline for more oil money. McCain, 
Jews, Pope, and Bush want to ensure their own political survival, and avoid being hanged on CBS Nightly News with Katic 
Couric. McCain, and Bush were out of their minds setting so many cars on fire. They lost their minds as they years went on. This 
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is why the English language is at Chase Bank before you can get any dollars. "All State" car insurance would not hire me because 
I refused to learn Spanish. Ha… ElectricWindmillCar will come with car insurance. "All State" car insurance will be out of date 
with the gasoline engine. Thank God I can get even with one company behind the hidden cameras who spit on me because I refused 
to learn Spanish. "All State" is only one Corporation. 10's of thousands of American Corporations refuse to hire you if you refuse 
to learn Spanish. McCain, and Bush were out of their minds setting so many cars on fire. They lost their minds as they years went 
on selling out Americans to diseased Mexicans who give gringo kids Staph, Hep, etc and Mexicans who kill cops in cold blood, in 
almost every city in the USA. Now the Oil Genocide Trials in DC and NYC charge McCain, and Bush for these Mexican murderers 
of gringos. DA will have to include any secret deal between them and the President of the Mexican Oil Companies and the 
bribes Mexico paid to McCain, and Bush. Joe Vento, the owner of Geno's Steaks, defended his policy of English only before 
the Philadelphia Commission on Human Relations, which filed the discrimination complaint. Philadelphia Oil Genocide Trials will 
take back stage to the oil Genocide Trials in DC and NYC.. but this crime of killing this restaurant owner over his English Only 
policy will be rectified… Bush behind the hidden cameras killed tens of thousands who refused to learn Spanish. Protested 
diseased Mexican Cooks on Campus, in the restaurants. Worst is all the Americans burned and burned to death in gasoline. Bush 
will hang to rectify this tragedy in history.  
 
 
15 Dec 2007 Pentagon cheats with War Toys on Steroids killing every Alien in the Universe  
 
15 Dec 2007 World Series of Baseball Steroids to win against End War Protesters  
 
15 Dec 2007 20,000 Stars Observed and not one Alien  
 
15 Dec 2007 Pentagon cheats with War Toys on Steroids killing every Alien in the Universe  
 
15 Dec 2007 Generals bought Baghdad instead of Alpha Centauri our Nearest Star  
 
15 Dec 2007 Keeping guns out of the hands of the Mentally Ill Generals  
 
15 Dec 2007 Coors is one of the Mentally Ill CEO's who shot every Alien in the Universe  
 
15 Dec 2007 Coors family are drunk on relics of Caesar, Roman Senate is Coors Senators  
 
15 Dec 2007 Bush said steroids send the High School kids the wrong reasoning. Bush knows Susan Shultz owner of Blue Mountain 
Arts greeting cards here in Boulder Colorado has been a cocaine addict since 1980. Supporting the Cocaine Cartel at $1 million 
a year. Since 1980. Bush knows more than he admits. IRS might have been collecting taxes off Steroid Sales and Cocaine Sales 
like something the Roman Senators would do to pay for a war. Bush's history when published on my web page will read like 
"Rome". Can you imagine the Pope finally being Hanged in 2008 by Italian Cops mad as Hell about other cops burned in gasoline, 
while the Pope puts oil genocide bribe money from the Saudi King in the Vatican bank? Secret Santa passing out money to help 
the poor is a great story for Katie Couric and CBS. Saudi Arabia giving CBS and Katic Couric secret oil money bribes for 
Christmas 2007. Could the NYPD ever get mad as Hell? BOSTON - IBM Corp.'s expansion it now has 73,000 employees in India, 
40 percent leap from last year. 40 percent of Americans who work for IBM in the USA are Temps with no health insurance and 
not much spending money at $9 an hour. IBM executives must be mentally ill, to think Americans will never get mad as Hell at 
IBM and kick them out of the USA. Armonk, N.Y.-based IBM is also ramping up in other key developing markets. Its chairman 
and chief executive, Sam Palmisano, recently formed a new organization that will spur IBM's investment in emerging economies 
in Brazil, Russia, India and China. IBM has written off the ElectricWindmillCar and the 5 Billion inventions Americans will get 
in windfall inventions spun off from the ElectricWindmillCar. Aliens are alien to IBM; Sam must be drinking to many Coors with 
the CEO of Coors. Lets suppress Aliens and the rest of the Universe while Sam at IBM climbs Everest instead of blasting off 
to Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years from Earth. Lisa Nowak the love crazy NASA woman's e-mails came to light Thursday when 
NASA released them as part of a Freedom of Information Act. Lisa can sue IBM for $1 Trillion dollars for helping to suppress 
700 New 2008 Model Shuttles that can dock together in Orbit and Blast off for the Moon, Mars and light year Travels. Lisa will 
win the $1 Trillion dollars against IBM nuts with the ElectricWindmillCar government in place and Supreme Court ruling in Lisa's 
favor - grin. Milky Way Galaxy is what IBM should be selling the World, not emerging economies in Brazil, Russia, India and 
China. Sam will let your teeth rot and hair fall out, then fire you and hire a younger person in India for much less money. 
Could Americans get mad as hell at Sam?  
 
 
14 Dec 2007 Baseball cheating, steroids and other performance-enhancing drugs  
 
14 Dec 2007 Baseball players cheat, via steroids, performance-enhancing drugs  
 
14 Dec 2007 FBI will not arrest anyone  
 
14 Dec 2007 Gov. of Colorado is in Iraq Today while cops and kids burn in gasoline in CO  
 
14 Dec 2007 FBI will not arrest the Gov. of Colorado for a Capital Crime of Oil Genocide  
 
14 Dec 2007 FBI can track the Gov. of Colorado in Iraq, $$$ Oil Bribes in Swiss Banks  
 
14 Dec 2007 Players cheating you out of free gasoline and an ElectricWindmillCar Era  
 
14 Dec 2007 Performance-enhancing drugs for the White House MD. Bush's MD's committed Capital Crimes at the White 
House. Served Red Meat knowing it caused cancers. Let women take estrogens who would never have gotten cancer. Left kids in 
hot cars to die. Medical School will never be the same after the White House MD's Capital Crimes are in Medical Text Books. 8% 
of women benefit from Chemo 92% get it and have to pay in dollars and pain. Nothing new has been invented. Because the 
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White House MD's are happy with the status quo. Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 me, Greg Buell could have invented 
a cure for cancer long time before 2008. You don't have to be a "Rocket Scientists" to bet on Greg Buell getting a cure for 
cancer some time between 1980 and 2008. The White House MD's are not stupid, they knew I could get a cure for breast 
cancer this is why they went out of their way to stifle me. This is a Capital Crime Bush will not be able to Pardon his MD's 
for. When the FBI finally arrest the White House MD's they will fall off a cliff on the way to the gallows. Al Gore in the news 
at the climate conference saying Bush is obstruction Global Warming. FBI will arrest Al Gore on Capital Crimes; news about the 
Gov. of Colorado's arrest for the same Capital Crimes will not make the National News. Small time criminals. Gov. of Colorado in 
Iraq today talking up the war not the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, and he forgot to take his memory pill, as he 
didn't mention his oil bribes in Swiss Banks. LED Christmas light will replace the ones the kids just replaced at the Governors 
Mansion last week. How fast technology changes. ElectricWindmillCar is the performance-enhancing drug of the mind. CIA could 
spend $5 Billion dollars on brainwashing and never come close to the brainwashing enhancing that the ElectricWindmillCar will 
perform on 300 million Americans. So why does the CIA, FBI go along with suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? I don't know what 
is going on behind the hidden cameras. I know the Saudi's in Mecca Today are Celebrating their religious Holiday with your 
gasoline money. Saudi oil money is given to the Gov. of Colorado. Mecca Christmas Present to the Gov. of Colorado. Pope has 
stuffed the Vatican Bank full of Oil $ Bribes for Christmas 2007. Red meat and processed meat will be eliminated from the 
American diet when the Gov. of Colorado is hanged for his Capital Crimes. 21 percent of breast cancers were missed by 
123 radiologists. 27 percent of the MD's missed the breast cancer. 72% passed. Yale Medical School has known about 
these statistics since 1980 when they found out about the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. CSI will be putting all this into 
their new episodes next year if the ElectricWindmillCar's suppression is exposed. 20,000 stars observed by the Sloan Digital 
Sky Survey and they didn't find one Alien, because they missed her. Our Orwellian society is only into War Toys. Pentagon has 
spent $5 Trillion dollars on War Toys for every Christmas since 1980 when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented. Part of the Pay 
off to the Pentagon Generals for going along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Gravity Control invention by Greg 
Buell has been lost… AT&T Inc. has made its interoperable radio frequency identification (RFID) and GPS-based mobile 
resource management (MRM) solutions can track every electricwindmillcar, anywhere anytime. 300 million Americans tracked via Wi-
Fi-based RFID tags, placed on ID badges, equipment, bracelets, shirt pockets or book bags, send a wireless signal to locate, 
monitor and report. Report on Capital Crimes by AT&T Inc. from the time the ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980 
failed. Capital Crimes by the White House and Governors of all 50 states burned 10's of millions of Americans to death in 
fiery gasoline crashes. AT&T Inc. failed to monitor this. Post ElectricWindmillCar Era AT&T Inc. interoperable radio 
frequency identification (RFID) and GPS-based mobile resource management (MRM) solutions will track everyone and everything. 
IBM will be called on to track the windfall profit of new inventions from the Passion of the ElectricWindmillCar finally getting to 
the public. Local news in Denver reported the Governor of Colorado was thrilled to be in Baghdad Today. Electrified will be 300 
million people the Governors left behind in the USA when the FBI finally arrest him for Capital Crimes. Governors of all 50 
states tossed gasoline bombs at cop cars and SUV's in the USA. And got paid off by Oil Money they put in Swiss Banks.  
 
 
13 Dec 2007 Which country is our worst Enemy… Bush President of the USA  
 
13 Dec 2007 Frozen in Kansas with no electricity or an Unknown Alien at Alpha Centauri  
 
13 Dec 2007 NASA with all its "Rocket Scientists" cannot defeat Bush's Genocides  
 
13 Dec 2007 Cure for Cancer is a War Bush avoids for 9-11 revenge and He caused 9-11  
 
13 Dec 2007 Capital Crime is the deaths caused by Suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
13 Dec 2007 Milky Way Galaxy is not in command of NASA's "Rocket Scientists"  
 
13 Dec 2007 Rx written by MD's who go out of their way to prevent the cure for Cancer  
 
13 Dec 2007 Observers behind the hidden cameras are getting so relaxed with their life style they flaunt every government crime 
on the Nightly News and front page of the New York Times and Daily Camera Newspaper here in Boulder, Colorado. Rx to end 
the Iraq war in one day is the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar exposed. President Carter who started this suppression 
in October of 1980 is mute. Al Gore sold his soul to Bush and got an illicit Nobel for tossing gasoline bombs at cars on the streets 
of the USA, heating up the place. Criminals at IBM here in Boulder, Colorado are getting a little nervous about 
the ElectricWindmillCar being invented here in Boulder, Colorado in 1980. Many at IBM Boulder go out of their way to harass 
me, keep me in poverty, keep me from getting the miracle cure for cancer. Observers behind the hidden cameras are so relaxed 
with their hidden camera society they spit on me in public. IBM, Seagate, All State, and even Leanin Tree Greeting Card 
supervisor who fired me in front of everyone watching on hidden cameras. Capital crime of suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar will 
get IBM Boulder falling into a Black Hole. In the Milky Way Galaxy corporations such as IBM, Seagate, All State, and our 
local Celestial Seasonings teas brew alienation. Aliens are out there in the Milky Way and our Fortune 500 CEO's have lost us 
500 million inventions that would have been made with the euphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar. Era of the Inventor is today Era 
of Temps at IBM and Celestial Seasonings, Seagate, so Kelly Services can make money. Loss of 500 million inventions is a 
capital crime in the same class as the ElectricWindmillCar suppression. Capital Crime is Kelly Temps, Seagate Temps, IBM 
Temps… Buying car insurance from All State will be reinvented with the ElectricWindmillCar. All State will be null and void 
when ElectricWindmillCars are mass-produced. ElectricWindmillCar will come with car insurance. Google searches will give 
you educational hits first and those selling NASA pictures of the Milky Way Galaxy on Ebay on page 100. How could you 
possibly invent anything using Google search when it comes up with 100's of ads for everything under the sun before you get to 
the research you're looking for? Google search is the worst enemy of 1 billion inventors, looking to invent 500 million inventions. 
So yes you can start by reinventing Google search for an Era of Inventors. Don't buy any car insurance from All 
State… ElectricWindmillCar will come with car insurance and OnStar with web cams inside and outside. No one left in a hot car 
will ever die again, as the ElectricWindmillCar will be climate controlled just like your home. NASA with all its "Rocket 
Scientists" cannot defeat Bush's suppression of 700 Shuttles but NASA "Rocket Scientists" can contribute a few accessories to 
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the ElectricWindmillCar before it goes into mass production. Hypervelocity stars traveling at 3 million miles per hour will be caught 
up with - with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Punishment for those at IBM Boulder, Colorado who let 
the ElectricWindmillCar be suppressed here in Boulder, Colorado from 1980 - 2008 will be much harder to invent. IBM, 
Seagate, Kelly Services, All State, and even Leanin Tree Greeting Card supervisor who fired me in front of everyone watching 
on hidden cameras. Capital crimes flaunted in a hidden camera society. Bu these companies in Boulder, Colorado. Count those who 
died from Cancer since 1980 and this genocide by Bush and Boulder, Colorado goes off the graph. Bill Gates has already bought 
his ticket to Saudi Arabia and is ready to flee like faster than any of the scenes in the Bourne Ultimatum.  
 
 
12 Dec 2007 CIA Hero for stopping several bombings after 9-11 Agent John Kiriakou  
 
12 Dec 2007 CIA's biggest mistake was not exposing suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
12 Dec 2007 CIA is making the news for Torture - preventing attacks after 9-11  
 
12 Dec 2007 CIA could have prevented 9-11 but didn't and now lie, cheat, and torture you  
 
12 Dec 2007 Ice Storm 10 Days until the electricity is back on, 100k with no heat tonight  
 
12 Dec 2007 Inch thick ice on every power line, cruel intentions by all the Electric Companies  
 
12 Dec 2007 Bush state of emergency, the Bush government is contemptible via electricity  
 
12 Dec 2007 Can of Hydrogen picked up at Kroger or Safeway is suppressed by Bush  
 
12 Dec 2007 10 days until the electricity is back on in 10 States for 100k people  
 
12 Dec 2007 Can of Hydrogen picked up at Safeway or Kroger could be powering 100k homes  
 
12 Dec 2007 Cruel intentions by Bush, Cruel Intentions by CIA Agents in the news as CIA Hero's for stopping several bombings 
after 9-11. Same CIA Agent John Kiriakou, seems torn straight from a spy novel: he tells Brian Ross of ABC News about 
hunting down terrorists in Pakistan and preventing bombings after 9-11 by torturing people in Pakistan. John Kiriakou and 10k 
other CIA Agents could of prevented 9-11 by exposing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. CIA could have prevented 9-
11 but didn't and now lie, cheat, and torture you who are without electricity and heat tonight 12 Dec 2007 as the CIA also 
knows about the Top Secret can of Hydrogen you would of picked up at Safeway or Kroger if the CIA was Honest and was a Hero 
of the American people. CIA lies, cheats, steals, and tortures you tonight if you are one of the 100k without heat tonight. Rank 
the CIA for coming out "Today" for exposing that they tortured some guys in Pakistan and prevented some bombing after 9-11. 
Now Rank the CIA Today 12 Dec. 2007 knows about the can of Hydrogen that can provide your home with electricity and heat 
and keeps it suppressed along with the ElectricWindmillCar. Now Rank IBM, which runs all the CIA computers. IBM employees here 
in Boulder Colorado who change tapes and backups files know about the can of Hydrogen that can provide your home with 
electricity and heat and keeps it suppressed along with the ElectricWindmillCar. Now Rank IBM and the CIA. You would spit on 
IBM and CIA Agents who torture you on 12 Dec 2007. You don't care they tortured some guys in Pakistan a few years ago. 
Today 12 Dec 2007 they torture the 100k in 10 States in the USA who are without electricity and heat because they can not buy 
a can of Hydrogen at Safeway or Kroger. CIA will be renamed UIA. IBM will be broken up and IBM people in Boulder Colorado will 
be arrested for torturing Americans in 10 states.  
 
 
11 Dec 2007 Nukes going off that would have been prevented with the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
11 Dec 2007 9-11 attack would have been prevented with the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
11 Dec 2007 CIA destroyed the torture tapes  
 
11 Dec 2007 Ice and Snow storms, 1 million without heat and electricity  
 
11 Dec 2007 In the dark about a can of Hydrogen to heat and generate electricity  
 
11 Dec 2007 Torture of those who suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
11 Dec 2007 CIA will be performing the torture or the cops will be torturing CIA Agents  
 
11 Dec 2007 Nukes going off that would have been prevented with the ElectricWindmillCar. Who will torture whom for 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? Will the CIA destroy these torture tapes or will the CIA Agents who had temps do the 
torture for them finally run out of rope? $5 Trillion dollars in oil revenue will buy Moscow Nukes in Orbit on their own Space 
Station and a fleet of 2008 Model Shuttles. NASA is hostage to Bush and his Texas and Saudi Oil Men allies. Workers cut up 
pigs' heads and then shoot compressed air into the skulls until the brains come spilling out. This is what the CIA did to the 9-
11 attackers. Now what will the CIA do to those who suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar and thus caused 9-11? Diagnosed 
with chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy. Misdiagnoses by Black MD's who kill and maimed more people than the 9-
11 attack. Yet the CIA will not expose either top secret of this Orwellian Society. IBM contractors who work for the CIA come 
to work sick with Staph, Hepatitis, Flu etc and kill more people than the 9-11 attack. So now we have 3 Top Secrets the CIA 
will not expose. There are dozens of other Top Secrets that kill more people in the USA, besides being burned in gasoline. CIA 
might not come out on top of all these Top Secrets, Al Gore just picked up his scam of a Noble Prize. Not everyone who works 
for the Nobel Committee could be happy with this scam. So the Coup could start with the staff of the Nobel Committee. "All 
State" car insurance, how can I reinvent the insurance agencies so those burned and burned to death in fiery car wrecks collect 
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more than "All State Insurance Company" does? How can I reinvent the Temp Agencies so they cannot work for the CIA or 
IBM screwing the temp workers out of health care, and much more? Arrest the small business owners in Boulder, Colorado who 
are causing lasting damage to temps. Sue the small business owners in Boulder, Colorado who are causing lasting damage to 
temps. Temps will have to wait; they will be the last thing on the agenda of the Coup Leaders. But I will make sure they 
are compensated for being tortured. I'm sure microbiologist have a long list of complaints about our governments policies that 
stifle their work and our social inventions. It's dangerous to touched your nose or mouth after touching Staph etc from a sick 
IBM employee who comes to work sick as hell. IBM has some Top Secret misdiagnosis software the government could run 
on everyone's medical records. This is Top Secret 5 or 6 the CIA will not make public. CIA have yet to figure out what is right 
and wrong, we must confront the CIA with the worst case scenarios of a Nuke Attack that could have been prevented by 
the ElectricWindmillCar and its 10 cent a barrel oil bankrupting Arabs and Moscow. CIA with the worst-case scenarios of 
Moscow with a Nuke Space Station paid for with oil sold to the USA. How could the CIA ever live with this exposed… they 
couldn't. The CIA would be renamed the UIA - Universe Intelligence Agency and Bush would be arrested for Genocide and the 
Small Business Owners in Boulder, Colorado would be jailed for torturing temps. Scenarios - Now will the staff of the Nobel 
Prize Committee become the Coup leaders first or will the CIA expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and me?  
 
 
10 Dec 2007 JERUSALEM (Reuters) 1980 Jews vote to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
10 Dec 2007 JERUSALEM 1980 - 2008 Jews build 25 to 30 Nukes with USA money  
 
10 Dec 2007 U.S. criticism of plans to build homes on occupied land, a false story by Bush  
 
10 Dec 2007 Bush has no criticism of Jews killing Arabs, tossing gasoline bombs in the USA  
 
10 Dec 2007 Palestinians should have been given a Siberian Island in 1980  
 
10 Dec 2007 State Dept let Rice profit from White Cops burning in gasoline, a hate crime  
 
10 Dec 2007 TOKYO Toshiba Corp CEO, and all the rest of the Japanese CEO's let the government of Japan buy $5 Trillion 
dollars worth of gasoline when gasoline should have been 10 cents a gallon from 1980 to 2008. TOKYO - built more Nuke 
Power Plants over a Earthquake area from 1980 to 2008 when cans of hydrogen from the gallon of water in their 
ElectricWindmillCar would of bankrupt all the Nuclear Power Plants in Japan. Now Japan has tons of Nuclear Waste to Store 
for millions of years. Emperor of Japan should hang for this … as he and his family escaped hanging for WW II. WW III will 
be started by Bush because Japan would not expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. So Japan will be responsible 
for letting Bush start WW III. Invasion of one Island after another to defeat the Japanese and we end up with the USA 
government and Military suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar, and 10 cent a gallon gasoline. This is beyond criminal, it's the 
worst genocide in the history of the Earth and it's a Bush Genocide for Christmas Day 2007 and Christmas Day 2008 if the coup 
fails to arrest Bush and his Generals for Genocide. Breast cancer patients have a powerful incentive to Impeach Bush, as 40k will 
die in 2008 if Bush does not let me work on a miracle cure for Breast Cancer one that can cure it over night like I did with 
the ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 while the Oil Embargo was going on. After being diagnosed with breast cancer, the 
chances of it proving fatal go up 100 percent. as long as Bush is President for 2008. MD's at Johns Hopkins, Yale, Harvard go 
along with suppressing me from working on a Miracle Cure for Breast cancer as they want the revenue generated from these 
40k deaths and treating the other 100k with breast cancer, this is just for 2008. Bush's idea of a Christmas Present for 
American Women for the year 2008. In 1980 Jews vote to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar and kill any change of me getting 
the cure for cancer in 1981 - God will take the State of Israel away from the Jews for going along with the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar. Coup leaders of the USA should give the Jews a Siberian Island to punishment them for the worst 
genocide in the history of Earth. Breast cancer patients might have a powerful incentive to get Bush arrested for Genocide 
on Christmas Day 2007. A Miracle cure for Breast Cancer! That will not be under President Bush's White House Christmas Tree 
for 2007 or 2008.  
 
 
9 Dec 2007 BEIJING, Dec 9 (Reuters) coalmine blast kill more than 100 people a week  
 
9 Dec 2007 Baghdad, Truck bomb kills more than 100 people, a day, a week, a month  
 
9 Dec 2007 Those suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar are responsible for the dead people  
 
9 Dec 2007 Fiery car wrecks burn and burn to death, 100 people a day  
 
9 Dec 2007 Dead will never have their day in court, until after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup  
 
9 Dec 2007 Public attitude towards those suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is revolution  
 
9 Dec 2007 BEIJING, Dec 9 (Reuters) coalmine blast kill more than 100 people a week  
 
9 Dec 2007 No murderer has had criminal charges filed against them.  
 
9 Dec 2007 From 1980 to 2008 Texas and Saudi Oil Men have been mass murderers who have compounded their crime of 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar, to suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar accessories and suppressing 1 billion inventions the 
general public would have gotten between these years. Add in the coalmine blast, deaths at an average of 100 a week since 
1980. You have Texas and Saudi Oil men as out of control mass murderers. Cops would arrest Bush, Mom, daughters and father 
as accomplices to mass murder. Bush got internation support in going along with this genocide, every Nation on Earth knows about 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Al Gore will hang for picking up his Nobel Prize on Monday. BEIJING is arresting all 
the coalmine bosses; this is in the news anyhow. I don't think its true, as Hu is the one suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar, 
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which lets the coalmines slaughter 100 peasants a week. Airbags not on the inside and outside of 2008 Model 
ElectricWindmillCars butchers another 100 peasants a week. Eyewitnesses to this mass murder must be getting a little anxious 
to when the cops will materialize. Key West cops yesterday pursued a car jacking in a high speed chase until he and the women 
victim in the back seat were killed in a fiery head on crash with a semi. Now were are the Key West cops chasing down Texas 
and Saudi mass murderers, and all the others who give out the Nobel Prize but not to the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar? . 
As this suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar goes on for another decade, Bush becomes an insistent madman suppressing 
those burned and burned to death in fiery car wrecks from the media. Another Christmas 2007 with a record number of arms 
and legs under the White House Christmas tree and no one is successful in exposing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar to 
end the Iraq War. CIA was successful in postponing Bush's plans for WW III by exposing Iran Nukes ended in 2003. Bush is like 
the MD's he created, he will give us false diagnosis we cannot prove without the CIA videotapes, which were just destroyed. Leno 
can ask everyone on his Jay Walking skit if Bush sold organs to Saudi Princes and they will start naming organs and the Price 
the Saudi Princes paid. Saudi Sex slaves get the women at the White House mad as hell but they are toothless like me, there is 
no Christmas Money to get dentures with only 15 days until Christmas 2007. Dentists will be one of the biggest winners and losers 
of the ElectricWindmillCar Revolution and the leaders of the Revolution will fix everyone teeth with the confiscated Texas and 
Saudi Oil money. Smile for the camera! Bush is like the MD's he created, addicted to money. Under the MD's Christmas Tree 
for 2007 is a plane ticket for when they have to flee to Saudi Arabia with Bush. Arms and Legs under Bush's White House 
Christmas tree will come after him when they get their ElectricWindmillCar Gift from Christmas 1980. How many in how many 
Moslem Wars since 1980, when the price for a barrel of oil should of dropped to 10 cents in 1980. Not even the Jews would use 
the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 to defeat the Arabs; no they wanted to use nukes. Weird as was Carter with his peanut farm 
in Georgia, when the public finds out he and Kennedy started the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar they well both be called 
the worst mass murderers in the history of Earth. Kennedy is in the news complaining about the CIA destroying the 
torture videotapes. Video of Kennedy driving off the bridge leaving his girlfriend to drown, video of Kennedy watching 
the brainstorming of the ElectricWindmillCar for 6 months during the Oil Embargo Era then ordering Carter to suppress it will 
make Sony a hit movie. Kennedy as a drunkard from 1980 to 2008 in a Sony Movie. Kennedy knocked out Joan Kennedy's teeth in 
the divorce, to leave her toothless to expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. 1 billion inventions the general public 
would have gotten if Kennedy didn't live his life as a drunkard in Boston… were the 9-11 Saudi's got on the plane they flew into 
the World Trade Center buildings. I think Kennedy needs another drink!  
 
 
8 Dec 2007 FBI, CU Coach Barnett failed to report gang rape by CU football players  
 
8 Dec 2007 FBI, failed to arrest Al Gore before he picks up his Nobel Prize on Monday  
 
8 Dec 2007 FBI, MD's failed to report bad behavior and misdiagnosis by other MD's  
 
8 Dec 2007 FBI, CIA failed to expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
8 Dec 2007 FBI, failed Katie Hnida CU football player harassed and raped in 1999  
 
8 Dec 2007 FBI, failed Dr Hnida CBS Denver, 40k breast cancer deaths in 2007  
 
8 Dec 2007 FBI, failed to arrest Bill Gates for mass murder of HS students  
 
8 Dec 2007 FBI, failed to arrest Al Gore before he picks up his Nobel Prize on Monday. All 7 Nobel Prize winners will have 
their Nobel rescinded when the ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat leaders retaliate against Stockholm Sweden by declaring no 
American will ever again accept a Nobel Prize because Sweden profited from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, took 
oil money bribes from Texas and Saudi Oil men. Let tens of thousands of Americans burn in gasoline; let millions around the 
world burn in gasoline. Cops burned in gasoline will ask the new American Leaders to Nuke Sweden. CU Coach Barnett said I 
believe that we live in an Orwellian society where gang rape by CU football players are well Observed by government Observers. 
I have enough clout to hole a gang rape long as the top brass; Gen. Orwell ok's the practice. I know we live in a highly 
Organized Orwellian society; Gen Orwell does not miss anything that goes on in Boulder, Colorado let alone on the CU campus. 
There are over 100 cameras just in the Bookstore to catch students stealing a textbook, I imagine there are over 1 million 
cameras with Observers watching at all time in Boulder, Colorado and on CU Campus. Barnett emphasized that no players were 
ever arrested for gang rape. FBI has never arrest a Texas or Saudi oilman for tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars and SUV's in 
the USA either. Katic Couric ended the CBS Nightly News with Iraq arms and legs under the White House Christmas Tree for 
2007. Marines kids had a 2 day group meeting in DC to talk about the blown off arms and legs Dad got in Iraq, Katic Couric will 
have to report on the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar before the FBI puts her under arrest. 9-11 and Iraq war would 
never have happened if Katic Couric would of exposed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Katie Couric dead husband would 
be alive as I surely would have gotten a cure for colon cancer and breast cancer and cancer in general the year after I got 
the ElectricWindmillCar in October 1980. Katic Couric lives in one of these StarGate Atlantis sci-fi episodes of an alternate 
reality concerning the consequences of suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. John Lennon and Yoko missed the 1 
Billionth ElectricWindmillCar coming off the Ford assembly line in 2007. NASA will launch a 1980's model Shuttle on Monday; 
NASA would have 700 Shuttles with a new design that can dock together in orbit. You can't even count on Rocket Scientists 
to expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. FBI will arrest everyone at the CIA, and all the gang rapists CU 
football players when consequences of suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 catches up with Gen Orwell, watching it 
all behind his hidden cameras. In an Almost Hidden Orwellian Society. How many cops and kids were burned and burned to death 
in gasoline in 2007, Katie Couric will have to report these statistics before the FBI arrest her.  
 
 
7 Dec 2007 ElectricWindmillCar attack will create a 1 million car memorial with flames  
 
7 Dec 2007 Japan attack on Pearl Harbor and now the ElectricWindmillCar  
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7 Dec 2007 Pearl Harbor memorial >>> 1 million burned out cop cars with eternal flames  
 
7 Dec 2007 Tokyo, White House fenced in by 1 billion burnt out cop cars Memorials  
 
7 Dec 2007 All HS will have 1 million burned out cop cars with eternal flames outside  
 
7 Dec 2007 President Bush's fathers new Aircraft Carrier will have 1 million burned out cop cars with eternal flames on the 
Aircraft Carrier Deck next to the fighter jets that could not protect American Cops in their cop cars from 2 madmen 
Bush Presidents. Mom Dad 2 kids in the back seat of the SUV burst into flames, Bush and his 2 daughters escaped this SUV 
fiery crash but they will not get away with murder of these 4 Americans. Bush and his 2 daughters will be arrested for 
Genocide. CIA videotaped torture. CIA has all the fiery car crashes since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in October 
of 1980. Merits of the CIA don't include exposing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. CIA offices and grand entrance 
will have burnt out cop cars and SUV's with an eternal flame --- A Memorial to say the least. CIA Agents like Valerie and 
her Ambassador husband should hang at the employee entrance to the CIA. Burnt out cars with eternal flames will be obstacles 
at the CIA employee entrance. Japan was forced by the USA to buy $5 Trillion dollars worth of gasoline since 1980. This 
certainly got even with Japan for attacking Pearl Harbor. 1 million burned out cop cars with eternal flames will be Memorials. 
JFK School of Government at Harvard will be demolished for a magnificent Memorial to those burned and burned to death in 
gasoline for JFK's brothers mistake to let his girlfriend drown and living life as a drunkard, which harmed 5 billion people, 
worst scenario than JFK could ever imagine. Vista's performance and stability are like gasoline, they should have been recalled 
in 1980. Among other things, the patch that will allow users to run the BitLocker suppression tool. Bill Gates was essential to 
a successful suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and suppressing 1 billion inventions from HS and University students from 1980 
to 2008. Improve the speed at which Vista wakes up from "hibernate" mode. Government recall of gasoline cars and 
Vista. Simultaneously! Grin. Microsoft will be Nationalized and given to the Department of Education, so sell off your Microsoft 
stock before the ElectricWindmillCar hits the streets. Kennedy and Bill Gates will lose all integrity and hopefully hang for 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar and 1 billion inventions humanity lost during this suppression. 1 million burned out cop cars 
with eternal flames. Much better than the Pearl Harbor Memorial. Now Fire the Boss before the Boss sets fire to any more cars!  
 
 
6 Dec 2007 "Ana's Story: A Journey of Hope." By Jenna Bush  
 
6 Dec 2007 "Cops Burnt Faces: A Story not told" By Jenna Bush  
 
6 Dec 2007 "My Father Pours Gasoline over Cop Cars" By Jenna Bush  
 
6 Dec 2007 "I gave Kids Hepatitis C via Dirty Mexican Cooks" By Jenna Bush  
 
6 Dec 2007 "Bill Gates A Child Molester via Kill Switch, No Money, No Vista" By Jenna Bush  
 
6 Dec 2007 "Learn Microsoft Office 2007 if You are Rich Enough to Buy it" By Jenna Bush  
 
6 Dec 2007 Breast cancer cure under the White House Christmas Tree for 2007 was given away for the Iraq War. "Ana's Story: 
A Journey of Hope." Gives false home, Jenna's Father gave false hope stories to Katie Couric. Jenna Bush was busy writing her 
book. "Ana's Story: A Journey of Hope." HS in America is hopeless for all kids but Jenna's rich classmates. Microsoft is hoping 
that Windows Vista SP1 will quell some of the disappointment that greeted the operating system's initial roll out earlier this 
year. Many corporate users complained about its resource requirements and lack of compatibility with existing applications. A 
recent InformationWeek survey found that 90% of businesses do not plan to upgrade their corporate desktops to Vista as a result 
of such concerns. Such concerns that Bill Gates is A Child Molester using his Kill Switch invention on kids, who want to learn Vista 
and C++. HS teachers disappoint every kid who wants to stay up until midnight learning Vista instead of playing games. Bill Gates 
has a history of killing HS teachers who let kids use a illegal copy of win98, XP, Windows 2000 Professional, and now Vista has 
the built in kill you switch. Jenna Bush had a life free from the idea of being Killed by Bill Gates and Microsoft. "Ana's Story: 
A Journey of Hope." Learning Vista, C++ another Microsoft product that has a built in kids hands off unless your parents are 
rich feature. I searched Google for 100's of hours looking for free tutors for C++ and didn't find 1 match on Google that 
didn't want thousands of dollars from a 14-year-old girl… before they gave her a C++ password. Bill Gates killed every free tutor 
for C++. This is not public knowledge but it's true. In September, the 10th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals revived the lawsuit, 
saying there was evidence CU university had an official policy of showing high school recruits a "good time" via pot, Coors, sex, 
and had shown deliberate indifference to gangbanging of CU women. The appeals judges sent the lawsuit back to district court. 
Bill Gates and the 10th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals is a sham trial as Bush is the only one on Earth Protecting Bill Gates from 
HS teacher's retaliation for killing millions of kid's hope of learning C++ and Office 2007 on a illegal copy. "Ana's Story: A 
Journey of Hope." Hope in Jenna Bush's society is hope of getting into Yale. Under the White House Christmas Tree there are 
no expensive packages of C++ or Office 2007 for kids on Earth. Under the White House Christmas Tree Jenna puts arms and 
legs for kids who had them blow off. Hope the ElectricWindmillCar ends the car bombs in Baghdad fades with Jenna's 
fathers psychotic behavior and plans to start WW III in 2008. Dad tosses gasoline bombs at cop cars in every state in the 
Nation, in the World. Jenna lost all hope of an ElectricWindmillCar under the White House Christmas Tree for 2007. Jenna 
never thought of putting a breast cancer cure under the White House Christmas Tree for 2007 she was busy writing her book. So 
she goes on Ellen DeGeneres TV show to promote her book… "Ana's Story: A Journey of Hope." She hugs and kisses Ellen, 
together they dream of a 14 year old girl… … …. … … … … … getting into Yale.  
 
 
5 Dec 2007 No power, storm, Madman President cuts off your electricity in all storms  
 
5 Dec 2007 Bush news conference, WW III with Iran and no ElectricWindmillCar in USA  
 
5 Dec 2007 Bush will not change the policy to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar, do WW III  
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5 Dec 2007 Denver local TV news has kids changing light bulbs, kids killed by the Mayor  
 
5 Dec 2007 No power, Denver Mayor killed these light bulb kids gravity control invention  
 
5 Dec 2007 Boulder, Denver City Employees will be arrested for Crimes against kids, USA  
 
5 Dec 2007 Denver Mayor killed these light bulb changing kids gravity control invention. Economics of suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillCar has turned China into an Economics Powerhouse on ABC Nightly News. In the USA the Mayors of 
Denver, Boulder, kills all the kids who would have invented gravity control, etc. Power of the Inventor is a causality of war. 
Katie Courics first 20 mins of Nightly News, she interviews all the Presidential candidates with trivial questions. She as a woman 
did not ask anything about breast cancer and the 40k women who will die every year the new President is in office. Math test for 
the light bulb changing kids is the lowest. No power, these kids who got off in front of the local Denver TV cameras changing 
out light bulbs at the Capital were tortured and killed by Bush, and the Mayors of Denver and Boulder, Colorado. No gravity 
control inventors. China can only invent Presidents like Mao Hu who is worst than Mao thanks to the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar. Hu on Trial in Beijing for Genocide will say he was following orders from Bush. Girls on NBC science 
contest, say inventing is Empowering. Dr Spyderman the NBC MD is reporting this story. Little do these girls know they 
aren't Empowered, they have no power to invent gravity control long as GE MSNBC goes along with the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar. MD Dr Spyderman at NBC does not report that she was witnessing a serious medical error but did 
not reporting it. That is one of the findings in a new survey aimed at measuring how well doctors conform to guidelines on 
medical professionalism, reported today in The Annals of Internal Medicine. When doctors were asked about their 
personal experiences witnessing medical errors and bad doctors, 46 percent said they had firsthand knowledge of medical mistakes 
but didn't report them. And 45 percent said they were aware of bad behavior by doctors that they didn't report. Bad Behavior, 
our light bulb changing kids at the Denver Mayors house, are reminded about Bad Behavior several times a day. As adults these 
light bulb changing kids will learn the Mayors of Denver and Boulder, Colorado were the ones with the Bad Behavior suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillCar and killing all their chances to invent gravity control, etc. Dr. Dave Hindu Dr Sypermans local Denver MD 
on CBS has known about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar for decades, thus decades of kids changing light bulbs to save 
a few watts were misdiagnosed by our National News Dr Spyderman and our local news Dr Hnida. No Power, every storm 
Denver, Boulder gets that cuts off Electriclity it would be on if the ElectricWindmillCar were on the streets since its invention 
in October of 1980 as the Electrolysis accessory will give these light bulb kids hydrogen and oxygen, Hydrogen will heat the house 
in a blizzard and generate home electricity without Xcel the Electric Company. 100's of Linemen Trucks are always pictured in 
the local and national Nightly News with every snowstorm. This should have been history since 1980. Electric power lines to 
your house should have been replaced with a can of hydrogen in 1980. Power to invent gravity control for all these light bulb 
kids since 1980 were killed by the Mayors of Denver and Boulder, Colorado. Drs Spyderman and Hinda. Bush will not change the 
policy to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar. Bush will get the Mayors of Denver and Boulder to trick kids into getting high 
changing light bulbs to save a few watts. In China Hu will go on trail for his life, his only defense will be he was following orders 
from Bush to go along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, and killing kids from getting the gravity control 
invention. Teachers thought they had no power over Bill Gates killing generations of inventors with Microsoft policies, stifling 
Math and English test scores. CIA had the power to get the New York Times to print Iran quit building Nukes in 2003. Bush said 
I don't care; I will still start WW III. So the CIA only has limited powers, CIA can not expose the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar or the killing of light bulb kids by the Mayors of Denver and Boulder, Colorado. Save a few watts or 
get gravity control, No one on Earth had the power to lecture on Bad Behavior! No one in the USA has the power to report a 
MD's bad behavior!  
 
 
4 Dec 2007 Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert joke about a Merry Xmass to Oil Genocide  
 
4 Dec 2007 Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert jokes about USA cops sizzling in gasoline  
 
4 Dec 2007 Israeli, USA oil Genocide money in Swiss Banks, Ehud forgot about Swiss cops  
 
4 Dec 2007 Few Swiss cops burned in fiery cop car wrecks, All Swiss cops will get revenge  
 
4 Dec 2007 Venezuela, Chavez sells the USA $100 Million a day in oil we don't need  
 
4 Dec 2007 $100 Million a day in oil exhaust we don't need  
 
4 Dec 2007 4 Dec 2007 $100 Million a day in Revenue for Venezuela's, Chavez to spend  
 
4 Dec 2007 $100 Million a day in oil money, buyers and sellers while the rest of humanity loses the ElectricWindmillCar Era. 
Free gasoline, Free University, Free Health Care all lost by buyers and sellers of oil and gasoline. $100 Billion a day if you 
include the Russians and the Saudi's. JERUSALEM (Reuters) - Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert played down expectations for 
a cure for breast cancer before the end of 2008. Unless there is a Coup D'Etat by those who want to expose the suppress of 
the ElectricWindmillCar. A USA sponsored peace treaty for light year travels will have to wait until all the Pentagon Generals want 
to make contact with Aliens. Turn lead into gold, turn F-35 fighters into Shuttles. Israeli's live life without a God. Unless you 
and they believe God helps the Israeli's suppress the ElectricWindmillCar for the oil money. Devil made them do it, I would say 
the Devil made Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert joke about a Merry Xmass to Oil Genocide, oil money under the Israeli 
Christmas Trees. The liver, which cleans toxins from the blood, is unique among the body's organs in its ability to regenerate. 
The Jews spread toxic oil exhaust and waste. And wait for someone from the USA to regenerate a moral life for the citizens 
of Earth. I will write web pages and poems about the immoral Jews from 1980 - 2008 the Oil Genocide Era. And add in losing 
the cure for Breast Cancer during these years and the Jews will become the mothers of an evil nation. Oil Genocide trial 
in JERUSALEM Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert will joke that he followed orders from Bush when he poured gasoline over cops 
and kids and set them on fire. Olmet poured gasoline over his own citizens and set them on fire for more oil money. Genocide he 
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will not be able to get out of being convicted…. Guilty! In Moscow Putin is taking in $ Trillions of dollars in oil revenue, The 
only person in the world who would want Putins job is Bill Gates. Operating Systems, Oil and Bill Gates. Oil genocide Era created a 
Bill Gates. 1980 model ElectricWindmillCar would of killed Bill off. Little more than a year after the operation, the liver 
had regenerated enough they took him off his anti-rejection drugs. His transplanted liver is shrinking and may eventually 
disappear. Regeneration of a moral Israel after the ElectricWindmillCar is a no. Israel turn to a Genocide worst than the 
Holocaust of the Germans, as Israel burned it own Jewish cops and kids in gasoline for more oil money. Olmert jokes about USA 
cops sizzling in gasoline, he will not make Leno jokes about Jewish cops burning in gasoline, he knows were not to cross someone.  
 
 
3 Dec 2007 CIA failed UIA Universe Intelligence Agency is for Light Year Intelligence  
 
3 Dec 2007 CIA failed 5 billion people for a $5 Trillion dollar bribe from Texas + Saudi's  
 
3 Dec 2007 CIA let Saudi Princes and Kings pour gasoline over cop cars and set it on fire  
 
3 Dec 2007 CIA let newspaper reporters tear up Officer Jason's burnt face posters  
 
3 Dec 2007 CIA failed NYC on 9-11 by going along with ElectricWindmillCar suppression  
 
3 Dec 2007 CIA let Mexicans kill cops in cold blood and spit on gringos via Mexican Oil  
 
3 Dec 2007 UIA Universe Intelligence Agency is for Light Year Intelligence  
 
3 Dec 2007 UIA Universe Intelligence Agency or the current CIA will let Bush start WW III while still suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillCar and free gasoline gift by the ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat leaders. UIA Universe Intelligence Agency 
will work on 5 trillion inventions to get us to Alpha Centauri and make contact with Aliens in the Universe. UIA will build state of 
the arts Medical Schools over every University football stadium in the USA. Place every MD in the USA under Hospital Arrest 
for Genocide. WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Cancer cells for MD's who never ever wanted me to get a cure for cancer, because 
they milked cancer raising the cancer patients medical bills every year longer they lived. This was their treatment plan to make 
the most money possible from every cancer patient, plus get bribes and perks (burn center profits from cops and kids burnt 
in gasoline) from Bush for not exposing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Doctors and the CIA could of made 
better decisions about how aggressively they introduced 5 billion people to the ElectricWindmillCar in October 1980. CIA was born 
out of WW II genocides. And will die because of American Genocide by Bush, Carter, and Kennedy… UIA Universe 
Intelligence Agency is for Light Year Intelligence. CIA let Saudi Princes and Kings pour gasoline over cop cars and set it on fire. 
CIA let Bush sell organs to Saudi Princes while Americans waiting for the same organs died. UIA Universe Intelligence Agency 
will document every CIA crime between October of 1980 to 2008. 100;s of Officer Jason's with faces burnt in gasoline will 
confront the CIA agents with gasoline bombs of tête-à-tête. CIA tossed gasoline bomb at their own civilians, worst than 
Blackwater killing 10's of thousands of civilians in Iraq in front of the CIA observers. CIA could of prevented 9-11 and the Iraq 
War by exposing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. UIA Universe Intelligence Agency will replace the CIA.  
 
 
2 Dec 2007 Porsche 911 GT3 2008 six-cylinder 420 horsepower, a special exhaust system  
 
2 Dec 2007 9-11 would have been prevented it Porsche CEO exposed the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
2 Dec 2007 German History of Genocide will include 9-11 not exposing a ElectricWindmillCar  
 
2 Dec 2007 The Ultimate Fighter is not the Lockheed-Martin F-35  
 
2 Dec 2007 The Ultimate Fighter is 700 Shuttles docked in Orbit ready to blast off  
 
2 Dec 2007 Ultimate Fight will be the Genocide Trail for suppressing theElectricWindmillCar  
 
2 Dec 2007 Genocide trial in Germany will be scheduled day after the ElectricWindmillCar makes the front page of the New 
York Times. In Japan Japanese Generals will hang just like the trials at the end of WW II. We have gained an important insight 
as to why 9-11 is so important when we put Texas Oil men on trial for suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. Jews, Germans, and 
the Japanese all could have exposed this long before 9-11 but didn't. Jews, Germans, and the Japanese all have $USD$ given 
to them as a bribe in Swiss Banks. Massachusetts Institute of Technology MIT will have its Genocide tirals on 
Campus… Massachusetts Cops with faces burned in fiery car crashes will lecture at MIT; These Lectures will go on for years. 
MIT will not go along with the suppression of Gravity Control or the Gravity Engine after attending these Lectures by 
Massachusetts Cops with faces burned in fiery car crashes. At the same time as the ElectricWindmillCar suppression and 
genocide Harvard Medical School the #2 in the world was passing Black MD's who really didn't pass, who would go out into the 
real world, kill and maim tens of thousands of patients. This is crazy. In this new Era coming up the leaders of 
the ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat will look ahead into time, 3008 and another Genocide by several Presidents of the USA and 
try to prevent it in 2008. 2008 Model Porsche 911 could be made with an ElectricWindmillCar design. Special exhaust system 
will have to get by with sound effects for the roar of the racing car. Race fans in the stadium will never miss the gasoline engine 
of the Porsche 911. Widows of 9-11 will miss their dead husbands because the Germans when along with an American 
Presidents Genocide. This is Crazy. Long-term and short-term memory failed those who lived through the Genocide Trials of WW 
II. CIA didn't last very long in History; the Genocide Trials at the Pentagon will bankrupt the CIA so badly they will have to 
be renamed. Least we have all the documentation a Genocide Trial will need as our Orwellian CIA has everything from Kennedy, 
to Carter to Bush. Everyone who toasted, "Let them eat cake, let them burn in gasoline, we are addicted to oil money" This would 
be a hell of a video clip for Katie Couric to play on CBS Nightly News. The Ultimate Fighter is 700 Shuttles docked in Orbit ready 
to blast off for the first light year journey by Humans. Since 1980 and the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar Lockheed-Martin 
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has built fleets of thousands of B-1 bombers and F-35 Fighters instead of 700 Shuttles. This is more than Crazy. 
Neurologist Patricia Goldman-Rakic of Yale University has begun to map the various areas of the prefrontal cortex into various 
regions associated with the different senses. Her laboratory has found evidence that information about spatial location is confined 
to the sub-region of the prefrontal cortex, while processes related to visual appearance are in a separate area below that. End 
War On Earth is still controversial because no one at the Pentagon believes in Aliens. MIT scientists failed humanity many times 
over by not inventing a way to listen to Aliens. A "free hydrogen economy" from the special design in your ElectricWindmillCar 
Porsche 911 ability to carry an on board electrolysis factory. Gives us a "free hydrogen economy". Ramifications will bankrupt 
every electric company in the world. Xcel here in Boulder, Colorado will get a hidden benefit from this bankruptcy, as fewer 
linemen will die of electrocution. 2,500 die every year just in Colorado, yet this is never in the Denver CBS news. President of 
the USA has several maybe 100's of Genocides going on thanks to our Orwellian Society that is constructed in a way to 
breed genocides. CBS Denver is ordered by the Orwellian Top Brass not to report this and that genocide. Instead of 
reinventing something that kills 2,500 linemen a year just in Colorado... This is Crazy. Femtosecond laser pulses, through a 
process called Impulsive Stimulated Raman Scattering (ISRS), produces lethal vibrations in the protein coat of 
microorganisms, thereby destroying them. The effect of the vibrations is similar to that of high-pitched noise shattering glass. 
The physicists in Arizona have undertaken experiments to show that the coherent vibrations excited by infrared lasers with 
carefully selected wavelengths and pulse widths do no damage to human cells, most likely because of the different 
structural compositions in the protein coats of human cells vis a vis bacteria and viruses. Xcel in Colorado killed 2,500 linemen a 
year instead of pursuing an "Invention" Laser electricity will never be needed… maybe maybe not. But if we keep the same Top 
Brass in place at all the Electric Companies we will never invent anything. This is a Crazy Orwellian Society!  
 
 
1 Dec 2007 Alpha Centauri, Boulder Post Office, girl didn't know where it was  
 
1 Dec 2007 I was buying 3-cent star stamps and she asked why, I said Alpha Centauri  
 
1 Dec 2007 Amtrak train engine on top of the last car of a freight train on TV News  
 
1 Dec 2007 Crash and burn car wrecks today, end to rearend crash and burn wrecks  
 
1 Dec 2007 Post office doesn't have a stamp for Alpha Centauri  
 
1 Dec 2007 Pentagon doesn't what you to think about going to Alpha Centauri  
 
1 Dec 2007 Alpha Centauri is actually for real, The Pentagon really tells Katie Couric at CBS Nightly news not to do an ending 
story about traveling 4.3 light years to Alpha Centauri. So Katic Couric did a hard luck story about getting financial aid to attend 
a University. ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat leaders will make the University free and mandatory. Who made HS mandatory? 
I don't know this history story. History Department at CU University will have their administrative assistants working 
overtime getting this and the history of inventing into the History Program at CU. I dream of the women who work putting this 
course work together semester after semester. There are some HOT women in history, and in the history department at CU. 
History drives our ridiculous madmen around in cars fueled by gasoline. History of the Pentagon fuels the history 
department's administrative assistants, these women drive their white mini vans to the coffee shop every morning, to get 
passionately astronomical on the strongest coffee's. Faster than the speed of light, these women are on edge waiting to see 
the history of going faster than the speed of light being written here in Boulder, Colorado. In front of their eyes. The three-
judge panel found that Kenichi Uchino died Feb 9, 2002, at age 30 after working about 106 hours of overtime for Toyota in 
one month until the day before his death by heart attack. 106 hours of overtime will be normal if any of these women at CU 
hookup with me after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat leaders take control of the USA and Universities. Priority to get 1 
billion inventions ASAP. All social and medical inventions. My wives and I will be working 106 hours of overtime all the time just to 
see how many inventions we can get in our 1st year together. With the goal of getting a miracle cure for breast cancer that will 
work on women with breast cancer over night.  
 
 
30 Nov 2007 Aliens were the # 1 sizzling topic in the Republican Debate  
 
30 Nov 2007 Sizzling flesh burning in gasoline wasn't in the Republican Debate  
 
30 Nov 2007 Excess salt kills 150k - Breaking News On the ABC Nightly News  
 
30 Nov 2007 Needless gasoline burns 150k, this is still suppressed by ABC Nightly News  
 
30 Nov 2007 Bush does not use torture - cops sizzling flesh in a fiery cop car  
 
30 Nov 2007 99% of cops will take revenge on Bush, Kennedy, Bill Gates, for this crime  
 
30 Nov 2007 Addiction to ail money, you don't overdose and die on this addiction. You toss gasoline bombs at everyone you 
meet driving down the street. Character flaws of the rich and famous will be rewritten for the next printing of textbooks that 
will spell out for all students what happens when you are addicted to oil money, $4 Trillion dollars in oil money, Bill Gates would 
pour gasoline on your white mini van and set it on fire with you and your kids inside for $ 4 Trillion dollars more for his bank 
account. This is crazy but its hard-core reality. Swiss Bankers are making a fortune off all the oil money accounts. Geneva is 
in Switzerland too. Swiss Bankers have been taking oil money since 1980. Sizzling flesh to a Swiss Banker is steak not people 
around the world burning in gasoline. Crash and Burn takes on a new meaning with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. 
Malaria parasite yields clue why some die people and some don't. Bill Gates was a Parasite with Microsoft, with the suppression 
of the ElectricWindmillCar Bill Gates is guilty of profiting from the worst genocide in the history of Earth. Malaria claims more 
than a million lives a year -- 800,000 of them African and sickens hundreds of millions more, according to the World 
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Health Organization (WHO). World Health Organization (WHO) has the statistics on sizzling flesh from crash and burn wrecks in 
the USA and in the World but refused to make public this UN data. Molecular genetics of Plasmodium falciparum, the parasite that 
is malaria. Malaria can be in one of three states as it circulates in blood. One is that it actively grows, metabolizing 
carbohydrates as a source of energy; the second is a "starvation response" as it seeks other carbon sources for metabolism; 
and thirdly, a state of stress in the host environment. Bill Gates, Kennedy and Bush have several states of greed and addiction 
to money, to put in the Bank or to buy more companies to become a Fortune 500 company. Standard Oil were NBC news 
broadcast it's Nightly News is named for Rockefeller. Rockefeller killed other oilmen in his fevers of greed. Exxon Today. Aliens 
and Malaria were not his driving force, greed was his driving force. So how can we win the debate about Aliens? English will be 
the only language allowed by the ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat leaders as they will be greedy for a cure for cancer, Malaria, 
get gravity control, gravity engine. Hell what leader would waste his citizen's time learning Spanish when the Top Brass wants 1 
billion inventions out of its citizens ASAP? So Aliens are dead, shipped back to Mexico. New Aliens are 4.3 light years from 
Earth living peacefully at Alpha Centauri until the Pentagon catches wind of this, and it entices the Top Brass enough to attack 
Alpha Centauri. Temptress is the Goddess of Inspiration. Bush and Bill Gates married the Temptress of Greed. Paul 
McCartney married Linda and she died of breast cancer, Paul did nothing after her tragic death to inspire an Inventor to get a 
cure for breast cancer. English will be the only language allowed by the ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat leaders as they will 
be greedy for a cure for breast cancer asap. We shall all marry the Goddess of Inspiration; Alien women are only 4.3 light 
years away… lets check them out.  
 
 
29 Nov 2007 Einstein's self-proclaimed "biggest blunder"  
 
Goggle's "biggest blunder" letting cops and kids burn in gasoline for a Billion dollar bribe  
 
29 Nov 2007 Google search for ElectricWindmillCar will give you their Swiss Bank #  
 
29 Nov 2007 Google has $ Billion of dollars half from letting cops burn in fiery wrecks  
 
29 Nov 2007 If you were Google founders would you risk being arrested by a burnt cop?  
 
29 Nov 2007 Google executives see a cop car, will they start a high-speed pursuit?  
 
29 Nov 2007 Now it's public that some of Goggle's $ Billions are from letting cops burn  
 
29 Nov 2007 Goggle's greedy CEO got double the money to let cops flesh sizzle in gasoline  
 
29 Nov 2007 Einstein's self-proclaimed "biggest blunder" - his postulation of a cosmological constant (a force that opposes 
gravity and keeps the universe from collapsing) - may not be such a blunder after all. Goggle's "biggest blunder" taking a bribe 
and government perks to go along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. A force that opposes the invention of the 
gravity engine and gravity control, this is the force Google sold out to. Texas and Saudi Oil men wined and dinned Google, didn't 
have to show them pictures of Officer Jason's burnt face as everyone at Google has seen this picture. CT scan of Google gives us 
a 3-D view of a group of executives who have poured gasoline over Americans, and everyone else for money. Google CEO 
needlessly put others in dangerous radiation, as the cops will be out for revenge, targeting Billion dollars CEO's who should 
of Exposed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Radiation 50 to 100 times greater, this is a CT Scan but also radiation 
risk the CEO puts the others in when he goes along with the worst genocide in the history of Earth. Google is not far from 
Scott Peterson on death row, this is were the CEO of Google could end up if 1 guy or girl decides to send him there, the CEO of 
the ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat. FDA has started an assault on salt, which is long overdue. Cops burned in gasoline will start 
an assault on CEO's who opposed the war to expose the ElectricWindmillCar on the internet which Google is King… YMCA in Estes 
Park meet with Bush a week before 9-11. YMCA in Estes Park could of prevented 9-11 one week before it happened by exposing 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. After the Oil Genocide Trials in NYC cops burned in gasoline and widows of 9-11 will 
sue the YMCA of Estes Park. Einstein is not at Google or the YMCA. Jews will want to get this Genocide Trial over quickly. But 
there will be memorials to cops and families burned in fiery car wrecks. Jews will have burnt out cop cars at the Wall… with 
an eternal flame. Remind the Jews no one can get away with going along with an American genocide. Millions of Americans, 
especially children burned in gasoline while we watched CBS Nightly News about the Jews and all their Genocide Horrors. PARIS 
(AFP) - Genes that can be pinned to intelligence are proving frustratingly hard to find. CIA is worst off than the Jews. 
Paris Revolution in 2008 would hang all the oilmen, all the gas station owners. Streets of Paris would be dangerous to anyone 
who helped, collaborated with the USA Oil men. Texas A&M researcher Suntzeff discovered that the universe is not only 
expanding, but its expansion is actually accelerating - going faster and faster. Einstein cannot be proven right or wrong in 
his forecast for Aliens. Bush, Chaney, Pope, Bill Gates, Google CEO all have poured gasoline over NASA since the invention of 
the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. They have lost us 700 Moon Bases and 700 Shuttles that can dock together in orbit and blasted 
off for Alpha Centauri. "So there had to be some other force that had overcome the force of gravity and is driving the universe 
into an exponential acceleration," Exponential acceleration to make up for lost inventions and lost Shuttles will burn Google to 
the ground in gasoline. Who else gets burned, put on death row with Scott Peterson depends on 1 person, the leader of 
the ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat.  
 
 
28 Nov 2007 Jews and Moslems Peace Talks with Bush in Annapolis Maryland  
 
28 Nov 2007 Football tragedy, gun deaths of football players, human pit bull fights  
 
28 Nov 2007 Google is getting into the power business, solar, 30,000 Ft windmills  
 
28 Nov 2007 Google CEO will have a tragic ending with the ElectricWindmillCar Coup  
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28 Nov 2007 CBS visits to the USA are up to shop with the USD low exchange rate  
 
28 Nov 2007 Paris Shoppers are in Manhattan on Fashion Ave, not the Medical Centers  
 
28 Nov 2007 Cheney has had four heart attacks, quadruple bypass surgery, two artery-clearing angioplasties and an operation 
to implant a defibrillator six years ago. A Cheney in 3008 will have four heart transplants. In July he had surgery to replace 
the defibrillator, which monitors his heartbeat. Cheney had atrial fibrillation, The condition occurs when the heart's top 
chambers, called the atria, get out of sync with the bottom chambers' pumping action. Chaney's heart got out of sync with 
his conscience. Cheney spit on the Universe without knowing he spit in the face of Aliens. "An electrical impulse was used to 
restore the upper chambers to normal rhythm," The vice president has returned home and will resume his normal schedule 
tomorrow at the White House." Normal schedule for Cheney is to stop the bleeding from any oil leaks. Not real pipeline leaks but 
any Observers getting ready to Expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. If the irregular heartbeat continues it will 
burn and burn to death millions more when people crash and burn. Driving will be totally different in the ElectricWindmillCar. 
GM OnStar will have web cams inside and outside of your SUV, airbags inside and outside of the SUV. Warning the driver if he 
falls asleep or is distracted while driving. Warning the cops if he is high on drugs or drinking Coors. Breathe test, blood test and 
of course Mexicans will no longer drive without car insurance. Driving will be totally different in the ElectricWindmillCar. You 
insert your pin number for a drivers license and its checked to see if its suspended, or revoked. If so your pin number will not 
start the car. A Cheney in 3008 will be earning his money, and his position as Vice President. Today Cheney is a criminal who 
tosses gasoline bombs at cop cars and SUV's in the USA so his boss can have injections of oil money. Let them eat cake, Let 
them burn in gasoline; Cheney and Bush are addicted to oil money.  
 
 
27 Nov 2007 Deception at the White House with Al Gore and the Nobel Prize  
 
27 Nov 2007 Were all 7 Nobel Prize winners at the white house counterfeit?  
 
27 Nov 2007 Chaney at the White House went to the Hospital for VIP treatment  
 
27 Nov 2007 Clinton had VIP heart surgery several months ago  
 
27 Nov 2007 ABC Nightly News football team in Kansas, Mom could never give it up  
 
27 Nov 2007 Mom in Kansas has no idea how many Chaney and Clinton's farmers are dead  
 
27 Nov 2007 VIP heart treatment for Chaney and Clinton, without telling us how many Kansas farmers and football coaches are 
dead with half a lifetime. I imagine its millions just in Kansas and Mom on ABC will never give up her football for a Medical 
School full of ex-football kids. Mom doesn't know what's going on. Deception by the Kansas farmers Doctor would never be 
called "DECEPTION" then shall we reinvent the farmer's wife so she is idiot-proof, and how can we do this? Idiot-proof wife 
would sell all over the world. So how do we educate the Idiot-wife in Kansas enough to tell that Al Core's Nobel Prize is a 
deception in an Era that has an on going genocide by Bush and his Texas Oil Men. So how do we educate the Idiot-wife in 
Kansas enough for her to tell that Chaney and Clinton got VIP heart care her 4 brothers, and 2 brother-in-laws died from when 
they were much younger than Chaney and Clinton. Football Moms in Kansas won the game but lost her male and female relatives 
from heart disease that is cured for VIP's. Kansas farmers could have afford the same heart treatments as Chaney and Clinton 
if they knew what's going on in their anatomy and physiology. Being a VIP at the football game is what this MOM on ABC 
Nightly News wants. She doesn't realize there is a galaxy of difference in the VIP heart treatment Chaney and Clinton get to 
her brothers. Sunscreen, how many tubes of Neutrogenar Ultra Sheer SPF 70 with helioplex are bought by whom? ABC's 
football mom is galaxies away from Chaney and Clinton. This is a death sentence for most of her beloved football players and 
their parents. These guys in Kansas are rich enough to charter a 767 Dreamliner to New Haven and visit Yale-New Haven 
Medical School and Hospital. They just aren't smart enough to do this. But they will all pack everything up several times 
during football season and travel at warp speed to a distant football game. All seven of the Nobel Prize winners at the White 
House yesterday will be striped of their Nobel Prize just like Jones the Olympic runner was. Because they don't deserve a 
Nobel Prize, they were on steroids the kind only VIP's get. I like to speculate that the ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders will be 
cops or generals… but now I think there is a chance the ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders will be women from Kansas or even women 
at the White House who are ripe for a Coup d'état  
 
 
26 Nov 2007 Conspiracy -------- MD's were singled out by Bush to get Fraudulent Fortunes  
 
26 Nov 2007 Decades-long rise in the cost of health care  
 
26 Nov 2007 Decades-long suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
26 Nov 2007 Decades -long rise in Medicare Fraud at the Boulder Medical Center  
 
25 Nov 2007 Orwellian article said MD's are ok; this fraud is a bribe by Bush  
 
26 Nov 2007 Akin to the contracts in Iraq, Pentagon Cronyism at GE, IBM, etc  
 
26 Nov 2007 Conspiracy -------- MD's were singled out by Bush to get Fraudulent Fortunes  
 
26 Nov 2007 Conspiracy -------- Burn Centers in the USA, most are the most famous in the world. I sent post cards of 
Officer Jason's burnt face to every Burn Center in the USA and no one replied. Conspiracy -------- to pay the medical bills 
of those burned in gasoline, no I don't think so. Conspiracy ----- by the Oil Companies to pay the Burn Centers for those burned 
in fiery car wrecks, those burned in gasoline, no I don't think so. 50% of working class people don't have any health insurance. 
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MD's cheat the IRS on their charity deduction. MD's cheat their patients. My last Dr was a Dr. Graff almost 10 years ago. I 
have not been able to afford any doctor visits in 10 years working as a temp in Boulder, Colorado. Swiss Rocha would not hire me 
at their plant in Boulder, Colorado even with a memory pill invention project on my resume. Observers are laying in wait at 
every Temp job with Mexicans who spit on me. Celestial Seasoning personnel people at the Job Fair in their cafeteria spit at me 
when I was taking all the test and filling out all the forms, as they were Observers hiding behind hidden cameras. This incident 
was 20 years after I invented the ElectricWindmillCar. IBM Boulder would not hire me. Seagate, Longmont, Colorado would not 
hire me to wash dishes in their Corporate cafeteria. Of course I will sue and put all these corporation on a web page on my web 
after the ElectricWindmillCar Coup. But in the mean time I have lost 100's of inventions from living in poverty. In the mean 
time 100's have burned to death in gasoline. 100's have burned in gasoline and then got burned by their MD's medical bills. 
King Soopers which is owned by Kroger is getting to be the Mother of all Orwellian grocery stores as the last two time I 
went grocery shopping Kroger Observers were laying in wait at the door and spit on me, then spit on me again using Amanda 
checking out. This Orwellian Society is having hardening of the arteries of the heart leading up to Christmas Day 2007. I don't 
know what's going on behind the hidden cameras but I can certainly guess they don't like what I have been writing on my End War 
On Earth web page the last 2 months. Remember there are hidden cameras in my living room, my room grin. Decades-long 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar we must be getting closer to the Coup that will give America free gasoline and health 
care. Fraudulent MD's are every MD in Boulder, Colorado. ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders will place them under hospital arrest. 
Yes even BI the ankle bracelet monitoring company will not hire me to solder their circuit boards and they have placks on every 
wall of top brass cops. Missing is Officer Jason's picture with his burnt face so its not hard to figure out why a company owned 
by cops would not hire me. Grin. Conspiracy -------- to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar and me from getting any more 
inventions. 1,001 Invention Projects and 1,001 lawsuits will usher in a new era. New Era of free gasoline to celebrate the 
invention of the ElectricWindmillCar after Decades-long suppression and Fraudulent Fortunes made by MD's and Pentagon 
Cronies. Plague-ridden deaths from Staph, Hepatitis C, and Ecoli were under reported by the Nightly News for decades. This was 
all illegal but this was our Orwellian Society at its worst. We will usher in a new era that converts every University football 
stadium to a new state of the arts Medical School. Best thing about this new Era we will get a New --- New York Times --- 
The Old New York Times let 9-11 happen when they could of prevented it just by putting the ElectricWindmillCar on the front 
page. The New New York Times will be a Medical School, and will publish articles that will help 1 billion inventors get a breast 
cancer cure as this is decades late, late fee have been killing 40k women a year for many decades because Texas Oil Men and 
Bush wanted Oil Money more than a women's breast to caress.  
 
 
25 Nov 2007 Coors prevents any super-antibuse to be in stock at Target  
 
25 Nov 2007 Invention to preventing alcohol use and abuse is now the lawsuit  
 
25 Nov 2007 Swiss Rocha failed to mix up antibuse and get it to sell like hot cakes  
 
25 Nov 2007 Coors prevented any antibuse to be stocked on the shelves at Target  
 
25 Nov 2007 Social Inventions to preventing alcohol use and abuse is the Invention  
 
25 Nov 2007 Scam by the State Government is the lottery seducing you. You get no pussy  
 
25 Nov 2007 You get nothing for the $57 billion in lottery tickets sold in 2007  
 
25 Nov 2007 $570 billion for the Pentagon in 2007 and you lose totally. Troops will all come home from Iraq just like they did 
from Vietnam. Pope would like to open up a Catholic Church in Baghdad and in every city and town in Iraq. Avalanche deaths from 
this Moslem Christian War path the Pope has taken. Pope declared war on Moslems with a new Cardinal from Baghdad. Everyone 
at the Vatican was waving Iraqi flags and shouting victory songs. Currently, the leading explanation for what causes war is 
Psychotic Madmen; many a Pope was a madman. Wives for Priest would do more good than harm for the Catholic Church and 
for humanity. Priest with 4 wives would be on the same footing as Moslem clerics. This would certainly have prevented the Pope 
from declaring war on Moslems in Iraq yesterday. Wives have some advantages over PET or MRI scanning for the madman virus in 
the male brain. She can arouse a different kind of erection than war. Make Love not War certainly didn't win any converts at 
the Pentagon. Pentagon Generals have been tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars and SUV's in the USA since the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. This has had little of no effect on their perpetual war drinking. Hydrogen is by far the 
most abundant element in the universe. Top Brass prevented hydrogen to be in stock in your home to fuel your furnace and 
generate your electricity in your home, not buy your electricity from some power plant down the street. WHO at the UN is in 
a conspiracy with Texas oilmen to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar. WHO at the UN is the World Health Organization made 
up mostly of MD's from UN member nations. Although designated by the World Health Organization (WHO) as the world's 
second leading cause of permanent and long-term disability, mosquito-transmitted Blood borne disease is "potentially 
eradicable" Eradicate arm and legs under the White House Christmas Tree for 2008, presents from Laura Bush and her 
twin daughters. Incompetent abuse of White House power to declare War on Iraq war when the ElectricWindmillCar was 
being suppressed by the same White House Idiots. Pope waited until yesterday to declare war on the Moslems in Iraq with a 
new Cardinal from Baghdad. Coors preventing any super-antibuse to be in stock at Target is of little consequence except to 
the alcoholic who desperately want to quit drinking. Ephedra not in stock at Target is of little consequence except to me when I 
need to lose 20 lbs from sitting in front of this computer too much and snacking too much. $570 billion for the Pentagon in 2007 
and you don't lose any weight just gain more Wars for the History books. All the troops will come home from Iraq just like they 
did from Vietnam. Same Pentagon Generals have been tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars and SUV's in the USA since the 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. I think the Pentagon Generals are the one's who need 4 wives more than Priest 
and Moslems.  
 
 
24 Nov 2007 Spoiled food snifter alarms going off watching NBC Nightly News  
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24 Nov 2007 Billionaires in Moscow from Oil no mention of Saudi Arabia, they can't  
 
24 Nov 2007 Saudi sex slaves and sales of organs to Saudi Princes are off limits  
 
24 Nov 2007 If NBC mentions Kuwait Billionaires, sex slaves; Bush will kill them all  
 
24 Nov 2007 Spoiled rich kids like Bush and his twin daughters kill people worldwide  
 
24 Nov 2007 ElectricWindmillCar suppressed by twin daughters and their mom Laura who deprives the American people of 
products not yet invented, that can only be made with vast amounts of free electricity created by the 
ElectricWindmillCar's electrolysis accessory.  
 
24 Nov 2007 GE and MSNBC could make more money from the ElectricWindmillCar. Now they face arrest for genocide. Jews will 
lose the state of Israel for going along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and putting oil money bribes in Swiss 
Banks. Spoiled food snifter alarms going off. I really want to reinvent the refrigerator so GE refrigerators move to the bottom 
of the list… ha! One Billion inventions like the reinvented GE refrigerators with food snifter were lost since the invention of 
the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. NBC Nightly News did not close with this story. Free electricity driving your 
ElectricWindmillCar down the street creates electrolysis and gives us free hydrogen and oxygen from the gallon of water in 
your ElectricWindmillCar. Ramifications of this will bankrupt the Electric Company and create businesses that make products not 
yet invented that can only be made with vast amounts of free electricity. Electric Company CEO here in Denver at Excel knows 
about this. Kidney dialysis machines might be reinvented with vast amounts of electricity, or simply make organ donation mandatory 
in the USA. If we do nothing Bush will sell Billionaires in Moscow kidneys from the USA, as Bush is Psychotic. Like Russian 
Vodka, Bush cannot resist selling a kidney to a Billionaire. Memory in the brain, I would be working on Total Recall today, if 
it weren't for Bush being Psychotic. After reading the complete works of Freud a few years before 1980 I though for sure 
someone would invented a cure for the Worlds Madmen. Then we get, Carter in 1980, Bush is the most Psychotic President since 
the invent of the ElectricWindmillCar in October of 1980. Carter with his Habitat for Humanity Homes when he suppressed 1 
billion ElectricWindmillCars from coming off the Ford assembly line in 2007. Crazy to say the least. Processes in the brain of 
normal people would and could never end up suppressing 1 billion ElectricWindmillCars from coming off the Ford assembly line in 
2007. If John Lennon were alive he alone would expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Dylan can go to Hell with 
Paul McCartney… Hell Paul McCartney will not even help other women with breast cancer, (Linda McCartney will be mad as Hell 
about this) by helping me get to work on a breast cancer cure. I have to work on Temp jobs like Leanin Tree Greeting Cards here 
in Boulder Colorado and the Observers let Mexicans spit on me at work at Leanin Tree Greeting Cards here in Boulder Colorado This 
is crazy to say the least. Short-term memory works like this. First, "the brain's cerebral cortex receives nerve messages from 
eyes, ears, and touch sensors. This sensory stimulus is held for a fraction of a second in the sensory memory. Unless an 
individual pays attention to the image for about eight uninterrupted seconds to encode the stimulus into short-term memory, it will 
be lost" Bush lost all memory of those in the USA he tossed gasoline bombs at, there is no memory of sizzling flesh burning 
in gasoline, so Bush can have more oil money. Alzheimer's story of Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor's husband 
with Alzheimer's. Sandra hooked him up with a women lover in the nursing home. 1 billion people burned in gasoline while Sandra 
Day O'Connor was going to work at the Supreme Court. I think she has selective memory loss. She is young enough to live long 
enough to be arrested for genocide… this will jog her memory. When she meets cops with burnt faces, cops and Judges will 
collide like 2 distant galaxies most people never think about, that are colliding in space right now. Spoiled food snifter alarms 
going off, cops could arrest every Judge in the USA on charges of genocide. This is a thought of revenge, especially if you got 
your face burned sitting in your cop car, with lights flashing and a vodka driven Bush slams into the back of your cop car causing 
the gas tank to burst into flames.  
 
 
23 Nov 2007 Car bombs are down in Baghdad but up in the USA  
 
23 Nov 2007 McCain in Baghdad is tossing gasoline bombs in Denver, Colorado  
 
23 Nov 2007 Nightly News doesn't report on the progress of the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
23 Nov 2007 Nightly News doesn't stimulate public enthusiasm End To War On Earth  
 
23 Nov 2007 Thanksgiving Day Nightly News reported there optimistic the Iraq War is Won  
 
23 Nov 2007 McCain in Baghdad far from the fiery car wrecks in the USA Thanksgiving Day  
 
23 Nov 2007 Thanksgiving Day victims of McCain will be in some burn center tomorrow hopefully not in McCain's home state 
of Arizona. I sent by Post Office mail post cards of the fiery pictures of Officer Jason's burned face to all the burn centers in 
the USA. Asking them to expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. No one replied. Thanksgiving Day no thanks for 
the ElectricWindmillCar invention that keeps the Oil Genocide fueling money to McCain and the rest of the Top Brass in the USA 
and in Iraq. Thanksgiving Day Kitty Hawk is heading back to port in Japan after being refused to dock at Hong Kong to get even 
with Bush meeting with the Lama and selling arms to Taiwan. Get even with Bush for burning Officer Jason's face sitting in his 
cop car, 100's of cops died in the fiery car wreck, 100's of thousands of kids in the back seat with mom and dad burned to death 
so Bush and McCain could celebrate Thanksgiving Day. In the way they did. Nightly News doesn't stimulate public enthusiasm End 
To War On Earth or get the ElectricWindmillCar Revolution started. ABC Nightly News on Thanksgiving Day ended the show 
with husband and wife medics home from Iraq ready to go back to Baghdad, not ready for the ElectricWindmillCar Revolution or 
to even think that ABC people who interviewed them for this Thanksgiving Day story on ABC knew some other couple just like 
them but living in the USA will burn to death in a fiery gasoline wreck on Thanksgiving Day. Truth in the ABC Nightly News was 
not for Thanksgiving Day. Face, Hands, feet burned in gasoline. Bush and McCain tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars and cars in 
the USA on Thanksgiving Day 2007. McCain in Baghdad on Thanksgiving Day 2007 will not mention this to ABC Nightly News. Out 
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of the sight of ABC cameras McCain and the Generals will toast "let them burn in gasoline, we are addicted to oil money" ps we 
want all of Iraqi oil money before you can drive an ElectricWindmillCar on a Thanksgiving Day 2008 2009. Thanksgiving Day 
patients with relapsed or hard-to-treat multiple myeloma, breast cancer will have to wait for Thanksgiving Day 2008, 2009 to get 
a Bush and a McCain to support a cure. War is a Waste and when ABC Nightly News reports on patients with relapsed or hard-
to-treat multiple myeloma, breast cancer will have to wait for Thanksgiving Day 2008 the $5 Trillion Bush and McCain spent on 
Iraq will get the publics flesh to sizzle without the top brass pouring gasoline over them and setting them on fire in their 
car. Kennedy, Bush, McCain tossed gasoline bombs at cars in the USA on Thanksgiving Day 2007. To add insult to injury 
Kennedy, Bush, McCain used their illegal oil revenues for the war in Iraq instead of those patients with relapsed or hard-to-
treat multiple myeloma, and breast cancer. ABC Nightly News on Thanksgiving Day 2007 stimulated public enthusiasm for the War 
in Iraq we can win, we have a husband and wife medic from Iraq ready to go back to Baghdad ABC Nightly News on Thanksgiving 
Day 2008 will stimulate public enthusiasm for the ElectricWindmillCar Revolution and the start to spending $5 Trillion dollars on a 
cure for breast cancer and myeloma. Etc… If we lose the war in Iraq and win the ElectricWindmillCar Revolution ABC reporters will 
be arrested for Genocide…  
 
 
22 Nov 2007 Estes Park Tail Gazette Newspaper pours gasoline on the fire  
 
22 Nov 2007 Observers who live behind the hidden cameras at the Stanley Hotel  
 
22 Nov 2007 Stanley Steamer Hotel is were I listened to Dylan from the pourch  
 
22 Nov 2007 Stanley Hotel, I want this for the ElectricWindmillCar Invention Era  
 
22 Nov 2007 Gravity Engine will be invented at the former Stanley Hotel in 2008  
 
22 Nov 2007 Gravity Control will be invented at the former Stanley Hotel in 2008  
 
22 Nov 2007 100 Story World Invention Center building could be built on the Stanley Hotel site. If the ElectricWindmillCar 
was never suppressed in October of 1980 the 110 Story World Trade Center buildings would be standing today. Estes Park 
Tail Gazette Newspaper owners could of prevented 9-11. Bush drove by this Newspaper office a week before 9-11 heading to 
the YMCA to get the leaders of the YMCA to go along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and Greg Buell. Estes 
Park Newspaper owners and the leaders of the YMCA at Estes Park had the choice of opposing Bush or going along with 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. A week after Bush left Estes Park 9-11 happened and everyone in Estes Park knew they 
made the biggest political mistake possible. Everyone in Estes Park will be arrested for Genocide. There will be no one left to 
oppose me building a 110 story building on the site of the Stanley Hotel. Gravity Engine and Gravity Control will be invented at 
the former Stanley Hotel. Historic area laws were made by the same politicians who suppressed the ElectricWindmillCar and 
stifled the invention of the Gravity Engine and Gravity Control All these historic site laws will be tossed out of court when 
the Supreme Court is stacked by the ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders. After the French Revolution there were no Universities for 
10 years. This might happen to the Supreme Court, there night never be a Supreme Court in the USA again to punish the 
Supreme Court Justices for voting to suppress the ElectricWindmillCar. I biked down from the Continental Divide I hiked down 
from the Continental Divide into Estes Park while the Supreme Court Justices were going along with the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar. If they would of voted differently I would of biked and hiked to the Stanley Hotel and got to work on 
a Gravity Engine and Gravity Control. Gravity of what these 9 Supreme Court Justices did will destroy the Supreme Court, all 
the Federal Courts and all the State Courts. Something else will have to be invented so when Bush in 3008 wants to suppress 
the latest greatest invention he will not be able to take get the highest court in the Nation to vote. Stanley Steamer with air 
bags on the outside for when you drive off the mountain road. Grin and Grim. Driving in the mountains you think someone would 
of invented something for when you drive off the mountain road, as it looks like a good distance to the bottom and you know 
gravity will be a bitch going down. Estes Park Tail Gazette Newspaper pours gasoline on cars on that are already on fire. 
Punishment for newspaper owners will be more severe than the Supreme Court Justices. After the French Revolution Universities 
were closed for 10 years. After the ElectricWindmillCar Revolution newspapers like the New York Times will be converted to the 
New York Times Medical School… they will publish a Medical School Newspaper. False stories planted by Bush will be replaced 
by inventions such as Gravity control and the Gravity Engine so a more sane Humanity can travel to Alpha Centauri and meet up 
with some nice Aliens.  
 
 
21 Nov 2007 The ElectricWindmillCar on 9-11 did more than just Impeach Bush  
 
21 Nov 2007 Laura Bush and the twin girls could all end up on death row in a cell  
 
21 Nov 2007 The entire First Family knew they got caught suppressing ElectricWindmillCar  
 
21 Nov 2007 French Revolution was trifling compared to the ElectricWindmillCar Revolution  
 
21 Nov 2007 Day after 9-11 Bush could of exposed the ElectricWindmillCar suppression  
 
21 Nov 2007 Laura Bush and the twin girls could of exposed the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
21 Nov 2007 Laura Bush and the twin girls could all end up on death row in a cell with Scott Peterson, as the Leaders of 
the ElectricWindmillCar Revolution will be out for revenge. I will look up Colorado License plate number 127NZI as they were in 
their car blocking the cross walk, on the same street as the Cop Shop HQ is, and of course they were black and swearing at me. 
I was stuck with traffic turn were I was in the cross walk. Typical Observer behavior from black men who are in contact with 
Gen. Orwell. I have 100's of license plate numbers of vehicle harassment coming straight at me on orders from Gen. Orwell. 
Revenge from the leaders of the ElectricWindmillCar Revolution will be foremost straightforward aimed at those caught 
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tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars and cars with someone's 2 daughters in the back seat. Laura Bush's 2 daughters burned to 
death in a fiery car wreck the year Bush became President. Someone else's twin daughters burned to death in gasoline. Every 
year Bush has been President someone else's twin daughters burned to death in gasoline. This is what the 
ElectricWindmillCar Revolution will be about. About Bush and his 2 daughters getting away with murder, with genocide. 
French Revolution was trifling compared to the ElectricWindmillCar Revolution. Add in the $5 Trillion Bush wasted on the Iraq 
War when he could of make gasoline free. In celebration of the ElectricWindmillCar Invention. French Revolution was 
trifling compared to the ElectricWindmillCar Revolution. My best revenge on Laura Bush will be to get the cure for Breast Cancer 
in 2008 as Laura Bush and her 2 daughters killed 40k women a year not letting me work on a cure for breast cancer. Laura Bush 
and the twin girls could all end up on death row in a cell - These 3 women are mass murderers!  
 
 
20 Nov 2007 Aliens vs. Marine Generals who will go the distance and win… Aliens!  
 
20 Nov 2007 Supreme Court in Pakistan, in the USA are stacked by their President  
 
20 Nov 2007 The secret live of teens on the Internet monitored by their parents  
 
20 Nov 2007 Aliens are Top Secret and light years from Generals in Iraq  
 
20 Nov 2007 ABC Nightly News, go the distance in Iraq, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 years  
 
20 Nov 2007 ABC Nightly News will not report of traveling 4.3 Light Years  
 
20 Nov 2007 NASA will not force ABC News to do a closing story about going the distance to Alpha Centauri 4.3 Light Years 
from Earth. Generals who wasted $5 Trillion dollars on the Iraq war don't even know this is more money than it would take NASA 
to build 700 Moon Bases, build 700 Shuttle and start traveling 4.3 light years. Now this seems like a lot of money to waste on 
the Iraq War. Kennedy uses his political power to kill any and every President of a Medical School who would not pass black's 
who could never pass Medical School. NASA could use their political power of John Glenn and Scott Carpenter to have saved 
$5 Trillion dollars from being wasted in the Iraq War but didn't. Kennedy was drunk driving with power. John Glenn and 
Scott Carpenter are retired. NASA could of sent e-mail to everyone but didn't. NASA could of sent a post card to everyone, 
but didn't. NASA could of used their political power to kill any and every General who will not travel to Alpha Centaur instead 
of Baghdad. NASA officials and Iraq Generals have widely different perspectives on the issue of going the distance, spending 
$10 Trillion dollars in Iraq or $10 Trillion dollars on moon bases and Shuttles that will dock together for a light year 
journey. Generals and others in government are supposed to rely on NASA to determine if 700 Shuttles are a better investment 
than the Iraq War. Unless the Generals are as drunk as Kennedy was when he went around killing off Presidents of Medical 
Schools who would not pass blacks. I think the Generals are just as drunk as Kennedy was. This would explain why the Generals 
could waste $5 Trillion dollars. Kill anyone who complains, this is what Kennedy did to get his way, which was wrong. No one in 
their right mind would want to make Black's MD if they could not pass Medical School. Generals in Iraq caught the same 
thing Kennedy had. Queen of England has a century of history of doing this. Killing anyone and everyone who wants to do the 
right thing, not what the Queen wants. Queen of England will be beheaded on Cable TV if she lives long enough to drive 
an ElectricWindmillCar. Kennedy, Generals, Queen of England are drunk with their political power willing and able to kill anyone 
and everyone who does not want Black's to be Doctors without being able to pass Medical School. The French King and Queen 
were clones of Kennedy, Generals in Iraq and the Queen of England right before the Revolution.  
 
 
19 Nov 2007 Psychotic Bush will kill 40k women in 2008 via breast cancer  
 
19 Nov 2007 Staph, Hepatitis, STD, Misdiagnosis by Black MD's 50k more dead  
 
19 Nov 2007 Mexicans will kill a few cops + hundreds others in the USA in 2008  
 
19 Nov 2007 Gringo babies at the day care will get Hepatitis, flu, etc from Mexicans  
 
19 Nov 2007 Cost of suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar by Bush will pay for WW III  
 
19 Nov 2007 Japan will pay $5 Trillion dollars for gasoline; OPEC will buy arms with it  
 
19 Nov 2007 20,000 light years is one supernova. 4.3 light years is our nearest star Alpha Centauri. Aliens could be close as 
Alpha Centauri. Madmen on Earth would never know it. In 1980 I would of started working on an invention to listen in on 
Alien Conversations. Sermon from the Priest for the Orwellian Congregations, Bush is addicted to oil money. Burning in Hell must 
like be burning in Gasoline on Earth. In 1980 wives for Priest was my idea to a perfect society. Women want you to invent 
something. Inventions are 99% inspiration and women are the Goddess of Inspiration. Bush's wife watched 500 people burn 
in gasoline, they had buckets and were collecting gasoline from a sabotaged pipeline and it burst into flames burning 500 
peasants. Alternative ending was written in 1980 with the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Laura Bush will be on death row 
with Bush. Both will be in the same cell as Scott Peterson. Alternative ending Bush would never have been President of the USA 
if the ElectricWindmillCar were not suppressed by Carter and Kennedy in 1980. Laci Peterson would never have married 
Scott Peterson and she would be alive today. Alternative ending Mexican Oil would be selling for $1 a barrel and there would be 
no Mexicans in the USA. Only reason there are Mexicans in the USA in 2007 is because the ElectricWindmillCar was suppressed 
in 1980. Last week Mexicans spit on me at Leanin Tree Greeting Card Co in Boulder, CO. This could never have happened if 
the ElectricWindmillCar was never suppressed in 1980 by Carter and Kennedy. Misdiagnosis by Black MD's 50k more dead. Black 
MD's were manufacture by Kennedy when he was drunk. Kennedy killed a women driving drunk and got off Scot-free. Kennedy 
then killed his wife. He got off Scot-free again. Kennedy then watched me brainstorm for 6 months on hidden cameras and I 
finally got the ElectricWindmillCar. Kennedy then got even drunker and talked Carter into suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. 
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Few years after 1980 Kennedy drunk as hell got the idea to make Black's MD's even if they failed Medical School. Kennedy 
could blackmail the President of the Medical School if he did not go along Kennedy would have him killed. I's sure there were a 
few Presidents of some medical school, not Harvard that refused Kennedy and Kennedy killed them. Kenned was drunk as hell no 
one could tell him it was wrong to manufacture Black MD's who would cause pain and death to their patients. Kennedy was drunk 
and drunk with Power. This was about the time Kennedy was running for President of the USA, several years after the invention 
of the ElectricWindmillCar. Mexicans will kill a few cops + hundreds others in the USA in 2008. This was manufactured by Bush 
via Oil in Mexico. Cop in Denver was killed by a Mexican in cold blood. Bush had no remorse. Bush is amused running the 
World addicted to oil money and tossing gasoline bombs at cars and cop cars in the USA. Bush is drunk as Kennedy but Bush is 
drunk on oil money. Queen came to the White House and they toasted… "Let them eat Cake, Let them burn in Gasoline, we 
are addicted to oil money" This is not the Alternative ending but the reality of the end of 2007. 2008 40k women will die just in 
the USA of breast cancer. Bush hates me so much he will let these women die before he lets me invent a miracle cure for 
breast cancer for 2008. Cost of suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar is not getting a cure for breast cancer before 2008, and 
1,001 other invention projects. Only way this Orwellian Society could be any sicker is if Bush is successful in starting WW III 
while still suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. Alternative ending will be the Coup leaders will make gasoline free to celebrate 
the ElectricWindmillCar and I will get several wives to brainstorm and get the cure for breast cancer in 2008.  
 
 
18 Nov 2007 Capt. Burke dreams of rescuing his girlfriend in her burning house  
 
18 Nov 2007 Capt. Burke owns Windjammer Barefoot cruses  
 
18 Nov 2007 Capt. Burke also owns a Mansion on the coast of Florida  
 
18 Nov 2007 Capt Burke doesn't own any esteem from those burned on 7 Mile Bridge  
 
18 Nov 2007 Capt. Burke was on the Travel Channel today talking about his sailing ships  
 
18 Nov 2007 Capt. Burke didn't mention the gasoline tankers head on crash on 7 Mile Bridge in Florida. Mom, dad, and the 2 
kids burning to death in gasoline. http://www.windjammer.com/fleet_legacy.html In 1980 Capt. Burke was starting his Barefoot 
Cruise Line going, some time between 1980 and 2007 Capt. Burke learned about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. 
Today Capt. Burke lives his live as though no one burns to death in gasoline needlessly. But the Capt. tells The Travel Channel he 
still dreams of being a Hero by rescuing his girlfriend from her burning house. I guess not her car burning in gasoline. 
Someone's girlfriend has burned in a car fire. As long as it wasn't the Capt's girlfriend he will play the roll of Hero on the 
Travel Channel. St Lucia was owned by the French and the British, they fought 7 battles over St Lucia each one winning the 
next battle, St Lucia change from French to British rule 7 times before the British finally defeated the French for the last time. 
I wonder if the Capt. Is fighting the same battle every time he watches the news about a fiery car crash? Still the Capt. went 
on The Travel Channel today and said he is the Hero who will rescue his girlfriend from her burning house, not her burning 
car. http://www.windjammer.com/weddings_and_honeymoons.html I dream of getting married to my Observer Girlfriends who 
watch me on hidden cameras. Evidently Women Observers in this Orwellian Society know about the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar and my social isolation, wanting a few wifes to inspire the cure for breast cancer. No getting a wife. 
Gen. Orwell has total control of my life from getting spit on by Mexicans at Leanin Tree in Boulder Colorado to no one calling my 
cell phone number at the top of this page. St Lucia would be a good place for the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar to get 
married as the CIA is no not a St. CIA as the real CIA could of done a coup in 1980 and John Lennon would have had 1 
Billion ElectricWindmillCars for his 68th Bday Present and Yoke would of gotten me a Japanese wife. So there is no St. CIA just 
St Lucia. A good place to get married especially if you have been waiting since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. 
CIA knows why Mexicans at Leanin Tree Boulder CO can spit on me, like they did last week, get me fired from my temp job 
pulling greeting cards for Christmas. I certainly will sue and ask the ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders to arrest the owner of 
Leanin Tree for Genocide after a successful coup. Until a successful coup I will just have to go on to the next temp job Gen 
Orwell sends me to. I would rather be working on a cure for breast cancer but Bush is so Psychotic he will let 40k women die 
of breast cancer in 2008 before he will order me placed under house arrest and let work on a cure for breast cancer. So I dream 
of getting married in St Lucia, then being the Hero getting the cure for breast cancer. Bush will be on death row with Scott 
Peterson after a successful coup. Maybe Peterson will be so impressed with Bush as his cell mate he will tell us how and why he 
killed Laci on Christmas Eve!  
 
 
17 Nov 2007 IBM bonus for perfect attendance, co-workers get sick as hell  
 
17 Nov 2007 I talked to a IBM Boulder employee he knew the observers were listening  
 
17 Nov 2007 He got others at IBM Boulder sick to get his paid day for perfect attendance  
 
17 Nov 2007 IBM Boulder manager will not be libel until I sue or Observers complain  
 
17 Nov 2007 I lost my Dell Notebook for 2007 today, IRS letter no EIC refund $339  
 
17 Nov 2007 New Temp job no overtime, Leanin Tree Boulder CO wants there badge back Ha  
 
17 Nov 2007 Leanin Tree Boulder Colorado were Mexicans spit at me while Observers watched and didn't complain. IBM 
Boulder Observers will not complain about someone coming to work with Staph getting co-workers sick so they can get their paid 
day off for perfect attendance. Boss is like the Boss in my Boss Poem and my Boss MP3 poetry reading. "This isn't something 
just floating around in the air," Dr. Julie Gerberding, head of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, told members 
of Congress on Wednesday. Speaking about Staph. Bush Whooping Cough is caught by someone sneezing spreading the disease 
floating around in the air. I think Dr. Julie should have known this especially telling members of Congress. This is why we 
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need computers, to keep Dr Julie honest. How do we keep IBM honest? Orwellian Court yes there is a court behind the 
hidden cameras. Well our Orwellian Courts can order IBM to pay $100 million to those who got sick from others coming to work 
sick if the Observers watching complain, if they don't every complain IBM will get off Scot free. IBM managers are the bullies 
at work, right or deadly wrong they cannot get fired or sued. Lawsuit I will file against IBM, Leanin Tree and the Observers 
will state its common knowledge Staph and the flu spreads through the office, yet IBM managers would not change their 
perfect attendance bonus even though they knew it was getting others sick so this should be criminal as well as civil. Investigators 
of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAD) who are part of our Orwellian Society should appear 
unexpectedly at IBM worldwide. Statistics will give them a few hits for a highly virulent strain of the super bug called 
methicillin-resistant staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) searching every IBM employee at work on Monday. No different than gambling 
in Vegas. Ha. IBM employees at work with strep throat will go off the NIAD chart… when they catch they red handed working 
at IBM. This is a sick society. Paris, the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) doesn't really prevent any 
sick people from coming to work at IBM Paris. The joke is on Leno who could write an IBM staph joke with the writers on strike, 
if NBC let him. Leno writing his own jokes with the writers on strike would give force Leno into another realm for inventing 
jokes. Writers at CSI killed Sara with genius criminal minds, and domestic killings nothing can be invented to prevent. These 
writers at CSI could have written up Sara and Grissom as the geniuses. This is a sick society. From Paris to New York. The World 
of Birds by Attenburg is ripe to be rewritten for our new looking for Inventions awareness. PARIS - Paul McCartney says 
the inspiration to pick Heather Mills was not her name being in close proximity to the ElectricWindmillCar name. Flying from Paris 
to New York you would have to invent something. Mastectomies I will pick a Heather Mills who had a double mastectomy for one 
of my wives. Linda McCartney died of breast cancer; you would never remember this from Paul's new songs or rants about 
life. PARIS - Paul McCartney is a Observers will not complain about someone coming to work with Staph getting co-workers sick 
so they can get their paid day off for perfect attendance. Ours is a sick society. Last thing Bush did was kill all the 
Orwellian Lawyers.  
 
 
16 Nov 2007 New England Journal of Medicine is stifled  
 
16 Nov 2007 MD's Stifle the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
16 Nov 2007 Dr. Spyder MD Chief of the Medical Journals is an obstructionist  
 
16 Nov 2007 Dr. Spyder MD is the OPEC leader of how numerous MD's are  
 
16 Nov 2007 OPEC gets more news but Dr. Spyder MD is more ruthless than OPEC  
 
16 Nov 2007 Dr. Spyder MD has cause more deaths than gasoline  
 
16 Nov 2007 ElectricWindmillCar Coup Leaders will make gasoline free to celebrate the ElectricWindmillCar. New England Journal 
of Medicine will have a new table of contents for Medical Invention Projects. And you will no longer need to log in with to this 
web page after giving the MD con man your credit card number. Case histories of patients are the most interesting reading in 
the Medical Journals, what would make them even more interesting would be real patients with names, lifestyles, and a more 
detailed computer analysis of the lab work, cat scan, lifestyle and comments on what the patient did right and wrong in 
their lifestyle. Patient GPS, or Patient Profile like cops profile people so very correctly would by nice in the Medical Journals 
too. TOKYO - The Metropolitan Police Department is planning to keep track of all police officers working in Tokyo by tagging 
them with mobile phones equipped with GPS. MD's and Nurses could tag their patients the same way. Kids would never get lost 
again if parents could tag them with cell phone GPS. Wife who thinks their husbands might kill them could be tagged by the 
local police, and tag her husband at the same time. Give new worth to a restraining order. Current restraining orders are 
worthless. So it would go from worthless to major. Dr. Spyder MD has cause more deaths than gasoline. More or less of 
certain types of operations hysterectomies for example the high and low cities and states are well defined and for what profit 
motive yet the statistics will never change for the better of all the patients no matter what state or city they live in until 
Dr. Spyder MD is no longer in charge of OPEC. Complicated operations with complications on the computer simulation follow the 
actual operation. Any 5th grader wanting to see Grandma's operation can by looking it up on the web. Only when Dr. Spyder MD is 
no longer a MD. Complicated malpractice issues will be settled by the Observers behind the hidden cameras, they can keep their 
jobs. They will just be watching operations, not us in our living rooms. DA bringing charges against the MD will have all the videos 
of every office visit and the surgery that could of turned out better. 25 million Americans that will have surgery. By putting 
the observers into the operating room we will get more benefit out of people watching monitors. Best MD's at specific surgeries 
can do 25 day, one right after another. Ford built the Model T, now we can build MDs on the assembly line and put MD to work on 
a assembly line in surgery.. Taking care of 5 billion people is too much to expect from those who wasted $5 Trillion on the Iraq 
War. Spending $5 Trillion you do not have on $5 Billion people is sort of out of the "1984" Book By Orwell. What the Queen 
should of spent her Jewels on.  
 
 
15 Nov 2007 Marines quit the Marines over getting an anthrax vaccination  
 
15 Nov 2007 Crisis's at the Bush White House for 2008  
 
15 Nov 2007 Life-threatening Staph, Hepatitis, STD, etc  
 
15 Nov 2007 Mandatory immunizations with the vaccines we have invented  
 
15 Nov 2007 Ruthless opposition is not the crisis, Bush is Medially Literate  
 
15 Nov 2007 Marines quit the Marines over getting an anthrax vaccination  
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15 Nov 2007 Marines are not intellectuals; they have never read the cowpox story  
 
15 Nov 2007 Yale Medical School would have given us a different President Bush. Yale should merge Yale with the Yale 
Medical School. But Congress will prohibit anyone from Yale becoming a President of the USA for 10,000 years so this merger 
makes no sense in the real world as we will never ever get another President from Yale. Crisis at the Bush White House is the 
millions of death in 2008 from Staph, Hepatitis, STD, etc Cancer etc the list is longer than Bush could rattle off. I will 
certainly learn the list well enough to rattle it off to the Leaders of the ElectricWindmillCar Coup. 2008 will not even get us 
the simplest things like air bags for the outside of Semi trucks and trucks. Roll over accidents are in the Denver news almost 
every day, Bush is stuck doing nothing for any accident for 2008. This is a shame as add on air bag companies would pop 
up overnight. Marines are not intellectuals; they have never read the cowpox story Yale Medical School can merge with West 
Point. Marines quit the Marines over getting an anthrax vaccination. Marine Generals talked over the anthrax vaccination and 
voted Yes! I would like to get a transcript of this top-secret meeting. Now we cannot have these Marine Generals for 
the ElectricWindmillCar Coup Leaders, but this is the mentality we need. Marines quit the Marines over getting an 
anthrax vaccination. We know Marines are not intellectuals but we need to do a coup at the Department of Education. I would say 
all 30 million Mexicans in the USA are more stupid than Bush when it comes to getting immunizations. But the Mexicans differ 
from Bush as they give gringos the diseases they could of gotten a vaccination for. You forget all the gringo kids in day care… 
Mom does not know the Mexicans are disease ridden even in day care so she gets her new baby sick with Hepatitis, or Staph, 
etc. Bush is not going to tell the new mom about Mexicans at day care… New York Times will never ever write this story up. Can 
you see these Headlines at the New York Times. No Way!  
 
 
14 Nov 2007 Microsoft Develops Document Translator for Blind  
 
14 Nov 2007 Microsoft has no intention to get a Miracle cure for 50% of Blind  
 
14 Nov 2007 Microsoft would never give everyone 20/20 vision if only by software  
 
14 Nov 2007 Microsoft caused all the small print on the web; view text size no longer works  
 
14 Nov 2007 Microsoft knows every Senior Center in the USA is mad, they don't care  
 
14 Nov 2007 Microsoft programmers made the small print unchangeable into largest  
 
14 Nov 2007 Microsoft Develops Document Translator for Blind, Microsoft did not develop any medical document translator 
into phonics and real time links, click on staph you will not go anywhere. You will never know a gram stain is needed to see 
staph. Microsoft did not develop any document translator for parts of the eye, yet alone the most common cause of blindness and 
the more common cure for the blindness we can cure today. Only thing Microsoft developed for today's news was a kinder 
more gentle Microsoft with this Blind story. Half of all school teachers would kill Bill Gates today if they knew they could get 
away with the perfect murder. So all Microsoft did with its new development of document translator for the blind was to get 
real Saints prepared for writing up the invention projects on how to cure 50% of the blind. Eye transplants… Bush protected 
Bill Gates from schoolteachers whose looks would kill Bill if they ever meet. Now Bush knows why most schoolteachers want Bill 
Gates dead. Microsoft programmers as a consultant to inventors working on the cure the blind invention project. Microsoft 
didn't develop this. Saints and Sinners, both the Pope and Bill Gates are extreme sinners. Saints are stifled by Bush, as 
the President of the USA develops government scams that put false stories on the front page of the New York Times. Bush does 
not develop any document translator to cure the blind. New York Times keeps you blind of the ElectricWindmillCar. So how many 
more Presidents do we have to go through to get one who develops Microsoft Programmers for Saints invention projects instead 
of scams for sinners who are greedy as Bill Gates?  
 
 
13 Nov 2007 Bill Gates threatens all future social innovation + Miracle Cures for 2008  
 
13 Nov 2007 Server and high-end PC are worthless because of Bill Gate$  
 
13 Nov 2007 ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders have no choice but to hang Bill Gate$  
 
13 Nov 2007 Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar cannot afford to hire 100 million inventors with software  
 
13 Nov 2007 Intel Core 2 Extreme as we Extremely need several Miracle Cures in 2008  
 
13 Nov 2007 Miracle needed to become a Saint, Mother of all Sinners is the Pope, him and Bill Gates are Predators killing 
Miracle Workers seeking a breast cancer cure, Hepatitis, Malaria, STD cures. And gravity control. 1,001 Invention Projects has 
to run on XP, as I would never write it to run on Vista. If you buy a refurbished XP notebook or desktop Bill Gates wants 
another $150. Greed at its worst, worst than gasoline as the Coup Leaders will make gasoline free 1st day the 
ElectricWindmillCar goes public. Inventors Extreme - Inventors will be hot to start working on inventing and I will have 1,001 
Things you can Invent ready. Coup leaders must hang Bill Gates ASAP or we will well lose 1,001 inventions. Bill Gates threatens 
all future social innovation hanging on to extreme greed. Intel Core 2 Extreme and Xeon CPU's will be worthless without 
1,001 Invention Projects software for 100 million extreme inventors swept up in the wind of the ElectricWindmillCar 
Invention. Biggest inventor advancement in history right after the ElectricWindmillCar was suppressed since 1980. IBM could 
further boost performance of 100 million inventors by letting everyone work on its future patents, not just IBM employees. 
IBM employees have gotten the most patents per year since the Invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 but IBM employees 
have never gotten a Miracle Cure, or even considered going after the cure for breast cancer. CEO of IBM knows society 
needs several Miracle Cures, knows the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 created a doldrums of Miracle 
Cures, created sober patents only an IBM'er could love. Thus lowering the desire of 100 million would be inventors. 100 
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million inventors have been suppressed along with the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. IBM helped create these social doldrums. 
That stifled social innovation from 1980 to 2007. In 2008 we must make up for lost Miracle Cures. The Intel Core 2 
Extreme QX9650 quad core processor, the world's first 45nm Hi-k desktop processor, delivers more of the adrenaline that 
hardcore gamers and media enthusiasts demand. Intel threatens all future Miracle Cures, cure for breast cancer in 2008 by 
taking bribes to not expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. >>>>>> The Quad-Core Intel Xeon processor 5400 series 
sets a number of world records on key industry-standard benchmarks. A HP Proliant DL380 G5 Server sets a new TPC-C mark with 
a score of 273,666 tpmC and an SAP-SD record with a score of 2449 SD-Users. A Dell PowerEdge 2950 server running BEA 
Jrockit JVM delivered a record-breaking SPECjbb2005 result of 303130 BOPS. Dell also sets a new virtualization performance 
record on VMmark benchmark running VMWare ESX Server with a score of 8.47 at 6 tiles. Using a PRIMERGY RX300 S4 
Server, Fujitsu-Siemens set a new SPECintrate2006 record with a score of 138 <<<<<<< Intel world records on key 
industry-standard benchmarks not on getting Miracle Cures for 2008. Staph, Hepatitis, STD, and of course Breast Cancer. 
Intel world records Enhanced Intel Virtualization Technology not demonstrations of breast cancer, Staph, Hepatitis, and STD 
etc. Extreme Adrenalin to get Extreme Miracle Cures for 2008 is not part of Intel Innovations. Bill Gates has created millions 
of addicted gamers playing violent Microsoft games, instead of creating millions of inventors. Why? Because Bill Gates is a 
Predators killing Miracle Workers seeking a breast cancer cure, Hepatitis, Malaria, STD cures. ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders 
have no choice but to hang Bill Gate$ ASAP  
 
 
12 Nov 2007 Airbus Wins $31 Billion Aircraft Order From Emirates  
 
12 Nov 2007 NASA doesn't have $31 Billion as Bush wasted it on Iraq War  
 
12 Nov 2007 NASA doesn't have $31 Billion as Bush spent significantly on bribes  
 
12 Nov 2007 Bush has to spend $31 Billion more for arms + legs under the XMass Tree  
 
12 Nov 2007 United Arab Emirates can spend $31 Billion dollars a week on extravagances  
 
12 Nov 2007 Coup Leaders after exposing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar will seize all the Oil Money in the World, 
and then make gasoline free. Extravagances of the Texas and Saudi Oil men will be on the nightly news. Extravagances Bush 
provided the Saudi's and the Arab Emirates, Kuwait while Americans died waiting for organ donations Bush sold to the highest 
bidder on Ebay Arab Emirates etc. Sick madman Bush and even sicker is the White House MD who doctored all this up. Bush will 
be the 1st President convicted of Genocide for tossing gasoline bombs at cars and cop cars on Main Street USA. Observers at 
NASA have been watching the Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Saudi's spend gasoline money on extravagances while Bush wasted $5 Trillion 
on the Iraq War. Now NASA filed a complaint with in this Orwellian Society saying they were under funded and CBS nightly 
news wrote up NASA as a party of Astronauts spending a few grand… NBC nightly news will cut down NASA too on orders from 
Bush and whoever else is making up the false stories for the front page of the New York Times. Extravagances of the Texas 
and Saudi Oil men will be on the nightly news only after gasoline in the USA is free and Bush has been indicted for Genocide. 
Goddess of Inspiration news cannot be found on any nightly news network, Women's roll modeled as Goddess of Inspiration. They 
are the zestiest bits of matter in the universe. Inspiration accelerators. Several miracle cures are needed in 2008. 40k women 
will die in 2008 if we fail. Bush has no agenda whatsoever to get the cure for breast cancer or even let me work on it for 
2008. Bush is so Psychotic he will let 40k women die of breast cancer before he lets me work on a cure. What is even sicker is 
the White House MD's go along with is every year. Ultrahigh-energy White House MD's will be gift-wrapping arms and legs 
for Christmas 2008. Ultrahigh-energy White House people will make sure CBS and NBC Nightly news fails to mention the 40k 
deaths from breast cancer in 2008. 100% of the Observers know Bush is keeping me from working on a cure for breast cancer. 
Even under house arrest. Instead Bush has the Temp Agency send me to Blue Mountain Arts Greeting Cards and Leanin Tree 
Greeting Cards to be spit on by Mexicans who have jobs Americans want. Physicists women as wives who play the roll model of 
a Goddess of Inspiration, MD women, Engineer women… there are several Miracle Cures needed in 2008 for a real Christmas Tree 
not one that only gets arms and legs from a Psychotic President Bush.  
 
 
11 Nov 2007 Memorial, not just in DC but at the NY Times  
 
11 Nov 2007 Outside the NY Times and inside the lobby of the NYTimes, and CBS, NBC, ABC  
 
11 Nov 2007 A burnt out cop car with a eternal flame at Kennedy's grave, Teddy failed JFK  
 
11 Nov 2007 White House fence will be made up of burnt out cop cars with eternal flames  
 
11 Nov 2007 UN chief Ban Ki-moon flees to Antarctica  
 
11 Nov 2007 Bush flees to Saudi Arabia, to avoid being put on trial for Genocide. Tossing Gasoline bombs at cars and cop cars on 
the streets of the USA. U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice declared that Washington does have all its chips on 
suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. What happens in Vegas stays in Vegas. This gamble on suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar 
has won enough money to bribe everyone from Bill Gates, to the Pope. A burnt out cop car Memorial with an eternal flame 
at Kennedy's grave, Teddy failed JFK. JFK will toss gasoline bombs at his brother in Hells fire. Teddy created the worst genocide 
in history and it's a 100% American Made Genocide. Traveling around the world all the Worlds Leaders joined this Oil 
Genocide. Memorial will be the most embarrassing for the Next President at the White House with Burnt out cars and cop 
cars fencing it. Vegas will have its ElectricWindmillCar Memorials inside every casino there will be burnt out cars with eternal 
flames. Commemorative plaque will read, tell the story of Vegas gambling on Oil and losing when greed led to kids dying in hot 
cars with gasoline engines and climate control technology that wasn't on 24/7. Now 100's of millions will leave Vegas to gamble 
on inventing a spin off invention from the Euphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar. Goddess of inspiration, she will be in demand like 
no other woman's roll model ever created by the media. I want as many wives willing to play the roll model of Goddess of 
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Inspiration as I can afford. Gambling on getting the cure for cancer, and gravity control. Revising the rank of MD's in 
this ElectricWindmillCar Euphoria, as the MD's failed society worst than Teddy failed his brother JFK. 100% American 
Made Genocide. 1,001 Invention Projects on a DVD and on this web page to help you get started inventing. Recovery from the 
worst Genocide in History will be faster than the speed of light. Spin off inventions from the ElectricWindmillCar will make the 
front pages more than Bush in Saudi Arabia. Patients should always be able to trust that the diagnosis they receive from a 
physician is valid and reliable, but the integrity of this information can be undermined by a Psychotic President like Bush. His 
Mental Health turned Psychotic and his White House MD failed to stop this madman. Misdiagnosis of physicians is a Leno Joke. 
Illegal Aliens from Mexico became instant brain surgeons and RN's. Spin off from the Texas Oil Men's Genocide lead to the 
Illegal Aliens from Mexico Genocide, which shot cops to death in cold blood, no need to toss gasoline bombs, as Mexicans are not 
as sophisticated as Bush and Kennedy. Recovery from 2 of the worst Genocides in History will be faster than the speed of 
light. University will get an intellectual windfall by converting all the football stadiums to State of the Arts Medical Schools. With 
no affirmative action med students allowed in. GM and MSNBC will be indicted for Genocide along with most of the fortune 
500 companies. A burnt out cop car with a eternal flame at Kennedy's grave, Teddy failed JFK - Bush failed to end the Iraq 
War with the ElectricWindmillCar under the White House Christmas Tree. Instead we have arms and legs under the White 
House Christmas Tree packaged nicely by the Presidents Wife - My wives will package the cure for Breast Cancer and cancer 
in general. ASAP! Then package gravity control as an erotic Euphoria of the ElectricWindmillCar Mass invention Era, 24/7 working 
on invention projects. In this new Era Medical Students will be allowed again to work 24/7… to make up for the lost inventions lost 
by the Presidents Doctors and a very Psychotic President Bush!  
 
 
10 Nov 2007 Paris built 58 Nuclear Power Reactors since ElectricWindmillCar was invented  
 
10 Nov 2007 Japan has 58 Nuclear Power Reactors built over a major Earthquake zone  
 
10 Nov 2007 Paris, Japan pile their nuclear waste up for someone else to clean up  
 
10 Nov 2007 Utah is the landfill in the USA for all the rest of the world spent nuclear fuel  
 
10 Nov 2007 New World Order will order every Nuke Power Plant on Earth shutdown  
 
10 Nov 2007 $5 Trillion wasted on the Iraq War, $ Trillions wasted on Nuclear Power Plants all built after the Invention of 
the ElectricWindmillCar SALT talks now the government admits salt causes 5% of cancers. Yet there was no State of 
Emergency declared. Kerik could Tarnish Giuliani; both wouldn't be shocked when they are indicted for Genocide. Years before 9-
11 both Kerik and Giuliani profited from going along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Kerik and Giuliani killed 
every single fireman and cop on 9-11. ElectricWindmillCar invented in October of 1980. You do the math! Bits of matter in 
the universe can zing through space for millions of years at essentially the speed of light. Observers hiding in our Orwellian 
Society can waste $5 Trillion and another few $ Trillion and not get slowed down at all by the invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar. Kerik and Giuliani killed every single fireman and cop on 9-11. Kerik has been indicted. Giuliani is running 
for President of the USA. I know Observers in NYC read this web. How could Giuliani be allowed to run for President when he 
helped suppress the ElectricWindmillCar? Take along a gallon of water in your ElectricWindmillCar and you get free Hydrogen 
and Oxygen, How could they build 100 Nuclear Power Plants knowing this? Cosmic rays, which are electrically charged particles 
like protons or atomic nuclei and now ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays which come from black holes are in the news. News about 
cosmic rays traveling faster than the speed of light has not made the news in the last few years. Faster than the speed of light 
is possible. Gravity engine that sucks in gravity into its engine that uses the gravity like a jet engine to propel via gravity. Pull 
via gravity propulsion via gravity. Equals faster than the speed of light. Now wasting $5 Trillion and another few $ Trillion has 
to slow down social inventions. Suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 slows down social inventions. GE and MSNBC will 
be indicted for Genocide. Kerik was the top cop at the NYPD who was a cop killer. Kerik will be indicted for killing cops. Giuliani 
will be indicted for killing cops. Nancy Grace will have her twins…. And come back to CNN just when all Hell breaks lose in 
our Orwellian Universe.  
 
 
9 Nov 2007 McCain speaks of the pain at the Hanoi Hilton, not in a fiery cop car on main street USA  
 
9 Nov 2007 What summer did the most kids die in hot cars?  
 
9 Nov 2007 Senators will be gotten rid of by the ElectricWindmillCar Coup Leaders  
 
9 Nov 2007 Gen Musharraf rid himself of a Supreme Court  
 
9 Nov 2007 Supreme Court in the USA rid themselves of the ElectricWindmillCar Era  
 
9 Nov 2007 Cops with their face on fire via gasoline lost this suit with this Supreme Court  
 
9 Nov 2007 The Black Supreme Court Justice picked this time to denounce Anita Hill - ha  
 
9 Nov 2007 ElectricWindmillCar Coup Leaders will also rid themselves of a Supreme Court who's Black Justice picked this time 
to denounce Anita Hill, at the same time cops in fiery cop cars on Main Street, USA are in more pain than McCain, he speaks of 
the pain at the Hanoi Hilton. This was in Vietnam after bombing grandma amd her clan of peasants 25 times. McCain's are a 
rich military family raised by the military academies. I sent the ElectricWindmillCar web page to West Point asking the Generals 
and Cadets to expose the cops in fiery cop cars on Main Street USA and all the Generals and Cadets at West Point refused 
to expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Cops with their face on fire via gasoline lost this suit with this current 
Supreme Court and intervention by the USA Military against Oil Genocide on Main Street USA. Suspension of the USA 
constitution was done during the Korean War, West Point Generals kept the suspension of the constitution going for Vietnam and 
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now for the Texas Oil Men's Genocide on Main Street USA. McCain will hang like Saddam. Kennedy brother of JFK will hang just 
like Saddam. If the coup leaders are Cops. Generals as the Coup Leaders would let McCain rot in Leavenworth Military Prison. 
The Black Supreme Court Justice picked this time to denounce Anita Hill in his book. Al Gore wrote the book Assault on Reason. 
The book does not mention anyone burning or burning to death in gasoline for more oil money. Al Gore's book does not mention 
anyone in pain from being burned in gasoline. McCain speaks of the pain at the Hanoi Hilton. Hitler did not burn Paris to the 
ground. Today in Paris cops are burned in gasoline by Texas Oil Men. This is a War Crime… Why don't we ask the Supreme 
Court? Gen Musharraf rid himself of a Supreme Court. Gasoline fires in Pakistan burn more than 1k a month. Bhutto puts her 
gasoline money in Swiss Banks. Can you see Bhutto as the next President of Pakistan with her profits from gas station in Swiss 
Banks. Most Pakistanis believe Musharraf was rescuing himself from an adverse ruling by the Supreme Court. Most Americans 
believe McCain, Bush, Kennedy will hang. Gasoline Tanker trucks in a head on collision with a family of 4 in a SUV on 7 Mile 
Bridge. One or two pictures of fiery wrecks have gotten published, 10's of thousands or even 100's of thousands of the same 
fiery SUV with a family of 4 burring to death is in the CIA files of the Oil Genocide Era all of which will be used to convict 
McCain, Bush, Kennedy of Genocide on Main Street USA. California has had the most fiery car wrecks since the invention of 
the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 and Kennedy's right in the middle of the fiery wrecks in California Politics to suppress 
the ElectricWindmillCar for 2008. Moral values of a Jet Fighter Pilot are not called into question in a war on the other side of 
the Earth when he napalm and bombs a clan of peasants. Today the Jet Fighter Pilot McCain is bombing cop cars and gasoline 
tankers on 7 Mile Bridge, USA. He has been bombing cars and SUV's on the streets of the USA since 1980. The war has gone 
on longer than Vietnam; even the President of Vietnam took oil money bribes from Bush and Congress in 2007 to not expose 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in the USA. The money is also in a Swiss Bank as the President of Vietnam figured it 
was his money, why share it with a peasant in Vietnam. Moral value of Bill Gates, he got a bribe to let 100's burn in gasoline 
too. Pain of those burned in gasoline 9 Nov 2007 McCain speaks of the pain at the Hanoi Hilton. Paris is Hot, many kids died in 
hot cars in Paris, the ElectricWindmillCar will be climate controlled 24/7 just like McCain's homes are. Trial of the Supreme 
Court Justices will be for the Oil Genocide and kids left in hot cars to die, by a decision of their Supreme Court to go along with 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since October of 1980. What summer since 1980 did the most kids die in hot cars? 
We will find out at the trial. McCain speaks of pain, pain of kids burning in hot cars so McCain can have more oil money is real pain.  
 
 
8 Nov 2007 Shuttle Discovery landed  
 
8 Nov 2007 No Drunk Drivers Ever Again in Colorado in the World  
 
8 Nov 2007 This discovery has not been ordered by the Top Brass  
 
8 Nov 2007 No Drunk Drivers Ever Again will be President of Russia or the USA!  
 
8 Nov 2007 Land the contract to build 500 New Shuttles  
 
8 Nov 2007 Lockheed Martin is developing the F-35 fighter jet  
 
8 Nov 2007 Discovery of Gravity Control  
 
8 Nov 2007 Katie Couric discovered the Top Brass are addicted to oil money  
 
8 Nov 2007 40 People a day burn to death in house fires casued mostly by alcoholics in Moscow and Russia. This was on the 
front page of the New York Times. More than 40 people a day must die in gasoline fires then. The New York Times and Katie 
Couric will tell us just how many burn and burn to death in gasoline someday soon. Discovering a cure for alcoholism in 2008 or 
2020 is controlled by the Top Brass. Coors in Colorado fate rest with the Top Brass. Putin would face impeachment over this 
social issue a President is suppose to solve, but not for $5 Trillion in illegal oil money Putin is using to get away with burning 40 
people a day in house fires and many more than 40 a day in gasoline. So lets just say Putin is letting 100 people a day burn to 
death. In ordinary times this would be a social issue 100's of millions of people would demand a President solve. Today Bush and 
Putin are criminals in the ingenious sense of the word. Elite are at CU here in Boulder, Colorado. They act like they are Elite, 
but they are common criminals in reality. University Intellectuals in charge of the Colorado Daily the campus paper just reported 
a condo fire and could not write an informative article. They repeated over and over in the article the fire department wants you 
to have an escape route, nothing about looking out for your neighbor's unsafe ways. 100 people burn to death just in Russia. 
Those who run the University of Moscow and Saint Petersburg get elite housing and cars yet do not fulfill their elite responsibility 
to the 100 million of more Russians. Coors in Colorado fate rest with the Top Brass ordering the discovery of a cure for 
alcoholism, No Drunk Drivers Ever Again in Colorado. This discovery rest with the Top Brass in giving the order to discover it. No 
one at any University is seriously doing any research at finding a cure for alcoholism. And will not until given the order to. 
The President puts this on the back burner so Coors can make 10% more profits ever quarter for the last 30 years and the next 
30 years. Forever Coal fired electric power plants - there is a long list of statistics per every 100,000 people. You can look this 
up on the web but not on www.excel.com web page as they pay no liability for the 5 deaths a year they cause burning coal to 
produce electricity when coal should have been phased out shortly after the ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. 100 Billion 
tons of coal has been burned here in Boulder, Colorado since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 and the Coal 
sellers have not been held libel for $1 for any illness or deaths per 100,000 people affected. Katie Couric discovered she is 
helping the Top Brass kill 100 people a day. When Katie Couric and the other Nightly News anchor reporters are put on trial, 
Court TV will be in an awkward position as the Lawyers at Court TV are as Guilty as Katie Couric. Excel Electric Truck almost ran 
me over on my bike today. They were Observers of Course in this Orwellian Society. Discovery of hydrogen from the gallon of 
water in your ElectricWindmillCar to make your own electricity in your home will be your windfall profits; Excel will lose their 
windfall profits. Discover a cure for alcoholism in 2008 or 2020 is controlled by the Top Brass. 2008 Model ElectricWindmillCar. 
A President is supposed to solve social issues in favor of the 100 million not in favor of a Bill Gates. State of Emergency in 
Pakistan is trivial. Embarrassing is the Swiss Bank accounts everyone in Pakistan has, they all embezzle the money from 100 
million people. Swiss took the embezzled money anyway. Fraud from contracts in Iraq, the money is already in Swiss Banks. 
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Discover a way to get Lockheed Martin to sell 700 new Shuttles that can dock in orbit like a train. Get Lockheed Martin to 
sell forest fighting cargo planes instead of jet fuel refueling airtankers. Discover - a way to get Katic Couric to expose all 
these social crimes on live TV - No Drunk Drivers Ever Again will be President of Russia or the USA!  
 
 
7 Nov 2007 Vengeance for the Observers stalking, stifling, Observing You  
 
7 Nov 2007 Paying home heating oil and electric bill when they should be free  
 
7 Nov 2007 Oil today on Nightly news scare you with $100 a barrel, will be free  
 
7 Nov 2007 Coup leaders will celebrate the ElectricWindmillCar with free gasoline  
 
7 Nov 2007 Deadliest year for those burned to death in fiery car wrecks, find out  
 
7 Nov 2007 Pope and Saudi King meeting today, God will toss gasoline bombs at both of them in Hells fire. Did King Abdullah 
deposit $ 10 Billion in the Vatican Bank today? Because the Pope agreed not to expose the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar? Yes! $$$ 853 Troops have been killed in Iraq so far in 2007. Gasoline will be free after the 
ElectricWindmillCar coup. Troops in Iraq will come home the day after the ElectricWindmillCar is on the front page of the New 
York Times. Troops will take out a lot of their anger and get a lot of Vengeance when they visit the New York Times. Marines 
just back from Iraq attack the New York Times for sending them to Iraq when oil would have been free if the coup leaders 
would have been successful before Bush started the war. Arms and legs under the White House Christmas Tree 
needlessly. ElectricWindmillCar should have been under the White House Christmas Tree. Integrity of the New York Times is 
low because of the false stories, integrity of the New York Times after the Marines attack… you do the math. Miracle 
Inventions need Marines who just killed everyone at the New York Times to work off their anger working on invention projects 
24/7 for a year then the Marines can reenlist for another year etc. Marine Generals will have to decide on the punishment for 
King Abdullah and Pope Benedict for letting 853 troops die in Iraq in 2007 for more oil money. This is a genocide crime by 
King Abdullah and Pope Benedict. Everyone will have to get some revenge on the Observers who watch us in our living rooms.  
 
 
6 Nov 2007 Orwellian writers strike Leno and Hollywood  
 
6 Nov 2007 1984 Writers with Leno on the picket line on Nightly News  
 
6 Nov 2007 Oprah School - girls molested by women, Degenerate molest girls too  
 
6 Nov 2007 Leno is on the picket line passing out Krispy Cream donuts… ha  
 
6 Nov 2007 Strike by writers in a 1984 society  
 
6 Nov 2007 Oprah has Degenerate on her TV show she knew she molests white girls  
 
6 Nov 2007 Now it's Black girls at Oprah's School, its sex assault on a girl by a woman  
 
6 Nov 2007 But Oprah will never expose her white talk show acquaintance Ellen Degeneralte who molest girls. 1984 writers will 
not write about this. Nancy Grace has access to the statistics on girls molested by women. Inspired by a racially charged rape 
trial in the 1930s, "To Kill a Mockingbird" has sold over 30 million copies since it was published in 1960 and is on the reading list 
in many U.S. schools. Black women in Africa sexually assaulting girls are in the majority not the minority. More girls just in 
South Africa near Oprah's School have been sexually assaulted by women than all the rapes that have ever happened. You 
question these statistics because you have not read the Official UN report on sex in Africa. Does Bush know tv show host 
Ellen Degenerate molest girl, Yes! Did Oprah know Ellen Degenerate molest girls when Oprah had her on the show, Yes! 1984 
Writers are on Strike but its more than money that is on strike its what the writers write about. Winfrey said that because of 
the high rates of rape and sexual abuse in South Africa, she had worked to ensure outsiders would not be able to reach students 
at the school. Winfrey did not say the Official UN report states that every Black man in Africa has raped his sister and 
mother. White parents in the USA had better spit on Bush, Kennedy and the others who accuse you of hate crimes if 
you discriminate against Blacks responsible for these statistics. Bill Gates and his wife visited Africa and did not make up any 
Excel Graphs showing these statistics even more vivid. So did Bill Gates and his wife commit a crimes by not telling the cops 
what they observed visiting Africa, Yes! ------- RFID chips have been in use for some time to label products for logistical 
purposes. Researchers have now equipped these RFID tags with sensors that allow the goods to be continuously monitored 
during transport. The volume of goods transported worldwide is enormous. Every day, millions of tons of vehicle parts, flat 
screens, fresh fruit and all kinds of other products are carried around the world by sea, air or road - and the volume is growing. 
But the journey does not always run smoothly. Car components are sometimes rusty when they arrive at the factory, and 
refrigerated medicines may be spoiled by the time they reach the wholesaler. In many cases, it is impossible to find the culprit 
or the error in the transport chain, as the goods pass through too many hands on their way around the globe ------ RFID chips 
can monitor anyone who comes near the girl. Police should monitor everyone with RFID chips, just check the computer and get 
your child molester, the girl does not have to know her name as it will show up on the computer next to her RFID chip symbol on 
the monitor. ===== The volume of goods transported worldwide is enormous ===== If I did not write this End War News Today 
RFID chips would never have been considered to track the enormous sex crimes by Blacks, women and men in Africa and in the 
USA. >>>>> Back to End War on Earth news… Lockheed Martin successfully conducted two Guided Multiple Launch Rocket 
System These "GPS2 jamming" tests demonstrated both rocket performance while in a GPS jamming environment at long range, as 
well as the functionality of the warhead using the Point Detonating fuze within the jamming environment. All tests objectives 
were achieved. Lockheed Martin is successfully stifling me and everyone who wants to End War On Earth. Putin is going to 
build several expensive space stations from his $4 Trillion dollars in oil money and arm them with Nukes and other kinds of 
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Missiles. GPS on every license plate and in every 2008 Model car coming off the assembly line is successful too. 
Every ElectricWindmillCar coming off the assembly line will by law have to have GPS and OnStar with web cams in the dash 
and outside too. And of course the mic to go along with the web cam and wifi built in so cops can have the advantage tracking 
you down. Far as cops tracking down Ellen Degenerate, this is a social issue belonging to Bush, and the next President of the 
USA. Bill Gates is protected by Bush, Ellen is overlooked by Bush.  
 
 
5 Nov 2007 Pakistan - state of emergency  
 
5 Nov 2007 USA State Department emergency, white people can invent anything  
 
5 Nov 2007 Condoleezza Rice's miscalculations put Pakistan into a state of emergency  
 
5 Nov 2007 Condoleezza Rice's veiled hatred of American Inventors is her attitude  
 
5 Nov 2007 White people can invent anything and she hates this and its now a crime  
 
5 Nov 2007 Crimes against Humanity by the Bush People are well know by Bush  
 
5 Nov 2007 Pakistan - state of emergency linking 3 concerns Nukes, Oil Money ElectricCar  
 
5 Nov 2007 British Queen lost India and the United States as a colony via miscalculations  
 
5 Nov 2007 Miscalculations by Bush and others putting blacks in affirmative action programs and into Universities and as 
Black Generals was a hate crime against Humanity as Condoleezza Rice's veiled hatred of American Inventors is her attitude, we 
know Rice has the same attitude as her girlfriends. Miscalculations by the British are in textbooks. Pentagon Generals were 
suppose to pass these test at West Point but didn't. Cops can profile each and everyone of us… Inventors are white guys who 
just want to invent. Rice and her girlfriends have an attitude and will always have it and the police profile fits perfect. I read 
Animal Farm to find the Windmill for the ElectricWindmillCar and Orwell read the British Royals and profiled them in the Book 
Animal Farm. Bush put affirmative action blacks as brain surgeons but not as his surgeon, only yours. Bush is not that stupid. 
Bush knows they cannot invent anything. State Department emergency besides Pakistan, white people can invent and Condoleezza 
Rice is being exposed as stifling miracle cures for cancer, hepatitis, and staph, STD's. Getting caught stifling several miracle 
cures like these and even Gravity Control and some Invention Projects Software programs will bankrupt the State Department. 
UN fate after the ElectricWindmillCar is exposed is oblivion for the UN. Jews will be libel for $100's of Billions maybe even 
$1 Trillion dollars to those who burned, and burned to death in gasoline, and the kids left in hot cars. Intel might be forced by 
the coup leaders in the USA to close its CPU factory in Israel and give the jobs to Americans hardest hit by Texas Oil 
Men's genocide. Profiles of Rice and every affirmative action Brain Surgeon will be on this web page with their names 
and Miscalculations that cause a State Department emergency in Pakistan or the death or disfigurement of a patient 
from misdiagnosis or spreading staph. Yes we will be able to track down the MD who gave the patient staph and from the profiles 
we know about it most likely was one of Condoleezza Rice's male friends or girlfriends working as a nurse, who got her RN job 
by Bush, not by merit. Miscalculations by the British are in textbooks and the text states how many thousands lost their lives 
from this and that mistake by the British making the decisions. If the Coup leaders are the Police, Profiles on everyone with 
their names will be in the next generation of Textbooks.  
 
 
4 Nov 2007 President Gen. Pervez Musharraf, seized power in a 1999 coup  
 
4 Nov 2007 Both Pakistan and India bought nuke inventions not social inventions  
 
4 Nov 2007 Bush No Child Left Behind Act, for example left off Even Simple inventions  
 
4 Nov 2007 Bush Leave Behind Social Inventions, not for the New York Times headlines  
 
4 Nov 2007 Bush has ordered all media not to brainstorm any social inventions  
 
4 Nov 2007 Condoleezza Rice urged restraint of social inventions, even fog brainstorming  
 
4 Nov 2007 A Fog invention has never ever been reported on CBS by Katie Couric  
 
4 Nov 2007 Eighteen semi-trucks were involved in a 100-car pileup by Fresno in Fog  
 
4 Nov 2007 Fiery car wrecks with semi-trucks, we know who burned in gasoline yesterday  
 
4 Nov 2007 President Gen. Pervez Musharraf seized power in a 1999 coup, 19 years after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar 
so Musharraf would never have become a General or pulled off a successful coup if the ElectricWindmillCar was on the streets of 
the USA in 1980 when it was invented. There would not be a Bill Gates or Microsoft today if the ElectricWindmillCar was 
not suppressed in 1980. You get the general idea of how Carter and Kennedy changed the world for the worst possible world for 
5 billion people could live in. Putin spits on a Manhattan Project for antibuse invention. Miracle cures for Hepatitis, Staph, STD 
were spread to millions by importing Mexicans. CIA calculated the statistics before any of the 12 million Mexicans came into 
the USA. Bush said no one would be libel for anyone they kill, or give their plagues to. So why hasn't anyone seized power in a 
2007 coup? Be active get 30 minutes of vigorous physical exercise, every day. Bush No Child Left Behind Act, for example left 
off working 24/7 brainstorming even simple inventions like fog. No HS Inventor Left Behind Law will have to wait until Bush is 
not longer President of the USA. Bill Gates has murdered hundreds of teachers since 1980 who were stifled by Microsoft's 
Greed, which stifled 50 Billion Inventions we lost by this man becoming a Billionaire. Condoleezza Rice urged restraint of white 
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people inventing anything let alone a windfall of inventions spun off from the ElectricWindmillCar on the front page of the New 
York Times. Your local electric Company, here in Colorado its Excel. Will go bankrupt in 1 day when the New York Times reports 
on getting free Hydrogen from the gallon of water in your ElectricWindmillCar to fuel your gas furnace and generate your 
electricity. 10 of millions of other spin off inventions are ready to burst into flames; Miracle cures for Hepatitis, Staph, and 
STD were spread to millions by importing Mexicans. Mexicans spit on gringos at work and the supervisor is a Mexican too. They 
didn't get these jobs by merit, but by Bush. Condoleezza Rice urged restraint of white people inventing anything as this will 
crash into her dreams, She has a Dream and it does not include 100 million white people working 24/7 on 50 Billion invention 
projects. Yesterday on End War On Earth News Rice got the last laugh observing the fiery cop car today I get the last 
laugh because we all know 100 Million white people will get 50 Billion inventions once the ElectricWindmillCar is on the front page 
of the New York Times. Ha!  
 
 
3 Nov 2007 Pakistan's Orwellian Observers know about its Presidents Swiss Bank Accounts  
 
3 Nov 2007 Bhutto has $ Billions in Swiss bank Accounts too  
 
3 Nov 2007 Swiss Bankers harmed 5 billion people to please a few of the richest gangsters  
 
3 Nov 2007 Geneva, Switzerland is the land the most profitable mass murderers Bank On  
 
3 Nov 2007 Orwellian Observers know those who have harmed 5 billion people  
 
3 Nov 2007 IBM and the U.S. Department of Energy's Argonne National Laboratory today announced completion of a contract for 
a 445-teraflops Blue Gene/P system for the Argonne Leadership Computing Facility. Orwellian Observers know those who have 
harmed 5 billion people. Observers are IBM, GE, ATT, GM, they sell their products to Pakistan and Saudi Arabian gangsters in 
an Orwellian Society. 5 billion people have been harmed by those with Swiss Bank Accounts. Queen hosted the King of Saudi 
Arabia yesterday not those burned in gasoline. Those burned in gasoline in England are shunned by the Queen. Sir Paul 
McCartney. Sir Madonna. Rice at the State Department "enjoys" white guys burning in gasoline. Revenge is sweet for Rice. 
Coming era of computation in support of breakthrough science and engineering aimed at solving the nation's most challenging 
scientific problems, breakthrough science and engineering aimed at solving the nation's most challenging scientific problems. Rice 
- preservatives the invention of the 100-year preservatives for food. Can goods; frozen foods… next invention will be 
revolutionary. Laws at IBM double the circuits on a chip every few years. Social inventions are stifled by IBM getting all 
the breakthrough science and engineering patents, and Colorado politicians selling lottery tickets not invent something…. 
Propaganda. Switzerland is the land the most profitable mass murderers Bank On. Observers know you cannot bank on the 
President of the USA to do more good than harm to 5 billion people. This sorry state of affairs gave us Rice that spoiled the last 
7 years for advanced health care for the masses in favor of selling Organs to Saudi Prince. FBI crime victim statistics will 
change overnight when you factor in the gap between the heath care Saudi Princes get and the average American. Cure for 
Hepatitis C, Staph, STD, rest with the next generation of Top Brass. Current Top Brass created these plagues by importing 
Mexicans and Saudi Oil when we didn't need any oil. Now we need several miracle cures. During his trip to Britain, King Abdullah 
took the opportunity to remind everyone 9-11 could of been prevented by Bush if he would of bankrupted Texas and Saudi oil 
revenue by exposing the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar on the day he became President of the USA. King Abdullah took 
the opportunity to remind everyone 9-11 pilots were all from Saudi Arabia and Bush's Saudi friends didn't tell him of the 9-
11 attack in advance. Galileo's telescope reinvented to pick up voices of Aliens… this is about the only way to save and improve 
the lives of 5 billion people. As the current Top Brass are preserving all and Rice's is savoring her revenge…. As a in good 
health Coincidence - Misfortune, act of God, no not really, Actions of the Top Brass are 5 billion peoples misfortune, and Rice's 
last laugh is for the fiery cop car. She Observes!  
 
 
2 Nov 2007 39 Marines killed in Iraq in Oct 2007  
 
2 Nov 2007 More burned to death in gasoline in the USA and world wide in Oct 2007  
 
2 Nov 2007 Bush and Rumsfeld warned terrorists nations are arming to the teeth  
 
2 Nov 2007 Bush refused to mention Oil Money is the financial windfall to buy arms, nukes  
 
2 Nov 2007 Putin will put Nukes in Orbit in several expensive space stations from selling oil  
 
2 Nov 2007 Teeth - Old women in the nursing home waits a week with a tooth ach  
 
2 Nov 2007 Coup leaders will put free dental clinics in every Safeway and King Soopers  
 
2 Nov 2007 False story for the front page of the New York Times today, terrorist's extremists are gunning for the USA. They 
are solely financed by selling gasoline to Tokyo and the USA, New York Times reporters who wrote this up know 9-11 would 
have been prevented if oil was 10 cents a barrel. Texas Oil men are responsible for 9-11. Bush is so addicted to oil money he 
wants all of Iraq's vast oil reserves. 45 Million Americans are without health care because Bush's greed infected the MD's. MD's 
will fill the prisons when the ElectricWindmillCar is on the streets. 100% of the MD's in the USA should go to prison when the 
coup leaders expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since its invention in Oct of 1980. This is why we need all 
the University football stadiums converted to New State of the Arts Medical Schools. Fraud in Iraq is petty crime compared to 
MD's in the USA. Selling organs to Saudi Princes is only the tip of the fraud, crimes by MD's. CIA should know today that Putin 
is building several expensive space stations to house Nukes and his own missiles to shoot down incoming Nukes. Putin has $5 
Trillion dollars from Russian Oil and no Iraq to spend the money on. Putin is not going to set up dental clinics and created 
a Manhattan project for an antibuse pill for alcoholics. Paying for oil so they can buy arms is controversial in Japan, where 
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the military is restrained by the post-World War Two pacifist constitution which Bush made null and void with the need for Japan 
to buy $ Trillions of dollars worth of oil, when Japan should be enjoying the Windfall of the ElectricWindmillCar. More Generals 
in Japan will hang for this Oil Genocide than hanged in WW II. Every General at the Pentagon should hang for not preventing 9-
11 with the ElectricWindmillCar. Coup Leaders will make gasoline free to celebrate the ElectricWindmillCar. 887 Iraqis civilians 
were killed in October 2007, compared to 840 in September 2007. 887 Americans were burned or burn to death in gasoline 
in October 2007 compared to 840 in September 2007. CIA briefed Bush on the numbers of Americans burned and burned to death 
in gasoline in October 2007. The New York Times and MSNBC will never publish these statistics. Mother of all Genocide Trials 
will confront Kate Couric; Coup Leaders will not have any Mercy on Katie. Tens of Millions of Americans have burned and burned 
to death in gasoline since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in October 1980. Even God is tossing gasoline bombs into 
Hells fires.  
 
 
1 Nov 2007 Horror Video Saudi Sex videos, document war crimes by Texas + Saudi Oil Men  
 
1 Nov 2007 $1 billion in damages to the Saudi and Texas Oil men's sex slaves  
 
1 Nov 2007 $1 billion in damages to widows of those burned to death in gasoline  
 
1 Nov 2007 $1 billion in damages to widows of those killed on 9-11  
 
1 Nov 2007 $1 billion in damages to those killed in drunk-driving accidents paid by Coors  
 
1 Nov 2007 $1 billion spent on lottery tickets and Vegas damages 100 million peoples lives  
 
1 Nov 2007 State lotteries bring in $57 billion dollars in 2007, Bush spends this on Iraq  
 
1 Nov 2007 Bill Gates and all the other Billionaires paid $1 billion for sex, maybe more  
 
1 Nov 2007 Horror Videos, Laci Peterson was killed on Dec. 24, 2002. Movie could be made of her murder if Scott would only tell 
us how and why he killed his wife on Christmas Eve. In the last 5 years I would guess 1 million women have been murdered 
worldwide. Even a Playboy Playmate of the year was murdered. Horror videos of the 14-year-old girls in Iraq. Yes we should get 
to watch these videos, just like the Jews play the concentration camp videos. Laura Bush and her twin daughters are able to view 
all these Horror Videos, of the Saudi Sex Slaves, but I doubt if they take advantage of their positions in society to watch 
this documentaries or to even promote the saving of these Horror Videos against women world wide, to be showed at a later day 
in History. Horror you cannot see on a documentary will be the Americans who die waiting for an organ Bush sold to a Saudi 
Prince. Bush watching the Documentaries of 9-11 and me talking about how Bush could of prevented this the day he took office 
by Exposing the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Documentary on all the false stories on the front page of the New 
York Times, I will also help make this documentary. GE documentary will get people mad as Hell at GE for going along with 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar that GE will be put out of business by Congress. Documentary on all the kids who died 
in hot cars, yes you have to see the dead babies in this documentary… just like the WW II documentaries of the Jews. Because 
kids left in hot cars in Israel died too. 25 kids a year died in hot cars in Israel since 1980…. 1k total so this is a another 
genocide by Jews going along with the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, which will be climate controlled 24/7 just like 
your home. All these Horror Videos will be on my web page after a successful Coup. Bush walking hand in hand with the Saudi 
Prince at his Texas Ranch, at the same time Bush ordered the arrest of the dead Marines Mom. Horror of it all will be 
documented. MD's in the Hospitals will finally get caught on hidden camera spreading Staph. Horror Movies by Sony after 
the ElectricWindmillCar is on the streets of Tokyo will be R rated… you will have to log on to this web page to view the 
documentaries in all their Horror!  
 
 
31 Oct 2007 End War on Earth or else Madmen will put nukes in orbit  
 
31 Oct 2007 Lockheed scam as they can intercept an incoming missile but not in orbit  
 
31 Oct 2007 50,000 nukes built by Madmen, new generation of Madmen gain control  
 
31 Oct 2007 Government spent $43.5 billion on intelligence, CIA in on the Oil Genocide Era  
 
31 Oct 2007 Japan knows another Nuke will go off yet Tokyo is blackmailed by the USA  
 
31 Oct 2007 Tokyo - Iran is using its oil money for Nukes when gasoline should be free  
 
31 Oct 2007 Coup Leaders will give us free gasoline to celebrate the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
31 Oct 2007 Japanese are prisoners of war, they cannot even help End War On Earth because they are held prisoner by the 
Madman Bush who will start WW III and then force the Japanese into WW III to fight in Iran. Tens of Thousands of false 
stories will be published on the front pages of the New York Times leading up to WW III and the Japanese will go along with 
this news. Now how am I suppose to End War On Earth with this web page if the Japanese will be forced into fighting WW III 
in Iran? Cigna Agrees to Revise Doctor Ranking, how do you rank Doctors who will not publish in the JAMA that Bush is Psychotic, 
his addiction to oil money is public in this Orwellian Society as Bush and the Queen have toasted their famous toast… "Let them 
eat cake, let them burn in gasoline, we are addicted to oil money". Everyone in this Orwellian Society knows about his crazy goings-
on behind the hidden cameras. More MD's will be arrested for Genocide than Texas Oil men after a successful. Coup. UN advised 
the world leaders that a successful ElectricWindmillCar revolution would certainly bankrupt the UN. Invention to decay all the 
U235 inside a Nuke will be the Manhattan Project of the Coup Leaders. We must destroy all the Nukes before they are place in 
orbit by Madmen who have to much Oil Money to spend on Wars. Lobotomy pill invention project should be given to Nancy Grace, 
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as she gets so hot, reporting on domestic murders. Government spent $43.5 billion on intelligence; CIA scientists have no plans for 
a military lobotomy to use against foreign leaders or their armies. Why? Queen of England ordered Di killed because she was going 
to marry a Moslem. British Petroleum goes along with burning and burning people to death in fiery car wrecks solely for 
the opportunity to make more oil money while they can. Listening to Anna Bolin before she lost her head, you call into question 
the social life of the Royals. Pursuits of the idle rich are exactly like Texas and Saudi Oil men today. Supreme Court will let 
us watch the Saudi Sex Slaves Torture videos since 1980, as there will be a new Supreme Court if there is one at all. What 
the Texas and Saudi Oil men did to women and boys must be documented for all to view for all of History to come for Humanity. 
I'm sure some people in Tokyo have already viewed the Saudi Sex Slave videos today. Japanese can not expose the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar to save themselves from fighting WW III in Iran needless to point out they can not expose the Saudi 
Sex Slave videos. The King of Saudi Arabia is in London today. I want a copy of the Queen and King of Saudi Arabia toasting 
the toast Bush made famous at the White House… "Let them eat cake, let them burn in gasoline, we are addicted to oil money".  
 
 
30 Oct 2007 Zero in on were the fire started  
 
30 Oct 2007 Remote high fire risk areas open your mind to a glowing invention project  
 
30 Oct 2007 Invent a house that will not burn down in a forest fire  
 
30 Oct 2007 Dream house on HGTV has no fire fighting inventions at all  
 
30 Oct 2007 1st General wounded in Baghdad today  
 
30 Oct 2007 No Generals have ever burned in gasoline from a gasoline bomb tossed by Bush  
 
30 Oct 2007 Backwater Security, the massacre - guards got immunity from Rice  
 
30 Oct 2007 Immunity for Texas and Saudi Oil men tossing gasoline bombs in the USA  
 
30 Oct 2007 Invent a house that will not burn down in a forest fire. Fire blanket for your house in the forest would be out of 
my price range and most peoples. Fire Departments use of fire blankets that shoot over your house and are reused over and 
over again by the Fire Department would be cost effective. Dream Houses on HGTV omits security cameras, the Internet 
connection; even smoke alarms that call OnStar from your GM car in the garage… grin. Invulnerability Invention. Observers 
watching all the monitors at HQ, Face recognition software for terrorists, were are the fire recognition software for your 
house fire? Priorities of Texas and Saudi Oil men are not the same as Malibu homeowners, in the path of Santa Anna winds. 
Bush vetoed Airbags on the outside of Semi Trucks and Trucks several years ago. Comcast Cable TV firebox with smoke sensor 
and web cam can recognize any thief or fire a homeowner could experience. Spy cam the size of a pinhead, in ever nook and 
cranny and closet in your home. Comcast would charge too much to offer this to the masses though. I want to log on to Key 
West News and local TV stations with my Comcast high-speed Internet connection. And of course check out the local New Haven 
and New York City local news. Just getting the local news from Denver limits my knowledge as to what's going on in different 
cities around the world. Observers can watch me on hidden cameras in my living room; I would like to watch the goings-on in 
several cities around the world. Think outside the box… what can I invent for them today. Counterfeit World Series tickets would 
be a 5-minute invention project. Nice how Boston annihilate Denver. I thought the World Series games were fixed to go on to all 
7 games for the money. I missed this catch. I also think Bush has to use the States Lottery money to pay for his war in Iraq. 
Bush is like one of the Roman Caesars who invents ways to pay for his greed. Pay CBS $1 a day to watch the local NYC news on 
your PC. OnStar for homeowners and if you own a GM car you get a discount. Who wouldn't like to see the FedEx guy at your 
door about to leave a note when the door sound off and opens just leave the package inside the door and place the mouse on your 
pad and I will sign for the package…. Grin!  
 
 
29 Oct 2007 All the Widows of those burned in fiery car wrecks will get a e-mail from Yoko tell them how to cope with the loss by 
a murderer who turned out to be a President of the USA, tossing gasoline bombs at cars and cop cars for more oil money.  
 
29 Oct 2007 My E-Harmony match to a women with a double mastectomy  
 
29 Oct 2007 My Japan match to a woman engineer from NEC supercomputer division  
 
29 Oct 2007 My CIA match to a woman ready to lead the ElectricWindmillCar Coup  
 
29 Oct 2007 My widow will be the burned survivor whose husband was burned to death  
 
29 Oct 2007 My hookup with a MD woman professor, President of the Med School maybe  
 
29 Oct 2007 My NASA women will blast off to Alpha Centauri, nearest star that has been secretly bomb by every President of 
the USA since Carter. Habitat for Humanity by Carter when he was helping to suppress the windfall profits for assembly workers 
who would spend it on a new house, true Habitat for Humanity will never be started by someone tossing gasoline bombs at cars in 
the USA hiding in a Orwellian Society. Nightly News Anchor men and women reporting on all the Habitat for Humanity stories 
knew Carter was secretly tossing gasoline bombs at cars in the USA at the same time. This is really a sick society, when 
Nightly News does this kind of news. New York Times is Bush's paper we know that any false story Bush wants about WW III 
with Iraq will make it to the front page tomorrow but we will all know it's a false story by Bush. So after the Coup the New 
York Times Medical School will be the consequence as the New York Times will give up all its buildings in Manhattan for its roll in 
the Oil Genocide Era. NYPD burned in gasoline not making it to the front page of the New York Times will taser, and beat the 
hell out of the reporters… to say the least; they might even hang the editors from the New York Times Building. Widows of 
cops burned to death will be matched up on E-Harmony, and with a $Billion dollars for this is a genocide by our Orwellian 
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Societies Top Brass. My E-Harmony match to a women with a double mastectomy. Big Brother and Girls Next Door reality shows, 
my reality show will have all my wives working on invention projects. World Series of winning an invention, which wife will I 
inspire first and what will she invent? How many inventions will all my wives and I get in our first year of marriage? NASA women 
will blast off to Alpha Centauri; build Shuttle that will be docked together in orbit. First 10 Shuttles docked together like a train 
will be tested blasting off for the Moon and then landing one the Shuttles on the Moon. Japan match to a woman engineer from 
NEC supercomputer will be a windfall, as No Child Left Behind laws will include supercomputer literate to graduate HS. CIA match 
to a woman ready to lead the ElectricWindmillCar Coup, she will still have to conquer the World. End War On Earth, as we 
need every penny after Bush wasted $5 Trillion dollars on war. MD woman professor, President of the Med School will be the 
perfect wife to turn the New York Times Building into a state of the arts Medical School that can publish a daily news paper. 
The New York Times Medical School News will be the new New York Times. My widow will be the burned survivor whose husband 
was burned to death. She will be out testifying at all the Oil Genocide Trials in Paris, Vatican, DC, Beijing, Moscow… as widows 
from the fiery car wreck lost everything in this Genocide and weren't compensated or even invited to the White House as they 
were persona non grata by Texas and Saudi Oil Men, as these guys and Bush got away with the perfect murders Nancy Grace 
would say. Widows are the burned survivors whose husbands and kids died in the fiery car wreck when Carter and Bush were 
tossing gasoline bombs at cars and cop cars in the USA. May all the Widows get a e-mail from Yoko tell them how to cope with 
the loss by a murderer who turned out to be a President of the USA.  
 
 
28 Oct 2007 Inventions Projects Encyclopedia, Thesaurus, Dictionary, OS  
 
28 Oct 2007 Elementary School kids should get paid to read the Encyclopedia  
 
28 Oct 2007 IBM made $1 Billion in last 3 months by cheating temps out of utterly all $  
 
28 Oct 2007 IBM Boulder is phasing out gringo temps in favor of all Mexican temps.  
 
28 Oct 2007 IBM Genocide of Temps, I will testify at this Genocide Trial excessively!  
 
28 Oct 2007 Brezhnev Tried to Lift Nixon's Spirits, Temps are Putin, Bush, Pope, Pentagon  
 
28 Oct 2007 End War On Earth will bankrupt the Pentagon, Pope will hang at the Vatican for taking $ billions in oil money. Jews 
will also be bankrupt after paying $ billions to the widows and cops burned in gasoline since 1980. End To War On Earth will lift 
the spirits of 4 billion people who didn't profit from Iraq War or Oil. Bullies torture kids in Elementary School. Brezhnev, 
Putin, Nixon, Bush torture intellectuals who favor paying Elementary School kids to read the Encyclopedia of Invention Projects. 
We have enough nuclear missiles to annihilate each nation many times over. Today and around the world the missile makers give 
us this scenario from Japan -- NAGOYA, Japan - Sunday night. At 6.30 p.m., a minivan tried to turn right and struck an 
oncoming car in the wrong lane, bursting into flames. Two occupants in the minivan perished in the fire that took 10 fire engines 
30 minutes to put out. The missile makers give us this scenario played out in Japan and on the 7 Mile Bridge leading to Key 
West Resorts. After all this waste of money on war games same missile makers and oilmen refuse to pay Elementary School kids 
to read the Encyclopedia of Invention Projects. Same Missile Makers and Oil Men refuse to make the University Free and 
Mandatory. "Anticipation" and all the other songs Carly Simon wrote (and Bob Dylan wrote since 1980) will be rewritten by me and 
my wives to reflect the fiery car wrecks above that Carly knew about (and Paul McCartney knew about) but left out of her 
song writing. Britney and all her legal troubles will never make the news again; When Nightly News begins reporting reality, not 
foggy bottoms of this Orwellian Society. "Blowin In The Wind" As the data from fiery car wrecks becomes available, authorities 
such as the CIA will re-evaluate the overall risk-benefit of this Orwellian Oil Genocide Era and decide whether to kill all the 
Texas and Saudi Oil Men and change and cure the worlds centering on greed. Addiction to oil money. Which caused Bill Gates 
greed, IBM's greed, and left the Temps kicked off the temp job by Mexicans who gang up on all gringo temps to keep the area 
all-Mexican. Observers watch and do nothing; about the way IBM lets Temps get the shaft by IBM and Mexicans. Observers 
watch and do nothing about the fiery car wrecks in Japan or those on their way to Key West Resorts. End War On Earth will 
hang the Pope. Vatican Genocide Trials will lift the spirits of those who believe there is a Galaxy named Hell. Were God 
tosses gasoline bombs into Hells (gasoline) fires.  
 
 
27 Oct 2007 Bday 60 and one month, still no Bday wife's, 2008 Model ElectricWindmillCar  
 
27 Oct 2007 Those burned and burned to death in gasoline are the true "Unknown Solders" of the worst Genocide in the history 
of Earth carried out by Bush, Pentagon + Texas Oil Men  
 
27 Oct 2007 Lennon 10-9-2007 67th 1 Billionth ElectricWindmillCar built outside Tokyo  
 
27 Oct 2007 Yoko Ono - Born February 18, 1933 - Tokyo with a Billion ElectricWindmillCars  
 
27 Oct 2007 Putin the leader of an oil rich nation, Tokyo dictated to buying a billion barrels of oil  
 
27 Oct 2007 Fire bombing of Tokyo, cars burst into flames, Oil Rich nations, and war with Tokyo  
 
27 Oct 2007 French Revolution in Tokyo, ElectricWindmillCar Revolution started in Tokyo  
 
27 Oct 2007 Tokyo will sue the French President for divorce. In the settlement Tokyo will ask for a Genocide Trial in Paris for 
the French President, and the residents of Tokyo will rejoice when he is guillotined. French Presidents ex-wife will be the one 
who guillotines him. Ah A French Revolution for the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar, this will be the day. Those burned 
and burned to death in gasoline are the true "Unknown Solders" of the worst Genocide in the history of Earth carried out by 
Bush, Pentagon + Texas Oil Men. Oil field of 'supermassive' black holes discovered. These supermassive entities are known as 
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high-energy quasars, a form of black hole. Black holes are among the most powerful forces in the Universe. They are believed to 
be concentrated fields of gravity. The most powerful force in our Universe on Earth today are the Oil Men, and Bill Gates. 
These powerful men have ruined the Universe for NASA. Besides 1 billion ElectricWindmillCars in 2008 we would have 700 
2008 Model Shuttles to go alone with the 1 billion ElectricWindmillCars. Bill Gates and Microsoft have dictated a mediocre OS 
instead of an Invention Projects OS. 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCars would have dictated to Bill Gates an Inventions Projects 
OS. So Bill Gates is guilty of Genocide. Anyone wanting to invent something is humbled by government protection of Bill Gates, 
and total support for Microsoft. This was illegal, 1980 Model ElectricWindmillCar was suppressed in favor of Bill Gates OS - 
worst scenario, we lost 2 decades of NASA building 700 Moon Bases and putting an end to war on Earth and Presidents of the 
USA from starting wars over oil when the USA government was suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar at the same time they 
declared war. Tokyo has a moral obligation to declare war on oil rich Putin. Putin will not nuke Tokyo. Losing trillions of dollars 
in gasoline sales to Tokyo will kill the Russian President. There must be more quasars in the universe, but we didn't know where 
to find them until now. Massive numbers of Black Holes Quasars were formed when every Galaxy in the Universe reached its 
3 Billionth Bday. We didn't know how to write out 3 Billion invention projects until now. Invention Projects OS installed on a 640 
gig solid-state hard drive with no moving parts, you can include 500 gigs of inventions projects. PC users will use their 128-
gig Samsung flash drive so you have more gigs than anyone could need to get started on 3 Billion Invention Projects spelled out like 
a Inventions Projects Encyclopedia. Much better than an interactive Invention Projects Encyclopedia though, as this OS can 
think, match up windmills to the Invention Project you click on. Then you have to think, 2 and 2 = a new part for this invention to 
get it into production. So Bill Gates is guilty of Genocide. 1980 model and 2008 model ElectricWindmillCars… Win Win98se XP 
Vista --- 1980 model and 2008 model ElectricWindmillCars --- would have made a great Bday gift for your wife. New 
model ElectricWindmillCars every year starting in 1980 --- So Bill Gates is guilty of Genocide!  
 
 
 
26 Oct 2007 Winds have died down, helicopters were grounded by Federal regulations  
 
26 Oct 2007 Nation owns them a wind of gratitude  
 
26 Oct 2007 New Sanctions against Iran for suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
26 Oct 2007 Putin said Bush is running around like a Madman with gasoline bombs $$$  
 
26 Oct 2007 $90 barrel of oil today when $3 a gallon gas in the USA should be free Today  
 
26 Oct 2007 Coup D'Etat leaders will celebrate the ElectricWindmillCar with $ free gasoline  
 
26 Oct 2007 Shuttle Discovery docked with the Space Station, NASA women in command  
 
26 Oct 2007 Winds have picked up both women want a new 2008 Model Shuttle Discovery  
 
26 Oct 2007 NASA said Bush is running around like a Madman with gasoline bombs tossed at anyone wanting to expose his 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and buy a fleet of 700 2008 Model Shuttles. Bush imposed new sanctions against 
NASA commanders for this comment. No one is going to expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar as long as Bush 
is President of the USA. In the intervening time I picked out the 2008 model supercomputer the Coup D'Etat leaders will order 
1 million for 1,001 invention projects on my web page and on a cd/dvd. The NEC world's fastest vector supercomputer with a 
peak processing performance of 839 TFLOPS the SX-9 combines large-scale shared memory of up to 1TB and ultra high-
speed interconnects achieving speeds up to 128GB/second. Post Bush government will order 1 million of these supercomputers 
from NEC, return on this investment will be a cure for Breast cancer and Gravity Control. 40,000 pink flags at Arlington 
Nation Cemetery with the year 2007 will be doubled with the 40,000 for 2008. So these women commanders at NASA better get 
in some overtime on the Coup D'Etat spam e-mail sending… Lets start spaming the ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat news to 
everyone. Lawsuits against the Bush government by people who were infected with the hepatitis C virus by Mexicans could catch 
up with the President before the ElectricWindmillCar runs him over. In this Orwellian Society some crimes, liability can be 
made public, when the ElectricWindmillCar must remain suppressed in the news. Cops who caught hepatitis C from Mexicans can 
get the lawsuits on the winds of awareness. File suit to get these Mexicans off the streets of the USA so no more gringos can 
be infected tomorrow. Staph and STD's added to the hepatitis C lawsuit would get millions of Mexicans out of American jobs as 
cooks and grocery stores workers etc. More women who have breast cancer in only one breast are getting both breasts removed, 
says research that found the trend more than doubled. MD's and Bush stifle what is the best way. What happens in Vegas stays 
in Vegas. Every state and every hospital treats breast cancer different and you cannot search Google for the one best way 
to survive. This is done on purpose by Bush and his MD's. CIA has to take charge and publish the best treatment as a public 
service for women diagnosed with cancer in one breast… ASAP! "By combining Quantum Cascade Lasers with optical 
antenna nanotechnology we have created for the first time an extremely compact device that will enable the realization of 
new ultrahigh spatial resolution microscopes for chemical imaging on a nanometric scale of a wide range of materials and 
biological specimens," Combined with NEC world's fastest vector supercomputer, a quantum cascade (QC) laser nanoantenna, 
the device is capable of resolving the chemical composition of samples, such as the interior of a cell, with unprecedented 
detail. Mobilization for War. Mobilization for a Cure for Breast Cancer is above; all we need is Coup D'Etat leaders who can 
defeat Bush and his addiction to oil money. 2008 pink breast cancer flags at Arlington Nation Cemetery mean noting to Bush. 
Bush tosses gasoline bombs at cop cars and NASA Shuttles. Even Putin said Bush is a Madman running around with gasoline bombs $
$$. All we need is Coup D'Etat leaders who can defeat Bush. Winds have picked up both women want a new 2008 Model 
Shuttle Discovery. We want 2 wives, right! So lets get mobilized for a breast cancer cure and get several wives!  
 
 
 
 
25 Oct 2007 Forest Fire is still raging out of control in Bush's Brain  
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25 Oct 2007 Cops and kids will burn in gasoline tomorrow because no one can put out the forest fire in Bush's Brain.  
 
25 Oct 2007 4.2 Trillion light years  
 
25 Oct 2007 $4.2 Trillion dollars Bush will spend on the war in Iraq  
 
25 Oct 2007 Critics say Bush was slow in calling for Military Forest Fighting C5A Galaxies  
 
25 Oct 2007 There's no Galaxies in Bush's Brain, C5A or Andromedia Galaxy  
 
25 Oct 2007 Mt. Top Homes burnt to the ground because of Lockheed Martin can't sell  
 
25 Oct 2007 Today Lockheed Martin is delivering 100's of gasoline tanker planes to Bush  
 
25 Oct 2007 Lockheed Martin didn't try to sell any forest fighting tankers - Why?  
 
25 Oct 2007 20,000 light years, is G292 an exploded star a supernova  
 
25 Oct 2007 4.2 Trillion dollars for Iraq in the news today. 4.2 Trillion light years, the Universe is 15 Billion light years old so 
can 4.2 Trillion light years exist in empty space? $4.2 Trillion dollars Bush will spend on the war in Iraq - how can this exist in 
an Orwellian Society? 4.3 light years is the nearest star to Earth, Alpha Centauri. It might take 15 billion inventions or even 
4 trillion inventions to build a Shuttle Train to Alpha Centauri. But it will not cost $ $4.2 Trillion dollars Bush spent on the war 
in Iraq - Humanity can travel to the nearest star Alpha Centauri for less than Bush spent on the Iraq War. So you can see why 
Bush has a Brain Burning up in his personal forest fire. Raging Fire in Bush's Brain. $4.2 Trillion dollars Bush will spend on the war 
in Iraq - how can this exist in an Orwellian Society? Generals at the pentagon got a windfall profit from $4.2 Trillion dollars for 
war, but this is overkill even by Pentagon cost analysis. So why doesn't a Marine General do a Coup on Bush? He can always save 
face and save some cop from getting his face burnt in gasoline tomorrow by saying Bush is suppressing the 
ElectricWindmillCar. Pentagon Generals don't even have to mention $4.2 Trillion dollar. They can blame their coup on cops and 
kids who will burn in a fiery car wreck tomorrow. Say they can no long sit behind a desk at the Pentagon and know A American 
will burn in a fiery wreck, just for more oil money, while Bush suppresses the ElectricWindmillCar. Generals at the Pentagon can 
say Bush and his Sec. Of State Rice toast - Let them eat cake, let them burn in gasoline; we are addicted to oil 
money! ElectricWindmillCar is an exploding star. Which has been exploding in this Orwellian Society since its invention in Oct of 
1980. It's Oct. 2007 Now! Pentagon has profited by more than $4.2 Trillion dollars since 1980. Millions have burned in gasoline 
since 1980. Overkill is well known at the Pentagon, I say this is overkill. 4.2 Trillion light years is certainly overkill in 
comprehending our Universe, even if its only empty space. So comprehend Bush and a forest fire in his brain that his friends 
and enemies can't put out. Cops and kids will burn in gasoline tomorrow because no one can put out the forest fire in Bush's 
Brain. Lockheed Martin didn't try to sell any forest fighting tankers - Why?  
 
 
24 Oct 2007 Bush is addicted to Torture!  
 
24 Oct 2007 Nero set fire to Rome Bush set fire to the USA  
 
24 Oct 2007 Air Force is in Iraq while the USA burns to the ground  
 
24 Oct 2007 To the amusements of Bush, A Madman out of control  
 
24 Oct 2007 Car wrecks bursting into flames for the president's amusements  
 
24 Oct 2007 House after house burnt to the ground for Bush's amusements  
 
24 Oct 2007 7,000 to millions with second and third degree burns on their faces. To the amusement of Bush. Nero set fire to 
Rome Bush set fire to $3 a gallon gasoline in your car. Skin graft documentary on TV convinces you Bush's amusement is 
torture. Bush is addicted to Torture! Torture for NASA is NASA's shuttle Discovery is not a 2008 model because Bush's 
amusements he spends $1 Trillion dollars on are Iraq War. And other war related amusements. Torture of 1 billion people by 
1 President Bush. White House is on fire and no one with a cell phone has called this in. Bush wants to save his own skin from 
skin grafts and Saddam's fate. Dr Graff was my women doctor for several years, several years ago when I had health insurance. 
I have no idea how General Orwell hooked me up with a doctor named Dr. Graff. BI the company that makes the ankle 
bracelets wants a background check on all temps from Westaff. I told Elaine to call General Orwell and get my background 
check Ok'ed grin. Elaine didn't get me the job at BI, in Boulder, Colorado. Torture of me is one of the great amusements for 
Bush and the Observers watching on hidden cameras. Condoleezza Rice said censure of rap music lyrics would come after 
the ElectricWindmillCar runs over all the young black men. Amusement with these burntfaced lyrics tortures white women with 
young kids to no end. They have to leave the store when rap is played. No end in sight to Bush burning of cop cars and houses 
also. Forest fire with 5,000 houses in its windy path would be no match for the Air Force. Samsung in Korea has invented a new 
flash drive that's 128-gigabyte, that would be able to store 80 DVD movies or 32,000 MP3 music files. Sony I just bought my 
last flash drive for these End War On Earth files from Sony in Japan a 2-gigabyte flash drive. 128-gigabyte flash drive 
from Samsung is larger than the 60 gigabyte Seagate hard drive in this old P3 computer. Win98 turns my icons black and tells me 
I do not have enough memory to copy any more files when I try to open more than 5 files while I'm writing this end war news 
in Word 2000. Bush or one or more of the Observers are probably amused at this lack of PC capability. PARIS - Paul 
McCartney says the inspiration for the title of his latest album, "Memory Almost Full," came from a phrase he saw on his cell 
phone. You know Seagate stifled Samsung marketing 128 gigabyte flash drives. This is war; old technology hangs on via Bush. 
Bush agrees to stifle 128 gigs or some other new technology for the PC, this has to be a weekly thing at the White House. 
Mexicans giving gringos hepatitis C, Staph STD killing white cops etc you know Bush made 100% sure none of this ever got to 
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the front pages of the New York Times. Bush's amusements are gross as rap music lyrics. Paul McCartney's lyrics in "Memory 
Almost Full," can be grafted on to the side of the 2008 model Shuttle NASA could not purchase through the government 
because War amused Bush so much he spent all his money in Iraq. Paul McCartney says he will buy one of the 1st 2008 
model ElectricWindmillCars that come off the assembly line outside of Tokyo. I will buy NASA a 2008 model Shuttle. Nero set 
fire to Rome. Bush set fire to the USA - 2008 model Shuttle Discovery will be the first thing rebuilt after Nero- Bush is 
just another Caesar in American History.  
 
 
23 Oct 2007 Inferno of money burning in the Winds of War  
 
23 Oct 2007 Inferno driven by ill-advised winds… Not ElectricWindmillCars  
 
23 Oct 2007 Bhutto was sent to Karachi by Bush, into the Inferno of gasoline bombs  
 
23 Oct 2007 Yoko and I, we both can hear Lennon screaming expose the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
23 Oct 2007 Yoko and Bhutto have probably meet in our Orwellian' s high society  
 
23 Oct 2007 Condoleezza Rice is related to Jay Leno as she has jokes about white cops  
 
23 Oct 2007 Valerie Plume's C.I.A. cover was blown by Bush to get even for war criticism. C.I.A. cover-ups are usually in the 
news about covert ops in banana republics. C.I.A. today covers up the sale of organs to Saudi Princes and sex slaves in Saudi 
Arabia. C.I.A. records everything Condoleezza Rice says to keep the C.I.A.from getting blamed for something it didn't do. So the 
C.I.A.has a record of Condoleezza Rice Jay Leno type jokes about :White Cops burring in gasoline" Growing up Condoleezza Rice 
said F,,, Cops every time she saw a cop car behind her. Her rap music brothers rap about F… White Cops, I'm sure the C.I.A.has 
a record of what rap song she has commented about. Yoko and I, we both can hear Lennon screaming expose the 
ElectricWindmillCar. Rice got the job by promising Bush not to Expose the ElectricWindmillCar. Bhutto and Musharraf we can 
hear them talking about suicide bombers waiting for Bhutto, she took the risk a few would die. She didn't expect 140 would die 
and 450 would be wounded. We can hear Valerie talking to her husband about the politics of war, but we can't hear Valerie 
talking about the ElectricWindmillCar. What would could an old C.I.A.agent say about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar 
when Bush was making up false stories for the Front Pages of the New York Times? I can not write anything…. As I have no 
idea what Valerie or any other C.I.A. agent at HQ or with coffee with their husband would could say about the suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar the days before Bush attacked Iraq instead of bankrupting them with the ElectricWindmillCar. Iraq Oil at 
10 cents a barrel. I'm sure the "White People at the C.I.A." never joked about "White Cops" burning in gasoline, as when 
Valerie was growing up and she saw a cop car behind her she didn't think the same as Condoleezza Rice. I will publish all 
the Condoleezza Rice Jay Leno jokes about fiery cop car wrecks, cops with faces burned in gasoline, as there should be 100's 
of these jokes, especially when she and the Observers commented about the 7 Mile Bridge picture on my Electricwindmillcar 
web page. And Officer Jason's burnt face, I put this picture between Bush and Laura and Kerry and his wife. If I were running 
the C.I.A. during the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar Era I would have every conversation recorded and hidden from Bush 
and the others. To save my C.I.A. ass when the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar is exposed. Yoko and I, we both can 
hear Lennon screaming. You know John Lennon would die trying to expose the ElectricWindmillCar. So Yoko was right about 
Paul McCartney being mediocre to John Lennon You know John Lennon would die trying to expose the ElectricWindmillCar!  
You know John Lennon would die trying to expose the ElectricWindmillCar!  
 
 
22 Oct 2007 Dozens wildfires driven by powerful winds spread across Malibu.  
 
22 Oct 2007 ABC Nightly news showed 1 helicopter dropping fire retardant  
 
22 Oct 2007 Air Force is in Iraq, air strikes are driven by powerful madmen  
 
22 Oct 2007 Mercy is not the Medal of Honor for Generals, for the wife or enemy  
 
22 Oct 2007 Generals in Iraq wife and kids at home burnt in gasoline and forest fires  
 
22 Oct 2007 Good Samaritan Hospitals refused to hire me to prevent falls and bedsores  
 
22 Oct 2007 Hole in your hip, butt so you can look inside and see the bone  
 
22 Oct 2007 Not a war wound but another war even at Good Samaritan Hospitals caused by the inattention to the most 
simple procedures to prevent bedsores. Bedsores, also known as pressure sores or decubitus ulcers, are a breakdown and ulceration 
of tissue due to the weight of the body. Simple procedure of turning the woman over to her other side or another position every 
30 minutes is mission impossible for Good Samaritan Hospitals. Next comes falling and breaking her hip, I use to say to the 
nurses the Mds make so much money off broken hip falls they will never ever restrain her to prevent her from falling and the look 
on all the nurses faces was I was right. Mercy is not the Medal of Honor for Generals, for the wife or enemy. Wife's mom with 
the broken hip and bedsore was mention to the General, in the back of his mind somewhere. President, Commander in Chiefs 
priority is the air strike on the terrorist's home while grandma is still there before she breaks her hip. Bush will flee to Saudi 
Arabia when the New York Times reports the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Today Bush wife Laura's escapism for the 
40k USA women who will die from Breast cancer in 2007 is a trip to Saudi Arabia were women with breast cancer are not examed 
by a MD until the breast cancer is so far advanced she will die soon. 7 our of 10 women in Saudi Arabia never check for 
breast cancer until they are going to die. Laura's escapism is the 40,000 USA women who will not be buried at Arlington 
Nation Cemetery with the 3k Marines killed in Iraq. ABC Nightly news can not even comment on Burying 40,000 women in 
Arlington, as the Generals would kill them all for even suggesting a Breast Cancer story commenting on Arlington. Medal of 
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Honor winners are buried here not wife's who died from Breast Cancer, these women get no Medal of Mercy in death from 
Generals. Coup d'état driven by powerful winds of the ElectricWindmillCar invention and its spin offs would of changed the 
world. Given the world a cure for breast cancer, broken hips and bedsores. Suppression and Aggression by Presidents and 
Generals means Laura's escapism is your escapism as ABC cannot mention 40,000 women being buried at Arlington Cemetery in 
2007. This would not leave any graves for Medal of Honor winners let alone the 3k Marines killed in Iraq. Breast Cancer Women 
will take out a full-page ad in the New York Times after the ElectricWindmillCar has been on the front page. This ad will 
show Arlington Cemetery graves with 40,000 pink flags that represent breast cancer deaths just in 2007. Laura will have to fee 
to Saudi Arabia for real when this ad appears in the New York Times as Widows and cops burnt in gasoline for more oil money will 
be coming to arrest her and her husband on charges of genocide, tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars in the USA.  
 
 
21 Oct 2007 Kennedy and Bush in control of several $ Trillion dollars in oil money  
 
21 Oct 2007 Kennedy's launch of Discovery on mission  
 
21 Oct 2007 Bush's mission between Bhutto and Musharraf  
 
21 Oct 2007 Kennedy and Bush toasting "let them burn in gasoline we are addicted"  
 
21 Oct 2007 Lennon on his Bday screaming at Yoko about the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
21 Oct 2007 Queen Elizabeth's husband, Prince Philip, is a mass murder, Di especially  
 
21 Oct 2007 Japan legalized organ transplants from brain dead donors in 1997  
 
21 Oct 2007 Kennedy and Bush have wasted $1 Trillion dollars on war so far, they will waste several Trillion dollars more on war 
if they are not vetoed by someone who can pull off a successful coup. $3 gallon of gasoline will be free to celebrate 
the ElectricWindmillCar by the Coup Leaders. University and Health Care will be free. 700 New Medical Schools will be built, 
700 New Shuttles which can be docked together in orbit like a train will be built to blast off to Alpha Centauri. 700 Moon Bases 
will be built. And the Coup Leaders will still have a Trillion dollars left over. Now isn't this better than spending the same amount 
of money on war? . Bush and Kennedy have planned a secret mission to start WW III with Iran, then Keep all of Iraqi oil 
money, earning a profit of a few Trillion dollars more from Iraqi's vast oil reserves. Kennedy and Bush have already toasted to 
this via their famous toast. Let them eat cake, let them burn in gasoline; we are addicted to oil money. Even the newly 
Divorced French President has toasted Let them eat cake. He does not expect to lose his head from tossing gasoline bombs at 
French cop cars. Queen Elizabeth's husband, Prince Philip, is a mass murder, Di especially. The Queen and Prince Philip have 
been tossing gasoline bombs at British cop cars since 1980 and have not gotten arrested yet. This is a long time to be a serial 
cop killer, and an Orwellian one and not being arrested or even stopped from tossing gasoline bombs at your servants. France's 
first lady was clearly not cut out for this role. Role Model of Goddess of Inspiration. France's first lady was clearly not cut out 
for this role model because she also tossed gasoline bombs at French cop cars. How the hell does these Presidents, (Hillary has 
been tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars in the USA since the day Clinton took office decades ago.) get their wives to risk losing 
their heads in a Revolution? Role Model of Goddess of Inspiration, Hillary could never be, she is a mass murderer of cops; she 
poured gasoline over cop cars and set it on fire. These people are psychotic madmen, and women. French Presidents ex-wife and 
the wives of all the world leaders. This addiction Kennedy and Bush got them addicted to oil money, is worst than drinking 
and smoking. I'm sure the ElectricWindmillCar Coup leaders will make Coors pay for drunk drivers and breast cancers casued 
by drinking Coors, and end smoking in the USA once and for all. Kennedy and Bush in control of several Trillion dollars in oil 
money. Their plan is to invest it in WW III to gain control on Iraqi oil reserves worth twice as much as they now have. 50 
Trillion invention might be needed to reach Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years down range. 1 billion students turned into inventors with 
a Vista Toshiba notebook that's 64-bit and works on Invention Projects software, will not cost the government $1 Trillion dollars. 
So why waste any more time and money with Kennedy and Bush, Impeach them both, arrest them both for Genocide. Then nuke 
every Bank in Switzerland for laundering oil money for such psychotic madmen.  
 
 
20 Oct 2007 Day after Bhutto's escape 100's are in the hospital with burns and wounds  
 
20 Oct 2007 No health insurance, no OnStar web cams, on your car, bike, streetlights  
 
20 Oct 2007 Day after the ElectricWindmillCar everyone will get health insurance in USA  
 
20 Oct 2007 100's in burn centers in the USA will be acknowledged as Oil Men's victims  
 
20 Oct 2007 Escape from the grasp of Texas Oil Men will take the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
20 Oct 2007 Day after cops and kids escape from Oil Men's Greed University will be free  
 
20 Oct 2007 $3 a gallon gas will be free too - to celebrate the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
20 Oct 2007 Bhutto's politics after 8 years in England, USA, Paris. Like Texas Oil Men visiting Boulder, Colorado. Giving bribes 
to City Hall and CU Presidents. Law School but no medical school until we convert the football stadium to a state of the arts 
Medical School. Yale Medical School if Bush would have been smart enough to get in to it. The trouble with Yale is kids like Bush 
are to stupid to get into the Yale Medical School. This ruins the lives of 300 million Americans when they grow up to be 
President. Escape from the kids at Yale, who will govern worst than Bush. Inventors working conditions under Bush are the 
same torture Bush laughs about for his terrorists. Teachers merit bonus for inventions memorized by their students. IBM patents 
on the No Child Left behind test. Out in the real world IBM steals your kid's patents. After we escape the grasp of Texas Oil 
men we must escape from IBM and Bill Gates madmen. Ask any kids why anyone would install at 32-bit Vista on a 64 bit Intel 
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CPU and the kids will tell you they are ripping you off big time. This is a scam! Bhutto's escape 100's are in the hospital with 
burns and wounds. Americans escape from Bush and his scam artists. 100's lay wounded in the IBM, Intel and Microsoft parking 
lots next to their gasoline cars. Wounds that will heal quickly working on 1,001 Invention Projects after the 
ElectricWindmillCar inspires them to run misdiagnosis software on their medical records and government records. Your wife, wives 
are the Goddess of inspiration. What they inspired in Texas and Saudi Oil men was genocide. Bush and his Texas Oil men 
toasted with their wives… Let them eat cake, let them burn in gasoline; we are addicted to oil money. Even the Jews profited 
from this genocide that burned mostly white cops and kids in fiery car wrecks. God is pouring gasoline on Pope John Paul II in 
hell right now. Ironic who is seduced. Kennedy with his famous brother JFK is guilty of the worst genocide in history. Kennedy 
was also to stupid and to much a drunkard to get into Harvard Medical School. Day after Bhutto's escapes 100's are in the 
hospital with burns and wounds. Day after the ElectricWindmillCar comes off the assembly line outside Tokyo, American people 
will escape from the grasp of Yale and Harvard kids who would of grown up to be worst than Bush and Kennedy. Drive your new 
2008 ElectricWindmillCar hard enough to invent something!  
 
 
 
19 Oct 2007 assassination attempt on Benazir Bhutto 110 others killed  
 
19 Oct 2007 Karachi analysis by the CIA, you don't need to be a rocket scientist  
 
19 Oct 2007 Le Divorce, wife mad over him tossing gasoline bombs at French cop cars  
 
19 Oct 2007 Basel, Switzerland-based Roche has had 5 years to work on a memory pill  
 
19 Oct 2007 Swiss Bankers are guilty of laundering oil genocide money since 1980  
 
19 Oct 2007 China has risen since 1980 on the deaths of 110k burned in gasoline  
 
19 Oct 2007 Tibet is the only thing you hear on the news, yes 110k have burned in gasoline, and maybe a million people just in 
China have burned in gasoline since 1980. This testimony alone at the Oil Genocide Trials in NYC will convict and hang everyone at 
the New York Times. You don't need to be a rocket scientist to figure this out. 110k to a million others burned to death in 
gasoline while the New York Times wrote up Tibet. Assassination attempt on Benazir Bhutto 110 others killed and everyone knew 
this was going to happen. Le Divorce, the wife mad over him tossing gasoline bombs at French cop cars. Putting all his illegal oil 
money in Swiss Banks, and forgetting women get breast cancer even in Paris. Roche has had 5 years to work on a memory pill since 
I put this on my resume when I got my job interview in Boulder Colorado. Boulder facility's "expertise, capabilities and technology" 
in peptides, "We've revolutionized the industry, demonstrating how it's possible to make a complex peptide compound effectively 
and efficiently using synthetic chemical processes." Fuzeon, Roche's HIV fighter, is a peptide product. HIV Mexicans can be 
found working for the City of Boulder… Cooking. Fight is to cure HIV; Fight is to inhibit it's spreading to innocent cops and 
kids. Fight is against City Hall Boulder Colorado and Bush's MD's at the White House who's policies include a Orwellian 
Fabricated Plague on civilians, Blackwater policies and White House policies are killing civilians in cold blood. You don't need to be 
a rocket scientist to figure this out. Staph, Hepatitis C, hormone replacement pills for hot flashes caused more civilian deaths 
than the New York Times will ever admit. This is Genocide by City Hall and the White House. Add in not getting the cure for 
breast cancer, not getting the memory pill and a harvest of other spin off inventions from the invention of the 
ElectricWindmillCar. You have a City Hall and a White House with a hang mans noose on ever door. Just waiting for the 
Revolution. "We've revolutionized the industry, demonstrating how it's possible to make an ElectricWindmillCar, this is not 
exactly what Basel, Switzerland-based Roche was reporting in the news today. Basel, Switzerland-based Roche had know about 
the ElectricWindmillCar since I was interview for a job 5 years ago, not getting the job I sent a letter to its HQ in 
Basel, Switzerland… they never replied. Roche will reply when the ElectricWindmillCar rolls off the assembly line outside of 
Tokyo. Switzerland and Swiss Bankers will have to pay for letting Tokyo burn gasoline, burn in gasoline, burn in the exhaust 
of gasoline. A world away from Switzerland, Tokyo will send the Swiss a bill when the verdict is in… The World Court ---- is 
there such an agency in our Orwellian Society, you would never know it.  
 
 
18 Oct 2007 Bush will start WW III before he gets Impeached  
 
18 Oct 2007 Bush is going to start WW III in his last year as President  
 
18 Oct 2007 Tokyo held hostage since the ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980  
 
18 Oct 2007 Bush let Iran sell oil to Tokyo and use the oil profits to build a nuke  
 
18 Oct 2007 WW III is about Iran nukes paid for by selling gasoline to Tokyo  
 
18 Oct 2007 Medicare Fraud in Boulder Colorado is a link to this at the White House  
 
18 Oct 2007 Bush is infected with greed just a little more than Bill Gates infection  
 
18 Oct 2007 Bill Gates would also start WW III if he were President of the USA  
 
18 Oct 2008 WW III will be the Bush Legacy or the ElectricWindmillCar factory outside of Tokyo will be built and cars will 
be coming off the assembly line on 18 Oct 2008. Bush will start WW III before he gets Impeached for Suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillCar and tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars in the USA. Deadly staph infections have been know about by 
Bush's MD for the last 7 years, this deadly infection was suppressed by the White House MD. So Bush will not be the only 
one arrested if he fails to start WW III. MD's in Boulder Colorado will be arrested for a decade of Medicare Fraud Ok'ed by 
Bush. Bush will start WW III before he gets impeached. Blackwater Security in Iraq is killing people in cold blood. This 
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mentality that infected 10k security people in Iraq is from Bush tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars in the USA. All the 
Observers know what is going on with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Infections are not just staph. Psychotic Bush 
caused others to become Psychotic killers; even the White House MD is now a Psychotic killer via staph and selling organs to 
Saudi Princes. Lockheed Martin is selling F-22's to Kuwait. Meanwhile forest fires were in the headlines worldwide without 
anyone ordering any superjumbo jet A380's as forest fighting planes. This burning people in forest fires must be related to 
tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars. At a White House news conference, Bush expressed hope Putin would brief him on his talks 
in Tehran… this is a lie. Bush knows Putin's trip to Tehran was about selling gasoline to Tokyo. Spending the oil money on arms. 
New York Times is so far into foggy bottoms it will go bankrupt after the reporters are convicted and hanged. I would convert 
the New York Times buildings in Manhattan into the New York Times Medical School as a memorial to the corrupt MD's at the 
White House who killed more Americans than any plague in history. --- "We've got a leader in Iran who has announced that he 
wants to destroy Israel," Bush said. "So I've told people that, if you're interested in avoiding World War III, it seems like 
you ought to be interested in preventing them from having the knowledge necessary to make a nuclear weapon." --- Oil Money is 
what Bush forgot to tell the American People at the White House news conference. Oil Money pays for WW III. Israel will 
destroy itself with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and Israel Generals tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars in Israel, 
who the hell would think they could toss gasoline bombs at cop cars in Israel and get away with it… this is crazy psychotic 
thinking from the President of Israel. Bush has infected all the world leaders. You cannot get away with tossing gasoline bombs at 
cop cars in your own country. The New York Times cannot get away with not reporting this crime. Bush will start WW III before 
he gets Impeached and he will use the oil money to pay for WW III.  
 
 
 
17 Oct 2007 Crisis ---- webmd.com ------ Crisis ----- oilmen.com --- Crisis  
 
17 Oct 2007 Putin in Iran warns USA Texas Oil men they have oil to sell too  
 
17 Oct 2007 Texas and Russian oilmen have no OPEC production agreements  
 
17 Oct 2007 Breach of contract is why Putin faces assassination by CIA oilmen  
 
17 Oct 2007 Putin was not assassinated visiting Iran so sellers of oil are tolerable  
 
17 Oct 2007 Putin and Bush tell Tokyo they will be fire bombed if gasoline is stopped  
 
17 Oct 2007 Tokyo orders the arrest all oilmen in Japan; they are put in a concentration camp. WW III as Bush and Putin 
mobilize to destroy the ElectricWindmillCar factory being built outside of Tokyo. Bush and Putin tell the public Tokyo is building 
a nuke plant and the New York Times goes along with the made up story. Going through menopause is hard with the hot flashes 
about losing oil revenues. Wyeth Drug Company made the hormone replacement drugs that casued breast cancer for decades, 
MD's knew this caused breast cancer so it's like Bush and Putin, who do you sue? Putins MD and Bush's MD do not share 
anything with the masses. So we have a double crisis. Intel's core 2 extreme cpu for gamers goes off the graft, beats the hell 
out of every other Intel cpu, but cost $1k compared to $200. I would have programmers write invention software for this 
extreme CPU if everyone had one in their pc. Intel is like Seagate, IBM, Toshiba notebooks use a 64-bit CPU put Toshiba 
only installs 32 bit software, illiterate Vista. The customer is no longer taken into account, because if it comes to push and 
shove Toshiba knows Bush and Putin and all the rest of the Worlds Leaders want to sell their illegal gasoline without any crisis. 
When Tokyo orders the arrest all oilmen in Japan Toshiba Japan can install 64-bit software not Vista I hope. To run on Intels 64 
bit Extreme cpu's. Then I will take advantage of this by having my programmers write in C++ invention project software that can 
use this new pc power. Crisis, will be over when Tokyo arrest all the oilmen and cuts off the imports of gasoline for Japan. 
Crisis could end with Bush and Putin with the New York Times made up stories nuking Tokyo's ElectricWindmillCar plant (remember 
the New York Times reported this was a nuke plant) and freeing the oilmen, and resuming gasoline shipments to Tokyo. End of 
the Crisis. How?  
 
Ps ---- 17 Oct 2007 ill criminals with staphylococcus superbug assault and kill the Sheriff, guarding them and the cops making 
the arrest. This is a crisis like the fiery cop cars. You will never read about this on the front page of the New York Times.  
 
 
16 Oct 2007 Ticking time bomb is the lawsuits against the oil genocide observers  
 
16 Oct 2007 Ticking time bomb is in the barrel of oil $100  
 
16 Oct 2007 $100 for a barrel of oil this year  
 
16 Oct 2007 13 billion bushels of corn harvested this year  
 
16 Oct 2007 murder rates double along the Mexican border with the USA  
 
16 Oct 2007 Fiery head on car crash with 5 women in one of the cars  
 
16 Oct 2007 Ticking time bomb is the lawsuits  
 
16 Oct 2007 Winners and losers, $99 million was awarded to 3 women who got breast cancer from a drug. 5k more women are 
also suing this drug company. Everyone burned in a fiery car wreck waits for their lawsuit to reach the highest courts. 
Chinese President will be burned by 500 million people-filing suit against him. Lead paint lawsuits will be suppressed by the 
Bush government. Cops murdered by Texas and Saudi oil men, their widows stand to win the most money ever awarded in a law 
suit… $1 billion dollars for each widow. Texas and Saudi oilmen have a few Trillion dollars in Swiss Banks. Pentagon will be sued by 
all the 9-11 widows for going along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCars. Pentagon should be libel for $1 Billion 
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dollars for each 9-11 widow as this was criminal on the part of all the Pentagon Generals. Ticking time bomb is the lawsuits.. Hell 
the Vatican will pay out every dollar in the Vatican Bank and still own money to those burned in gasoline. WOW $ Pope will be 
the biggest loser on Earth and in Hell. Kennedy lost Caroline Kennedy everything the moment the ElectricWindmillCar invention story 
is published. As Kennedy watched on hidden cameras the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar then lead the suppression for more 
oil money. Winners and losers. Widows will name all the Kennedy's in their lawsuits against the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar. Ticking time bomb is the lawsuits against the oil genocide observers, who watched on hidden cameras. 
Pentagon Generals will try to destroy all the videos. Making them top secret will not be a winner, ha! Corn not made into ethanol 
will wait for another inventor, with a winning idea better than ethanol. Xcel Electric linemen die at the rate of 2,500 a year 
working on electricity. All 2,500 widows will get $100 million dollars each from Xcel Electric Company. Cops will arrest the top 
brass at every Electric Company for premeditated murder. Winners and losers will be visible when everyone learns free 
hydrogen made from the gallon of water in your ElectricWindmillcar will heat your home and generate your electricity. Yoko in 
Japan with the most nuclear power plants and linemen getting electrocuted on the job. Will Yoko be a winner or loser? Yoko has 
sued everyone, who will sue Yoko?  
 
 
 
15 Oct 2007 Leno has to stick to his lead jokes about China or Mexicans will kill him  
 
15 Oct 2007 Depraved Mexican Males have 3 times the HIV STD than White Males  
 
15 Oct 2007 Hell Bush sold organs to Saudi Princes; he sold the USA to ill Mexicans  
 
15 Oct 2007 MD's race for profits comes first - not the cure for American ills  
 
15 Oct 2007 $ Delay in studying why the prevalence of cervical cancer deviates  
 
15 Oct 2007 Delay in studying why because MD's profit from it $  
 
15 Oct 2007 MD's are not libel for anything under the Bush government  
 
15 Oct 2007 Tyco Healthcare, Valley Labs, BI with their ankle bracelet monitoring all profit from the current illnesses caused 
by gasoline fumes infecting the outlook of those who monitor the price of a barrel of oil and its climax with the 
2008 ElectricWindmillCar. No end in sight to the war in Iraq or war on Earth because MD's are not libel for anything. Lawyers 
were the Lions, now they are the prey because Oil Sellers are hooked up with the tyrannical leaders of the USA who let Mexicans 
kill cops, young white girls in Texas and every other state. Rates vary by state but none escape the psychotic killers. Psychotic 
killers sell us oil when we don't need any oil. Bush sells organs to Saudi Princes when we need the organs for ourselves. And MD's 
are to stupid or lose some profits if organ donation was mandatory. You Figure! Lead in toys from China comes in last behind 
kids getting hepatitis C from Mexican Cooks. Leno would be assassinated if the rate of Lead jokes from China were less than 
the Mexican cops killers and Hepatitis C given to kids playing with Mexican toys jokes. Bush has ordered the New York Times not 
to write up Mexicans for murder or spreading diseases! IBM in Boulder now only hires Mexican and Asian women to push tapes into 
the servers, my friend at IBM told me just yesterday. No one is held libel for torturing the white temps. EEOC in Denver trashed 
my complaint against Tyco, I only complained because I wanted to invent some life saving medical machines while I'm being 
suppressed at getting the cure for Breast and Cervical Cancer. To little work, even the Observers are bored watching me. Few see 
an end in sight to Iraq war, and cancer. Both related as war takes money directly from cancer research. And tyrannical MD's 
are determined to prevent me from working as a temp at Tyco let alone give me a supercomputer and a few MD wives to get the 
cure for Breast and Cervical Cancer. My dream girl will finishes her cup of coffee a few blocks from here this morning and head 
for CU, not for work on a cure for Breast cancer though. Tyrannical MD's are all the MD in Boulder, Colorado. And are the 
only MD's Bush will socialize with.  
 
 
14 Oct 2007 Revolt against all the World Leaders by cops in hot pursuit of the stolen car  
 
14 Oct 2007 Manipulate a alternative to war, the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
14 Oct 2007 Maneuver of operation shock and awe, no not an ElectricWindmillCar  
 
14 Oct 2007 General said Bush made all the mistakes, 1,001 mistakes, maybe more  
 
14 Oct 2007 Cops in hot pursuit of the stolen car  
 
14 Oct 2007 Revolution against the British, French, and even the Vatican ha  
 
14 Oct 2007 Revolt against all the World Leaders by cops in hot pursuit of the stolen car  
 
14 Oct 2007 OnStar by GM with web cams built into the dash and outside lights id'ed the thieves as all the World Leaders, even 
the Pope at the Vatican. Swiss Banker have all the Oil Money secured and a sweet profit for their innovative Banking. Bush's 
One Mistake that caused 9-11 was going along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar the day he became President of 
the USA. Cops are in hot pursuit of Bush and all the Presidents men and women. Charges of Genocide will not be debated in 
Congress or on the Front Page of the New York Times this time. White House is guilty as hell of Genocide. If I were a cop I 
would be the Judge, Jury and Executioner. Catching Bush in a hot pursuit the adrenalin is outrage makes the cops see all the 
fiery cop cars and SUV's on the side of the road burnt out from a fiery gasoline fire. All a product of President Bush. Judge 
and Jury already convicted Bush of all the murderous gasoline bomb tossing; there is no question of guilt. Question is now how do 
we catch Bush in this hot pursuit? OnStar by GM is worthless as GM is one of the Presidents Men on the payroll. Cops in hot 
pursuit in their respective countries are pursuing British, French, and even the Pope. Letter to the New York Times editor will be 
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put in the trash. Roadblock, spike strips in the road, box Bush in, surround him with cop cars, with lights and sirens on. FBI, (CIA) 
is protecting this Madman Bush. Being Pursued by cops on every side. Sirens and flashing lights behind the FBI mean nothing. 
What means something to the FBI? Debate over the Genocide… is this suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar a genocide? 
Congress will debate this and convict themselves of going along with a genocide. This resolution is meaningless. Cost of the War, 
Cost of the Genocide will cause Bush to get caught by the cops in hot pursuit$$$$$$$  
 
 
13 Oct 2007 Al Gore will be fire bombed in Hell by Alfred Nobel  
 
13 Oct 2007 12 billion green light bulbs sold this year  
 
13 Oct 2007 Were is Yoko selling 1 Billion ElectricWindmillCars on Lennon's BDay  
 
13 Oct 2007 Windfall profits for GE from murdering cops and kids via gasoline bombs  
 
13 Oct 2007 GE third-quarter 2007 net earnings of $5.5 billion via gasoline bombs  
 
13 Oct 2007 Al Gore will be fire bombed in Hell by Alfred Nobel  
 
13 Oct 2007 GE's carefully orchestrated plan and deadly determination to toss gasoline bombs at the entire world that would use 
the ElectricWindmillCar. Lawyers will have a windfall profits day, as 9-11 would never have happened if GE didn't go along with 
the suppressions of the ElectricWindmillCar. NBC Nightly News is not moving to LA but to Leavenworth federal prison. I will save 
this joke for Jay Leno the 1st day the ElectricWindmillCars are unsuppressed on the Nightly News. Yoko and Japan lost the war 
to defeat gasoline. When GE joined the Texas and Saudi oilmen it showed all the Observers like Yoko the deadly determination 
Bush and the oilmen had to keep the ElectricWindmillCar off the streets of the USA. Al Gore and the Nobel Officials sold out to 
GE and the Oil Men or were bribed. Whatever, this will come out at the Oil Genocide Trials in DC. Carefully orchestrated plan 
and deadly determination to toss gasoline bombs at cops and kids in every country on Earth. GE's $5.5 billion profit for 3 months is 
a lot of money. 50 Billion inventions that would have been spun off from the ElectricWindmillCar… in 1980. So humanity lost quite 
a few inventions as the side effect of suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar. The entire World would have used the 
ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 to end war on Earth and get the cure for breast cancer long time before 2007. So who do 
we hang?  
 
 
12 Oct 2007 Nobel Peace Prize today --- ElectricWindmill Car  
 
12 Oct 2007 Nobel Officials toss gasoline bombs at cops with Bush  
 
12 Oct 2007 Alfred Nobel will help God torture the Nobel Officials in Hell  
 
12 Oct 2007, Who killed the electric car, the Nobel Prize Officials did it.  
 
12 Oct 2007 Who killed air bags on the outside of semi's and trucks for 2008?  
 
12 Oct 2007 Jeep SUV and GM SUV for 2008 were made cheaper and failed crash test  
 
12 Oct 2007 Jeep and GM could of put air bags on the 2008 models on the outside  
 
12 Oct 2007 2008 Model ElectricWindmillcars are like Boeing 787 Dreamliner, postponed for 6 months. Dreamliner announcement 
by Boeing was an embarrassment. Is Bush at all embarrassed about suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar? Bush Dishonored the 
Office of the President by suppressing the 2008 Model of the ElectricWindmillCar. Not putting air bags on the outside of the 
2008 Model SUV's and Semi trucks scandalized the government in general. Horror stricken will be all the friends of the car 
crash victims killed by Bush. Pope got one nun killed and he felt bad. Bush just killed a large percent of the 43k accident victims 
by not putting air bags on the outside of SUV's and Semi's for 2008. Only a Madman would suppress one and all. OnStar was in 
the news yesterday as it could get back all stolen cars. I would reinvent OnStar with web cams built into the dash and 
headlights, taillights. Then you would have their picture too. . Britain's Secret Intelligence Service (SIS) and the U.S. 
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) dishonor spy agencies chief goal of protecting citizens of their countries by letting Bush and 
the Queen toss gasoline bombs at cop cars, and cars in general. More Americans burst into flames since 1980 when 
the ElectricWindmillCar was invented than all the wars in the history of the USA and Britain. CIA will not get the Nobel Piece 
Prize today. Al Gore should not get the Nobel Piece Prize today. All of those who received the Nobel Piece Prize since 1980 
should return it, as the ElectricWindmillCar was the real winner every single year from 1980 to 2007. Stolen car - OnStar at 
GM helped to steal the ElectricWindmillCar from the public. I will reinvent OnStar with web cams built into the dash, front, rear 
and sides of the 2009 Model GM cars and trucks. WiFi hotspots will be able to pick up the video for the wife at home or the 
cops looking for this car. I'm sure the Coup Leaders will consult their lawyer as to now much GM is libel for not putting air bags 
on the outside of its SUV's and trucks for the Model year 2008. Nobel Prize Officials are libel since 1980 invention of 
the ElectricWindmillCar. I would hate to have to pay this settlement to the widows.  
 
 
11 Oct 2007 I would of looked up blood transfusions years ago  
 
11 Oct 2007 MD's have suppressed this invention project  
 
11 Oct 2007 Dr Susan Love keeps the secrets of treating breast cancer to herself  
 
11 Oct 2007 Tell Dr Love IBM can keep up with every treatment plan via software  
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11 Oct 2007 Laura Bush is on ABC Nightly News for Burma not Breast Cancer  
 
11 Oct 2007 BC Women and Cops burnt in gasoline, might hang Bush and his wife  
 
11 Oct 2007 Mobilization for War. Mobil and Exxon provide the gasoline for the gasoline bombs Bush is tossing at cop cars. 
And women with breast cancer. Blood Transfusions do more harm than good because Nitric oxide facilitates the transfer of 
oxygen from red blood cells to tissues but it begins to be lost within three hours of being banked, according to two studies from 
Duke University Medical Center. National Geographic Breast Cancer DVD has not even been made, why? Al Gore is the only one 
who made a DVD and he did not expose the suppression of the ElectricWindMillCar or breast cancer statistics. Gore knows 40k 
women died every year he was Vice President. GE makes 99% of the world scanning electron microscopes yet GE who owns 
NBC refused to put one Breast Cancer TV show on the air this season. Documentary on NBC no way.. Leno should do more than 
make a NBC joke about these NBC executives. Last night on Leon's monolog Britney blew up a gas station driving up to it 
smoking, Dylan's new CD did not mention the ElectricWindmillCar is blowing in the wind. Yet Dylan has visited Boulder Colorado 
to observe me in person. Who killed the Electric Car DVD. I refused to watch this DVD. Bond Girls DVD is the last DVD I bought 
on Amazon for $2 and $3 shipping. Maryam d'Abo is the Bond Girl who produced the DVD. I would have had her produce a 
Inventions Projects DVD with the Bond Girls telling her about their favorite inventions, and what they would like to see invented, 
and their most far out futuristic invention. Girls who were in a Bond movie talking about inventions would be unique. Ms Pike in 
Die Another Day makes for the perfect motto for women with Breast Cancer. Pussy Galore in Goldfinger promoting women with 
large breast. Barbara Bach is now living in Monaco with Ringo Star. Dr Susan Love is the Bill Gates of women doctors mapping out 
a treatment for individual women with breast cancer. Jimmy Carter has never meet her, as Jimmy Carter only sucks up to 
mediocre people since 1980 when I invented the ElectricwindmillCar when he was President of the USA. Kendra, Bridget, Holly, 
and Hugh Hefner the girls are on TV showing their breast, flashing everyone visiting London. High Point or should I say Driving 
force for men and women is women's breast. Playboy Magazine could write a invent a breast cancer cure brainstorming article 
every month, Playboy certainly profited from women's breast for the last 50 years. Casino Royal is the worst Bond Movie; 
Jimmy Carter is the worst President of the USA, because both knew about the ElectricWindmillCar, its overnight invention during 
the Oil Embargo of 1980. Sony CEO in Tokyo --- will he be in the deck of 52 cards like after Baghdad was attacked? Coup 
Leaders will certainly hang all the Texas Oil men and all the Saudi Oil men they catch in the USA. I will finally get to work 
on another Overnight Invention this time for Breast Cancer, last Overnight Invention took me 6 months, in 6 months 20,000 
women will die from Breast Cancer. Sorry Ladies, but I need some help escaping from this Orwellian Societies stifling me 
from working on a Overnight cure for Breast Cancer. Then I will need some wives to play the role Model of Goddess of 
Inspiration. So yes I will marry you ladies. And you will help inspire a cure for your Breast Cancer that will take only 3 
month, (working 24/7) not the usual 6. OK girls get your 007 adrenalin flowing and help me escape from Boulder Colorado!  
 
 
10 Oct 2007 Nobel Prize in Greed winners.  
 
10 Oct 2007 Nobel Prize in Greed has been given to Oil Men and Bill Gates  
 
10 Oct 2007 Breast Cancer women hit by a gasoline bomb tossed by Bush  
 
10 Oct 2007 Stuck with Breast Cancer when Bill Gates is affected with Greed  
 
10 Oct 2007 Bush-tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars hits innocent women  
 
10 Oct 2007 You're stuck in traffic of politics of greed by the richest Madmen  
 
10 Oct 2007 Nobel Prize Officials will be arrest by Swedish Cops  
 
10 Oct 2007 Nobel Prize in Geed has been given to Oil Men and Bill Gates  
 
10 Oct 2007 stalked by your ex-husband and breast cancer. One is a social disease other is a medical disease. General's wives 
can't help you with either disease, as she is a prisoner of war. You can take your satisfaction in knowing the Nobel Prize 
Officials and the Pope will hang at the Oil Genocide Trials after the coup. Hell will be burning in gasoline. Hell for Bush and 
the Pentagon Generals will be standing trial for tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars in the USA. Video that never made it to 
Katie Couric or the front page of the New York Times will be on this web page. Baghdad wants $8 million for every women killed 
by Blackwater mercenaries. Women with breast cancer who die because Bush and his Generals Greed for oil money and war 
games should get $10 million. Damage to the United States and Earth by Bush and his Generals infected 5 billion people. 
Overnight cure for the Oil Embargo was wasted by Carter and Kennedy in 1980. Carter has been sucking up to mediocre people 
since 1980. None even trying to get an overnight cure for breast cancer or any other plague that effects Earth. "Bill Gates 
Disease" will be in the "Psychiatric Journals" after the coup. Converting University Football Stadiums to Medical Schools, Cure for 
the current MD's who suffer from "Bill Gates Disease" is prison. MD's treated those burned in gasoline bombs tossed by Bush 
and Carter since 1980 without any intention of buying a Whistle to Blow this sickening crime of pouring gasoline on cops and kids 
and setting them on fire for more oil money. Addicted to oil money. Joke by Bush on Katic Couric. I'm addicted to oil money. 
Sorry! Carter has been sucking up to mediocre people since 1980. Kennedy has been drunk on better booze than Coors since 
1980. 40,000 women have died each year since 1980. While Carter, Reagan, Bush, Clinton, Bush were seduced by Nobel Prize 
in Greed winners.  
 
 
9 Oct 2007 Seagate + Bush stifle a Breast Cancer Cure  
 
9 Oct 2007 Seagate stifles hard drives with no moving parts  
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9 Oct 2007 Bush protects Seagate's turf, Kicks women off the field  
 
9 Oct 2007 Seagate in Colorado knows about the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
9 Oct 2007 Bush kicks women off the field of first choice for health help  
 
9 Oct 2007 Seagate gives me insults for not helping to massacre women in Vietnam  
 
9 Oct 2007 Bush kicks women off the field a first choice for health help. Bush knows the guys at Seagate in Malaysia were 
Seagate has its HQ. Seagate CEO does not want anything to do with the next generation of hard drives, as Bush has helped 
Seagate suppress the next generation for 10 years. Now Bush is about to be hanged by cops. Seagate is slowly losing its power 
to stifle the future technology of hard drives. Climax! Women are fighting for their lives like cops in gasoline cop cars, wanting 
a fleet of ElectricWindmill Cop Cars. Seagate CEO in Malaysia spits on USA women with breast cancer, not literally but 
figuratively Same as the King of Saudi Arabia, and Texas Oil Men spit on women figuratively. This is a bit different than all 
the husband-wife murders, but only by a gigabyte. Gigabytes of information on a hard drive is empty on all Seagate hard 
drives. Free Agent Pro and Go let you run Word from your home PC but not at the Boulder Public Library as you can not plug in 
your USB drive and have it work. Boulder Public Library is worst than Seagate CEO in ranking those who stifle the cure for 
breast cancer but that is for another news update here. . Seagate's Free Agent Pro on a 80 gig or 120 gig hard drive that 
works like a flash drive that can run your Word and other software is a concept not reality because City Hall stifles the 
Library computers. Bill Gates would kill all the women in the USA before he let Word be used to its max to get a cure for 
Breast Cancer. Unless the Breast Cancer Fund raisers paid Bill Gates and Microsoft $100 million dollars a year, probably 
more. Knowing Bill Gates greed. So were does this leave the women's fight trying to get a cure for breast cancer overnight. 
Another Bush genocide. Bush would rather kill me than let me work on a cure for Breast Cancer. I want to see Bush hang for 
tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars in the USA. Women with a desire to get the cure for breast cancer better get Bush before 
he gets them killed. Seagate CEO in Malaysia will keep his harem of Moslem women stifled as usual. So it up to American women 
to take over the Bush government, or die from breast cancer at a rate of 40k a year, next year. 9 Oct 2008 40k dead women 
in 2008 means nothing to Bush or Seagate, Seagate's counts hard drives sold not women with breast cancer, Bush counts his 
oil money. Woman with breast cancer have no sex appeal to Seagate or Bush. This is why the husband-wife murder rate is 
top secret…. Bush does not want this on the front page of the New York Times taking away from his personal news for the New 
York Times. Only real hope for a " Overnight" cure for breast cancer is the ElectricWindmillCar as I invented this overnight 
during the Oil Embargo. Ladies, Bush is Gay you have no appeal for him to help you!  
 
 
8 Oct 2007 to celebrate President Vladimir Putin's 55th birthday  
 
8 Oct 2007 is to celebrate a "Cop Killer"  
 
8 Oct 2007 http://www.interpol.int/public/icpo/default.asp  
 
8 Oct 2007 INTERPOL is the world's largest police organization  
 
8 Oct 2007 to celebrate President Vladimir Putin's 55th birthday  
 
8 Oct 2007 is to celebrate a "Cop Killer"  
 
8 Oct 2007 the "Most Wanted TV" Show celebrates Putin's Bday  
 
8 Oct 2007 Nancy Grace sucks up to America's Most Wanted with John Walsh. Promoting his ads for the most wanted yet he 
lets the "Mother of all Cop Killers" walk via politics of we need the oil money. Street Cops working their way up the ranks have 
the opportunity to arrest (John Walsh) the Chief and take his job. 60 Minutes CBS has a Black Chief of Interpol, this is 
no coincidence as 99% of cops burned in gasoline are White Cops. This Black Chief knows this and lets the cops burn in fiery 
car wrecks for the 60 Minutes Interview. And a large bribe from Texas Oil Men. C-U burst into flames - in your car wreck on 8 
Oct 2007. CIA in the USA will suppress this video from next weeks 60 Minutes and from Katic Couric Today. Today show video 
of fiery car wreck of the day. 365 days a year there is at least one fiery car wreck in the USA and in Russia. KGB in Moscow 
will suppress this video on Moscow Nightly News. 8 Oct 2007 to celebrate President Vladimir Putin's 55th birthday. Is to celebrate 
a "Cop Killer".  
 
 
7 Oct 2007 2 am call from Northrop Grumman  
 
7 Oct 2007 Grumman built the George Bush, nuclear-powered aircraft carrier  
 
7 Oct 2007 1k more $$$ KC-30 Tanker for airplane refueling in midair  
 
7 Oct 2007 Madmen bought 1k gas tankers instead of a forest fighting tankers  
 
7 Oct 2007 Northrop Grumman called me at 2 am so I looked up their web page  
 
http://www.northropgrumman.com/kc30/benefits/choice.html  
 
7 Oct 2007 Making the Right Choice To ensure the U.S. Air Force maintains the aerial refueling capability  
 
7 Oct 2007 2 am call from Northrop Grumman - Hydrogen is Air Forces fuel after the coup  
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7 Oct 2007 Did Northrop Grumman called me at 2 am about Hydrogen fuel?  
 
7 Oct 2007 Did Northrop Grumman called me at 2 am about Hydrogen fuel? Did Northrop Grumman call me about free gasoline 
and jet fuel after the ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders take over the USA Government? How long will it take the Air Force to 
change over from jet fuel to hydrogen to fuel its airplanes? Grumman built the George Bush, nuclear-powered aircraft 
carrier. Grumman CEO knew about the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar when he took the order from Bush. Grumman CEO 
will hang with Bush; I'm Sure of it! Treason or Genocide? Coup Leaders will probably convict him of both in less than an hour in 
the Jury Room. Topps Meat Co when under after the last Ecoli recall. Grumman will go under when the New York Times details 
its crimes against humanity since 1980's invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Needless to mention Grumman knew Officer Jason 
and 10,000 other cops burned and burned to death in gasoline and didn't try to prevent the next cops from burning in gasoline. 
They are guilt of murdering cops and kids in the back seat of all the fiery car wrecks since 1980. No Grumman didn't even try to 
sell Bush 1k forest fighting tankers, Grumman had a one track mind to build jet fuel tankers. No wonder why they called me at 2 am.  
 
 
Making the Right Choice To ensure the U.S. Air Force maintains the aerial refueling capability necessary to support America's 
global multi-service warfighting needs, all possible options should be considered for modernizing its tanker fleet.  
 
An open, fair and competitive contracting process will result in the optimal tanker at the best price - and one that supports 
the interests of the U.S. Defense Department, the Air Force, Navy, Marine Corps and allied Coalition forces... as well as the U.
S. taxpayer.  
 
In recent international competitions, the KC-30 family of tankers was selected by two key U.S. allies. The Royal Australian Air 
Force has ordered the A330 MRTT as its new-generation multi-role tanker/transport, and the British government has named the 
Air Tanker Consortium and its A330 Multi Role Tanker Transport (MRTT) as the preferred bidder for its Future Strategic 
Tanker Aircraft requirement.  
 
These decisions underscore the KC-30's many advantages: it carries more fuel, offers a superior fuel transfer 
capability, incorporates fly-by-wire technology in the cockpit and the advanced flying boom, and provides multi-point refueling with 
a mix of flying boom and hose & drogue systems.  
 
The KC-30 will directly benefit the American economy. It will be a U.S. product, creating hundreds of new domestic jobs. More 
than 50 percent of the aircraft's content - from engines to avionics and systems - will come from American companies, 
further expanding the U.S. industrial base in modern widebody aircraft.  
 
As a derivative of a modern commercial jetliner early in its operational prime, the KC-30's advantages also include low life-
cycle costs, continued manufacturer upgrades and improvements, and a guaranteed supply of spare parts for decades to come. 
http://www.northropgrumman.com/kc30/benefits/impact.html  
 
KC-30 Tanker  
 
Northrop Grumman is the nation's sole industrial designer, builder and refueler of nuclear-powered aircraft carriers and one of 
only two companies that design and build nuclear-powered submarines. The business is also one of the nation's leading providers 
and life-cycle supporters of major surface ships for the U.S. Navy, U.S. Coast Guard, international navies and commercial 
vessels. In addition, our after-market services - maintenance and repair - support a wide array of naval and commercial vessels.  
 
Key vessels include the George H.W. Bush, a large-deck, nuclear-powered Nimitz-class aircraft carrier designed to serve 
as foundation for Sea Strike operations and Sea Shield operations such as fleet air defense, anti-surface engagements and anti-
sub activities; the transformational next-generation Gerald R. Ford-class aircraft carrier, featuring a new nuclear propulsion 
plant and technologies that revolutionize flight deck operations and greatly reduce manning levels; the multi-capability Virginia-
class nuclear attack submarine, designed for open ocean combat and for littoral operations including surveillance, anti-
submarine warfare and special operations support; Arleigh Burke DDG 51-class Aegis guided missile destroyer, equipped for 
conducting anti-air, anti-submarine, anti-surface and strike operations; DDG-1000 Zumwalt-class ships, the U.S. 
Navy's transformational surface combatant that will debut advanced technologies such as an integrated electric propulsion system 
and an all-composite low-signature deckhouse that will be incorporated into next-generation cruisers and other ships; a state-of-
the-art LPD 17 San Antonio-class amphibious transport dock ship that is able to embark up to 800 Marines along with their 
rotary-wing aircraft and expeditionary fighting vehicles; and Coast Guard cutters, associated boats and rotary aircraft all 
linked through advanced C4ISR technologies.  
 
 
 
 
6 Oct 2007 Amazing coup d'état if you can win the Universe  
 
6 Oct 2007 Make the Universe out rank war  
 
6 Oct 2007 Vision to gravity  
 
6 Oct 2007 Gravity Control Invention  
 
6 Oct 2007 Amazing invention you can get if you brainstorm it with your wives  
 
6 Oct 2007 How do you brainstorm gravity control?  
 
6 Oct 2007 Stargate Atlantis hyperspace travel in Prometheus, Carter and Dr Weir get all their power from a zpm. H2O, 
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abundant, free, pure Hydrogen and Oxygen. Oceans of Hydrogen and Oxygen. replace oil in every way. Command to attack 
gravity control with your wives as the Goddesses of inspiration will be accomplished like a Revolution. Pick a Revolution. 
French Universities were close for a decade after everyone lost their heads. This Revolution Universities will be made free 
and mandatory for HS students. Stargate Atlantis and another Star Trek series will be written towards brainstorming for us so 
we can get gravity control. So your assignment is to search Google, find 10 web pages. that dissects the atom, and all its 
gluons. Gravity flash cards on my web pages updated every day by my significance wives. Significance of gravity, you will see 
gravity better than most Physics Majors after the super Max movie is made. Fantastic Voyage into the atom. Top Quarks are 
atomic parts held together by glue, social glue that holds the Top Quarks together is they are all madmen. Anyone who 
tosses gasoline bombs at cop cars will be caught, tried and sentenced. So our Amazing coup d'état to win the Universe is just 
waiting for the cops to catch up with the President and all his men and women. Confirmed reservation for the Fantastic Voyage 
into the atom is the first stop in a Universe, that makes Aliens give up their wars before they can travel to the nearest stars. 
Even more Fantastic Voyage is the one into Time, Time is related to Gravity - Suppression of your intellectual pursuits is on 
purpose. Crazy madmen, most related to Kennedy, others are rank. Rank has its privileges, Those who out rank you today stifle 
your intellectual pursuits, they already figured out time and gravity. Figured out the masses better not ponder this too much, as 
it would lead to a Revolution if they did. Time will tell.  
 
 
5 Oct 2007 integrity of our MD's  
 
5 Oct 2007 devising and implementing fraudulent diagnosis, circumnavigate  
 
5 Oct 2007 mission to enhance your best health is a lost invention project  
 
5 Oct 2007 AMA devised its Medical Journals to implement deceit  
 
5 Oct 2007 Cunning MD's get a $1,000 for swimmers ear, cure it by blow dry your ears  
 
5 Oct 2007 My MD didn't tell me, Ear Nose Throat specialists said dry your ears.  
 
5 Oct 2007 Vast majority of kid's earaches is mom didn't dry the kid's ear  
 
5 Oct 2007 Moms MD cunningly didn't tell Mom to dry the kid's ears after a shower  
 
5 Oct 2007 Earaches bring in $1 million in revenue over a lifetime per MD  
 
5 Oct 2007 Microsoft Excel can calculate immediately how much more you will make this year from ear aches. MD's cut out a 
little of your skin cancer then check for more cancer cells then cut out more skin cancer then check for more cancer cells then 
cut out more skin cancer. Excel calculates this brings in $2 million more in revenue a year. Someone could write a book about 
"The Cunning MD's use of Excel" to get more revenue. Bristol-Myers Squibb paid $515 million dollars to MD in a cunning 
scheme worked out using Excel that netted both Bristol-Myers Squibb and the MD $1 billion dollars in 3 years. Paris Hilton 
spent more time in jail than any of these MD's and Bristol-Myers Squibb executives. MD's submission of fraudulent claims is in 
the billions each year. I'm sure IBM has software that can tell you the exact numbers of fraudulent claims MD's make each year 
and how much revenue is generated by making them. Treatment based on the best for you would lose every MD in the United 
States a few hundred thousand dollars in revenue a year. Map Quest driving directions could just as easily be Health Care 
Treatment regiment when you put in the blood test, and other results. Cops and kids burned in gasoline are probably charged 
many times as much as they really needed to be. Even more horrible is the extra treatment of the burns casued more pain that 
was completely unnecessary. Microsoft Excel can calculate immediately how much more you will make this year from people burned 
in gasoline.. Cops and kids burned in gasoline are charged many times as much as they really needed to be. Cunning MD's aren't they!  
 
 
4 Oct 2007 FBI is compromised by the Saudi King and President Bush  
 
4 Oct 2007 Saudi King and President Bush compromised the FBI  
 
4 Oct 2007 When agents go to arrest the Saudi King, seize all his Kingdoms money  
 
4 Oct 2007 Second thoughts will be arrest Saudi Princes who knew about 9-11 ahead oftime  
 
4 Oct 2007 Bush protected these Saudi Princes even after he found out their names  
 
4 Oct 2007 FBI is compromised by the Saudi King and President Bush  
 
4 Oct 2007 ----- 1980 ----- some FBI agents were born on the day I invented the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. If this were 
a national holiday they would be getting a paid holiday. Turn up the volume so we can hear the FBI agents talking to themselves. 
We are thinking, even thinking it out loud ----- how could the Heads of the FBI let so many for so long burn in fiery car wrecks 
for more oil money?????????????????????????? Offense is pretty crazy as its felony transgression, failure to perform your duty 
as a FBI agent. Not any different in the number of deaths of civilians than Blackwater shooting civilians in Iraq. Neither would 
be happening if the ElectricWindmillCar were an official FBI car. Driven by FBI agents who were born on the day it was invented 
in 1980. FBI has been compromised! What the Hell are they going to do about this? . Carter was President in 1980. Peanut 
farmer as President who was the actual President the day the ElectricWindmillCar was invented. Carter has been pretty crazy 
since 1980. People who he has been sucking up to are mediocre, even Anita Hill would testify to this. Peanut farmer from 
Georgia performing brain surgery on 5 billion people. Carters failure rate is almost 100% FBI was paid off in peanuts, to go 
along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980. All our Presidents since Carter would of came from the ranks of 
the FBI, if only they had the balls to arrest the Saudi King and Kennedy in 1980. . Kennedy was the real President in 1980 
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not Carter. Beyond Reasonable doubt is now Beyond Reasonable belief, how could this possibly happen in the USA. The worst 
Genocide in history, 99 % of the victims burned and burn to death in gasoline are white cops and kids. So is this a hate 
crime. Senators last week passed another hate crimes bill, same day the 100 Senators voted on this hate crimes bill some white 
cop burn to death being rear-ended in his cop car. Roman Senate did the same things. Pope John Paul II was compromised in 1980 
as he sent his people from the Vatican to Boulder Colorado to attend church at Saint Thomas Aquinas. These guys were not your 
run of the mill Priests as they looked more like rocket scientists. You didn't need to be a rocket scientist to tell they were out 
of place. FBI is out of place in this Era were living in. They are screaming in their thoughts - Stop the World I want to get off 
at the next stop. Inhospitable job, your patients are being burned and burned to death in gasoline for the sole reason of 
getting more oil money. You are the MD the FBI agent; you are the Yale Grad now the President of the USA.  
 
 
3 Oct 2007 It's time for some Gallows Humor  
 
3 Oct 2007 CU Bud Peterson won't have a job after the Coup  
 
3 Oct 2007 Buds inventions for CU number 50 not 50 Billion  
 
3 Oct 2007 Bud would take $50 Billion from oil men to let cops burn in gasoline  
 
3 Oct 2007 Other CU Professors question how long can this Oil Genocide Era go on  
 
3 Oct 2007 Free University, Free Gasoline, Bud Peterson is an Idiot, The Idiot  
 
3 Oct 2007 Saudi Students at CU are mass murderers of cops and kids in the USA  
 
3 Oct 2007 It's time for some Gallows Humor from The General about how Sputnik could gain control of the Pentagon Budget 
and much much more since 3 Oct 1957. 4.3 Light Years to Alpha Centauri will require Boulder HS students to be 
Supercomputer Literate before entering CU. A Free University under the Coup Leaders also means mandatory University. 
Medical School will not be mandatory but CU students will know more than MD's at Boulder Medical Center do today. With 
the invention of the Total Recall Pills HS students will know what MD's know today this will be Elementary Kids stuff they bring 
home from school. Electrifying as CU will be for Gifted Students, as they all will be a genius long as they remember to take 
their Total Recall Pills. CU Alumni will have their Club House at University and Broadway built over by at 50-story building to 
inspire incoming freshmen to get 50 Billion inventions. Bud will never recover from his concussion after getting run over by 
the ElectricWindmillCar. Supreme Court Justices from 1980 to 2007 are in a worst situation. Supreme Court Justice Clarence 
Thomas says in his Autobiography Anita Hill is mediocre. Run of the Mill inventor will get the coup leaders to abolish the 
Supreme Court for their complicity in the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. CIA and State Department complicity in 
the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar too, ending will make for a thrilling movie. Saudi Students at CU are mass murderers 
of cops and kids in the USA. Widows can sue Saudi Arabia for torture as burning to death in a fire car wreck would be 
considered torture even by the Current Supreme Court. 3 Oct 2007 Bud would take $50 Billion from oil men to let cops burn 
in gasoline to build CU as another Yale University to graduate more Bush's who will just suppress Gravity Control and the 
next generation of inventions after this one. Bush created a bio-warfare program five years ago and transferred all the people 
from Infectious Diseases cures to bio-warfare... Bud will spend his $50 billion for the same Wedding that would leave the burnt 
cops widows without a Burned out Cop Car Memorial at CU. I will put a burnt out cop car at 9th and Pearl in front the Daily 
Camera Newspaper building. Memorial in front the New York Times will also be a Burnt out Cop Car with an eternal flame. The 
New York Times took a 50-story skyscraper in Manhattan for their bribe to Suppress the Electric Windmill Car. It's time for 
some Gallows Humor on the front page of the New York Times. "50 Billion Inventions" will be the Headlines on the front page of 
the New York Times the day after a successful ElectricWindmillCar coup.  
 
 
 
 
2 Oct 2007 Wal-Mart and its $4 Rx program  
 
2 Oct 2007 Bill Gates and his Rx is Overkill of Greed $$$  
 
2 Oct 2007 50 Billion inventions instead of $50 Billion dollars  
 
2 Oct 2007 University students stifled by Bill Gates will get 50 Billion inventions  
 
2 Oct 2007 $ 4 Rx to treat glaucoma, ADD, Fungal infections, acne  
 
2 Oct 2007 Bill Gates has a hyper-greed disorder that need to be treated  
 
2 Oct 2007 Depression among teens will be cured when Bill Gates is out of business  
 
2 Oct 2007 Coup D'Etat Leaders will put the ElectricWindmillCars on the streets and then put Bill Gates before a firing squad. 
Coup D'Etat Leaders will expand the $4 Rx Program will be for 100% of Rx when the ElectricWindmillCar Coup Leaders have 
pulled off a successful; Coup D'Etat. These Coup Leaders would not leave Bill Gates alive and well selling, $100 software when 
they just made all Rx $4. And a gallon of gasoline will be free to celebrate the end to the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar 1980 to 2007!!! Push to expand health and education after Bush, Clinton, Bush, failed so miserably as these 
guys killed their own troops and civilians. Bush, Clinton, Bush, poured gasoline over people and set them on fire. Then toasted 
with the Queen, Let them eat cake, let them burn in gasoline, we need the oil money$$$ Bill Gates took away HS and University 
kids software because their parents didn't go to Yale. Repercussion will affect these kids the rest of their lives. This is why 
Bill Gates will get the firing squad. $4 Rx for every Rx you will ever have to buy the rest of your life. This will become the 
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norm. Jack-offs in Congress will ask who is going to pay for this. ElectricWindmillcar will pay for this and have money left over 
to buy us the Universe. Gravity Engine for the 700 Shuttles - we will not pay a cent for fuel. HS and University kids stifled by 
Bill Gates will get 50 Billion inventions by the time they reach their 50th BDAy. Society will get a lot more in return than they 
got from Microsoft. Depression will be cured when you buy your 1st ElectricWindmillCar and know you will invent a way to travel 
4.3 Light Years to Alpha Centauri, 1st Star Humanity travels to, what we will find there will be worth more than Bill Gates 
every hoped to be worth. After we find the riches at Alpha Centauri everyone on Earth will say we were right to put Bill Gates 
in front of the firing squad.  
 
 
 
 
1 Oct 2007 NIST's award to let Alice and Bob discuss things in absolute secrecy  
 
1 Oct 2007 Mrs. Rocha will sue NIST to invent a no secret heart-to-heart invention  
 
1 Oct 2007 Only Nancy Grace knows the statistic on husband wife murders in 2007  
 
1 Oct 2007 Unbreakable heart-to-heart encryption NIST needs to make this public.  
 
1 Oct 2007 Slow response because they thought it was just a domestic shooting  
 
1 Oct 2007 Encryption, the secret codes that are top secret in the bedroom. Last night a nurse poisoned her husband on 20/20 
to marry a married MD who didn't want to marry the nurse he just wanted her for extra sex. The nurse now wants to murder 
the MD after this testimony, but she wont be out of prison until she is 100 years old. She was convicted because the DA found 
a Google search from her about poison. Ha. Nothing is Encrypted.on Google. Laci Petersons Mom will sue NIST for not 
inventing UnEncrypting for Scott and Laci' s fights leading up to the Christmas Eve murder. If Nancy Grace picks up on 
this "encryption" work by the government scientists she will sue NIST too. www.lacipeterson.com. Is Rocha' s web in memory of 
this husband-wife murder. Mirror in 1984 observers behind the hidden camera in the mirror in "1984" was the cause of Alice and 
Bob fighting. Knowing the "Observers" who watch me and us on hidden cameras as I sit here in my living room, I would bet they 
cause more fights between Alice and Bob that they help Alice and Bob out. If someday we can get the video of the 
Observers watching us, then Nancy Grace might sue the "Observers". Encryption, the secret codes that are top secret in 
the bedroom. Have to be made public between all couples ASAP. Before another murdered wife is found murdered, ASAP is not 
soon enough, as a wife will be murdered today 1 Oct 2007 somewhere in the USA. Katic Couric has never given out the statistics 
on this crime. The New York Times is to busy making up stories for Bush and his army of Warmongers to report any local 
news Worldwide. I did get one poem written from a New York Times local story about Garcia killing his wife in Manhattan because 
she said one word that cause him to kill her. You can search my web site on Google for Garcia. Kentucky has the highest rate 
of smokers with 28.6 percent - I would imagine New York or CA has the highest rate of husband-wife murders, but I'm sure 
after the Observers read this we will find a news story on Google that answers our question. The lowest rate is in Utah smokers 
and husband wife murders even with polygamists. I will be the Mother of all Polygamists when the "Women Observers" hook me 
up with a few wives. Encryption, the secret codes that are top secret in the bedroom. UnEncrypting these codes would be like 
writing the book "Interpretation of Dreams" and related to some of the Body Reading books. When we do find out the 
crime statistics and the demographic I would bet Polygamy would be a life saving benefit to women. I hope so as I want to be 
the Mother of all Polygamists in this Orwellian Society.  
 
 
 
30 Sept 2007 Recall of Vista  
 
30 Sept 2007 Recall of MD's  
 
30 Sept 2007 Recall of Doing The Right Thing  
 
30 Sept 2007 Recall Behavior Modification was the Miracle Cure  
 
30 Sept 2007 Recall of all Vegas Casino losses $  
 
30 Sept 2007 Recall of cars with gasoline engines  
 
30 Sept 2007 Recall of memory when only a few people had Total Recall  
 
30 Sept 2007 Recall of all tobacco products by executive order  
 
30 Sept 2007 Recall of cribs and strollers Mattel toys made in China  
 
30 Sept 2007 Recall of Topps Meat Co Beef for E. Coli Spinach and lettuce too  
 
30 Sept 2007 The 2007 Recall of Vista is the biggest win for the Department of Education in History. Payback time for Bill 
Gates and Microsoft. No more press releases by the Department of Justice protecting the Ruthless Monopoly Microsoft. With 
the recall of Vista more people will be getting more work done on their PC than working on software fixes. Next press release 
from the Dept of Justice will be the Virus Companies created most of the Viruses to make money. Software Companies recall 
their winnings in the Oil Genocide Era, 1980 to 2007. Software Companies like gas stations on each corner of the intersection 
when there should have been no gas stations left open or in business. This was not a coincidence but part of the recall of a 
sane society, when even the Church and Pope let 10's of thousands burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money. 
Software Companies took advantage of DC. And built a Stifling Empire and Lifestyle. MD's could of shared their medical software 
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but didn't. Recall the hippocampus and amygdala are involved in memory. Memory and learning. Memory is the ability to have an 
image in the mind of past experiences. Learning is the acquisition of new knowledge or experience, which may modify future 
behaviors. Behavior modification Doing The Right Thing At The Right Time And Place: Stimulus Discrimination And 
Stimulus Generalization. Stimulus of the ElectricWindmillCar start of the ElectricWindmillCar era will be a new Vista to replace 
the corrupt version. This Vista will be free and include everything you need to get started working on 1,001 Invention 
Projects. Windfall profits for University Students, as everyone will get a Free Gamming Notebook - Name of the Game is 
Inventing. 1,001 Things You Can Invent Before You Graduate.  
 
 
 
 
29 Sept 2007 Jenna Bush talks about Officer's Jason's burnt face  
 
29 Sept 2007 Jenna Bush talks about her father's addiction to oil money  
 
29 Sept 2007 Jenna Bush talks about her Wedding  
 
29 Sept 2007 Bush is arrested by cops  
 
29 Sept 2007 Cops patrolling Yale University will stop a freshman Yalie and tell him  
 
29 Sept 2007 Bush had no Sympathy for cops and kids burned in gasoline's fiery car wrecks  
 
29 Sept 2007 No Sympathy, Insensitive, Callous as Caesar. 2 Pope's took oil money and let 10's of thousands burn and burn to 
death in gasoline. No Sympathy, Insensitive, Callous as a Yale freshman confronted by a cop. Yale will not give us another 
President for 100 years, hopefully longer. But eventually in a few hundred years we might get another Yale President. Cops 
will outrank Yale freshmen for the next few hundred years. Lectures at Yale will dissect Bush's psychotic (brain) mentality of 
No Sympathy, Insensitive, and Callous behavior - Bush toasted with the Queen. "Let they eat cake, Let them burn in gasoline, 
We need the oil money." Bush and the Queen toasted drinks with this slogan many times. These lectures at Yale will have Jenna 
Bush crying about her father's addiction to oil money. Lectures more serious will analyze why Kennedy decided to sell out to Texas 
Oil Men, in 1980 at the height of the oil embargo. ElectricWindmillCar is the invention that ended the long lines at gas stations 
in 1980. Let Saudi Princes buy organs from the USA, and knowing everyone would use their oil revenues to arm to the teeth. 
Same time 1 Billion people could use new teeth, or a set of dentures. Everyone armed to the teeth with illegal oil revenues from 
1980 - 2007. Incomprehension, I think McCain wanted a win in Iraq to get even with Vietnam. He put out a overkill of 
disinformation helped by his sympathizers at the CIA and Pentagon.. Which lead Bush to make up news for the New York 
Times. McCain could have prevented 9-11 but would not have wanted to if he could have seen it coming in 1980 when he 
learned about the ElectricWindmillCar invention. Weeks after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 McCain and the 
other warmongers were well on their way to giving the Pentagon $100 Billion more each year until 2007. Now the cops might 
arrest Bush, Kennedy, and McCain and put them on trial for Genocide. McCain knows the ElectricWindmillCar with its free 
Hydrogen and super airbags on the outside will run over him and Wars started by madmen mad about Vietnam or just wanting to 
bet on a dogfight. Debate without the ElectricWindmillCar and End War on Earth dialog is still living in "1984" Mecca and 
McCain casued a crime wave every Cop on Earth wanted to put down. Bush will be the one caught without a get out of jail free 
pass. Still Yale created this madman who could of prevented 9-11 by putting the ElectricWindmillCar on the streets the day he 
took Office as President of the USA. Bush Failed the Mother of all Test. And far as the intellectual community goes 
Bush's psychotic illness must be documented, even if it does make Jenna Bush cry on her Wedding Day.  
 
 
 
28 Sept 2007 Katic Couric every kind of alcohol causes breast cancer 
 
28 Sept 2007 Katie had villagers sucking polluted water through a filtered straw 
 
28 Sept 2007 Katie knows gasoline exhaust kill, she filters the air she breathes 
 
28 Sept 2007 Katie Couric Burma Troops fired into crowds killing 9 
 
28 Sept 2007 Katie put up the numbers… 40,406 breast cancer deaths for 2007 
 
28 Sept 2007 Katie knows red meat caused 99.9% of colon cancer deaths in 2007 
 
28 Sept 2007 Katie; is Autism linked to what, red meat, exhaust, hand washing, etc? 
 
28 Sept 2007 Katie linked sex with the cause of MS as a possibility 
 
28 Sept 2007 Breast Cancer Org should take out a full page ad in the New York Times every day until Bush takes 100 Billion 
dollars away from the Pentagon and uses it to mobilize for war against cancer. Bush and the Pentagon know the huge numbers 
being killed by cancer but will only let Katie Report Burma troops fired into crowds killing 9. on a daily basis. 28 Sept 2007 So 
why did Bush mobilize for war in Iraq when women at home needed his mobilization for Autism and Breast Cancer. Because this 
is Orwell "1984" mentality - war is great. Causalities of American women and Autistic kids. Pentagon and Bush order the New 
York Times to keep Iraq and Saddam's weapons of mass destruction on the front page every day, and prohibited any news on a 
daily basis affecting women and children. Breast cancer org. should take out a full page ad every day - day in and day out… 
this would pay off in saving 40k women's lives a year as the Pentagon would have to mobilize for war, War to end Breast Cancer 
on Earth. H2O is on the nightly news almost every night, now read between the lines and realize the gallon of water in 
your ElectricWindmillCar will be taken in with the groceries as Hydrogen and Oxygen to fuel your furnace and electric 
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generator. Nightly news last night had villagers sucking through a filtered straw to get their only clean water, as their miracle 
cure from the USA, this is not realistic. Hydrogen will Provide in abundance the cleanest water possible. Yet the nightly news 
is putting on this story of sucking dirty water through a filtered straw… why? Why suppress hydrogen that will provide in 
abundance the cleanest water possible plus electricity and fuel to heat, cool and cook with clean burning Hydrogen. Because 
the Pentagon and Bush control what is news on the Nightly News. After killing 40k women Pentagon and Bush have no problem 
with killing 100 million from dirty water. This is Orwell "1984" mentality - war is great. Just like Bill Gates wants every billion $ 
he can get no matter how many causalities he causes among HS and University Students and Teachers. Bill Gates knows ahead of 
time that Nightly News will suppress all stories about Teachers complaining about Microsoft, the Teachers org should take out 
full page ads in the New York Times complaining about Bill Gates greed and the problems he has casued for decades of students 
and teacher Trillions in profits from cops and kids burning and burning to death in gasoline since 1980. Bush is worst than the 
12 Caesars in being a psychotic madman!  
 
 
 
 
 
27 Sept 2007 My BDay present from GM is more gasoline cars  
 
27 Sept 2007 My BDay present from Cops is a Coup D'Etat  
 
27 Sept 2007 My BDay present from "Women Observers" is a few Wives  
 
27 Sept 2007 For these BDay gifts I will give humanity a Galaxy full of Aliens and more perpetual motion machines than 
MIT students could imagine. I will convert the Trillions of dollars in Swiss Banks to Trillions of Aliens and Alien Inventions. End 
to Wars on Earth, car wrecks, especially fiery car wrecks, Viruses, computer and human that have plagued mankind. Free 
University - Yale New Haven Medical School were I was born 60 years ago today will be free, for Students and Patients when 
my wives drive their new ElectricWindmillCars out of the GM dealership. 1980 to 27 Sept 2007 was the worst genocide in 
history, the most painful for those burned and burned to death in gasoline. All for more oil money. 9-11 would never have 
happened if the ElectricWindmillCars were on the streets of the USA in 1980. Kennedy was drunk in 1980 when he was watching 
me on hidden cameras, he then passed laws giving immunity to all drunk drivers, all liquor stores, all breweries, all ski resorts. 
Bush gave everyone a General Pardon for all crimes committed during the worst genocide in the History of Earth. 27 Sept 2007 
My BDAy present from GM is more gasoline cars 27 Sept 2007 My BDAy present from "Women Observers" is a few Wives. For 
60 years the Government has told us there are no Perpetual Motion Machines in Our Universe. Now on 27 Sept 2007 we know 
about the ElectricWindmillCar, and the futuristic Gravity Engine, both being Perpetual Motion Machines. I will convert the Trillions 
of dollars in Swiss Banks to Trillions of Aliens and Alien Inventions. End to Wars on Earth, Generals and MD's have failed 
individuals and the masses with disinformation and misdiagnosis. IBM has software that can crunch billions of medical records and 
spit out who was misdiagnosed. I have 1,001 Invention Projects to get you started inventing. All we need to get this Universe 
started is a Coup D'Etat on my 60th BDAy 27 Sept 2007.  
 
 
 
26 Sept 2007 GM Strike, more gasoline $$$, No ElectricWindmillCars  
 
26 Sept 2007 Generals are tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars in the USA  
 
26 Sept 2007 Massachusetts outscored every state in Math, Science, and English  
 
26 Sept 2007 Bush no Child left in a Hot Cars Failed - 27 have died so far in 2007  
 
26 Sept 2007 Hepatitis was given to 2,700 Gringo kids by Mexicans so far in 2007. Generals knows about this and much, much 
more you can only imagine. The drunk drivers, the shooting, the rapes and robberies. FBI said crime rate is up because of 
Mexicans. Big Brother is killing and burning you in gasoline as a government policy. Dog fights to the death. Observers 
are everywhere… I'm sure they bet on these dogfights for years. The polygamist Jeff's was convicted today. Heffner with Holly 
is my kind of polygamist but I would want Holly MD PhD… and work with her 24/7 on invention projects. Kennedy and Kerry are 
to blame for sexist and degrading language in hip-hop music. 2,700 wives and girlfriends have been beaten and killed by these hip-
hop men and boys. Jeff's The polygamist was convicted Today but the real criminals are Kennedy and Kerry. Jeff's didn't beat 
and kill 2,700 women but what Kennedy and Kerry did - did tortured and killed 2,700 women. Generals and know this better than 
me, but they will never write an End War On Earth web that exposes this. Generals will wake up tomorrow and toss more 
gasoline bombs at cop cars in the USA. Tell themselves they have to follow orders from Bush. Generals have to follow orders 
from Bush... to toss gasoline bombs at cop cars - on my 60th Bday - 27 Sept 2007. My BDay present from these Generals 
watching me on hidden cameras in my living room should be wives, women observers who are ready and willing to work 24/7 getting 
the cure for cancer and gravity control. Goddesses of Inspiration in this Foggy Bottoms society, I have not even begun to 
expose. Wait until I get Observer Status. Wait until I get to watch you behind the hidden cameras in your living rooms. Then log 
on to End War On Earth and read what the President of the USA has left in hot cars to die. Worst than 27 little kids Bush left 
in Hot Cars allready. Bush is a Madman and his Generals are willing to toss gasoline bombs at cop cars in the USA. On my 60th 
Bday Tomorrow. 27 Sept 2007 GM Strike, more gasoline $$, No ElectricWindmillCars!  
 
 
 
25 Sept 2007 Vaccine Invention Projects don't have a Supercomputer  
 
25 Sept 2007 NCAR has 3 and 1 brand new IBM one for weather mapping  
 
25 Sept 2007 Pentagon has 100's of Supercomputers all a waste of time and money  
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25 Sept 2007 Intel Xeon 7300 and higher will be the law after the coup  
 
25 Sept 2007 Bill Gates will remain behind bars while we make up for lost time and lost inventions cause by Bill Gates and the 
Oil Genocide Era. Sophisticated technology and ideas by Bill Gates sells xbox360, and of course Microsoft Golf. CSI TV shows 
mass marketed to the masses with invention projects to catch the criminal would be a windfall for society. CBS will let you 
download CSI for your CSI invention projects after the coup. Your Intel Xeon 7300 will come with 128 gigs of ram and 
sophisticated invention project software. Written in C++ by ex-Microsoft Programmers now part of the Department of Education. 
Dell is selling scratch and dent and reconditioned notebooks with 512 megs of ram with Vista, I run out of 512 megs using win98se 
to write this. This technology Dell is tying to sell to us is not very sophisticated. You will run out of memory in Word writing a 
few sentences. Dell is cheating us out of the opportunity to use their Inspiration Notebook to Inspire us to get a new Vaccine 
recipe so we can cook up new vaccinations. Dell CEO should remain behind bars in the same cell with Bill Gates. 3 some in the 
same cell put the CEO of Intel in for not giving us 128 gigs of ram in our Inspiration Notebooks from Dell. NCAR is a mile from 
me sitting here typing this. At NCAR there are is a Army of Security Guards 24/7 and a fence of concrete bunkers, all paid for 
by Bush. Bush is killing civilians in Iraq and here in Boulder Colorado. 40.000 women a year every year Bush has been President 
have died from Breast Cancer. Bush killed these women if he pulled the trigger himself. Gravity of concrete bunkers around 
all Federal Buildings in Boulder Colorado, 24/7 security, while 40k women die from Breast Cancer in 2007. This is like a bad 
"1984" scenario. Mobilization for war on Breast Cancer. Mobil Exxon sends their illegal oil genocide money to Swiss Banks. 
Dell Inspiration comes without memory. "1984" Today elite who run MIT are throwing gasoline bombs at cop cars in the USA. 
Fiery car wrecks happen every day, mostly in California, when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. The coup leaders 
will arrest Kennedy for Genocide. Bill Gates and his computer buddies will share the same cell. Vaccination invention projects will 
start in earnest after the Revolution. Women with Breast Cancer will die at the rate of 40k a year, in 2007 2008. Bush is a 
Madman who is addicted to oil money, and is willing to kill 40k women and burn cops and kids in fiery car wrecks. Bush is a 
Madman who has skin cancer and $ Trillions in illegal oil money to spend on all the wrong things.  
 
 
 
 
 
24 Sept 2007 Whirlwind Clinton marriage ends with no sex no brainstorming electricity  
 
24 Sept 2007 Goddess of Inspiration, she has to agree to be the Role Model  
 
24 Sept 2007 Getting the cure for cancer, gravity control, End War On Earth, etc etc  
 
24 Sept 2007 Tom Cruise plays Col. Stauffenberg, who was executed by Hitler  
 
24 Sept 2007 Kidman felt like she was executed when Cruise divorced her - why?  
 
24 Sept 2007 Kidman could inspire me to get the cure for cancer and gravity control. Hillary would not inspire anything; she 
would stifle any chance of getting the cure for cancer and gravity control. Kidman would get off being President of the USA with 
the ElectricWindmillCar in the Whirlwinds of the USA. Tom Cruise will be imprisoned for real if he has invested in oil or gas 
stations during this Oil genocide Era. MIT students are throwing gasoline bombs at cop cars, well the Elite who run MIT are 
throwing gasoline bombs at cops cars, they have been since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. Students of the 
Elite know all about the goings-on in our Oil Genocide Era, for some reason they can't protest… I cannot figure out why. 
MIT students would of found a cure for Hepatitis A B C between 1980 and 24 Sept 2007 if their Elite Parents weren't 
throwing gasoline bombs at cop cars. Cruise is a member of Scientology - Oil Genocide Trials at the Vatican will hang the Pope and 
all the Cardinals, so what will happen to the Elite at Scientology? Science will go on a Whirlwind Cruise married to the Goddess 
of Inspiration Kidman, reaching a climax with travel to Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years down range. NASA elite could never 
imagine saying 4.3 light years down range. Would Kidman be happy being a Goddess of Inspiration or would she want to be 
the President of the USA and have to get the inventions herself? Cher would just say she is the Worlds Greatest DIVA and leave 
it at that. Hillary should just be defending OJ and Michael Jackson, as it was her Husbands governmental lifestyle that let them 
lead their depraved lifestyle in the first place. Invent what Man - - - everything has already been invented… as they say in 
Georgia. Bill and Hillary as students at MIT. They would of gotten caught throwing gasoline bombs at cop cars. Whirlwind marriage 
to a few Goddesses of Inspiration is what I want for my BDay on 27 Sept 2007. Marriage that will give society the cure for 
cancer, gravity control and hang all the Elite Parents at MIT who have been throwing gasoline bombs at cop cars since the 
invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980.  
 
 
 
23 Sept 2007 City of Boulder Colorado Employees are Guilty of Genocide  
 
23 Sept 2007 City Mall Parks feature spray fountains for little kids  
 
23 Sept 2007 Rules against "soap bubbles" void clean water for the little kids  
 
23 Sept 2007 CU Security alerts for Cryptosporidum, etc… I don't think so  
 
23 Sept 2007 City rules take up a poster size sign in small print and are everywhere. This lead to no one thinking about 
putting bubbles in the kid spray fountain. Bubbles laced with something to eliminate Cryptosporidum, and dozens of other 
parasites that sicken several people every minute of every day… far as the statistics go. You Can't Fight City Hall Ha! I will get 
them all hanged on charges of Genocide. Toms Tavern guy wants an Alley named after him… Tavern business as usual in oil 
Genocide Era. I even applied for a job there. And got interviewed by Tom. Should he hang, as a member of Boulder City Council 
for the last 20 years, all during the Oil Genocide Era with 10's of thousands of cops and kids burning to death in gasoline every 
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day he was cooking burgers and serving drinks at his Tavern. PS Toms Tavern is directly across the street from the Daily 
Camera Newspaper. Reporters are his customers on a daily basis. This Establishment Tom belongs to let a Corvette with a 
drunk driver kill the passenger a few blocks from here and the Newspaper did not report were the driver was drinking… I never 
found out. Little kids will find out why they got sick from playing in the Mall spray fountain. City Employees were to stupid to 
use disinfecting bubbles. On going Oil Genocide with the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar walking up and down the Mall by 
the Court House next to the Kids spray fountain must have unnerved the City Employees too much to concentrate on their job 
of providing clean water to the cities people. MD's profited from all the sick kids, treated at the New Foothills Hospital. MD's 
didn't tell anyone from the City of Boulder the kids got sick at the Mall spray fountain area. In Saint Petersburg this 
week Gorbachev dedicated a new children's hospital, but Gorbe could never tell you what Cryptosporidum is let alone put out an 
alert and check all the water fountains in Saint Petersburg. City of Saint Petersburg has different things on their mind than City 
of Boulder Employees as Russia is getting $ Trillions in Oil Money when they all know 10's of thousands are burning in fiery 
car wrecks for this illegal oil revenues. No wonder why no City Employees can thinks of parasites… Are Moscow Oil Men Parasites, 
will they be killed for the harm to society they have casued? City of Boulder got $ Billions in oil bribes to let cops and kids burn 
in fiery car wrecks since 1980. Driver Distraction ---- is the leading cause of car wrecks, yet no one even tries to invent 
something for this. ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980 and killed by the City of Boulder Employees, who spit at me 
every chance they get, especially at the Reference Desk at the Boulder Public Library. I will travel to Saint Petersburg to 
testify against Gorbachev at the Oil Genocide Trials in Saint Petersburg, as I want to be a tourists there and see the Famous 
City. Start of the 1917 Revolution. Did someone say Revolution! 2007 Revolution started in Boulder Colorado.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
22 Sept 2007 recall of cribs, no recall of gasoline  
 
22 Sept 2007 Iraq $1 Trillion a year until 22 Sept 2017 = $10 Trillion dollar loss  
 
22 Sept 2007 Bush refused to give the USA 10 cent a barrel oil Today!  
 
22 Sept 2007 Bush and the Arabs want to spend the oil money on war!  
 
22 Sept 2007 Help me End War On Earth, so we can confiscate $10 Trillion dollars  
 
22 Sept 2007 Windfall profits for Mobil Exxon, Microsoft, are squandered. Swiss Bankers have told the Oil Men 
the ElectricWindmillCar Coup Leaders will never get the oil money earned by cops burning in fiery car wrecks since 1980. 
Switzerland will not be the same land after the Oil Genocide Era. Day in, day out life in the USA will change noticeably with an 
influx of $10 Trillion for Free Universities, and Health Care Tomorrow. Instantaneously we can change the world we live in on a 
Day in, day out going about our errands when we expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. We will be able to End War 
On Earth by arresting, hanging all the Pentagon Generals -- On the Winds of the ElectricWindmillcar celebration in Times 
Square. NYPD will take control of MSNBC Today show will be on the air for weeks covering this Windfall for those against War 
on Earth. Gasoline will go from $3 a gallon to nothing overnight. Coup Leaders will order free gasoline until ElectricWindmillCars are 
in mass production. Bush refused to give this to us. Bush choose to give us war in Iraq and a Vista that takes longer to boot up 
than win98. Pope and the Jews will be left in worst condition than the Swiss Bankers. Vatican Oil Genocide trails of the Pope 
and Cardinals will put an end to the Catholic Church on Earth. Help me End War On Earth, so we can make this happen Tomorrow!  
 
 
 
 
21 Sept 2007 Invisible fields, inside the sun and inside gravity  
 
21 Sept 2007 Aliens are imaginary people to Generals  
 
21 Sept 2007 Top secret indicates they want to stifle you inventing  
 
21 Sept 2007 Intel stifled the pc that was going to be a Supercomputer  
 
21 Sept 2007 In the 70's Intel sold their supercomputers as the pc's of the future. What got stifled since the 70's is just 
about everything. MD's stifled the number of students getting into Medical School. Kodak stifled putting your x-rays on jpg 
because x-rays were big business. Gram stain for your jpg x-ray to see more as in microbiology was stifled. Sony and Microsoft 
hard sell of computer games stifled hundred of billions of hours of working on invention projects. New Non Fiction books at 
the Boulder Bookstore reflect the invisible fields of stifle this stifles that by the Fortune 500 Companies. Inside Gravity and 
Gravity Control, Gravity of our life in the Universe are number 1 and 2 of what we lost by being stifled by big business. Gram 
stain used by microbiologists can be applied to digital x-rays and counterfeiting money yet students are afraid of taking 
Microbiology. Microbiology for non-microbiology majors is not offered at CU. Cell phone with a bar code scanner would save 
students a ton of writing, and get it written in the first place. I can take a cell picture of the page I need… nice! I have a 
1-gigabyte micro SD card in my Samsung cell phone. I will call you when freed, and give you the invention project of the Day! 
Free University will be on my web page to free all the Aliens in the Universe. Make concrete - and reinvent concrete 50% lighter 
and 50% stronger. Your car with radar, supercomputer, climate control, snow tires with protruding studs for us in Colorado, would 
be an ElectricWindmillcar. Add a camera on the dash and rear; with motion detection… and a reinvented satellite dish, you will 
have SuperCar. ElectricWindmillCar that is currently being stifled by the current government. Air bags on outside. SuperAirbags 
on the outside of your car.... semi and gasoline taker resistant!  
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20 Sept 2007 Al Gore Assault on Reason  
 
20 Sept 2007 ElectricWindmillCar is the enemy of Al Gore  
 
20 Sept 2007 Texas Oil Men turned the Pentagon into their Mercenary Army  
 
20 Sept 2007 CBS Dan Rather sued CBS,  
 
20 Sept 2007 NYPD will hang Rather for No ElectricWindmillCar News  
 
20 Sept 2007 Lisa Randall's book on the Universe does not mention Alien Contact as the most important invention project for 
students today. Invent a way to Listen to Aliens… Eavesdrop on Aliens. Story of Marconi sending and receiving the first 
voices through the air. Contact with Jodi Foster. DVD "Ayn Rand a sense of life". Best dialog ever put on a DVD. Al Gore 
assaulted reason and its dialog for 8 years and now every new day of his life. The Fountainhead dialog was beat-up by Sony. 
Dialog of the reasoning of Rand, Einstein, Freud, Edison, etc never ever makes it into a Sony DVD. Al Gore intended to say Sony 
and Microsoft are the most powerful enemies of reasoning, dialog, and brainstorming…. Miracle cures! Students… make a list of 
future Miracle Cures. Orwell's Animal Farm and its windmill, not reading this book I would not have gotten the 
ElectricWindmillCar. Read the poem "1984 Mirror" on my web page. Google search of books on line for Windmill, for reasoning 
dialog… you can't do this kind of search until I'm freed and set up a web server on a SuperComputer with all books ever written in 
its hard drives. Then we can search, search engine of the future. Type in your invention project in the search engine box. Google 
is for High School Kids. CU students are SuperComputer Literate, or they will be when they buy their first ElectricWindmillCar 
and reason they should pay back this invention with their own inventions for society. Ps Sorry Al, you will hang with your Boss.  
 
 
 
 
 
19 Sept 2007 misconduct in the Monica Lewinsky affair  
 
19 Sept 2007 Genocide in the ElectricWindmillCar suppression  
 
19 Sept 2007 Electricity from a can of Hydrogen  
 
19 Sept 2007 Futuristic uses of electricity on the invent something test at CU  
 
19 Sept 2007 11 felony charges against OJ, 99k felony charges against Bush, Clinton, Kennedy, and Carter… Cops burned in 
gasoline will be the Judge, Jury, and Executioners. Hillary will demand to testify against Bill for the 8 years he suppressed 
the ElectricWindMillCar. To save her own life. Divorce finally from a Jerk, Husband and wife lawyers both scam artist. I will 
write the poem "Scams by Bill and Hillary Clinton" Tragic Poem, as in their 8 years in power 8,000 + cops burned in 
gasoline. Screaming at the bitch and her President Husband. You Bitch, you burned me in gasoline! Pouring gasoline on someone 
and setting them on fire is an act of revenge. OJ would of poured gasoline over his 2 murder victims if he would of thought of 
this. Mass Murder for more Oil Money. Husband and wife lawyers failing all the freshmen students, in writing a test on 
invent something; name one futuristic use of electricity. Clinton was here in Boulder Colorado last night at a fundraiser. Clinton 
just came to Boulder Colorado to add insult to Officer Jason and the other cops with faces burnt in gasoline. Daily Camera 
newspaper reporters who put Clinton on the front page are the same ones who tore down and tore up Officer Jason's poster of a 
cop burnt in gasoline. Divorce the Jerk. Hillary knows the exact statistics on how many burned in gasoline while Bill was 
fuc……. Monika. Now Hillary wants Bill's old job as President and will let another 8.000 burn in gasoline as if there is nothing 
wrong with this. These lawyers are crazy. Tragic Poems about burning in gasoline, being burned in gasoline by the King, 
President. Why hasn't any students written such poetry? Write a tragic poem about burning in gasoline for more oil money. 
Test…. Name a futuristic use of electricity. Tragic Poems about burning in gasoline - maybe the students are just texting this 
Tragic Poem to everyone…  
 
 
 
18 Sept 2007 President has ordered you lobotomized  
 
18 Sept 2007 Madmen like Bush have escaped being lobotomized  
 
18 Sept 2007 Impeach Clinton failed because the electricwindmillcar is suppressed  
 
18 Sept 2007 Impeach Bush failed because the electricwindmillcar  
 
18 Sept 2007 Your brain on Total Recall pills. You know chemicals in your brain control your memory. Now find out what 
these chemicals are. Firing of the neurons, give them a super charged source of power. Oil is the only thing that has fueled 
the Presidents of the USA brains since I invented the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. Exxon Mobil took out an ad in the Wall 
Street Journal yesterday. Genocide Oil Men paid for an ad in the, Wall Street Journal. WSJ will never report on all the fiery 
car wrecks since 1980. Faces burnt in gasoline are missing from the Front Pages of the Newspaper. A Cause the students would 
hook up with. Women students reading about men not washing their hands in internet news, should grasp the macro and micro of 
this social ill by men. Mexican Men give gringos and their kid's hepatitis A B C every day of the year and this is never news in 
the Colorado Daily. Every hundred thousand customers a few get hepatitis A B C from the guy. Jane Goodall is good, but we 
need women who can take on men not apes. MD's cause staff infections in the hospital yet they will blame it on the nurses. 
Impeach Bush and Clinton by electing a Women MD/PHD President. Bush was too stupid to get into Yale-New Haven Medical 
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School. Clinton was the stupidest President of the USA in history. Just getting the ElectricWindmillCar out of the Pentagon's 
Garage of Suppression will be a Newtonian flash of brilliance. Hydrogen and Oxygen free from driving your ElectricWindmillCar 
down the street with a gallon of water. Will fuel your furnace and give you free electricity. Realize the Presidents of the USA 
sold kidneys on the side to Saudi Princes while Americans waiting for the same kidney died, have lobotomized your brain so you 
won't demand they be impeached..and Hanged!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
17 Sept 2007 catch the cancer early test reinvented  
 
17 Sept 2007 visit to Community Hospital yesterday  
 
17 Sept 2007 fired as C N A, the observer were watching the RN and LPN's for mistakes  
 
17 Sept 2007 mastectomy, fatigue of constantly looking for lumps  
 
17 Sept 2007 Catch the cancer with a breath test, blow into this for the nurse  
 
17 Sept 2007 no-win situation is the state of the arts of inventing something in the times we live in. Bush is a madman, giving out 
oil money bribes for everything indispensable to keep the ElectricWindmillCar off the streets. Cops track hit and run accidents 
same way they did in 1980. Bush's father vetoed bar codes and radio chips for cars and license plates 15 years ago. When 
the LPN's and RN's got me fired as a C N A from the nursing home they wrote it up saying to many Observers were watching 
them because I was working there. I applied for a C N A job at Good Samaritan telling the RN I would invent a way to 
prevent bedsores and falls. She called telling me I didn't get the job. 100's of people in there 80's have fallen who wouldn't have 
if the RN would of hired me. No job just because so many Observers would have been watching everyone. No-win situation 
for everyone with cancer, for everyone who will be burned in gasoline while the madman Bush rules as a true Madman in every 
sense of the word - Caesar! Blow into this for the Nurse who got the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar fired because too 
many observers were watch her mistakes. Mastectomy statistics, how many until the Observers find a cure for the Madman 
Bush? Yale - New Haven Hospital I was born there on 27 Sept. Bush was to stupid to go get into the Yale Medical School. Bush 
was to stupid to let me invent some things as a C N A - as the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar with several supercomputers 
from Japan. Yoko would have gotten off on Lennon's BDAY this year with the 1 Billionth ElectricWindmillCar coming off the 
Ford Assembly line…. We certainly would of like to watch, observe this - grin. At least one of my wives will have had a 
mastectomy. I showered these women with a mastectomy as a C N A in the nursing home they fired me from. Win - win job as 
I have a long list of invention projects from working in the nursing home. Someone high up must first invent a cure for the 
Madman Bush. 
 
 
 
16 Sept 2007 Few see an end in sight to Iraq war 
 
16 Sept 2007 Force a realization before your BDAY 
 
16 Sept 2007 Discover a way to expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar 
 
16 Sept 2007 New York Times got a new Skyscraper not to expose the ElectricWindmillCar 
 
16 Sept 2007 Pope and Jews have betrayed humanity for oil bribes from Bush. Pentagon Generals working to end war on earth 
would be sensation. Unfortunately Pentagon Generals have been brain washed. Humble space telescope pictures are a waste 
of contemplation Time. Time is a element like U is no argument either. NASA Top Brass has helped the Pentagon Generals 
suppress Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years from Earth. Proposal for marriage goes into what we want to invent, in the case of 
the Pentagon to marry for this or that cause means we must never associate with travel to the nearest stars. Mobilizations for 
war are documented, building ships and tanks etc. Mobilization for travel to the nearest star would transfer millions in the 
active Army and support people at Lockheed Martin to NASA. Challenger widows would sue the government when they find out 
friendly fire brought down the Challenger. NASA Top Brass blew up their own Shuttle by dining with Pentagon Generals and Oil 
Men. Billions in the Pentagons Swiss Bank accounts could have built a new generation of Shuttles years before Challenger. 
The warmongers seduced NASA's Top Brass. New York Times got a new Skyscraper not to expose the 
ElectricWindmillCar. Newspaper reporters here in Boulder Colorado tore up Officer Jason's posters of him bunt in gasoline. A 
Scripps Newspaper. MSNBC owned by GE took bribes from Oil Men to let more cops like Officer Jason burn in fiery cop car 
wrecks. NBC Nightly news will report this someday. Few see an end to the oil bribes to GE, Microsoft, New York Times. Few can 
see the end to war on Earth.  
 
 
 
 
15 Sept 2007 United Arab Emirates - world's tallest building 1,822'  
 
15 Sept 2007 Paid for 100% by white cops burning in fiery cop car wrecks 
 
15 Sept 2007 GE profited from the 1,822' building and fiery cop car wrecks  
 
15 Sept 2007 Jet set today are the Oil Men in 767 Dreamliners from Boeing  
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15 Sept 2007 Causing mom 's an increase risk of dying from breast cancer  
 
15 Sept 2007 The building's 1,822' relentless climb is one example of Dubai's stratospheric rise from a sleepy desert town on 
the Persian Gulf to one of the principal business centers in the Middle East. "This architectural and construction masterpiece is 
truly an inspirational human achievement that celebrates the can-do mind-set of United Arab Emirates. 15 Sept 2007 Paid for 
100% by white cops burning in fiery cop car wrecks in the USA. This 1,822' building is the World Trade Center if the Kennedy's 
and Clinton's and Bush's had exposed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. This 1,822' building would have been 
built were the GE building is in NYC as a human achievement over the gasoline engine by an American Inventor, Greg Buell… Me - 
grin. Scenario is now the worst Genocide in the history of Earth by the Kennedy's and Clinton's and Bush's. GE CEO is #2 after 
Bill Gates. Both will hang. Women would be celebrating the cure for Breast Cancer by the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar 
today… if it weren't for Bill Gates and GE madmen. EVISTA does not treat existing breast cancer, reduce the risk of getting 
breast cancer again or reduce the risk of all forms of breast cancer. Evista is like Vista, and Bill Gates buddies the good old 
boys, created this scam in front of the Orwellian Observers to take advantage of the Oil Genocide Era as the Bush government 
will not arrest them, because Bush has the ElectricWindmillCar, driving up his…. Evista increase in the incidence of death due 
to stroke, as opposed to recovery from the mild stroke. These guys burn people in gasoline every day; they are playing hardball 
for more oil money. Now everyone including Bill Gates and GE wants an oil mans bank balance. Scenario is now the worst Genocide's 
in the history of Earth by the Kennedy's and Clinton's and Bush's. Addiction to money is driving MD's to scam cancer, not 
even wanting a cure and going out of their way so I Greg Buell do not get a cure at home alone. Me getting help getting the cure 
for Breast cancer with a few Goddess Wives has been discussed by 100's of Top MD's and they are determined they must 
prevent this at any cost. To much money is riding on Breast Cancer billing to patients. $$$  
 
 
 
14 Sept 2007 Bush on TV on edge about the CIA 
 
14 Sept 2007 CIA is apprehensive about the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
14 Sept 2007 Secret oil genocide will hang everyone who got an oil bribes, perks, promotions  
 
14 Sept 2007 Listening to Bush on TV mentioning the sheik he meet with 10 days ago killed yesterday. I waited for cops to 
burst into the room and arrest Bush for Oil Genocide and crimes against cops. Bill Gates and others know the Cop Coup leaders 
will arrest millions, confiscate $5 Trillion dollars from those who profited, took government perks, and bribes. When Bush 
mentioned the CIA he forgot what the letters mean. Gasoline, fiery car wrecks, 3 kids in the back seat of the SUV hit head on my 
a Gasoline Tanker Truck on 7 Mile Bridge, This picture is the background picture on every CIA agents computer at work and at 
home. No wonder Bush is on edge about the CIA. Motorcycle ads are to blame for the rising rate of motorcycle deaths, not 
helmets. Lifestyle propaganda officers at the CIA follow orders from White House and Business leaders. Intelligence has nothing 
to do with watching out for your health and wealth. Scams by the White House and Business leaders are well exposed in Bill 
Gates and Microsoft. Vista is broken and Bush will never ordered Bill to fix it. Antitrust Law from the Justice Department fuels 
Leno jokes. From 1980 to 2007 is a long time for the Top Brass to carry on on live TV, with Katie Couric summing up Iraq 
knowing the ElectricWindmillCar would bankrupt Oil and Gasoline. Rate of gasoline burns, and burning to death in gasoline will 
fall dramatically world wide with the Breaking News about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Missing from Bush's speech 
is why in the world wouldn't he be on edge about the United Nations? I would like the job as head of the UN after 
the ElectricWindmillCar is on the streets of the USA. But the job I will take is take over Microsoft, move it into the Department 
of Education. Provide students will a Free University, textbooks… with software analysis. Yes IBM software can analyze Tolstoy, 
and microbiology. Textbooks are out of date. Medical School textbooks and Journals will be my first priority, for Sony 
movies. Medicine Man 2 will probably not Star Connery, but Sony will film it in 2008. Even sunscreen manufactures took advantage 
of the oil genocide era by making a substandard product, thus giving millions even Bush and his wife skin cancer. CIA agents will 
move from the front lines of Iraq to the Business Community in the USA who have been killing Americans and enjoying the 
negligence in government regulations of the Oil Genocide Era 1980 - 2007.  
 
 
 
13 Sept 2007 In 1980 Americans wanted a gasoline invention that would kill all the Arabs 
 
13 Sept 2007 ElectricWindmillCar Coup Leaders have it and 
 
13 Sept 2007 Will "Hang" every General at the Pentagon to get it unsurpressed... with  
 
13 Sept 2007 Free Electrolysis, Electricity, Heat, from your ElectricWindmillCar  
 
13 Sept 2007 MD's misjudged their decision to profit from flesh sizzling in gasoline's fiery car wrecks 
 
13 Sept 2007 In 1980 Americans wanted a gasoline invention that would kill all the Arabs  
 
13 Sept 1980 A month before the ElectricWindmillCar Invention - then suppression! Then suppression until 2007 for more oil 
money. 4 Star Generals on TV all day yesterday and today were working their way up in the Ranks at the Pentagon in 1980 but 
news about the ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 spread through the Pentagon like news about a General getting a new 
Star. Senators, like the Roman Senate demanded they go along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in exchange they 
will get bribes, kickback, perks and a easy job. Kennedy was the mastermind. He had been drinking all day, most of the days of 
his life. Driving off the bridge killing his girlfriend wasn't even enough a crime to get him kicked out of the Senate. Kennedy 
then drove Joan his wife to drink… Would you become a alcoholic if your Senate husband was leading the Suppression of 
the ElectricWindmillCar during the Oil Embargo Era, back in the 1980's. Americans wanted a gasoline invention that would kill all 
the Arabs, then we get one and the US Senate suppresses it. Yes you would drink to live with this crazy Kennedy who should 
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be announcing the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Gasoline lines at gas stations go on for months while Kennedy tells the 
Saudi's he has a new ElectricWindmillCar Invention. And he will use it unless they end the Oil Embargo. So the Saudi's go along 
with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in October of 1980. 1980 to 2007 is history, History of the worst Genocide in 
the history of Earth by the USA. Best spin off invention from the ElectricWindmillCar is take alone a gallon of water and you 
get free hydrogen and oxygen from free electrolysis. Hydrogen that gives you free heat and electricity for your home. All 
suppressed by Kennedy. Roman Senate. Imagine Kennedy in this Senate giving the speech. Listen to him; you will someday as the 
video exist in our Orwellian Archives. As for the consequences and demands from the Pentagon Generals. They wanted an end 
to Apollo Moon Bases as with 700 Moon Bases it would be near impossible to win a conventional war. Public would want to spent 
the Pentagons money on 700 Moon Base then spend it on Star Travels to Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years down range. The Generals 
at the Pentagon at the time, in 1980 knew this would be the end of the Pentagon, as we know it. NASA would have a bigger 
budget then the Pentagon… in 1981. In 2008 NASA will get a bigger budget than the Pentagon. After the ElectricWindmillCar 
is exposed and those who suppressed it hanged. Including Bill Gates and his wife… Cops will direct traffic like never before. As 
they were the victims of this mass murder, cop cars bursting into flames when rear-ended. On the job accidents. Kennedy's 
accident that killed Mary Jo, lead to the worst genocide in the history of Earth. Maybe Kennedy hit his head in this wreck and 
the Doctors misdiagnosed him as being sane. MD's misjudged the decision to go alone with the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar. New Medical Schools will be mostly women, as Male MD's were the ones who lead the suppress of 
the ElectricWindmillCar in the Medical Community. Treating cops burn in gasoline had no effect on Male MD's. They were callous 
to the burnt cops, and kids. Just revenue for their Bank Accounts. And the Swiss bankers have all the oil money, so the coup 
leaders know were to go to confiscate it…. Grin!  
 
 
 
 
 
12 Sept 2007 Warrior Antagonist vs. Alien 
 
12 Sept 2007 Warrior Antagonist vs. Alien  
 
12 Sept 2007 F-35 will kill every alien in the Universe.  
 
12 Sept 2007 Total Immunity with one vaccination will kill all infecting antigens.  
 
 
 
F-35 is a supersonic, multi-role, 5th generation stealth fighter jet designed to kill every Alien in the Universe. Alien, Aliens, 
Alien Resurrection. Star Trek, Star Gate, Atlantis. Sony never made Medicine Man 2 because Connery didn't want to mock the 
cure for cancer invention. Total Immunity with one vaccination will kill all the antigens. Antibodies are the chemicals produced by 
the body's immune system in response to infecting microorganisms. Each antibody is produced by lymphocytes white cells as a 
result of exposure to antigens. This is called antigen-antibody reaction. T-Cells recognize antigens. Immunoglobulins are part of 
the plasma protein. F-35 is a supersonic, multi-role, 5th generation stealth fighter jet designed to kill every Alien in the 
Universe. Total Immunity with one vaccination will kill all the antigens. One dose of the vaccine "Total Immunity" will probably cost 
as much as one F-35. Until we go into mass production. Saudi Princes regularly pay $100k for one shot… when not buying organs 
from Bush. Expensive! Justice Department, believes the antitrust of Americans can be kill off by suppressing this news. 
Antitrust problems for Microsoft will end with the ElectricWindmillCar on the streets of the USA. As the Coup leaders will let 
me introduce an "Invention OS" that will let a billion people work on a million inventions without having to pay Bill Gates one 
cent. Thank God Bill Gates is dead and gone finally. Now back to killing off all the Aliens in the Universe. Bush and the 
Pentagon Generals made a big mistake in suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980 just for more oil money. And we realize 
killing all the Aliens in the Universe was a mistake too. So NASA will get a bigger budget next year then the Pentagon. As for 
the Saudi Princes who were stealing organs from Americans in line waiting for them, they will die in poverty as oil will be 10 cents 
a barrel this time next year.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
11 Sept 2007 1 Billion ElectricWindmillCars in Boulder Colorado 
11 Sept 2007 St. Petersburg is building a 110 Story World Trade Center Style skyscraper 
11 Sept 2007 1 Millionth iPhone sold over the weekend 
11 Sept 2007 1 million widows from burnt cops in fiery cop car wrecks 
 
 
 
11 Sept 2007 1 Billion ElectricWindmillCars in Boulder Colorado… 9-11 again and still no ElectricWindmillCars in Boulder 
Colorado. Apple sells 1 million iPhones in 74 days. 1 Millionth iPhone sold over the weekend. CEO at Apple knows about the 
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. CEO's who know the ElectricWindmillCar is being suppressed on 9-11 took their 1 
millionth sleeping pill. Hard to sleep knowing about the worst Genocide in the history of Earth is USA Genocide by Texas Oil 
Men, lead by Bush. Over the weekend in St. Petersburg at Palace Square 10k women took part in a 10k run for women. Moscow is 
#1 in cops, husbands burned in fiery cop car wrecks. St. Petersburg is #2 in Russia. Widows, the cop's widows in Moscow and 
St. Petersburg don't even know the ElectricWindmillcar was invented in 1980… in October month after 9-1980. Widows Don't 
know Putin is a mass murderer of their husband cops. Top Brass in St. Petersburg are building a 110 Story World Trade Center 
Style skyscraper with oil money. History Department at St. Petersburg University, the administrative assistant knows about 
the ElectricWindmillCar as I sent several postcards to St. Petersburg University and to the St. Petersburg Times. 110 Story 
World Trade Center Style skyscraper going up in St. Petersburg. Widows can't sleep at night, seems like those profiting from 
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oil from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar can sleep ok with a billion sleeping pills. Apple sells 1 million iPhones in 74 days. 
1 Millionth iPhone sold over the weekend. CEO at Apple knows about the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Someday 
textbooks sold at the CU Bookstore will include this 9-11-2007 news I just wrote, along with the news that there are finally 1 
Billion ElectricWindmillCars on the roads of the USA. And we will have for History administrative assistants statistics on how 
many burned and burned to death during this oil Genocide from Oct 1980 to 9-11-2007. Widows will finally win a good nights 
sleep. And some payback from Russian Oil men.  
 
 
 
 
10 Sept 2007 Keys reinvented asap 
 
 
 
10 Sept 2007 Keys reinvented asap. 10 Sept 2007 Keys reinvented ASAP. GPS chip, Your keys can have a ring tone if you need 
to call them on your cell phone. Same for the several remotes on your table, when you misplace one of them. BuffOne card with 
a barcode, and battery. Kings can send you e-mail of all your groceries, CU Bookstore could e-mail your textbook purchases. 
What do you really want to keep track of the most? Your wives… grin. Top Brass could change our world over night if they 
shared advanced GPS technology with society, and yes of course if they give us the ElectricWindmillCar and free hydrogen 
via electrolysis from the gallon of water in your ElectricWindmillCar. But they probably won't do either any time soon. So were 
stuck with reinventing the Key, and other comparable items. Power, current, voltage, currently we're at the mercy of madmen 
who pour gasoline over someone else every day, and set them on fire in dramatic car wrecks. AirBags on the outside of Semi's 
and trucks was vetoed by these madmen several years ago. Cost too much. Statistics from the Nancy Grace CNN show reported 
27 kids died in hot cars in the summer of 2007, when the ElectricWindmillCar would be climate controlled 24/7. Madmen 
failed psychology or did Psychology fail society? Bush has the technology to block anyone calling my cell number above. He can 
and does stifle my working 24/7 on 1,001 invention projects. Key to unlocking all this madness is to reinvent what you can now 
and save the cure for cancer and gravity control for when you have a harem of Goddesses to inspire you. Keys for your new 
Toshiba would be a better key than a fingerprint reader…. I think Toshiba realized this. As for the DVD war between Sony 
and Toshiba I would reinvent the DVD as a hard drive with 500 gigs, 20 HD movies and a USB 3 connector to plug into your TV 
or PC. But Toshiba and Sony are locked into a DVD War, and will never see this reinvention of the DVD. Did someone lose their 
keys while fighting a war? Ps Yes I did dream of Shelly last night… Sweet Dreams!  
 
 
 
 
 
9 Sept 2007 CU Football Stadium; a Women Medical School  
 
 
 
9 Sept 2007 CU Football Gang Rape will get Football kicked off Campus replace with a Medical School for Women. In 1965 
I remember HS gossip about Football players gang raping HS girls after the Football game, so this has been going on for a very 
long time. But no one on Campus believes Lisa Simpson will win anything in a Denver Courtroom. Everything depends on the Leaders 
of the ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat - what their plans for social reforms are from the status quo of today's gang rape 
by Football Players. 100's of 14-year-old girls have been gang raped in Iraq and 10,000's of thousands of 14-year-old girls 
were gang raped in Vietnam. So the Status Quo goes beyond CU Football Players. Drunk drivers are punished unless they are 
form Mexico is a example of the Status Quo Today. I watch Mexicans getting away with Murder… at work. I know Observers 
are watching on 100's of hidden cameras and it's the norm to let them do anything, break every rule and get away with murder. 
50% of the MD's will end up in prison for their profits from letting white cops burn in fiery cop car wrecks… from 1980 to 2007 
the Oil Genocide Era in the USA so Society will need New Medical Schools after the ElectricWindMillCar Coup D'Etat leaders are 
in control. Perfect restitution for society will be to convert all the CU Football Stadiums to Medical Schools and make them 
for Women. To add pain to the punishment for the crimes by the Coach and Presidents of the University. Lisa has not given up 
hope, Genocide and Gang Rape are in textbooks, and some day on the Nightly News, GE is profiting from White Cops burning 
in gasoline, but they cannot profit from this Genocide forever. I hope not anyway.  
 
CU Sex Assault Lawsuit Revived  
DENVER (AP) - An appeals court on Thursday revived a lawsuit by two women who claim they were gang-raped at an off-
campus party attended by University of Colorado football recruits, ruling there is evidence the alleged assaults were caused by 
the school's failure to adequately supervise players. The ruling by the 10th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, which sends the case 
back to the trial court, said there is evidence the university had an official policy of showing high school recruits a "good time" 
and that it showed a "deliberate indifference" to any known sexual harassment. "The university used all its resources to 
silence, stifle, and shut down the entire process," she said. "The fact that the lawsuit is revived shows that maybe there is 
some hope for justice and in some sense things have changed." Drugs, alcohol and sex were used to entice recruits to the 
Boulder campus the activity was knowingly sanctioned by university officials. The football team's head coach at the time, 
Gary Barnett, survived the scandal.  
 
 
 
 
 
8 Sept 2007 Shelly and CIA MD women 
 
 
 
8 Sept 2007 Shelly and a few CIA women.MD women MIT women, with some super computers from Japan, and a visit by Yoko. 
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Move into your new home furnished by the CIA with live in spy's who are ordered to help you get the cure for cancer and 
gravity control... Make up for lost time when you were "Tortured by the CIA" from 1980 to 2007. MD wife can get a few 
more years out of this old man. Torture takes years off the end of your life. Lifestyle of the CIA Director reported 3 hours ago 
on Google news. You have to read between the lines, always especially with the CIA news that is only 3 hours old. Flights 
across Europe with prisoners, because of 9-11. Governments from Popes to Jews and OPEC. Shelly I have a new web page... 
END WAR ON EARTH, Shelly is so Hot I had to catch her in the CU Bookstore. No Way could I have let her leave without 
yelling out Shelly... No Way can I leave my lifestyle of torture here in Boulder Colorado without asking her to come along, asking 
her if she can get along with CIA woman and MD, PHD women. Top Women Quarks helping me get 1,001 inventions instead of 
being suppressing at every invention project. World of Change... with Women like Shelly, 1980 to 2007 without them for long 
enough to say the least. No Way could I have let her leave the CU Bookstore without yelling out Shelly... My BDay is coming up 
on Sept 27th 60 years old and ready to get Shelly for my BDay Present, if Gen Orwell signs the orders in time. Grin! ps 
George Orwell could never have written anything close to our Orwellian Society that is very real, keep reading here and find out 
if the CIA survives the Oil Genocide Trials, in every Capital around the World.<  
 
 
 
 
 
 
7 Sept 2007 9-11 electricwindmillcar 
 
 
7 Sept 2007 9-11 electricwindmillcar on 9-11 there should have been 1 Billion electricwindmillcars in Boulder Colorado. Instead 
the City of Boulder Colorado took oil bribes to go along with the suppression of the electricwindmillcar. Thinking the City Of 
Boulder Colorado could use a little extra money from the Federal Government. Little did they know the aftermath of this error 
in Judgment would affect NYC. All the Oil Money accounts will be frozen and confiscated by the Post Oil Genocide Government of 
the USA. City of Boulder will have to pay back all its oil bribes... ha It's a bitch when the Fed's make you pay back your ill 
gotten gains. ha Leaders of the Coup D'Etat Leaders of the Coup D'Etat Leaders of the Coup D'Etat Leaders of the Coup 
D'Etat Leaders of the Coup D'Etat Leaders of the Coup D'Etat will freeze all oil and gasoline accounts, then confiscated them. 
What will the New government of the USA do will $4 Trillion dollars in oil money? Pay those who were burned in gasoline, to 
prison with the MD's who sued them for nonpayment from their Burn Center. Pain being burned in gasoline is twice as bad when 
you find out the Oil Men were suppressing the electricwindmillcar and you should not have been burned in gasoline in the first place. 
7 Sept 2007 9-11 electricwindmillcar 7 Sept 2007 9-11 electricwindmillcar 7 Sept 2007 9-11 electricwindmillcar 7 Sept 2007 9-
11 electricwindmillcar instead NASCAR has been racing around the tracks with gasoline powered cars. I hope they get a ticket 
for this. I will certainly watch the first Indy 500 with all electricwindmillcars. 9-11 would never have happened if there were 
1 Billion electricwindmillcars in Boulder, Colorado. On 9-11 PS 9-11 would never have happened if the CIA did not go along with 
the giving of oil bribes to the City of Boulder, Colorado  
 
 
6 Sept 2007 Aggressor Rates  
 
 
6 Sept 2007 Aggressor Rates for a ride in the Shuttle as a space tourists. $20 million for a round trip if you're lucky. Rate 
the billionaires aggression earning the $20 million. Temps with no dental, grin. Mad Philosopher aggression starts with reading 
Tolstoy "The Confession", Rousseau's "Confession"... not even in stock at CU Bookstore because these Philosophy books expose 
more than The Prince. Old ancient aggressors Philosophers have leverage over the current government leaders. Teach you to vote 
and veto a drunk Kennedy who drove off a bridge killing again and again for the rest of his life. Binge drinking on Campus 
never mentions drunkard for life. Like a Kennedy. Rich aggressor rates equal genocide charges, this time for the USA. Oil Era 
long past its time. A Coors genocide trial in Golden Colorado after the last oilman is hanged. Excitement of money was greater 
than the Universe. Edison's wife was his Goddess of Inspiration, yet there are no lectures or books, movies, an "Inconvenient 
Truth" Lectures or Movies in Hellems. Global Warming Global War... Aliens could be 4.3 light years from Earth, NASA could 
never tell, would never tell if they knew. Gravity Control is another "Inconvenient Truth" not on campus at 8 pm in Hellems. 
Lecture Hall. Aggression, aggressor rates for the Lecture.... Grade the Lecture only if you consider Gravity and Edison's 
wife. Consider Tolstoy and Rousseau's books on Confessions when you grade the Lecture in Hellems. Milestone is not a 
lightyearstone. CU Students graduating in 2008 might hear this at the graduation if I give the graduation speech. 
Milestone Lightyearstone. Galapagos Aggressor I and Galapagos Aggressor II rates are $4k per person double occupancy, or 
quadruple occupancy... nice if you bring 3 wives. And get inspired to invent 3 things. Aggressor Rates!!! Get a Goddess of 
inspiration but don't tell her until the inventions blast off get control gravity, prove gravity didn't create itself. Give humanity 
Total Recall and EndWarOnEarth.  
 
 
 
 
 
5 Sept 2007 100th F-22  
 
5 Sept 2007 100th F-22 delivered to the AF this week. Top Brass called it a milestone not a lightyearstone. Light Year travels 
are not a reality for the AF Generals. Fighter of the Future mentality of Generals kills the hopes and dreams of NASA, those 
who want to travel 4.3 light years in the life time of today's Freshmen class at USA Universities. Opposing F22's for Shuttles. 
Only way we can win 100 Shuttles if Cops are the Coup leaders and hang every General at the Pentagon for Suppressing 
the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980.... Even the CIA will be killed off by Cops arresting 007 Agents for letting Mom Dad and the 
3 kids in the back seat burn to death in 10's of thousands of fiery car wrecks after the ElectricWindmillcar was invented in 
1980. CIA must fight for its life as the CIA will be kill for its support of the Oil Genocide by Texas, Saudi, and Moscow Oil 
Men. Then and only then can we start production of 100 Shuttles that can be docked together like a train in Earth Orbit. ps no 
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more space walks please.  
 
 
4 Sept 2007 IBM Geneva  
 
News about Hydrogen light years from reality. Hydrogen free from the ElectricWindmillCar from your water bottle... 1st it was 
NBC and Leno joke about Brittany left in a hot car now its IBM Top Brass talking about Hydrogen free from driving 
your ElectricWindmillCar to work. Free electricity for your home and free fuel for your furnace... IBM is worried about 
being charged with Genocide for having a Misdiagnosis program it ran on all its 250k employees. IBM didn't tell anyone if their 
MD misdiagnosised their disease or treatment. As we get closer to the Oil Genocide Trials IBM is worried I will testify against 
them, for not giving me a job at IBM Boulder. I will testify I lost invention ideas that would surpass Misdiagnosis Software... 
Would this hang IBM's Top Brass for Genocide? They are certantly guilty as Hell of charges of Genocide and Crimes 
Against Humanity. 
 
 
 
 
3 Sept 2007 TEHRAN, Iran, - Iran‛s leaders have 3000 active centrifuges to enrich uranium all paid for with oil money made 
since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... Iran would be living in poverty like the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar 
is in Boulder Colorado, instead they have the $100 Billion I should have from the ElectricWindmillCar. Which they spend on war, 
I would be Spending my $100 Billion on a Free University and of course text books for the readers from CU... grin. Jews have 
their $100 Billion from Oil in Swiss banks. News from Mexico 1k semi trucks are set to cross the border and slam into cars full 
of white kids bursting into flames... Bush is so stupid the President of Yale should hang with him for graduating such a stupid 
Yalie... really!  
 
 
 
 
 
1 Sept 2007 Last nights Leno 1st joke let us know what the Top Brass is talking about behind the cameras at NBC, Kids Left in 
Hot Cars, Leno's first joke was Britneys kids left mom in a Hot Car. 999 Kids have died in Hot Cars just in LA since the invention 
of the Electric Windmill Car in 1980 and now today 1 Sept. 2007 we know the ElectricWindmillCar will be climate controlled 24/7 
via free hydrogen... (see bottom of this web page for details how)we reflect on Leno's joke about Britneys Kids leaving Mom in a 
Hot Car. What can we read about the Top Brass at NBC from this Leno Joke? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Anna Politkovskaya 1 of 44 Journalists who were killed in Moscow --- 4,000 Moscow cops were burned in fiery cop car wrecks at 
the same time, and The New York Times suppressed these murders by Moscow Oil Men led by Putin... Moscow cops will seek 
their revenge for the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar on Oil Men and the Journalists who refused to report on 4k cops 
burned to death in gasoline for more oil money! Add in the 999 kids left in cold cars (hot cars) who frozen to death when 
the ElectricWindMillCar would of been climate controlled 24/7 this is a sick genocide just for more oil money.  
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com

 
 
 

I just made the boss directory and photos directory public

So you can looked at the files here and open or download them

 
 
 

 http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss

 
 
 

 http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3

 
 
 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Phone  303 443 6270

Cell      303 548 9904

 

I got the domain endwaronearth.com ----- I should not be surprised that the Bush Government has several 
genocides some the worst in the history of Earth, going on simultaneously. 

 

Observers in front of the hidden cameras are like in the book "1984" but with modern day hidden cameras 
and instant communication to the troops who are hidden among the public. 

 

Our Orwellian Society that has more than 10 different Genocide. 

 

Even the Pope has take billions in oil money to let cops and kids burn in gasoline. 
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Many "Observers" say the Jewish state is morally obliged to offer police force spirit to cops fleeing mass murder by Texas, 
Saudi and Moscow Oil men who's public letter heads today say let them eat cake, let them burn in gasoline, we are addicted to 
oil money. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bridge Kennedy drove off of...  Kennedy killed 1 Billion people as he was not punished for killing his girlfriend so 

he went out and killed 1 Billion more people via suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar
 

I meet Kennedy in Niwot in 1979 In 1980 I invented the Electricwindmillcar at the George Orwell branch 
Library here in Boulder Colorado while Kennedy watched on hidden cameras.

 
$$$ $$$ $$$

 
20 Aug 2007

ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News 

 

Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306

Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306

inventor84@att.net 

inventor@electricwindmillcar.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"MOSCOW -- Anna Politkovskaya, blaming her murder on a campaign to destabilise President Vladimir Putin.  
 
New York-based Committee to Protect Journalists, lists 44 journalists killed for their work in Russia since 1991.  
 
 
 
 
 
Anna Politkovskaya 1 of 44 Journalists were killed in Moscow --- 4,000 Moscow cops were burned in fiery cop car wrecks at 
the same time, and The New York Times suppressed these murders by Moscow Oil Men let by Putin... on orders from Bush and 
Texas Oil men.  
 
As a journalist for the independent twice-weekly Novaya Gazeta, she had been almost alone in the Russian media in probing 
war crimes in Chechnya. She also wrote a series of books critical of Putin's rule. Nightly news is under state control in... in 
Moscow - grin! A calculation by the New York-based Committee to Protect Journalists, another advocacy group, lists 44 
journalists killed for their work in Russia since 1991. 
 
 
 
 
 
Addicted to oil money is worst than drunk driving on Coors and not being able to sue Coors. As the 
government made Coors and the Vail Ski Resort immune from Law Suits.
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 Bill Gates is the Genocides businessman leader as he blackmailed Bush into letting him make as much as Texas 
Oil men or Bill Gates would expose the suppression of the Electric Windmill Car since 1980.  ----- 

 

Orwell at the Boulder Public Library stifles more than helps you invent something or in my case End War On Earth. 
I invented the Electric Windmill Car in 1980 at the George Reynolds Brach library in Table Mesa after 6 months 
of brainstorming every day at the library and the harassment from the City of Boulder Employees was worst as 
they spit at me almost ever day... for not going along with the killing of women and kids in Vietnam, Now today 
even the President of Vietnam gets Oil Genocide Bribes from Bush and the American Government. War is 
about money.... ha ---- 

 

Nancy Grace needs to put them these Genocides on Court TV, but as you would guess Court TV Lawyers get oil 
money from Bush. 

 

Even built a new Law School here at CU in Boulder Colorado from Oil Money Bribes from Bush and every 
Orwellian Observer on campus knows this as they could not hide a government bribe like this new $100 
million dollar Law School Building. 

 

Hydrogen and Oxygen free from your Electric Windmill Car would put Xcel out local electric utility out of 
business and save the lives of all the kids left and hot cars, and cold cars as the Electric Windmill Car will be 
climate controlled 24/7 365 days a year.

 

Coal generates most of the electricity for Boulder Colorado as this is a perk to Coal owners like the ones in the News.

 

Electric Windmill Car on the Streets of Boulder Colorado would put the Coal Company Owners out of 
business overnight, textbooks would have to be edited at the bookstore. Grin, more work for temps as yes even 
the government hires mostly temps to keep from paying for dental, medical, and Presidents Day Holliday Pay. $$$

 

As for the design of this web page I plan for mouse over menus and found pages of html script then I will just have 
the 4 words ---- End War On Earth ---- and when you put your mouse over any of the 4 words a menu will drop 
down of 10 to 20 to 100 links you can click on so the whole home page will be blank except for the ---- 4 words 
End War On Earth. ---- If someone who logs on to any of these 3 web pages knows how to write the html please e 
mail it to me at -- inventor84@att.net. I would want red white and blue drop down menus… as the ---- USA is 
the only one on Earth who can End War On Earth 

 
End War On Earth

www.endwaronearth.com

20 Aug 2007

ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News  

End War On Earth = newest domain!

www.endwaronearth.com
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I just made the boss directory and photos directory public

So you can looked at the files here and open or download them

 http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss

 http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
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Underpass + Overpass for people, never get run over * wars Cost $

Radar is only for F-22's Today
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Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 
Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 light years 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 light years 
Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

Wolf 359 7.6 light years 
Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6 light years 
Sirius B 8.6 light years 

Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years 
Luyten 726-8B 8.9 light years 

Ross 154 9.4 light years 
Ross248 10.3 light years 

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 
Luyten 789-6 10.8 light years 

Ross 128 10.8 light years  

 
 
 

Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306

Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306

inventor84@att.net 

inventor@electricwindmillcar.com 

 
Phone  303 443 6270

Cell      303 548 9904 
  
 
 

Name the 10 nearest stars to Earth.... 
Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years

 

 
 
 

One Billionth Electric Windmill Car 
Coming Off the Ford Assembly Line in 2007

On John Lennon's 67 BDay 
 
 

Only after Kennedy hangs in Boston Square

for not buying 1 billion electric windmill cars for anyone!

Will we spend tax money on New Bridges
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To our work and vacation destinations in the Universe

Cost of building new bridges

Electricwindmillcar on the road in 1980

Profits from this invention would have paid for

New bridges over traffic intersections....

Brave new World.... Lost by Kennedy

 

 

 

 

700 Shuttles

 

 

 

 

700 New Shuttles were lost by Observers in Colorado who wanted bribes for luxury items, CU 
Presidents failed societies trek to Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years down range. 

 

 

 
 

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 
Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 light years 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 light years 
Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

Wolf 359 7.6 light years 
Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6 light years 
Sirius B 8.6 light years 

Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years 
Luyten 726-8B 8.9 light years 

Ross 154 9.4 light years 
Ross248 10.3 light years 

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 
Luyten 789-6 10.8 light years 

 
 

Ross 128 10.8 light years 

 

 
 

One Billionth Electric Windmill Car 
Coming Off the Ford Assembly Line in 2007

On John Lennon's 67 BDay 
 
 

 

 

2007 - Quid Pro Quo $10 $20 $40 Billion in Oil bribes for Colorado alone...   

Ambien for Matt Lauer and others to stop seeing those burning in their sleep.... Oil $$$ side effects $
9-11 Attack would never have happened

With 1 billion electric windmill cars in the USA
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1 Feb. 2007 President Bush’s new approach to the Iraq war depends for success on Oil money for 
Iraq clerics and government workers, same thing Bush does in the USA, giving oil money bribes 
to city and state Mayors and Governors to go along wi6h the suppression of the Electric Windmill 
Car and letting 7 million cops and kids burn and burn to death in gasoline. 

 

 

© Copyright 2007   
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 
Greg's End War on Earth web page. 
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inventor84@att.net 
inventor@electricwindmillcar.com 

 
 
 

Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 
 
 
 

Phone  303 443 6270 

Cell      303 548 9904 
  

Name the 10 nearest stars to Earth.... 
Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years

 
 
 

Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 
 

 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/ford.html
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News 

Every day the nearest stars are moving closer to World Leaders engaged in combat world wide. 

Here are some cool PAGES FROM INVENTOR: 

1.    USA'S GENOCIDE VIA GAS EXHAUST 
 

News

Every day the nearest stars are moving closer to World Leaders engaged in combat world wide.

 

Here are some cool PAGES FROM INVENTOR:

1.    USA'S GENOCIDE VIA GAS EXHAUST 
2.    Greg on top of Flattop Mt 
3.    BEFORE THE BIG BANG 
4.    4.3 LIGHT YEARS AND THEN INFINITY 
5.    THE LOSS OF 1,001 MOON BASES 
6.    PERPLEXING MENTAL PSYCHOANALYSIS 
7.    SWEDEN SELLS ARMS NOT SEX 
8.    HELICOPTER RESCUE 
9.    USA SELLS THE H BOMB LIFESTYLE 
10.                   I HAVE COME TO HATE JUDAS WOMEN 
11.                   -- STAR AND WAR LOGISTICS 
12.                   -- 100 MILLION INVENTING 
13.                   HIGH STAKES INVENTING - 
14.                   BIOGRAPHY 
15.                   --- FORMULA --- 
16.                   SELF-MASTERY 
17.                   HOSPITAL SHIP AIRCRAFT CARRIER 
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18.                   STARE FLIRTATIOUSLY 
19.                   UNIVERSITY EDUCATION HAS FAILED 
20.                   MY LAI'S STRATEGIC STRAGIES 
21.                   SPACE TELESCOPE ERA ---- 
22.                   INVENT SOMETHING !!! ---- 
23.                   LOVERS KISSES ---- 
24.                   HIDDEN CAMERAS ---- 
25.                   INTIMIDATED ---- 
26.                   OIL AT 10 CENTS A BARREL ---- 
27.                   -- DEAF AND DUMB ---- 
28.                   -- EARTH IN 6 BILLION YEARS ---- 
29.                   -- EAVESDROP ON ALIENS---- 
30.                   -- POW INVENTOR ---- 
31.                   -- MIT AND NOW IIE ---- 
32.                   -- WEAPONS IN SCHOOL ---- 
33.                   -- WIVES ERECT A UNIVERSE ---- 
34.                   -- SKI DATE IS A SKI MOVIE ---- 
35.                   -- HACK INTO ALIEN TV ---- 
36.                   -- PREVAIL USING SURGERY ---- 
37.                   -- BAR CODE ON FOREHEAD ---- 
38.                   -- WORLD CONQUEST ---- 
39.                   -- TREMORS THINKING ---- 
40.                   -- OASIS - OASIS ---- 
41.                   -- INVENT OR DIE ---- 
42.                   -- A STRONG FORCE OF GRAVITY ---- 
43.                   -- WHO WOULD KILL THE BOSS ? ---- 
44.                   -- UTOPIA NOVEL - LOBOTOMIZE MADMEN ---- 
45.                   -- DOCTOR ARMY FOR THE LIGHT YEAR CONQUESTS ---- 
46.                   -- LINK TO ----- INVENTORS UNIVERSE - 27 SEPT 97 - 50TH BIRTHDAY ---- 
47.                   -- EARTH WILL BE DESTROYED BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE USA ---- 
48.                   -- ANTI COLLISION RADAR FOR A CAR ---- 
49.                   -- INTRODUCTION TO THE NEAREST 52 SOLAR SYSTEMS ---- 
50.                   -- SPACE TRAVEL IS IMPOSSIBLE BECAUSE... ---- 
51.                   -- TIBET ------- TIBET ---- 
52.                   -- MIRACULOUS PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES 
53.                   -- INFINITY EXCITEMENT 
54.                   -- 4th of JULY FROM OIL 1997 
55.                   -- FEARING WHO FINDS A CANCER CURE 
56.                   -- WHEN WE GET MARRIED 
57.                   NEW MOTHER THERESA'S SUPER COMPUTER 
58.                   NEW MASTOPEXY SURGERY FOR WORLD LEADERS 
59.                   NEW STATISTICIANS 
60.                   WILD WOMEN MD'S 
61.                   BIKE PATH THAT IS FLOODED EVERY YEAR AND MY INVENTION IDEA FOR OVER 
PASS BIKE PATHS 
62.                   MOUNTAINS I LIVE IN FRONT OF AND CLIMB. I BIKE AROUND ON THE ROAD BEHIND 
THEM TOO 
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Greg's End War on Earth web page. 

 
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/ 

 
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/ 

 
my 2 meg home page 

  
inventor84@att.net 

 
inventor@electricwindmillcar.com 

 
Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 

 
Phone  303 443 6270  

Cell 303 548 9904 

  
Name the 10 nearest stars to Earth.... 
Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years
 
 
 
Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306
thanks

  

 
Quid Pro Quo $40 Billion in Oil bribes for Colorado alone... Quid Pro Quo 

 

Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 
Phone  303 443 6270 

Cell      303 548 9904 

 
 http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3
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